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NN 
MIGHTY TREES 

A one-tree forest fire that burned WISCONSIN HORTICULTU R E 

for six months, yet did not kill the 1K Organ of the Wi tease 
. . : Official Organ Jeconain Horticultural Society 

tree, is the unique record establish- Estasuisnen 1910 

ed by a California big tree in Se- Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. | Acceptance 

quoia National Park: The giant tree foe allied ot ere) oe postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of s 

was struck by lightning, probably Published Monthly Excepting July by the 

in July. The fire smoldered in its Wisconsin State Horticutturat Society 

crown until midwinter, when its 424 University Farm Place 

presence was betrayed for the first Madison 6, Wisconsin 

time by pieces of charcoal falling H. J Ranmuow, Editor . 

to the ground, Rangers could not Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
reach the lofty blaze, but winter Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

rains and snows finally extinguish Tet,, University, 182 
§ a - —— ee ___ as 

ed it. Volume XXXVI September, 1945 No. 1 
It is the venerable age as well SS 

as the overwhelming size of the 
. : ‘ TA T. 

sequoia which captures the imagi- BLE ‘OF CONTENTS 

nation, John Muir estimated one News For Fruit Growers _-------------------eeeeeee eee 3 

tree to be forty centuries old. Thus Apple Institute News __----------------------------eenneeeeeeee 4 

It was a strong young tree” when Safeguarding Our Orchard Investment ~---------------------------- 6 

Abraham went into Egypt; it was Hints For Strawberry Growers ~----------------------------------- 7 

bearing seeds when Sodom Go- Questions on Hardiness in Raspberries ---------------------------- 8 

morrah were destroyed; it was old Wisconsin Beekeeping qcocsencocescben sone seeeenenceceemeennen: 9 

as America when Joseph was sold Editorials ~-----------------------------n0 nnn nn nnn nnn nnn 12 

into Egypt and older when Christ Gladiolus Tidings wanna nanan nanan nnn n nnn nana anna nn en enna nnee- 14 

was born than the Christian re- betes wrens TC é 

ligion is today! sarden Gleanings ~~----~~-------------2-a-nnnnnnnn nnn nnn nnn 
B10 yo. - Garden Club News ------------------------------------------------ 18 

—From July 15, American Nurs- : Z 
: ’ Program Annual Convention Wisconsin Garden Club Federation---- 19 

eryman. From the President’s Desk ~--------------------------------------- 20 
Living Memorials 2-cosecee ee cee eel 

Visit to Mexico City ----------------------------------------------- 21 

ane. 1908, Seeds—Edible and Otherwise -------------------------------------- 22 

ee ry Birds in the Madison Cemetery ~----------------------------------- 23 

a 

Fr0.1 fa2 Pia 3 Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1947 

Berry Boxes Don W. Reynolds, Pres. .-Sturgeon Bay G. J. Hipke .....-..-.--.--New Holstein 
Wm. F. Connell, Vice-Pres., Menomonie Mrs. Arno Meyer -.-.-----.-------Waldo 

Crates, Bushel Boxes H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. ---.-------Madison Arnold Nieman -..........-.--Cedarburg 

and Climax Baskets E. L. Chambers, Treas. -....---Madison 

As You Like Them — , 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Fold- Term Ending December, 1945 

ing Berar i wood veneer tant Virgil Fieldhouse -..----------Dodgeville Horticulture -.+..-+2-<s-<------Madison 

materiale Me toe D. in carload lots N. C. Jacobs ..------------Sturgeon, Bay H. W. Riggert, Pres. Wis. Nursery- 

stock quart grates all made up ready Peter L. Swartz, Jr..----------- Waukesha men's Assn, ..----------Fort Atkinson 
» @ ies or jue- 

berries. No order too small or too large Walter Diechnelt, Pres. Wis. Bee- 

for us to handle. We can ship the Term Ending December, 1946 
folding boxes and crates in K. D. from keepers’ Assn. -....--Mnomonee Falls 

Milwaukee. is essential in Leland Brown .------------Sturgeon Bay 

handling fruit, wad we aim to do our RG. Dawson _..............Franksvite Mts. Walter Dakin, Madison, Presi- 
iscount for ear! 

Prlere A postal brings our price Tist. E. L. White -.-.-----------Fort Atkinson dent Garden Club Federation 

eee eee 

CUMBERLAND FRUIT Subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture ia obtained by membership, in, the Wisconsin 
3 ‘a jues ai ‘ear es t 

PACKAGE COMPANY State Herta aoe ealtural: Societies, and other Horticultural Organizaiwne 
\re affiliated at a reduced membership rate. Fifty cents of the annual dues paid | - 

Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. each member is for a year’s subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. 

bn 
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News for Fruit Growers 

NORTHWEST APPLE MEN 2 the large amount of extra moisture 
UNITE IN NEW PROGRAM ——  ne | taken up by the wooden walls and 
The apple industry of \Vashing- Nee, J boxes. Greater use of water on the 

ton State met recently to consider a (ee 7 floors and walls ot the eee may 
program to improve methods of ct Oh relieve the shriveling problem. 

merchandising Washington apples. , wa 
They asked the Washington Apple i yi \ 
Commission to set up a research api! Veer THE DECLINE OF 
department to efficiently work on im f erm % GRIMES GOLDEN 

production and marketing prob- Rey hy Ae I believe that one of the most po- 
lems. Also conduct merchandising ‘ tent factors in bringing about this 
research, coordinate advertising decline in popularity of the Grimes 
with sales, investigate market con- land is a step in the right direc- Golden apple is early picking. My 
ditions, and provide a program for tion of getting an apple that has experience with Grimes is, if it is 
improving apples when they reach some of the McIntosh character- picked too early, it does not have 

the consumer, istics, and is probably a little bet- 4 Grimes flavor, but it is just an- 

They want to investigate new ter from the point of view of sal- other green apple. The growers 
methods of merchandising such as ads and other cooking Purposes. A themselves, are to blame because 
consumer packages, vending ma- teat many people are beginning to everyone wants to beat his neigh- 
chines, and other lines to increase like it to eat out of hand. But as hor into the market with the first 
apple consumption. yet, this has not registered in the shipment of Grimes which usually 

They anticipate radical changes wholesale markets, and Cortland  prings relatively high price. but 
in merchandising methods for ap- has not sold for quite as much a when those shriveled, unattractive, 
ples and want to be in position to bushel as McIntosh. I think I acid-green tasting Grimes reach the 

lead out with their own program would plant as many McIntosh as housewife, she stops buying apples 
and take advantage of new ideas. I could handle, and then probably for the time being. 

They urge closer cooperation be- plant Cortland. In this section, the Grimes are 

tween merchandising and advertis- Mr. Clark, a grower, made this picked early in September, even a 

ing. statement about Cortland in the few days earlier. If the Grimes 
ee discussion on varieties: are left on the tree until nearly, or 

into the first part of October, the 
COMMENTS ON “As soon as our Cortlands begin green color will have turned to a 

THE CORTLAND APPLE to bear, we hand out half a dozen golden hue. Then the real distinc- 
“What do you think about Cort- to the customers and the result is tive and delightful Grimes flavor 

land,” was the question asked at they move right along as soon as js developed. There is no better ap- 

the annual meeting of the New the people get acquainted with ple than the fully developed Grimes 

York Horticultural Society. Dr. A. them. You cannot spring a new ap- Golden. 

J. Heinicke answered the question, ple and expect people to grab it —W. S. Campfield, Staunton, Va.. 
published in the annual report of and run away with it. in February, 1945 American 

the Society, as follows: eeepc eee Fruit Grower. 

“It is an excellent variety from —S 
the point of view of the chain CAN WE PREVENT BAYFIELD HAS APPLE CROP 

stores. There is probably a smaller SHRIVELING IN GOLDEN 
loss if they are not all sold prompt- One apple growing section of 

ly than there would be from Mc- DELICIOUS? Wisconsin at east is foetunate this 

Intosh. McIntosh is not a good ap- The shriveling of Golden Delici- year. It is Bayfield. Olaf Selfors, 
ple to stand up in a warm store. ous can be prevented to some ex- well known grower, writes: “The 
Cortlands do that better, but they tent by providing more humidity apple crop on the Bayfield Penin- 
have not brought as much per bu- in cold storages. Dr. R. M. Smock  sula is the largest ever harvested I 
shel as have McIntosh. You have of the New York Experiment Sta- think. This in spite of a heavy 
to handle McIntosh more carefully tion found generally there was not blizzard on June 2nd while the or- 
than Cortland to keep them from enough moisture in the air during chard was in full bloom. Only where 
bruising. The McIntosh must be the first month that the apples spraying was well timed are the 
handled like the peach, The Cort- were in storage. One reason was apples clean. Trees of almost all
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varieties are loaded — some too APPLE INSTITUTE NEWS for a year when we have a better 

much. Harvesting will start in about Disaster Ceilings crop. This year, however, they de- | 

two weeks later than usual. War ly to Growers cided to publish an apple recipe 

prisoners arriving to pick beans and PE ° w booklet which will be distributed to 

will be switched to apple picking The real need for an apple grow- apple consumers by growers. Mem- 

later.” ers’ organization such as the Na- bers of the Institute may purchase 

_———— tional Apple Institute and affiili- these recipe booklets at cost. They 

FUTURE MARKET TRENDS ated State Institutes was appreci- are so designed that the grower 

Heard at National Apple ated this year when growers were may imprint his own name, address, 

Institute Meeting confronted with the disaster of and other information on the back 

Gerrit VanderHooning, former spring freezes and a reduced crop. cover. 
president, National Association of Under the stabilization extension SS 
Retail Grocers, on_ the subject of act of 1944 there is a disaster No FIVE DAY WEEK 

trends in merchandising, said that clause. It states: 

as soon as the war ends, and over- “Whenever a maximum price IN FOOD PRODUCTION 

lapping buying stops, the apple in- has been established, with respect In the East, farmers are organizing 

dustry should be prepared to take to any fresh fruit or any fresh to protect themselves against the de- 

advantage of the opportunity which vegetable, the Administrator from mands of labor unions to oe the 
} i 7 1 = s = : orced unionization o rivers 0 arm 

retail sales-unit packaging 3 offers lime to time shall adjust such max- trucks by city unions, and to abolish the 
in order to place apples in the imum price in order to make appro- five-day (Monday to Friday) week in 

hands of consumers in the sate priate allowances for substantial re- wholesale produce terminals. 

condition in which they left the ductions in merchantable crop Mr. Carroll R. Miller, Secretary of 

growers’ hands, and to increase yields, unusual hazards in cost of ‘ht National Peach Council, writes in 
les aiicti d ott fact hich the July issue of . Virginia Fruit of 

sales. ne production,.an¢ other factors whic the Virginia Horticultural Society as 
Political Forecast: result from hazards occurring in follows: 

Washington and Vicinity connection with the production and “Union practices are city-built, for 

Drawing on his Washington ex- marketing of such commodity.” plants dealing in ataple commostities 
Si _ sag Whic lend themselves to year-round 

perience, ae VanderHooning ore. OPA was approached regarding production, short work-days and simi- 

dicted: that the price control act application of this clause to the jar practices. In staple manufactur- 

would be continued about as is, apple industry because of the ing also, cost-of-production is the rec- 

except that Congress would attach freeze-out. At first OPA took the ognized basis for selling, and increases 
to it a “letter of intent” as suggest- stand that it meant disaster prices i” cost of production are normally 

ed by Eric Johnston as a uide to should 1 ices ived | passed along’ to. the: consumer. 'y mat g 1 should apply to prices received by “In farm food production. no such 
those who administer the act; tht market operators and not growers, stabilization is possible. Rains may 

the new Secretary of Agriculture. which was plainly ridiculous. Con- prevent field work, or harvesting for 

Clinton P. Anderson, had asked  gressmen who introduced the clause saves ihe work foc be done in long 
i ‘i a : . jours, then, when weather permits. 

os ee ee ee. over and the chairman of the committee yet foods are highly perishable : fruits. 
ood, including pricing, be- considering it made the statement vegetables, poultry, dairy products. 

fore accepting the appointment; that the clause was intended to ap- These must be harvested, prepared for 

that Anderson’s responsibility wil! ply to producers. market and delivered within a com- 

be to get greater food production; With the National Apple Insti- parabvely few hous, sd none aud 
; : a vast- 

that Congress will back him up be- tute representing growers, matters ane and food spoiling. Enerenss Wal 

cause Congress _ is worried sick, are being handled well as is evi- “In perishable foods, also, there is 

knowing the worst food situation denced by increased ceiling prices no base for selling at cost-of-produc- 
of the war is just ahead; that black in states where there is a disaster. ston Perishable foods must be sole at 
marketing, which i 4 . e . the existing market, whether glutte 

ai eting, w' hs oe hee ind Membership Maintained or empty, whether 25 cents per bust.el 
wide-open, can only be lic ed by In spite of a short crop, apple or $3.00. Cost-of-production does not 

releasing the pressure; that indus- growers are maintaining their mem- count here. Nor can increased costs 

trial sugar users have another 15 bership in the Wisconsin Apple In- be passed along to the consumer. The 

per cent cut coming; that civilians stitute. Since our last listing of einen absorbs Wem 1 offi 
+ . . ence, state je ounci officers 

will average about 5 ps. of suga: members the following have paid flatly, there can be no 8-hour day in 

for canning, more in fruit produc- dues: food farming, nor a 40-hour week.” 

ing areas, less in cities; that there August Spitzer, Luxemburg. ——$——————— 

ill be bread lines, because sugar H will bi a lines, ga Oscar Conrad, West Allis. Mrs. X: “Does your husband 
and shortening shortages will Ed. H. Stoeber, Madison, talk in his sleep?” 
squeeze the bakers. The Board of Directors of the PE 
—From Report of 11th Annual Institute has decided not to spend Mrs. Y: “No, and it’s terribly 

Meeting, National Apple Insti- any funds this year in advertising exasperating. He just grins.”—An- 
tute.. apples, but to conserve the money napolis Log.



Apple Ceiling Prices for Growers 
The ceiling price of apples grad- Per 40 Ib. basket to consumer, quito, and named Macrocentrus 

ed and packed in standard contain- $5.03. ancylivorus, This insect is a deadly 
ers through September 30 is $3.85 (3) Windfalls in open containers. destroyer of one of the most de- 
per bushel, f.o.b. To this may be Per Ib., f.0.b., .0676c. structive of all peach pests—the 
added cost of transportation if de- Per 40 Ib. basket to retail store, Oriental fruit moth—which it para- 
livered to wholesaler. $3.40. sitizes and kills in peach orchards. 

If delivered to retail store by Per 40 Ib. basket to consumer, —The Packer, Jan. 6, 1945 
grower 70 cents plus cost of trans- $4.52. ee 
portation may be added. If a grow- No Ceiling On Express MOST IMPORTANT 
er sells at retail to a consumer he Shipment 
may add the 70 cents and also 33 A. grower or grower-packer may TREES IN THE WORLD 
per cent retail profit or a total of send five packages or less by ex- What is the most important tree 

$6.05 per bushel. press or mail to a consumer with- grown in Wisconsin? The correct 
r out being subject to maximum answer would be the apple. 

Prices On Other Grades prices. Some years ago the secretary of 

According to information we have _ the Society of American Foresters 
received the ceiling prices on lower WILD BLACKBERRY MAY classified the 10 most important va- 
grades are as follows: HELP PEACH PRODUCTION rieties of trees in the world as fol- 

(1) Tree run in containers, per Washington, D. C., Jan. 5—Wild lows: (1) Date palm; (2) Coconut 
Ib., £.0.b., .0716c. blackberry plants growing near palms; (3) Almonds; (4) Apple; 

Per 40 Ib. basket to retail store, peach orchards may help produce (3) Fig; (6) Mulberry; (7) 
. better peaches, say entomologists of Olive; (8) Lemon; (9) Cinchona, 

$3.56. Retail to consumer, $4.74, Te 
2 ‘i the U. S. Department of Agricul- source of quinine; (10) rubber. 

f ) = apples in open con- ture. We in the northern hemisphere 

tainers and undergrades. Not faced. The blackberry does this by pro- would, no doubt, have a difference 
Per. Ib., f.ob., .0771c. viding winter quarters for the of opinion as to the order of im- 
Per 40 Ib. basket to retail store, young of a small amber-colored portance. In fact, we would place 

$3.78. . wasp, about the size of a large mos-__ the apple in first place. 

SST 

’ Suppli Growers’ Supplies 
Buy cooperatively and save money. More volumes of business mean a saving to ali of our 

customers. 

BUSHEL BASKETS SPRAY MATERIALS 
Place your order now for baskets. Small DUSTING MATERIALS 

orders or carloads. Write for prices. SPRAY EQUIPMENT 

BASKET LINERS SHREDDED TISSUE 
TOP PADS LADDERS 

DECORATIVE FRINGE PICKING BAGS 

Repairs for John Bean Sprayers. 

WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICE LIST 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC: 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. (Near C.&.N.W. Freight Depot) Telephone 4107 Lester F. Tams, Mgr.
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SAFEGUARDING OUR closer cooperation among the grow- tural commodities, the farmer re- 
ORCHARD INVESTMENT ers, better advertising, better cul- ceived only 52 per cent of the retail 
Prof. S. H. DeVault, chief of the tural practices, better packing and sales price, and on many he re- 

Department of Agricultural Eco- packaging, and improved sales and ceived less than 35 per cent. The 
nomics at Maryland, points out ina merchandising methods. farmers’ share of the retail price 
recent issue of the Maryland Fruit on apples was 39 per cent. Con- 
Grower the similarity between the Narrow the spread between the sumers pay about two and one-half 

: fo - price the producer receives and the |. . A 
present period and the similar peri- rice ‘the “consion times the price producers receive 
od during the First World War. p € er pays. for fresh fruits. 

He writes: “A comparison of the “In spite of the fact that farmers “Fruit growers should be con- 
First and Second World Wars in the United States have received cerned with the distribution of fruit 
shows a striking similarity. Farm a slightly higher percentage of the and should give careful considera- 
prices, wholesale prices, land val- retail price for their commodities tion to means of lowering the cost. 

ues and costs of production in this during the recent period of higher More attention should be given to 
war have followed a similar pattern prices in general, our system of shortening the channels of distri- 
to the years 1914 to 1920. Con- distribution is woefully inefficient. bution and carrying the products 
sumer incomes and federal debts In September 1944, for 50 agricul- nearer the consumer.” 
have increased much more during 
the present war than in the First 

World War period. Ceiling prices Number and Weight of Apples 
in the last two years have tended 5 
to hold farm, wholesale and retail in Bushel Basket 
prices down and there has been a Ht ie does a ‘bushel baskken ai! 4; . . . 

leveling out of prices recently. oe ee does a sine pas et of lined with paper liners. Customary 
. é 2 apples weigh and how many apples of — metal form was used in packing. 

Farm prices continued to rise for various sizes are there in a bushel? 
about two years following the close Because the answer to this question is The apples were tightly packed and 
of the First World War. Then they of interest to growers and dealers in weights were taken immediately after 
took a sudden drop about 1921, and estimating the number of apples of they were filled. Three representative 

h a decli ‘ 1929 different sizes in a basket, C. W. Ellen- baskets of each size and variety were 
anotl er serious decline in * wood and T. E. Fowler of the Ohio used. Here are the results as presented 
While prices of things bought by Experiment Station worked out the in the bi-monthly bulletin of the Ohio 
farmers declined some, they tended answer. Baskets were ring faced and Station. 
to remain at a much higher level. 
Thus, for a period of about’ 20 Number of Apples, According to Size, in Bushel Baskets—Ring-faced Pack 

years from the fall of 1921 to the 
fall of 1941, farm commodity prices . 
were very low compared with prices Size of Apples 
of things farmers had to buy.” ———— ie ~ . 

Commenting upon some of the Veemty | atin | mania, | ansin | siechn 
things that should be done to 
strengthen the economic position of No. No. No. 
the fruit grower, he says: Jouathai 238 192 148 _ 

Increase the consumption of de- 

cidwous fruits. Delicious 237 181 147 112 

“The per capita consumption of Stayman 242 191 159 119 

fresh citrus fruits averaged 48.8 
pounds for the years 1935-1939 and 
has increased each year since, reach- Weight of. Apples, According to Size, in Bushel Baskets—Ring-faced Pack 
ing a total of 65.6 pounds in 1944 
On the other hand, the consump- . 
tion of commercial apples averaged Size of Apples 
30.2 pounds per person for the ————————— . ; - ; 
years 1935-1939, and 26.9 pounds M2 | 2H Eis 2X3 io a 
in 1944, In other words, the con- 

. 

sumption of apples in 1944 was Variety Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lhs. 
only 41 per cent of the consump- Jonatha a 441 18 _ 

tion of citrus fruits, . 
“There is no logical reason why Delicious 444 44 452 42.2 

the consumption of apples cannot Stayman 452 46.2 48.6 44.3 

be increased. This will require 0
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DO NOT PLANT OUR NATIONAL APPLE DDT 
STRAWBERRIES IN FALL PRODUCTION : . 

oe ” . We see in the news that limited 

Question: I would like to set out Delicious Leading Variety; quantities of DDT will be avail- 
some strawberry plants this fall. McIntosh Ranks Third able for agricultural use after Aug- 

Would it be satisfactory? In a good year the United States "st 1. Just what value DDT will 
Answer: A few years ago we produces almost one bushel of ap- have for the fruit grower over and 

bought new varieties of strawber- ples for every person in the coun- above the materials we are now us- 

ries in fall and distributed them to try. The total production of com- ‘8 remains a question. We are 

almost a dozen growers who plant- mercial apples in the United States SUTe that DDT will be valuable for 

ed immediately. The plants appear- was estimated at 128,273,000 bush- control of flies and other insects 

ed in very good condition. Next els in 1942, and this past year it that are troublesome in barns, pack- 

spring the growers reported very was 124,212,000. ing sheds, homes, etc. For the or- 

poor results. Most of the plants The ten varieties in order of chard—that's another question. 

had died. rank according to the yield in bush- Dr. C. L. Fluke will no doubt 
The fact that very few growers els are as follows: have the information for growers 

plant in fall indicates the practice 1. Delicious 6. York * this fall when he makes his report 

has not been successful in the past. 2. Winesap 7. Yellow Newt non further experiments. 
There is the expense of two mulch- 3. McIntosh 8. Baldwin 
ings before we get a crop as well 4. Jonathan 9. Ben Davis SS 

as danger of winter injury. 5. Rome 10. Grimes STU 

This may not apply of course, if In the larger producing states Everything you need in 

a Soren ¢ dis ae ae plants with McIntosh ranks first in production e 

a clump of dirt from his own patch jn only one, the state of New | 

and transfer them to a new piece York. “Tonesan leads in Michigan, Fruit and Vegetab e 

of ground. Delicious in Washington. In Wis- 

TT consin no doubt McIntosh is the Boxes and Crates 

TIME TO LOCATE MULCH- leader, with N. W. Greening hold- 

_ ING MATERIAL FOR ing a place near the top. However, 65 years of dependable service 

STRAWBERRIES no accurate survey of varieties in 

. Wisconsin has been made. Sheboygan Fruit Box Co 
In many sections of the state —— _ 

combines are becoming popular. Fortune is like glass,—the bright- Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

Strawberry growers should have er the glitter, the more easily brok- ——————— 

little difficulty in getting good mulch- en.—Publilius Syrus. SSE 
ing material where combines are used 
in harvesting grain and the straw 
is allowed to remain on the ground, 

There might be additional advan- 

tage in picking up the straw with FOR SALE 

a hay loader because it will be rela- BS B @ 

tively free of weed seeds. 

The value of straw mulching 1 Butler Apple Grader, practically new. . . 

has been well demonstrated. If we 7 ~ ae as heh tank powered with 3 H. P. Briggs 

have a cold snap in mid-November 1 Friend cut under sprayer 300 gal. tank, 30 GP.M. capacity. 

before there is snow on the ground 1 Bean Triplex with 200 gal. tank on truck. 

serious injury results to roots and ‘ 1 Myers Duplex cut under with 200 gal. tank. 

crowns. While this does not kill en cen pe, =: = eas gal. tank on 

the plants the roots are so weak- skids. Can be : cd ‘on two wheel “rubber or steel” as 

ened that if there is a slight dry tractor trailer. Only 4 years eld. 

spell during the harvest season Can supply you with guns, hose and parts for all makes sprayers. 
next June, the crop is greatly re- 

duced. 

It is not too early to be think- FRANK IR UTH 

ing about mulching material and 
have it ready to apply early in No- Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin Telephone S41 

vember. Plan to put on at least 
three inches over the entire bed. §
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Questions on iness i ji uestio Hardiness in Raspberries 
Answered by W. G. Brierley, 

University of Minnesota 

Q. Is the Latham raspberry capable withstand low temperatures without jured or killed. After eight warm days 
of withstanding extreme cold? injury? the canes were killed to the base when 

A. In 1916 Latham canes at Deer- A. The “rest” in a raspberry cane exposed again to zero. 
wood without protection were not in- does not make it hardy. It needs to be Much remains to be learned about 
jured at —49 degrees F. At Grand hardened to withstand low tempera- effects of warm spells, but at present 
Rapids in 1936 Latham and Chief with- tures. Rest begins during relatively it is clear that the tips of the canes 
out protection were not injured at warm fall days, and the deep rest m-y are much more subject to injury than 
—45 degrees. Such evidence shows that be reached before hardening has be- the middles and butts. We do not yet 
these varieties are highly resistant to gun. Hardiness, or resistance to col, know if the injury is due to the loss 
low temperatures. appears to be developed by exposure of hardiness or to the beginning of 

+ * * to freezing. Evidence now at hand in- growth in the buds. 

Q. Then why do we often find that dicates that hardening in the rasp- * * 8 
canes are injured during the winter? berry proceeds gradually when hard Q. Are raspberry canes ever injured 

A. Winter injury to “hardy” rasp- frosts occur frequently. by drying during the winter? 
berry canes probably is due to some- ** + A. Canes often will dry in winter cr 
thing other than cold. The winter rest Q. How many days of freezing tem- early spring following injury from 

seems to be broken rather carly. Then peratures are needed to harden canes? fluctuating temperatures or after in- 

warm spells cause either a loss of A. Exposure for several nights t» jury by borers, tree cricket, or severe 

hardiness or brings about the very temperatures around 20 degrees or crown gall infection. But uninjured 

early stages of development in the lower seems to be necessary to fully canes may dry in open winters when 
buds. In either case injury is likely to harden the cane, but the rest does net the soil freezes deeply and when dry- 

occur when cold weather follows the appear to be broken until the cane is ing winds are frequent. Such drying 
warm spell. In some “open” winters exposed to much lower temperatures. may occur as late as March or even 
injury may be due to drying of the In a recent experiment exposing a early April. Injury from winter drying 
canes. sample of canes to —8 degrees on No- was very severe following the dry, 

~_* * vember _ 13, after four nights at about open winter of 1933-34. 

Q. When do new raspberry canes 20 degrees, broke the rest as shown by *_* © 

enter a “rest period?” the buds unfolding later in the green- Q. When raspberry canes are cov- 
A. Like most woody plants in north- house, but the canes were killed as ered with either soil or snow during 

ern localities. the “winter rest” in rasp- they were not fully hardened. the winter months, why does this af- 
Lerry canes probably is in its early ** # ferd protection from so-called “winter 
stages at the time growth ceases. The Q. After a raspberry has once be- injury?” 
state of “deep rest” probably is come properly “hardened,” will it re- A. If canes are covered with soil or 

reached by early November. main in this condition until spring? snow they are kept dormant through- 
** * A. When winter temperatures have out the winter so escape injury from 

Q. How long does the rest period been fairly steady, with no warm cold spells, warm spells, or drying If 
continue ? spells, the canes seem to have retained not fully hardened by the time they 

A. Although the “rest” is due to in- their resistance to cold, and have are covered they are reasonably safe 
ternal regulation it is broken by some borne good crops the following sum- from injury as soil temperatures usu- 

external factor such as low tempera- mer. Some evidence is now availablc, ally do not fall to the point where 
ture. While it otherwise might last however, to show that raspberry bu.ls injury would occur. 
throughout the winter, recent studies may be forced into unseasonal activity -* * 
show that the rest is broken by tem- during warm spells in winter after Q. Does immaturity result in fre- 
peratures close to or below zero. In the rest period has been broken. This quent injury to raspberry canes? 
other words the “rest” is ended by the has occurred during mild bright days A. A study covering eight seasons 
first spell of zero weather. at temperatures around 50 degrees indicates that in Minnesota immaturity 

** * when bud temperature may be 10 de- is not as important a cause of injury 
Q. Are “rest” and dormancy the grees or more higher than air tem- as we have supposed. Such injury may 

same in the raspberry cane? perature. Severe injury has occurred follow late cultivation, or it may occur 
A. They are not the same. Rest is under such conditions. Whether the when raspberries are grown on-pest 

due to a control that develops within cane may lose its hardiness during a soil. Injury is common at the tips of 

the plant itself and probably centers warm spell without the buds becoming the canes but usually extends only a 
in the buds, whereas dormancy is due active has not yet been demonstrated few inches down from the tips. Such 
to some external control such as low but is a possibility. injury is of no importance as the tips 
temperature. The dormant plant does = 8 ® are removed in spring pruning. 
not grow because the temperature is Q. How quickly will a “warm spell” Cane growth usually is finished b- 

too low. In woody plants growth usv- result in loss of hardiness? mid-September, allowing six to <ight 
ally begins at about 43 degrees. Below A. At present the answer to this weeks for development of maturity 
that point the plant is usually dor- question is not complete. However, it and for hardening before the arrival 
mant. A raspberry plant in Minnesota has been found in a recent study that of severe cold weather. In some sea- 
may be dormant from November to injury increases in severity as expo- sons fully matured canes have heen 
April. The “rest” probably lasts from sure to warm temperatures is length- injured, but in other seasons there has 
September until the first zero day. ened. After two days at 43 degrees to bees no injury. From this evidence, iz 

se * 45 degrees the upper third of some seems likely that injury has been caused 

Q. After entering this “rest period,” canes was killed when they were again by some factor other than immaturin. 
do raspberry cames require a peried of expesed to zero. After four warm days From July, 1945 The Minnesota Fruit 

“hardening” before they are abte % the upper twe-thirds was severely in- Grower.
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Our Summer Meetings 
Beekeepers Turn Out in Large Numbers to Hear Experts 

The three summer meetings of He urged beekeepers to leave weeks of honey flow should be re- 

the Wisconsin Beekeepeers Associ- plenty of honey on their colonies queened with better stock. Few 

ation—Janesville, July 24, Apple- this fall as they may not get beekeepers leave enough pollen 

ton, July 25, and Ladysmith, July enough sugar for best results next and honey for best results. In 

26—were very well attended and spring. spring we should examine honey 

everyone had a good time. Mr. Ivan Whiting, Rockford, stores to see if they are fermented 

Speakers were excellent and gave opening the meeting at Janesville or granulated. Maximum brood 

us a lot of good pointers. Mr. Jas. said he had tested resistant queens. rearing cannot be carried on unless 

I. Hambleton of the Federal Bee Three resistant queens had AFB there is plenty of good honey avail- 

Culture Laboratory, presented as badly as the rest in one of his able. Any feeding should be fed in 

some very valuable information. yards. Furthermore, the resist- amounts to stimulate brood rearing. 

He demonstrated the new method ant stock was very ugly. Last fall We were pleased to have with 

of determining AFB by the milk he left 75 Ibs. of honey on each us Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Carroll of 

test, We made a colored movie of colony but it was not enough. The Beekeeper Magazine, Lansing, 

the process at the Appleton meet- Mrs. Harriett Grace of the Am- Michigan, Mr. Robert Dadant of 

ing which will be shown at meet-  erican Honey Institute gave a very Dadant and Sons, Hamilton, Illi- 

ings next season. The test is sim- good talk outlining methods by nois, and Mr. C. Tollafield of the 

ple and can be carried out by any which beekeepers could increase the A. I. Root Company, Medina, 

beekeeper. sale and use of honey and told of Ohio. Each gave a very interestine 

Mr. Hambleton said they had some of the valuable work the Am- _ talk. 

tested sulfa drugs in 1942, that it rican Honey Institute is doing. Mr, John Long, assistant State 

did not inhibit or destroy the or- Prof. Wm. Roberts of Madison Bee inspector could attend only the 

ganism of AFB in laboratory tests. was unable to attend the meetings meeting at Janesville. He told of 

so they did not carry on further because of rush of work at the the work being done in disease con- 

trials. He said AFB acts different- Central States Laboratory due to trol. 

ly in different localities. Food and the honey flow at that time. At the Ladysmith meeting Mr. 

environment plays a big part in its H. J. Rahmlow said a colored Robert Knutson, district president. 

spread. He can see a big future movie had been made of Prof. demonstrated his portable extract- 

in bee pollination and expects much Roberts and his method of raising ing unit. The extractor, uncapping 

work will be done along that line. queens at home. This movie will outfit, and other equipment is 

For Nosema control he recom- be used together with lantern slides mounted in a house trailer. The 

mended we keep bees away from by Prof. Roberts at our annual trailer is pulled into the bee yard 

any infected water supply and in meeting this fall and will be shown and honey extracted as it is taken 

the sun, especially in winter time at county and district. meetings from the hive. This eliminates the 

so they may obtain flights when- later. Mr. Rahmlow also. talked work of hauling supers to the cen- 

ever possible. briefly on the three main reasons tral plant and back again. The 

Mr. James Gwin commenting on why there are so many weak colo- honey tank is mounted on a sepa- 

AFB ‘recommended we number nies this summer. Reasons: (1) rate trailer. Where outyards are 

each hive body so we can tell on poor queens; (2) Nosema; and at some distance from the central 

what colony the supers have been (3) lack of food to maintain maxi- plant this method has many ad- 

used. Then if there is an outbreak mum brood rearing. vantages. 

of AFB we can find the supers A colony which is still weak and Beekeepers reported a good crop 

that were on the infected colony. has not swarmed after four or five in most sections excepting some
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parts of the Fox River Valley SULFATHIAZOLE AGAIN fied to speak is that for Nosema 

where drought had prevented a Mr. Charles Roy of Sparta takes sulfathiazole has no value at all. 

heavy flow. . us to task for the article on sulfa- TT 

noon, luncheons, aevanged by the (azole for AED. control in te AT LEAST WE ARE 
women, Tables were loaded with received are just opposite from LUCKY NOT TO HAVE 

good food and everyone enjoyed ours. In fact, Mr, Roy is quite in- ACARINE DISEASE . 
the excellent spirit of the meetings. dignant over the article. The seriousness of Acarine dis- 

Mr. Walter Diehnelt, president Perhaps other beekeepers share ¢@S¢ in Europe was described in 

of the State Association, was pres- Mr. Roy’s view. Perhaps some the February issue of The Bee 

ent at two meetings and discussesd share our view, which brings up a World of England. The article 

plans for promoting the use of Jot of questions. The first is, should Says: “One colony in every five 

honey in Wisconsin. Mr, Diehnelt an experiment station ever publish Suffers from infection.” If we had 
had contacted advertising agencies results until they have conclusively 20 per cent of our colonies infect- 
for types of signs to be used with and without question proven some- ed with this disease in addition to 

honey displays in stores. However, thing to be true? The second is, Our troubles with A. F. B. and 
he reports they have not been too what should be the policy of the Nosema, it would really be. serious. 

successful for Michigan Beekeep- editor of a magazine? Should he We understand that Acarine dis- 

ers. How best to spend our limitetd publish results of experiments when €as¢ has never been found in 
funds for promoting honey will de- he feels there is doubt about their America. The cause is a parasitic 

mand the attention of officers and accuracy or should he publish both mite which invades the breathing 

committees in the future. sides of the question, or even with- tubes of the bees. The symptoms 
— hold publication entirely ? are something like those of No- 

The Association appreciates very Opinions of Beekeepers sema. 
much the help and cooperation of Mr. Roy asks why we did not We have had an embargo on 
the committee of women who ar- ask the opinion of beekeepers who shipments of bees from Europe for 
ranged the pot luck dinner, Every- have tried sulfathiazole. All right, some time and we hope this 48 suc- 
one was highly pleased and we wish_ we shall do that. Here is the first cessful in keeping this disease out. 

to thank the committees which were one: 
as follows: At the Ladysmith summer meet- 

At the Janesville meeting : ing a beekeeper made a statement SWARMING IN 1945 
Mrs. P. Aldrich, Milton Junc- to this effect: “The A.F.B. prob- Each year is different. That’s 

tion, Chm.; Mrs. E. A. Babcock, lem is solved. Feed sulfathiazole what makes beekeeping interesting. 

Milton; Mrs. M. L. Osborn, Be- and you cure it. Carl Schaefer of Usually the honey flow is well 
loit; Mrs. Glen Hartnell, Janesville. Middleton had an outbreak this along by mid-July with little dan- 

At the Appleton meeting, Mrs.’ spring, fed sulfathiazole and his ger of swarming. This year it was 
C. C. Meyer, Mrs. Walter Dieh- colonies raised healthy brood.” different. Cool nights and cool fore- 
nelt, Mrs. Al Bennett of Medina, It’s always well to verify state- noons kept bees indoors. There was 
Mrs. C. Pluger, De Pere. ments so we drove out to see Dr. a good flow most afternoons. Colo- 

At the Ladysmith meeting, Mrs. Carl Schaefer, now a commercial nies of medium populations became 

Robert Knutson, chairman, Mrs. E, beekeeper at Middleton. Carl veri- crowded by storing honey in brood 
A. Collins, Bloomer, Mrs, Frank fied the above statement but he chambers. They had too much time 
Kies and Mrs. W. Chadwick, Win- added this, which, of course, is the to stay inside during cool mornings 
ter, Mrs. Nathan Paddock and most important thing of all: so swarming was a problem. 

Mrs. I. Wisherd, Bruce. “When I stopped feeding sulfa- Destroying queen cells by simply 
thiazole, the disease started up tipping back brood chambers and 

ANNUAL CONVENTION PLANNED again. You cannot kill A.F.B. spores finding them from below was the 
A two-day convention of the Wis- Scattered throughout the hive with quickest method. Usually if one or 

consin Beekeepers Association is be- sulfathiazole and so when you stop two are missed and there is a good 
ing planned by the Board of Directors. feeding the disease breaks out honey flow, supersedure results 

cciaiat El antpaucesneey: will be Me , Taher tain iewanming. pooling 
Riven Wi ‘OUR’ October issue: The Hiker We asked several other experi- there is plenty of room and the 
ing will probably be held on Novem- enced beekeepers. All but one gave colony is storing in the supers. 

ber 1-2, and likely cities are Eau the same answer as Mr. Schaefer. —— 

Claire or Chippewa Falls. The one exception claimed the drug Tourist (in Yellowstone Park) : 
aaa: cured the disease, but added, “I will “Those Indians have a blood-curd- 

A man may be happy without a Jet you know later if any shows ling yell.” 
fortune, but he can never be happy up!” Guide: “Yes, ma’am; every one 
without a friend. The opinion of those most quali- of ’em is a college graduate!”
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Comment on V intering HONEY WANTED 
Cash paid for cars and less 

About 25 years ago Professors H. F. brood than poorly insulated or uninsu- ‘han cars cumb and extracted 
Wilton and V. G. Milam undertook a lated colonies, but the actual data in honey. Mail sample and _ best 
study of wintering bees which was this case does not substantiate this . 

published in 1927 in a bulletin entitled theory in full. The many variable fac- price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
“Winter Protection for the Honey Bee tors or colony characteristics make it Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
Colony.” difficult to draw definite conclusions.” 

Going through the bulletin recently fcr ee 
we ran across some interesting obser- 
vations. IF WE FIND MORE THAN HONEY CANS 

Those who have read this bulletin ONE EGG IN A CELL, DOES We can give you immediate 
will remember it describes a very thor- IT MEAN A POOR QUEEN? delivery on 60# cans. 
ough piece of work in which the tem- Order your glass supply for 
perature inside of colonies, packed and Beekeepers frequently observe the new crop now, as it takes 
unpacked, were recorded during win- two or even more eggs in a cell. from 3 to 6 months to receive 

ter. x ? ;: Brood Rearing Starts Early eae it mean’ Is it always ae be nS — 

Here are some of the statements @" Indication of a poor queen! 1# and %# on hand, and can 
made in the bulletin: “It may be noted The answer, of course, is it de- make immediate shipment. 
that flight periods during December pends upon conditions. A young, To insure prompt service, or- 
did not stimulate the starting of brood — yigorous queen established in a nu- der your Association labels now 
rearing but, that flight periods in late eus swith ‘only 2 nd two of for your new crop of honey. 
February and March probably started cleus w nly a: pow! or two 0 Nos : We have just unloaded 
brood rearing in all cases. However bees may normally lay several eggs ech £5 wed 10 Ib. pails. 
there is evidence to indicate that in a cell because she hasn’t room ees — * ° Lik. 
brood-rearing may not be continuous to expand as fast as she would like. Write for Complete Price List. 
after once started, dependent upon the She must confine her egg laying to Order Through Your State 
availability of pollen and water.” 7 5 ab i i. 8 I Beekeepers Association 

How a Colony May Starve the space covered by the bees, In HONEY ACRES 

Referring to colony No.2 with no in- this case it may be the sign of a M Falls, Wis. 
sulation this statement is made: “The very vigorous queen. |___ ene el 
original record sheet for this colony An older queen in a well estab- 
showed that as this period of cold + . 7 
weather approached with a_ blizzard, lished colony with a good popula HONEY 

the colony suddenly contracted its tion and with plenty of room pre- CONTAINERS 
cluster away from the top of the hive, sents a different picture. In such We have a complete line of 
and possibly, away from its supply of case it may be definitely a sign of “Utility” style jars with white 
stores Then as eT ee a failing queen. To he sure, we coated covers, lacquered, and 
cold, it may have z lined 
the available stores had been mostly should study the brood pattern of “io jars per case 4___--45e 
consumed, and the bees were no longer Such queens, whether the eggs are s# = per case 6__--42c 
able to keep up the temperature. Had scattered, and if the queen appears 2H jere per case 12____-42c 
the temperatures continued cold | this sluggish or failing. 1# jars per case 24__-_-73¢ 

colony possibly would have perished An older queen, crowded for %# jars per case 24____-67c 
with plenty of stores in the hive. How- by Fi 1! d lack of 1%# jars per case 48 -_-$1.28 
ever, as the temperature outside be- "00M by honey, pollen and lack o Sider’ seuss ‘Aimaertcan cans; 
came higher, the cluster expanded up- brood rearing space may also lay well seamed and soldered with 

ward in the hive, and the cluster tem- more than one egg in a cell. In this 214” screw cap, wax-board lined. 
peratures rose to normal: hohaveat. CAS& the brood pattern will be solid Box of 2—60# cans__--$1.00 

Many other beekeepers who have at- vith few empty cells. Carton of 2460 cans $7.44 
tempted experiments along this linc, 60# cans in bulk—each___32¢ 
have been unable to come to any defi- 4 il 50__$3.35 
nite conclusion since bees sometimes LABEL PASTE we Ge pails ae carton a 
appear to winter well both in the cel- We haven’t tried this one and 5% discount on tin and glass 

lar and out-of-doors, and in otNr don't know if it will work, but orders of $50.00. 
years sev ki . : . £3 ‘a plas 
same conditions. On the basis of our Harry Searnes in the American Bee 10% oan naan — 
observations and experiments, we have Journal says: “To make label paste, We al: full stock of 
come to the conclusion that the matter mix honey and wheat flour, two € aso Carry @ b 
of winter protection is far less impor- parts flour to one of honey. Add other honey p ae hees fom 

tant thei the condition, - f the colonies boiling water for the right thick- honey cartons ani 
and their winter stores.’ This is fi for label ei wrappers 

Relation of Insulation to Brood ness. is is fine for labels on tin 
Rearing in the Spring and other uses, such as wallpaper AUGUST LOTZ 

Relative .to the amount of brood which will not stick with ordinary COMPANY 
rearing in spring and amount of insu- paste.” Manufacturers and Jobbers 
lation on hives the bulletin has this : BEE SUPPLIES 
to say: “Theoretically, all insulated If members try it, let _us know Boyd Wisconsin 
colonies should rear considerably more their success with it. _—————————————————
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ANNUAL CONVENTION Sy WE NEED A ROSE SHOW 
WISCONSIN : eri . Rose shows are becoming popu- 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY F Gee x lar in many parts of the country. 
Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac = alae . The American Rose Society’s mag- 

November 15-16, 1945 “J ) Nip azine is suggesting a National Rese 

The Board of Directors of the 2 % i be Show to be held each year. 
Wisconsin Horticultural Society ¥t i) jw _ Wisconsin needs a rose show. 
Society voted at their summer a_i i Such a show held in one of onr 

meeting, August 23rd, to hold the Ne larger cities would attract many 
annual convention of the Societr . plea people and many exhibitors. Roses 
in the Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac, \ are becoming very popular in this 
Thursday and Friday, November gf eS state. . . 
15-16. J er Meantime, the rose show in Whit- 

The Board feels that the cen- a nall Park rose garden, Hales Cor- 

tral location and hotel accommoda- ners, 1s well” worth seeeing. We 
tions are most satisfactory. BAN LIFTED ON MEETINGS wish to compliment the Milwaukee 

It was also voted that the So- County Park Board and the man- 
ciety help the Wisconsin Apple In- The Office of Defense Trans- agement of Whitnall Park for the 
stitute in holding a one-day con- portation informs us that the ban wonderful showing of roses as well 
vention in the city of Eau Claire, © Public meetings has been lifted as borders of perennials and annu- 

Program in Duin NeXt issue, to the extent that meetings can als they have maintained during 
now be held if the attendance of these times. 

NEW LIFE MEMBERS out of town people requiring trans- Se 
At its annual summer meeting the portation is less than 150. Formerly PEONIES SENT TO TEXAS BY 

Board of Directors of the Wiscon- the number was limited to 50 out AIR MAIL CREATE 
sin Horticultural Society voted to of town people. SENSATION 
accept as life members the follow- _———— a, Big Society Event Honoring Debu- 
ing: Chas. D. Rosa, Gays Mills; tantes at! Corpus Christi, Texas 
M. .H. Ward, Durand; John D. Adult education appears at pres- Wisconsin grown peonies form- 
Mcllquham, Chippewa Falls; E. L. ent to hold out the optimum chance ed the decorations for a special 
White, Fort Atkinson. of maximum progress. Children, by party at Corpus Christi, Texas, 

ie re nature, are somewhat superior early in July. The peonies were 

NOMINATING COMMITTEE = “sponges,” nimble learners. Adults, grown by Mr. Curtis Beech of Ma- 
FOR HORTICULTURAL by very definition, are far superior zomanie, Cut in June, Mr. Beech 
SOCIETY ELECTION in spirit and the will to learn and held them for two weeks in cold 

APPOINTED achieve. If you cry, No! to this storage, then sent them by air mail 
The president of the Horticul- claim, thereby you add one more on July 3rd. Plane arrived in Cor- 

tural Society, Mr. Don Reynolds, condemnation of our educational pus Christi, Texas, the evening of 
has appointed the following nomi- system. For what is the purpose of July 4th. The peonies were placed 
nating committee to nominate can- education and of life itself, if I to- in ice water and used on July 6th, 
didates for the annual election of day am nowise superior to the child day of the party. 

the Society: Mr. Virgil Fieldhouse, I was?—By Roger W. Babson. The hostess wrote Mr. Beech, 
Dodgeville, Chairman; Mr. Peter “The peonies came in good condi- 

L. Swartz, R. 4, Waukesha; Mr. tion and all held up well. They 
N. C. Jacobs, Sturgeon Bay. Mem- Character is what enables you to were gorgeous and a sensation at 
bers are invited to call or write the do things you don’t want to do my party. Everyone remarked on 
committee members with sugges- when you don’t want to do them— how beautiful they were.” 
tions for nominees. the secret of success in any man’s The temperature in Texas at 

List of nominees will be publish- world. This results in self-mastery the time was about 105 degrees F. 
ed in our next issue and therefore —a most important requirement for and few local flowers available. 
names must be sent in by Septem- health, income and happiness——By Eight dozen peonies were sent, the 
ber 20th. Roger W. Babson. package weighing about 14 Ibs.
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WISCONSIN NURSERYMEN HOLD WM. A. TOOLE DUTCH BULB DATA 
SUMMER MEETING . . A recent report from a United 

The Wisconsin Nurserymen’s As- Wm. A. Toole, ee, States government representative 
sociation held their summer meeting boo horticulturist, died su omy. at The Hague in the Netherlands, in- 

at Brown Deer Park in August. Mem- the evening of July 24 at the rail-  gicstes that about 25,000 metric 
bers were guests of Mr. Ed. Esch- road station where he and Mrs. ion. of Dutch tulip and other flow- 

rich of, the | Wayside Nursery, Mil- Toole were about to board a train er bulbs will be available for export 
weaker oF che day war ils. A. H. if visit relatives in in All this fall. This information was re- 
Hill of D. Hill Nursery Company, asa were sad an to vealed in an article in the August 
Dundee, Illinois, now president of the hear of Mr. Toole’s untimely pass- 4 issue of Foreign Commerce 
American Association of Nurserymen. ing. Weekly blished 1 lie United 
He emphasized the value of member- He was born in 1884 in Sauk S ee! oS blishe 2 Ce /nitet 
ship in the National organization and . . . tates Department o ommerce. 
urged more help for the National Sec- mri attended the Wisconsin It was stated that the amount 
retary, Mr. Richard White. More than College of Agriculture, graduating  <¢heduled for export includes more 
50 per cent of Wisconsin members are in 1904, and studied botany in Chi- + . 

: . than 360,000,000 tulip bulbs and now members of the National. cago. He wrote many articles on bout 144,000,000 : bull 
Mr. E. L. Chambers spoke on the z ‘ abou sUY;} narcissus bulbs 

disastrous diseases attacking our Elm horticulture for magazines. and 55,000,000 hyacinth bulbs. 
trees in the middlewest and the seri- The Tooles operated Garry-Nee- The re indi i f port indicates that in or- 
ousness of the corn borer. Dule since 1887. It was famed for . : The annual meeting will no doubt ; 4 4 ly £. der to obtain first-hand informa- 

be held early in December. There was its gardens, an more recently for tion, a representative of the FEA 
some discussion of the shortage of herb gardens and kitchen, mission to the Netherlands visited 

nursery stock which is likely to be- Mr. an ‘was ed of = _ the country’s bulb-growing area 
so ete ctor’ the spring shipping oan Pont Son. during the early part of June, 1945, 

et He 5 president of ‘the Soel collecting data on the status of the 
_ y. was ~ industry from growers and associ- 

2. ae IRIS SHOW PRIZE WINNERS “ty ams then acted %& ate officials, It was learned that 
s ary for a rt time. . 

The Wisconsin Iris Society held a mie Beard of Directors Lok nat the total area planted to various 
very successful show at the Knicker- “ . . bulbs in the Netherlands in the fall 

feet ie ten ge Some em io td 17 ae June. | ere were some ne ex hibits with le fi y ol is about six er cent of the 1939 

in spite of cold weather which de- ficate in 1941. The certificate Sireape 
laved bloom. : « $ “hy * 

The following were blue ribbon win- stated ; it was presented - his From August 16, 1945, The 
ere in che winia: Classen devotion to the culture of plants Forists’ Review. 

Luncheon tables and basket arrange- and flowers; for ever giving freely 
ment: Miss Emma Schipper. of his services and knowledge and ws 

Bridge lunch and largest beardless inspiring in others an enduring love h = Ponce aD a at 
iris: Mrs. bt. B 4 ‘i . las lost its temper.—. 1 1oran. 

Screen eee ie A. L. of plants.” pe 
Noerenberg. To Mrs. Toole and other rela- si cr 

Artistic atrangement of beardless tives the Society extends heartfelt |My - ke ik 
iris: Miss Celia Dix. sympathy. 1E€V Te SUL Sivineg 

Miniature arrangement and corsage: - - Ke ey co: & 
Mrs. E. A. St. Clair. VOU a. me 

Artistic arrangement of bearded iris: GROW YOUR OWN ; a 
Mrs. Glen Villwock and Miss Clara . a oe a 
Best. New Garden Film Available oe Bee 

Best three stalks of light iris, best smi ee ei 
three stalks dark iris, and iris under A_20-minute sound film by the SS 
12 inches: Mrs. Edw. Wurst, U. S. Department of Agriculture ™ 

Smallest iris: Mrs. R. S. Hoar. is available through your County 
Beardless collection and old-fash- Agent. It is entitled “Grow Your 

ioned bouquet: Mrs. Arthur Jaeger. Own” and is of value for the in- 

Arrangement in old silver or pewter experienced gardener, full of in- ee 
bowl: Mrs. G. Alan Kriz. formation for all gardeners, It tells 
Collection 3 stalks each of 5 varie- how to prepare the soil, how to lay | 

ties: C. D. Adams. — . out a garden, plant, transplant, cul- \ y | 
Best seedling: Louis Lemieux. tivate, weed and pest control, and a 
sess Brand prize of the water. The picture closes with a se 
° a ie he a 8 M x series of humorous “don’ts.” The | 
ga eet Se odor ge lhbaes rs. Max film should be excellent to stimu- oe Bi 

By Mrs. Edw. Warst, Publicity late vegetable gardening in any me fo 
Chairman. community.
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a 
Roger B. Russell, Editor 

By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc 

Leland C. Shaw, Milton, President F. M, Bayer, Milwaukee ELA. Lise, Sorina Green 
Sta gy he eg Bee ai i to 
Otta ‘Kapechiteke, Ree. Sec. Treas. Paul Hopes, Madison Archie Spatz, ‘Wausau 

inois Ave., Sheboygan Harold Janes, Whitewater 

The Gladiolus Show at Kohler 
The joint Sheboygan Chapter-  IlIl., Harlow Jones, Delavan, Paul Eagle by David M. Puerner, Mil- 

Wisconsin Gladiolus Show at Koh- Graball, Waukegan, III., and Alfred waukee. 

ler August 18-19 exceeded expec- Hinz, Sheboygan, 10. Champion 3 spike, formal, L. C. 
tations of its ‘most optimistic sup- Virgil Goeltz, Glen Ellyn, and  Dietsch, Plymouth. 
porters. Thousands of flowers were Otto Kapschitzke, Sheboygan, 8; Champion 3 spike, informal, Emil 
exhibited and quality was superb. Mrs. A. J. Radloff, Plymouth, Rev. Jaschinski, Sheboygan. 
We don’t like to compare a show J. Schultz, Van Dyne, and R. F. Champion 3 spike entry, Emil 

with previous shows, but we must Jeske, 7; Henry Wolfert, Sheboy- Jaschinski, Sheboygan. 
say it was equal to any. The large gan, F. J. Blood, Stevens Point, 6; Se 
hall was filled to capacity. Some of _M. Popp, Random Lake, Paul Ra- WINS ARRANGEMENT 
the tables were still overcrowded. vet, Menominee, Mich., 5; F. M. TROPHY 
The number of arrangements of Bayer, Milwaukee 4; Mrs, M. Hass, Mrs. George Scheer, Sheboygan, 
glads was surprising too and really 3; Mrs. L. Sluger, Lake Geneva, 1. won the Wisconsin Horticultural 

made the show. Special Awards Society trophy for having most 

Point Winners N. E. G. S. bronze certificates points in the artistic arrangement 
The closeness of competition and {0 best spike in sizes 200-300, Bit classes which is now her permanent 

large number of exhibitors taking © Heaven by David M. Puerner, possession, she having won it three 
part is well indicated by the point Miiwaukec. years. 
winners and their scores. N. E. G. S. silver certificate for Peter De Pagter of Cedar Grove 

L, E. Wightman, Plymouth, 60 hest spike in sizes 400-500, Algon- won the Holton and Hunkel cup 
peints; E. A, Lins, Spring Green, un by L. E. Wightman, Plymouth. for best commercial dozen on va- 

56 points; Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Ply- | N. E. G. S. rosette for best re- riety Maid of Orleans. 
mouth, 53 points; Archie Spatz, cent introduction Hurricane by A. The Judges 

Wausau, Chester Harrison, Waldo, Siatz, Wausau. The judges were Walter Miller, 
and H. Van Buren, Hartland, 45 Most beautiful spike, Algonquin Sun Prairie, E. A. Lins, Spring 
points; David Puerner, Milwaukee, by L. E. Wightman, Plymouth. Green, Leland Shaw, Milton, Wal- 

44; Emil Jaschinski, Sheboygan, Most ruffled flower, Seedling 411 ter Axel, Otto Hagedorn, and Otto 

42; A. E. Piepkorn, Plymouth, and (Carlson) by E, A. Lins, Spring Kapschitzke, Sheboygan, 
L. C. Shaw, Milton, 39; Fred Ha- Green. Mrs. H. E. Sperling, Sheboygan, 
gedorn, 30; J. R. Hopkins, Deer- Most open florets, Lipstick by E. judged the many beautiful artistic 

field, Ill., 25; C.D. Fortnam, Tyler 4. Lins, Spring Green. arrangements, filling four large ta- 
Hill, Pa., 22; Mrs. J. Kertz and Lonwese: Hower tend, Bitardy bi bles. 

Peter DePagter, Cedar Grove, 20; Emil Jaschineki Shebo an y bY Everyone enjoyed the annual ban- 
C. Martini, Sheboygan, 19; E. C. ~~ i gan. quet. Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth, 
Wood, Mazomanie, and Walter Grand champion spike, Algon- president Sheboygan Chapter, made 
Sprangers, Waldo, 18. quin by L. E. Wightman, Ply- an excellent toastmaster. 

August Bogen, Sheboygan 16; mouth. The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society 
Henry Baltz, Chilton, 14; C. Holz- | Champion formal spike, Algon- appreciates the cooperation of Koh- 
man, Sheboygan, 13; Russell F. quin by L. E. Wightman, Ply- ler Village and the Kohler Com- 

Overby, Downers Grove, Ill, 11; mouth. pany for their cooperation and hos- 
Walter Overby, Downers Grove, Champion informal spike, White  pitality in connection with the show.
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WISCONSIN GROWERS of Madison came in second. Ted OUR SEEDLING SHOW — 

EXHIBIT AT ILLINOIS Woods, and John Flad were also The Wisconsin Gladiolus | Society's 

SLADSHOW high point winners. Woods showed oo ees Gre, ae held Soadey, 
Wisconsin growers made a good 4 number of very good seedlings, August 26. Sonie. excellent seedlings 

showing at the Illinois Glad Show, particularly a large ruffled yellow. were shown and there was a good 

Garfield Park Conservatory, Chi- Mr. Van Kleeck took honors in the attendance. Everyons jcperet the 

cago, August 11-12. amateur class. Miss A, Lyster was ects ane NARS ens 

The Court of Honor included a tops in growers arrangements with Grand champion single spike, over 
spike of Big Top shown by David Mrs. R. B. Russell second. In the 4%” was a pink #7-43 by Theo. 
Puerner, Milwaukee. It was Sec- open arrangement classes, Mrs. H. Weeds of ao we a ee 

° < :. 10n under 2 
tion Champion and also won award S. Bostock scored one more point #6811 % “Cope Marvel, shown by 
for largest florets and longest flow- for first place than Mrs. Geo. Har- Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc. 
er head. bort. In seedlings for scoring, three spikes, 

The exhibit of Walter Krueger, In talking with visitors the grand champion was Oriental Pearl 

Oconomowoc, was outstanding. spikes which seemed to be the most by David Puce of Milwaulee. This 

Vases of many varieties were ar- popular were: Ethel Cave Cole, ed _ a seedling # —w 

ranged against a background of a Corons, Chamouny, King Lear, Walter ‘Krueger received an award 

waterfall. Shown were new varie- Rosa van Lima, White Gold, Lead- of merit on his #681-13 in this class. 

ties Huntress, Criterion and the ing Lady, Burma, Vredenburg, In the three-spike seedling over 

pink Miss Wisconsin in addition Crystal, White Eagle, Red Charm, Te we A Santis on iis wits 

to new seedlings (1) No. 644-13. R. B., Algonquin and Bit o’Heav- #40. Mr. Baerner received a first in 
will probably be named Sculptured en. the yellow division. 
Gold, and another Color Marvel. One of the features of the show _Three spike seedlings under 4%”, 
His No. 636-10 won a Section was a 10 foot Victory “V” made divisional champion was #681-13 by 

" * : A > Walter Krueger, Color Marvel. 
Championship. It is a waxy white of white florets, spot-lighted at the The recent introduction champion- 
to be introduced as Wax Model. back of the bank. About 2500 indi- ship rosette was won by Harold Janes, 

Visitors also liked the display of vidual florets were cut from spikes Whitewater, on a fine spike of Sus- 

Harold Janes, Whitewater.. He had and pushed through half inch hard- quehana. _ ar 
aes wine a' : Other winners were: in pink, Mar- 

a striking combination of Annamae_ ware cloth into wet sphagum moss garet Joan by Leland Shaw; in rose. 
and the deep red variety Rosy Red. fastened on planks to make the Burma by A. S. Haugen; and in lave 
Spotlight, a yellow with red throat, “V”. R.B.R. ender, Minstrel by Harold Janes. 
drew attention. Other varieties in- —_—_—__—_—_——_- Walter Krueger's Color, Marve’ won 

cluded Criterion, Van Gold, Miss GLAD SHOWS WHICH DRAW ficcment with pale. blue. delphiniom 
Wisconsin, Leading Lady, Pink A LARGE ATTENDANCE OTHER WINNERS 
Radiance, Burma, and White Gold. Another outstanding spike was Theo. 
ee More than 12,000 visitors were Woods’ white No. 8-43-14, a clear 

reported in attendance at the an- white, with a pale yellow shading in 
MADISON GLADIOLUS SHOW nual gladiolus show of the Ohio the throat and slightly ruffled. i 

The Maltison Glad show, spon- State Gladiolus Society Monday aa UNG eke dee Weods 

sored by the First National Bank and Tuesday, August 27-28. #5-43-147 and his lavender; Lewis N. 
was held Aug. 20 and 21. About The show was held in the Higbee Simon, Horicon, #40-316. 
forty individuals exhibited, either Department Store in downtown — 
in spike or arrangement classes. Cleveland. The Higbee Company COMMENTS ON STATE 
Our set-up with the Bank is ideal went all-out to publicize the show. By J pUApIOLUS or se 

% , ar y J. R. Hopkins, Deerfield, Illinois 
from our point-of-view; the bank By actual count, 15,500 visitors “A grand show— the finest flowers 
does all the advertising, furnishes - viewed the show of the Madison ever at any show I have ever at- 

space, trophies, ribbons, etc., so Gladiolus Chapter. We are led to tended.” 
the local group has no financial helieve that shows which draw a Mr. Hopkins is in favor of making 
worries, The show is, of course, large attendance serve the best in- the novice or amateur class a perman- 

: a ¢ . ent fixture at any show. He suggests 
open to the. public without charge. terest of public and growers alike. that the Society vote on whether to 
This was the fourth annual show After all, when growers go to the use the formal-informal type of classi- 

held in the bank, and by actual trouble of displaying their prize- fication for next year. He also favors 
count we had 15,550 visitors—by winning bloom they want people to the North American Council classifi- 
far the largest crowd we have had. see it. Shows of this kind greatly Cation headed by Dr. H. H. Knight, 

8 : s 8 Y of Ames, Iowa. 
Ethel Cave Cole, shown by Mr. stimulate interest of the public in se 

A. S. Haugen of Stoughton won _ flowers. Barber: “Will you have anything 
Grand Champion. Haugen carried a on your face after the shave?” 
off highest points in single and Live always in the best company Victim : “Well, if you don’t mind, 
three spike classes. Mr. P. Hoppe when you read.—Sydney Smith. just leave my nose, please.”
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The Iri sium e Iris Sympo 
With Comments by C. D. Adams, Wauwatosa 

These comments are on a part of list for the first time. Very new and 41, Shining Waters is another ‘good 

the American Iris Society’s 6th Sym- must be good to jump to this place blue and is often compared to crystal 
posium for season of 1944 compiled at once. It is a light blue. Number 12 _ blue waters. Its only fault seems to be 
from reports of over a hundred A. I. S. is Deep Velvet. In color is similar to it is not very hardy in northern states. 
accredited judges. Judges were re- Sable but a deep violet rather than It is worth giving winter protection. 
quested to vote for the best iris seen black. Visitors liked it. No, 42, China Maid, is another one 

in gardens visited in 1943 and 1944 We shall skip varieties we do not needing protection. It is a beautiful 
placing 15 iris in each of classes A, have or have not seen. We had hoped pink blend but fades quickly in hot 
B, C, and D. to have a bloom of Caroline Burr, No. sun. We are planting a few in light 

I had 23 of first 50 growing in my 17, but was disappointed. It is a shade this year and hope for improve- 
garden and listened to comments of creamy white and the first to appear. ment. It is very popular with visitors. 
about 100 visitors to the garden dur- Fair Elaine, No. 18. is a yellow and No. 43, Mulberry Rose is a new col- 

ing iris blooming time. It is generally white beauty. Golden Fleece, No. 122, or in iris fairly well described by its 
conceded that iris fans are the great- a $10 iris grew next to it and being name. We saw it in a Kansas City iris 
est visitors of all flower fans. In our taller seemed to steal the show. It garden and liked it well enough to 
society are members who visit leading has the same colors as Elaine but order two. Color is as beautiful as it 
growers in five or more states each reversed, standards yellow and falls is odd. No. 44, Lighthouse has been in 
year. I visited a few gardens in Mis- creamy white. Several asked where our garden three years but this was 
souri and Kansas last May. There they could get it but when told the the first year it bloomed, and it was 
are no well known growers in Wis- price they decided to wait. No. 23, worth waiting for. The color was won- 
consin since Mr. Egelberg of La Golden Majesty was the best yellow derful—a very bright rose blend lit 
Crosse went out of business. in the garden and is by far the best up with a bright yellow center. 

The principal work of iris judges at a moderate price. Visitors praised’ No. 49 is Arctic and some who know 
is not judging at shows but making it highly. The first clear white in the it well do not understand why it is 
official visits to iris growers and scor- list got in the garden by mistake. placed halfway down the list. We con- 
ing new iris. Bought for a cheaper pink, when it sider it one of the best creamy white 

GREAT LAKES bloomed we were puzzled, but when with considerable yellow in the cen- 

The number one iris in the sympo- the flower opened the petals were ruf- ter. The plant appears satisfactory 
sium is Great Lakes which has been fled and stalks also ruffled—or crook- in every way. The 50th is Stardom. 
first in last three years and was in ed. we recognized the new Snow Flur- It is described by one conservative 
the first ten best the last five years. ry. The beauty of the flower put it grower as “A rapturous salmon-rose 
It is a tall light blue that has attracted ahead of such whites as Matterhorn shading to an apricot buff.” Visitors 

attention in our garden for three and Jake growing beside it in spite of praised it and we want more of it. 
years. It has a good color, size and a major defect. We have purchased nine more vari- 
most minor requirements of a prize LOS ANGELES eties in the “50 best” and invite afl 
winner. Second is Elmohr, at present Los Angeles is the oldest iris in the flower lovers to visit our garden next 
the best of several descendents of sen- “100 Best.” It was introduced 18 years May and June. 
sational Wm. Mohr which was good, ago. It is a white plicata with blue ee 

me had some serious faults. edging. We like it very much but are OBJECT OF THE 
Number three is Daybreak, not out- puzzled by a majority of visitors pass- 9 

standing in my garden this year, but ing it by. MEN’S GARDEN CLUBS 
there was a beautiful specimen at the The next in the list stopped most ‘ » 
State Show. It is a large soft pink of them. It is No. 28, City of Lincoln Pe new President a the Men's 
with an undertone of faint copper. with golden yellow’ standards and arden z ubs of Cleveland, Mr. 8. 

Prairie Sunset is fourth and the bright red falls. It increases fast, with L. Cunningham, says: 
name describes it well and as sunsets other good points. This is the only “We meet on common ground 
vary so siges. thls iris “under aiferent ereeae in the Hist and bears out eager to learn something ; to hear 

growing conditions. Visitors said it e statement many have made that neri : . 
was wonderful. it is the best of its class. of some HOW eABETIENES to mingle 
Number five is Sable which was vot- No. 29 The Red Douglas is the first with men with mutual understand- 

ed the best near black. Ola Kola is near red in the list. ing. Each member takes away new 
sixth and Spun Gold seventh, both Old Parchment, No. 38, was highly thoughts; new ideas gathered from 
yellows. We have not seen them. praised when introduced and is yet, fellow members 
Number eight is Wabash which was a but the only comment from. visitors fe . . 

favorite of our visitors and was first was “It is ‘odd but not beautiful.” But The common ground is our gar- 
in the symposium for three years be- my daughter and I like it. Gloriole No. dens and what we can grow in that 
fore Great Lakes. It is large and tall 39, is another old one and is a beauti- ground. A nature devoid of self- 
with snow-white standards and blue ful pale blue with fine silvery crystals jshness belongs to the man who un- 
falls. It has no competitor in its colors. sprinkled over the petals. The flower elfishl i hat he h . 

Amigo is number nine with lovely is of almost perfect shape and size Be y gives Ww 2b ine as to en- 
light blue lavender standards and pan- but with us it is not a very reliable rich the experience of his fellow 
sy blue falls with narrow white edg- bloomer. men.” 
ing. It is not tall, but its color makes No. 40, The Admiral, is an intense —— 
it a fit companion to grow in front deep blue with unusual brown shoul- : : . 
of Wabash. thady visitors were en- ders on the falls similar to Ozone. It . An orator is a guy who 5 will- 
thusiastic about it. was admired by visitiors and was an ing to lay down your life for his 

Chivalry is tenth and appears in the all-round good plant and flower. No. country.
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Garden Gleanings 
IS CHINESE CHERRY A GOOD QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS : ROSE PEACE IS 

SHRUB FOR WISCONSIN? Hardy Vegetables ALL-AMERICA SELECTION 

Prunus tomentosa or Chinese Cherry Q. What vegetables are hardy enough vi inte ditions in Titictee: is 
was introduced for trial to members Se sonanons . Trustees of All-America Rose 
of the Wisconsin Horticultural Society A. Only a few crops are hardy Selections, Inc., held their annual 

7m Mere - b h enough to withstand northern winters. meeting in Chicago, July 15. 
ived plants prete coer who re- Among these are asparagus, chives, Only one variety was selected for 

ceived. plants,10r ‘a report. horseradish, winter onions (both Egyp- dati Pes ial 
The answers are interesting and ji. and White Welsh types), rhu- recommendation, Peace, trial entry 

varied. Mr. Sandy Duket of Green barb, Jerusalem artichoke, and parsnip. 43R12, 
Bay writes seat vat ee Ag a Salsify also is rather hardy and occa- Peace was named and christened 
shrub fou the card they. ave fine, eae sonally comes through in good shape at the Pasadena rose show in Cali- 

plants. Blossoms come at a time that "' "Wace Whew Nock i fornia, just as the San Francisco 
adds to their usefulness in a planned = 4 | have been told that I should World conference for peace was 
landscape. I would Want them whether never water my plants during the starting and as the war in Europe 
they fruited or not. f W. middle of the day when the sun is ended. 
Mrs. T. J. Peterson o aupaca shining brightly. Is that true? oe z . 
says: “We like Prunus tomentosa as A. No. Investigations have shown Peace was originated in France 

an ornamental shrub because they that there is little or no injury to the by Frances Meilland. 
bloom early. Rabbits like them too plants when watered under such con- Final average score of Peace was 
but we protect them with wire netting. ditions. So, if the plants need water " \ 

Last year we had a good crop of then give it to them. A lot of water jthe highest of any rose tested since 
bright red fruit. Enjoyed eating them j,2, je lost into the atmosphere dur- the official rose trials were started 
from the bushes as I worked in the ing a hot, bright day so from the in 1939, Leading rose growers all 
& . 7 * standpoint of conservation of moisture over the c 5 i 

Mrs. J. W. Martin, R. 2, Thiensville, it may be better to water early in the ith ! “i * ountry WEEE supplied 
writes: “As an ornamental shrub I like iorning, late in the evening, or at with budding eyes and will have 
Chinese cherry. Mine have bloomed hight, t plants to supply growers during the 
Brotusely and are Planced * back: Mulch Papers fall of 1945 and spring of 1946. 
ground to perennia! order. joubt Will h paper kill quack grass? - . 

if they will set fruit, especially in my os The apen will ill quack grass The large ovoid buds of Peace 

case near the lake,” . : if the soil surface is completely cov- Te yellow, soon showing a water- 
fp he oro Manitowos,, eee ered. If your purpose is merely to kill melon-pink picotee edging to its 

ae one No ente tae yossomed “quack grass, other heavy papers such petals. The open blooms undergo 
every: year. ‘NOvinue sO an as tar paper would be just as success- oh; f lori f . 

Dr. Milton Borman, Milwaukee, ful and might be cheaper. However, ae ange £9) Onng rom cream: 
writes: “The Chinese cherries have 54 should not use tar paper near yellow with the pink picotee-edged 
blossomed but have not set fruit. Have Fjants which you wish to grow since petals to a delicate flush of pink, 

nok arevm peel patent aoe the tar is ery apt fe Anjure, ties In summer, the yellow tints turn 
a : are By Profs. utchins, Longley an t whi 

rr Mr. Gilbert Pieper, Oakfield, writes: Winter in August, 1945 The Minnesota to: a yereamy or alabaster-white. 

In my frank opinion this variety has Horticulturist. The long-lasting flowers, five to 
been a disappointment. The shrub Sik diches:.acros b incly 
grows very well. The fruit was too 2 ROSS. are jorne singly, 
small, rather indifferent in flavor and SPEAKER FOR GARDEN with an occasional side bud, on me- 

dropped to the ground as soon as ripe. CLUBS dium to long stems. 
We do not like it as an ornamental = Te 
shrub.” Mr. Charles Gibbs Adams, 440 pases pp ets 

DeSmidt Tree Service, Racine, writes: Arroyo Drive, South Pasadena, 
“Prunus tomentosa Nos. 20 and 42 California, Landscape Architect HARDY LILIES 
grow and blossom well and this season and Town Planner, will be in Wis- 
have set considerable fruit. This is the consin the first half of March 15 Tenuifoliums; 6 Concolor; 6 
nscond season they have hal a 1946 * Coridion; 6 single Tigers; 5 Re- 

ur general conclusion after reading . . . . <- 

the reports is that Prunus tomentosa Garden clubs who may wish to gals; 4 Urabellatums ; 4 Red Rus 

should be planted cautiously by gar- hear Mr, Adams should write him S!4; 4 Henryi; or double Tigers; 

deners. Some evidently like the shrub; early, He has a long list of sub- 3 Maxwill or Pardilinum Gigan- 
cre Oo et pes oe ee jects. Among them are: Color teum ; each unit $1.10 postpaid. All 

others. , Schemes for Gardens; Types of good blooming size. 

we Gardens for Styles of Architecture ; Also a small hand power fan- 

A bachelor may lenow all there is and a number ef topics on the far ning mill, made by A, T. Farrel. 
t> know about women, but he won’t West. Saginaw, Michigan, $20. The Far 
est the truth about himself until | His speaking rates are $55 per North Gardens, Iron River, Wis- 
he’s married. lecture. consin,
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 

OFFICERS DISTRICT PRESIDENTS 

Mra, Walter Dakin, President Mrs. Henry Pochmann, Recording Secretary. “Gu LastFus Riter Valley District |” "°™4 
4110 Mandan Crescent, Madison § Treasurer Mrs. H. J. Bohn, 215—6th St., Baraboo 

3930 Manitou Way, Madison 5 Madison_ District 
Rev. Alfred Otto, Ist Vice-President Mrs. H. G. Harries, Route 1, Hales Corners 

208 S. 7th Ave., West Bend - H. J. Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary Milwaukee District . 
: 424 University Farm Pl., Madison 6 Mrs. John West, Route 2, Manitowoc 

Mrs. John West, 2nd Vice-President Sheboygan District 

Route 2, Manitowoc Mrs. Ed. Holberg, Jefferson 
South Central Bistrice 

FROM YOUR PRESIDENT ; theater, a county forest, a farm wood- 

With peace come renewed courage [_ 8 land, a roadside park, some highway 

and strength to meet whatever pro!- oe 2 approach, a city park, or a wayside. 

lems the critical days of reconstru-- S We talk of Memorial Highways, state 

tion may hold for us. We as gardeners Pe and national. New Jersey has its Blue 

propose to face the responsibilities of bee Star Driveway well along; South 

building for lasting peace as fully as ee oe Carolina is doing a memorial sanctu- 

we have met our wartime obligatiors. = — ary—a stone wall encloses interior 

Our horticultural knowledge and ex- e ce partition walls of boxwood; a specially 

perience, our appreciation of conser- Po designed wrought iron gate marks the 

vation problems, our will to beautify Pa entrance. Alabama and Georgia are 

our homes and our communities all LS constructing their memorials at uni- 

have the opportunity to function as Pe versities; Ohio is doing Honor Parks. 

parts of a well-rounded program i These are but a few of the projects 

Horticultural Service is the theme oe which garden clubs are undertaking. 

for our one-day annual mecting to be a Wisconsin’s outlook is encouraging 

held at the Pfister Hotel. Milwaukee, oo as far as highway beautification goes. 

the 11th of October. Business will be fg — That sum accumulated for highway 

streamlined; reports of chairmen will koe . = beautification which was wiped ont by 

be printed in October Wisconsin Hor- a oS legislative action a few months ago 

ticulture; only highlights of the year's a se : kas been replaced to the amount of 

accomplishments will be presented by bee $75,000. Perhaps our protests in the 

the five District Presidents eo spring had some influence after all. Ta 

It gives us special pleasure to an- ee July, 1946, and each succeeding July 

nounce that our National President, an additional $20,000 will be added. 

Mrs. H. Champlin of New Hampshire, MESSAGE FROM OUR I have been assured by its Chair- 

will be our honored guest. She will NATIONAL PRESIDENT man that the Highway Department 

talk on our national program of “Hor- stands ready to draw plans, provide 

ticultural Service for 1945-1946.” Almost two thousand years ago the labor, material and maintenance. La- 

A strong, well-balanced program for angels sang a song of “Peace on bor is availablbe now and will be even 

the afternoon session promises to ap- Farth, Good Will to Men.” Just why more so in the spring. 

peal to diverse interests. We are au- We failed to recognize this priceless However, the amount in the high- 

ticipating full representation from all sift, just where we missed the shining way beautification fund must be allo- 

our clubs. road, just how we forfeited its beck- cated over the whole state. If organ- 

ee * oning beneficence will never be re- ized groups will raise money for necd- 

Interest. in Living Memorials ic vealed. But now, upon this other his- ed plant material and negotiate with 

growing by leaps and bounds. Maga- tory-making night, we hear again the nursery firms for its purchase an inf- 

zine and newspaper articles reflect th: joyful words of Peace. The Glad _ nitely larger project may be carried tu 

trend. Tomorrow thus happily and merci- completion. 

Garden Clubs are waking up to a fully becomes Today. Already our hop- Both Highway 41, Oshkosh to Little 

realization of their opportunity to lead ing, praying, ephemeral existence re- Chute, and Highway 30, Milwaukee to 

in this expression of appreciation to cedes into the Past. We are confront- Madison, present challenges. With 

the gallant men who have preserved cd with soul-shattering, mind-stag- beautification of the highway from 

our freedom. National Council has a  gering cosmic changes. We must Chicago to Milwaukee being planned 

new chairman of Living Memorials, search diligently for stability. And so the extension to Madison may well fit 

Mrs. Vance Hood of New Jersey. We I charge you with the age old admoni- ito a National Highway. 

have appointed our First Vice Presi- tion written in the Epistle to the Rom- Kimberly, Wis., has plans drawn for 

dent the Federation’s Chairman. ans, “Let us therefore follow after an outdoor theater, the wings in ever- 

To garden clubs the idea of a ‘Liv- things which make: for Peace.” greens. 

ing Memorial may take form in a bird Helen Hussey Champlin, President. Fvery town or city is interested in 

sanctuary, an arboretum, an outdoor August, - 1945. a really significant memorial. We have
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ler of Baraboo, formerly of Hol- 

PROGRAM land, will talk on international 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION bitches. After the noon luncl Mrs. 

18TH, ANNUAL ‘CONVENTION Irwin Burger af Wosdunck ill, 
PFISTER HOTEL, MILWAUKEE . a es , 

nois, will give a flower arrange- 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1945 ment demonstration and talk on 
“Summer Flower Arrangements, 

9:30 a. m.—Registration. Some Are Not,” and “A Way with 
10:00 a. m.—Meeting called to order by Mrs. Walter Dakin, president. Weeds.” 

Salute to the Hiag . . . . a Committees are: Arrangements: 
Welcome by Mrs. H. G. Harries, president Milwaukee District. Mrs, L. W. Ketchum, Madison, 
Response by the Rev. Alfred Otto, first vice-president. hai . > 
Annual reports of district presidents. chara Mrs.-N. R. Barger and 

10:45 a. m.—Business meeting Board of Managers Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- Mrs. Frank P. Dunn, Madison. 
eration. Election of officers. Favors and Place Cards: Mrs. 

11:15 a. m—Annual business meeting Wisconsin Garden Club Federation. Paul H. Rehfeld, chairman; Mrs. 
Report of the officers. H. R. Englist Mrs. Orie I 
President’s report of the fall meeting, Board of Directors National = eee nglish, Fs. man : 

Council of State Garden Clubs. Dhein, Mrs. R. A. Walker, all of 
12:00 Noon—Luncheon at Hotel Pfister. Tickets on sale at registration desk Madison. 

until 11 a. m. Price $1.50. Program: Awards will be made to . oe 

winners in garden club contest. Introduction of State Commit- Reservations for the luncheon 
(se Chaieiien, must be sent to Mrs. L. W. Ketch- 

1:30 p. m.—Horticultural Service in 1946. Mrs. Wm. Champlin, Rochester, New um, 1014 Tumalo Trail, Madison 
Hampshire, president National Council of State Garden Clubs. 5, by September 15. 

Living Memorials, by Mr. Jens Jensen, Ellison Bay. * . : 
New Life in Garden Club Programs. Mrs. R. Knotts, Berwyn, IlIli- < The nominating committee con- 

nois, past president Garden Club of Illinois. sists of Mrs. Geo. Flanders, Por- 
Report of committee on courtetsy resolutions. tage, chairman; Mrs. L. W. Ketch- 
Movie, Modern Roses, from National Rose Society. um, Madison, and Mrs. Oliver 

Rundell, Madison. 

the opportunity to exert our influence kee, and Mmes. H. R. Wilson and Ste- 
toward community and statewide beau- phen Cushman of Racine, will do ar- FOX RIVER VALLEY 
tification. What is needed are leaders rangements using many of the various 
with vision and the ability to cooper- forms used so successfully by Icading DISTRICT MEETING 
ate fully with community and state floral artists. Miss Emma_ Schipper, Hotel Whiti . 
officials. Let us seize this opportunity Judging School chairman, will act as l hiting, Stevens Point 

to help make America a more beauti- commentator. September 27, 1945 

ful place in which all of our people By Mrs. H. G. Harries, President = 5 to. 
may pursue their happiness and our of the Milwaukee District. The Fox River Valley District 
Wisconsin a state to which our re- a will meet at the Whiting Hotel, 

turned service men may point with MADISON DISTRICT Stevens Point, September 27th, be- 
just pride. inning at 10 a. i - 

—Genevieve C. Dakin. MEETING 8 8 oe A very interest 
The Lark — September 20 ing program is being planned. 

MILWAUKEE DISTRICT MEETING . . co . The letter sent clubs questioned 

Art Institute September 25 _ The Madison District will hold whether the district is too large 
The Milwaukee District of the Wis- its annual meeting at The Lark territorially and that it might be 

conn Garden “Cub Federation, wil Tea Room, 2550 Univesity Ave- divided. Mrs, Lawrence Skilbed 
day, September 25th, at the Milwau- (i Tag nom Ot fl ursday, Sep- District President, has asked for re- 
kee Art Institute, 772 North Jefferson tember 20, beginning at .10:15. ports on the year’s activities from 
Street. The entire morning session, @. Mm. officers and committees. 
which starts at 10 a.m., will be devoted After a short busi ‘i : . 

to the business of the district, includ- 5 4p sng Mis. ‘Viet + ng wines program is being planned ty 
ing the election of officers. in the morning Mrs. Victor Berg- iss Merle Rasmussen, Oshkosh. 

Mrs. Donald Rowe, program chair- 
man, promises a very interesting after- 

noon session, featuring actual dem- S A Vv E T R E E SF 
onstrations showing “Form in Flower 
Arrangements.” Before the demonstra- Cavity Treatment General Landecaping Large Tree Moving 

tions are started, Mrs. Chester Thom- We are insured 

as will explain the basic mechanics of Fertilizing 3 Removals ; Lakeside 2907 
all flower arrangements. Following her Pruning . 

talk Mmes. Arthur Leidiger, Rey Sew- Wisconsin Tree Service Spraying 
ell, E. St. Clair, William Armitage, 2335 
and Miss Emma Schipper of Milwau- M, M y Ave Milwaukee



From th sident’s Des e President’s Desk 
The theme for the fall meeting of ding “reception in the Hospital Patio cellent results—nothing short of spcec- 

the Directors of National Council is Garden.” I am sure we all agree that tacular we are told. Let us hope that 

Horticultural Service. Sessions will be the garden is rendering real Horticul- another year may sce some such us- 

held at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New tural Service. able preparation on the market. 

York City, October 3-4. Wisconsin’s ** * ~_* * 

Federation will be represented by its Mrs. Champlin asks state presidents From Lawn Care we get an idea 

President, traveling conditions permit- to recommend to club presidents prop- for exterminating ants. Use a penny 

ing. er distribution of their three bulletins. bean blower fitted with a stick. Push 

+ 4% The president should keep one, give it down eight or ten inches into the 

In a letter to state presidents Mrs. one to the program chairman, and the ant hill. Withdraw the stick and pour 

Champlin, National President, says: “If third should go to an appointed Bul- an ounce of turpentine into the bean 

I were to choose two objectives of letin reader who may bring to the blower. Pull it out. Next day will show 

great national import I would suggest meeting a resume. “In this way we will the ants gone. 

bending every effort to our Hospital share the records of our achievements, ** * 

Horticultural Service. Every town or our hopes, and our ideals.” Mr. E. P. Sylvester of Ames sug- 

city, however small, is welcoming home xe * gests a way to move a lawn sprinkler 

today its noble wounded. What a joy Garden Glories carries an article Without walking on the soft soaked 

it is to be able to use the training by Miss Merle Rasmussen on Lilies. sod He fastens a tin toboggan to the 

and education we have achieved as Those of us who have heard Miss Ras- ordinary sprinkler and places a brick 

garden club members through the mussen discuss the subject were on the toboggan under the sprinkler 
years to giving of pleasure and com- pleased to have the opportunity to re- to do away with any topheaviness. 

fort to these. The avenues for this are fresh our memories on Lily culture Then he starts at the far corner of the 

many and varied; a bedside flower or as she so ably presents it. lawn and simply pulls the sprinkler 

terrarium, a new horticultural hobby ee * round with the hose without going near 

or interest, an introduction into the Mr. J. N. Darling, author of the ‘'t O° turning it off. From Lawn Care. 

healing qualities of the good earth, an  pulletin, Poverty or Conservation, which ' ee 
education in the wonders of nature, we have frequently recommended to Wheeling, West Virginia, Garden 

and an inspiration from its miracles. you, has been given an award for Dis- Center is to be congratulated on twice 

Just now these horticultural services tinguished Service in Conservation. winning the Fisher Garden Center 

to our boys seem paramount. We must EK * Medal. The first time was on the basis 

keep their faith in us and in America. The Garden Center of greater Cleve- of service to the, community:s the sec- 

“My dream of a Living Memorial in Jand has made Arnold M. Davis of Am- Gq 1 eo. was for ine work among 

the form of a Garden Club National  herst, Mass., its director. Mr. Davis is air Scouts. ~_* 
Highway would be a tribute to them widely know: ‘ 

and a very concrete and admirable way as Sell jd fae Br hen. The ale _Arboretum has devoted 

to express our faith in America and knowledge of horticulture. For several s Boa Bi ie publication Arnoldia 

to be of permanent service to it. years he served as garden authority i mt C ae Population with Food 

Wherever possible please include these Gn the Boston Globe. ~* lants. Copies may be secured for 

two objectives in your own special ee w twenty-five cents. Address Arnold Ar- 

program of endeavor.” Mr. Charles Gibbs Adams writes poretum, pee Naae 
+s 8 . that he will be in Wisconsin on a lec- * * * 

Letters have been received from the ture tour the first half of March. His The: Morton Arboreting, ‘Lisle, “Tu 

Red Cross expressing appreciation for jist of subjects is diverse and interest- nois, publishes a bulletin on Ferns i 
the dish gardens sent to Truax Hos- jing. You may address him at 440 Ar- the , Morton Achoretum. It s a 

pital in July. The miniature gardens royo Drive, So. Pasadena, California. twenty cents and will prove i ae; 
were enthusiastically received accord- + * * , . able: in identif fey "rer _BEONS anvalur 

ing to the staff; the Radio Post and Another speaker is Richard Hodges eS e. . 
Madison papers even used photographs Allen who lectures on Philosophy in Have you seen Michigan State Col 
and gave publicity to the project. Arranging Flowers Effectively. His lege’s Bulletin 178 on Ev ? a 
Members of the Madison Garden Club agent is Charles S. Pearson, 522 Fifth +e * erereens 
and the West Side Garden Club of Avenue, New York 18, N. Y. A finis to grub worms i: ised 
Madison made a tiny garden for each kk ok in. the near future when 8 roe 

bed patient. Castor cups, glass ash In the August Flower Grower Doro- disease fatal to grubs will te av ilable 
trays and shells were planted with thy Biddle strongly advocates the to inoculate all awh soil «ava 
tiny sedums in bloom, sempervivums, building of club programs that are ld * 

and thymes. Mirrors cut to scale simu- specific, that are related to the mem- Dr. William Robbins writes: “Th 
lated pools. Why not do a similar proj- hers’ gardens and to local needs. The opportunity to enjoy Sowers, sheobs 
ect for your hospital? article is full of meat. Why not read and trees acts as an antidote for the 

*_* * and discuss it at your club meeting? . artificiality and tension of city life 

Truax Hospital Patio Garden has ae © relieves the drabness and monotony i 
filed a need for a quiet retreat, for Hormone treatment has produced frequently associated with existence 
a restful place in which to relax. It seedless tomatoes and now we learn in a small town or in the country and 
has been the scene of officers’ wives’ that Pennsylvania State College is satisfies a deep-seated desire in all of 
teas; it has served for evening parties developing stemless ones. Will some us.” 
for patients and staff: it proved just scientist werk for skinless ones, too? He expresses the belief that there 

the place for a watermelon treat. But ee 8 will be a real need for trained men to 
it gave me special joy to receive an S:lective weed controls in the way offer professional guidance to amateur 
invitation—a formal ome—-to a wed- of chemicals are being tested with ex- gardeners in the post-war period.
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. oe ° VISIT TO MEXICO CITY Living Memorials GARDEN CLUB 
Alfred H. Otto, West Bend Mrs. Chester Allen = 

On a recent trip to Mexico it 
Abraham Lincoln said in his Get- The Baraboo Garden Club assist- was my privilege to attend a meet- 

tysburg Address: “It is rather for ed in landscaping around the honor ing of the Mexico City Garden 

us to be here dedicated to the great roll. Club. The club has a membership 
task remaining before us, that from Mrs. Chester Thomas, represent- of ahout sixty, most of whom are 

these honored dead we take in- ing Milwaukee District Garden’ American women whose husbands 
creased devotion to that cause fer Clubs talked with the Milwaukee are jin business in Mexico City. 
which they gave the last full meas- County Park Board regarding a Meetings are usually held in the 
ure of devotion that we here highly living type of Memorial. A letter morning with a lecture or paper 
resolve that these dead shall not was sent to the board outlining as the program. 
have died in vain.” plans for a Memorial to be install- The meeting I attended was their 

The war is over! We are in the ed at Lake Park overlooking Lake annual social gathering and was 
midst of rejoicing, But in our re- Michigan. The design, planting and held in the afternoon. Members had 
joicing let us be mindful of the treatment to symbolize an outdoor prought flower and vegetable ar- 
sacrifices made—of the untold sor- chapel. This project is to be spor- rangements in various kitchen uten- 
row of families whose loved ones sored and financed by the Milwau- sils, which were judged by quali- 
gave their lives that this great day kee District Garden Clubs. fied judges. The one which took 
might come. Now it is up to us to The Fox River Valley District first prize was made up of Red Hot 
maintain a lasting peace. Let us has the Super Highway 41 from Poker in orange shades, with large 
give thanks that final victory is Oshkosh to Little Chute for plant- stalks of geranium foliage, peppers 
ours and that peace may be with ing with wild Crabapples as a and kale leaves. This arrangement 

us for all time. Memorial to our armed forces. was in a copper bowl and was most 
And for those who made the su- West Bend Garden Club report- Mexican in appearance. Another 

preme sacrifice for the liberty and ed as follows: A Living Memorial arrangement in a black frying pan 
freedoms we need to build living is to be in our city park in memory was a vegetable man. An egg plant 
memorials. of the boys of Washington County. was used for the body, an onion for 

I believe in living memorials. The project is planned by the Am- the head with the tiny roots looking 
Stone is cold and bronze and brass etTican Legion and is to be paid for quite like hair, zucchini squash for 

are scrapped when it is necessary, with donations from individuals the neck, and string beans for 
but living memorials have Jasting and industries in the County. A arms. Cloves were used for the 

values. Let us plant some trees or group of citizens has been selected eyes, carrot slices for lips and nose 
name some park or have something tO act as a committee. One of our and green peas for buttons on the 
in the park that is living. The cost Garden Club members is on the de-  hody. This good-enough-to-eat lit- 
in lives was too great to just let signing committee. tle man sat in a bed of parsley with 

it slip by without recognition. I was greatly interested in the kale leaves in the background, 
The following are reports from Proposal of Racine and Kenosha to I went as the guest of a member 

the various Districts: have a Park Highway around Lake Mrs. G. S. Johnson, who has lived 

South Central District has shown Michigan, as a Living Memoriai many years in Mexico. Mrs. John- 
interest but has no definite plans, for the boys. son’s work is of particular interest 

Clubs of the Madison District Let us work for Living Mem- to garden club members, since she 
have landscaped and maintained _ orials, has charge of landscaping at all 

the Truax Memorial Area at Truax Pan American Lines airports in 
Field (350 by 150 feet). It honors the Republic of Mexico. She has 
Thomas Leroy (Bud) Truax, The tax assessor's office had to landscaped ten airports. The two 

Madison's first air casualty for decide on which side of the U. S- which I saw at Tampico and 
whom the field was named. Canada border an old lady’s newly Brownsville are beautifully done. 

The Madison Garden Club is purchased farm lay. Surveyors fi- Another interesting member was 
developing an extensive planting of nally announced it was just inside Mrs. Scales who came to Mexico 

crysanthemums in one of the City the U. S. border. many years ago and helped her hus- 
parks, The old lady smiled in relief. band organize and operate the larg- 

Lodi Garden Club has started a “I’m so glad to know that,” she est dairy ranch in Mexico, em- 
memorial park located inside the said. “I’ve heard that winters in ploying 2,500 persons. 

city limits. Canada are terribly severe.” Flowers in Mexico 
The Sunset Garden Club, Madi- —————- A member invited us to visit her 

son, started a memorial planting in A sugar daddy is a form of crys- garden at Tlalpan, a suburb of 
triangles and corners of the village. talized sap. Mexico City, truly the loveliest spot
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I have seen, There were five acres S d Ed ibl d O ] : 
of terraced lawn, flower-bordered eeads-- 1 e an t erwise 
walks, shady nooks, _ ornamental Mrs. F. M. Long, Madison 
shrubs and vines, fruit trees—all ; a . - a 
in an abundance of bloom and fruit or most” of my information about herb ot the sesamum family, is used 

M f tl 1 if s | seeds, [ am indebted to Vernon Quinn's in the Orient in medicine, ointments, 

any of the plants and Howets book, “Seeds, their place in life and cooking, soap making, and as an adul- 
had never seen before since they legend. The word ‘Seed’ in this title terant of ‘olive oil. It is cultivated in 
do not grow in our northern cli- indicates ‘what is botanically the plant's our South, and the oil is used in candy 
mate. To us the striking thing fruit. It is quite extraordinary what a making. The most familiar vegetable 

‘ . diversity of seed shapes has been de- oil is, of course, olive oil, but much 1 Mexica a By] & Se : 3 il is, , _oul, | 
about Texican gardens is that vised that each plant may have the of it is adulterated. Cotton-seed oil. 
Spring, sunmmer and autumn flowers form best suited to assure the continu- poppy oil and peanut oil are all im- 
are all blooming at the same time. ance of its species.” After a recent portant. 
Given sufficient water, a Mexican ‘ain and wind, I was surprised to sec In Russia and Poland flaxseed oil 

garden blooms continuously. Truly i back Aare coveree with ge winged replaces butter. Linseed oil is made 
ayiEg fé . aaaait a win secds of the maple trees some from the brown seeds of flax, and is Foe is a land of sunshine and gistance away. The heavy ends of the ised as a drying oil in paints and 

owers, seeds were pointed into the soil and varnishes. Linseed oil is also used. in 

—— eer appears and Squirrels hada making linoleum, oil-cloth, in certain 
nice least. ne ront yar an walks j 1 ici } inks, and in medicine. 

VEGETABLE DYES have since been showered with elm . Pa : . : In India sesame oil is used in cook- 
seeds, and squirrels have been dining . ; :, : : 

By Douglas Leechman Gi then ever Ginter Gad fiow GAY war ing. as Italians use olive oil, the Chi- 
a eof. 7 ©" nese poppy oil, and the Siberians oil 

“Dyeing is not only one of the oldest, den has many little elm trees. fFom eeybeiins The chief by-product 
it is also one of the simplest and most “A poppy-seed is so tiny that one Gf cotton is cottonceéed Oil: and hac 
satisfying of handicrafts” we are told Pod may contain as many as 30,000 assumed the importance of a separate 
in the opening sentence of Dr. Leech- seeds. Seeds may be small or large, industry. In the mid 19th century 
man's valuable little hook—Vegetable thin or thick; short or long; circular France made an, edible ‘butter ‘substi: 
Dyes. This is a book of importance t6 OF oblong; semicircular or triangular ; tute from Egyptian cotton-seed. “Th 
home weavers and rug makers, 3: ‘round like a ball or cylindrical; but, Amerie. "the pc Lromin cotton weed wae 
which the author lists pl: com- Strangely, no seed-pod, no fruit, is Saat 
monly found in ‘tortherit United Statis square !” used at Ast {or sain and mee 2 : : : “ . tte gj . urposes. Abou he oil was used 
and southern Canada from which heau- The color of a seed, its size, its nm ae adulterant of lard, butter, and 
tiful colors can be obtained. shape. have been planned with the ut- Li il and i ki , di ‘5 In J! 

Because the color of a flower is ny Ost care. Fly-away seeds are legion, 1873 the “Gest ‘patent was “Sbtained in 
guide to the color of the dye that it and the devices for enabling them to the U. S. for artificial butter. The less ff! 
will yield, the author has included a be borne through the air are many; refiied stadés of cotton-seed oil are i 
table of colors (arranged in order of but this is not the only micans by made dito soap, candles, washing pow- [* 
the rainbow) with the plants that pro- which seed sHepersal is accomplished. der, roofing tar, oil cloth and artificial [* . , Shooting seeds, floating seeds, cling- 2 “_“ duce them andes: each one, as well as ing es tumbling seeds all hare leather. : 

an alphabetical list ‘of dye-plants, their place in nature's system for In Russia, India, Egypt and England |" 
There are asides in the text which p os 2 

make entertaining reading, as the para plant distribution.” sunflower and snapdragon. seeds are cl 
graph devoted to the alder. The au- Valuable Seeds aed adler ter Chine food for cattle | 
thor quotes the following from Cul- The most common use for seeds and from eucalyptus seeds for cooking and g 

”, ses . .: a ‘ sernse a . 7 a i : iY pepper’s British Herbal (1652) : The fruits has been for food. Primitive burning in lamps. Eucalyptus oil is also 
leaves gathered while the morning man by experiment found them good used in perfumery and medicine. In ie 
dew is on them and brought into a or bad for food. France we used to pour a little oil 
chamber troubled with fleas, will guth- First, all the grains with which we of eucalyptus in a saucer of boiling 
er them thereunto, which being sud- are familiar, are seeds—such as wheat, water and breathe the steam: when ‘we 
denly cast out, will rid the chamber oats, rye, barley. buckwheat, rice, mil- suffered from colds. Many seeds are 
of these troublesome bedfellows.” Pre- let. corn or maize, lentils, peas, beans used in medicine, such as poppy seed 
cedling thts bit of whimsy however, and soybeans. . . peony seed, lettuce, hollyhock and 
there is practical information about Nuts of all kinds are both fruit and rocket, senna, mustard. linden, and 
where alders are found, when to gath- seed, ie, the coconut, almond. pis- flaxseed. . . , / 
er the bark and exactly how to pro- tachio-nut, black and English walnuts, Berri f all kind frui d " 
ceed to get good results. butternut, hazelnut, hickory, Brazil a ee e b nes hi rust eal pa: 
Vegetable Dyes is published by Tke nut, pecan. chestnut, cashew and pea- ats ee ee Erries; ett Shenct et 0 

Webb Publishing Company, St. Paul, nut are all used for food for humans. dethonion ermes,, huckleberries, Clb ( 
Minn., available in paper binding at 60 Acorns are eaten by small and larger s salar panies aa k d e 
cents and in cloth at $1.25. animals, and early in the 17th century fi opu nail nea a aaii rhe slat ma Dp 

O were a common food in England, and rom seeds, especially chocolate, co-br, 
Lif sefoit : . among the American Indians, and to- and coffee. is 
fe, misfortunes, isolation, day in the mountains of Albania and Seeds are used for condiments, the] 

abandonment, poverty, are battle- other parts of the world, the poor most important being black pepper|Fi 
fields which have their heroes; ob- live largely on acorns, | from the Far East, chili peppers andfil« 
scure heroes, sometimes greater Fruits and seeds used in supplying pimientos of Central America and our|¢ 
than the jllustrio heroes.—Vict the world with vegetable oil range own Southwest. Nutmeg and mace} ol 

in the Wustrious S—K'1clor from the large coconut to the tiny come from the Molucca Islands of theft’ 
Hugo. rape seed. Sesame-oil, from a wild South Seas.



Birds in t i t irds in the Madison Cemetery 
Mrs. Arthur Koehler 

During the past two seasons my son _ scolding and the nearer we came the  boretum about the nest and they ex- 
and I have made an intensive study of harder she scolded. If we passed by amined it. They estimated about when 

birds in the Madison Cemetery. We failing to locate the nest she would the eggs would hatch. A day or two 

chose this area because it was near calm down saying “Colder” and then before this hatching day they built a 

our home and seemed to have a large we would turn being guided by her tight fence around the tree for those 
number of birds. It is a rolling terri- “Hot! Hot!’*until we finally found it. babies must be saved. They hatched 
tory of 80' acres planted with nearly I had played this game with a chip- on a cool rainy day, June 15, so the 
all kinds of trees and shrubs that will ping sparrow for several trips in June. men did not wait for them to drop 

grow in this locality. Finally I located her nest in the top but took them and the mother to the 

We began our study in January, of a Bridal Wreath. It contained two Arboretum for a day or two before 
1944. At first we just counted the birds baby chippies, one baby cowbird, one releasing them. They found she was 

and it was not long before we knew spoiled chipping egg and one cowhird a banded bird raised in the Arboretum 
where to look for the different kinds. egg, quite a nestful for such a tiny last year and released on the north 
We studied the influence of weather, bird. side of the lake last fall so her hom- 
both wind and temperature on the An Early Spring ing instinct served her fairly well after 

numbers seen. During winter we continued our all. 
In March the migration began and weekly census though we found con- Altogether 101 species has been ob- 

then it was even more interesting. ditions much less interesting than last served in the cemetery although a few 
Each of our weekly counts found sev- year. Due to heavy snows the ground of these like gulls and herons were 

eral new species; we made graphs of | feeders were driven farther south. only observed flying over between the 

several species so we could easily see On March 3 we reached an all time two lakes. We had several new nesting 

when the peak came and how rapidly low, one bluejay and two crows were species this year but also several of 
it passed. all that we could find. But shortly after last year’s nesters were not there this 

The Nesting Season that spring came with a rush. The un- year. Chickadees were entirely absent 

In April the nesting started and then timely early spring affected the birds from March 28 to June 27 and we do 

the real fun began. We kept a card in- as much as it did the gardens and not know why. Starlings and grackles 
dex on each nest and learned all we farms. By March 17 our census jumped increased but bluejays decreased. 
could about it: how long it took to to 15 species and 242 individuals. Rub- Last year we put in 144 hours on 
build; how soon eggs were laid; how’ ins numbered 81 and juncos 96. the study and this year 252, 84 on 

many; how long was_ incubation; In 1944 we found our first nest on census, 85 on nests, and 83 on records. 
whether the male helped; how many April 30 but this year, on the first The area is a little too large to do a 
eggs per nest hatched. Then watching anniversary of that date we were thorough study for it takes from 5 to 
the babies grow was really most inter- watching 73. Then cold weather an 6 miles of walking to cover it alt. 
esting. We had 24 species nesting in snow came early in May and except, During the peak we had almost 190 
the cemetery and altogether we lo- for an occasional warm spell the nests active at one time and it was 

cated 168 nests, over half of them be- weather remained cool well into June. impossible to visit them all in one day 
ing robins. Many of the nests were This affected the nesting seriously! and take adequate notes. If it were 
ja little above eye level so we fastened only 14 of those first 73 nests survived. Possible to divide the area, we would, 
ja tilting mirror onto a long stick and Time after time we found nests aban- but it seems to be such a comp!cte 
thus could watch nests as high as ten doned, sometimes dead babics in them. unit we hesitate to do so, for we fecl 
feet. My notes for our trip of June 2 say each part is related to the adjacent 

We were much interested in varying “the coldest trip we ever had, wore Part. So probably we shall struggle 

haracteristics of different mothers of winter clothes and froze. Had to give along learning all we can in the tin:e 
he same species and in different spe- up at 4 p.m., hands too numb to write.” We have available and wishing we had 

ies. For instance, one robin mother No wonder the birds gave up too! more. 
; was so tame she would allow us to lift We found several more nests this O_O 

her off the nest while we examined year than last (181) but after studyinz 
; e eggs or babies. She would gently the dates carefully, many of them were AMERICAN 
, | oke my hand while I worked with counted as second or third attempts. DELPHINIUM SOCIETY 

: Another robin was so wild it was So after all, our final breeding bird . a 
é cad to examine her nest. She population turned out this year ex- If you are interested in Delphini- 

lL Wel aetna ean shotl- ety: Wee, Sante as last year, 167 pairs um and wish information concern- 
‘ y per A. ing ica ini a 
‘ *when her babies left. Mourning A Wood Duck Nest chee We de os ine te - 

ees left their nests with such a The most interesting nest we found Clety, address the secretary, tan ey 
hirl of wings and so much noise I this vear was that of a wood duck A. Ohala, 5406 North McVickers 

. as always startled. Then they would This beautiful species usually nests »» Avenue, Chicago 30, Illinois. 

Eldiwon seratictiencaway dite tha Gatine cam deapcout at dhe Mae and Pee Guan Me Se) Ber 
ecious nest. Catbirds were quite the swim away. The cemetery is nearly > year. The Year Book this year also 

lebposite for they left so quietly it was mile from either Lake Wingra or Laks COVers years 43 and ’44. 
*fhrd to be sure they were really nest- Mendota with a railroad track and Oe 

ig there. many busy streets to cross either way. . a . 

ae Finding Nests We saw the female fly into a natural Foxtail says: Livin’ is something 
er|Finding nests is like playing ovr cavity in a maple about 15 feet up. we all mean to start doin’ soon as 

ad ildhood game of “Hide the Thim- She sat in the entrance surrounded by we get to the place where we don't 
ur¢” with the birds saying “Hot” or drifts of down and we looked at her h k livin’ Praivie 
cefold.” For often we had no idea we for a long time. We told Prof. Lee- ave to make a livin. — Fratri 
here near a nest until a bird started pold and the ornithologists of the Ar- Farmer.
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PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner. 

TYPEWRITERS— 
All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach : 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of ' 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. : eed | 
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SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 
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THINGS HAVE CHANGED 

in the good old days it was poss | WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
sible for a financier to become a The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

millionaire. Today, according to EstasuisHep 1910 

Trusts oe ae Magazine, i for ati Ge beret a cre tae toe ta ais anos Act of eens 
you earn f a year you wou 1917, authorized July 15, 1918, . 

after ten years have only $100,000 Published Mouths Becepting, Tey llcad 
left. Taxes and living expenses Wisconsin Stare Hi s e - . Ss a - B exp 424 University Farm Place 
would take up the rest. Madison 6, Wisconsin 

At present rates the interest in- H. J Ranuiow, Editor 

come on $100,000 would be around Secretory Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
5 200 Ou Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

$150 to §$ per month. r Tel. University 182 

grandfathers. found it possible to re 
retire and live comfortably on the Volume XXXVI October, 1945 No. 2 
income from 20 to 30 thousand dol- a 

lars. Not so today. 
. . TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Did you know that federal taxes New Frait Varieties in fi ‘ %6 
: ew Tul arieties in innesota ~-------------------------------. 

take 92% of taxable earnings above DDT Effective Against Codling Moth __----------_-______________ 28 
$100,000? The federal debt today Wild Plans for Super Highways 30 

is $1,860 per person and local gov- Fruit Show Premium Schedule ------------------------------------ 30 
ernment debts make the total about Program, Annual Convention Wisconsin Horticultural Society ---_ 31 

$8,000 per family of four. Wisconsin Apple Institute Notes ~--------------------------------. 31 

: : Tn) the (Orchard on ccece cscs ite ccccnmesceereeceencas 32 

All our lives we shall pay in Program, Western and Northwestern Wis. Fruit Growers Meeting-_ 33 
taxes many times over the amount In the Berry Patch __ 34 

of the false prosperity occasioned Airplane Dusting for Orchard Pest Control woe 35 
by the war. ‘Wisconsin Beekeeping! 222i necnjocenscsscee eee: 36 
War doesn’t pay! Program, Annual Convention Wisconsin Beekeepers Association ___ 37 

Editorials 22 2no aan n ne nsi esr eceseeee eens e scenes 40 

Gladiolus Tidings ~-----------------------------_---__---_----__---4. 42 

News! For ‘Gardeners: .n..so1.2-esssescs ns scesnewemeeeee eee Al 
RATENTED AUO.19.1908 Questions About Bulbs ~------------------_-------_________________ 46 

Garden (Club: NEW8 2s222- ssc scncee ecco ecnceeceeeeeee AB 
Le From the President’s Desk_------------------------------__-------- 51 

7 
fet fio? fa 3 Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1947 
Berry Boxes Don W. Reynolds, Pres. -.Sturgeon Bay G. J. Hipke ...............New Holstein 

Wm. F. Connell, Vice-Pres., Menomonie Mrs. Arno Meyer -...............Waldo 
Crates, Bushel Boxes H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. -.---------Madison Arnold Nieman _.............Cedarburg 

and Climax Baskets E. L. Chambers, Treas. --.-----Madison 

As You Like Them 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman We manufacture the Ewald Patent Fold- Term Ending December, 1945 : Dent: 
es Be, = Gece bay eee ants Virgil Fieldhouse _.----.------Dodgeville Horticulture -.......-....-.---Madison 
motariale in a D. in carload sets. N. C. Jacobs ........------Sturgeon, Bay H. W. Riggert, Pres. Wis. Nursery- 

stock e-quart qretes al made we ready Peter L. Swartz, Jr.------------ Waukesha men’s Assn. ............Fort Atkinson 

berries. No order too small or too —— i “ berries. Po ie wee on ship the term E 7 1s Walter Diehnelt, Pres. Wis. Bee- 

folding bese crates i eS. fom Leland Brown ....-.-.-----Sturgeon Bay keepers’ Assn. ......-Mnomonee Falls 
handing, fruit, ‘and we aim oO = R. G. Dawson -..------------Franksvile | Mrs. Walter Dakin, Madison, Presi- 

orders. A postal brings our price list. E. L. White -..-..---------Fort Atkinson dent Garden Club Federation 

eon COmeaNt. Subsoription eo Misconals Florticalgare is » obtained by membership in the Wisconsin 
forticul: i ie 

PACKAG! years, Garden Clubs, Horticultural, Societies, and “other ‘opticataral Geganisasions 
Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. een huemnber ip tora year's subscrigtion to Wiseonsia Horticulture wee Paid by 

—_—_—  —- / ees



New Fruit Varieties in Minnesota 
Fruit Variety Committee of Wisconsin Horticultural Society 

Visits Minnesota Fruit Breeding Farm 

The fruit variety committee of many varieties of hardy blue Eu- 
the Wisconsin Horticultural Soci- [Ramey ropean plums. We believe these in 
ety consisting of President Don % the end will sell better than red 
Reynolds, Vice-President Wm. F. plums, because they are of the 
Connell, Secretary H. J. Rahmlow, oad . ye"! prune type. Varieties which im- 
and Dawson Hauser of Bayfield [Fey Po U 4 pressed us are: 
visited the Minnesota Fruit Breed- [egy & i. 3 Gueii. This is a large blue plum 

ing Fam aE on _Apple a te ‘ll F 1) oof good quality - : perhaps the 
ay, September 17. e trip was a | same as Bonne St. Anne. An ex- 

very much worth while, especially cellent producer is Mt. Royal, a nice 
discussions by Profs. W. H. Alder- blue of medium size and round in 
man, W. G. Brierley, J. D. Winter, 3 shape. Very hardy. 
and A, eee it + On exhibit during the. noon hour 

‘art of the committee spent sev- [2 - we saw these fine looking plums: 
eral hours in the morning with Prof. Quackenboss, Sugar, Monarch, Ger- 
Brierley studying tree and fruit THE 195 FRUIT COMMITTEE man Prune, Empire, all blue vari- 
characters of several new apples, Fo Cea ees vier President hho eties. 
and cultural practices. Prof. Brier- yey, Bayfield; President Don Reynolds, Hardy Grapes 
ley’s viewpoints were greatly ap- eieaven Say Secretary H. J. Rahm- One of the important projects is 

preciated. Picture taken at the Minnesota Fruit the production of hardy grapes and 
The Fireside Apple Breeding Farm at Excelsior. excellent progress has been made. 

The best quality apple yet pro- Prof. A. N. Wilcox told us that 
duced by he Minnesota ¥ tn it apples were very red and there was Red Amber is the best quality sweet 
Breeding Farm in the opinion of @ heavy load of fruit this year. The grape they have produced, and that 
the committee is Fireside. We be- PPle is of good quality. . _ it is very hardy. It has a nice red 
lieve it is almost as good as De- We saw several promising vari- color and should be tested in this 

licious in quality. We studied char- ties still under number. When they state. 
acteristics of a half dozen of the have been named and introduced Flame Crab For 

trees and could find no faults. They some of them will no doubt be rec- Ornamental Use 
came through the severe winter of ommended for trial in Wisconsin. Prof. W. H. Alderman men- 

1935-36 without injury when many Hardy Peaches tioned Flame Crab for planting in 
hardy varieties suffered. Fruit this Only about twice in ten years we the back yard, and an excellent sub- 
year was large and well colored for were told has there been a good stitute for Mountain Ash. While 
mid-September, Crotching habits of crop of hardy peaches at the farm. the blossoms are white and not as 
the trees appeared good, This is one of those years. Dozens attractive as the rosy bloom crabs, 

We were told that at times the of trees had beautiful fruit, some when in fruit it is very beautiful. 
fruit may fail to color well and the of good quality. Many of the vari- The bright red apples hang on in 
apples may be somewhat small ties were grown from seeds from enormous clusters and are excellent 
though this was not apparent this fruit produced during winters when for birds. It is the hardiest of all 
year. A little farther south the fruit the temperature dropped to or be- crabs and the fruit is better than 
may color better. low zero, However, a hardy peach that of Hopa, though the latter has 

The apples are ready to pick that will produce fruit after an or- more attractive flowers. 
about October 1. ‘This makes the dinary Wisconsin winter has not Must Breed For Deeper 
variety rather late for the Bayfield yet been found, We hope it will be, Dormancy 
and other northern areas, though it and the Minnesota Farm is doing Commenting on the breeding of 
should be tested, . excellent work along this line. hardy varieties, especially in rasp- 

Minjon Hardy European Plums berries, Prof. W. G. Brierley said 
Most beautiful tree with a load Look Promising that we must breed for deeper dor- 

of bright red fruit was Minjon. In We were told that many of the mancy, The Latham raspberry he 
our opinion this variety is too small hybrid plums (crosses of European said had come through extremely 
for commercial use, but for the and native varieties) while of fine low temperatures in Canada un- 
home garden or small orchard it appearance and good eating quality, harmed, but that when dormancy 
may be very good. It does cluster nevertheless do not cook well. is broken by warm weather there is 
badly and becomes biennial, but the Therefore the Station is testing injury.
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INFORMATION REGARDING DDT EFFECTIVE as compared with the commonly 
De nina EL AGAINST CODLING MOTH used insecticides. 

EXCELSIOR, MINN. While Too Expensive Now, “These findings have renewed the 

The present Fruit Breeding Farm Research Head Predicts hopes of many New York apple 
bd per eringe roan na emma Price Will Come Down growers,” continues Professor Har- 

in the spring of 1908. It is the third in Martinsburg, W. Va. — “DDT ™22. ie recent J peel wed ise be- 

a series of fruit breeding enterprises [g9ks as though it will be the an- come discouraged in their efforts to 

established by the Minnesota Legis- Vor to the fruit man’s prayer,” Dr. Control codling moth, but they are 
lature. The first consisted of 118 acres A Prayer NOW planning to use DDT exten- 

. « dW. S. Hough, director of the Win- “ 5 
of land on Lake Minnetonka purchase; sively in their pest control efforts 
in 1878 and operated for twelve years chester (Va.) Research Laboratory, oi Pe 

with Peter M. Gideon as superintend- said in describing the new insecti- another season. 

ent, This ae the first state cide which is hoped will control the ——_—— 
orte ruit breeding wor . 

United States and preceded the estab- dangerous codling moth. THOUGHTS ON SCAB 

lishment of the Minnesota Agricultural Experiments have be en under CONTROL 

Experiment Station by seven years. way here and in Winchester for 

The second was a small station in some time. May we never have another sea- 

Owatonna eraniitiet in — E Asserting, however, that DDT is 7 like this one. In many sections 

Thonas E Cashman, This station was too expensive at the present for of Wisconsin apple trees look bad 

discontinued in 1925. The present sta- wide use by orchardists, Dr. Hough =e leaves are covered with 

tion consists of 230 acres divided into predicted that eventually the price scab. Does it pay to economize be- 

two units one and one-fourth miles wil] come down to the point that C@uUse ofa small fruit crop? Wheth- 

ae imary function of the station the insecticide will compare in cost er there will ‘be injury to the trees 

is to Sroduce varieties of fruits adapted with lead arsenate, now used ex- of next year’s crop remains to be 

to the climate of this region. To date tensively to control the moth, Seen. 
53 such varieties have been introduced. “We have been using DDT in Many growers have had good 

_, An important a of fhe se tests now for two years,” Dr. control of scab and codling moth 
be Pg ee ‘hybridization Hough said. “We find it highly ef- as the result of careful and timely 

Work during the winter. Fruit trees of fective, although there are certain spraying. 

many kinds and varieties are grown in qualities that we still are looking Diiting: the blooming: season ‘the 

tubs, and are stored in a cellar which into, For example, we find that on th ig a | Unl 

permits mild freezing to break the trees sprayed with DDT, mites weather was wet and cool. Unless 

rest period. These are moved into the y : y scab control had been exceptionally 
greenhouse from time to time during that suck the chlorophil from leaves good, a spray in bloom was neces- 
the winter and as they come into increase. We don’t know yet is this sary this year and will be in simi- 

bloom, furnish material for cross breed- js because the DDT destroys enemy jar seasons;.¢ t trol. W. t 
ing under nearly ideal conditions. insects, or if the insecticide causes seasons, to get control. We mus 

There are 655 tub grown trees and hysical change in the trees.” emphasize, however, that growers 

plants available for this work. some physical change in the trees. must omit arsenate of lead in these 
Since visitors are usually interested At present costs, he said) DDT sprays, including the pink spray, if 

in the number of seedlings, selections stands at about $2.50 per 100 gal- they wish beekeepers to keep bees 
and varieties grown on the station, the Jons of spray, against 40 to 50 cents near orchard: 

accompanying summary ak prepared per 100 gallons of lead arsenate. ‘: ot ‘i 
a indicate a numbers © ie iiade Condensed from September 22, The mild types of sulphurs were 
inds of fruits . 1945 The Packer. serps this _ if ad con- 

ree) : trol had been good up to the calyx 
_—————————— 
TEE proms Nee rk spray. Where scab has not been 

xperimen well controlled in early sprays mild 
verything you need i Prof. S. W. Harman, New York 

E in Esnetieit, Station wai d: “When sulphurs are not strong enough un- 

’ V bi veheinnted for lead arsenate in less an excessive number of appli- na atio ed 
Fruit and egeta' e summer sprays, DDT is giving earns are Hees 

d practically ‘perfect control of this TT 
Bo an ¢ t pest under conditions where lead HELP WANTED 

xeS rai es arsenate has failed to give satisfac- 
. ion i A year-around position in ap- 1 Jable service  t©'Y protection in the past. Not only . 

65 years of is this true on apples but also on ple orchard open to man of Chris- 
Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. pears which are likewise subject to tian character, who has had or- 

: attack by codling moth.” chard experience or wishes to 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin Both spray and dust mixtures of learn the business. Modern house 

—_— DDT have proved outstanding in available. The L. B. Irish Or- 

Lnnnmmmms the protection against codling moth chards, Baraboo, Wisconsin.
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Orchard and Vegetable 
’ Suppli Growers’ Supplies 

Buy Cooperatively and Save Money. 

Participate in the Earnings of the Cooperative 

SPRAY MATERIALS DUSTING MATERIALS 
Lethane B. 71 

Arsenate of Lead Lethane B. 71 with Copper 

Calcium Arsenate Co Po Dust 
Lime Sulphur Co: Potex 
oe PRUNING EQUIPMENT 

Corser tela Thee Wound Pat oP 
Lethane B. 72 Pruning Saws 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR 

Nitrate Fertilizer 333% 
(Ammonia Nitrate) 

_ SPRAY EQUIPMENT PACKING HOUSE EQUIPMENT 
Spray Hose — Spray Booms Baskets — Basket Liners 

Spray Guns — Spray Nozzles eee een ° 
Shredded Tissue 
Picking Bags 

Power Orchard and Row Crop Sprayers 

Repairs for John Bean Sprayers 

Write for Catalog and Price List 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
- WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. (Near C.&.N.W. Freight Depot) Telephone 4107 Lester F. Tans, Mer.
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WILD PLANS FOR FRUIT SHOW 

= WA Cemead, Goreng af ANNUAL CONVENTION WISCONSIN 
Virginia Horticultural Society, HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

wriles. any ‘outspoken editorials Zn RETLAW HOTEL, FOND DU LAC 
magazine Virginia Fruit. In the 
August number he has this to say November 15-16 
about super highways: 

“There are some wild and even ———— 
fantastic plans being developed to Committee in charge: C. L. Kuehner, Madison, Chairman, assisted by Peter 

* plunge this country and the state of L. Swartz, Waukesha; Emil Beyer, Malone; and Virgil Fieldhouse, Dodgeville. 

Virginia into an orgy of spending ss 
for expensive and impractical high- NEW APPLE VARIETIES 
ways. Many six-lane highways are 
already planned, some right here in Plate of 5 Apples 
Virginia. Then there are the “Lim- Judges: C. L. Kuehner, Madison, -assisted by Peter L. Swartz, Waukesha. 
5 ” : i 
ited Access” super highways which The following premiums will be offered each class for varieties recommend- 

mean amt at cannot a os ed for trial by the State Horticultural Society: 

or . miles ce ae Goeae: Ist prize, Mi 2nd, 15c; 3rd, 50c ;25c for each additional entry of merit. 

Surveys show that these costly high- 1. Milton 7. Perkins 
ways will accommodate about SEV- 2. Macoun 8. Lobo 
EN PER CENT of the auto travel = ea i eae 

, and that mostly from without. In € Secon m4 hice Ey 

fact those will be the people who 6. Kendall 12. Any other variety 
will travel less and less by highway 
after the war. They are going into 
the air. We have trained literally STANDARD VARIETIES 

thousands “ eet to a : Plate of 5 Apples 
‘All of this prodigal spending o . . 

the country’s money for fantastic Judge: J. G. Moore, Madison. 
highways for just seven per cent Premiums on classes 13 and 14 offered by the Niagara Sprayer and Chemical 

of the auto travel while at least 50 Company, J. Henry Smith, representative, Waupaca. There will be six premiums 

per cent of our people are not yet of merchandise in each class. 

out of the mud and ruts. Yes, we 13. McIntosh 15. Golden Delicious 
should spend money for roads and 14. Delicious—any type of red 16. Snow 

lots of it but let’s put it where it 17, N. W. Greening 
will accommodate the most needed Premiums on each variety, classes 15-17: 1st, $1; 2nd, 75c: 3rd, 50c; 4th, 25c. 
travel. The back roads and pig —_——_— 
trails, the farm to market roads, 
the home to school and church SEEDLING: APPLE EXHIBIT 
roads, the mail roads. Three Apples of Any Seedling (Unnamed) 

“Who is back of this wild Prizes: Ist, $5; 2nd, $3; 3rd, $2; 4th, $1. 

scheme? A few of the big banking ’ 
interests of this country, some po- MINNESOTA IETY Re NScITY ering 
litical lobbyists and super contrac- HORTICULTURAL SOC 1 
tors. I don’t mean the road build- MEETING Grand Rapids, Dec. 4-6 
ing contractors that you and I know. Curtis Hotel, Minneapolis as : They generally don’t want it be- October 23-24 The Michigan Horticultural So- 

cause they would be unable to bid . . ciety will hold its diamond jubilee 
on such enormous contracts. There The Minnesota Horticultural So- convention on December 4-6 at 
are a few very heavily financed ciety will hold its annual conven- Granq Rapids, Michigan. The So- 
contractors who can bid on such tion early this year, on October 23- ciety is celebrating its 75th anni- 

ee may be expected to 24. The Society will hold a joint yersary and an elaborate program is 
oe Let us aa this coming session of all affiliated organiza- being planned. 

scheme to bleed the taxpayers for tions including the Minnesota Bee- = The annual fruit show will not 
a few super contractors and seven. keepers Association, garden clubs, be held this year due to the short 
per cent of the traveling public.” and fruit growers. crop.
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77TH ANNUAL CONVENTION WISCONSIN APPLE 

INSTITUTE NOTES 
WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY Th 1 ine booklet entitled 

e apple recipe booklet entitle 
FRUIT GROWERS PROGRAM “36 Ways to Use Wisconsin Ap- 

ples” is off the press. It was pub- 

FOND DU LAC, RETLAW HOTEL, NOVEMBER 15-16 lished cooperatively by the Wiscon- 
sin Apple Institute, the Homemak- 
ers’ Hour of Radio Station WHA 

| Thursday, Ni s . as 
ns November, 15 and the Wisconsin State Horticul- 

8-10 a.m. Setting up fruit exhibits. See premium list. tural Society. Much credit goes to 
10:00 Call ee we Peesid D Mrs. Aline Hazard, Director of the 

:00 a.m. Call to order by President Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay. Homemakers’ Hour for conducting 

The Use of DDT for Control of Fruit Insects. Observations on Apple Mag- the recipe contest last year which 

got Control. Dr. C. L. Fluke, Chief, Department of Entomology, Madison. resulted in these recipes, and for 

11:00 a.m. Results from Ground and Tree Sprays for Apple Scab Control in her help in editing and compiling 
1945. Drs. G. W. Keitt and J. Duain Moore, Dept. of Plant Pathology, Madison. the booklet. 

12:00 m. Meeting Board of Directors Wisconsin Horticultural Society. A copy of the booklet will be 
sent free of charge on request by 

Afternoon Program Radio Station WHA, Radio Hall, 

Madison. 
1:30 p.m. The Future of the Apple Growing Industry. Mr. John Chandler . 

or Mr. Truman Nold, National Apple Institute, Washington, D. C. Memberships Come In Well 

2:30 p.m. Experience With Orchard Soils. Dr. J. H. Gourley, Chief, Dept. In spite of a poor apple crop in 

of Horticulture, University of Ohio. Wisconsin this year practically all 

3:15 pm. Honey Bees Can Improve Your Crop. Bees as Pollinators and last year’s members of the Wiscon- 

Management Problems Involved. Dr. C. L. Farrar, Central States Bee Labora- sin Apple Institute have paid their 
tory, Madison. dues for 1945. Those paying dues 

4:00 p.m. Annual business meeting Wisconsin Horticultural Society. since August 1 are the following : 

Ed. H. Stoeber, Madison 
Annual B: t—6:30 Hotel Retla’ . f , 

anane’ pm eo O. G. Mills, Bayfield 

Entertainment arranged by County Agent G. F. Massey and Fond du Lac James Cherf, Antigo 
County fruit growers. Carl E. Erickson, Herbster 

Honorary Recognition Certificates awarded to two outstanding horticultur- ote ee Casco. it A 

ists. Presented by Mr. Don Reynolds, President. ay fiel eninsula S ruit, Assn. 
. . . M, Wetzel, Thiensville 

Living Memorials. Mr. Jens Jensen, Ellison Bay. N.C. Jacobs, Sawyer 

Additional program to be announced. Jefferson County Fruit Growers 

Committee on Arrangements: Mrs. Arno Meyer, Waldo, Chairman; Mrs. Association, Fort Atkinson 

Conrad Kuehner, Madison; Mrs. Peter Swartz, Sr., Waukesha. Tansdale Orchards, Lester F. 
Tans, Waukesha 

Friday, November 16 Henry Kruetzfeldt, Chippewa 
Falls. 

Joint session with second annual meeting Wisconsin Apple Institute, C. J. fee py 

Telfer, President. I T 

9:30 am. Some Advantages of Diversification in the Orchard Program. erie age 

Succession Planting to Maintain Younger Trees. Dr. J. H. Gourley, Ohio. 

10:30 a.m. The Work of the National Apple Institute. Mr. John Chandler _ International Apple Week is Oc- 
or Mr. Truman Nold, Washington, D. C. be e to November 3. ele Day 

11:15 am. Hand Pollination of Delicious in the Wenatchee, Washington 8 Thi lowe me oe the I 

Orchards, illustrated with color slides. Dr. B. Esther Struckmeyer, Dept. of Is event 15 planned, by te one 
Horticulture, Madison. ternational Apple Association, Mr. 

Samuel Fraser, secretary, says: 

Afternoon Program “Don’t let the public forget there 
is such a fruit as the apple. Next 

1:30 p.m. Observations in Fruit Growing During 1945. Dr. R. H. Roberts, year’s crop may need a lot of apple- 
Madison. hungry people.” 

2:00 p.m. Annual business meeting Wisconsin Apple Institute. Election of All growers should help to obtain 
officers, transaction of business. President C. J. Telfer, Green Bay, presiding. good will for the apple.
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POISON OATS BAIT FOR drab place without sentiment, and NEW BLOWER TYPE 
ORCHARD MOUSE CONTROL these old varieties which awaken SPRAYER DEMONSTRATED 

AVAILABLE thoughts of the past deserve con- 3 2 
A sideration in limited plantings.” — Good Results Obtained With 

. Arrangements have been made 54 Small Amounts of Spray 
ee the following organizations to : Aucnew tower foe applying high 
andle poison oats bait for mouse , ee 

control in the orchard and garden. serone Gauee ae ly concentrated, highly toxic insec- 
Fruit Growers Cooperative, Stur- ticides was demonstrated at the an- 

geon Bay. Poison oats bait for mouse con- "ual summer meeting of the Con- 

Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit trol is available. We are listing be- necticut Pomological Society in Au- 
Growers, Co-op, 227 Cutler Street, low names of four organizations gust. In POMOLO GI CAL 
Waukesha. in Wisconsin which will handle poi- POIN TERS by. the Society, we 

F. R. Gifford Company, 2201 son oats bait for growers this year. find this description of the blower: 

University Avenue, Madison 5. A letter from Mr. G. C. Oder- _ “The blower, developed by Fred 
Bayfield growers should contact kirk in charge of Rodent Control S. Potts, entomologist with the 

the Bayfield Fruit Growers Cooper- work, states that the infestation of U.S.D.A. Bureau of Entomology 
ative. mice in orchards last year was high and Plant Quarantine, New Haven, 

All orders must be shipped ex- in some orchards, low in others. is unique in that it is capable of de- 
press collect. Poison material can- Growers have paid attention to the _livering extremely small amounts of 
not be shipped by mail. advice given and applied poison oats insecticide through a special nozzle 

Prices this year are as follows: bait before snow fell, which re- arrangement. Thus, insect control 
10 Ib. bag, $1.50 sulted in a good degree of control can be obtained with concentrated 

25 Ib. bag, $3.50 and slight amount of damage, He solutions of highly toxic insecti- 

Suggest all growers order early. adds that there is an adequate sup- cides without injury to plants. 
The material comes from Idaho. If ply of poison oats bait available “One small tank of insecticide is 
all growers wait too long there will and it will be well for growers to capable of spraying a large area. 
be a flood of orders and a delay get orders in now so they can ap- Citing an example of this, Dr. R. 
if a dealer runs out. ply it in time. B. Friend, chief entomologist at the 

ee * New Haven Station, said that while 
WHERE HAVE THE How to: Apgly ee 20 gallons of lead arsenate would 

OLD VARIETIES GONE? Be sure to apply oats bait before be required to spray one large elm 
the snow has fallen. In October tree for the elm leaf beetle, with 

Some readers of the American field mice migrate from grain and the new blower, one pint of DDT 
Fruit Grower magazine are asking corn fields to sheltered places such mixture would accomplish the same 
for cions of old varieties such as as the orchard, especially one with purpose and give just as good con- 
Greasy-Pippin, Bellflower, Winter a good cover crop. They build trol. Twenty gallons.of DDT mix- 
Rambo, and Sheep Nose, caches, then build runways to food ture would spray 160 trees of the 

The editor makes this comment supplies radiating in various direc- same size. 
on the old favorites : / tions from the cache. These run- “The special spray nozzles de- 

Perhaps the answer to ‘Where ways are kept clean and enable liver the insecticide in an extreme- 
have the old varieties gone ?’ may be them to avoid enemies. ly fine mist, Spray particles are as 

found in the statement—‘Old vari- Mr. Oderkirk strongly advises small as 50/1,000 of a millimeter 
eres and feel _ i ae that poison =~ be peel in in diameter. 

a] poetry and not in the orchard.’ these runways. Mice work on nice “ : : 
Time’ is the greatest tester of vari- days from sae 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. fem ty ae papas} oe 
eties after all. If some of the old Place the oats in runways early on let that  cuuiees the spray comin 

‘favorites have disappeared from such a day, throw over the bait a through the special ais te 
commercial plantings and nursery handful or two of grass, This en- modifte ation ea be amade b ati 
catalogs, it is because they cannot ables mice to feed without fear of farmer’ with, very little ‘ad ditions] 
compete with fruit that ripens ta a predators. If mice are numerous a * ” ty : equipment. 
fuller flavor, and handles better in teaspoon of oats under every tree a 
storage and market. is advisable. If very numerous a 

“Because a childhood favorite teaspoon in two places is better. Engineer : “What was one of the 
has become obsolete, however, does Placing oats in runways is more greatest obstacles in the building 
not make our mouths stop watering effective than the use of tin cans of the Panatna Canal?” 
for it . . . The world would be a or other bait stations. Shovel Operator: “Dirt.”
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NOMINATING COMMITTEE WESTERN AND NORTHWESTERN WISCONSIN 
APPOINTED FOR WISCONSIN COMMERCIAL FRUIT GROWERS MEETING 

APPLE INSTITUTE 

Mr. C. J. Telfer, Green Bay, WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND 
president of the Wisconsin Apple WISCONSIN APPLE INSTITUTE COOPERATING 
Institute, has appointed a nominat- —____ 

ing committee for the nomination AMERICAN LEGION HALL, CHIPPEWA FALLS 
of officers of the Institute. The TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1945 

nominating committee will select a 9:30 am. Call to order. Comments on the Outlook for Apple Growers. 
slate of not less than 15 members president Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay. 

for the election of the Board of 10:00 a.m. Suggestions for Apple Scab Control in 1946. Dr. G. W. Keitt or 
Directors. The committee is as fol- pr. J. Duain Moore, Dept. of Plant Pathology, Madison.. 
lows: 11:00 a.m. Observations in Western and Northwestern Wisconsin Orchards 

Mr. N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh, in 1945. Dr. R. H. Roberts, Dept. of Horticulture, Madison. 

R. 4, Chairman; Mr, R. L. Mar- 12:00 m. Luncheon. Plans to be announced. 

ken, Kenosha, R. 4; and Mr. Le- 1:30 p.m. Experience with Apple Varieties New and Old for Northwestern 
land Brown, Sturgeon Bay. Wisconsin. Prof. J. D. Winter, Dept. of Horticulture, U. of Minn., St. Paul. 

Members are invited to send sug- 2:15 p.m. Results of Orchard Experiments in Minnesota. Prof. T. S. Weir, 
gestions to the committee on the Dept. of Horticulture, St. Paul, Minn. 

nominations. 3:00 p.m. Use of DDT for Control of Fruit Insects. Recommendations for 
The slate of nominess will be Insect Control in 1946. Dr. C. L. Fluke, Dept. of Entomology, Madison. 

sent to all members of the Institute 3:45 p.m. Bees for the Fruit Grower. Some Problems Involved in Keeping 
in a regular news letter preceding Bees. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Secretary Horticultural Society. 

the annual convention which will 4:00 p.m. Future of the Wisconsin Apple Institute. Mr. William Connell, 
be held in conjunction with the con- Vice-President Horticultural Society, Menomonie. 

vention of the Wisconsin Horticul- eee as 

tural Society at the Retlaw Hotel, American Legion Hall is % block east of First and Lumbermen’s National 
Fond du Lac, November 15-16. Bank. Public parking lot one block away. 

am 

. ; 

e 

e and Friends 

The F. R. Gifford Company wishes to take this opportunity to thank its many custom- 
ers and friends for their continued patronage and consideration during these years of war. 
At times we have not had just what you wanted. Sprayers have been hardest for us to get. 
You probably all realize that better than 95% of all sprayer manufacturers’ ottput went 
to the government. 

Starting October Ist the entire plant of Bean Manufacturing Company will have been 
turned back to manufacture of sprayers. We are very happy to see their production sched- 
ule calls for the types of sprayers we are going to need for you with a small orchard or row 
crops that will need spraying. We will still be able to furnish the larger type sprayers too. 

For detailed information and prices on sprayers, spray materials, and all your garden 
and orchard supplies, write to us. We are the oldest orchard supply outlet in the state of 
Wisconsin. 

F. R. GIFFORD COMPANY 
GLENN A. DUNN, Manager 

2201 University Ave. F. 2840 Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Sa ES,
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WHAT’S NEW IN weather and through the production bear more than 4 or 5 berries. Much 
SMALL FRUIT CULTURE of soft berries. Various standard better and worthy of trial is Minn. 

nitrogen carriers were about equally 52. The berries are large and the 
Gentes I Slate, New York State oat when used on the basis a clusters well-filled. : 

xperiment Station, : ; 
CG equal nitrogen. . Stephens No. 9 is a recent red 

Commercial nitrogen delayed the currant from Canada that has per- 
Experimental work on various peak of the picking season slightly, formed well in limited tests at Ge- 

phases of small fruit culture is un- an advantage in the Oswego belt. neva. The berries are large and 
der way at several experiment sta- Some outstanding results have been well-filled. It is well worth trying. 
tions and the United States De- secured in Oswego County in reno- By Geo. L. Slate in 1945 Pro- 
partment of Agriculture. I am re-  vating strawberry beds for a second ceedings New York State Horticul- 
viewing briefly at this time some or third fruiting year. As high as tural Society. 
of the recent work of these stations 12 to 15 thousand quarts per acre _ 
which may be-of interest to New have been produced in this county. VAN BUREN GRAPE 
York small fruit growers. New Varieties 

Fertilizers for Strawberries Some of the strawberries from Van Buren, a blue grape of Con- 
During five years of fertilizer the New Jersey station are perform- CTd type, ripens nearly a month 

trials with the Chesapeake and Cat- ing well at Geneva. Sparkle is one before Concord and a week earlier 
skill strawberries in Oswego Coun- of the best late varieties that has than Fredonia. This earliness makes 

ty, it was found that the almost fryited at Geneva in recent years. it a valuable sort to lengthen the 
universal practice of using large The high quality berries ripen a season and for locations where Con- 

amounts of farm manure for this week Jater than Howard 17 (Pre- cord fails to mature, It is equal to 
crop is a sound practice, and that mier) and are fairly large, smooth Worden in quality, is somewhat 
under these conditions little if any and firm. The plants produce run- thin-skinned and sometimes cracks. 
other fertilizer seems_ essential. ners freely and bear good crops. The clusters are smaller than those 

However, on productive soil, equal Julymorn, from the same station of Concord. The vine is fully hardy 
if not better yields were secured js one of the best for freezing. The and somewhat less vigorous and 
with commercial fertilizers without crop ripens late and the berries productive than Concord. Van Bu- 

manure. are large, rough, furrowed, dark "" 'S about as susceptiblbe to 
Nitrogen seemed to be the im-  ;eq, very firm, tart and good in downy mildew and black rot as 

portant element, phosphorus and quality. It is a fairly good cropper. Concord and less susceptible than 

potassium being of value only if the The special virtue of this variety Fredonia to downy mildew. Its 
soil was naturally low in these ele- js its merit for freezing. It is the juice compares favorably with Con- 
ments. It was further found that only variety tested at Geneva that cord grape juice, thus making Van 
if the manure used for strawber- freezes well and produces a good Buren valuable for extending the 

ries is fresh, and especially if it is crop. pressing season. 
high in litter such as straw or shav- Midland and Northstar are high By George L. Slate in 1945 Pro- 

ings, special care should be used to quality varieties suitable for home ceedings New York State Horti- 
provide the young plants with plen- use, but too unproductive to grow cultural Society. 

ty of nitrogen the first year when for market. Redstar ripens two Soe pa aeeg 
they are making growth, runners weeks Jater than Howard 17 (Pre- Their cars having collided, Jock 
and fruit buds. This can be done pier), but the plants are much too 24 Pat were surveying the situa- 
either by applying a complete fer- unproductive. tion. Jock offered Pat a drink from 
tilizer high in nitrogen before the Condensed from 1945 Proceed- his bottle. Pat drank and Jock re- 

plants are set or applying it as a ings New York State Horticultural ‘ured the bottle to his pocket. 
side-dressing soon after they are Society. “Thank ye,” said Pat, “But aren’t 
established. It is also well to give . ye going to have a bit of a nip 
them a supplementary nitrogen side- yourself ?” 
dressing not later than July 15. RED LAKE CURRANT - “Aye,” replied Jock, “but not un- 
Later side-dressings were less ef- The Red Lake currant from the til the police have been here.” 

fective. Minnesota Station has rapidly be- Se 
Nitrogen applied in the spring of come a standard variety. Recently And there was the Scotchman 

the fruiting year was in all cases the same station has introduced who bought only one spur, because 
harmful through its effect in caus- Cascade, but it falls short of Red he figured that if one side of the 
ing excessive foliage growth which Lake in fruit characters. The clus- horse went, the other side would 
suffered during subsequent dry ters are very scraggly and rarely be sure to follow.
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AIRPLANE DUSTING FOR sulfur-copper mixture as is shown by The minimum necessary is a pilot, a 
ORCHARD PEST CONTROL the greater numbers of leaves present helper at the landing field, and a flag- 

Will we be dusting the orchard by om the fruit spurs of the tale-copper man at the orchard. 
airplane in the near future? dusted trees on the dates examined. “The speed of dusting operation is 

An interesting report of a one-year “Copper spray applications gave much one of the outstanding points of value 
test in Michigan was given the Michi- better control of leaf-spot than did the in airplane dusting. A rate of 20 acres 
gan Horticultural Society and pub- copper dust applications as is shown dusted per hour was maintained in 

lished in their annual report for 1944 by the greater number of leaves re- some applications in the larger or- 

by Profs. F. C. Strong and E. J. Ras- maining on the fruit spurs and by the — chards.” 
mussen. comparative reduction in number of —_ 

A few statements from the report infected leaves. THINNING APPLES BY LIMB 
will give growers an idea of the con- ‘A comparison of the cost per acre TAPPING 

clusions reached in the test. A 20-acre per season of airplane dusting and . 
cherry orchard of 15-year-old trees was spraying shows that the total cost of Elmer Viehl, of Adams County, 
selected, also a peach orchard. An ap- materials and applications per acre Per (Ill.), reports that he has used the 

ple orchard was not used, | season, for spraying was $9619 and Jim}-fapping method of thinning 
The rot mice Ay a: tow ove’ the Discossiin apples with considerable success on 

trees as possible to avoid loss of dust “Control of the disease and insect Golden Delicious trees which were 

by drift from the orchard. Our pilots — pests was satisfactory this past sum- heavily overloaded. He and his hir- 
flew between the tree rows and so low mer by airplane dusting. During the ed man together had been thinning 
that often the wheels of the landing past growing season the weather was three treees in half a day by the 

gear were well below the tops of the favorable for the control of cherry hand method. The first half day h 
trees. This is necessary in order that leaf-spot and brown rot of both cher- a me' Ms i. e 3 rst hal ay he 

the dust will drift down onto the foli- ries and peaches. During wet season used the limb-tapping method they 
age and not away from the orchard. conditions, when these diseases are thinned eight trees. He used the 15- 

Weather Conditions Must Be more difficult to control, the airplane inch section of half-inch spray hose 

Favorable for Airplane dusting might not be so satisfactory. recommended for peach thinning, 
Dusting The belief that the airplane is an holdi he h . . 

“The most critical factor in satisfac- instrument which insures timely appli- no! ing the Ose in his hand at all 
tory dusting by airplane besides an ex- cation of dust fungicides and insecti- times and using step ladder to 

perienced pilot, an effective dust dis- cides must be reconsidered in the light reach the higher parts of the tree. 
fobates on the ot hopper, and ot oe sé Would “have Most of the excess fruit was jarred 
right quality o: lusting material is ‘ Pn 

calm atmospheric conditions and free- been possible either to spray or dust off by striking the small branches. 
dom from ground fogs. If the air with ground equipment when dusting Some clusters were removed en- 
movement is greater than eight miles from an airplane was impossible for  tirely by striking the fruit. Any re- 
an hour the dust will drift from the reasons of wind, or ground fog at the maining doubles were thinned by 
orchard with little settling into the orchard site 2 weather coneitions pre- hand. 

trees and enough ‘bumpiness’ so that venting arrival of the dusting plane at 7 

flying low is made difficult. the local landing field. —By Dr. Ve Kelley in Food for 

Dusting for Control of Leaf-Spot “Earlier in the season the constant Victory with King Apple, II. 
oe Sour Cherise and even distribution of dust from the Station, 

“Five dust applications were made by ee hopper while fying aes the SSE 
: A rt : . che ane a abot Oday iene MCE sot aged Feel Dag. “Johnny, you didnt get 

B petal fall: May 31 vest cower’ Jace mixtures and in the feeding mecha- Very good grade in your history 
Il. second cover: and June 24, third Ni8m of the dust hopper. Improvement — examination.” 
cover. A sixth and final application 7 the feeding of the dust from. the Johnny: “How could I? Every 

was made August 5 as the after-har- applications, esuits in later question they asked me was about 

Metre dost mixtures were used for “The need for several men consti- Something that had happened be- 
jeaf-spot ‘control ‘made ‘up as follows: tutes a problem, especially at this time. fore I was born.” 

“No. 1—Dusting talc-Tennessee 34 
(copper)-lead arsenate in the propor- 
tions of 70-20-10 parts per 100 pounds DOOR COUNTY FRUIT CROP . 
of the mixture. Census Reports For 1945 Indicate Good Production 

“No. 2—Dustii -Tenn. 34-lime- - lead orate te etecetins Gf OL From the Bureau of the Census we have the following report for the 
15-10 parts per 100 pounds of mixture. apple and cherry crop in Door County. The figures are interesting be- 
“The amounts applied per acre were: Cause they will show us the amount of fruit grown in this one county. 
“Tale- -lead ai te, 50 ds . ses sle-sonper ad arsenate, 50 pounds Census of Census of 

“Talc-copper-lead arsenate, 100 pounds 1945 1940 
per acre. Apples, farms reporting -___.__--__-___ 953 1,342 pont pee bbe sled arsenate, 150 trees of all ages, number __________ 183,854 156.334 

“Sulfur-Tennessee 34 lime-lead ar- quantity harvested, bushels ---:----- 306,005 242,896 
senate, 50 pounds per acre. Cherries, farms reporting ~-_-__----____ 575 596 

“The talc copper dust mixture gave trees of all ages, number _--------- _ 848,835 817,046 
better control of leaf-spot than did the quantity harvested, pounds ~-------_ 23,404,450 13,106,479
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

a) Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 
President Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Box 60, Newton Boggs, Viroqua 

Cornelius, Meyer, Appleton, Menomonee Falls, CC. Meyer, Appleton | 
ice- President ecording etary-Treasurer van Whiting, 

October Work in the Apiary 
Starvation is probably the most ry HOW MUCH HONEY DOES 

important single cause of winter ; ce WISCONSIN PRODUCE? 
loss. That statement has been made } p Recent) edd 
many times, Most beekeepers are a N thee ak ets pe ed Us 7 
also coming to the conclusion that F \ ie e i nn 10 y aa z snillio 
if a colony has a large enough pop- | a produce’ between an million 

y i p pounds of honey. Some beekeepers 
ulation and about 90 pounds of LES . , 
honey and pollen in the fall, it will | wg Peameees = thought this an exaggeration—that 

oney powen : Se as there cannot be that much hone; 
winter anywhere in Wisconsin with- } a 'y 

¢ bein ed. Riis) he produced in this state. . 

ou & Pa hk le afin | ies Here is how we figured it. The 
While the above is true, we are | ACG census report shows Wisconsin has 

nevertheless faced with the fact | A Y well over 200,000 colonies of bees. 
that many beekeepers have weak ih] 9 } If each colony only produced 10 
colonies and not enough stores. A Seat 5 A exw = Ibs. of surplus honey it would mean 
What shall we do with them? Of a2 cs =aiy a total production of over 2 million 

‘course our first advice would be to SALTS oo WN Se = pounds, 
change the method of beekeeping Most good beekeepers this year 
management, produce stronger colo- first year, but he would get into had 100 Ibs. of surplus, some much 
nies next year and leave them more the 200 Ib. class if he followed more than that, If all colonies pro- 
stores. For this year, however, we proper methods of management and_ duced 100 Ibs. it would give a pro- 
would be compelled to say that weak have 200 Ibs. of surplus in addition duction of over 20 million pounds. 
colonies with small stores should be to the 90 lbs. for winter. Does that It might be possible that he had an 
placed in a good cellar. sound fantastic? Perhaps so, but average of 50 Ibs. per colony, which 

This has been an excellent year good beekeepers are doing it in fair would give us a total of 10 million 
; 0 good seasons. pounds. 

to again demonstrate that there is ive Robbi But where is all that honey? No, 
profit in beekeeping if colonies are Progressive ing it’s not in commercial channels, but 

managed well. In the same neigh- In his article in the September this state has several millions of 
borhood we have seen surpluses in iscue of The American Bee Journal, people and small beekeepers usually 
one apiary running up to 300 Ibs. py CL. Farrar calls attention to eat most of what they produce, sell 
and in another apiaty under poor progressive robbing. He says, “Oc- or give the rest to neighbors and 
management as little as 25 or 50 casionally colonies of equal strength relatives. So only a small percent- 
Ibs. per colony. show differences in loss of stores, age of the crop is sold commer- 

Sq it all depends upon what we because bees from one colony enter cially. 
are aiming for. If we want to stay another for honey without meeting —_— 
in the 50 Ib. class it may mean less any resistance.” It was during a big bargain sale 

work, If we aim to get into the 200 So it is well to watch colonies and tempers were rising. 
and 300 Ib. class it will mean more from now on and if light, feed “If I were trying to match polite- 
work but also more satisfaction and sugar syrup. See your Ration Board ness,” said the woman customer, 
more profit. in plenty of time to get the neces- glaring at the sales girl, “I’d have 

The 50 Ib. beekeeper has often sary permit when sugar is needed. a hard time finding it here.” 
argued “if I leave 90 Ibs, of honey We certainly would not feed back “Will you kindly let me see your 
on my colonies I wouldn’t get any any honey that has been extracted sample, madam?” the sales girl re- 
surplus at all.” That’s true for the because of danger of A.F.B. plied.
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67TH ANNUAL CONVENTION HONEY EXHIBIT 
ION WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIAT ANNUAL CONVENT! CIATION WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS 

ELKS CLUB, RICE LAKE, WIS. rida saga 
ice Lake 

NOVEMBER 1.2, 1945 November 1-2 

———— All beekeepers attending the con- 
vention are urged to bring honey 

FROGRAM for the exhibit. Each jar must be 
9:30 am. Thursday, November 1. Registration. labeled. 

10:00 a.m. Call to order by President Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls. Class 1. Six 1 Ib. jars of Wis- 

Observations on Beekeeping in Northern Wisconsin. Robert Knutson, Dis- ©°"S!N No. 1 white honey. . 
trict President, Ladysmith. Class 2. Six 1 Ib. jars of Wis- 

10:30 a.m. Observations on Disease Control in 1945. Plans for 1946. John Cnsin No. 1 amber honey. 
F. Long, Deputy Inspector, Madison. Prizes. In each class: First 

11:15 am. Post War Honey Marketing. James Gwin, Madison. Aa ae prize, $2.00; 
\ ird prize, $1.00. 
12:00 m. Luncheon. Business meeting Board of Managers. Two jars from each exhibit re- 

Afternoon Program ceiving prizes will be served at the 

1:45 pm. The Value of Pollen and Pollen Substitutes for Building Up banquet. 
Colonies. Prof. M. H. Haydak, Chief, Beekeeping Department, Minnesota Col- Score Card 
lege of Agriculture. Quality of honey -----------40 

_ 2:30 p.m. 1945 in Retrospect. The Bees, the Weather, and Nectar Resources Sales appeal in jars ---------30 
i Aelation to Final Crop. Dr. C. L. Farrar, Central States Bee Laboratory, Sales appeal of label _.._____30 

3:30 p.m. Queen Rearing for Honey Production. Economical Methods for 
Raising Good Queens, illustrated with colored slides and movies. Prof. W. C. GRAPE JELLY WITH HONEY 
Roberts, Bee Culture Laboratory, Madison. 2 cups grape juice 

1 cup honey 
The Banquet 1 cup sugar 

Elks Club, 6:30 p.m. M% tsp. salt 
2 Tbsp. lemon juice 

J. O. Hembre, County Agent, Barron, toastmaster. 5 Tbsp. gran. pectin (level) 

Music and entertainment Northwestern Beekeepers Association. Contests _ Cook grapes that are not too 
with prizes, conducted by Mr. Walter Diehnelt, President. ripe, in water to cover, until soft. 

Keeping Up With Honey Publicity in the Modern World. Miss Susan Hopp, Sttain through a jelly bag. 
Assistant to Director, American Honey Institute, Madison. Add the honey, sugar and lemon 

A Trip By Plane to Newfoundland. Agriculture and Homemaking in That Juice, bring | to a rolling boil and 
Country. Mrs. Floyd Duffee, Madison. add the pectin. Cook 7 to 9 degrees 

Additional program to be announced. F. above the temperature of boiling 
water at the altitude at which you 

Friday, November 2 live. This is slightly below the jelly 
test and requires approximately 8 

10:00 am. Food Value of Honey. Beekeeping in Europe and U. S. A. to 10 minutes after the pectin has 
Compared. Prof. M. H. Haydak, Minnesota. been added. 

10:45 a.m. Looking Into the Future of Wisconsin Beekeeping. Opportunities eT 
for Improvement in Stock, Hive Equipment and Management Practices. Dr. C. Wise Little Porkers 
L. Farrar, Madison. ve 

A lawyer was questioning a 
11:30 a.m. Looking Ahead in Honey Production and Marketing. Walter farmer about the truthfulness of 

Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls. . 
a neighbor. 

12:00 m. Luncheon. “Wal,” said the farmer, “I 

wouldn’t exactly say he was a liar, 
Afternoon Prosrast but I tell ye, when it comes time to 

1:30 p.m. Information Hour. Questions answered by leading beekeepers. feed his hogs he has to get some- 
Conducted by H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. body else to call ’em fer him.”—The 

2:15 p.m. Annual business meeting and election of officers. Report of Board Back Log. 
of Managers. Report of Committees. TTT | 

— A bee’s sting is one thirty-second 

Elks Club located at 36 East Eau Claire St. on lake shore, one block east of a0 inch long. The other two feet 
of Land O’Lakes Hotel. 1s imagination.
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Practical Beekeeping Recommendations lpn wot So" wet as to require Heed 
Canary grass, but still moist. 

In an interesting article in the mediately below the main honey re- At present it would be most 
September issue of The Ameri- serves. profitable to grow for seed because 
can Bee Journal, Dr. C. L. Farrar “Make sure that all colonies have seed is still selling at $1.50 per 
explains the need for food reserves normal populations at the close of pound or HOOF: Three pounds of 

for bees and also gives practical brood rearing consist of approxi- seed are required for an acre. 
recommendations. Some of his re- mately 10 pounds of bees that The plant has creeping runners 
marks are so important they bear emerge after August 20, and they much like strawberries and it 

repetition. cover at least 20 standard combs blooms practically all spring and 

Pollen Reserves if the hives contain adequate honey summer. 

“ : stores. Beekeepers might do well to get 

Langstroth recognized that nor Stores for Winter a few pounds of seed and let 
mal colonies rear brood in mid- , { it if they hat 

‘i i “A standard, 2-story, 10-frame Neighbor farmers try it if they have winter, and he fully appreciated the , y, a the right soil, Send for special cir- 
need for pollen to support brood hive should have a gross weight of cular * cw hat ‘About Ladino Clo- 

rearing. Later, when emphasis was 130 pounds at the close of brood ver?” by addressing the Mailing 
placed on the conservation of ener- Tearing. Three-story hives should Room Cette oF Agvicilene 
gy and food, winter brood rearing weigh 170 to 180 pounds. Sufficient Madicon 6 Wiccucin ‘ 

was looked upon as detrimental to honey should be left in the hives SULFA DRUG TESTED FOR 
good wintering. Protection provid- until early in September to insure AFB. CONTROL 

ed by especially designed cellars or adequate winter stores. A total of The Bee World of England, Sep- 
hive insulation was considered to 120 pounds is not too much if the ber i Ils of sent : i : : : din July. tember issue, tells of an experimen 
give ample security. Winter losses mal crop 1s removed 1 y by the famous Rothamsted Experi- 
continued, and the surviving colo- “The top brood chamber of one Station on the use of sulfa 
nies often required too long a peri- either a 2 or a 3-story hive must dius for A.F:B. control, Two-colo- 
od to reach full productive strength. contain sufficient honey to meet the foe were infected and the disease 
Protection in itself was not detri- colony’s needs during the winter ll develop. O 1 

onths while the bees are tightly lowed to develop. One colony was mental, but so much dependence ™ S ightly fed ith sulfa d h 
was placed on protection that the clustered. The bees prefer to form ~~ ed sy! oa Mes ns ee ie 

basic needs of the colony were over- their winter cluster in the top if ome tne B sii cnlowite ae hen 
looked. Furthermore, in large the combs are dark and there is a killed and the combs examined 

apiaries so much time was required small open center free of honey. “71 cuits are stated as follows: 
for packing the hives that other This chamber should therefore con- “The two colonies differed much. 
essentials, such as food reserves, tain dark brood combs, 7 or 8 of In: the treated!’ one. alli the eeeeuE 
organization, and populations, were which are completely fillled with bane dh ‘i h h h 

sealed honey and 2 or 3 combs in >r00d appeared healthy, thoug 
often neglected. . the center  h t are half to two. SO™mewhat irregularly arranged. 

Winter Brood Rearing third filled ar are wo Only two ropy larvae were found 

Beneficial “Colonies A ‘ in the stock (on a comb remote “ winter best when situ- 
More than 15 years ago the fact ated where they are protected from from the brood nest). Scales were 

that winter brood rearing was not jad Gi rd ined locati present in 8 out of the 11 combs : wind in a well-drained location ex- / . 
only normal but also beneficial was dt . licht. An 2” the hive. The untreated colony 

i ized. Experiments and eee ee een eae et ‘had mart ropy larvae, and all stages 
again TecOgnzeS: auger-hole entrance in front of the 2 PEDY cab ees 8 
practical tests have proved that the . to scale formation. 

‘ . upper chamber favors occasional e a is 
strength of overwintered colonies flights.” The important thing is the state- 
is proportional to their ability to ents. ment: “Scales were present in 8 out 
rear brood. Pollen is now regarded of the 11 combs.” We ask you, was 
to limit the colony the year round ae the disease eliminated? There have 
just as much as do the queen, the . . : . been treatments in past years that 
population, health of bees, reserve Ladino clover is a giant variety did pretty well in cleaning up 
honey, and general management. of the ordinary white clover. Indi- combs, but were never considered 

“Surveys have shown that pollen cations are it will not only be a successful because they did not 
reserves are inadequate in most re- Profitable honey plant, but excel- eliminate all the spores. Why be so 
gions where bees are kept. lent for pasture if farmers have the careful about disinfecting our 

“Use management practices that right type of soil. hands, hive tools, etc., when manip- 
favor the accumulation of reserve From recent experience it looks ulating diseased colonies if we will 
pollen in the hive. At the close of as if it has a definite place on fer- tolerate sulfa drug fed colonies 
brood rearing in the fall most of tile soils well supplied with mois- containing scales in 8 out of 11 
this pollen should be situated im- ture. That would be low, heavy combs?
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WOMAN’S AUXILIARY MEETING 
WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION HONEY WANTED 

ELKS CLUB, RICE LAKE, WIS. Cash paid for cars and less 
than cars comb and extracted NOVEMBER 1-2 . 
honey. Mail sample and best 

Thursday, November 1 price. C. W. Aeppler Company,| 
10:00 am. Call to order by President Mrs. Wm. Michaelson, Arkansaw. js Hf 

Fruits for the Home, illustrated with colored slides. Prof. Conrad Kuehner, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
Dept. of Horticulture, Madison. 

11:00 a.m. Things to Come in the World of Foods. Miss Susan Hopp, Madi- 
son, Assistant:to the Director, American Honey Institute. HONEY CANS 

12:00 m. Luncheon. Plans to be announced. Special luncheon will be ar- . 
ranged if possible. ane can ave you immediate 

jelivery on cans. 

Afternoon Program Order your glass supply for 

1:30 p.m. How to Preserve Fruits and Vegetables—Freezing, Dehydrating, the new crop now, as it takes 
and Storage. Prof. O. B. Combs, Dept. of Horticulture, Madison. from 3 to 6 months to receive 

2:30 p.m. How Prizes Were Awarded on the Cookies and Cakes. Discussion from . Wi 
of Exhibits. Mrs. Floyd W. Duffee, Assistant’ Home Demonstration Leader, | game (rom u” forery, We toy 
Madison, assisted by Miss Lois Strahm, County Home Agent, Barron. 1# and %# on hand, and can 

How the Exhibits Were Made. Round table discussion led by Mrs. Floyd make immediate shipment. 
W. Duffee. To insure prompt service, or- 

3:45 p.m. Annual business meeting Woman’s Auxiliary. Election of officers. der your Association labels now 

B for your new crop of honey. 

apasee Notice: We have just unloaded 
6:30 p.m. See Beekeepers Program. a car each of 5 and 10 Ib. pails. 

Committee in charge of decorations: Mrs. Arthur Schultz, Ripon; Mrs. Complete Price List. 
Cornelius Meyer, Appleton; Mrs. Nathan Paddock, Bruce; Mrs. Frank Kies, writs fr h Your State 
Winter; Mrs. W. Chadwick, Winter. 

: , Beekeepers Association 
Friday, November 2 HONEY ACRES 

10:00 a.m. The Hobby Program. Each lady will bring some hand work or lenomones ‘alle, Wis. 
hobby work and tell how it is made and how it is used. Program conducted |___ Menomonee Falle, Wis.__| 
by Mrs. Wm. Michaelsen, President. She will bring specimens of her work in 
pine needle baskets and Florida shell work. HONEY 

This is a new program which should be of interest to everyone. 
CONTAINERS 

Afternoon Program We have a complete line of 
1:30 p.m. Attend meeting of the Wisconsin Beekeepers Association. “Utility” style jars with white 

—_—_—- coated covers, lacquered, and 

Headquarters will be Hotel Land O’ Lakes, Rice Lake, Wis. Reserve rooms wax-paper lined. 
early. 10# jars per case 4_----45c 

5# jars per case 6_----42c 
Elks Club located at 36 East Eau Claire St., on lake shore, one block east 2# jars per case 12__---42c 

of Land O’ Lakes Hotel. 1# jars per case 24__-_-73c 
\%# jars per case 24_-__67c 

PREMIUM SCHEDULE to consist of handwork, collection, %# jars per case 48 $1.28 
7 Standard square American cans, WOMAN'S AUXILIARY etc. ker grate gore poer ears 4 

EXHIBIT Prizes for each class. First 2%” screw cap, wax-board lined. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION prize, $3; second prize, $2; third Box of 2—60# cune_——-$L08 
WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS prize, $1; 50 cents for each addi- oe ioe cans $7. 

ASSOCIATION tional entry, : Si tin paila per carton 50_-$3.35 
As each entry will receive a prize, 104 tin pails per 50_. 495 

Rice Lake, Wisconsin cookies will be sent to soldiers’ hos- 59% discount on tin and glass 
November 1-2 pital by the committee. Cakes will orders of $50.00. 

‘ h t. 10% discount on tin and glass Class 1. One d kkies, not be served i i ee 0% Sane. 
less than 50% | . Recipe should je with each entry. We see cons a full stock of 

Committee in charge of exhibits: ther h y ages, comb 
Auxiliary president, Mrs. Wm. Mrs. S. P. Elliott, Menomonie, o Oh joney eae and 

Michaelsen, suggests all cookies be chairman; Mrs Walter Diehnelt, loney ce a 
sent to a soldiers’ hospital at close Menomonee Falls; Mrs. Robert wrappers 
of convention, so bring some cook- Knutson, Ladysmith; Mrs, Henry AUGUST LOTZ 

ies. Schaefer, Osseo; Mrs. E. A. Col- COMPANY 

Class 2. Honey cake, any kind, lins, Bloomer; Mrs. Floyd Duffee. Mamaia ee Jette 
not less than 50% honey. Madison; and Lois Strahm, Bar- Boyd ‘Wisconsin 

Class 3. Hobby Show Exhibits ron, County Home Agent, judges, —<——$__$_$_$_$$$_—_—



OFFICIAL BALLOT WHO ARE THE NOMINEES FOR 
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS? 

FOR THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
There should be a lot of votes cast 

OF THE in the election for members of the 
WISCONSIN STATE Board of Directors this year because 

so many good men have been nomi- 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY nated. Please cast your ballot. Let’s 

For President have a lively election. 

L] The Nominees 

DON REYNOLDS, Sturgeon Bay ----------------------------------------- Dawson Hauser, Bayfield. Mr. Hau- 
[| ser is associated with his father, John 

Sete rete seen eee eee EE EERE: Hauser, well known for many years as 
‘ growers of hardy perennials at Bay- 

For Vice-President Cc field. Dawson has recently branched 

5 out in the orchard business and oper- 
WM. CONNELL, Menomonie -------------------------------------------- ates one of the largest and best or- 

| chards in that county. 

rrr rrr renee nnn re mn enna anna nena nanan an nnn nen ee L. B. Irish, Baraboo. Mr. Irish has 
For Director to Succeed Virgil Fieldhouse, Dodgeville attended many conventions of the Wis- 

consin Horticultural Society during the 

DAWSON HAUSER, Bayfield | past 25 or more years, and has exhib- 

, ee ited at our convention fruit show. He 
| | operates a successful orchard and 

L. B. IRISH, Baraboo ---------------------------------------------------- roadside stand on Highway 12 out of 

HN McILQUHAM, Chi Fi L] Baraboo. JOHN McILQUHAM, Chippewa Falls ------------------------------------ John Mcliquham, Chippewa Falls. 
One would hardly realize that south 

SSS SS SSS SS eS SSS of Chippewa Falls is a good orchard 

For Director to Succeed N. C. Jacobs, Sturgeon Bay section. One of the best fruit growers 
there is Mr. John MclIiquham who has 

ALFRED MEYER, Hales Corners iO attended our convention during past 
years. 

LESTER TANS, Waukesha ee | vb. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay. Mr. 
Bingham is known to all members of 

Cl the Society. He is our oldest living 
Oe past president. Operates a successful 

[ } orchard at Sturgeon Bay, has been a 
D. E. BINGHAM, Sturgeon Bay ---------------------------------------- member of the Board for a number 

of terms and always attends the con- 
ALRIC ERICKSON, Egg Harbor TT vention. ¥ 

[ Alric Erickson, Egg Harbor. Mr. 
KARL, REYNOLDS, Sturgeon! Bay) 2.022. ire esrrarrrrwes Erickson has been manager of Horse 

CT] Shoe Bay Farms and Orchards for a 
eee ee een nese nn eee reer a inewweneweeneeeenesenennsenes=) number of years. Is an experienced 

For Director to Succeed Peter L. Swartz, Waukesha — grower and interested:inithe So- 

. Karl Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay. Mr. 
ELROY HONADEL, Milwaukee ----------------------------------------- C Reynolds needs no introductin to mem- 

Instructions: Mark an X after name of person for whom you vote, for bers of the Society. He has been a 
each office. You may fill in name of a new candidate on blank line. Cut out member of the Board of Directors and. 
the ballot and mail to Mrs. A. E. Steinmetz, Wisconsin Horticultural Society, also a past president of the Society. 
424 University Farm Place, Madison 6, Wisconsin, acting as Secretary for the He is secretary of the Reynolds Pre- 

Nominating Committee. serving Company and Orchards, oper- 

ALL MAIL BALLOTS MUST BE MAILED ON OR BEFORE NOVEM- ting one of the largest cherry or- 
BER 10th. Voting may be done the first day of the annual convention where Chards in the world, as well as exten- 
extra ballots will be available. Voting closes at 4 p.m. sive apple orchard and cherry canning 

*. factory. 
Notice: YOU MUST SIGN YOUR NAME, as only members may vote. ‘ 

Your name on the ballot will not be divulged by the Nominating Committee a Elroy ee eee Anyone 
Secretary. The names will be cut off the ballot before being turned over to nivinig “south Jo! iw aukec (On High- 
the Committee. way 41 will have noticed a very nice 

: orchard, belonging to Elroy Honadel. 

Sign Name___---------------------~~-----_------_-_--------------------- (Continued on page 41, col. 3)
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AUXILIARY PROGRAM He is a successful operator and inter- 
ANNUAL CONVENTION WISCONSIN ested horticulturist. 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY Alfred Meyer, Hales Corners. Mr. 
. Meyer has been secretary of the Mil- 

RETLAW HOTEL, FOND DU LAC waukee County Fruit Growers aes 
ation for many years. Operates wit! 

i - NOVEMBER 15-16 his son a ape sicceastul farm and 
—_——— large orchard. 

Thursday, November 15 Lester Tans, Waukesha. Mr. Tans 

10:00 a.m. Call to order by President, Mrs. Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay. has been secretary of the Southeastern 
D Duteh: Bulb: Gultere Out-of-Doors. Prof. J. G. Moore, Chief, Horticulture gute ae a aoation tine ati 

. Department, Madison. : 
ho buy orchard supplies and has 

11:00 a.m. How to Preserve Fruits and Vegetables by Freezing. Prof. O. B. wade ike Southeastern “he success that 
Combs, Department of Horticulture, Madison. it is. 

12:00 m. Luncheon at Elks Club. Price, $1.00. eae Sag SES 
LIKES WISCONSIN 

Afternoon Program 
1:30 p.m. Round Table on the Hobby Show, exhibitors to tell about their HORTICULTURE “ 

hobbies. Discussion led by Mrs. Don Reynolds, President. A letter from Prof. C. J. Gilgut, 
i Bow We Placed Exhibits in the Flower Show. Comments by the Judges, Massachusetts Experiment Station, 

Post and Mrs. Forrest Middleton, Madison,” o'" St 1#e; and Mrs. Samuel states: “I think Wisconsin Horti- 
2:30 p.m. How to Make Arrangements of Flowers and Other Materials for culture is tops. It has something on 

Special Occasions. Mrs. Forrest Middleton and Mrs. Samuel Post. all phases of horticulture. I read 
4:30 p.m. Business meeting Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. each issue with interest and pleas- 

The Banquet urs: 
See Fruit Growers Program. Committee in charge of decorations and ar- TT 

rangements: Mrs. Arno Meyer, Waldo, Chairman; Mrs. Conrad Kuehner, Madi- As a native in the Dutch East 
son; Mrs. Peter Swartz, Sr., Waukesha. Fond du Lac Garden Clubs Committee. Indies watched an amphibian _bri- 

Friday, November 16 gade engineer push down trees with 

9:30 a.m. What’s New in Practical Insect and Disease Control for the a bulldozer, he was asked to com- 
wm Unay “ec re ore te ae Entomologist, Madison. ; pare the jungle fighting of the Al- 
Kéthaes detlicuitate Dene: fone, Illustrated with colored slides: Prof. C. L. lies with that of the Japanese. 

11:15 a.m. Business meeting Woman’s Auxiliary, Wisconsin Horticultural Aussie, him good jungle fight- 
Society. Election of officers. er,” he answered. “Jap, him good 

12:00 m. Noon luncheon. Plans to be announced. jungle fighter. American come, 
Afternoon Program jungle go.” 

1:30 p.m. Tour of interesting places in Fond du Lac. Plans to be announced. 

Reception Committee:.Mrs. Oscar Conrad, West Allis, Chm.; Mrs. R. L. Captain: “I hope the next time 
Marken, Kenosha; Mrs. N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh; Mrs. H. J. Rahmlow, I see you, you'll be a second lieu- 
Madison; Mrs. S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay. tenant.” 

mn H 2 . G. J. Hipke, New Holstein; Mrs. Charlotte ‘ . : 
Busla Peed Ge baet Mrs. John’ Zhn, Fond du Lac. t ° rene eaters) : “Yes, sir. 

Luncheon and Banquet Tickets: Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Jr., Baraboo. ank you, sir. Same to you, sir. 

PREMIUM SCHEDULE sion on suitable base or tray. State Pry 
ANNUAL CONVENTION occasion and use. 

WISCONSIN Judging at 11 a.m. 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY — Premiums: Judging will be 
WOMAN’S done by the merit system. Each 

AUXILIARY EXHIBIT entry receiving a rating of excellent 
Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac (blue ribbon) will be awarded a 

N ber 15-16 premium of $4.00. Those with rat- 

ings of very good (red ribbon) will 
Class 1. Hobby Show to consist receive $3.00, and those with a rat- 

of handwork, collections, etc. ing of good (white ribbon) a pre- 

Class 2, Arrangement for Hal- mium of $2.00, { 
lowe’en, Thanksgiving or Christ- Judges: Mrs. Charlotte Bus- a 
mas. Any type of plant material— laff, County Home Agent, Fond du nm * 
fruit or vegetables. State occasion. Lac; Mrs. Forrest Middleton, and 
No table cloth or other accessories. Mrs. Sam Post, Madison. 

Class 3. Arrangement of fruit, Committee in Charge: Mem- 
vegetables or gourds for any occa- bers Fond du Lac Garden Clubs.
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS Walter, Krueger, Ocgnomowoe 

Leland C. Shaw, Milton, President F. M. Bayer, Milwaukee E. A. Lins, Spring Green. 
David Puerner, Milwaukee, Vice-President Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secretary Fred Hagedorn, Sheboygan Dr. Geo, Scheer, Sheboygan 
Otto’ Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. Paul Hoppe, Madison Archie Spaatz, Wausau 

1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan Harold Janes, Whitewater 

Comments About Glads 
With so much rain this fall, dig- Voids, those nice open spaces, con-’ 

ging is hard and the bulbs are tribute as much to the arrangement 

plenty muddy when dug. So that a a uae leaves, and are 

means washing them. I’m having 4 This wore arrangement can be 

a washer built for my bulbs and if carried out in different color 

it works, I'll tell you about it. But schemes to fit other colored bowls. 
certainly some of you growers have Replacing the coral, cactus, dahlia, 
systems of washing bulbs — let’s mums, or a figure can be used. Also 

hear about them. Lins, I know, rubber plant leaves, gardenia leaves 
stacks up his trays in a tank and or sedum substitute well. 
uses a hose to wash them. I’ve Methyl Bromide For 
floated a tray of bulbs in a tank of Fumigation 

water, then finished washing them Methyl Bromide has been used 
by hand. That is too slow. successfully for several years for 

Last spring I used Aarasan, storage fumigation of gladiolus 
Spergon, Fermate, N. I, Ceresan, corms. From all reports, control of 

a check and 1 to 500 Potassium thrips an storage is very good; 

Permanganate as treatment on equal thrips and thrips eggs are destroyed 
lots of very scabby Debonair corms. in one treatment. Corms may be 
The Permanganate treated bulbs fumigated as soon as dug; however, 
looked greener, the growth was bet- : because of the physical require- 
ter, and they bloomed a few days Arrangement In White ments of the treatment, most grow- 

ahead of the other treatments. Arrangement by Mrs. H. S. Bostock ers _ will find it advantageous to 
Haven't dug the bulbs yet (Oct. 1) _ Photo by R. B. Russell — fumigate all their bulbs at one time. 
but it will be interesting to see if This is one of the most simple Methyl Bromide is supplied by 
any difference shows up in the ‘vPés of arrangements, and one of the Dow Chemical Co. in one pound 
bulbs. The reason for this para- the most effective. White pottery cans. Fumigation must take place 
graph is: why not use Potassium bowl, three glad tips, glad leaves or ina well sealed chamber or room, 

Permanganate as a final rinse on iris leaves, and some material—in all joints and seams well calked or 
bulbs after washing, and wouldn't this case white coral—to finish the _ sealed. Methyl Bromide has unusu- 
it reduce growth of scab in storage base of the arrangement. al penetrating power, and because 
and possibly decrease storage rot? Although the cut does not show the treatment calls for very definite 
Or can Lysol be used in the same the fact well, the arrangement gave amounts of the fumigant and defi- 
way? Has anyone tried it? a good feeling of depth, the coral nite temperatures, control of leak- 

being carried out to the side edge age and temperature should be ac- 
DDT looks promising as a thrips of the bowl. The lowest tip was curate. . 

control in the field. I’d like to hear well to the front of the bowl, the Treatment: 2 Ibs. Methyl Bro- 
from anyone trying it this summer. top arrangement well back. The mide per 1,000 cu. ft. space, 3 

leaves were well spaced to carry hours at 80 degrees F., or 3 Ibs. 
—R.B.R. out the depth of the arrangement. Methyl Bromide per 1,000 cu. ft.
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space, 2 hours at 80 degrees F. which Gaston E. Loubris, 21 Whar- the gladiolus section and 200 in the 
After treatment, care must be ton Place, Wakefield, Mass., is garden club section, or a total of 

used to completely expel the fumi- registrar, lists a number of new 600 entries, 
gant from the treatment room be- named varieties and among’ them Archie Spatz, Wausau, scored 
fore working with the corms. Meth- two by Walter Krueger of Ocono- 103 points, winning the rosette for 
yl Bromide is toxic to humans— mowoc. late introductions by N.E.G.S., the 
similar to chloroform—but because Mr. Krueger’s two varieties are Section Champion Rosette with a 
it has less odor than chloroform it described as follows: beautiful spike of Golden Teton; 
should be considered more danger- No. 240. Color Marvel. (1946.) a rosette ribbon for longest flower 
ous. Complete elimination of the A seedling of (Picarcy x Fata head on a spike of Big Top. He 
Methyl Bromide-air mixture in the Morgana) x (Diane x Golden God- received 18 firsts, 10 seconds, and 
fumigation chamber is very impor- dess) (No, 681-13) ; originated and °6 third place ribbons. Also Section 
tant before entering the chamber. registered by Walter C. Krueger, Champion Rosette ribbon in Section 

Dr. Don Coe Leaves Oconomowoc, Wis. Color is a blend- A on Corona and Special Rosette 
Don, Coe has recently accepted ing of yellow and pink, with yel- for most florets open on a spike of 

an assistant professorship in botany low throat petals and a tiny deep Pink Radiance. 
at Ames, Iowa. Wisconsin hates to throat spot of red. Informal type; David Puerner, Milwaukee, scor- 

lose him from the State Depart- 41-inch slightly ruffled, round, ed 37 points and received two ros- 
ment of Entomology, for he was wide open florets; nineteen buds, ettes. The three spike Champion 
giving glad growers a lot of help six florets open and five showing Rosette for a beautiful spike of 
and had started several lines of re- color. Flower head twenty-four Oriental Pearl, Section Champion 
search on glads in Wisconsin. We inches; height in field fifty-four Rosette in Section B with a spike 
hope he enjoys his work in Ames, inches. Bulblet production and ger- of Pandoro. He had 7 firsts, 2 sec- 
and we also hope that Iowa glad mination excellent. Blooms in sev- onds, and 2 thirds. 

growers will make good use of him. enty-three days. Other point winners were: Mrs. 
Mrs. H. S. Bostock Makes No. 241. Wax Model. (1946.) A | Max Haas, Marinette, 31 points; 
Gladiolus Arrangements seedling of Matterhorn x Rima Arnold Sartorious, Porterfield, 27 

Mrs. Bostock was bitten by the (No. 636-10); originated and reg- points; A. Piepkorn, Plymouth, 23 
arrangement bug in 1935 when she istered by Walter C. Krueger. Col- points; N. S. Nelson, Marinette, 21 
entered one arrangement of decora- 0° is pure white, with a small clear points; Mrs. T. Larsen, Menomi- 
tion day daisies in the Madison lavender spear. Formal type; 5- nee, Mich., 14 points; Marty’s Glad 
Garden Club’s Flower Show and_ inch plain, round, wide open florets; Patch, Plover, 14 points; Siboles 
came away with a blue ribbon. Seventeen buds, six florets open and Nursery, Brompton, Mich., 11. 

She maintains that blue ribbon was four showing color. Flower head Newspapers gave us excellent co- 
due mainly to the fact that she used twenty-four inches; height in field operation with many good articles. 

only perfect blooms for her ar- fifty-five inches, Bulblet production Lauerman’s Store gave a dinner 
rangement. Since then she has con- 2" germination excellent. Blooms Friday noon for all out-of-town 

tributed to all Madison shows, scor- in eighty days. visitors, judges, clerks and show 
ing particularly in the Madison ~ GLADIOLUS _ committee, about 25 in all. 
Gladiolus Shows held in the Fir Ss NNUAT. MEETIN National Bank. e st SHOW IN MARINETTE ANNUAL MEETING 

Styles change in floral arrange- ATTRACTS LARGE WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS 
ments as they do in interior decora- ATTENDANCE SOCIETY 
tion and because of the constant Paul Ravet, Menominee, Mich. City Hall, Hartford, Wis. 

ane te there is and int anh The Twin City Gladiolus Show Sunday, November 11 
Floral arrangement is a never-end- at Lauerman’s Store in Marinette The annual meeting of the Wis- 
ing study and a constant source of aS @ huge success. We had over consin Gladiolus Society with elec- 

% 2,000 register up to 4 o’clock Sat- tion of officers and an excellent pro- enjoyment. egister up to 4 fenato .P 
Mrs, Bostock has made a num- Uday afternoon, which was only gram will be held in the Municipal 

ber of arrangements using glads one-half the people who saw the Hall, Hartford, Wisconsin, on Sun- 

which we will use from time to mow © ps te as i a all ay perenbe 11. The meeting 
: : over the state and from icago ~-will begin at 1 p.m. 

time. We hope you enjoy them. and other parts of Illinois; some The Board of Directors will meet 
NEW GLADIOLUS from Minnesota, Indiana and at 10 am. to go over important 
REGISTRATIONS Washington. Lauerman’s are really business. 

: sold on the show and wish to make Hartford is quite centrally lo- 
The American Gladiolus Regis- it bigger and better next year. cated from the standpoint of auto 

try, a division of the N.E.G.S., of There were about 400 entries in travel. Be sure to attend.
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DDT KILLS BEDBUGS PICK CUCUMBERS SOIL FOR BEGONIAS 

mee the new —— is i EVERY DAY H. Linwood White has stated in 

fem, saye the U.S. ‘Department of Pick your cucumbers every day The Begonian that a visit to the 

Agriculture in a statement positive. if you want small, fancy pickles. heck: conntay: of “New Engiand sill 
ly recommending DDT for this This is the advice of the University reveal villagers and farm folks 

purpose. of Arkansas. In an experiment over 8roOwing clean, healthy begouias. 
If DDT is applied properly as a 5,700 Ibs. of cucumbers were har- The explanation is plenty of Ma ; 

5% spray or as a 10% powder to Vested when they were picked every earth and an abundance of fresh, 

mattresses, beds, and chicken hous- ay, 4,000 Ibs. if picked every other motst (alr. a. 8 5 
es, these places will remain free of ‘ay, 2,700 Ibs. every third day, and Here, states Mr. White, is a soil 
bedbugs for six months or more. only 2,100 Ibs. every fourth day. formula that gtows fine begonias, 
When a 5% DDT solution—7 oz. When the cucumbers were not other factors being favorable. Mix 
technical grade DDT and 1 gal. picked frequently, they were too together three parts of oak leaf 

kerosene—is used, about 3 liquid large to be classed fancy. mold, two parts rich compost, two 
oz. of this spray is needed to each a parts sharp sand, two parts well- 
full size bed. The spray should be ~ rotted cow mantite, One ‘part peat 
forced into each joint of the bed WHEN TO PLANT moss, one part chick-size charcoal, 

and both sides of the mattress TULIP BULBS and three-quarters of a cupful of 

should be lightly treated. After a : 5-87 commercial fertilizer to a 
few hours of drying the bed may It seems to make little difference bushel of the mixture. Repot as 
be made up and used without fear in what month tulip bulbs are soon as a network of roots forms 
of injury to the occupant. One and planted. Some experts say plant over the ball of earth. To delay 

one-half oz. of 10% DDT powder early so the bulbs may for m a root stunts the plant. 
is sufficient for treatment of a full SYSte™ before winter sets in. Others Increase the amount of broken 

size bed. It is applied to the same SY, Plant late so growth will not pieces of pottery or broken charcoal 
locations as recommended for the begin and endanger plants from at each shift to a large pot. The 
spray. winter cold. usual shifting routine is from a two 
SEE We have all seen good blooms and one-half to four, four 
WISCONSIN CENTENNIAL — {rom bulbs allowed to remain in to six, and six to nine or ten-inch 
CELEBRATION IN 1948 the soil all summer. They, there- pot. A tub or wooden pail is lighter 
Ralph E. Ammon Chosen fore, represent early planting. We than a clay pot in the upper sizes. 

Director have also seen good blooms from From Horticulture Illustrated, 

Ralph E. Ammon, former direc- bulbs planted just before freeze-up Sept. 1, 1945. 
tor of the Wisconsin Department which indicates Toots’ are formed 
of Agriculture and manager of the during cold weather if bulbs are RED APPLES FROM 

State Fair, has accepted the man- planted below the frost line. REEN APPLE SE) 
agement of the 1948 Wisconsin It is essential that we plant good G APP SEEDS 

Centennial and the State Fair. bulbs if we wish to have good If we plant seeds from a green 
“In 1948 Wisconsin will celebrate looms. Tulips bloom so early in apple such as N. W. Greening, will 

the centennial of her statehood,” ‘SPring that flowers come from food we get green apples or red apples? 
Milton H, Button, director of the Stored in the bulbs. The answer to this was given re- 
Department of Agriculture, said in Most experts recommend deep cently at Minnesota Apple Day by 
commenting on Ammon’s selection. Planting for the back yard garden Mr. F. Simonsen of Sargeant, 
“The legislature has designated the because there is less splitting or di- Minnesota, who exhibited bright 
Wisconsin State Fair Park as its viding which results in small bulbs. red apples which he said were 
site. It is a great opportunity and Plant them 8 to 10 inches deep in seedlings of N. W. Greening. 

we are fortunate in securing a man- sandy soil, 6 to 8 inches deep in A 
ager for this important event with heavy soil. Plant 3 or 4 inches deep number of years ago a grower 

the experience and ability of Mr. if increase is desired. a Kap sor! erate apg 
Ammon.” : SSS . 

Plans for the 1948 Centennial “I have a method for improving =— only = or four had green 
and the 1946 Victory Fair, and the the flavor of salt.” applesiand the test red ‘apples. Some 
improvement of the new 67-acre “So? How?” were crab apples. 
addition of State Fair Park will be “You sprinkle it lightly over a This is interesting because it 
begun in the near future. big thick piece of tender steak.” shows the difficulties encountered in
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shape and color is very wide. IRIS AWARDS 
breeding good apple varieties — so PINK LYTHRUM Highest Awards Made By 
very few of the seedlings are of American Iris Society 
any value and the variation in size, ‘The ictevariees Etmobe by Leo- 

TTT mis was awarded the Dykes Medal 
GOOD PLANTS FOR by the American Iris Society in 

INDOOR WINDOW BOXES 1945. 
The following three suggested Originated in 1942, Elmohr is a 

combinations of plants won first y very rich red-violet seedling of 
and second prizes and honorable ee Wm. Mohr. Stems are about three 
mention at a large flower show in PS Ie feet tall with excellent branching 
a metropolitan city several years Sori a and large number of huge blooms. 
ago, and each is suitable for a dif- a ‘ It was given honorary mention in 
ferent light condition: es 4 1942 and the award of merit in 

All foliage for locations where ag! 1943. 

there is little sun: Sansevieria, Chi- ff ee Awards of Merit 

nese evergreen, peperomia, ivy. oS f The awards of merit of the So- 
Where light conditions are mod- i , “ ciety were given to the following 

erate: Pink begonias and aspara- % ™ American varieties, all tall bearded: 
gus fern. PCa? -. ee, . , 

Where there is ample sunlight: es Bi j " ‘ a Variety Originator 
Red geraniums, variegated wander- ’ uae 24, gr Ola Kala J. Sass 

ing Jew, and white begonias. j 4 Ez Sas Azure Skies Pattison 
—— a. ; ! bi Mary Vernon McKee 

* F : Moonlight . Sass THE 1946 STATE FAIR -_ ; a, ° 
Wisconsin’s State Fair will re- Treasure Island Kleinsorge 

turn in all its glory August 17-25, Shown on this e is a picture White Grant 

1946, according to Ralph E. Am- 4+ the Morden Pink Lythrum grow. Wedgewood 
I ee ing in the editor’s garden. Three Sunset J. Sass 
Work begins Soon on the newly plants were sent us by Mr. W. R. Serenade 

acquired 67-acre addition which will Leslie of the Experiment Station Nightfall D. Hall 
greatly Inerease: the parking facili- at Morden, Manitoba, two years Minnie . H. P. Sass 
ate eure a a d to 28° They make a wonderful addi- Colquitt 

big displays of new goods and aes ocean, border from Other Than Tall Bearded 
products in the home appliance . e 7 Sheriffa White 
show scheduled for the industrial Writing of them in his news let- (TMB) 
building, and the latest in mechani- ter of August 18, Mr. Leslie states: Bronzspur Nies 
cal equipment on the farm machin- “The Morden Pink Lythrum was (Spuria ) 
ery lots at the 1946 State Fair. in fine array, This dependable her- Foreign Variety 

baceous perennial adorns the land- White City Murrell 
scape from mid-June until Septem- 

WISCONSIN HAS ber and is a valuable introduction. Honorable Mention 
LARGE CABBAGE CROP Manager of a nursery in southern The following tall bearded vari- 

Weather conditions this year have Minnesota visiting during the week ties were given honorable mention 
been favorable to the cabbage crop, reported his firm had sold 60,000 awards: Bryce Canyon, Bhe 
and the state’s average cabbage of this long-distance bloomer this Rhythm, Chamois, Copper Glow, 
yield is one of the highest on rec- spring. All were grown from cut- Cascade Splendor, Carillon, Chan- 
ord. For the cabbage crop as a_ tings.” tilly, Cape Bon, Elegans, Goldbeat- 

whole yields average about 10 tons Lythrum, also called Loosestrife, er, Gay Senorita, Garden Glory, 
per acre. has been commonly thought of as Gypsy, Harriet Thoreau, Kather- 

September estimates indicate to- a plant for watersides, margins of ine Fay, Lake George, Lake Breeze, 
tal production will be about 156,000 lakes or streams. We think it will Leilani, Lothario, Mount Hermon, 
tons compared with nearly 126,000 do equally as well in any border as_Miobelle, Misty Gold, Redwyne, 
tons produced last year. The 10- a background plant. It grows from Sousun, Spindrift, Suzette, Sky 
year, 1934-43, average production four to six feet tall. It will do well Maid, Tea Rose, Three Oaks, 
is 118,400 tons. in partial shade. Vision Fugitive.
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: vived ancient kinds of flowers so 
Questions About Bulbs long since forgotten or now scarce 

‘haw 1 by Prof. J. G. Moore ee pied ¥e find them again, they 

Question: Will tulip bulbs do bet- frost are not injured by the frost. Now you may think I am just a 

ter if planted early or late in the Apparently if there has been cool queer stick, but I can assure you 
season? If planted too early, will weather preceding the frost, tulips that floral philandering is the mark 
they make a growth and then be and daffodils will even stand freez- of the real gardener. It always has 
injured by winter cold? ing with little or no permanent in- been and, I daresay, it always will 

Answer: So far as the character jury. be. Lovers of change and variety, 
of the flowers is concerned, there — real gardeners, like the sailor, see 
will be no difference if tulips are FLORAL PHILANDERING no reason why they should make 
fe Gil tains ae an ore n Rick rdson Wright, Editor-in- a nen in distributing their 

planted as late as Thanksgiving Chief, House & Garden Condensed from New York News 
Day have given as good flowers as Not long ago the New. Yorker Letter. 
those planted earlier. The late- oC that a ee hierang Pee — 

. : a girl in every port, was asked by 
a ag ee en his latest flame, “Do you love me ” GARDEN QUESTIONS 

f Ze : : And he answered, after a moment's AND ANSWERS 
planting will not result in growth . - ae 
which will later on be winter in- consideration, Yes, why should I You May Find It Here 
jured. make any exception? . 

That, as the seasons pass, is my Here are some questions which 

frank and unblushing attitude. I are often asked by gardeners: 
Question: How deep should vari- am an unregenerate floral philan- Q. Should roses be planted in the 

ous kinds of bulbs be planted? derer. If anyone asks me what fall in Wisconsin? 

Answer: There is no definite flower growing in my garden I like Ans, No. Our winters are too se- 

depth to which a particular bulb best, I invariably pick out one vere and many fall planted roses 

necessarily must be planted. As a blooming at that moment. are killed. Experienced nurserymen 

rule the smaller the bulb the shal- I did not reach the point of sati- as Mr. Wm. G. McKay, Madison, 

lower it should be planted. How- ety in collecting hemerocallis until say they do not recommend plant- 

ever, character of the soil frequent- I had reached 65 varieties — but ing roses in fall in Wisconsin. 

ly influences depth of planting, the even now, when some outstanding Q. Can we smother plants by 
planting being shallower on heavy new kind is offered, my ability to putting too much hay or straw cov- 
than upon light soil. The following resist this temptation melts like but- ering over them? 
depths are some which are common- ter before the sun. Only the fact Ans. No, not if they are covered 

ly suggested: Crocus and Snow- that I once discovered there were when dormant which means after 
drops, 2 inches; Scilla and Grape 7,000 nameq varieties of narcissus frost and uncovered before growth 
Hyacinths, 3 inches; Narcissus, 3-4 _ listed in England halted my collect- starts in spring 

inches; Hyacinths and large Tu- ing them at a paltry 280 kinds. Q. Should : it until th 

lips, 45 inches. Lilies are planted So many people, once they have ind | We we b fore ie 
at varying depths depending upon made a garden, are content to let ae tau bertie: som STORE Gove 

kind. These depths are to the top it go at that. Year after year they ering Strawberries: 
of the bulb. keep on growing the same bushes Ans. No. Strawberry plants 

=a and perennials, not heeding the fact should be covered early in Novem- 

Question: Is fertilizer necessary that new and better varieties ap- ber before heavy frosts. If they are 
for tulips and daffodils on an ordi- Pear. While it is all sweet and sen- ot covered and if there is no snow 

nary good garden soil? timental to cling to old features in when the temperature drops to 
Answer: It is not necessary ‘to # garden, there is bound to be a —_ degrees F. they are likely 

use fertilizer on ordinary soil at the certain amount of obsolescence to suiter crown as HOR me 

ine of ating tals dad, OME, lana, When we re of Tn. lating trek wilt Bel 
—_ tion about rooting them out. Un- material in the hole to furnish iron 

Question: Oftentimes my tulips suspecting friends will welcome to the tree? 
and daffodils come up early in the these treasures. Ans. No, this will do no good 
spring, sometimes in late March. Is On the other hand, there are gar- whatever. There is plenty of iron 
there any danger that they may be dens so untouched and so old that, in the soil for the needs of trees 
injured by frost afterward? not for the world, would I suggest and anyway, the iron from rusty 
Answer: Usually bulbs which the introduction of some variety nails would not be avail-ble to the 

come up in advance of the last hard crassly new. Gardens in which sur- _ p!ant roots.
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THE ROYAL search work on special problems con- DO NOT USE LIME IN THE 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY cerning horticulture generally, but GARDEN UNLESS NEEDED 

more especially on garden plants. 
Founded in 1804 .. . to foster and It is, however, from the head office In a recent magazine article on 
encourage évery branch of hor- in London, in Vincent Square, that the subject of planting iris we find 
ticulture and all the arts con- the main administration of the Society . J P 8 ; 

nected with it. is directed, and here at the offices are this statement, all too common in 
The early years of the nineteenth found the library and the exhibition garden literature: “Sprinkle ground 

century saw a great horticultural ren- alls. aoe limestone liberally over the soil and 
aissance stimulated to a large extent Exhibitions Held Monthly dig it in.” 
by the introduction of new plants, During War Period . 
plants such as the chrysanthemum, the The exhibition halls (or at least one We object to such a general state- 

camellia and the wisteria. Thus it was ©f them) are used for the purpose of ent Many garden soils in Wis- 
that on March 7, 1804, the Horticul- it shows, which under normal condi- a d d 

tural Society of London was founded tions are held fortnightly throughout consin do not need ground lime- 
by an enthusiastic small body of men, the year. It is a source of great satis- stone or any other form of lime. 

under the leadership of John Wedge- — peg edges ou aes que _ already re high in ine 
wood. r ° duri ecause they have been watered for 
Ba meeting tock place - Mes iad been held more or less month- 1.45 with hard water containing 
onion. The ‘piiepaae ae die ‘Sociate Perhaps the most important show— lime. 

: . vee and it is hoped that this will be re- asthe deed Gnd defined next yearn the Socetys regi We should therefore have our 
words: “To collect every information World-famed spring show, held usually soil tested occasionally. If distinct- 

respecting the culture and treatment " the last week of May at the Royal ly on the acid side, then we should 
of all plants and trees, culinary as well cepa: oe are affiliated the Use Some form of lime. If they do 

tee ee fatter an ee al specialist societies, such as the Na- not need it and if the water used 

ail the atts connected with ie” tional Rose, the British Carnation, the for Irrigation is hard, we should 
A Royal Charter was granted on National Chrysanthemum Societies, carefully avoid the use of more 

April 7, 1809, and since then the So- ete., and, in addition, over 600 local ime in any form. 
ciety has been known as the Royal horticultural societies throughout the 
Horticultural Society. country at home and abroad. Furthermore, most flowers and 

Its first president was the Earl of Condensed from London Calling. vegetables prefer a slightly acid 
Dartmouth, and up to date in its long soil. 
life, of now over 140 years, there have ROSES IN FOUNDATION a 

been but twelve presidents, the present J 
holder of the post being Lord Aber- PLANTING GROW MORE 

conway, whose. garden at ane Several roses may be used to CUTTING FLOWERS 

the small beginning of seven enthusi- give color in foundation planting Re di hould | i f build S ket, E very gardener should have a 
asts, the Society now numbers over or tut ings. kyrocket, va, cuttin arden,’ i the opinion of 
25,000 Fellows, although prior to the Prosperity and Martha Lambert BB » Is the op ° 
war this figure was much larger. can be used where fairly tall plants Walter ae Girard Avenue, 

The Garden are desired. For a low plant, Near- 4 ani a e says, “If eee Bes 
In order to carry out the principles ly Wild is especially good. Use it ener Nad a cutting garden they 

laid down at its foundation, one of its jn h lace 01 igh would be able to donate flowers to t such a place as you might use he USO and hospitals wh 

ment, in 1616, offa garden in Kensing. Anthony Waterer Spirea. Mabelle ited” and use their own flowers 
ton, London, ‘for the purpose of raising Stearns would be good here also. Nowe Ghowa, Whe own mie 

seeds and plants received from abroad Also in the foreground the variety ower ch ae ‘a t sctiool 
from correspondents and collectors, Schneezwerg has a place. I have WEE: Snow Or SErangement scioo 
whores sent out, or mere sabi’, seen Pink Princess used to good — as pace a pee by 
Py me yo to North America, Chi- advantage in foundation planting, the nial who are making the ar- 

On the occasion of the Society’s providing just the amount of color tOTT T were ‘udging-a flowershow 
centenary, in 1904, the Society acquired needed. Near a house foundation, I Jueging 
an exhibition hall, a library, and of- any of these will winter well and 2" ie ene ne Chee ee 

iy GeNerar Goer, aid putt one ox Will Soom Somoll axioms ire in oe ichsed for the-oocaain 
its own funds. On this occasion, too, spring. In such a situation many of and the other of flowers grown by 
the Society acquired a new garden the polyanthas may be so used, as the exhibitor. I would favor the 
through the generosity of Mr. Han- for instance, Ideal, Lady Reading, h Al be I think 

aye who donated ri Present gar- Triomphe d’Orleans Ellen Poulsen nvone “who ‘ales, ough i ; eat 
ad at Wisley, Ripley. Se and a host of others. They are suf- *"¥° mm! akes enougii interes! 
n the gardens there is an adminis- : fs : to grow flowers deserves a prize. 

trative building, and a laboratory, fiicently hardy so they will survive “By having a cutting garden we 
where a staff of scientists are employed and thrive with protection. ould © need ti oust 
in the first place to give advice on cul- Dr, L. E. Longley, in April, 1945, woes mo eed fo worry abou 
tural matters to the Fellows of the . picking a flower and ruining the 
Society, and then to carry out re- The Minnesota Horticulturist. garden.”
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WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT PRESIDENTS 

. Mrs. Lawrence Skilbred, 198 E, First St., Fond 
Mrs. Walter Dakin, President Mrs. Henry Pochmann, Recording Secretary- _ du Lac—Fox River Valley District 

4110 Mandan Crescent, Madison 5 Treasurer ; Mrs. H. J. Bohn, 215—6th St., Baraboo 
Rev. Alfred Otto, Ist Vice-President 3930 Manitou Way, Madison 5 Madison District 
208 S. 7th Ave., West Bend Mrs. H. G. Harries, Route 1, Hales Corners 

: : HJ. Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary Milwaukee District 
Mrs. John West, 2nd Vice-President 424° University Farm Pl. Madison 6 Mrs. John West, Route 2, Manitowoc 
Route 2, Manitowoc Sheboygan District 

Mrs. Ed Holberg, Jefferson 
South Central District 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT and districts has characterized the 
The fourth year of World War a year. This fine spirit with an in- 

II with its additional wartime reg- M » crease in-enrollment, both in clubs 
ulations and limitations influenced y and members, points to accomplish- 

the selection of the two main ob- a ment of the first objective. 
jectives of this administration—to / The second objective set for the 
maintain high morale in local clubs aca IE : = year was full participation in war 
and to participate fully in war serv- l an s iS w services — in Victory Gardening, 
ices. | i aon Food Preservation, Red _ Cross, 

In the firm belief that a Federa- se USO, Camp Landscaping, and Hos- 
tion is only as strong as its indi- = < a pital Horticultural Services. 
vidual clubs, every effort has been a fe, = 4 Through your splendid cooperation 
bent toward keeping the clubs—the a ed ct this objective has also been realized. 
roots of our organization—healthy o*4 ry © |ip. My own part has been to serve as eat yd a ; ‘| 
and full of vitality. ree HN j chairman of the Truax Planting 

Through the pages of the maga- e <> [hk | Project for the third year, super- 
zine we have maintained close con- aw e428 | eK vising planting and maintenance at 
tact with every member of every NN re) the Field, 
club. Each month some state chair- CP 7 Delegated to do so by the Execu- 
men have presented timely sugges- = tive Board, I have edited a compila- 
tions. Members, when requested, tion of material for a Federation 
have generously contributed articles Handbook with which I believe you 
of horticultural interest. I have BI space to garden pictures and ma- are now familiar. As you study it 
en you bits of garden club informa- terial : ot as I hope you will find it a real help 

’ ial on J. Sterling Morton’s life ; ; sas 
tion and random notes on what : in defining the obligations of offi- 

and service. : : 
other state federated clubs are do- cers and chairmen, as well as in 
ing. ‘ I have welcomed each opportunity clarifying Federation affiliations and 

Other factors contributing toward to meet with clubs and districts to objectives. \ 
the attainment of our first-named talk on subjects of common inter- Rulings of the Office of Defense 
objective have been carefully plan- est. It gave me pleasure to accept Transportation made it necessary 
ned and well-attended Regional and an invitation to discuss the work to cancel the Annual Meeting of 
District meetings, strong club pro- of the Federation over the Farm National Council scheduled for May 
grams, active Garden Centers, en- Hour on WHA. That I was also 2 and 3 at the Biltmore Hotel, New 
thusiastic Junior clubs, Flower invited to talk to AAUW, church, York City. Each State President 
Shows, and Flower Arrangement Red Cross, Army Officers’ Wives, was instructed to conduct a “Special 

Clinics. and League groups indicates that Meeting of Delegates” between 
In an effort to make its observ- the general public is interested in March 15 and May 1, 1945, to 

ance state-wide, our first National Federation accomplishments and in elect National Council Officers for 
Garden Week, April 15-22, was home and community beautification. 1945-1947. I presided over such a 
publicized in the magazine, the Reports of this year’s chairmen meeting in Madison, March 16, 
press, and each day of that week testify to accomplishment in every 1945, in conjunction with a State 
on the radio. Newspapers gave field. A cooperative attitude of clubs Regional Meeting. The eleven dele-
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gates represented the Federation’s To the incoming and future ad- fund. 
five Districts. I have presided over ministrations I offer my best wishes Highlights of the convention were 

two Executive Board Meetings and for success in any plans which may excellent talks by Mrs. Wm. 
five State Regional Meetings. Ihave further the growth and service of Champlin, National President, Mrs. 

attended five District Meetings. this Federation. Raymond Knotts of the Garden 
May 15 and 16 and October 3 To each of you I extend my (Club of Illinois, and Mr. Jens Jen- 

and 4, 1945, I represented you at affectionate greetings and with en, Ellison Bay. 

the sessions of the Board of Direc- them the hope that you may enjoy Mrs, Walter Dakin, State Presi- 

tors of National Council at the Bilt- many years of garden club work dent, gave an excellent report on 

more Hotel and Hotel Pennsyl- and horticultural service. the National Council Board meet- 

vania, New York City, respectively. Very sincerely, ing. 
Each day’s program proved helpful GENEVIEVE CLARKE DAKIN The Speakers 
and inspiring. As your representa- ee All were charmed by the pres- 

tive I attended three meetings of ANNUAL CONVENTION ence and talk on horticultural serv- 
the Directors of the Wisconsin Hor- WELL ATTENDED ice by our National President, Mrs. 
ticultural Society as well as the The Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- Wm. H. Champlin of New Hamp- 

Society’s two-day convention in eration celebrated its Victory Year shire. She touched on the spiritual 
Fond du Lac in November, 1944. convention with a registered at- side of gardening and urged horti- 

Meetings of the Executive Board tendance of 177 members and 7 cultural service in our churches. 

of the Wisconsin Roadside Devel- guests at the Pfister Hotel, Mil- There must be more emphasis on 
opment Council and a conference Waukee, October 11. religious service to keep pace with 
in Chicago, called by the War De- Officers elected for the coming scientific advancement. We must 
partment, were also attended. My year are: also bring back the good talents 

reports of these meetings have ap- President: Rev, Alfred Otto, which have been occupied in war 

peared in Wisconsin Horticulture. West Bend. work into garden club work, she 

In February I represented the lst Vice-President: Mrs. John said. 
Federation at a hearing before a West, Manitowoc. Mr. Jens Jensen of Ellison Bay 

committee of the State Legislature 2nd Vice-President: Mrs. Frank also touched on one of the impor- 

and voiced a protest against wiping Fitzgerald, Menasha. tant projects for the coming year— 
out funds accumulated for highway — Recording Secretary - Treasurer: Living Memorials. He noted noth- 
beautification. I have conferred Mrs. Eric Martin, Edgerton. ing had been said about beautifying 
with Mr. James Law, chairman of The Financial Report school grounds and urged we adopt 

the Wisconsin Highway Commis- Mrs. Henry Pochmann, Treasur- that project because that is where 

sion, on possible highway beautifi-  ¢r, reported a balance of $165.69 in our youth learns its first lesson. 

cation projects. . the Educational Fund. This fund Trees are the only living memor- 

Through talks to clubs, magazine was not used during the past year. als and they will outlive any other 

articles, and the recent appointment ts purpose is to carry on educa- thing, Plant trees that will live— 
of a State Chairman for Living tional programs for benefit of gar- not kinds for quick effect or from 
Memorials an effort has been made gen club members, and acts as a foreign soils that will die early. 
to kindle enthusiasm for Living  palance to start new projects. Mrs. Raymond Knotts, past Pres- 

Memorials as a postwar project. There is a balance of $500 in the ident of the Garden Club of Illi- 

While not scheduled as a Federa- Flower Show Fund. Its purpose is nois, talked on garden club pro- 
tion summer meeting, the Truax to act as a working fund for the grams. In Illinois, she said, they 

Field tour, August 12, drew well State Flower Show. have developed many garden club 

over 100 people, many from a dis- In the General Fund was the speakers. Those on flower arrange- 

tance. We were led to believe that amount of $370.56. This is the ment have been excellent. We need 
our summer get-togethers, so popu- amount the officers have to work more and better speakers on horti- 

lar before the war, may well be with during the coming year, in culture. Horticulture is always a 
resumed. . addition to the dues of 10 cents good topic and it takes a speaker 

May I take this opportunity to per member which goes into the of ability to put it over. 
express my deep appreciation of the § —<— ee 

loyal support accorded me by off- ~~ SAVE TREES 
cers, chairmen, and members of the 
Federation? The friendships formed | Cavity Treatment General Landecaping Large Tree Moving 
have made the years on your Board rn We are insured Removals 
a rich experience which will live . Lakeside 2907 
on in memory. It has been a privi- | Pruning Wisconsin’ Tree Service Spraying 
lege to have served as your Presi- 2335 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee 
dent. J
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WAR SERVICE REPORT pertain to beautification of grounds men and under the direction of 
and buildings. ‘overnment departments and agen- 

Mrs. Chester Thomas, The Madison USO, including the fies. m 
War Service Chm. colored men’s USO, is well taken I know that our members and 

Our War Service program has care of receiving flowers, organization stand ready to do all 
always been planned on recommen- plants, Christmas trees and suit- within their power to cooperate with 

dations and orders received from able decorations on the occasion of our government for the benefits 
local Red Cross Camp and Hos- other holidays. that gardening and horticulture can 

pital Council; but Army plans and Much time and attention was giv- do for those men and women who 
purposes changing as they do, has en Milwaukee’s USO, also the col- have done so very much for us all. 

not made it possible to outline or ored men’s USO, not only at Christ- To all of you, dear members, may 
propose any new ideas or projects ™as time by furnishing quantities I again express thanks and sincere 
for the boys at camp hospitals. of evergreen wreaths, sprays, gar- gratitude for the splendid way in 

Our Chri ‘ect of 1 lands, etc., but a definite program which you have worked and helped 
ur ristinas Pe ‘ A ~ provides for cut flowers and potted to make the War Service program 

aout Was again Posen received anc plants throughout the year. of the Wisconsin Federation of 
igures, as nearly correct. as they Approximately 200 scrapbooks Garden Clubs a noble service to our 

raed be, show over 5,000 glasses Of were made and sent to the camp country’s war effort. 
jellies furnished the hospitals at atid veterans’ hospitals 
Camp Truax and Camp McCoy; Lsasaaaie 
these were all attractively wrapped. That our War Service work has ANNUAL RESORT 

A total of 450 large wreaths gained nation-wide interest is evi- OF PROGRAM CHAIRMAN 
9 enc an interestt re- . . 

sprays and garlands and 1,200 ceived es 7 aye ae aoe the Serving the Federation for an- 

small tray wreaths were made by Fries Garden Club, Fries, Va., ask- other year has been a pleasure and 
our member clubs from all parts of ing whether they could make and I shall feel gratified if my efforts 

. iB waesier Eicy: con a have been of assistance to the clubs 
the state and sent to camp hospitals send some scrapbooks which, the: 
and camp chapels Pooks whic) ‘iY throughout the state. 

p chapels, understood, our clubs were furnish- This year we used Wisconsin 

The Madison District, under the ‘8 ©4™P hospitals. . Horticulture as a medium for reach- 
direction of our president, Mrs. A reply brought response in the ing club members. Your Chairman 
Walter Dakin, has continued to form of five beautifully done scrap- contributed articles in seven issues; 
take care of the needs and require- books, which were sent on the Vet- five contained program aids; one, 
ments of Truax Field; not only e¢rans’ Hospital at Waukesha. enjoyable, as well as profitable 
keeping up the development and Horticultural therapy in its many reading for garden-minded folks; 
care of the many gardens and plant- and various phases is without doubt and one, a list of speakers available 
ings, but also cooperating with the an activity that will be part of the to garden clubs. 
camp personnel in such matters as program for hospitalized service I attended all the 1945 Regional 
Ss meetings; prepared a paper stress- 

MEMBERSHIP REPORT ing practical programs which would 
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP AS OF SEPT. 10, 1945__------------2,564 fit into our war-time needs as sug- 

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP AS OF OCTOBER, 1944______------2,372 gested by the National Council. 
—~_ Have put on eight garden club 

TOTAL a ee 192 programs throughout the state. 

PLATTEVILLE GARDEN CLUB Many requests for help have 
Madison District _.....-.....---------_ 19 come to my desk. I have answered 

VIOLET GARDEN CLUB, North Prairie, all such inquiries, tried-to extend 
Milwaukee District _.--__---_________ 14 help and make useful recommenda- 

ROCKY KNOLL GARDEN CLUB, tions. 
Waukesha, Milwaukee District ------- 11 Respectfully submitted, 

ORFORDVILLE BETTER HOMES & Mrs. H. J. Anderson, 
GARDEN CLUB, South Central Dist. 11 State Program Chairman. 

SUPERIOR GARDEN CLUB ------------ 15 _ 
as y, Times Change , 

soos : ox—“It used to be, when you 
Increased membershipsin established elated wanted a thing well done, you did 

192 it yourself.” 

Submitted by Pop—‘“But now?” 
Mary E. Martin, Chairman Vox—“But now if you want it 
Lucy Barthels, Co-chairman done at all, you do it yourself.”
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From the President’s Desk 
Each garden club president has will put his technical O.K. on arti- As yet no practical method of de- 

been sent two copies of the new cles published, will write regularly stroying weed seeds in the soil has 
Federation Handbook—one for the for the magazine and will conduct been devised. 
president and one for the secretary. a trial and experimental garden. “m & 
They may be obtained from the We shall enjoy becoming acquaint- “Tulip bulbs may be planted after 

Horticultural Society Offices, 424 ed with Mr, Free through the pages mid-October. Early planting often 
University Farm Place, Madison 6, of one of our favorite garden maga- encourages growth which is dam- 
Wisconsin. zines. aged by frost.” 

xe * x ok O* * ok OK 
National Council has moved its A Missouri garden club has the “Keep your paper-white narcissus 

headquarters from The Roosevelt, back cover of its Year Book pock- bulbs in a cool, dim place for two 
New York City, to 500 Fifth Ave., eted, and in the pocket is slipped a weeks after planting. This makes 
Room 2108, New York 18, N. Y. copy of the club’s constitution for good roots.” 

x ok Ok The Flower Grower. ** * 
National Council is instituting a * * * “Peonies should be moved in the 

new system of mailing lists for the Not long ago I received a letter fall. Growth is usually completed 
National Bulletin, One copy goes to asking me to recommend a book on in October when foliage may be 
each State Federation Officer and the making of corsages. I phoned cut back and the roots reset in a 
State Chairman, and three to indi- several florists only to learn that new location.” 
vidual club presidents. Please report the books they knew were on funer- = ® 
any changes in the officers of your al bouquets. At a bookstore I found “Hardy Chrysanthemums” by Al- 
club to Mr. Rahmlow’s office imme- that ‘Fun With Flowers” by Fergu- ex Cumming is recommended for 
diately so that the corrected list son and Shelton has several pages its gardening information on the 
may be sent to National Council. devoted to making corsages. In the newer mums. It is published by The 

Any member may become a sub- September Flower Grower Olive E. American Garden Guild, Inc., 444 
scriber to the Bulletin by paying Allen and Dorothy H. Jenkins give Madison Ave., New York 22, N. 

the subscription price of 50 cents clever hints under the title “Mak- Y., and sells for $2.50 postpaid. 
a year. ing Your Own Corsages.” An ar- * * * 

«us ticle in August Massachusetts Hor- “Our England is a garden, and 
In the September Flower Grower ticulture by Eleanor W. Wilbar is such gardens are not made 

Dorothy Biddle has an excellent entitled “Corsages From the Gar- By singing; ‘Oh, how beautiful!’ 
article on getting store cooperation den.” and sitting in the shade.” 
for Garden Centers and Shows. x ke * —Rupyarp KIPLING. 
The idea is not new to some of our The Science and Research Di- —— 
clubs. Several have staged Centers vision of a Denver garden club ROCKY KNOLL GARDEN 

and Shows in local stores, gas com- studied the plant life of Alaska, the | CLUB, WAUKESHA, JOINS 
panies, or banks. Aleutians, the Islands of the Pa- FEDERATION 

x kok cific, and Bermuda. The Rocky Knoll Garden Club 
The Nebraska Garden Book, the © 8 of Waukesha voted to affiliate with 

Year Book of the Nebraska Feder- A prominent evergreen grower the Wisconsin Garden Club Feder- 
ated Clubs, is both attractive and recommends fresh manure for ever- ation and the Wisconsin Horticul- 
informative. A large cut of golden- greens. tural Society in August. 
rod in color is used in the ivory ** * The Board of Directors of the 
and blue cover design. The book’s Lawn Care tells us that to the Wisconsin Garden Club Federation 
contents show careful compilation extent that moles destroy harmful take pleasure in welcoming the new 
of interesting material. insects they are beneficial. The mole club. 

xk * eats very little vegetable matter, Officers are: President, Mrs. 
Montague Free who has served They cause damage since their run- Winnie Trapp; Vice- President, 

as Horticulturist of the Brooklyn ways are used by rodents as a way Mrs. Gladys Weber; Secretary- 
Botanic Garden for 25 years is a to get at favorite sources of food Treasurer, Mrs. Jeanne Ladwig. 
recent addition to the staff, of The such as bulbs and tubers. ———- 
Home Garden. He will serve as ** © Everyone can give pleasure in 
Horticulturist, taking personal Did you know that weed seeds some way. A person may do it by 
charge of the many gardening ques- resist decay in the soil and may coming into a room, and another 
tions that come from subsbcribers, remain alive for 25 years or more? by going out.
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Mrs. R. H. Malisch, Chm. 

Radio work in the state is pro- a paper on just one subject is given Milwaukee District 
gressing. Our Federation should and on other days short paragraphs Excellent programs on Victory 
take pride in what the South Cen- are used as furnished by the gar- Gardening were given at 1 p.m. on 
tral District has achieved in their den club. Mrs. John Fara was ap- Saturdays over station WTMJ, Mil- 
first year’s radio work under the pointed from the garden club to waukee, by Mr. Alex Klose, Chair- 
capable direction of Miss Avis I furnish the daily paper with a week- man of the Victory Garden Com- 
Cleland. A series of broadcasts ly paragraph on up-to-date infor- mittee. Mr. Klose covered all phases 
were given over station WCLO, mation on gardening. Radio pro- of Victory Gardening— from soil 
Janesville, during July and August. grams evidently arouse the interest preparation to storage of vege- 
The clubs participating were the of listeners as several persons usu- tables—throughout the season 
Whitewater, Lake Geneva, Edger- ally call the writer of the paper or I would urge all gate clubs to 
ton, Delavan, Elkhorn, Cambridge the station for copies of the broad- contact their radié“chairmen and 
and Jefferson Garden Clubs. A nice cast. One paper attracted special tell them that they are willing to 
variety of subjects was covered interest; the subject was “Berries,” broadcast. It is a grand experience. 

such as: “Collecting Shells of Mol- written by Mrs. Fara. Garden club broadcasts are a source 
lusks as a Hobby,” “Pot-pourri for Mrs, Brimmer also reports that of excellent publicity for our Fed- 
Gardeners,” “Let’s Talk About “the radio company would like to eration and also are interesting to 
Iris,” “Garden Medley,” “Down to let them get sponsors for programs untold numbers of listeners. Let’s 
Earth,” “Conservation,” “Book Re- but so far the club has not allowed make radio work one of our proj- 
view—‘Flower Arrangement in the that.” The radio station would also ects for next year. 
Church’,” “Gladiolus,” “Roses,” “A be glad to give them a definite place ———— es 
Condensed History of the Clubs of on their programs each week. GARDEN CENTERS REPORT 
the District,” and “A Round Table Radio programs over KFIZ, Reports from three district chair- 
Discussion.” Miss Cleland wrote Fond du Lac, are given every last men out of five districts have been 
that she asked the clubs if they Friday of the month at 3:30 p.m. received up to date. In these dis- 
wished for more, after the samples, They started in January and will tricts eight new Garden Centers 
The response was that they would continue until December. Clubs tak- have been formed during the year. 
like to have a regular “Garden ing part in these programs are the Several clubs have had active cen- 

Club” day on the “Farm Round- Ledgeview, Fond du Lac Communi- ters formed before. 

up” series, Monday and Friday. ty, Oakfield, and Ripon Garden Three centers did special work 
Everybody enjoyed the programs, Clubs. The topics were: “Johnny during National Garden Week. 

both participants and those who Appleseed,” “Garden Clubs—Their One center had a natural minia- 
tuned in, Past and Their Future,” “Arbor ture garden in a display room and 

Fox River Valley Report Day Program,” “Garden Centers,” grew 20 varieties of vegetables. 
Mrs. E. F. McNaughton, radio “Roses — Garden Aristocrats,” Knowledge of when and how to 

chairman of the Fox River Valley ‘Canning and Freezing Fruits and plant early, medium and late veg- 
District, sent in a fine report of the Vegetables,” and “Gardening as a_ etables, also complete information 
radio work done in her district. Hobby.” The following programs on gardening and garden plans were 
Mrs. McNaughton’s co-chairmen are still to be given: Sept. 28— given. Successful Victory Garden- 
are Mrs. C. H. Brimmer of Wau- “Judging of Flower Shows” by Mr. ing was the result of the project. 
sau, Mrs. Wm. H. Liebe of Wis- H. J. Sonn, Oct. 26—‘Roadside Some centers did research work, 
consin Rapids, and Mrs. C. W. Development” by Mrs. Thomas ‘some took on Memorial Planting, 
Skowland of Marinette. The pro- Mullen, Nov. 30— “Holiday Ar- others gained knowledge from spe- 
grams given under the direction of | rangements” by Mrs. Earl Borsack, cial speakers, 
Mrs. Liebe and Mrs. Skowland Dec. 28—‘Indoor Color” by Mrs. One club is planning on forming 
were published in the May-June iss H. C. Morton and Mrs. O. J. a new year round Garden Center 
sue of Wisconsin Horticulture. Kussow. for next year. 

Mrs. Brimmer reports that the In the Madison District garden Inquiries were received from 
radio station woman broadcaster programs were presented on members of Garden Clubs from 
gives the garden club papers just “Homemakers’ Hour” under the other states inquiring about what 
as they are turned in to her and direction of Aline Hazard. Wisconsin is doing at Garden Cen- 
she gives the name of the person The Sheboygan District had no ters. 
who wrote the paper and refers the radio work this year outside of an- Mrs. U. F. Ammell, 
public to this particular contribu- nouncements of shows, meetings State Garden Center 

tor for any questions. Some days and projects over station WOMT. Chairman
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REPORT OF THE gram was started. Now that a spe- Garden lovers are becoming 
ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT cial committee has been appointed aware of the important part birds 

COMMITTEE to serve as our Memorial Planting play in the larger garden picture. 
ide I hope all member and civic All garden clubs will do well to 

Mrs. Chas. Dean, Chm. crganitaticas can be urged to work make this movement a definite part’ 
Since there was no work being with us in developing the Memorial of the yearly program. 

done on our roads except to keep as planned. 
them passable and safe for travel, The roadsides of the future will 

and our sympathies, energies and be things of beauty and a joy for- LA CROSSE GARDEN CLUB 
time were being devoted to war ever if we all work together to HAS LARGE FLOWER SHOW 
services, I have kept my ear to the make them so. 
ground for every bit of information ‘ The La Crosse Garden Club held 
on Roadside Development so that INCREASING INTEREST its second fall festival on August 
when highway construction could IN BIRDS 24. There were'a large number of 
again get under way with its result- 5 exhibits filling the YWCA gym- 
: Mrs. R. A. Walker, Madison, nasium and overflowing to other 
ing problems I would be able to State Bird Chairman 
pass the information on to you. e eee acalais h 

As you know, the 1945 legisla- The interest of garden club mem- f ‘he all icstival a the ha dee 
ture passed a law segregating all bers in birds has shown a gratify- © "© Chey - en ieee: on 
highway funds and we find the sum ing growth and development during were iw on , ‘et Bercst 
of $75,000 set aside for roadside 1945, ers, one in which the work was 
planting and improvement. This The Blue ‘Bird Trail movement all noe Py veaiien and the other 
sum is to be used throughout the begun in 1943 has grown until hun- in w ed the childrenyassist: in famn- 
state as deemed necessary. dreds of houses have been erected. "” fn ah Be t ed in th 

In conferring with the Highway An article by your chairman in di SC ETCSeH : pagel sind am e 

Commission Mrs. Dakin and I Wisconsin Horticulture in April "8 hilde baat oe a the fo 
learned that Highway 41 was com- briefly described the house and was a ¢ 4 ren s | “i ce in the a aa 
plete as to roadbed and the road- offered to furnish mimeographed eee fich was rere oo € 
sides ready for planting wild crab plans and instructions upon request. over: fh Which ‘was amperes, Row: 
apple trees as planned by the Fox Your chairman has a generous sup- ae, et ae den Club h: 
River District; that development of ply of these plans and the offer is b Comers f ercen Silt as 
one large planting was more in fa- still open to any who may ask for een/In:existence Tor over ten years 

: . and has made an enviable record. 
vor with them than planting many them, 
small places as they show no great During the year the following 
effort and add to labor maintenance articles on birds appeared in Wis- WORK OF THE 
and expense. consin Horticulture : CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 

I have reported progress over the Birds—Slogan “Every Garden a 
radio and have written articles for Bird Sanctuary.” Objectives for Working with the national idea 
Horticulture upon request. As Na- 1945 of education in conservation I have 
tional Roadside Chairman I have The Cardinal urged garden club leaders to co- 
written articles for the Bulletin. I The Blue Bird Trail operate with youth organizations 
have accumulated many pages of Bird Quiz such as Scouts and Junior Garden 
articles reporting highway news Blue Bird Fledglings Clubs to bring nature education to 
during the time served as your The Domesticity of the Blue Bird our children and young people. I 
Chairman. Kept the notebook up to Fledgling Flutterings have spoken at the State District 
date and tried to answer all the Random Bird Notes meetings and at several local Gar- 

letters that have come to me re- Birds in the Madison Cemetery den Clubs and to many children’s 
questing help or suggestions for Wisconsin Horticulture was most groups and have written several 
programs. generous in printing numerous pho- articles for Wisconsin Horticul- 

To date we have been in no posi- tographs and illustrations of bird ture. 
tion to make any contribution to a _ life. During March, April and May I 
roadside planting as a Memorial Recently I spoke to the West conducted a course in bird study 
since the work could not have been Side Garden Club of Madison on for the Madison Boy Scouts, About 
carried out because of labor short- fall migration. Moving picture 20 boys took the course. Several 
age and other war restrictions. films, furnished by the Conserva- clubs report considerable work with 

Wisconsin is one of the few tion Commission, gave an excellent Scouts and other youth organiza- 
states that has not done something idea of what to look for in the birds _ tions. 
about a state-wide Memorial Plant- we see in our gardens, on our lakes Mrs. Arthur Koehler, Madison. 
ing and I feel it is time our pro- and lake shores. State Conservation Chairman.
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R f L ® la Kd C ° where it merely gave the Commis- 
eport of Legislative Committee sion authority to “study” the need 

Mrs. Martha E, Lowry, Legislative « for regulation of timbering. 
. ” ? sg: : 

At the request of our State Fed- made as strong as possible. In short, 5 Son fay tag dimes te 
eration President, this committee we let the law makers know that Conservation Comission an a State 
was set up with a three-fold func- the Wisconsin Garden Club Feder- Board of Health to study the causes 

tion: that of administering the ation stands firmly for the best in- GF Pollution of Wisconsin's lakes 
needs of the Federation in regard  terests of conservation and highway | 4 areas and zeport to laws 

to parliamentary procedure, Consti- improvement. makers with su; aie for recti- 
tution and by-laws, as well as legis- Conservation Measures fine tle siete While this need 
lative leadership. Defeat of a measure proposing ha ” wot be felt a6 fueh ait Some 

The principal work of the com- to regulate deer hunting by areas, localities as in Madison, we must 
mittee on Constitution and by-laws within the limits compatible with 31 scree that having these scenic 
was completed last year and only feeding facilities was balanced by ree a Gil dior” so: that: ‘the 
one opportunity for service arose a victory in restoring of the bounty may be enjoyed to the fullest = 
this year. This involved the reor- on wolves until they again reach a tent would be a distinct asset 
ganization of the Two Rivers Club, number consistent with the best in- , . 
with a resultant new set of poli- terests of conservation. Highway Development 
cies, in line with presently ac- A bill to amend the previous for- : : 

cepted Federation standards, and a_ est crop law to provide for a sub- rea le: ae hen 

completely new and modern Consti-  sidy allowance on taxes to those ture presents i ae righter a 

tution and by-laws. Almost all of farmers and timbermen who are de- One of me's i; oe i tact. 
the actual work involved was done veloping new timber plantings, won ‘? or fs ni thi umportant othe 

by a committee within the club it- a partial victory in a modified pro- ©) (CBiSialion this eT Wick fc 
self, this committee merely acting vision requiring local assessors to ™CaSUTe fee b 8 ace 
as adviser. inspect and certify descriptions of afi vel . me a heh tO Der used exe 

Legislative Work form woodlots for which tax ex- Thiel y 1 a way tecnmade 
In the legislative work, the pres- emption is claimed. This represents is ee ide € Possible an ad- 

sure of the Garden Club Federa- a short step forward in conserva- Stee steady: post-war Sh is 
tion was brought to bear on pro- tion through encouragement of OF ae msy es wile d 8 
posed legislation so as best to pro- farmers in forest development by ial y ms of sled ccoscitcted 
tect and improve Wisconsin’s con-  tiding them over the low period un- b Sail Os od- 

servational resources and highway til such plantings shall have ac- ee dig , hict gare “boleh . 

welfare. Believing that superficial quired an economic value. me oD 000,003.60 y me iid twas 
attention to many measures would The bill threatening the financial sedi $ - . p c or an, 

accomplish no great good, and security of the Conservation Com- * edit ren eo . infe hacen $75. 

might result in much confusion, mission by proposing to establish a 00000 rE 4 hi eel 5,- 

I selected half a dozen or so of the revolving fund into which game li- tl . 4 a8 jae a ” vondside 
most important measures and con-  censes would be deposited and from 7. 0C@t€¢_ exclusively to roadside 
centrated on them. which they could be drawn out by improvement. 

After conferring with Prof. Aldo other agencies than the Conserva- Thus our long dreamed of post- 
Leopold of the Conservation Com- tion Commission, was killed in com- W@T plan of highway improvement 
mission and Mr. James Law of the mittee after much violent opposi- and beautification has been given 
Highway Commission, both of tion by friends of conservation. the green light at last. The neces- 

whom were most helpful in steer- A measure requested by Gover- S@Ty construction will begin as soon 
ing me into those channels where nor Goodland in his opening mes- 48 feasible, and beautification will 

help was most needed, I made an _ sage, and supported by this com- follow construction. 
appeal to the members of the Fed- mittee, allowing counties and other Your generous cooperation and 
eration at the Spring Regional meet- local units of government to share encouragement have made it a real 
ings, The response was very grati- in the sales of timber from state- pleasure and privilege to represent 

fying. More than 100 post cards owned forest lands, was side-tracked the Wisconsin Garden Club Feder- 
were sent out by two Districts, by the legislature. So, too, the at- ation in this worth-while undertak- 
namely, Madison and Fox River tempt to prevent the premature ing. I am convinced that this work 

Valley Districts, to senators and cutting of timber for commercial has really just begun; it will ex- 
assemblymen asking them to act in and industrial use by prescribing pand with every passing year as 
our behalf on measures under con- a minimum height, fell short of ful- the vision of her people expands 
sideration, Personal appeal at the  fillment when the legislature whit- to the full extent of Wisconsin's 
hearings on proposed laws was tled' the measure down to a point potential beauty. 

|
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YEAR BOOK AWARDS Flower Show Chairman and War THE aa CLUB 

‘i Service Chairman; Mrs. R, R. Hib- DI RY 

By Mrs. Wm. J. Armitage, bard, Waukesha, and Mrs. Carl F. 
Hartland, State Program Hofstetter Wauwatosa Names of officers of all clubs and 

Awards Chairman , " all state and district committee 

* Judging of year books is com COVER CHRYSANTHEMUMS = SEG! Ne Tn ory 
leted and I am glad to be able to FOR WINTER : : : ory: 

P & Last year it was published in the 

send my report. To save space, I By Hattie Wilhelmy, Manitowoc February issue; in previous years 
will refer members to the official When you have grown a really lovely = March. Can we publish the 

schedule published in Wisconsin chrysanthemum, of course you will A “th ae hi 
Horticulture, January, 1945. want to do everything possible to win- "ames i January issue this 

eee ae . ter it. The dead plant stalks should year? 

Many attractive and interesting be cut back and a light covering ap- To be able to do this the names 

garden club year books have been a ay s dighly recommended he of all club officers, district and state 

received, but the number still runs aca ifr you use’ ‘them Sparitinly and committee chairmen must reach this 

too low compared to the number of jeep them dry as they become heavier office by December 15. That means 
clubs in the Federation, Remember each time it thaws. all elections should be held previ- 

the slogan—“Every Garden Club a Weather conditions are changeable Guys to that time. Unless we can 

Year Book.” and occasionally after an entire sum- blisty all lames ationce:it will be 

Program Awards mer of hope and anticipation an ex- Publish a abioncerit wi 
tremely early frost will destroy plants best to delay publication. 

The year books were on display before they have blossomed. These se- 
at the annual convention of the vere frosts are followed by Indian TTT 
Federation October 11. Judging summer, and your disappointment will * 

was doe by the score card p+ Seely HEPES, em seen te yeh 
lished in Horticulture, January ated each year, and you can now have : Lady Luck seems to perch per- 

1945, gorgeous flowers almost every year. sistently on the shoulder of some 

Those winning blue ribbons or a At very little cost you can have the people and ignore others complete- 
rating of excellent, 93-100% are: most outstanding varieties. Just afew ly. I have always admired the 

Antigo Garden Club, Blue Beech plants will make the shabbiest garden sharp-eyed Burbanks who could 

ds : gay and festive looking. In a year just : 

(Milwaukee), Ravenswood (Mil- one plant will probably produce a Stoop down and pick up a four- 
waukee), Elm Grove (Milwaukee), dozen shoots which can be traded for leaf clover with no apparent effort. 
Edgerton, Menomonee Falls, Por- ™4™ growing is catching—and it is For years I failed to find even one. 

tage, Ripon, Spring City (Wauke- rth everything you put into it At last I discovered the secret. 

sha), West Side (Madison), Wau- ae een Four-leaf clovers never popped out 

sau. at me, but it has always been pos- 

Red ribbon winners with a rating FAMOUS TREES sible to get down close to the earth 

of very good, 85-92% are: Bara- In collecting bits of botanic lore 27d by persistently counting leaf 
boo, Home Gardeners (West Al- we have found that the oak, the se- after leaf, eventually find the prize. 

lis), Menasha, Delavan, Ledge- quoia and the apple tree seem to It has never been easy, but it has 
view (Fond du Lac), Fond du Lac, break into print with greatest fre- ways been possible. Perhaps in 
Sunset (Madison), Two Rivers, quency. the hunting I learned something 

Whitnall Park (Hales Corners), The majestic oak oak is tied up Worth while. 
Waukesha Town, Wauwatosa. with our educational, literary, mili- Everyone has special talents of 

White ribbon winners, rating of tary and religious history. Proba- S°™¢ sort. Certain things come easy 

good, 80-84% are: Oakfield, West bly every state cherishes some his- for them and they may be impa- 

Bend, Kenosha County, Cambridge toric oak. Charter oak in Connecti- tent with their plodding neighbors 

and Lake Ripley, Galecrest (Mil- cut; Mark Twain oak in Califor- who are naturally less brilliant, but 

waukee), A. A. U. W. (Manito- nia; De Soto oak in Florida; Lin- there is always the danger that 

woc), Elkhorn, Blue Mound (Mil-  coln oaks in Illlinois, Indiana, and When things come too easily, there 
waukee), West Allis, Manitowoc. Kentucky; the Wesley oak on St. develops reluctance to get down 

Honorable mention—outstanding Simon Island, Georgia; the Evan- 2d dig when the going gets tough. 
for specific reasons but incom- geline oak in Louisiana—one could The plodder is so accustomed to 

plete: La Belle Garden Club (Ocon- go on and on, but did you know hard work, he’s not afraid of it. 

omowoc). that washing your face in water —By R. E. Hodgson, in August, 
Watch for list of suggestions that has stood in an oak stump 1945 Minnesota Horticulturist. 

helpful in making up future year would remove freckles, that it is TS 

books. good luck for a miner to skin his After all, a civilization is not so 

_The judges who did an excellent back against an oak board? bad where vice has had to charge 
piece of work are as follows: Mrs. —From July 15, American Nurs- a fee while virtue can depend on 

Chester Thomas, Milwaukee, State eryman. the collection plate.
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. SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 

All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 

’ your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
“ for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection We have « two manual organ 
with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisc onsin Horticulture since 1928 
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k Y B | Check Your Bee Equipment. . 
Conditions will undoubtedly be approaching normal within the next year and we will consider - 

it a privilege to take care of your requirements. Since the United States entered the war you 

have not been able to buy all that you needed. Now is the time to go over your needs and send us 

your order so we can book it for next spring delivery, 

You will make no mistake with Root Quality Bee Supplies. Designed and constituted to give 

the best service at all times. 

Fine Stock of honey containers. 

SEND US YOUR ORDER 

. . 

A.I. Root Co. of Chicago “Z The A. 1 Root Co 
oe eo ° 

224-230 W. Huron Street . . 
CHICAGO, ILL Bee Suppues Medina, Ohio 
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— 
“MY CREED” 

Let us learn to be content with WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 

what we have. Let us learn to get 
rid of our false estimates, set up The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

all the higher ideals—a quiet home; Entered at the postoffice at ag el ree matter. tance 
vines of our own planting; a few for maling st epecal rate of poatage provided for in Sa eta Act of Octever 

books full of the inspiration of a ame July bitched Monthly Excepting July by the 

genius; a few friends worthy of be- Wisconsin State Horticutrurat Sociery 
ing loved, and able to love us in 424 University Farm Place 

turn; a hundred innocent pleasures Madison 6, Wisconsin 

that bring no pain or remorse, a H. J Ranuuow, Editor 

devotion to the right that will never Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
swerve; a simple religion empty of Office: Old Entomology Bidg., College of Agriculture 

all bigotry, full of trust and hope Tel. University 182 
and love—and to such a philosophy EEE 

this world will give up all the empty Volume XXXVI November, 1945 No. 3 

joy it has. oe 
By Joseph H. Dodson from Kan- 

kakee, Ill, Your Bird Friends and TABLE ‘OF CONTENTS 
How to Win Them. News for Fruit Growers ---------------------------------------- 59 

————— Control Codling Moth by Spraying Off Loose Bark ~------------- 62 

Tommy was asked by his teach- Why Do Hardy Raspberries Winterkill? ------------------------ 63 

er to write an essay on agriculture. Wisconsin Beekeeping -----------------------------------------=-- 65 

“Agriculture,” Tommy began, “is Editorials ~-----——~---------~----snnnnonmennnnnnnnn 68 
b lik i . y 8 ft: Honorary Recognition Certificate Awards ~------------------------ 68 

about like farming, only in farm- Gladiolus Tidings -----------------------eeee-nnenenne nn 70 
ing you really do it. Whiy House Plants Pail acai eeecccneniiomennens 72) 

— Garden Gleanings —--------—-----=s=ssssesesseies_seseceeecccs (73 
Sign in a laundry: “We do not Gatden (Clab! New;S sense es 7A 

tear your laundry with machinery Notes on the National Board Meeting -------------------------- 76 

—we do it carefully by hand.” Winter Bird: BoardeP®: annonces TT 

Living Memorials ~----------------------------------------------- 78 

Roving “With ROSES seceecesee eee secceuces FB 

PATENTED aUO.19.1800 Is Our Native Sugar Maple A Suitable Tree For Planting in 

e] Memorial Groves) scecseecc ec ceccccececeeceecceeeeees 79 

v0.1 fa2 fas Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1947 

Berry Boxes Don W. Reynolds, Pres. .-Sturgeon Bay G. J. Hipke .........-.New Holstein 
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ee cin Berry (geen fio Virgil .Fieldhouse -.-----------Dodgeville Horticulture | -.-—------—--------Madison 
materials io the K. D. in carloed lots N. C. Jacobs ....----------Sturgeon, Bay H. W. Riggert, Pres. Wis. Nursery- 
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News For Fruit Growers 

SHALL WE PLANT VLD abundant the crops—and no bees, 
rr UY no crops, in many cases—is just be- 

MORE FRUIT? WL BE Ne Clty, ginning to be realized in its full 
There has been considerable in- SE Rar, SY Z implications. It will force us to 

crease in commercial plantings of eS Eye tin Z ek about bees ta thew tehma—a 

fruits, especially apples, in Wiscon- 4 Ravan Be il ep vital link in the chain of crop pro- 

sin during the past 20 years. That eee) LF Se - tection, which we neglect at our 
would indicate conditions are favor- Se eee Cae peril.” 
able for growing apples here and Ss Le Oo CP From a USDA release Sept. 2. 
that the venture has been profitable Ge 7: a 

for a majority of growers. od production will decrease rather FERTILIZERS FOR 
It is interesting to note the com- than increase, with the many new YOUNG FRUIT TREES 

ments on future planting by vari- ‘ses for apples I do not feel that ; : +: 
ous experiment station ea and the supply would ordinarily take eee ‘aa eee 
growers in the October issue of care of the demand.” P young : 
The American Fruit Grower. Said John Chandler, Executive Secre- vat geearon ae recently 7 
Prof. V. R. Gardner of Michigan: tary of the National Apple Insti- the siete ed of the Ru- 

“The winds and waves are on tute during the past few years, is ral ew" 1 On val 15) AUSWEE Was: 
the side of the ablest navigators. of about the same opinion. He i ny fay i tiene cae fen 
There have been many ‘winds and thinks that the gradual increase in s ould eep. rertinzers a rom 
waves’ in the fruit business in re- the planting by well-qualified apple fruit trees the first i. a ey are 
cent decades. There will be many growers is desirable in localities set. Often considerable sate tk is 
in the years to come. It is all right where apple growing has proven done by the fen of fertilizers close 
for the able fruit navigator to put profitable. to: trees: in planting, 
out to sea, but for anyone and ev- We believe there are many parts We are inclined to agree. If fer- 
eryone to launch out in the fruit 4¢ Wisconsin where apple growing tile top soil is placed around the 
business is dangerous. can be carried on profitably and roots of trees in planting, there is 

Dr. R. A. Van Meter, Massa- where an increase in planting by little gained by commercial fer- 
chusetts State College, makes this experienced fruit growers would  tilizer the first year. Far better to 
statement : pay. We produce less than one-half apply a heavy mulch about 8 feet in 

. . . diameter, three inches thick, to con- 
“Could you, a successful fruit of the apples we consume in Wis- oo i? cture. If fertilizer can be 

grower, handle more trees without consin. Our market is at our door. used, it should be broadcast so a 
an appreciable increase in overhead Larger production of Wisconsin ood cover crop is grown to pro- 

expense? If you have all the ma- apples would enable us to do more vile humus for succeeding years 
chinery necessary and all the build- advertising and sell Wisconsin ap- There may be some value in using 

ings you would need and time to Ples to better advantage. However, complete acaeencal fertilizer for 
manage the increased business well, several things will be necessary— ji promote better cover crop 
you probably could grow fruit at a ¢liminate poor varieties and produce rowel, 

lower cost per bushel if you had more clean, high quality apples. © , 
more trees.” That will mean better cultural When trees have become estab- 

While Samuel Fraser, Secretar methods on the part of many, es- lished, then nitrogen fertilizer 
- . ty pecially inexperienced growers. should be used in such quantity 

of the International Apple Associa- 4 i ‘ i ——— that good growth is made. Often, 
tion, thinks there is always danger however: erowth depends more up- 

of overexpanding in industry which MORE ATTENTION TO BEES é 8 eee y we have done before Mr C. E. : a 1 moisture during the first few 
2 Mainly because bees “are the years than any other factor; there- Chase, Secretary - Manager of the ministers that officiate at the mar- fore the mulch, 

Washington State Apple Commis- riage of flowers,” says Gove Ham- a eeeereeenes 
sion, thinks otherwise. Says Mr. bidge (until recently with the De- “You know, my dear,” he ob- 
Chase: partment of Agriculture), “we are served, looking up from his book, 

“I am basing this on the in- going to pay more attention to bees “when one reads of the stupendous 
creased demand for apples which in this country. We are going to happenings in nature one realizes 
had been secured prior to the war have to pay more attention from the how lowly and insignificant is man.” 
period, It would take 10 years to standpoint of sheer self-protection “A woman doesn’t have to read 
increase the plantings to the point of our agriculture. The simple fact books to learn that!” replied his 
of production and during this peri- that the fewer the bees the less wife.
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SELF-STERILITY OR that cross-pollination will be in- FRUIT GROWERS MEETING 

SELF-UNFRUITFULNESS “ Every third tree in every for Western and Northwestern 
. . ird row is usually regarded as a : . 

Self-sterility or self-unfruitful- safe proportion for a minimum Wisconsin Commercial Growers 

ness prevails in many fruits, and nymber of pollinizer trees. Un- American Legion Hall, 
means that the blossoms of a vari- doubtedly there are many casess of Chippewa Falls 

ety are not fertilized by the pollen joy. production in orchards due to Tuesday, November 20 

of the same variety. In such cases, self-sterility where the trees were Considerable interest has devel- 
cross-pollination must be provided planted before the existence of such oped in our special fruit growers 
whereby the pollen of an entirely a problem was fully appreciated. meeting to be held at Chippewa 

different variety of the same kind Many other cases occur where a Falls November 20, and a large at- 
of fruit is made available. home owner has planted a tree each __tendance is expected. Growers from 

Self-Sterility Common in of a number of different kinds of Minnesota have been invited and 
Apples fruit, in his yards or about his a number have indicated they will 

a buildings. When self-sterile varie- meet with us. We welcome their 

Self-sterility is very common. It ties are planted and there are no presence because we feel there is 
occurs in many varieties of apples, other trees of different varieties of opportunity for closer association 

most varieties of pears, probably in the same kind growing near enough between growers of the two states. 
all varieties of sweet cherries, in to insure the passing of bees from  _ 
most if not all varieties of the na- one to the other, it will be found GLEANINGS 

tive and Japanese plums, and in that trees blossom but do not set 
some varieties of the European or fruit, ABOUT FRUIT GROWING 

Ss. ur ° 
Set dl uradly aE Where self-sterility occurs under Shall We Thin Apples? 
sterile, although there is some evi- such conditions as those described, Profs. E. M. Hunt and W. G. 
dence ‘of partial self-sterility. Most the permanent remedy is to top- Brierley of the Minnesota Horti- 
peach varieties are self-sterile; the work a certain number of trees or culture Department last year ran a 
J. H. Hale and June Elberta (Mi- branches to a variety that blossoms test to decide if it will pay to thin 
dako) are notable exceptions, as at the same time as the trees them- apples. They thinned Haralson and 
they require cross-pollination. Ster- selves and is known to be effective Wealthy so that the apples in one 
ility in plums, cherries, and perhaps as a cross-pollinizer of the variety. plot were a minimum distance of 6 
other fritits may sometimes be due This remedy, however, requires sev- inches between fruits. Another plot 
to deformed or imperfect  pistils. eral years. was thinned to 4 inches between 

Some grape varieties must be cross- From Leaflet No, 172, U. S. fruits. On a third plot no spacing 

pollinated in order to be fruitful. Dept. of Agriculture, “Why Fruit was done, but only one apple was 

There is every conceivable degree Trees Fail to Bear.” left on a spur. 
of self-sterility, from one extreme They concluded that different de- 
where no fruit sts — cross- A NEW APPLE FROM grees of thinning had little effect on 
pollination to that where it is so total yield, but decreased the num- 
slight as not to be a serious factor OHIO EXPERIMENT STATION ber of windfalls. Thinning also in- 
in fruit production. The opinion is Melrose is the name of a new creased size and color. 
commonly held that even the vari- apple developed by the Ohio Ex- ‘ 
eties considered to be self-sterile in periment Station, t's a cross be- The orchard owner estimated that 
a high degree will set a better crop tween Jonathan and Delicious. It apples from trees thinned toa + 
of fruit if cross-pollination occurs. keeps exceptionally well under stor- iach Sera would bring about 
With self-sterility prevailing to so age and has a late harvest date, two #22, while the fi Tuit from unthinned 
large an extent in the common fruit weeks after Jonathan and about the frees “wold ‘belay cally’ $16, makeing 
varieties, the relation of weather season of Rome Beauty and Stay- 7 difference of about $6 attributable 
conditions favorable to the great- man. It is resistant to certain ills to thinning. Reason for this was 
est activity of honey bees becomes that plague its parents. that 65 per cent of the apples on 
readily apparent, since it is on The harvest date being two weeks suttioned tees) were: 2Y inches or 
them that the fruit grower must after Jonathan makes it doubtful if less. It was esimas ed. it cost about 
depend very largely for the cross- it will be suitable for Wisconsin $1. per tree for thinning. 
pollination of his fruits. . conditions. The scientists concluded that 

In the planting of orchards it is rs while many factors affect thinning 
of fundamental importance that the Delaying the final clean-up of results, in the case of young Haral- 

grower take in account the self- peonies until after the soil freezes son trees in their “on year” an 
sterility problem in choosing his will allow removal of dead tops orchardist can hardly afford not to 
varieties and in so planting them without disturbing the roots. thin,
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Nitrate Fertilizer 333% 
(Ammonia Nitrate) 
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CONTROL CODLING MOTH BY _4¥ERICAN pomotocicaL SOCIETY HOLDS ANNUAL 

SPRAYING OFF LOOSE BARK MEETING 
Writes Victor W. Kelley of the collected and burned, but this is not The American Fomological i. 

Department of Horticulture, Uni- possible with the spraying method. ety held its eitan, Octo ng 6B. ~ 
versity of Illinois, in his bulletin In spraying, however, the crotches cago. on Saturday, October 6. d <P 
“Food for Victory With King can be more thoroughly cleaned out resentatives from at least a dozen 

Apple”: and more bark can be removed. ‘States were present and spent the 
“Dwight Powell of the Depart- Thus, whichever method is used, it day formulating a program of work 

ment of Horticulture made a real is .probable that about the same for the Society. 
contribution to the apple industry number of larvae are destroyed. The year 1948 is the 100th anni- 
when he originated the method of Both methods prepare the tree for versary of the founding of the 
removing ai bas by spraying banding. American es Socety. A 
with regular orchard spray equip- Fi F special meeting and fruit show to 

ment. Cees who practiced this “One grower working alone Disma the Caeit was discussed 
method in 1945 are enthusiastic ‘laims to have debarked 200 27- at the Chicago meeting. 
about it. Just after harvest is a year-old trees in one nine-hour F 

. working day. Hand-scraping 36 The United States needs an apple 
good time to spray off loose bark. 2 . 
Details are given in the following such trees in one nine-hour day show—one large enough and fine 
article, which also contains direc- would have been a good record. enough to attract the attention of 

tions for ground spraying to con: “In view of the need to remove people of ae That was 

trol scab. rough bark to reduce codling moth e Keynote of the meenng. 
Removing Bark by Spraying carry-over, a grower can not afford Prof. Stanley Johnston of Michi- 
“Probably the one practice in not to do it. Do not assume that gan, president of the Society, sug- 

apple orchard sanitation which helps DDT is the answer to our codling gested a meeting in Chicago for the 
most in codling moth control is re- moth problem. Orchard sanitation fall of 1946. In connection it is 
moving rough bark by spraying. is now and always will be a sure planned to hold a new variety show 
aes call See This way to reduce codling moth.” so that new varieties from various 
method supersedes hand scraping a states may be seen and studied by 

because it is faster, more efficient While receiving a manicure and 8sTOwers. 
and more economical. Removing 4 shave, a man in Oklahoma tried In attendance from Wisconsin 
bark by spraying utilizes the con- to make a date with the manicurist. were Dr. R. H. Roberts, Depart- 
ventional single-nozzle gun equipped “You'll have to ask my husband ment of Horticulture, and H. J. 
= an a disc which dis- first,” she replied. “He’s shaving Rahmlow, Secretary of the Wis- 
charges water in a narrow stream ” i ‘ leew, 
at 500 pounds pressure. The oper- re 
ator wears a rubber suit, boots, hat 

and loves, ole te gun two to SUMMARY OS SAUTES UBER IESE SLANUPRSET® OF 
om the tree trunk an 

in four or five minutes thoroughly Seedlings in Warketions dissections 
cleans the rough bark from the Kind of Fruit First Test | Advanced Tests 
lower limbs, crotches, trunk and Apple and. Crab: Apple: 22.12 onsen 2,800 A 

crown! of a 25-to:3Szyear-old: tree. O88 --——srgem mse neces nnmnnnnnnnn 

Some growers have found that 600 Sour and Sweet Chermies ons vans 1850 “St 
pounds pressure with a three-inch Nanking Bush Cherry ------------------------ 300 21 

stream sweeps the loose bark off pete Bush Cherry ------------------------- apo = 
more efficiently and with less injury “Peach __----------eee 1,400 10 
to the tree. Each grower should Grape ---------------------------------------- 1,650 80 
work out his own system in order Raspberries SOT Wie ae 
to use his own equipment. It is im- Gooseberry <a ae Fs 
portant to clean off the bark thor- trawberry ----------------------------------- 4, 

Gghly withons: iejating: or citing HtihBush Ce ee @ a 
ve bark. BINUG) sense eee 10 

“A high percentage of larvae re. Peet Cyestuat coe * 
moved by spraying are crushed and Thorn Apple ---------------------------------._ 494 ~ 
mashed. Some escape injury, how- Juneberry ~_-----------------------------------_ 1,300 14 - 
ever, and survive the winter. In popay 41.255 “1997 
hand scraping, these larvae can be August 18195... ,
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Why Do Hardy Raspberries Winter Kill? 
By W. G. Brierley, Division of Horticulture, University Farm 

Rest Period are, ee from the field on December 29 after 

Most all woody plants have a rest- [9 0 9 exposure to —l0 degrees F., a temper- 

ing period that begins late in the grow- ae ature effective in breaking rest. The 

ing season. This resting phase is an OR S| OE canes were divided into four compar- 

internally regulated cessation of growth =<) ° iggy eee oben able lots three of which were exposed 

and may be “broken” by some mild eS cae oe Paso ieee to warm temperatures. All lots were 

injury such as that caused by low tem- 5. ae ee can aes again exposed suddenly to 8 degrees 

peratures. Rest should not be confused «ghee \ PE fo 4, perce below zero for 24 hours. Then they 
with dormancy. Dormancy is the con- ; Mmm: \o jp poo dP fe. were thawed slowly and placed in 

dition in which a plant cannot grow game. -\ 44 bs ah balls. fs water in a cool greenhousse to note 

because of low temperatures or some (gM. NPP SW effects of the treatments. The accom- 
other external factor. Indications at [emp «4 pee y a. . panying illustration shows what hap- 
present are that freezing weather con- oo Be Aes we ee a pened. Canes in Lot 1, not exposed 

tributes to the “breaking” of the rest |. S MEE to warm temperatures, evidently re- 

period and that rest in the Latham aOR ie xa “Ah: tained their hardiness and were not 

variety is completely broken in early |. Be eee injured by sudden cold. In the green- 

December at the time of the first zero eis, a oa. \ ee houses buds of this lot developed 

weather. Probably breaking of rest is | , Be oe A, over the entire length of the canes 
due to the cumulative effect of a cer- JR | RN except for two inches at the extreme 

tain number of hours when the tem- me Ba A: . tips. Canes in Lot 2, exposed for only 
perature falls below 43 degrees Fahr- \ Co) fh as it}. pre's \ e two days to 43-45 degrees and then to 

enheit. This may explain, in part at Hh oe sudden cold show the upper third of 

least, the tendency of buds to swell ., HN i | eas, . the canes skilled. InI Lot 3, after four 

or even break and show green at the 7A Ra hy i if warm days, the canes were severely 

tips during warm spells in December Nt ear me injured or killed for two-thirds of 
in northern localities. Such behavior — * ig Co Ae dR OE their length by sudden cold. In Lot 4 

was recorded in the winters of 1939- |i. fy me the canes killed. In Lot 3, after four 
1940 and 1941-42 at Duluth. a A TP sudden cold following eight warm 

The resting condition does not make |. "ay. RP. 2a Bre te days. The injury to Lots 2, 3 and 4 
a cane hardy. Rest begins during rela~- | “IJ co | Bes Pr a 4 was very similar to that usually at- 

tively warm fall days and seems to u* as 3 ee i ae aL tributed to immaturity. However, all 

end at the time of the first zero ‘ Rag BP i F these canes were well matured and 
weather. Hardiness, or resistance to Bes pi 4 hardened so immaturity was not a 
cold, is developed during moderately (2) (3) 4 cause of this injury. Considering 
cold weather at temperatures that may . a ee or that these canes were exposed to a 
begin to break the rest. “2 fg) = very sudden drop of over 50 degrees 

* Varying Temperatures ne ’ in temperature perhaps the extent of 
We now have evidence that much : injury was not so surprising as was 

injury to canes may occur when tem- Injury to matured and hardened the ability of the lower portions of 

peratures vary from cold to warm Latham canes following exposure the canes in Lots 2 and 3 to with- 

and to cold again at almost any time to controlled warm temperatures. stand such severe treatment. 

irom November ti April, The factors temperatures. e It is of particular interest to note 
involved in this behavior are: (1) Cold Lot 2. 2 days at @45° F: 24 that injury in Lot 2, after only two 
weather breaks the rest. (2) A few hours at —8° F d fined mainly to 
days with air temperature above freez- rf o oR: warm days), was conine Mi day: i ip z Lot 3. 4 days at 45° F: 24 the tip portions of the canes. When 
ing may bring about the loss of hardi- hours at —8° F. § 

i canes in the field are protected by 
ness or resistance to cold. (3) If the Lot 4. 8 days at @45° F: 24 as ing” this most tender por- 
temperature rises above 43 degrees hours at —8° F. . eee ted against injury 
F. for a few days, with little or no Injury in the field similar to that tion 1s protec' 8 

frost at night, buds may begin the of Lots 2, 3 and 4 generally has The varying percentages of injury 

very early stages of development and been attributed to immaturity. recorded at Duluth, as shown in the 

thus be neither dormant nor hardy. of crop. Although a part of the injury table, probably reflect the varying 

(4) Subsequent cold, particularly sud- that occurred in 1941-1942 was due to durations of warm spells in the dor- 

den cold, is likely to cause severe in- poor subsoil drainage, injury in every ant season, temperatures that oc- 

jury to canes that have lost their re- case followed varying temperatures curred during such spells, and the 

sistance to cold or to those that may and did nnot occur in seasons when rate and extent of temperature fall 
actually have ~begun the early stages temperatures were more uniform. It is after the warm spells. 
of bud development. apparent that there is a close relation. Other studies now in preliminary 
When the weather stayed relatively ship between warm spells in the dor- stages indicate that raspberry canes 

uniform with no warm spells as in mant season and injury to canes. may lose their hardened condition 
1938-1939 and 1940-1941 there was no Duration of Warm Spell during periods in winter when the 
evident cane injury and good crops As the number of relatively warm temperature remains above freezing 
were harvested the following season. days and subsequent temperatures lead- for only a few days. This suggests 
In each of the other five years, 1937- ing to injury were not known, a study that injury may be caused in that way 
1938 to 1943-1944, warm spells in the was begun last year to determine the if the temperature falls suddenly to 
dormant season were followed by in- effects of these factors. Matured and points below zero. We do not know 
jury to canes and reduction in volume hardened Latham canes were taken whether canes are able to re-harden
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quickly after mild spells. Behavior MINNESOTA and new varieties of chrysanthe- 
along that line remains to be studied. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY mums originated by the Horticul- 
beat issn of why pe ae HOLDS 79TH ANNUAL tural Department at University 

Ww! = radu: oye 

being answered. It seems that I Latham CONVENTION ane erry replace pome 
and Chief are able to endure severe i i 
cold if eat matured and hardened the Minnesota Horhcultaral So- of our older kinds, 
and if they stay that way. Injury that ciety held its 79th annual meeting a 
occurs much too often seems to be in the Curtis Hotel, Minneapolis, -GROWING GRAPES 
due largely to the pleasant mild October 23-24. FOR WINE 

spells that occur in the dormant sea- Wisconsin and Minnesota horti- 
Oe ote cirectly fe Ack of culturists have many pleasant rela- “Grapes and Wines from Home 

know at present the only safe way to tionships and many problems in Vineyards by U. P. Hedrick. Pub- 
avoid such injury is to follow the ex- common. The editor enjoyed at- lished by the Oxford University 
ample of many successful raspberry tending the various sessions and Press, New York. Available from 
crores et eer & ite Bs ise speaking to the amateur gardeners, the Book Department of Horticul- 

Condensed from October, 1945, the fruit growers, and the beekeep- ture. Price $3.50. . 
The Minnesota Horticulturist. ers. Aside from information on the 
een Prof. A. E. Hutchins of the De- technique of wine making, Dr. 
STORAGE METHODS partment of Horticulture, Minne- Hedrick has given a detailed dis- 

REVISED sota College of Agriculture, was cussion of the Jeading species of 

. . elected president of the Society, 8tapes grown in North America, 
Piles of squashes in the field may succeeding Mrs. Lee E. Michaelson With the possibilities of their many 

look picturesque in the fall, but ex- of Duluth, president for the past Varieties and their special adapta- 
periments carried on by the Agri- two years. tions to climates and soils. A wealth 

cultural Experiment Station at the Most interesting topics under dis- of practical advice and instruction 
University of New Hampshire, cussion were landscaping, flower ‘$ given on sites; propagation, plant- 
prove that squashes moved directly 314 vegetable growing aot grow- ing and care of grape vines; prun- 
from the field to the storage have ing and beekeeping problems. Apple "8 fertilizing and spraying; and 

superior keeping qualities. growers held a forum discussing °°StS based on five-year tables, of 
To obtain the best results, the the subject, “What kind of an ap- ad aii aiid 

experts advise storing only well- ple do we need in Minnesota?” . . 
matured and roarcetabe Sean More than a dozen apples were con- irom Oust, Hortreatete ‘Bos- 
Hubbard squashes, handling them apn best. Hie discussion led to 0"): 

carefully to prevent bruising. A the question, “Do we want a large 
squash that has been bruised” will or medium sized apple for com- noe Dean ERO SUCTGN 
not keep, although a squash that mercial growing?” 
has been cut will often heal over. Those preferring a seein sized A seed conference was held in 

variety seemed to have the best of Washington, D. C., Octol , to 
Remove the stem end completely the Seema discuss ane need for Tome and 

to prevent stem-end infection from E Frui 4-H crop seed research program. 
black rot and Fusarium dry rot. xcellent Fruit Show At this conference Dr. Hamble- 

A temperature of between 50 de- The Minnesota Society is fortu- ton of the Bureau of Entomology, 
grees and 60 degrees, with a hu- ate in having the cooperation of U.S.D.A., emphasized the need for 
midity of 20 to 50 per cent has the Northwest National Bank of a more thorough study of insects 
been found most satisfactory for Minneapolis in staging a fruit show. for pollination. His studies have 
squashes. Although drying  thor- The bank has an unusually large shown that wild pollinating insects 
oughly during the first two weeks auditorium, furnishing a beautiful are raidly disappearing, but the 
of storage is essential. It can be ‘Setting and: by doing considerable reasons for the disappearance are 
done by heating the storage to 80 advertising, thousands of visitors not understood. There is a growing 
degrees, see the show. The bank also pays belief that the use of insecticides 

Li. ., $350 cash premiums to exhibitors. for control of injurious insects is 
Liquid and dust fungicides ap- This year exhibits by individual destroying beneficial insects. If wild 

plied to fruits have not proved val- growers were outstanding. Each pollinating insects are to be re- 
uable in controlling storage rot, the grower prepared an exhibit on a placed by honey bees, it will be nec- 
specialists say. Storing squash in. table of his own horticultural prod- essary to considerably expand the 
the same room with apples is known ucts. beekeeping industry. He concluded 
to turn them yellow. There was an excellent exhibit his remarks by stating that the pro- 

From October 15 Horticulture of new varieties of apples by the gram for this type of research has 
(Boston). Minnesota Fruit Breeding Farm, always been short of funds.
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Highlights of 67th Annual Convention 
The 67th Annual Convention of 2. months he suffered from a lack of 

the Wisconsin Beekeepers Associa- <y Vitamin C. After taking Vitamin 

tion was one of the best ever held. LN C in fruit juices he recovered. 

Registrations reached a total of op Honey, he said, is excellent for 

about 175, with 130 attending the AS (J burns. He had several second de- 

banquet. We packed to capacity the kg ka gree burns which were healed 

hotels, tourist rooms and cabins. (CN Fr quickly by application of honey. It 

Considerable difficulty was found 46 2} 1 A should therefore be in every kitch- 

in getting enough rooms. May we (pS) Lae en for this purpose. He told of 

emphasize—do not travel _ these (oy, pec a! de experiments in feeding pollen sub- 
days without making a reservation ML, ZAI) CAL Li — stitutes and has had excellent re- 

in advance for a room if you wish = ~ sults with soybean flour and other 

to sleep. county home agent from Barron. products. He emphasized the value 

Rice Lake showed us every cour- Mrs, Duffee gave a most interest- of early brood rearing to build up 

tesy. Rooms in the Elks Club were ing talk on her trip to Newfound- our colonies for the early honey 

fine. The Chamber of Commerce land at the banquet. flow from white and alsike clover. 

was very co-operative. Everyone There were very interesting ex- 
was in excellent spirits and enjoyed hibits in the hobby show. Mrs, We Can.All Reodace Mots Howey 

the meetings. William Michaelson, Ark. dis- | Dr. C. L. Farrar gave two ex- 
Speakers outdid themselves. It’s played fascinating articles made of cellent talks. He said we all can pro- 

easy to speak to a receptive and sea shells. Miss Susan Hopp, as- duce much more honey from the 

appreciative audience. Mr. Claude _ sistant to the Director of American colonies we have with better man- 

Ebling, formerly county agent at Honey Institute, Madison, cap- agement. This has been proven at 

Superior, brought a delegation of tured the affection of beekeepers the Central States Bee Laboratory. 

Douglas County beekeepers, gave and Auxiliary with her interesting While work has been started to im- 

an excellent performance of magic talks on “Things to Come in the Prove. the quality of bees, much 

at the banquet and led the singing. World of Foods,” and a discussion more 19 necessary before we can be 

Mr. C. D. Floyd, new chief in- of honey publicity at the banquet. sure of getting improved stock. 

spector for Minnesota, brought a They found her ideas practical and Shallow Equipment 

delegation, including an excellent sound. Dr. Farrar advocated shallow 
accordian player who entertained It Takes a Lot of Work to hives for brood chambers and su- 
us throughout the first day and Produce a Lb. of Honey pers. He believes a shallow hive 

evening. Prof. M. H. Haydak of Minne- body about six inches deep con- 

» a1 eeting sota gave two interesting talks. He taining 12 frames is the hive of 

Woman's Ausiiery M told us that a bee would have to the future. It must not, however, 
The Auxiliary had a fine meet- work eight years to produce one be used as it was years ago—to 

ing with good attendance and pro- pound of honey and travel 75,000 force the honey into the supers, 

gram. They appreciated the talks miles. That’s a lot of work for a thereby reducing brood rearing and 

given by Mr. Conrad Kuehner, bee, but gives an idea of labor in- consequent disaster. He manipu- 
fruit extension specialist, by Mr. volved in producing a crop of lates the shallow supers in such a 
O. B, Combs, vegetable specialist honey. He told of his personal ex- way as to increase brood rearing 
from the Horticulture Department; periment in trying to live on a diet and decrease swarming. A 12- 

Mrs. Floyd Duffee, Home Demon- of milk and honey alone. Every- frame shallow super will hold 

stration Leader, and Lois Strahm, thing was fine until after a few almost as much as 10 standard
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frames. He would use three for spores scattered through the hive WINNERS IN AUXILIARY 

the brood chamber and four for are eliminated in any way so it EXHIBITS 

honey. Swarm control by ‘manipu- must be concluded the disease will ‘The entries in honey cookies and 

lating hive bodies is easier than reappear at some future time when cakes: were very fine and. weré 

i i i d. Such in- ty . 
with the standard size because they the drug is no longer fed. served at the banquet. The winners 

are not so high. fected combs and hives of course : One dozen cookies—50 per 

In producing big crops of honey are a constant menace should there Sr: P 
aia : : q cent honey, 1st, Mrs. Vernon Ho- 
it is important to extract as early be robbing, or in extracting an mer, Menomonie; 2nd, Mrs. Joe 

as possible. The honey in shallow handling. Mills, Ripon; 3rd, Mrs. L. C. 

frames ripens more quickly than Stauss, Glenbeulah 

in deep frames, a big advantage. Appreciation Expressed to 4 . 

The only objection to shallow Northwestern District In honey cake—5O per cent hon- 

equipment, he said, is the higher . ey, winners were: Ist, Mrs. Joe 

cost of more frames. be an i . Mills; 2nd, Mrs. Emerson Grebel, 

We must pay much more atten- sented a resolution thanking the Beaver Dam; 3rd, Mrs. Henry 

tion to food reserves in our colo- a ee eden. and Schaefer, Osseo. 

nies if we are to have success in Pi 
beekeeping. We can raise young gos wr, and Mrs. Robert Hobhy Show 

bees in late winter just as well as nutson for their co-operation and In the hobby show the following 

in summer by proper feeding, but efforts in making the convention a received ratings of excellent: Blue 

when we do produce stronger colo- SUC®SS: ribbons under the merit system of 

nies by early feeding, we must Other resolutions thanking speak- judging. Mrs. Wm. Michaelson, 

leave more stores or our bees will ers, the Rice Lake Chamber of Atkansaw; Mrs. Walter Diehnelt, 

starve. A colony which consumes Commerce, and officers were Menomonee Falls; Ratings of very 

70 pounds of honey from fall until passed by unanimous vote. good, Mrs. H, O. Rodeske, Foun- 

the honey flow will produce much . tain City; Rating of Good, Mrs. 

more honey for the beekeeper than The Financial Report Nathan Paddock, Bruce, and Mrs. 

one which consumes only 40 Mrs. Chester Brueggeman, re- Emerson Grebel, Beaver Dam. 

pounds, He wouldn’t giveacent for cording secretary-treasurer, read a Other exhibitors in cookies and 

a colony which consumes only 10 very fine financial report. Total cake contest were: Mrs. C. A. 

pounds during winter. Such a col- paid memberships for the past year Meyer, Appleton; Mrs. Arthur 

ony would produce little surplus were 533. Commission on glass and Schultz, Ripon; Mrs. Wm. Mich- 

for the beekeeper. pails sold by Honey Acres amount- aelson, Arkansaw; Mrs. H. O. Ro- 

Queen Rearing ed to $209.26. ae sprees ir deske, Fountain City. 

Prof. William Roberts talked on the past year were $02/.2/, and’ the ibi 
the subject of queen rearing, illus- total balance on hand at present is Honey Exhibit 

trated with colored slides and $1,360.32. Mr. E. F. Grebel of Beaver Dam 

movies. This movie will be shown In the label fund we have had the best exhibit of six 1 Ib. 

at future meetings of county and $593.23. Profit on labels sold this jars of white honey. Robert Knut- 
district associations. He emphasized past year amounted to $102.02. son, Ladysmith. won second. 

the value of producing good queens It is the profit on pails and glass- Mr. Grebel was given 2nd prize 
and having a supply on hand for ware sold to members and profit on jn amber hone 

i : ; : 4 ye 
requeening any colony in which the the labels which enables the Wis- 

queen is failing. Following his consin Beekeepers Association to ——— 
method any beekeeper can produce show such an excellent financial _ A postcard from an officer in the 
good queens very easily. report and for that we must thank Mediterranean war zone to his son 

As usual Mr. James Gwin and our president, Mr. Walter Dieh- in college: “I am now standing on 
Mr. John F. Long of the Division _ nelt. the cliff from which the Spartan 

of Bees and Honey gave excellent ofi Re-elected parents threw their defective chil- 

talks on the progress of disease teers erelee dren, Wish you were here.” 
contro] work. The subject of sulfa- All officers were re-elected. 
thiazol for disease control was Names will be found at the top of 
brought up, but no definite progress the first page in this department. Brother Rastus: “How’s de col- 

could be shown. Several beekeepers Mr. Walter Diehnelt was chosen as lections at your church, Brudder 

have tried the drug and their evi- the delegate to the National conven- Amos?” 

dence shows when it is fed the tion, and it was voted to affiliate Brother Amos: “Well, we ain’t 

bees will produce healthy brood. No with the National at the old rate of nevah had to stop in de middle of 

evidence, however, that disease 5 cents per member. a collection and empty de box.”
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TO PACK OR NOT TO PACK of frozen moisture; and hence the 
BEES FOR WINTER common remark that bees require HONEY WANTED 

Evefy fall there are beekeepers as much or more air in winter than Cash paid for cars and less 
who ask the question—“What is in summer. than cars comb and extracted 
the best way to pack bees for win- “January 20, 1857: This month, honey. Mail sample and best 
ter?” the coldest on record for more than [J price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 

Fifteen or twenty years ago we 50 years has furnished the most Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
thought we knew the answer. To- decisive proof of the correctness of 
day we don’t know the best way to the views advanced in this Appen- 
pack because we don’t think there dix on wintering bees in the open 
is any best way. air, My colonies have been exposed HONEY CANS 

But the beekeeper will say, 1 to a temperature of 30 degrees be- We can give you immediate 
know we are supposed to have low zero, the mercury for two days delivery on 60# cans. 
strong colonies with lots of honey never having risen above 6 degrees aon your glass supply for : 7 ie new crop now, as it takes and pollen, but I have some that below, and the wind blowing a from 3 to 6 months to receive 
aren’t strong and they are light strong gale the whole time! I have same from the factory. We now 
too, Isn’t there some way I can win- today carefully examined the thin have a good supply of 5#, 2#, 
ter them successfully by packing? hive (No. 1, p. 359) and find the 1# and %# on hand, and can 

We doubt if there is a way. In _ bees to be very healthy. The central — ea trae eel or- 
states where heavy packing is advo- comb is almost entirely filled with der your Association labels now 
cated we still find reports after a sealed brood nearly mature; the for your new crop of honey. 
severe winter that 20 to 40 per cent combs are free from any appearance Notice: We have just unloaded 
of the colonies are dead in spring. of mold, and the interior of the a car each of 5 and 10 Ib. pails. 
That’s not successful beekeeping. hive is very dry.” Write for Complete “a List. 
So our only answer is that the Nosema Important oe conse Now “ tate 
sooner we stop neglecting our bees, Langstroth didn’t know about HONE Y ACRES 
the sooner we will be able to winter Nosema, but he did find value: in 
successfully. There is no substitute upward ventilation and a top en- |___ Menomonee Falls, Wis. | 
for a strong colony with plenty of trance. Today we consider it very 
stores in fall. important that hives face the sun [| . ~~. dS 

Langstroth Commented in winter, that there be an entrance HONEY 
on Wintering close to the brood chamber so bees eee a of 

Mr. E. R. Root wrote an excel- can have a flight at any possible “Utility” style jars with white 
lent article in the October issue of moment when the temperature rises coated covers, tacquered; and 
Gleanings in Bee Culture entitled: high enough. That gets rid of dis- wax-paper lined. 
“Eighty Years Among the Bees.” eased bees. A wind break is im- 10# jars per case 4_____45¢ 
He quotes from Langstroth’s origi- portant. a jars per case cc 
nal book of 1853-1857, Here are If colonies still die during winter, iz jure ber: ane '24.02.736 
some quotations: it may be because arrangement of 4%# jars per case 24____67c “This dampness, which causes stores was not correct. A colony oie ar ner chen 48 -__$1.28 

i i tan square erican = oe cated 3 rot among the can perish in prolonged cold weath- rll senmel mais a4 
nes, ‘ € worst enemies er if they cluster on empty combs 2%” screw cap, wax-board lined. 

with which the apiarian in a cold with no honey above. Box of 2—60# cans____$1.00 
climate has to contend, as it weak- — Carton of 24—60# cans $7.44 
ens or destroys many of his best Try the Beekeepers Magazine 60# cans in bulk—each___32¢ 
colonies. No extreme cold ever ex- For an interesting, spicy, up-to- me be = per bn oe 
perienced in latitudes where bees date, and practical beekeepers mag- 5% dlscount’ oc tin ond glass 
flourish can destroy a strong colony azine subscribe to Beekeepers’ orders of $50.00. 
well supplied with honey, except Magazine, Route 5, Box 181, Lan- 10% discount on tin and glass 
indirectly, by confining them to sing, Mich. orders of $100.00. 
empty combs. They will survive our Subscription price is now $1.00 We also carry a full stock of 
coldest winters in thin hives (single- per year. We see a notice in the other honey packages, comb 
walled hives) raised on blocks to November issue that the price will honey cartons and 
give a freer admission of air, or advance to $1.50 per year on Jan. wrappers 
even in suspended hives, without 1, 1946, so subscribe now. AUGUST LOTZ 
any bottom board at all. Indeed, in Editor Carroll has his feet on COMPANY 
cold weather a very free admission the ground and is putting out some Manufacturers and Jobbers 
of air is necessary in such hives to sound information about beekeep- BEE SUPPLIES . A : : Boyd Wisconsin prevent the otherwise ruinous effects _ ing. nan EEE
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HONORARY RECOGNITION CS So CONRAD L. KUEHNER 

EXTENDED TO 1 2 V é An Autobiography 
WALTER A. DIEHNELT een oer 

AND CONRAD L. KUEHNER e | meet Stag Been gp Randear Lake, Shelay 
BY THE SOCIETY A i gan County, Wisconsin, second son 

gy View fi G A Y- of the Rev. and Mrs. Conrad Kueh- 
The Board of Directors of the a Jee ~ & ner. After several eventful years 

Wisconsin Horticultural Society started attendance at St. Paul’s 

voted Mr. Walter A. Diehnelt of his father and grandfather kept Lutheran School with father as my 

Menomonee Falls, and Prof. Con- bees, starting in 1856. He has al- teacher. Upon graduation father 

rad L. Kuehner of Madison, the ways liked them and always been and mother agreed that my older 

honorary recognition certificates successful with them. brother and I would benefit by tak- 

for eminent services this year. Mr. Diehnelt has always been ing a year of Latin, arithmetic and 

The certificate presented Mr. jnterested in horticulture and in history before entering the eighth 

Diehnelt stated: “Recognizing the fowers and has worked for a better grade of Random Lake Graded 

eminent services of Walter A. understanding between the beekeep- School. Neither of us liked the idea 

Diehnelt in developing new meth- er and the horticulturist. of the Latin course but we took it 

ods of preparing and marketing In the last 15 years he has helped just the same, and learned later it 

honey, and in advancing the bee- start a large number of beekeepers was no mistake. 

keeping industry through leader- jn the industry by giving them in- While at Random Lake Graded 
ship and organization, presents this formation; helping them obtain School, still very bashful and most 
testimonial.” supplies. Some of them are now respectful toward teachers and 

The certificate to Prof. Kuehner very successful producers. elders, we learned to know boys and 
was given for eminent services “in He spent a lot of time develop- girls, men and women who lived as 
organizing fruit growers associa~ ing new honey products and new much as 20 miles from our home. 
tions, and in advancing fruit grow- markets for honey. His candied Now and then on Saturdays we 
ing in Wisconsin through teaching honey is considered the finest pro- would drive to the flour mill at Sil- 
and demonstrating improved prac- duct of its kind on the market ver Creek, six miles away to have 

tices.” today. His chocolate covered honey our own wheat ground into flour 
——_—___—___ candy is known far and wide. Mr. for mother to use in baking bread 

MR. WALTER DIEHNELT Diehnelt also operates about 1,500 for the steadily increasing number 
Mr. Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee colonies of bees and produces an- of brothers and sisters, Only moth- 

Falls, one of Wisconsin’s leading nually many tons of honey. er knew how to bake real bread, 
honey producers, was awarded the For the past six years he has but only when harvest rains did not 
honorary recognition certificate of been President of the Wisconsin sprout the wheat in the shocks. 
the Wisconsin Horticultural Society Beekeepers Association. He was al- Father and mother believed every 
for outstanding achievement in the so Vice-President for three years. boy and girl should have definite 
field of beekeeping and honey mar- In this capacity he has been an out- responsibilities outside of school 

keting standing officer, has created good work and playtime. Each of us had 
Mr. Diehnelt was born in 1889, will and harmony among beekeep- some chores to do, help take care 

in the town of Wauwatosa, Milwau- ers throughout the state. He has of chickens, geese, ducks, horses, 
kee County. He spent the first 40 helped put the organization on its cows and pigs. No shirking either. 
years of his life in the same loca- feet and it is now one of the largest It was quite a job for father and 
tion in the occupation of marketing and most successful in the nation. mother to decide where and how to 
honey and other food products. He It has been said that when Mr. send us to high school. Random 

then moved to his present location Diehnelt presides at a beekeepers Lake had no high school at that 
near Menomonee Falls, where he meeting there is harmony and co- time and father’s income was 
developed Honey Acres, an out- operation. meagre. Finally they decided to 
standing center for the production — send us to Plymouth High School. 
of.candied honey, honey candy, and “My girl friend and I,” a soldier Every Monday morning we took 
packaged honey. told his pals, “had a swell time last the train from Random Lake to 

Mr. Diehnelt says he has worked night for a dime. I wonder how her Plymouth and Friday nights we re- 
with bees since he could walk. Both little brother spent it.” turned home to a house full of peo-
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ple we knew and a table which had NURSERYMEN TO MEET 
everything on it we liked. IN MILWAUKEE 

The first year in high school was The Wisconsin Nurserymen’s 

different. It was strange until we Association will aay soe 
got over thinking of school in terms = der’ Hotel, Milwaukee, on Decem- 
of home. It became very interesting ee ber 5-6. A program of interest to 
and we hated to think of the last es all nurserymen is Panne . 
day of school. To help along at i. Officers of the Association os 

home, and have some money of our a President; . W.. Riggert, ~~ ‘i 
own, we worked for neighboring Fe. kinson; Vice bresident, edwar 
farmers during summer months. ¢ as Eschrich, Milwaukee; Secretary- 

soe : — Treasurer, Thos. S. Pinney, Stur- 
After graduation from high rN eon Ba 

school in 1910 I spent three years rit 8 y: 
oe in eee County, 11 f AMERICAN ROSE SOCIETY 

miles from home. It was a real . 
pleasure after the first year. Sum- HOLDS CONVENTION 
mers were spent going to summer % The American Rose Society met 

school at Milwaukee Normal, In 7 ee in Detroit in September. Members 
August of 1914 I was granted a "3 from all over the United States 

diploma and a state life-time teach- . attended. 
ing certificate. Shortly after that, Dr. R. C. Allen, Secretary, re- 

Adell Graded School hired me as orted a gain of nearly 2,000 mem- 
principal. After two years, the state Conrad L. Kuebner ie thie year, eau the total 

inspector of graded schools urged for the position and landed it on 6,378. Plans were made to co- 
= to Jake the Principalship of the probation in February, 1923, at less operatae more closely with Col- 
Cascade Grade Sc ool, “to clean salary than my sister was getting leges and Experiment stations to 
it up,” as he said it. After two teaching i = t extend the research program. 

< g in a one-room country : 
pleasant years the inspector urged school, It was decided to return to the 
me to change to a larger school, this pre-war plan of two national meet- 
time the Elkhart Lake High School. One of the headaches I inherited ings each year. Invitation of the 
While there for a year I decided to was the work of organizing spray Portland, Oregon Rose Society was 
go on to the university for a course rings. I had never heard of them accepted for the 1946 June meeting. 
in agriculture for which I had de- before. Due to the patience, wisdom The fall meeting will be held in 
veloped a distinct hankering after and persistence of the county agents, Columbus, Ohio. 
listening to Farmers’ Institute I gradually acquired knowledge and Dr, Charles Covell, Oakland, Cal- 

speakers, I wanted to know more confidence in spray rings for farm- ifornia, was elected President for 

about these agricultural subjects: ers who have small orchards. These the coming year. 

trees, crops, flowers and country spray ting experiences eventually To join the organization, address 
scenes. I wanted to be able to talk pointed to the need for county fruit 7. American Rose Society, Cres- 
about these subjects before farm gtOwers associations of which the cent and Mulberry Streets, Harris- 
audiences. Farm people to me were Jefferson County organization is burg, Pa. Annual dues are $3.50 
an understanding, interested, toler- the oldest. These county growers whic includes the magazine “The 

ant and appreciative people, and I organizations giv € purpose, direc- American Rose Magazine’ and the 
have since learned my earlier im- tion and continuity to fruit growing annual 

pressions did not “let me down.” activities on a county-wide basis in- . 
During my first year in college stead of operating on mere local — 

I decided fruit was going to be my plans. Justice — “You are hereby fined 
contact medium with the farmer. The more recently organized win- $4.98.” 
Through excellent personal direc- ter fruit course with enrolled groups Defendant—“But, your Honor—” 
tion, advice and help of Profs. of farm people has been a very Lawyer — “Sit down, quick! 
Moore, Roberts, Mortimer, Hum- fruitful source of success in creat- That’s a mail-order catalog he’s 
phrey, Hart, Wilson and others, it ing and developing more interest in looking at, and you're just lucky 
was my good fortune to graduate farm family fruit growing. It has he opened it at pants instead of 
in 1922, also helped county agents and home pianos!” 

In the winter of 1923 Prof. Gif- demonstration agents to give more —. 
ford, the fruit extension man, found active interest and well divided Man is not rational; he keeps 
it impossible to continue his work attention to the place of fruit on looking for home atmosphere in a 
on account of poor health. I applied the farm and family table. hotel and hotel service at home.
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Good Varieties Grown This Season 
Leland C. Shaw, Milton 

The growing season just ended lowed by Golden State, Sunny Day, 
has not been an easy one for most | ae. Mother Kadel, and Van Gold. 1 
Wisconsin and middle western peo- a liked them better than Oregon Gold, 

ple. We have vivid memories of a N * Sir Galahad, Spotlight, Discovery, 
soggy spring, a summer of cool iE ; 7 or any of the others, though a yel- 
nights when everything stopped laa & low sport of Donna that I isolated 

growing, and a muddy September ae: Ni - four years ago and have been 
when I, for one, didn’t dig a single | watching closely is a thing of beau- 
bulb! Now I find the days aren’t ns ty, and it may push some of my 
long enough (especially with the vt leaders aside next year. 
return of sun time which keeps me 4 Q However, good as these yellows 
at my teaching job till dark nearly | a ad Ht me are, I saw three seedlings last sum- 
every afternoon) and, in my case, eerie eae eee ed mer any one of which might go to 
thousands of good bulbs will have the top of the class; and those of 
to stay in the ground to rot. To pushed it down to second place. I you who like beauty in yellow glads 

rot? Perhaps not, if we should get grew 28 whites this year including will do well to keep track of all 
another winter like the last one. Leading Lady (which really is three. Two of them I saw at the 
But who wants hundreds or thou- cream as Mr. Hopkins also insists), Garfield Park show: 22-D-14, a 
sands of unnamed volunteers pop- so Madonna did have some compe- large, light yellow shown by Dr. 
ping up in awkward places in his _ tition. Graff, and 290-41, a large ruffled 
otherwise controlled back yard? Creamy, pink Ivy Robertson was beauty shown by Noweta Gardens. 

Have any of you found scabby outstanding. My 25 medium and The third, and to my mind the most 
bulbs, the expected result of cold, small bulbs made flower heads that attractive yellow I have ever seen, 

wet September rains? So far Ihave averaged over 25 inches; several was exhibited by Theo, Woods at 
encountered surprisingly few, but reached or exceeded 31 inches. I the Madison Chapter show where a 
my fingers are crossed. can easily believe that large bulbs number of you doubtless saw it. It 

Although I had made definite well grown could produce the 40 was numbered 10-43-343. There 
plans to do it, I found it impossible and 42 inch heads that are de- seems to be no question about it— 
this year to visit a number of you scribed. Ivy has other virtues, and the yellows are on the march! 
to see your gardens, to talk shop, my hunch is that she will be around —_ 
and to get better acquainted. for a long time. TOP NOTCH GLADIOLUS 

Favorite Varieties Aurora, a big fellow that sug- OF 1945 
The variety that pleased me more gests a rosy Smiling Maestro, The gladiolus has emerged from 

than any other this year was Ma- made a hit with me also, and I have the war period in a strong relative 
donna, a large, very clean white. ordered more for next year. position as regards _ popularity 
I had six bulbs and all made beau- Excellent Yellows among garden flowers. The reasons 
tiful spikes. For several years I But the color class that, asa class, for its continued attraction of in- 
rated Nana as the best white in my really excited me, was yellow. Of terest on the part of flower lovers, 
garden, but Madonna, which I have the 20 yellows in my garden, gardeners and professional grow- 
now grown for two years, has Crinkle Cream was tops, closely fol- ers are in some degree to be found
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in a study of the reports of exhibi- quently have yet to be shown in all the Northeast there has been three 

tions which were held this summer. parts of the country. weeks of rain. Fields have been 
These reports, as well as informa- In this group are to be found under water and rotting ; trucks 

tion supplied by the New England Burma, deep purple; Dieppe, light and tractors got stuck trying to get 
Gladiolus Society, reveal that the red; Drum Major, blotched orange; into fields, This forecasts a short 

development of new varieties con- Ethel Cave-Cole, light pink; Ivy bulb crop and a demand exceed- . 
tinues. Robertson, cream with a reddish ing the supply. . 

‘ d is gladiolus inter- blotch; and King William, which A cold, wet season is favorable 

So widespread is gladiolus it last is crowding the old favorite for diseases. I believe though there 
est and so many are the sectional Picardy hard in competition. were less thrips this season than in 
or regional exhibitions that it ne Other varieties in this class of some years past. DDT will probably 
safe assumption that any variety ities on the way up to fame be widely used against thrips next 
which has become sufficiently well are Marquita, light orange; Silver year. The use of New Improved 
distributed to be shown and to win Star, white with purple blotch; Sil- Ceresan for bulb dip was again sat- 
almost everywhere is of top qual- ver Wings, light cream; Snowsheen, isfactory for me. My experiments 
ity. In this category, the 1945 show white; Surfside, white; Susque- with dusting bulbs with Arasan and 
reports Place ten varieties. From hanna, buff; Tunian’s Mahomet, Spurgeon were favorable and jus- 

show. :winnings clone: it: can_ be: 282 colored chocolate mahogany; Anna- tify another year of trial, though 
sumed that: these ten ‘are the most mae, pure white; and Black Dia- mot conclusive enough to justify 
widely popular varieties of gladio- mond, blackish ted, recommending. In wet weather 

lus at the moment. . : Condensed from October 1 Hor- there is far more injury than dur- 
In a probable first place is tisutture, Boston. ing dry weather. One can at least 

Corona, which was introduced by oo water in times of drought. 
Prof. E. F. Palmer of Ontario and GROWING GLADS IN 1945 Outstanding New Varieties 
bears cream flowers with a pink By Harold Janes, Whitewater Several outstanding varieties will 
fringe. A close second comes Eliz- I have never seen such interest in be released next year. Among them 
abeth the Queen. This lavender- 4, varieties as was displayed this are Oriental Pearl, purchased by 
flowered variety is a production of .¢350n, One reason was the better D. N. Puerner from Anton Carlson 
D. W. White of Quebec. The prices received for cut flowers. Of Minnesota. I understand Mr. 
cream-colored White Gold of Dr. When growers received 25 to 50 Puerner has also purchased the pink 
George H. Scheer of Wisconsin is cents per dozen for glads, they seedling by Carlson which won as 
also a top favorite. A creamy white could not afford to throw away old a seedling at Kohler this year. 
variety introduced by H. W. John- bulbs of Picardy, New Orleans and Mr. Krueger’s Color Marvel is 
ston of Pennsylvania is called Lead- others to buy new kinds, but with now well known and will be wel- 

ing Lady. D. S. Pruit of Oregon prices from 75 ceuts to '$1.50 and comed by glad fans, as will his Wax 
contributed the white-flowered Myr- up to $2.00 per dozen, they have Model. 
na. The salmon-flowered Marion been able to buy new stock. Dr. Graff has a pink for release 
Pearl represents the plant breeding The public is appreciating the in Chantilly, the color being mid- 

work of L. P. Benedict of Massa- new varieties as are the florists, and way between Mystery and Connect- 
chusetts among the winners. The growers realize they must keep up icut Yankee. 
lavender-flowered Miss Wisconsin With the public demand. Many A dark horse for Wisconsin fans 
commemorates the home state of stocks of Picardy and other older is the commercial yellow, Martha 
Walter Krueger, its originator. varieties have become so diseased Deane, by Walter Guille of Long 

L. W. Butt of Ontario sent out that growers no longer can get good Island. Growers in the East know 
the deep red Red Charm to be one flowers from them. The newer va-_ it well. 

of the show sensations of the 1945 rieties seem to be more healthy, or SSS 

season. E. H. Lins of Minnesota have not yet become infected. CURTIS BEECH 

could give the name of Stoplight Poor Season For Bulbs Curtis Beech, 79, Mazomanie, 
to none other than a variety with The season 1945 was the best for well known as a grower of peonies 
bright red flowers. The deep salmon hJo9ms I have ever experienced, and gladiolus, died suddenly of a 
Summer Gal was bred by Zimmer though it was the poorest for bulb heart attack in the Masonic Tem- 
of Indiana and introduced by Dr. growth and bulblet increase. A late, ple, Madison, late Saturday eve- 
F. X. Graff. cold spring continuing into sum- ning, Nov. 3. 

A second list of varieties con- mer, lack of sunshine, and an early Mr. Beech was an active mem- 

tains what may likely turn out to freeze are responsible. The cool ber of the Madison Garden Club 

be some of the top winners of fu- season was conducive to super qual- and the Wisconsin Gladiolus Soci- 

ture years. In this list are a num-__ ity blooms. ety. He was always very active in 
ber of novelties which do not yet In the North most glads froze flower circles, especially those per- 
have wide distribution and conse- September 28. In New York and _ taining to peonies and gladiolus.
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Why House Plants Fail 
What To Do About It — By Montague Free 

Forewarned is forearmed. If we are injured by gas before it is pres- which the pot is filled by roots, the 

know why the plants in our homes ent in quantity sufficient for us to character of the weather, and the 
fail to thrive we can, in part at detect it. Ventilation of the room in humidity of the room. 
least, take steps to amend the un- which plants are growing is helpful Good general rules to follow in 
favorable conditions and bring about provided it is done without expos- watering are: (1) Use water the 
better results. ing the plants to blasts of chilly air. same temperature as that of the 

Dry Air Not Enough Light room. (2) Give water only when 

The ill-health of plants cannot . the soil is beginning to get dry— 

usually be attributed to any single Those who take photographs in- determined by sight, feel and sound. 

cause, but probably dry air is re- doors know that, because of reduced (Tap the pot and if it gives a ring- 
sponsible for most of our lack of light, it is necessary to use a larger ing sound rather than a dull thud 
success. When the air is’ too dry, diaphragm opening and give a the need for water is indicated. ) 

water vapor is lost from the leaves longer exposure than when photo- (3) When watering, do a thorough 

faster than it can be replenished by graphing outdoors. Those plants job so that the earth is set all 

the roots, the top and edges of the which in ‘nature grow in full sun through, even though it may require 

Ieaves are deprived of necessary have great difficulty in getting along partially submerging the pot in a 
moisture, and they die and turn an, the house because insufficient vessel of water for 30 minutes or so. 

brown in consequence. light slows down photosynthesis, Selection 
The remedies are: (1) Grow the most important function of the The use of plants which are not 

plants in Wardian cases where hu- leaves. adapted to home life results in much 
midity can be provided easily (more This need for light requires that ill health and mortality. Many of 
about this in a later issue). (2) Hu- Plants should be kept as close as the plants sold by florists must be 
n.idify the air by keeping water in Possible to windows, provided it looked on as transients whose dec- 
the evaporating devices on radiators ¢an be done without setting them orative value in point of time does 
and in hot-air furnaces, and stand 0M an active radiator; and, if a dec- not greatly exceed that of a bou- 
potted plants on pebbles in water- orative scheme demands that they quet of cut flowers, Among these 
holding trays. (3) Reduce the tem- be grown away from the source of transitory plants not adapted for 
perature so that the relative hu- light, those kinds should be chosen, permanent culture in the home are: 

midity will be increased. Many trop- such as snakeplant, Chinese ever- Erica melanthera (a S. African 
ical plants, even, which we think green, and fiddle-leaf fig, which are heath often sold as Scotch heath- 

of as demanding high temperatures, known to be tolerant of dimly light-  er!), cinerarias, hydrangeas, and 
are happier in the comparatively ed situations. It has been suggested forced roses and bulbs. 
cool air of a bedroom than they are that natural light could be supple- Condensed from Spring, 1945, 

in the warmer but drier air of the mented by growing the plants un- Plants and Gardens, Brooklyn Bo- 
living-room. (4) If sunny windows derneath a powerful electric light. tanic Garden Record. 

are available, grow desert plants There are obvious reasons why this TT 
such as cacti and succulents which Solution might not always be prac- APPLE JELLY WITH HONEY 
are adapted to endure dry condi- ticable or desirable ; and, so far as Use tart. winter or crab apples. 
tions. is known, it has not been demon- Quarter or slice, but do not peel. 

Gas, Ventilation strated experimentally in a home Cook until soft in a small amount 
Many plants are discommoded that the benefits occurring from in- of water. Mash and pour into jelly 

by impurities in the air—cooking creased light are not overbalanced bag and allow to drip. 
gas, fumes from factories, and dust. by the emg am ee hound Use equal parts of juice and 

Perhaps the chief reason for the e — dee be = the plant, honey, add 1 Tbps. pectin and 1 
success of country folk in raising jects NE a by the heat from the tsp. of lemon juice for each cup 

plants in their homes is the com- “€¢tric light. . of apple juice. Boil 11 degrees F. 

parative absbence of these adverse Watering above boiling water or until it gives 

factors. It has been said that “plants must the jelly test. Skim and our into 
The city dweller cannot over- be watered with brains.” Certain it glasses. Apple jelly may be made 

come these drawbacks, but it is pos- is that they cannot be watered by without pectin but the long period 

sible to have gas leaks attended to clock or calendar, for the demands of boiling gives a strong honey 
promtly and to avoid turning on of a plant for water are determined flavor to this mild flavored juice. 

the gas before one is ready to light by its nature, whether or not it is The honey flavor predominates with 
it, We should remember that plants actively growing, the extent to long storage.
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| Garden Gleanings 
HOW NEW FORGET-ME-NOTS dom get over two feet in height; 

WEED KILLERS WORK IN WISCONSIN it is green during the growing sea- 

SCIENTISTS BELIEVE 2,4-D Exiled from his beloved Austria 50° With a purplish cast during the 
WEAKENS WEEDS BY BURN- many years ago, a wanderer wanted wide growin the older bisa’ 
ING FOOD RESERVES. Success to keep some memento of his native wea tin oe ree ine junipers 
in killing weeds with 2,4-D has land, so he carried with him to the *P B Vitor H we ean a bulle- 
brought a flood of speculation as to far new country a packet of seeds tin . the Ohio Shite Universit 
how this herbicide works. A com- of the forget-me-not from the Colaba. Ohis % 
men view has been that the chemi- banks of the beautiful Blue Dan- , : 
cal causes susceptible plants to ube, the flowers even bluer than 
“grow themselves to death.” Ex- the river, which is said to be blue SEVEN eee ENTAL 
periments by Dr. J. W. Mitchell only if you are in love, 2 
and Dr. J. W. Brown at the U. S. After long wanderings, the exile Condensed from Land 0’ Lakes News 
Department of Agriculture’s Re- settled in Wisconsin on the west 5 
search Administration at the Plant shore of Lake Michigan, where the 1. You cannot bring about pros: 
Industry Station, Beltsville, Md., Little Manitowoc river is a very Petity by discouraging thrift. 
have shown that the treated weeds slow flowing, narrow stream. For 2. You cannot strengthen the 
do not grow—they cease growing. perhaps half a mile, in the summer, Weak by weakening the strong. 
Working on the fundamentals of the banks are bluer than the sky. 3. You cannot help small men by 
2,4-D and similar new herbicides, The few seeds the Austrian planted tearing down big men. 
they have concluded that the vul- have increased so prodigiously that 4. You cannot help the poor by 
nerable weeds die “because their picking countless flowers make no destroying the rich. 
food reserves are depleted or burned impression. 5. You cannot life the wage-earn- 
up.” Evidence in support of this By H. Roy Mosnat, Belle Plaine, ¢, by pulling down the wage-payer. 
partial explanation, they say, is that Iowa, in October 1 Horticulture 6. VY t keep out of trou- 
the roots of dandelion and annual (Boston). ble b on die ee that oe 
morning glory shrivel up and die a © BY SPEBOINE, EROES, EAR. YOUE He 
following application of the kille. . BEST OF THE JUNIPERS ‘°°: 
Annual morning glory root reserves . 7. You cannot further the broth- 

are depleted to almost nothing in’ . The most satisfactory of the erhood of man by inciting class 
two weeks and the thick roots of i¥ipers are as follows: Pfitzer hatred. 
dandelions become soft in about J¥niper with its gray-green foliage TO 
three weeks; and under warm, moist 2% its broad spreading habit of — “What is the new baby at your 
conditions the whole plant, roots growth, is a plant that should be house, Jimmy, a boy or a girl?” | 
and all, disintegrate entirely in about used where ample space is, avail- Jimmy: “Aw, I guess it’s a girl. 
two months. (1919-45) able. One specimen will fill in the | saw ’em puttin’ powder on it.” 

Reenter cansamsny corner of the yard. A few large 

ones may be used on a slope. A 
COOKING ACORN SQUASH single ch may be placed at the GLADIOLUS BULBS 
Almost everyone finds that the corner of the house and the main To your gardening friends 

best way of cooking acorn squash branch trained to a stake to pro- give gladiolus bulbs for a 
is to bake it. Practically everyone duce a broad pyramid type that will GLAD CHRISTMAS 
cuts the squash in half, puts a little get six or seven feet in height. For 20 bulbs, all different, 
butter, salt and pepper into it and smaller yards, it is well to get one annanaed; postpaid $1.00 
bakes it with the open side up. We of the smaller growing types of 100 bulbs, 4 each of 25 
have found that these acorn squash- pfitzers. Pfitzer plumosa, sometimes 7. em ed Varieties 
es are much more delicious if, after sold as Pfitzer intermedia, is more postpaid , 6.00 
they are halved, they are set with compact and less vigorous than the If you are not on my 
the cut side down on a flat pan, and_ ordinary type. There is still another mailing list, send for price 
then baked. The steam is held in- one, even more restricted in its list to be tea dy about De- 
side and makes the vegetable wholly habit of growth, Pfitser compacta. cember I 
tender, moist and delicious. After Although all nurseries do not carry . 
it is cooked, the butter and season- these as yet, they are available ROGER B. RUSSELL, 
ing may be added. from the larger nurseries. The Old Middleton Road 

Dorothy Biddle in October 15 Andorra is the best of the common Madison 5, Wis. 
Horticulture (Boston). low growing junipers, It will sel-
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A MESSAGE al i had a show which merited the Pur- 

FROM THE PRESIDENT re) an ple Ribbon. 

Feet his oc cy ove ams Imm," soe ese, te 
that the opportunities are great. I 5 PIAA U. W. Garden Club of Manitowoc, 

am aware that I represent the gar- (Ra SA the Manitowoc Garden Club, and 

den clubs of the state. I realize the g W ¢, WN) Md , 

faithful and ceaseless efforts you ft Af ( YY oe ‘Pwo Rivers andes O7ib Sie 
: y y eS the outstanding show of the year. 

have made to achieve many accom- —\— = “LH Ke ofeinality of th if 

lishments in garden club work. NS ae rs uerto.the ongin ity of the mont, 
P 8 \SA Rees . the Wedding, and to the creation 

The Presidents who have pre- ww A! WN i q ) of the beautifully decorated altar, 

ceded me have established a stand- S "7 \ SSM DD ! which were Mrs, West’s concep- 

ard which will be difficult to follow. SS VA ES tion” the committee recommended 

Mrs. Dakin has done so much splen- Nil os that Mrs. John D. West be honored 

did work that I tremble when I NS Wh \) \ with the Purple Ribbon authorized 

think of all that lies before me. i, ' SSNS by the National Council of State 

= )) js BSN Garden Clubs 
We have a strong organization. \ Wi i — ae eS Mrs William H. Champlin, Na- 

What 2 ene. What an oppor- s 4) SSS. Utional President, made the award 

unity, With your assistance, o- OS SSS sat the state meeting, October 11, 

aperation safid goad “will, I shall cometh members of this great or 1945. 

a eerie to direct these ganization. A report of the Flower Show 
Alfred H. Otto, President. and the Award is submitted to the 

We have come to the end of the , National Chairman of Awards for 

war and we all hope for a lastin, record. 

peace. Today there are many hungry NATIONAL AWARDS The National Chairman suggests 

and starving people who must be FOR FLOWER SHOWS that the second ribbon be used in 

fed with food produced here. Any “A purple ribbon shall be award- connection with the Federation’s 

garden that strengthens morale is a ed for flower shows at the request State Flow er Show. This plan is 

Peace Garden. What the garden of State Presidents. Two ribbons followed in some states: Next Oc- 
clubs have to offer now has greater each year may be requested by each tober we shall be entitled to request 

value than ever before. To meet State President, the decision regard- two ribbons. : . 

the needs of humanity we must planing standards of excellence to be — Genevieve C. Dakin. 

and work with enthusiasm and seri- determined by a committee appoint- (Mrs. Walter Dakin) 

ousness. , ed by the President in each state.” rs 

Taking the policies of the Na- In a conference in New York . Tf you do anything worth talk- 

tional Council as our guide, let us with Mrs. Joseph S. Leach, Na- 18 about the chances are you won’t 

work with unity of purpose and sin- tional Chairman of Awards, I re- have to tell it. 

cerity of effort. As members of a quested that two ribbons be sent to ~~ 

garden club let us lean to our tasks Wisconsin. I appointed Mrs. Roy If you are looking for a helping 
equipped with intelligence and H. Sewell and Mrs. Chester Thom- hand, you'll find two of them at 

prayer. Let us do the job as be- as a committee to determine if we the ends of your arms.
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NATIONAL AWARD TO FLOWER THE 1946 YEAR BOOK POST-WAR SERVICE 

TOME a PaRNIROMCE Al garden lobes are aged es lp BULLETIN 
An unusual and charming flower and file the following schedule, for The need 18 again stressed for 

show was held in Manitowoc in Sep- use in preparing new Year Books. Christmas jellies and evergreen 
tember sponsored by the Manitowoc, Basically, this is the same as the wreaths for servicemen in our camp 
the A. A. U. W., and the Two Rivers 45 schedule, but more detailed. hospitals, 
Garden Clubs. For designing and cre- Each club’s course of study can be " . 
ating the motif of the show around _ interestingly different and yet express Garden Club Presidents have 
the theme of “Flowers for the Bride,” each one’s needs, at the same time been given information and instruc- 
Mrs. John D. West won a national conforming to schedule. The highest tions. 
are ie om H ehamplin, ear pas be established and Cooperation on the part of all 
‘president o ie ationa ouncil o: maintained. . 5 

State Garden Clubs, made the presen- Scoring Schedule for Judging garde n club members is greatly ap 
tation at the 18th Annual Convention 1946 Year Books preciated. : 
of the Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- 1.Character of Program ..............35% _ Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwau- 
eration held in Milwaukee, Oct. 11. Consistent method of handling kee, War Service Chairman. 

horticulture; definite topics covering _ 
When Mrs. West began her work . 

as chairman of the schedule commit- conservation ; stiey of seve hes, STATE FLOWER SHOW 
tee, she found it impracticable to Tangements' anc its various branches: Wauwatosa Recreation Bldg. 

: Study of birds, etc. Reviews of 
build the show around the usual : May 17-19, 1946 
miniature garden theme because of worthwhile garden books. ‘i : : : 2.Comprehensiveness ....................30% The Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- 
the lack of space in the church hall A . ‘ - 
where it was to be held. So, rather (Material other than program.) eration will stage another of its very 

than have a show limited to a series Club Directory. Committees. Timely popular and beautiful spring flower 
f table t fl cultural information (from garden hh 7. 

oO! s 0 lower arrangements etiodicalé, etc) Flo®er sh q Shows next May 17-19. 
around the room, she thought a bridal tie projects * SENERONS ‘aD President Alfred H. Otto of the 

ond peace be fitting, refreshing 3. Artistry and Make-up ...............35% Federation requested Mrs, Chester 
. (General physical appearance of Thomas to act as flower 

The plan was to flank a wide cen- book.) New cover design. Name of chairman. Mrs. Thotias 5 ae 
tral aisle with tables of artistic ar- garden club on cover. Substantial k ‘th : hi rangements, specimen blooms and ta- binding. Convenient size and color © male t je Arrangements for the 
ble settings, leading to a Bridal Altar. appeal. Clarity of print (typewritten show immediately. All garden club 
An elevated stage at the south end or otherwise and neatly spaced.) | members will be delighted at the 
of the hall lent itself well to this pon completion of the 1946 Year i i prospect of again being able to at- 

Books, all ont 
plan. aside pan fookn wast for eneey in a tend an exhibit of such a show next 

This beautiful, religious setting was Wisconsin State contest, and the oth- SPT1Ng. 
eareied with Sreat dignity and i er for National Horticultural Society’s 
egrity. Groups of visitors stood be- contest. Watch for future announce- CHRISTMAS WREATHS 

fore the altar in awesome admiration, ! 
unaware of the fact that all of the at is customary that each club sup- EVERGREEN SPRAYS 
Props except the cross and candle- plies the individual members with a Christmas Wreaths of fragrant 
sticks had been found in the base- Year Book identical to the one to be balsam, the evergreen with de- 
ments and attics of garden club mem- entcred in the contests. lightful | aid lasting fragrance, 
bers and friends. Touching, written Judging will be done by the Merit berries, 12 inch wreath, $125 0°15 
tributes were laid on the steps by system. However, only those in first, inch, $1.75; 20 inch, $2.50. 
oe rhe. had received inspiration second and third rating will be ex- Assorted Sprays of Evergreens 
rom the Bridal Altar. bie. with ae . cones: aes 

e . : ose scoring 93-100 will rate ex- ° -18 inch sprays, $2.50; 
The | an out in other cellent, (blue ribbon); 85-92, very boxes of 100 12-18 sprays, $4.00. 
ways, too. The bride’s table, also cre- good, (red ribbon) ; 80-84, good, (white - Boutonnieres or favors can also 
ated by Mrs. West, was done in ex- ribbon); 75-79, pink (fair). be used 3 decorations in wrap- 
quisite taste. There was a formal silk Congratulations to the winners of ee eae Zoe ‘each 
damask cloth in tones of ivory, gold Jeee and good luck to all clubs for Will gift wrap and enclose 
embossed china, modern crystal and . appropriate card for additional 
a horizontal arrangement of pale yel- poet Every Garden Club a Year charge of 20 per cent. 
low Havermeyer lilies. The groom’s Mrs. William J. Armitage, - Mrs. Nels Nelson 
table, set by Miss Freda Gaterman, Piseran ‘Awards Chi, Hayward, Wisconsin Route 1 
had a crafty, leather green cloth and ie ee SSS 
a sophisticated still life arrangement _ a 
of ducks and grasses. Miss Catherine S A V E T R E E S 
Danehy, chairman of the show, did a 
Bridal Shower Table in crystal and | Cavity Treatment General Landompiog Large Tree Moving 
white with a centerpiece of white We are insured 
gladiolus. There was a Doll Bride, Fertilizing i Removals « ‘i . est Lakeside 2907 
with a real lace veil, holding a minia- Pruni: . é é . 
ture colonial bouquet, dressed for the Wisconsin Tree Service Spraying 
occasion by Mrs. Gregory Neuenber- 2335 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee 
ger of Two Rivers. ne



Notes on the National Board Meeting 
By Mrs. Walter Dakin 

Seventy-two registered for the zine will concentrate on one subject as patients in better spirits. The 
annual fall meeting of the Board each issue, visitor’s attitude reflects on the pa- 
of Directors, National Council of Mrs. Jerome Coombs, Judging tient. Flowers in wards relieve the 

State Garden Clubs at Hotel Penn- Schools Chairman, told us that a monotony by bringing color to dull 
sylvania, New York City, October new printing of the Handbook on surroundings. Anticipation enters in 

3-4, 1945. Thirty-four states were Flower Show Judging would soon as patients look forward to the day 
represented with 22 state presidents be available. She urged two and when flowers come. 
in attendance. Wisconsin was rep- one-half day State Judging Schools. The time limit for reports on 
resented by its president and first Mrs. E, Page Allison, Public Re- projects meriting awards has been 
vice-president. lations Chairman, believes that gar- extended to February 1. Mrs. Jo- 

Mrs. William H. Champlin, Na- den clubs have come of age and seph S. Leach will have full infor- 

tional President, presided in her should establish contact with other mation on awards in the October 

own gracious and efficient manner, organizations, :2 pertinent sugges” Bulletin. soe, . d 
opening the first session Wednes- tion on newspaper publicity was ‘articipation in bird studies an 
day afternoon, October 4. that when we ‘use names it be not projects was the plea of Mrs, F. 

, from the social angle, as “who J. Chapel, Bird Chairman. A na- 

Mrs. Warden’s resignation as first poured” but in connection with tion-wide Blue Bird Trail is our 
vice-president was received with aims, projects, and accomplishments. objective. 

deep regret. She has served most Mrs. Vance Hood emphasized Mrs. Wallace Campbell of Rhode 
capably as a national chairman and_ that in this first flush of eagerness Island, our Program Chairman, 
as treasurer. Serious illness made to honor our war heroes we should mentioned the wealth of material 
her resignation necessary, The va- seize the opportunity to sponsor for club programs on file in the 

cancy will be filled by appointment Memorials that fit the needs of our national office, available on request. 
later. community, that will endure, and A paper on Iris and Color Com- 

Mrs. Champlin presented the Re- re living. She is sending out ma- binations written by an English 
gional Director who in turn intro- terial on Living Memorials, includ- woman interested in tapestries she 

duced their state presidents, report- ing _a map of the proposed Nation- found especially intriguing. New 
ed briefly for the states in their re- al Blue Star Highway. sets of slides on lilacs and peonies 
gions, and presented national chair- Mrs. William Daniell of New and a set of slides of 75 flower ar” 
men. Hampshire urged broad publicity tangements may be rented for a 

Dr, Allen, Horticultural Chair- “to garden club accomplishments. small fee plus shipping empense: 
man, defined horticulture as the Aim to secure rotogravure sections The Chairman of Roadside De- 

fundamental basis of garden clubs. devote d to garden pictures. Use hu- velopment, Mrs. C. E. Beavers of 
He believes that we are under obli- ™2" interest stories which come out Texas, proposes practical roadside 
gation to put ourselves out to give of horticultural service in hospitals. development with billboard control, 

horticultural service, With the war Mrs. Harold Plimpton reported beautification, general and specific 
behind us, he puts improvement of 0 Hospital Horticultural Service : —and, as our project, a national 

home grounds as our primary ob- __ Fifteen states doing work in pa- garden club highway. . 
jective. Attractive home grounds tients’ participation; four states do- (Continued in next issue) 

mean attractive streets which .in '& nornelters! pean four ey 
turn mean attractive highways and States having greenhouses. : . . 
an attractive state. It is her belief that this work will.» Soldier recently ecetved a tele- 

His second objective is horticul- go on indefinitely. She urged full eh io, ae 8 pound bab 8 irl 
tural education in the schools. To cooperation in developing and fi- Attached to the ak ram y ae a 

his mind most of us acquire this nancing such projects, She cited the 44 ettisine sticke re h a: 
education too late in life. case of the veteran of World War Wh B sicker be ot oe 

Speaking for the Bulletin, its edi- I who remarked “Why are yo ee ont eet & Baayen Gall Ween 
8 tor rs € y are you ern Union.”—Workman 

tor, Mrs. William Crocker, traced coming to us now, when you have . 
its development from its inception forgotten us for 25 years?” 
and showed how it had outgrown A lieutenant from a naval hos- Captain—Why did you desert 
many topics which were of interest pital followed. He thinks that while when I ordered a charge? 

in the early days of its publication. orthopedic and medical peaks have Pfc.—Well, you said: “Strike for 
The Bulletin is the organ of the passed, neuro-psychiatric cases are your country and your home!” So 
society, is non-political, and does on the increase with the peak three while the other fellows struck for 
not play up its advertisers. The years away. He said that hospital their country, I struck out for 
plan for this year is that the maga- beautification puts visitors as well home.
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Winter Bird Boarders 
Mrs. R. A. Walker, Madison 

Bird lovers who have delighted in Bird Competitors 

the sprightly companionship of their But bird feeding is not without its 
feathered friends during the spring trials and tribulations. Sparrows, star- ig P! a : : 
and summer. may ,retain in their yards ings ang bluejays are noisy, greedy 
and gardens some of the joys of these and selfish visitors. ere is no sure 

friendships during the more rigorous way to Beep poem ame Merely put 
weather of autumn and winter. out enough feed for them and for 

A dozen or more birds will respond your better behaved visitors as well. 
to your offerings of shelter, drink and Squirrels are voracious and omniver- 
food—particularly food—and remain ous. They eat anything and every- 
throughout the winter. Among these ~ thing. Try to place your feeding de- 
are the woodpeckers: sowny: fairy, i vices. Where the squirrels can’t leap 
and perhaps the redbellied—chicka- ne "i or climb to them. is is not easy as 
dees, brown creepers, nuthatches, jun- a . sauirrels are to athletic. Dogs and 
coes, waxwings, bluejays, starlings, P cats will raid your offerings of suet 
evening grossbeak and cardinals. The and meat scraps if not placed beyond 
prize visitor is, of course, the cardi- their reach. 

nal. 
After you have had some experi- 

: Start Now ase at bird jeccne fry eo indice 

Now is the time to start your feed- a - é em to eat from your han any 
ing program, even though plenty of Chickadee Likes Glass Bird Feeder have done this. What a thrill you will 
natural food can still be gleaned by —Photo by E. J. Kallevang, Madison get wren a tiny epickades lights on 

% Z your finger or perches on your shoul- 

fecete won Dr youn helne tears easily raised in your garden, or may der to carry away a morsel of food. 

for a handout and they will remain be Purchased from your garden sup- The investment of a few cents in 
as permanent boarders, rather than go ply dealer. Sunflower seed is the fav- bird food and a few hours in erecting 
South to warmer climes and more orite food of cardinals. Probably your feeding devices will pay generous divi- 
abundant. food dealer has a special bird mixture of dends in enjoyment during the winter 

There are numerous feeding de- sunflowers, small grains and seeds at months. Then your garden will start 

vices. Probably the most enjoyable is ?. modest price. Scraps from your off the spring with a ready to work 
the flat tray—as long as the width of kitchen that ordinarily go into your population of reliable insect extermi- 
your window and about 18 inches in &4tbage pail will be joyously received.  nators, 
width. An inch high rim of lath will Bits of skin, fat, bone and meat will” Peed the birds and make your win- be pounced on almost instantly. It is ake y prevent undue loss of food. Fasten : . ter months mutually enjoyable. 
this to the ledge of your window and ae fe ace pow 2 cca soup 

‘ aoe * one will be quickly stripped of every 
observe sour only a few fect at thet bit of tissue and then even the softer PLANT STARTERS 

. ' portion of the bone itself will be «e 1» 
ae nigel leg feeder pieced ne picked ito! pieces. ‘Whole’ peanute— There has been a great “to do 

ve-foot pipe or. post turns wil Gq oshell aud aff st tri aq this year over the value of starter 
wind and provides a protected shelter * eh and all Strung on a string ani . 
for feeding. Various feeders with wrapped spiral fashion around the solutions for newly transplanted 

glass sides or tops provide shelter for limb of a tree are an interesting and plants, Various complete fertilizers 
the birds and clear visibility for the etectye eae fone Ses are recommended—some more sol- 
person observing the feeding activi- poo. it in lids from salad jars or rub uble than others. Through the cour- 
ties, One interesting _ Glass | pyramd it into the bark of trees and watch tesy of George Bird, of Oscar H. feeder hangs from a limb of a tree. : s 
The hopper type of self feeder per- the birds excavate every bit. Every Will & Co., I got a small package 

mits the grain to run out, only as the Visitor to your tray will partake of of one of the highly soluble kinds 
birds eat it. Feeders of coarse wire ‘Suet cake. Melt the suet and mix in  anq ysed it on my tomato plants tti 1 hold ill liberal handfuls of seeds and grain. ‘ y : PE or 
hold suet oF moat weap iontd “Ly When hardened, tie pieces of this cake They never wilted. What it will do 

juet or meat scraps—love y 3, ae . . 
worm-eating birds. A small crocheted to your feeding tray or place it in to the final yield remains to be 
bag, with a draw-string opening is an WiT€ containers. The birds will flock seen. Minnesota sources claim that 

interesting device. Fill it with suet ‘© this balanced ration. Birds need 4 good starter solution properly 
and hang it at the tip of a b: h of Water. See that they get it during the Li ‘ass : 

h be vieen ve up tt te delighted cold winter months. Serve it warm PPlied will increase the yield of a shrub or tree. You will be delighte : F 
with the acrobatics of the chickadees and in generous amounts, so as to de- tomatoes, grown on poor soil, uP 
and nuthatches, as they cling to the lay freezing. to 50 per cent. On good soil, the 
swaying bag and feed on its contents. | Most birds, particularly the cardi- yield may be upped to as much as 

rei & Soaps & ns Hom nal, are very early feeders. In order eu per cent. This appears some- 
same antics. yoy the not to disappoint them, place their oi to be looked into in the fu- 

_ i re. Winter Feeding food on the feeders at night, and be . 

What do the birds eat? The an- 28sured that the birds will probably ea A. Graves in July, 
swer is “almost anything!” Sunflower find it before you come down to your 1945 North and South Dakuta 
seed is probably the favorite. It is own breakfast. Horticulture.
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LIVING MEMORIALS R. ° W. ith R 

The parents of young men who oving 1 oses 
have given their lives in the nation’s 5 . z 
service are ahead of us in thinking of By Richard S. Wilcox, Chairman, Test Garden 
plans for memorials for their loved Committee, Minnesota Rose Society 

. T ft ha ositive : . . 
suggestions to offer, ve no Positiv All told this was quite a success- suffer much from the comparison. 

There are many things which can ful year with roses, The cool weath- We have not fully appreciated Lily 
be classified as living memorials. Me- er was ideal for them, even if it Pons. Despite the fact that it does 
morale eneule have the following was not for corn and tomatoes. blackspot moderately, more than 
2 (1) It should be something of last- Most roses came through the winter quite a few of the hybrid teas, it is 
ing value. Things that are short lived in bad shape but with the abundant _ still one of our very best roses. It 
and inappropriate should not be supply of moisture, they soon re- should be well drained. The sort of 
chosen senor Gedl dave xa covered. They have come into heavy soil which Dr, Longley has for his 

aesthetic appeal. There is a wide range bloom this fall, a little earlier than rses at University Farm 1s ideal ; a 

of items which qualify on this princi- Usual apparently due to the fact rather sandy loam, very rich, with 
_ tt should b hei val that Rss yet so much a gravel subsoil. In wet weather es- 

t should be a living memorial. weather to force them into dor- pecially, Li i 
While honoring the dead it should mancy « mene eae wa me do we 
serve the living. . on heavy soil. In fact, | espite al 

(4) The memorial should at some Naturally there is the most inter- the poems about roses doing best on 
place indicate by means of a proper est in the newer roses, although P0or clay soil, I believe that we are 
inscription the names of the donor some of the older standbys like going to find out that most of the 
a —, to be — Crimson Glory have not been top- modern varieties do best on lighter 

the countless projects that the . : Ee : ‘ 
word memorial suggests, let us look pled by any: means from their soil well-supplied with humus, 
over a few of the possibilities. If you Crown. Mirandy, the 1943 All- Cover For Winter 
are planning a playground or park America winner, while a gorgeous For winter covering nothing yet 

then have a memorial gateway with dark crimson, is not in all kinds of has been found as satisfactory as 
Piers of stone with handsome gates eather and under all conditions as _hilling with dirt. Dirt alone is suffi- 
of wrought iron or sculptured bronze. Cri 1 5 2 & . ; 
A flagstaff with a sculptured bronze SUTe as Crimson Glory but its heav- cient for the sub-zero hybrid teas, 
base can be a very handsome thing. ily fragrant blossom with deep pet- but for the regular hybrid teas con- 
If you have a lovely grove of trees als and exhibition style has made _ siderable hay should be placed over 

plus a lovely view, then a stone seat it a favorite. It is certain of top the dirt and if possible a box or 
either straight or curved in the form Iki f 1 : bi Id 
ofan iexedra; would be appropriate! ranking for a long time to come. ori tub how d pe set down over 

A cross elaborate and resplendent the hay to keep it dry. 
with sculptured ae is always deco- Pigs ik eg oe Condensed from October, 1945 
rative in a quiet place outdoors and ‘ . , "The Minnesota Horticulturi 
has the quality and the atmosphere of men pink than a red but as a pro- ° diag 
a shrine. ducer and as a vigorous, disease- : . . _ ° aN , a LECTURES FOR YOUR GARDEN 
Pe bso Blass window ia a dignt- resistant plant it is fully the equal CLUB PROGRAM 

parish or a baptismal font or a mural of either Crimson Glory or Miran- Mr. Norbert Roeder, Curator of the 

painting. A carillon, a tower of bells dy. Every year it seems to be bet- Kenosha Historical and Art Museum, 
on a village green, what would be a_ ter. I have never found anyone reve center, Keesha, i" available for 
lovelier way of memorializing? j #5. dicana On CHnce SUDJects; Eis “comune 

The Mountain Lake Singing Tower who has planted it who is disap- year. They are as follows: 
in Florida erected by Edward Bok has Pointed. The extra large loose-pet- (1) “Song of the Seasons.” Natural 
greeted visitors in a steady stream led flowers are not of the formal color slides take you through a year 
since its completion and it is an un- hybrid tea form but I think much © fadventuring out-of-doors. Beauti- 
enterprising soul who invades that more beautiful. Put this on your ful Seduences of winter scenes and 
part of Florida without goi t : . . spring flowers. resses conservation 
it. To: keep our soil ites wacm, we list of roses to buy this fall if you values. One hour. 
need beauty in all its aspect. We must haven’t any now. ‘ (2) ; “A Garden Sea An an 
cntinue to build b ‘ Em . ormal pot pourri of plant lore an 

for those who follen. as @ heritage When I visited the Lake Harriet  garden-wise chatter, presesnted with 
Alfred H. Otto, rose gardens September 1, the bed natural color slides of gardens and 

Chairman on Living Memorials, of Lily Pons, which has been cre- 8@tden_ flowers. One hour. » 
ating a sensation there, was in full (3) “Southwestern: Scenes,” A color Potatoes stored at bl . 1 motion picture lecture on New Mexico 

ata temperature oom again, almost as much bloom and Arizona. One section on desert 
of 50 to 70 degrees will retain as in June and at least three times flowers is illustrated with Koda- 
more of their vitamin C content for as much bloom as any other hybrid = chrome slides. One hour. 
longer periods than will those tu- teas. Near it are beds of Souer He pfeenics all prolection equip- 

rr : . — 4 5 . : ment for audiences up to 250. be alae are held in storage at Therese and Crimson Glory, both For cost of theses lectures write 
legrees. mighty good hybrid teas, but they Mr. Roeder direct.



° ° be avoided by thoroughl: teri Is Our Native Sugar Maple a Suitable —&%.,27054¢5 2% ‘herouenly _ watering 
° ° e freezes this fall. Tree For Planting in Memorial Groves? 
By F. B. Trenk 

USE OF DDT IN THE GARDEN 
Sugar or hard maple is without The Red Maple . 

question one of the most colorful Is there any other species of na- DDT will no doubt be available 
and attractive trees that might be tive maple that has attractive foli- [0° us¢ in both vegetable and flower 
planted, but unless it is handled age but is not so easily injured in &* tdens next spring. Latest Ae 
with unusual care it is likely to the winter? mation 1s that rotenone and nico- 
prove a great disappointment. Two Our native red maple is consid- tine may still be difficult to obtain. 
factors must be considered in choos- ered by some to be fully as attrac- 4 Mixed a fungicide such as 
ing it for planting—its soil require- tive as sugar maple, principally be- ee a a sulfur-D el dust 
ments, and the tendency for the cause coloring of the foliage begins dener’s prayer answer to the gar- 

bark and cambium on the trunks several weeks in advance of frost. YS 
of sapling trees to be seriously in- It will grow on wider extremes in DDT does have its limitations. 
jured by winter sun-scald. soil conditions, it is unusually Mr. J. E. Dudley, entomologist 

Distinctly dry soils, such as sands, healthy and is not nearly as subject with the U.S.D.A. at Madison, told 
and very acid soils should be avoid- to winter injury. It can be planted us recently he had found injury to 
ed. Well drained loam soils are pre- alone or in groups. It will live long- leaves of cucumber plants when a 
ferred, and if they are underlaid & than soft maple, to which it is 5% dust was used. This applied as 
with limestone ledge or limestone closely related, but is not quite as well to other plants of the cucum- 
boulders, so much the better, long-lived or as resistant to storm ber family. The leaves turned yel- 

‘end le ss : “i damage as sugar maple. lowish. On cabbage crops, said Mr. 
ard maple thrives in partia —— Dudley, it gets all the insects ex- 

shade, and on cool north slopes. FALL BROWNING OF EVER- i i i 
These conditions can’t always, be GREEN NEEDLES A NATURAL same atk a es 
duplicated in planting a grove, but CONDITION “Nin qnaatieeec, 3 conditions a P eachin ee 2. " Home owners have been making in- Mr. Theo Bronson, also with the 

be ? oak é Se sie quiry this fall concerning the reason U.S.D.A. Division of Entomology 
one’s objective when maple i i . : 

used. i etiges trees ot a full iow, acteeding to E. L. Chambers, wha experimented with DPT on Po 
sunlight are extremely subject to State entomologist. tatoes this past year in Maine, told 
winter damage. If a specimen tree In practically every case specimens us that DDT is excellent for all 
is, Beealy denited then the trunk gulmpitted mevediodl, te persing to kinds of potato insects. 

i . : e ue to a natural shedding process . 

should be wrapped in burlap in win- which takes place each fall. When the DDT is excellent for clothes 
ter on trees less than 6 inches in needles on the inner branches of ar- moths and bed bugs. 
diameter, and the burlap should be a toe aan jae Retino- F ladiolus thrips it will kept ‘on until earl ine! Grou sp reac maturity ey simply or gla 10) us Tips it will no 
odin y is i P wither, turn brown and drop off. This doubt be available in emulsion form 

Pp gs are preferable. ere, occurs every two or three years, de- d if ad awvith ick 
other trees, either conifers or hard- pending upon the species of tree in. @7¢ 1! used with a sticker and 
woods, should be planted to the volved. sweetening agent, may end our south or southwest of individual Taking advantage of this situation, search for a good insecticide for 

. . unscrupulous persons, many of them _ thrips, 
maple trees, so that in winter the from out of the state, claiming to be P 
trunks of the young maples will be “expert tree doctors,” have been prey- There is some evidence that DDT 
in some shade most of every sunny img upon the unsuspecting public in may injure plants grown in the 
day. Conifers are preferred, for fe ee wee ae chim- greenhouse and should therefore be : ot a seri- . they cast heavier shade, and they ous rust and blight that will prove used very cautiously. 
blend well with maple leaf coloring fatal unless treated by them. 
in the fall of the year. It may be The brown needles, unsightly for a Se 
necessary later to remove some of time, disappear with the appearance 
the conifers in order to permit wide 0f i fall fans and baa treatment HERB MAGIC 
crown growth for the maple. applie to the trees natura ly 18 given 

the credit for alleviating the trouble. Herb Magic is the titl 
Red spider mite attack during hot gic 16 e title of the 

Remember that small maple seed- dry weather, which gives evergreen catalog of Mrs. W. A. Toole, Gar- 
lings are relished by rabbits and trees a rusty appearance, Chambers ty-nee-Dule, Baraboo, Wisconsin. 
mice in winter; hence, only trees said, and can be controlled by dust- It is a catalog of prepared culinary 

one and one-half inches or more in ing with sulfur or spraying with a and fragrant herbs, gifts and fa- 
diameter should be planted unless glue spray, or the mites can be dis- yors. It contains many excellent re- 
individ: lodged by a heavy stream of water. . d . f . 
individual guards are to be erected Much of the winter browning of ‘iPS and suggestions for Christ- 
around each small tree. evergreens, Chambers suggests, can mas gifts.
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The Dionne QUIN S use our 
SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 

All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 
Hi-ways 23-26 intersection We have a two manual organ 

with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisc onsin Horticulture since 1928 

ee 

k Y Bee Equi Check Your Bee Equipment . . 
Conditions will undoubtedly be approaching normal within the next year and we will consider 

it a privilege to take care of your requirements. Since the United States entered the war you 

have not been able to buy all that you needed. Now is the time to go over your needs and send us 

your order so we can book it for next spring delivery. 

You will make no mistake with Root Quality Bee Supplies. Designed and constituted to give 

the best service at all times. 

Fine Stock of honey containers. 

SEND US YOUR ORDER 

° ‘ 

A.I. Root Co. of Chicago “4 The A. L Root Co 
eo e 

224-230 W. Huron Street . . 
O, ILL Bex Surrucs Medina, Ohio CHICAGO, ILL. 

SIM NOSIGVN 
**O¥ JO FORTION ‘AUVHAIT
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EEE DUET 
APPLE FRITTERS 

Make a thin tater of 1eup four | WISGONSIN HORTICULTURE 
sifted with %4 teaspoon salt, 34 cup —| .< 

milk, 1 tablespoon melted butter or The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

margarine, 2 egg yolks and 2 egg Entered at the postoffice at sakian, Neonat, ay venetian matter. 
whites beaten separately. Peel and foe meling st soedial rate of postngs provided for tn ae tits Act of October 3, 

core 4 large apples. Cut in quarter- + suthorised July is. ped Monthly Excepting July by the 

inch round slices and marinate fif- Wisconsin State HorricutruraL Society 

teen minutes in a mixture of % 424 University Farm Place 

cup lemon juice and 4 cup sugar. Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dip apples in batter and fry in H. .J Ranmuow, Editor 

melted shortening or salad oil until Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

golden brown and apples are tender. Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

Serve with hard sauce. Serves 6. Tel. University 182 
asiseeeeeeeeeeenerereeee ee 

Employer: “We want a man fa- Volume XXXVI December, 1945 No. 4 
miliar with precision instruments to Sinnnnnnn 

150/1000 of an inch.” 

Applicant: “Well, sir, I used to TABLE OF CONTENTS ; 

slice ham in a delicatessen store!” Our 77th Convention Highlights -_--------------—--------------- 83 

— Apple Growers of Western Wisconsin Meet ---------------------- 86 

It will not be possible to enjoy Raising Apple Quality ---——-—---—--—----------------- nnn 87 
the benefits and privileges of peace County Agents Distribute Apple Recipe Booklets ~----------------- 87 

. . Prevent Farm Land Price Inflation ~----------------------------- 88 

unless we quit fighting among our- Wi in Beekeepi 89 

Ives and settle down to the busi- SBCONSHN ECMRERING! cersaeiemnme eee 
se ae HGHOPMLE ccscciccesets owen eemenenennemenmenannnemamenemnn OD 

ness of living. Our Convention Fruit Show -----—--—----—--—----------------- 93 

. ——_ . Gladiolus Tidings ----------------------------—------------------- 4 

A rabbit’s foot is a poor substi- Our Question and Answer Contest ----------------—------------- 96 

tute for horse sense. — Arkansas Cactus in the Home -------------—--—------------------------—-- 97 
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10.1 Paz fas Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1948 

Berry Boxes Don W. Reynolds, Pres. --Sturgeon Bay Dawson Hauser --.........--.-----Bayfield 

Wm. F. Connell, Vice-Pres., Menomonie Alfred Meyer, ----.-------.-Hales Cofner 
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our specialty. We constantly carry in R. G. Dawson --------------- men’s Assn. ........-.--Fort Atkinson 
stock i-qast erate all made up ready E. L. White -—-----------Fort Atkinson 

fr om, ot = ine _ Walter Dichnelt, Pres. Wis. Bee- 

= ding 2. ree nk, Bee Term Ending December, 1947 keepers’ Assn. ......-Mnomonee Falls 

Milwaukee. eremguere is essential in G. J. Hipke --------------New Holstein 
handling, fru, we aim to do ow Mrs. Arno Mayer Waldo Rev. Alfred Otto, West Bend, President 

vert re nical bringe our price list. Arnold Nieman --------------Cederburg Garden Club Federation 
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Our 77th Convention Highlights 
The 77th annual convention of on the value of DDT for the con- 

the Wisconsin State Horticutural trol of orchard insects. He also 
Society at the Retlaw Hotel, Fond spoke on the subject at the meet- 
du Lac, November 15-16, was one ing at Chippewa Falls Nov. 20. 
of the most outstanding meetings . 
ever held. Attendance eas shout He said DDT used at the rate 
the same as in 1944 which was the of one pound PSE 100. gallons of 
largest on record. At the banquet, be! ilo aking a oH MURCUFE gave 
always a good guide for total at- ah OE Owing. whe: compared 
tendance, were 220 this year, 230 with arsenate of lead: 
in 1944, % Control % Control 

New Constitution Adopted Variety aimee aa peo “ 
At the annual business meeting N.W. Greening -_94.5 83.8 

of = oTety , Practically edoct. Gano ____-_---__--75 66 
constitution and by-laws were adopt- 
eid. The old constitution failed ‘s0 PW ech Ole 
meet many of our requirements, so In his opinion the DDT should 
the Board of Directors appointed a be applied at the peak of the cod- 
special committee consisting of | SOCIETY OFFICERS Discuss _ ling moth flight because moths are 
Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman, Arno pnoka AT CONVENTION killed by walking over the DDT. 

Meyer, Waldo, and R. L. Marken, Cacnsll, Monousuicr Poecianct Wen Use bait pails and when there is a 
Kenosha, who presented many Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay; and Secre- peak catch spray with DDT. Then 
changes which were considered by ‘ H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. spray again 10 days later, using 
the Board to be complete in every arsenate of lead. 
detail. It was unanimously adopted Dr. C. L. Fluke Speaks on DDT DDT is apparently less toxic 
with thanks to the committee. Dr, C. L. Fluke, Chief of our than arsenate of lead. It is the most 

Officers Elected Department of Entomology, spoke dangerous when dissolved in oil be- 

Officers of the Society were re- 
elected. They are: Mr. Don Rey- Be vs Be ae 
nolds, Sturgeon Bay, President; Bees ae aS 
Mr. Wm. F. Connell, Menomonie, ee . 

Vice-President; Mr. H. J. Rahm- Bis a 
low, Madison, Secretary; Mr. E. L. Fp Saad 
Chambers, Madison, Treasurer. co) wad 
New Board members elected were: i pee 
Mr. Dawson Hauser, Bayfield; Mr. A i 
Alfred Meyer, Hales Corners; Mr. 
Karl Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay. 

Woman’s Auxiliary Meeting 
The Woman’s Auxiliary held a 

most successful meeting with ex- 
cellent attendance. They listened to 
interesting talks on small fruit 
growing, garden insect control, veg- 
etable storage, and very fine dem- 
onstration on arranging flowers for 
special occasions by Mrs. Sam Post 
and Mrs. F. Middleton of Madison. 

Officers of the Auxiliary were re- . 
elected: Mrs, Don Reynolds, Presi- OFFICERS ene on a aE nena DISCUSS 

dent, Sturgeon Bay; Mrs. Oscar Left to right: Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg, Recording Secy.-Treas.; 
Conrad, Vice-President, West Al- C. J. Telfer, Green Bay, President; Dr. J. H. Gourley, Ohio; Truman 
lis; Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Jr., Sec- Nold, Washington, D. C., National Apple Institute; H. J. Rahmlow, 
retary-Treasurer, Baraboo. Madison, Secretary; Wm. F. Connell, Menomonie, Vice-President.
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cause it is then absorbed through guest and speaker. He had just re- gave a demonstration showing that 
the skin. One reason for failure to turned from Europe where he was water passes much more rapidly 
get control with DDT is poor cov- with the ground forces and stated through soil taken from an orchard 

erage due to not having the proper that apples were considered nego- under sod culture than some taken 
material to use as a solvent. He  tiable currency in the front lines. from a cultivated orchard. Water, 
emphasized to buy DDT only from They were worth a package of ciga- he said, does not go down well in 
a reliable, well known firm. Don’t  rettes, the latter being worth $1.50 a tilled soil lacking in organic mat- 
worry about DDT which is mixed on the black market, They received ter. 
in water. It’s no more poisonous apples once a week in their K- . * 
than arsenate of lead in that form. rations and were most welcome. Orchardists Interested in 

He recommended use of 5% DDT He said we will not have more Beekeeping 
on the walls of houses or packing apples than we can eat next year Dr. C. L. Farrar of the Central 
sheds for contro] of flies, bed bugs even if we do have a large crop. States Bee Laboratory, Madison, 
and insects of that type. It should He mentioned increased plantings gave an interesting talk on beekeep- 
be dissolved in oils such as kero- contemplated in the West by men ing and orchard pollination. We 
ene for this purpose. Do not use in the industry who know what were surprised to find a large num- 
a water suspension of DDT on dark they are doing, showing their con- ber of orchardists present who kept 
walls because it leaves a stain. He fidence in the future of apple pro- bees. A smaller number stated they 
did not recommend DDT for con- duction. have bees brought in from outside. 
trol of apple curculio or plum cur- Apples do not reach the con- Dr. Farrar answered questions 

culio. . sumer in the best condition. In the eel ane by tat — 
future we will have much compe- ow many colonies of bees per 

Apple = oe Spray tition, Bananas will come in vd acre of orchard? He stated the val- 

: . importers know how to market ue of a colony depends more upon 
Dr. G. W. Keitt:and Dr. J.. Duain them. Canned fruits and frozen the number of bees in a colony 

Moore of the Depa iment of Plant fruits will be available in larger than upon the number of colonies. 
Pathology gave most instructive quantity and quality is the slogan. If we depend upon package bees 
talks on apple scab control and the Candy bars will be on the market shipped in from the South, we 

use of ground spray. Dr. Moore and: we will know what every bar should get 5-lb. packages just be- 
oe talked on the subject at the is like before we open the package. fore fruit bloom. He recommended 

ippews:y alls raceting -Heviid.as Can we say this of apples? overwintering colonies, feeding them 

many as 70,000 spores of apple There will be an increase of 50 early in spring with soybean flour 

scab may be discharged from a 4, 199 per cent in citrus fruit pro- mixed with pollen, in order to build 

Square: neh of leaf surface in duction. For two cans of fruit juice up large colonies for pollination. 
spring. Last spring we had an early on the market now the citrus grow- We must leave from 60 to 90 Ibs. 
season due to warm weather in os. will attempt to sell five. How- of honey in each colony in fall. 
March, and then a greatly pro- ever, we have nothing to fear if we Bees, he said, are especially val- 
longed season with 30 days of apple ‘put up a good product. uable when there is a shortage of 
bloom. Only growers spraying dur- Mr. Nold also told of the work other insects and we can always 
ing bloom obtained good control. of the National Apple Institute and get honey bees, but cannot do much 

A ground spray of Elgetol at the we hope to publish his paper in an about wild pollinators. 
rate of one-half gallon per 100 gal- eatly issiie 
lons of water used at 600 gallons “@"Y 'SSue- Dr. B. Esther Struckmeyer 
per acre, greatly reduces the source Dr. J. H. Gourley of Ohio Speaks Talks on Pollination 
of scab infection. Dr. Moore said Dr. J. H. Gourley, Chief of the One of the most interesting pa- 

that this ground spray of Elgetol pepartment of Horticulture, Ohio pers presented at the convention was 
is the best single spray we have University, gave a most instructive on hand pollination of Delicious in 
where apple scab is hard to control. j21 on orchard soil management, the Wenatchee, Wash., Orchards, 

To avoid injury to leaves we can gayantages of diversification in the by Dr. B. Esther Struckmeyer, 
use lime sulphur until _bloom and orchard program, and succession of assistant to Dr. R. H. Roberts, She 

then milder sprays beginning with planting to maintain younger trees. showed colored slides of hand polli- 
the calyx spray, if a ground spray we hope to publish his papers in nation of Delicious in Washington 

has been used, or scab has been on early issue. orchards, She discussed why hand 
successfully controlled in the past. He said there is no one perfect pollination is necessary in that state, 

National Apple Institute system of orchard soil management but not in Oregon where the struc- 

Secretary Speaks and culture. Compact soils hold ture of the flowers appears different 
Mr. Truman Nold, Executive water as evidenced by the fact that and there were many more bees 

Secretary National Apple Institute, water stands in tracks left by trac- present. We hope to publish her 

Washington, D. C., was a welcome . tors where the soil is compact. He paper in an early issue. .
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Orchard and Vegetable 
9 S li 

Growers’ Supplies 
Buy Cooperatively and Save Money. 

Participate in the’ Earnings of the Cooperative 

SPRAY MATERIALS DUSTING MATERIALS 
Lethane B. 71 

Arsenate of Lead Lethane B. 71 with Copper 

Calcium Arsenate rs ai 

i PRUNING EQUIPMENT 
Mike Sulphur gic Paint 

Copper Sulphate Pruning Saws Pruning Snips 
Lethane B. 72 Hand Pruners Pole Pruners 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR 

Nitrate Fertilizer 333% 
(Ammonia Nitrate) 

NURSERY STOCK SPRAY EQUIPMENT 

Fruit Trees Small Fruits fe ea ee Nie 
Berry Plants Strawberry Plants Spray Pumps (John Bean) 

Write for Price List. Place Your Order Early. New and Used 

Power Orchard and Row Crop’ Sprayers 

Repairs for John Bean Sprayers 
We Handle Repairs for All Models From the Oldest to the Most Modern Makes 

Write for Catalog and Price List 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. (Near C.&.N.W. Freight Depot) Telephone 4107 Lester F. Tans, Mgr. 
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(Continued from page 84 Dr. KH. Roberts Tas oo ~=. Apple Growers of 
Important Orchard Problems e ‘ 

Dr. R. H, Roberts of our De- Western Wisconsin Meet 
partment of Horticulture gave one 
of his usual instructive talks. He Apple growers of western and Haralson, but with filler trees. It 

said, “Barring calamity, I expect northwestern Wisconsin — from grows upright and because it bears 

there will be more blossoms on ap- Bayfield to La Crescent, Minnesota, early makes a good filler. He sug- 

ple trees from Idaho to Maine next met at Chippewa Falls on Novem- gested planting 20 x 40 feet. 

season ,than we have ever seen be- ber 20 to hear speakers talk on 
fore.” There will also be a large their problems, About 60 growers, S H. J . SR “ 
crop of blossoms in 1948. We their wives and agricultural stu- ociety, DT aid oat know si 
should plan to get blossoms in 1947. dents of Chippewa High School at- A acbei in € a “ Varieties are 

Speaking again at the Chippewa tended. Those in charge were ot self-fe tile  ageets are neceséa’ 
Falls meeting, he stated that apples thankful the meeting was not a day - s 1li ti With ore 
often get onto the market in the later when the blizzard struck and nd SEOSS oes nice f beneficial 
poorest condition of any agricul- roads became almost impassable. a d more ‘ he roblem: of polli- 
tural product. The meeting was opened by Mr. ion ill " beoonte: more ae 

Ammate, the weed killer recom- Wm. Connell, Vice-President of the Bunible bee: nests, ave destroyed. b . 
mended for control of poison ivy, State Horticultural Society, in the a bee a ; y A 
has resulted in some injury because absence of President Reynolds. He a : _s the Ate en ° Clear. 
yellow leaves were noticed on cer- urged growers to join the Wiscon- Sreeing ks d ct desea 5 
tain trees under which it had been sin Apple Institute to make more ai oe re oe ts. Hon rd e 
used. So be careful in applying it. powerful that organization, designed . i a sane vcnateaill aie 
Use it sparingly. to help the vital needs of apple Dare ox can ESER tc vt fruit 
Ammonium nitrate, because it growers. ore are mos eae € for oan ah 

contains more than 30% of nitro- Dr. J. Duain Moore, Dr. R. H. ua a @ hear ailigutien 
gen, caused a heavy June drop of Roberts, and Dr. C. L, Fluke dis- . uy’ Pac nied ‘he it ckage 
McIntosh where it had been used cussed topics similar to those at the © ‘bilshe aca it - di i 

too heavily. He also has observed annual convention and reported in establisne f fr "lea 1 ee the De- 

the same thing on Wealthy where _ this issue. Prof. J. D. Winter, Min- a Hons 2 hi 6 oom. not alent. 
a heavy application of chicken ma- nesota Horticulture Department, al en id hee bee ant aan a 

nure was used causing a second gave an interesting talk on apple Le s ‘e oO 6 ‘0 Ibs of honey 
growth of spurs and dropping of varieties for Minnesota and north- ch a 1 : the fall nt 
the fruit. western Wisconsin, and served fed = eck aii ° 11 a} . 

We get the best production on samples of the leading varieties to ‘ao pie a coring ic Selid! jaree 
McIntosh when we have a 5 to 12 those present. He recommended 1 eo i Gane ton fruit ‘doar, 
inch growth on the end of the Fireside as an excellent eating apple Song * col . oe ‘ . 
branches. Branches on the same which should be planted for trial TenEHLOL colonies 1s:noTempor” 

: we tant than number of colonies in the 
tree grow differently, so prune by because it is hardy, bears annually, hard. A-ate loniyrnnay easil 
cutting off branches which do not has good size and will become popu- OFEDE Cs x SHOE COONS ney Saery 

@ os contain three to five times as many 
grow. Cortland seems to do better lar as an eating apple. Prairie Spy, field bees as a weak one 
on a rich soil than McIntosh be- he said, is excellent for freezing, . 
cause it can stand more growth. cooking, pie and quite good for Whether or not a convention of 
If you want a crop in 1947 prune eating. this kind for western and north- 
out the “brush” that stopped grow- Seedling No. 638 has had crops western Wisconsin will be continued 
ing. Do not cut any big branches. for 17 consecutive years, hangs very next year will depend upon the 
On Wealthy we must prune to get well, is good for eating and cook- opinion of growers in that section. 
rid of small apples. Cut the wood ing. 
or brush out of both Wealthy and Prof. T. S. Weir of the Minne- TO 
Delicious which has not grown  sota Horticulture Department, spoke 
more than 5 or 6 inches, Do not on Minnesota experiments on or- For New Mothers 
fertilize next spring until after fruit chard soil management indicating a When giving the baby a bath, a 
bloom because nitrogen fertilizers sod mulch is preferred by most thermometer is unnecessary. If the 
tend to increase set. We should plan growers. He gave a report on the baby turns red, the water is too 
to fertilize all our varieties during use of Haralson as a filler tree in hot. If the baby turns blue, the 
the “off year” when there will not Minnesota. It bore at six years of water is too cold; if the baby turns 
be many blossoms and give but age, produced 1,220 bushels per acre white, you will know he needed the 
little in years of heavy bloom. in 1943 in an orchard entirely of _ bath.
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RAISING APPLE QUALITY _ eye-appeal necessary to sell them COUNTY AGENTS 
When you delve into the causes quickly and consequently their sales WILL DISTRIBUTE APPLE 

of defects that may occur to apples vaue was lowered. RECIPE BOOKLETS 
pa = ies ae a on ne Scab, stem punctures and codling County Agricultural Agent E. E. 
er’s table, you think it a miracle M™oth stings were found in more Skaliskey of West Bend has just 

that any reach their destination in than one-half of the lots inspected. placed an order for 100 copies of 
prime condition. Research workers Obviously such injuries lowered the recipe booklet “36 Ways to Use 
at the New York State College of the sales appeal of the fruit as well Wisconsin Apples.” He writes: “I 
Agriculture have worked on this 2S profits to both grower and re- am planning to distribute a copy 
problem, and have arrived at about ‘@iler. One of the most significant of this beoklet to all who attend 
the same conclusion. They checked conclusions from such a study as_ the 1946 Washington County Fruit 
the fruit at two points, at the G. L. this is that most of the defects are Growers meeting.” 

F, Mid-Hudson Fruit Auction, the Preventable to a high degree by = The Board of Directors of the 
beginning of the journey, and again both grower and dealer. Just think Wisconsin Apple Institute voted to 

at retail stores in Syracuse and Buf- What the result would be if the offer the booklet at the price of 
falo, New York. The results were ality of apples was raised even $4.00 per 100. Actual cost was 
astounding. 25 per cent. Growers would realize $5.60 per 100. The Institute would 

Surface bruising to some degree ™0Te from their labors, retailers like to offer them free but does 
was observed in every lot. This could cut their waste and losses not have the money to print as 

means that apples must be handled 8Teatly, and the fruit would move many as will be called for. Money 
like eggs and that packages should ™O0re rapidly along the entire line for printing the booklets was raised 
be improved in order to cut down f marketing. — by voluntary subscription from ap- 
waste from bruising, Lack of good From American Fruit Grower, ple growers. 
color was the second most important November, 1945. Others who wish to purchase 
defect at both ends of the market . TTT booklets may do so by writing Wis- 
line. About two-thirds of the lots “Sir, my wife said I was to ask consin Horticultural Society, 424 
failed to meet standards for good for a raise.” University Farm Place, Madison 6. 

color. This means that a majority “Good. I’ll ask my wife if I may Check should be made payable to 
of these apples did not have the give you one.” the Wisconsin Apple Institute. 

. s 

Largest Distributor of Growers and 
a i] a 

Packers Supplies and Equipment in 
the North Central States 

PICKING EQUIPMENT PACKING EQUIPMENT 

Ladders Graders Lift Trucks 
Picking Bags Brushers Hand Trucks 
Picking Baskets Stamps Roll Conveyors 
Picking Straps Stencils Power Conveyors 
Grape Shears Bushel Turners Wheel Conveyors 

Wit Nail Strippers Facing Plates and Shells 

CONTAINERS & PAPER PRODUCTS GROWING EQUIPMENT 

Field Crates Cushion Pads Spray Hose Spray Oil 
Folding Crates Bushel Liners Spray Guns ~ Arsenate of Lead 
Bushel Baskets Box Liners Pressure Gauges Elgetol 
Corrugated Cartons Crate Liners Power Drives Wettable Sulphur 
Gift Boxes Fringe Universal Joints Power Dusters 

Pruning Equipment ; 

MANY OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

MICHIGAN ORCHARD SUPPLY COMPANY 
SOUTH HAVEN, MICHIGAN 

IF YOUR LOCAL DEALER CAN’T SUPPLY YOU CANTACT US
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BOMBS.TO CONTROL thoroughly test a package; secure will be in danger of losing their 

INSECTS use of it by growers; and secure life earnings, lowering their levels 

Aerosol Bombs are now on the favorable reception of it by The of living and depleting soil re- 

market and some advice regarding Trade, through preliminary infor- sources. 

their use is offered in U. S. De- mation. Only the growers themselv- “The only safe course in view 

partment of Agriculture Daily s, organized, can get relief from of prevailing uncertainties is to 

Summary. Over 35 million aerosol this 25% millstone. This indicates keep down mortgage debt and curb 

bombs were supplied to the armed a whole field of work for Growers’ land price advances until future 

forces during the war. Companies Organization. economic conditions are better 

making these bombs for sale must By Carroll R. Miller, Sec.-Mgr, known. Action taken along sound 

meet certain requirements in the Appalachian Apple Service. lines can do much to safeguard the 

bomb contents. They must contain —_ interests of buyers, sellers and 

3 per cent DDT and a ssuitable PREVENT FARM LAND lenders, as well as their communi- 

amount of purified pyrethrum ex- PRICE INFLATION ties and the nation.” 
tract. These are dissolved in a — 

liquefied gas under pressure which A new bulletin, “Preventing CHIPPEWA POTATO 
releases a fine mist when the valve Farm Land Price Inflation in the DOES WELL 
is opened. The mixture will con- Midwest” has just been published. . . 

trol flies, sandflies, mosquitoes and It is the report of the North Cen- The Chippewa potato outyielded 
moths in the flying stage. The tral Regional Committee on larid ‘ine other varieties in a Polk 

bombs are not effective as fumi- tenure research, Prof. Noble Clark county potato variety plot, harvest- 

gants as the fumes do not pene- of the Wisconsin College of Agri- ed recently by Earl Sanford, 
trate cracks, etc., so bedbugs, brown culture was administrative advisor County agent. — . 

ticks, or cockroaches may not be +t the committeee which consisted The ‘comparative yields for the 

affected, neither are clothes moths, of representatives of all midwest- 10 varieties ‘were Chippewa, 235 

meal moths, or carpet beetles in ef states. Copy of the bulletin may bushels; Sequoia, 192; Pontiac, 
the egg or larval stage. The fumes be obtained from the Iowa State 173; Red Warba, 166; Irish Cob- 

are not inflammable and will not College, Ames, Ia. at Soe Hartly = Sica 
harm domestic ani i . in, ; Sebago, ; Ru 
parm oe ae ae eae ne A Some of the conclusions reached New Yorker, 120; and Triumph, 

. yy the committee are summarized 144 bushels to the acre. 
godfish before treating a room. A 45 follows: ec: 
standard one-pound bomb will treat . The plots were conducted under 
150,000 to 250,000 cubic feet of | “Farm land price inflation is the supervision of J. G. Milward, 
space. again threatening to become a prin- Potato specialist at the Wisconsin 

From October Maryland Fruit cipal problem of American agricul- College of Agriculture. 

Growers’ News-Letter ture. Buyers, sellers, lenders and —————————— 

poe borrowers are again overemphasiz- One and Only 

FRUIT PACKAGE PROBLEM ing the importance of wartime Salesgirl (at card counter): 

a themselves must find farm incomes. “Here’s a lovely sentiment: ‘To the 

ti sain tothe Bg rblam of ty any arean ofthe Midwest, Ong LT crt Hove 
: farm land prices are rising as rap- _Ben Payton: at’s the stuff. 

years, growers paid about 25% of . dl during World War I. Vol- Give me a dozen of those.” 

their returns for the package car- ‘°¥ 38 ee NOE ar a hich, 
rying the fruit. Returns were less Rea a sa y fa at 3 fe. - a 

than $1 per bushel too often; pack Reselling of farms after only, 9° 
ue one to 25 cents of this, creasing. an spite of the large Everything you need in 

Package manufacturers never amount of cash being used to pur- F e 

have found the answer to this, and chase sag tre many ‘buyersiate) con; rut and Vegetable 
cannot be expected to. Introducing tracting heavy debts. 
a new package is a huge gamble. “In the long run, farm land B ¢ 
= ean gia may or may not prices are likely to decline below OXES and rates 

sell it to the grower. If he does, present levels in many areas. The 
The Trade in the markets may re- aes may vary in certain 65 years of dependable service 

fuse to accept it, and the new pack- respects from those followin; en 

age is doomed. It’s too big a gam- World War I, but in general, it Sheboy gan Fruit Box Co. 
ble for the package maker. must be recognized that many pur- Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

Growers, through competent or- chasers who contract heavy mort- 

ganization, can help devise and gages assumed at inflated , prices, Ee,
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EA | OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE. BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS Sic. Fox, Bewaukee a) Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith President Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Box 60, Newton Boggs’ Viroqua 

Cornelius Meyer, Appleton, Menomonee Falls, C. C. Meyer, Appleton Vice-President Recording Secretary-Treasurer Ivan’ Whiting, Rockford 

Winter Requirements of Honey Bee Colonies 
Strong colonies headed by good ns CEES CORN 4 ditional protection the hives may be 

queens ea provided adequate I SENS wrapped with tar paper or slater’s 
stores of both honey and pollen are 7ANeg = LA felt, or they may be packed with 
capable of surviving the severe ss a Sa chaff, leaves, or shavings. 
northern winters in good condition. gaiMuae. = : From Circular No. 702, by C. L. 
Protection from prevailing winds yom tot — Farrar, U. S, Dept. of Agric. Bul- 
and a moderate amount of hive in- WAMMPMMMIgie me letin, Washington, D. C. 
sulation are both beneficial in re- Wey, 2% Le vo — 
ducing the consumption of stores. MY TL a Gln, QUESTION AND ANSWER 

Winter Losses b CONTEST 
Winter losses are usually esti- 7 There was considerable interest 

mated from the number of colonies again this year in the question and 
that fail to survive. These losses proximately 10 pounds of honey, as answer contest at the annual ban- 
average 15 per cent, and they much pollen as possible, and a small quet. 
sometimes reach 50 per cent. Actual area of empty cells for the active The Questions and Answers 
winter losses may be much greater, center of the cluster. The lower 1. Adam Grimm opened a bank 
because the surviving colonies are hive body should have 20 to 30 in Jefferson with money he made 
below the optimum condition. pounds of honey, with the heaviest from bees. Right. Mr. Grimm was 

Whether a colony survives the combs near the outside and combs a very successful beekeeper in the 
winter in good condition is deter- of pollen in the middle, early days. 
mined more by its make-up than by The bees will occupy the upper 2. Wisconsin produces as much 
the kind or amount of protection. story during the coldest part of the honey as any midwestern state. 
A good colony normally requires 60 winter. The cluster will cover con- Wrong. Minnesota and Iowa pro- 
or more pounds of well-ripened siderable honey, provided there is duced more honey this past year. 
honey and the equivalent of 3 to 6 an open center 3 to 5 inches in di- 3. Propolis is a secretion pro- 
frames of pollen. The stores must ameter nearly free of honey. The duced by worker bees. Wrong. Pro- 
be in the normal position and acces- bees will move honey to the upper polis is a glue obtained from buds 
sible to the cluster throughout the combs when temperatures permit. of trees and shrubs. 
winter. A 2-story, 10-frame hive, Upper Entrance 4. When bees first return with 
or its equivalent, is necessary to The lower entrance should be re-  Joads of pollen they perform the 
provide room for this amount of duced to about 3/8 by 3 inches “Wag-tail” dance. Right. 
food and clustering space for the with an entrance cleat. An upper 5. When bees first return with 
bees. Normal 2-story colonies, to- entrance in the form of a l-inch loads of nectar they perform the 
gether with their food supply, should auger hole just below the upper “round” dance. Right. 

have a gross weight of not less than handhold is coming into general use. 6. A queen excluder prevents 
130 pounds. The lower entrance allows dead only the queen from passing from 
Honey Required for Wintering _bees to be removed readily and thus one hive body to another. Wrong. 
The upper story should contain keeps molding of combs at a mini- Drones cannot pass through either. 

not less than 40 pounds of honey, as a flight entrance and an escape 7. Unheated honey is more likelv 
preferably in dark brood comb. for moisture-laden air. to ferment after granulation than 
There should be 3 or 4 full combs A location exposed to sunlight while still liquid. Right. The thin 

of sealed honey on both sides of and sheltered from prevailing winds liquid surrounding particles of gran- 
the hive. The remaining combs to- is the most economical protection ulated honey may ferment. 

ward the center should contain ap- that can be given colonies. For ad- 8. Nectar when gathered by bees
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contains only sucrose sugars. After January 1, 1946, members 1945 APIARY 
Wrong. of county or state beekeepers asso- T ge k in E f county oe INSPECTION REPOR’ 

. Honey was unknown in Europe ciations may subscribe to Gleanings . 
previous to the discovery of Amer- through their county or state sec- County No. Colonies I Ty iB y Inspected A.F.B. 
ica by Columbus. Wrong. retary at the rate of $1.00 per year. : y ” 7 ry per y' 

10. Honey has a higher boiling In that way you can save 50 cents Adams ---------------- eo 5 
and freezing point than water. by belenging to an organization. paren TTT 838 21 
Wrong. It also has a lower freez- ———_—— Buffalo. 938 — 
ing point. LIQUEFY HONEY WITHOUT Calumet _________-_ 239 4 

11, The Rev. L. L. Langstroth RUINING LABELS ae sneer a 3 
is kn tl h Ameri- lark __--_------------ 2, = 
con Beckeeping. tae of vhiners Mr. James E. Starkey, secretary Columbia ------------. 914 12 

12. Bees ds wax best before diana Beekeepers Association, in Crawford wecce ene wes 2 . pica F ane ----------------- l, 
becoming field bees. Right. " interesting ae — Dodge ---------------- 570 25 

13. The queen bee never mates ‘t's suggestion for liquefying poor 540 1 
more than once. Wrong. It has been honey to avoid ruining labels: Douglas -------------_ 34 1 

well established that the queen may bh 4 you wi ns by Dunn Gane ay 3 
lay two and rarely three times. aving’ ea ° oh of voney Fond du Lac ---------_ 689 22 

14. A bee usually visits only one Stanulate before marketing but Grant «2,022 69 
kind of blossom to gather a load were already nicely labeled? You Green ____._._-_-_-_-_ 1,995 7 
of nectar. Right know if the jars are placed in hot Green Lake -----__--_ 420 1 

15. A worker bee has four (4) oF boiing water, the labels are aes nw is ; 
* a _— z BOD tema 

wings. Right. ruined. Try this: Place the jarson Jegerson 207837 
16. Bees may fly more than 8 2 hot register or steam pipes until Jiiteat ssc «| 6S 3 

miles for pollen and nectar. Right. the honey again becomes liquid Kenosha ~------------- 1,050 22 

17. Brood rearing shortens life of with no violence to the labels. May- La Crosse ------------ 496 2 

bees more than any other activity, >® the warming oven on the kitch- eee Saneneeneasnn se 9 
Right cn range can be used. Lincoln 

18. A colony preparing to super- “Beekeepers who have flat top Manitowoc ----------- 2,766 44 
sede its queen starts 10 or more furnaces covered with sand have Marathon ----------. 65 - 
queen cells. Wrong, Superseding the facilities for liquefying their Marinette wenan-n------ 75 _ 

colony does not start many queen honey in jars or heating to prevent srivaukee 
cells. granulation in the first place. Even Monroe _.........._ 507 6 

19. There are no honey bees in 60-pound cans can be liquefied atop Oconto -__.-_----_-__ 793 160 
Alaska. Wren such a furnace. Caution: Don’t Outagamie -___-..__. 409 34 

as 9. ee heat hat will spoil both Ozaukee --..-----. 767 8 
20, Bees brush their hair more OVerheat, as that will spo Pepin oat 2 

often than humans. Right. In re- color and flavor of the honey. You Pierce 1 208 8 

moving pollen grains from their ™@Y have to do some experiment- Polk ___________-_-_--_ 241 ~ 
hair they no doubt brush it oftener ig to determine how hot a fire is Portage -------------. 104 — 
than hiimaiis just right. Racine ~-------------_ 885 7 

. “The fellow I feel sorry for is pichland Ss att 2 

SUBSCRIBE FOR GLEANINGS the one who has delayed his ex- Rug 95a 
IN BEE CULTURE THIS tracting until he finds granulation st. Croix _________-_ 630 _ 

MONTH in the combs. This does not often Sauk ~_-------_---___ 493 28 
. " ‘ Shawatio wssssesucu, (925 35 Gleanings in Bee Culture, Me- appen except with aster honey or 

dina, Ohi, announces new sub- combs of MEEY od honey. About the Paylee en 736 i 
scription rates effective January 1, best thing to do is to place it back Tyempealeau 1,574 10 
1946, as follows: One year, $1.50; ™to the hives for the bees or ré- Vernon ~---_.-_----._ 758 30 
two years, $2.25; and three years, Serve it for spring feeding. It is watworth -----------= 702 25 1 PE.29; t ’ . . * as PD cence 99 $3.00. To foreign countries, 25 cents ever a good beekeeping practice to Washington a Ae 2 

extra per year for postage. set! Out any honey for the bees to Waukesha 434 2 
Subscription rates at present and work over’ or rob out. Woaupaca. ccccccncncn 883 12 

; 
Waushara ~----------_ 325 3 until January 1 are one year, $1.00; ———SSS SS Winiebage o. 344 2 

two years, $1.50; three years, $2.00. Good faith demands that what is Wood _._ 973 13 
Suggestion—a year’s subscription agreed on shall be done. Sa 

to any bee journal will make an ex- —- Totals ~_---____-_41,836 971 

cellent Christmas present toa be: money ts but have ou Prepared by Jas. Gwin and John 
ginning beekeeper, a serviceman in- _ notice how har of hearing it is Long, Division of Bees and Honey, 
terested in beekeeping, or a friend. when you call it. Wis. Dept. of Agric.
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DDT AND HONEYBEES ratory and nerve systems of these 
Many beekeepers are worried two pests are different. Also, a HONEY WANTED 

about the possibility that large acre- spray with a higher concentration Cash paid for cars and less 
ages of crops and orchards may be of DDT is needed to kill cock- than cars comb and extracted 
sprayed and dusted with DDT next roaches than you need to kill flies. honey. Mail sample and best 

year. . —From Editorial Service Colorado price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
They feel that this highly publi- A and M College. “conomowoc, Wisconsin. 

cized insecticide may be injurious SauuEE IEEE 
to bees, ANNUAL MEETING 

Dr. George M. List, head of the National Federation State 
entomology department at Colorado Beekeepers Associations HONEY CANS 

A. & M. College, says the poison The National Federation of State We can give you immediate 
a ce delivery on.60# cans. does not kill honey bees. But we Beekeepers Associations will hold Order your glass ly for 

don’t know how serious the prob- _ its annual convention in the Hotel tha ‘eow cae cow, as it takes 
lem will be. We don’t know yet Severin, Indianapolis, Indiana, on from 3 to 6 months to receive 

whether the per cent of kill will be January 15-16-17. same from the factory. We now 
big enough to cause serious damage Program has not yet been an- a a food supply of , 2#, 
to swarms of honey bees. nounced, but will be published in 1# and %# on hand, and can 

a . ‘ : make immediate shipment. 

Preliminary evidence indicates the the January issue of the national To insure prompt service, or- 

honey bee is more resistant to DDT bee journals. Any beekeeper plan- der your Association labels now 

than several of ning to attend should write for room for your gew crop of honey. 

i ese te ee reservations at once Notice: We have just unloaded fruit, and garden pests. He says : f 5 and 10 Ib. 
i i i Mr. Glenn O. Jones, Atlantic as car'each of 5 10 Ib. pails. this has been shown in experiments e , . ‘1 i 
nducted with DDT duri he Iowa, is now secretary. Write for Complete Price List. col oe ¥ Th ceo the , Order Through Your State 

pas oO years, ie periment Beekeepers Association 
. AWARDS IN QUESTION 

Station has tested DDT powder by AND ANSWER CONTEST HONEY ACRES 

dusting beets, potatoes and beans. Oscar Ritland of Elroy and Charles Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
The dusting was done by plane. Roy of Sparta were the winners in ———————————— 
This year is the first time tests of the contest with a score of 95 per cent 
thi h; ied. fs Those with 90. per cent or tied for is ie Hite beet tried, Experi: second place, were Newton Boggs, SEASON’S GREETINGS 

m a wi a5 @ CONTOL 0) Viroqua; Conrad Kruse, Loganville; E. * 
codling moths and several other A. Babcock, Milton; and E. M. Bra- 
pests have been run for the second man and Carl W. Schaefer, Middleton. We 

year. Separate prizes were given to i Wish You 

: 7 ladies and the winners all tied for first A VERY MERRY 
Doctor List says the codling moth piace were Mrs. George Hotchkiss, CHRISTMAS 

sprays are not applied to orchards Eau Claire; Mrs. Ernest Collins, and 
when the trees are blossoming. So Bloomer; Mrs. Robert Knutson, Lady- A HAPPY AND PROS- 
the danger to bees may not be as smith; and Mrs. Joe Mills, Ripon. PEROUS NEW YEAR 

great as beekeepers think it might AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL * 
be. But there is danger in the fact ADVANCES PRICES . 
that the poison spray drips down to A notice from the American Bee We also wish to take . 
the orchard cover crop, such as al- Journal states that the subscription this opportunity . a 

‘ i ill be advanced on January 1, press our appreciation to falfa. And since the bees work on toe, to $1 50 per year; 3 years at $3.00 our customers for oe 
; . : , to $1. ; i df i 

this cover crop, they might come in in the United States and Canada, and Piicnee with delays in sil- 
contact with DDT then. 25 cents additional to foreign countries. ing orders during these past 

However, the Colorado A and M The American Bee Journal, Hamil- trying years. We hope with 
Coll ? lori h ton, Illinois, is one of the leading bee the gradual return to normal 

lege entomologist says that as journals in the field and all our mem- times, we will again be in a 

we learn more about the use of bers should subscribe for it. position to give our usual prompt 

DDT—the damage to the honey- service to all . beekeeping 

bees will not be serious if we use Auxiliary Officers . 
this new insecticide carefully. New officers of the Auxiliary * 

Doctor List adds that the experi- elected at the meeting are as fol- AUGUST LOTZ 

ments carried on show that DDT lows: . COMPANY 

has some inconsistencies. For ex- President, Mrs. Cornelius Mey- Manufacturers & Jobbers 
ample—the poison kills lice effec- er, Appleton; Vice-President, Mrs. of 

tively. But will not kill mites — Henry Schaefer, Osseo; Secretary- Bee Supplies 

which are smaller. He says the ex- Treasurer. Mrs. E. Grebel, Beaver BOYD WISCONSIN 
planation is probably that the respi- Dam.
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GREETINGS FROM = Intestinal Bacteria 

OUR OLDEST MEMBER 2 = a “In order to study the apparent 
cae ONS | beneficial action of fruit diets for 

Our oldest member, Mr. H. H. a ) i intestinal disorders, work was car- 
Harris of Warrens, sent his annual @ RY le va | in 4 

. . : is YW y ried on to note the effect of apple 

greeting to the ; Wisconsin State =, Wy ee ad || diets on the intestinal bacteria, in- 
Horticultural Society: atniial con Si) Dre 1 7, testinal putrefaction and intestinal 
vention, es ¢ A) Apis) acidity of the albino rat. A 20 per 
The greeting stated: 1 KY ose ina cent apple diet was effective in re- 

We greet ay once more RS ae Ny) <s ducing the number of undesirable 

. . RIAN i intestina! bacteria and in decreas- 
This Time We are 94 mn I] (oe - i ing intestinal putrefaction. 

H. H. Harris” cn \ = ° . . 
The message was read by Presi- Pie : Calcium Retention 

dent Don Reynolds at the annual Na 9 “Because of the importance of 
banquet of the Society at Fond du  ——l il fruits in the diet an investigation 
Lac the evening of November 15. ~| was made to determine the effect 

He instructed the secretary to send of apples on calcium retention in 
best wishes to Mr. Harris. In this em } albino rats. The inclusion of 20 per 

we feel sure all our members will Vis 7” cent of apples in an adequate diet 
join. Ss was effective in increasing calcium 

_ _ retention.” 

PROTECT YOUNG TREES, paints which can be purchased TTT TT 

PLANTS AGAINST RABBITS {fom fruit grower supply houses COUNTY AGENTS ORDER 
Th . will help until the rabbits become WISCONSIN APPLE RECIPE 

ie easiest way to protect young too hungry. 

apple trees against rabbits is to BOOKLETS 
wrap the trunks as high as possible ee Wisconsin County Agricultural 

into the branches with common Agents have cooperated splendidly 
newspapers. Take a whole news- APPLES BENEFICIAL IN in’ offering for destribuben copies 
paper, wrap it around the trunk, THE DIET of the recipe booklet “36 Ways to 
tying with string. Rabbits will not Massachusetts State College has Use Wisconsin Apples.” 

eat through the paper. carried on research on apples and The Board of Directors of the 
Rabbits will become serious pests apple products. Of interest is their Institute recently offered to sell the 

when there is heavy covering of report of a nutritive value of ap- booklets below cost to county agents 
snow on the ground and food sup- ples. at the price of $4.00 per hundred. 

ply becomes short. After a long “Using human subjects, a study The following county agents have 
period of snow they become so was made to ascertain the effect of ordered booklets in the amounts 
hungry they eat the bark of most eating apples on urinary acidity stated: 
any type of tree or shrub. = and blood alkali reserve. McIntosh § H. G. Seyforth, Ellsworth, 100 

Best way to protect raspberries and Baldwin apples, to the amount E. E. Skaliskey, West Bend, 100 
and other cane fruits and grapes of 500 to 1,000 grams daily, were W. D. Bean, Black River Falls, 
will be to fence the patch with jncluded in neutral and acid form- 100 copies. 
poultry wire about four feet high. jing diets and eaten by young men. Arnold Wochos, Whitehall, 100 
It must, of course, be rabbit tight Blood alkali reserve wes unchanged _ copies. 
along the ground. and urinary acidity but slightly in- R. T. Glassco, Janesville, 50 

Don’t hestitate to get rid of rab- creased as a result of the consump- copies. 
bits in cities or farming areas. Use tion of these large quantities of R. J. Holvenstot, Washburn, 100 
traps, dogs and guns. Repellent apples. copies.
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. ° VITAMIN PILLS Our Convention Fruit SHOW pe shiny asked Duie univers 
ie army aske uke university 

wens Artie) aliow 3 fhe, annual con den Club, Fond du Lac; Miss Leila physicians to make a 30-day test 
ion, etlaw otel, on u ac, i i i 4 2 

Ven PENG ‘cae not tame: bak Janes; Community Garden Club, Fond of vitamins, with 200 normal peo- 

quality was good. It has bee our poli- Holstein Garden Club; Marie "Peter- ple, eating a normal American diet. 
cy to sive premiums on plates of send son, Elderon; Mrs. Arthur Bassett, The doctors report that the vita- 
ing varieties o isconsin apples to- ., Baraboo. : ‘ 

gether with such new varieties as Vig Ses Marie Peterson, Elder- ming: el 1? ar preciable eeets 
show promise for the future in this on; Mrs. Henry Dorn, New Holstein good or bad. Millions now being 

state. Garden Club; Mrs. A. K. = f i i i 
We appreciate the help of the com- abo. Mary M ti A. &. Bassett, Bar Spent ior wie Bus ae probab’y 

mittee in charge, Mr. C. L. Kuehner ean artin, Fond au Hae wasted. It is the latest patent medi- 

Madison; Peter L. Swartz, Wauke- New Holstein; Mrs. "Arno Meyer cine craze. For people relly short 

sha; Emil Beyer, Malone, and Virgil Waldo. Fair: Mrs. 3. F. Arps and of vitamins in diet—Yes! said the 
Fieldhouse, Dodgeville. Also Prof. J. Mrs. Earl Rogge, New Hc'-tein ‘ 

G. Moore who helped with the judging. Class 3. Arrangement of fruit, veg- experimenters. For, normal people, 

es etables or gourds for any occasion, No. “But don’t vitamins give an 
THE WINNERS Nerv Goods Mis. E. z McNaughton ability to work, a sense of well- 

6 be . orton, edgeview bein ?” Ss k 3 

Macoun: Ist, A. K. Bassett, Bara- Garden Club, Fond du Lac; Mrs. Ar- won wa ae ed ae ae 

boo; 2nd, L. Brown, Sturgeon Bay; te Bleak Jr., Baraboo; Osie Cur- ae ‘No a ence to substantiate 

3rd, John Kopp, West Bend. - his point of view.” 

Contlend: Re A. K. Bassett, Bara- | Good: Leila A. Janes, Fond du Lac; ° From Western Grower 
boo; 2nd, Emil Beyer, Malone; 3rd, Mrs. Emory Martin, Community Gar- d . 

Elroy Honadel, Hales Corners. den Club, Fond du Lac. Fair: Mrs. and Shipper. 

Haralson: Ist, John Guth, Bancroft; Arno Meyer, Waldo; Mary Martin, ii i 
2nd, L. B. Irish, Baraboo. Community Garden Club, Fond du Lac. WANTED! NAMES OF MEM- 

Perkins: Ist, John Zahn, Fond du rs BERS WHO PASSE 

Lac. WANTED! ADVICE TO dt aie 
Prairie Spy: 2nd L. B. Irish. DURING PAST YEAR 

McIntosh: Ist, A. K. Bassett, Bara- ORGANIZATION OFFICERS C 

boo; 2nd, J. D. McIlquham, Chippewa At the annual meeting of the 

Eales ae Email Beyer: Malone; 4th, During the next three or four Wisconsin Horticultural Society at 

oy, onadel, Hales Comers. months more than 100 onganiza- Fond du Lac in November, mo- 
Emil Beyer, ; 3rd, L. B. Irish; 4th, John tions affiliated with the Wisconsin tion was passed that we publish an- 

ahn, Fond du Lac. Horticul 1 i i 
Golden Delicious: Ist, A. K. Bassett, ticultural Society will hold ually the names of all members 

2nd Emil Beyer; 3rd, L. B. Irish; 4th, elections. Many new officers will of the Wisconsin State Horticul- 

Aloys W. Pfeiffer, Racine. be elected. Many officers who have tural Society who passed away dur- 

wi we lon ee El- gained experience will retire. ing the year. 

N. W. Greening: Ist, A. K. Bassett; We would like to invite officers, We will appreciate if rel2tives or 

2nd, J. D. Mellquham; 3rd, Emil Bey: especially Presidents and Secre- friends of any member who passed 
er; 4th Elroy Honadel. taries, to send us suggestions which away in 1945, send us his name and 

THE FLOWER AND HOBBY oe be of help to new officers. date of passing so we may publish 

SHOW e will gladly publish such sug- it in the January issue. Thank you. 

estions in this maazine. Send ee 
The flower and hobby sh it Bi . 

by the Auiliary was outstanding, The hem right away. Names of con- ARTHUR E. BENNETT 
hobby show was a new feature and tributors will no’ bli i i 
Mrs. Walter Diehnelt’s exhibit of divulged, if desi ais panes ee Arthur E. Bennett, a pioneer in 

beeswax art brought the notation ged, sired. . the Wisconsin cranberry industry, 

from me judges: “Excellent—Most Apropos of this suggestion, we and head of A. C. Bennett & Sons 
outstanding.” make thi i Wi i i 

The judges, Mrs. Charlotte Buslaff, is one A person should (o., Cranmoor, Wisconsin, died at 

County Home Agent, Fond du Lac, not accept an office unless pre- the home of his daughter in Rice 
Mrs. F. Middleton and Mrs. Sam pared to fulfill it to the best of his Lake on October 26. He was 83 

Post, Madison, did good work in judg- ability . 

ing and discussing exhibits with mem- . years old. Mr. Bennett was a for- 

bers Sitar wards. The Auxiliary appre- OO mer president of the Wisconsin 

ciates their help a great deal. Ex i iati 
ates fete ie eet i aembers. of pensive oo common Cranberry Growers Association. 

the Fond da Lae Garden Clubs who Tat eats about $2.00 worth of food Mr. and Mrs. Bennett celebrated 

served on the committee ja charge. 5 year—and destroys an additional their 60th wedding anniversary last 

20.00 worth. April. H iated with th 
Class 1. Hobby show. Rating of Ex- DE; 216) Was) AO ee cat 

cellent: Mrs. Walter Diehnelt, Men- — cranberry industry since 1880 and 
omonee Falls; Very Good: Ava M. According to the October 1 crop a recegnized authority on cranberry 
Irish, Baraboo; Mrs. A. K. Bassett, simi Wi in thi . s ‘ 

Baraboo; Good: Mrs. Arno Meyer, ek isconsin this oboe growing. Starting with 40 acres of 

Waldo. . pects to harvest a crop 0: i wild land bought by his father, he 

oe Aeranement, foe Hallow. barrels of cranberries. The U. S. increased the acreage to about 800 

cellent: Mrs. H. ‘C. Morton and “Mrs. production figures estimate a total acres, 68 of which were in cran- 

E. F. McNaughton, Ledgeview Gar- harvest of 634,000 barrels. berry vines.
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Roger B. Russell, Editor 

By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 

Leland C. Shaw, Milton, President Frank B,ood, Stevens Point Mrs, A. E. Biepkorn, Plymouth 
Archie Spatz, Wausau, Vice-President Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth David. Puerner, Milwaukee 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. Cor. Secretary Fred Hagedorn, Sheboygan Dr. Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan 
Frank Bayer, Rec. Sec.-Treas., 4668 No. 4lst St., Harold Janes, Whitewater Theo. Woods, Madison 

Milwaukee 9 Walter Krueger Oconomowoc 

Annual Meeting Well Attended 
About 60 members of the Wis- er. Then used one tablespoonful of 

consin Gladiolus Society attended ‘a Sa this solution per gallon of water. 
the annual meeting at Hartford DEE SM yy\ eae Mr. Paul Hoppe of Madison 
November 11th. The Board of Di- %, SA Way Rea Be made the statement that we may 
rectors had an interesting session in “* Sm OI os expect too much of DDT and that 
the forenoon discussing a new set et ey rea eS y we must be careful about the ma- 

of by-laws for the Society, and de- ¥<¥ A$ SSS (os et terial we use. We cannot get results 
ciding upon the State Gladiolus iS i e Ss if the solution is too weak or not 

Snows nr 1946, we new by-laws 4an; Harold Janes, Whitewater; PPlied properly, and cited several 
will be found on the next page. . tests which resulted in failure. T h . Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc; : 

‘wo Shows in 1946 Walter Miller, Sun Prairie; Mrs. However, no doubt definite recom- 
The Society voted to have two A. E. Piepkorn, Plymouth; Dr. mendations on use of DDT will be 

shows in 1946, The first at the Wis- Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan; Theo. out before the next season. 

consin State mi August eid | Wood, Madison. Mr. Walter Krueger of Ocono- 
and another show with banquet an : _ mowoc talked on new varieties seen 
special features for the membership at Wes ced mnaninonsly 1 #1 this year. He said Blue Ice im- 
at Wauéai, County. Fair sround filiate again with the New England year. ich 
tie weels later Satan ist 8 a ot . Gladiolus Society and after some pressed him most. It had eight a 

day, August 24.25 The invit on discussion it was voted to affiliate at one time, a 27 inch ae SPURS; 
oh en thee at the She Bae with the North American Gladialis “#00 stew tothe: Behe ot Ha eyes 
0 Hold the stow at the State Fair Council. Since lavender is in good demand 
came from Director of Agriculture . commercially, he mentioned Hunt- 
Milton Button, State Fair Manager Interesting Program ress among the best. Lavender 
Ralph Ammon, and Horticultural Speakers kept the membership prince, a dark lavender, is very 
Building Superintendent E. L. interested until a late hour. Mr. good. Prof, Palmer’s new Brittany 
Chambers. Invitation to hold the Roger B. Russell, Madison, told of 5 4 beautiful salmon and very de- 
show at Wausau came from our tests using various materials for irable with perfect placement. 
newly elected Vice-President, Mr. dipping bulbs to see if there would Diepp is excellent. Crescendo is a 
Archie Spatz. be any difference in the germination very fine pink, while |Twilight 

Officers Elected and the size of the bulbs resulting. Dream is the best smoky he has 

The following officers were elect- His figures were so variable that seen, 
ed for the coming year: President, he concluded with the statement: Lady Luck is like Greta Garbo | 

Mr. Leland Shaw, Milton; Vice- “People are funny to try such in color, but with better shipping 
President, Mr. Archie Spatz, Wau- tests.” Mr. Russell’s paper will ap- quality. Oriental Pearl created a 
sau; Recording Secretary-Treasur- pear in an early issue. very favorable impression at the 
er, Mr. Frank Bayer, Milwaukee; Mr. Harold Janes said that the shows this year. Chantilly is an ex- 
Corresponding Secretary, H. J. standard treatment for gladiolus cellent new introduction. Martha 
Rahmlow, Madison. thrips has been tartar emetic. The Dean is a good new prospect in the 

Other members of the Board of University of Southern California yellow field. Paul Robeson makes a 
Directors elected are: David Puer- used DDT with good results dur- gigantic spike. 
ner, Milwaukee; Frank Blood, Ste- ing the past season. They mixed In answer to a question about the 

.vens Point; Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Ply- one pound of pure DDT powder control of white grub, Mr. Chester 
mouth; Fred Hagedorn, Sheboy- ina solvent, together with a spread- Harrison of Waldo stated that he
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had excellent control this year by a sort of Vagabond Prince that is CHEMICAL STIMULANT FOR 
using 10 Ibs. arsenate of lead to certainly a coming red. Tunia’s Ma- BULBLET GERMINATION 
100 square feet of garden, applying homet, a dark, very beautiful slate Paul E. Hoppe, Madison 
the pores in the spring. smoky, attracted a great deal of This: iv a BEEP veview of @ teceut 

pring Meeting at Hartford attention in my garden this summer. article by F. E. Denny in Contribu- 
By vote of the members present Of all the yellow glads, I believe tions From Boyce Thompson Institute 

it was decided to hold the spring Van Gold is the finest, a deep clear (14: 43-49. 1945) in which he reports 

meeting in March at the Hartford yellow. Tahlahneka runs Van Gold ee. ia ther oe chi the 
2 . ° : : : : ylene chloro- 

City Hall. The meeting will start a close second—it is lighter in hydrin ‘of ‘wermination of gladiolus 

in the forenoon and special arrange- color. . cormels (bulblets). In previous reports 
ments will be made for a luncheon. There are so many new varieties Denny had shown germination in some 

on the market each year that it is varieties could be increased when cor- 

FAVORITE GLAD VARIETIES very difficult to evaluate them with- Mls were treated with vapors of this y : . : : chemical at planting time. His current 

The Madison Gladiolus Society out actually growing them for a article deals with refinements in tech- 
contacted all their members as to Couple of years. We need test gar- nique, particularly the importance of 

their favorite 25 varieties to make dens where the newer varieties can t sony Period jperween the nals, if see : reatment and planting of cormels. e 

up a booklet to hand out to visitors be grown and the public can oe also presents data on effects of differ- 
at the Madison show held at the the DFORTESS of hybridizers. Com- ent concentrations of the chemical and 
First National Bank. The 25 varie- mercial glad growers always wel- influence of temperature and moisture 

ties were to be in the lower priced come visitors to their gardens— during the period of delay. 
bulbs—none to cost over 50 cents, With the ending of gas rationing See of the goorly germinating 
Their list follows: I was pleasantly surprised with the over Winker dnuuager bags at a ee 

White: Maid of Orleans, Vreden- crease in visitors to my garden. ature of 5 caress c (41 degrees F.). 
+ n spring the cormels were subjected 

burg, Margaret Beaton. . And the most satisfactory way. to to the vapor treatment for 4 dave, at 
Cream: White Gold, Leadin; judge glads is under actual growing 22.5 degrees C. by placing cheese cloth is ea ji : : 

Lady, Corona, Vee Cream. conditions. Show spikes in shows wetted with the chemical on top of the 
Yellow: Oregon Gold, Sir Gala- are the best from a garden—in a cormels in glass fruit jars. Three con- 

had 3 garden you see the glad “as is.” centrations of ethylene chlorohydrin 
: - were used—I c.c per 50 grams of cor- 

Orange: Barcarolle. —R. B.R. mels, 1 cc. per 75 grams, and 1 cc. 
Salmon:Picardy, Glamis, Titan. Eo per 100 grams. Three lots of the treat- 

Scarlet: Algonquin. NOTICE TO MEMBERS seg yg ace nen ene stored for 6, 12, 
- . . eae ° 5 , spectively, before plant- 

ao Rosa Van Lima, Candy N.E.GS. Affiliate Dues ing, while a fourth lot was planted 
eart. Increased immediately after treatment. 
Red: Red Charm, Black Opal. . The cormels whose planting was de- 
Rose: Chamouny, Sensation. A letter from Albin K. Parker, layed following the treatment were 

Lavender: Elizabeth the Queen. Norwood, Mass., Secretary of the kept at 3 different temperatures dur- 
Purple: King Lear New England Gladiolus Society, ad- (8 ihe delay. = 20 ofa 

‘ : * : ° grees F.), legrees C, e- 

Violet: Blue Beauty. vises us that the affiliate fee for (recs F), and 30 degrees C (86 de- 
Smoky Shades: High Finance, membership in the N.E.G.S. for grees F.). 

Buckeye Bronze. 1946 is $1.50 per year and not $1.25. _The experiment was further sub- 
When sending dues for the Wis- divided by subjecting the cormels, dur- 

Comments consin State Gladiolus Society to ie he delay periods, to two Pe 
. wo ; . e. ne series 0 1c 

Every individual’s list of favo- Mr. F. M. Bayer, 4668 N. 4st lots was stored in a shallow layer in 
rites will vary from a list made up Street, Milwaukee 9, Recording wooden flats while in the other the 

, Secretary-Treasurer, send the full cormels were mixed with moist sand. by a group. Personally, I’d leave Ty: F nd me ; ‘ 3 
out some from the Madison list and amount of $2.50 if affiliation is de- f She jentive: experiment :thnshinvolved 
add a few that have been left out. sired. $1.00 is for membership in iso), delay periods (including no de- 3 d : i 3 : - lay), three concentrations of the chem- 
I’d leave out Maid of Orleans in the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society, ical, three delay-period temperatures, 
favor of Snow Princess, and would and $1.50 for N.E.G.S. and two conditions of moisture, mak- 

add White Eagle to the whites. I a pa Sepene on 6 eilinsen) unis in Ah 
anya, . i est. ‘ 1) was replicate ree 

have to find an orange that is sat ar is everything that Sherman times in the field planting. Several Ss ything 
isfactory. Barcarolle has never suit- said, but it’s still the best excuse lots of untreated cormels also were 

, . 3 ae ‘ e ed me. Probably Osmond comes ever invented for raising prices and planted to serve as a check on th 
closer to being a good orange. To t Prairie Farmer poor germinability of the bulblet lot 
the purple class I’d add Purple axes. re . used in the experiment. : 
B I ki Vd ttainl It should be stated that the various 

eauty. n_ smokies, certainly v4 treatments in the experiment were 
add Misty Dawn, R. B., and Vaga- Content makes poor men Tich ; started at intervals such that all lots 
bond Prince. And in the higher Discontent makes rich men poor. would finish their periods for treat- 

priced bulbs, I’d add Hawkeye Red, —Benjamin Franklin. ment plus delay on the same day, so
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that all lots could be planted simul- 0 ° 

taneously. ur Question and Answer Contest 
Final results were measured in terms . . . o 

of weight of harvested corms and the Horticultural Questions Furnish Entertainment at Banquet 

data were, analyzed icf saistiea! ‘e A list of 20 horticultural ques- ‘Lhe ire inay st'll obtain mois- 
nifican ec. e data showed no signin- . c : 

cant. diferences between the three toms were placed at each plate at ture from the sil, even though the 
concentrations of the chemical used. Ur annual banquet. Everyone was bark is r moved, but the roots will 

The du.crences between lots kept at asked to check the answers “right” starve during the first year. 
the different temperatures during the or “wrong.” Prof. J. G. Moore, 9s fi ii b 

deny rd, and abo berween hse Chief of our Horticulture Depa oe ee re store der = , you buy a it, some- 
tions, likewise were too small to indi- ment, read the correct answers. A times you buy a seed. Right. Un- 

cate statistical significance. question answered corredtly was shelled, it’s a fruit. 
The importance of a delay-period, awarded five points. If answered , . 

following treatment, was conclusively incorrectly, zero was given. 10. Dahli:s are often reproduced 

demonstrated, however, in this experi- . . 5 : dahli ti 

ment. Each of the three delay-periods Prizes were given by Mr. Lester y using a dahlia root or portion 

resultc .n statistically significant in- Tans, Secretary Southeastern Fruit of a root. Wrong. Eyes are on the 
crease: ..: yield over the lots planted Growers Association, Waukesha. stem. 

immidiat ly after treatment. Yiedls we * . 

from t!: 12-day delay-period were sig- Total was $15.00 divided into 12 11. If a strawberry plant is 

nificantl, higher than those from the prizes. . grown by a botanist, a single blos- 

6-day period. Those from the 18-day | The 220 persons in attendance [o0. in d 25 : : : ; -y produce as many as 
period were slightly higher than those were very much interested in the fruits. Right. Fruits he h 

of the 12-day period but the differ- contest. S. SIGH, wits re are the 

ences ere not significant. ; seeds. 

ireatment Increases Yield The Questions and Answers . D 

The striking response of the “Salmon 1. The first fruit growers associ- 12. DDT has been known for 

Star” cormels to treatment with ethy- ation in Wisconsin was organized more than 50 years. Right. 

lene chlorohydrin was demonstrated ; . : ; . 

by the fact that the yield from all in Whitewater mn 1853. Right. DDT was first synthesized by a 

treated lots (average for all delay- The Wisconsin Fruit Growers German chemical student about 70 
periods) was approximately 12 times Association was organized in No- years ago. 

that of the lots which had received no vember, 1853, at Whitewater with ae . . 

freatment. Bait -Procedxe Hans Crocker of Milwaukee as the 1 ulc ne a On Is 

Denny summarizes the best proce- first president. The first fair of the a way to: reauce ae ve ility 0 

dure for treatment with ethylene chlor- association was held in Milwaukee Tost injury . to the ossoms, 
ohydrin as follows: in 1854. Wrong. Tree will bloom according 

“Store the cormels over-winter at a 2. E. S. Goff was the first pro- to air temperature. 

tem] erature of 5 degrees C. (41 degrees fessor of horticulture at the Uni- 14. The “love apple” is common- 

F.) to '0 degrees C. (50 degrees F.). 0 : 2 : 1 : ‘a : 

Start the chemical treatment 10 to 20 versity of Wisconsin. Right. y grown by Wisconsin horticul- 
days before it is planned to plant. 3. It is possible to grow potatoes turists. Right. The tomato. 

Treat the cormels in containers that and tomatoes on the same plant. 15, The strawberry-raspberry is 
can be closed, using 1 c.c. 0! per . . . i 
cent ethylene chlorohydrin for each 75 Right. Can be done by grafting. a hybrid between the strawberry 

grams of cormels (seven drops per 4. Commercially, the strawberry and the raspberry. Wrong. A species 

ounce, or one and one-fourth tea- is the most important small fruit of raspberry, rubus rosaefolius. 

spoonfuls per pound, or one pint per grown in the United States. Wrong. 16. The onion, asparagus, and 

80 pounds), incorporating the chemical Grapes lead Easter lily are closely related. 
into cheese cloth of a size sufficient 5 1 a ie cid Righ 
loosely on a piece of paper toweling at - Apple juice S not apple cider. ight. y ne 

to avoid dripping, spreading the cloth Wrong. Apple cider is fermented 17. A jonquil is a double flow- 

the top of the container. Seal the con- apple juice. ered daffodil. Wrong. It’s a distinct 
tainer and let it stand for four days 6. Apple blossoms may be polli- species. 

s degreei Ce tn ey nated by bees from a colony 5 miles 18. Most edible mushrooms are 

grees F.), avoiding temperatures below away. Right Honey bees have been  toadstools. Right. Toadstool is any 

20 degrees C. (68 degrees F.) or above known to fly 7 miles. : umbrella shaped mushroom. 

30 degrees C. (86 degrees F.). Remove 7. Potatoes develop on the roots 19. The drone honey bee has a 

and store the treated cormels in air Gf the potato plant. Wrong. On the mother but no father. Right. Pro- 
at room temperature for one to two 1 duced f nfertilized 

weeks and then plant.” underground stems. — uct rom unfertilized eggs. 

As pointed out in Denny’s previous 8. If an apple tree is completely 20, A Wisconsin lezal bushel of 

articles, great differences exist among girdled by mice this winter, having apples weighs 44 pounds, but a Wis- 

varicties| of gladiolts sn. Hheir. ‘response the bark removed down to the wood, consin legal bushel of »pples may 
to the chemical stimulation. Some re-_ . : . : . 

cpatid and some'do riot, dependingvap: it May still live and bear a crop of not weigh 44 pounds. Right. Bushel 

(Continued on next page. Column 3) apples next year. Right. may be sold according to size.
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Victor H. Ries, Extension Horticulturist, Ohio State University 

So you are interested in cactus. Culture. Cacti may be grown in cactus, Easter cactus, night bloom- 

Properly, we should say cacti, either clay flower pots or the more ing cereus, and orchid cactus. 

which is the plural. You will find decorative glazed containers. Even Where You Can Get Cactus 

cactus growing a fascinating hobby metal containers, such as tin cans, Plants. Cactus plants collected in 

with unlimited scope, for in the may be used. Care must be taken the desert are not nearly as satis- 

cactus family there are 125 genera not to overwater those in glazed factory as those that have been 

or groups containing a total of over containers, especially if there is no grown under cultivation. You may 

1200 species or individual kinds. drainage hole in the bottom. buy seedlings, rooted cuttings, or 

Besi i i ‘ i A jotted plants fr lo oris' 

siilitienal ‘lslatinas or ranieticn of Sos PUG poll Shon be mcd Bie ie live LOST cet ae 
the 1200 species. Some have com- to contain 1/3 sand, 1/3 leaf mold, There are a number of firms, es- 

mon names; many do not, but all or peat moss, and J 3 soil. Have pecially in the southwestern part of 

have a scientific name, which is the soil slightly moist, but not wet the country, that specialize in cac- 

universal the world over. Some of when potting. For the beginner, it tus You will find their addresses 
you will want to know the names 8 best to not add fertilizer to soil in the garden magazines. 

of the plants that you are grow- a6 Ene mone meculene Erewetl Where to Get Additional Informa- 
ing, but others will be satisfied to °Pt,'0 cause trouble. tion on Cacti 
say, “this is a cactus.” Potting. The use of gravel or The Cactus and Succulent Soci- 

The cactus is entirely a native broken pots in the bottom of the ety of America, Box 101, Pasa- 
of this hemisphere with but one Pot 's not necessary, if watering is dena, California, has two inexpen- 
or two exceptions, the different done carefully. Its main value is sive but good books, “Cacti for the 

forms being found according to for greenhouse culture, where ev- Amateur,” and “Succulents for the 

their growth requirements in vari- erything is watered with a hose. Amateurs.” Both are by Scott 
ous parts of South America and When pottin; B, set the Plants the Hazelton. 

North America. A few, like the me depth in the soil at which they __Fyom November 1945 Horticul- 
Opuntia, are hardy in Ohio, Cacti Were gtowing before. Deep plant- surat News, by Michigan Horti- 
will vary in size from tiny species #8 ™@Y rot the base of the plant. cultural Society. 

less than an inch high to hugh tree- Always leave a quarter inch be- oo 
like forms 30 to 60 feet high. Some Ween the top of the soil and the = rs. Tart: “Mary and I can 
grow upright; others spread out to '°P of the pot for watering. hardly understand each other over 

form mats. Some have thorns, oth- Watering. A cactus does not re- the phone.” 

ers do not, and some have spines. quire as much water as do ordinary Mr. Tart: “Did you ever try 

All cacti are sun-demanding plants with leaves. During the late talking one at a time?” 

plants, so must be grown where the summer and early fall, water but —— 

sunlight is ample. Some grow in or- _ little, keeping the soil so it is barely (Continued from Page 96) ‘ 

dinary soil with normal moisture, moist. As a dry cactus starts to eae cones thee be seled ai 
but many grow best under desert green up and show signs of growth, other experiment vith this chemical, 
conditions with rain or water only give it more water. This may be conducted by James Torrie, of the 

at certain periods of the year. All once or twice a week, depending on Madison Gladiolus Society, and de- 

cacti bloom, but some do so much how fast the pots dry out. During S201 Tot, Yarietis, chosen at ran- 
more frequently, more profusely, this period of growth and through dam, four responded to the treatment 
and more easily under home con- the summer, the soil must be kept with increased cormel germination. 
ditions than do others. Some are fairly moist as you would for ger- The writer was pleased with Denny’s 

fast growing; others, extremely anium or African violet. publication, not so much for the in- 
1 tae 7) Grow. Some trinsic value of the information itself, 

slow growing. What Cactus to Ow, but particularly because it is an ex- 
How to Tell a Cactus When You cacti are grown for their interest- ample of a sound piece of research on 

See It. You cannot tell if it does ing forms; others, for their flow- Gladiolus. The planning and execution 
not have typical cactus spines, un- ers. Grown for their interesting of the experiment illustrates the scien- 

less you know the botanical struc- habits of growth alone are the Old tiftc| approach that is. needed. forsmany, 
problems in Gladiolus cul- 

ture of a cactus flower and then see Man Cactus, Organ Pipe cactus, ture. Too much of the so-called “re- 
the plant in bloom. Many succu- Rabbit’s Ear cactus, Rat-tail cac- search” by willing but untrained indi- 
lent plants, like Aloe, Agave, Eu- tus, Fishhook cactus, Living Rock viduals results in little more than some 
phorbia, and others, look more like cactus, and Golden Ball cactus. 70re isolated observational evidence 

. . (usually conflicting with the other fel- 
a cactus to the layman than does a Those grown mainly for their flow-  jow’s) and from which no valid con- 

rea] cactus. ers include the Christmas or Crab clusions can be drawn.
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 

OFFICERS, a Mrs, Lawrence Stibbreds 198 Ee Firat Sts Fond dy 
ReTetth Aven Wert Bend” Miter, ‘Route 1. Bagerton © Srey? Trea ga Ne, Barger, 485) Willerest Drive, Madison 5— 

‘adison Distri 

mead ts ree ten ete” Sia 2 Son = 
ME "Broad. Seo" Monacha View: President, Mise Mary’ Potter, Cambridge—South Central District 

NOW IS THE TIME oS mee Oo, the Executive Committee. The dues 
Organize New Clubs, Says ay yw 4, are ten dollars ($10.00) a year and 

National Chairman $ is * the membership carries with all 
. gs samo Wy privileges except that of voting. 

While our country was at war s a SOON * Mattie H. Flourney (Mrs. Rey- 

our hearts, heads and hands were = . ‘ Ae t nolds), Membership and Organiza- 

ees Mi ne ie Loch nid = pat CW Aa tion Chairman, National Council of 
ies, for the - 3\ oo aes o) 

gotten. Now that peace has come, % a8; ‘ 1 aa ts State Garden Clubs. 
it is time to reconstruct things torn ONE IES oo iy 

down and dessroyed by war. We + Sieg ° NATIONAL YEAR BOOK 
again have time for the pleasant 

things of life! AWARDS 

Garden Clubs, let's get busy! We (1) Contact with others, from The Winter Park Garden Club, 

can make this old world brighter every section of the United States Florida, won first prize in the an- 

and more beautiful. who are intertested in horticulture. nual Year Book contest conducted 

Many garden clubs throughout (2) The Bulletin, published by DY “Horticulture, magazine of | the 
our country disbanded for the dur- National Council, contains articles Mitesrhusetia; Horteatigorst Gel: 
ation, their members feeling that on gardening, horticulture, flower ety. 
their time should be given to some arrangement and other things Of In commenting on the winning 
branch of war work, now we have interest to gardeners and flower year book, the editor remarks: 
the job of starting again the func-  Jovers, written by national authori- “There is nothing spectacular 

tioning of these clubs, of getting ties. about this year book of the Florida 
back the lost members. This is .. . club. It is neat in appearance, well 
really a more difficult task than or- (3) The privilege of attending printed, has an attractive frontis- 
ganizing a new club, but it can be national garden club meetings. piece in color, but it is noteworthy 
done. Remember, members make (4) Headquarters is ever ready for the comprehensive nature of its 

a garden. to help with material for programs Program and particularly for the 
You who are members of garden and in many other ways. information which it gives about 

clubs know the pleasure and benefit . . riatters of interest to the club mem- 
derived from that association. In- (5) National Chairmen may be pers.” 
crease your membership, organize called on for their aid. Two Wisconsin clubs received 
new clubs—give others that pleas- If you live where you do not recognition. We find this statement 
ure too! have the opportunity of garden about the Ravenswood Garden 

In every state there are clubs not club membership, and you are in- Club year book: “A particularly 
affiliated with the state organiza- terested in horticulture and garden well made, smaller year book comes 
tion, we want and need these clubs, club work, you may become a Sus- from the Ravenswood Garden Club 
urge them to join their State Fed- taining (member at large). Appli- of Wauwatosa, with a special cov- 
eration, thus automatically becom- cation for Sustaining Membership er design showing Black Burnian 
ing members of National Council. must be vouched for by the Presi- Warbler.” The cover design of the 

National Council offers many ad- dent of the State Federation of his Elm Grove Garden Club year book 
vantages to its members: or her state, or by two members of is reprinted in the magazine,
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ee Pe ice FEDERATION BOARD BARABOO GARDEN CLUB 
WISCONSIN GAR 

FEDERATION OF DIRECTORS MEETS = PLANTS LIVING MEMORIAL 
AS OF NOVEMBER 9, 1945 NOVEMBER 29 A memorial maple tree to com- 
By: Mrs. H A. Pochmann plete a living memorial planting 

ye eure Treseurev , The organization meeting of the and give the city of Baraboo a lined 
Board of Directors of the Wiscon- approach from the south, was plant- 

sin Garden Club Federation was ed as a part of the Armistice Day 
Gen ay OF RECEIPTS held at the Medford Hotel Novem- program in Baraboo. 

Balance from 1944 __-$322.92 ber 29. All members were present The Baraboo newspaper reports 
Dues collected 1945 ~~ 411.25 except Miss Mary Potter, Cam- th a 

; ; ; e event: “The Baraboo Garden 
Stationery sold to bridge, President of the Southern Club h lanted 18 1 

District Presidents - 7.50 District, who was ill ub has plante maple trees on 
Registration at ; . Victory Heights. George Martiny 

State Convention -_. 82.00 The budget for 1946 was dis- completed the planting by putting 
cussed in some detail. It was point- trees along the other side of the 

Total. s2se-ssss-socsoue= $823.67 . . . ‘ % : Z 
ed out that the working capital in highway. This will eventually give 

Educational Fund: the General Fund is very small, Baraboo a lovely tree-lined approach 
Balance from 1944 _--$165.69 amounting to approximately $270 to the city from the south. The 

— per year, out of which most Fed- garden club feels that living me- 

165.69 eration activities must be paid. Sev- morials are most fitting to honor 
Permanent Fund: eral methods of increasing income our war heroes. The final tree in 

Balance from 1944 __-$250.00 were suggested, one being an in- the row was planted in the Armis- 

— crease in annual dues to all mem- tice Day service by the Mayor 
$250.00 bers, which requires a change in assisted by Mrs. R. E. Kartack and 

the constitution. Mrs. O. F. Isenberg of the garden 
Flower Show Fund: club.” 

Balance from 1944 —--$500.00 It was voted to hold regional . . “a 
500,00 meetings of state officers and state Mrs. R, E. Kartack writes: “Our 

_ ‘ committee chairmen in each district garden club committee went to the 
Collected dues for Wis- from March 11-15. At this time McKay Nuresry Company and per- 

consin Horticultural officers and chairmen will outline sonally picked out the trees so they 
Society -----—-----$865.70 the work for 1946 with members would be uniform. They are about 

SUMMARY OF and officers of clubs in the district. 8 feet tall. We feel proud of . 

DISBURSEMENTS Location of the meeting and time project as it was carried out in 

General Fund: will be announced in an early issue. days from conception to comple- 
National Council Dues $119.80 . tion.” 
Wisconsin Roadside Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwau- 

Council Dues ~----- 10.00 Chai 
National Council Meeting: Kee) Chairman of the State Flower WieRE ARE THE CARROTS 

Registration _------. 27.00 Show to be held at the Recreational GROWN? 
a Eapenses 10.00 Building, Wauwatosa, May 17-18- 

SExpenees 10.00 19, gave a brief report stating that While carrots are easily grown 
President’s Expenses she has already started working on and most pas t a sien the 

During Year --_-___ 37.00 ‘ commercial crop of carrots is large- 
Executive Board the show. A rental of $80 will be 1, grown in four states—New York, 
eons som 26.93 paid for the use of the building. California, Arizona and Texas. 

Treaaurer’s int == 5.00 A motion to have three flower Carrots | help improve vision and 

Help ccccccsssesencs, 10,00 arrangement schools, including one also maintain good sight. The army 

Treasurer's Salary ---- 15.00 two-day judging school for national recommends a steady diet of car- 
Postage and Cay Jucging rots for candidates who fail to pass 

Secy.-Treasurer's credit, conducted by the State Gar- sight requirements by a slight mar- 
Supplies ------------ 25.26 den Club Federation, was lost. gin. 

General Chairman’s TT - 
Expenses ------.-_.. 14.22 a ee State Committee’s S A V E T R E E S 
Expenses ---------__ 11.44 

General Stationery Cavity Treatment General Landscaping Large Tree Moving 
and Supplies ------_ 45.48 We are insured 

Refunds 4.35 Fertilizing Lakeside 2907 Removale Convention Expenses 42.79 . . . i Courtesy ---------.--. 3.00 Pruning Wisconsin Tree Service Spraying 
—= 2335 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee 

Total Expenditures _____ $417.27 Ne



Notes on the National Board Meeting 
By Mrs. Walter Dakin 

(Continued from November) report fine progress in Conserva- for the luncheon. 
tion Schools. These notes by no means cover 

Speaking on her field—Conserva- Thursday morning the state pres- the meeting adequately. Nothing is 

tion—Mrs. Daniel Heffner of Ore- idents were Mrs. Champlin’s guests spared in the effort to make the 
gon believes that now that the war for coffee and conference, A Presi- sessions interesting, constructive, 

‘oe We os — my, canine dents’ Forum followed. ) and stimulating. 
efinite projects in conservation. ‘ ‘ On Friday, 26 of us journeyed by 

She told us that 50% of the timber ‘niet ee oe special bus 2 Orange, New Jersey, 

in Washington and Oregon has and Washington -who spoke at the to attend the Second State Garden 
been cut in the war years. A Doug dinner had as his subject “The Part Flower Show. It was well staged 

Ina ifr asset be: 100° year okt ty De of Garden Clubs in the Highways in Orange Lawn Tennis Club. 
cut, There is a movement on foot 7 Fit" Fiture.” Of special a Rooms in the clubhouse were used 
to cut federally owned timber. Ree & th réas) hi Tawa s which for artistic arrangements, table set- 
search to utilize the 807% waste in vill ait ae entrance to The high- tings, and shadow boxes. An exhib- 
timber cutting is imperative. We we Soni abutting property but are it of kodachromes was a feature. 
were nged tn read he Tha, Be to ‘be similar to railroad right-of- On the spacious porch a model of 
port of the Governments of the ith planted parkways flank- the Blue Star Drive was exhibited 
United Nations on Food and Agri- Ways with pla Pp y' by the State Hishway Dept. The 

: : ing the margins. yy the giway cP! 
culture by the Interim Committee, Luncheon speakers included Mrs. Dept. of Conservation of New Jer- 
dated April 25, 1945. Garrett Smith w hose subject was sey showed a Picnic and Rest Area 

Mrs. Wesley Front, International Church Gardens. She pointed out 0” the Drive. A Bird Sanctuary was 
Relations Chairman, plans to make 134 totels and tea rooms spend another exhibit, The College of Ar- 
a good will air tour of the world oi cands on summer equipment chitecture conducted a Garden Cen- 
next year. . for they appreciate that a summer ter staffed by experts. An adjacent 

The Scholarship Fund promises  enyironment pays. People like to be tent housed horticultural exhibits 
to function in a real way. Through 64+ under the sky, Churches must and a Jack Pot where garden arti- 

a transfer of funds from the Spe- take advantage of this outdoor cles were on sale. An exhibit of 
cial Project Fund the Scholarship trend if they are to hold their mem- special interest was One World 
Fund is now $5,382.00. Each state bers, especially the young people. Through Gardening, showing the 
president is asked to appoint a = Church gardens offer a solution— World origin of fruits, flowers and 
Scholarship Fund Chairman who a, outdoor room framed with ever- vegetables. 
will endeavor to increase the fund greens and shrubs—the center space We stood by while Mrs. Cham- 
by voluntary subbscriptions. Ac- jefe open. Benches, grills, wall foun- plin cut the ribbons and formally 
cording to plans of Mrs. Brumby tains, bird baths and sun dials may opened the show. Back to the hotel, 
and her committee, this fund will pe added, Here plays, teas, wed- goodbyes were said and a few hours 
be a Student Loan Fund. a Re- dings and even communion break- later saw us bound for home. 
gion is allocated $350 to $500 to be fasts may be enjoyed. A broad flag- ST 
loaned to students in State Univer- store tenace seer che hitchorsen®, OLD FASHIONED AND RARE 
sities wishing to do horticultural peed, Colorful flower borders and PERENNIALS 

research. . . . a garden of those herbs mentioned A letter from E. A. Hepler of 
A resolution discontinued the ac- in the Bible way be added, Beloit states: “Might I submit the 

ceptance of a $100 War Bond as a Mr. McKenna, active in the name of the Lester Rose Gardens, 
Life Membership fee. Men‘s Garden Clubs, told what his Route 5, Box 326, Watsonville, 

It was voted that Regional Direc- organization is doing to promote the Calif., for Old-Fashioned Roses 
tors should prepare a list of ac- trend toward forcing better prac- and Rare Perennials for members 
credited speakers available for Judg- tices in horticultural buying —get- who wish to buy them for their 
ing. Schools in each Region. This ting what you order and pay for. gardens.” 
list does not come from the Judg- Peace roses were flown from Mr. Hepler lists some 30 varie- 
ing Schools Committee, Portland to make the exquisite ta- ties of roses which he is growing 

The Award of Merit for Gaso- ble arrangements for the dinner. and likes the Brownell Hybrid 
line Stations was discontinued. White grapes were combined with Teas very much. He states: “I am 

It was suggested that we substi- the roses in the containers with a bird fan and have sent in at least 
tute the term Peace Garden for long ropes of ivy connecting the 25 subscriptions to our Wisconsin 
Victory Garden. individual arrangements. Stunning Society of Ornithology, so you can 

Several states are planning to vegetable and fruit combinations on see there is not much idle time to 
“resurrect Judging Schools.” Others bandana handkerchiefs were used get into any mischief.”
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: * 2 DDT KILLS BIRDS Birding at Christmas _ 
The following is a news item 

The National Audubon Society issued by the Audubon Society in 
sponsors a Christmas Bird Census E * the Cornell Plantations, Cornell 
in which people all over the U. S. r University. 

a a count birds auld day i , “The bird study of Dr. Neil 
uring “hristmas week. 1 would like : 7 Hotchkiss of the United States Fish 

to suggest that we garden bird lov- aay and Wildlife Service is proof that 
ere og = this Wi tO, B¢e rad ee DDT can and does kill birds. The 
many 1 4 . inl 7 icin ws ur | toxic chemical was sprayed over an 
Ing Cold weather: Seople iy warmer area in Pennsylvania infested with 
states often find over 100 species gypsy moth. Within 48 hours after 
h4 we do pel if we find 35-45- é an airplane had sprayed that area, ca the gen — ae _ the woods went ‘dead’ without a 
gone'bat eS nd fe oh fered P sign of normal bird-life or song. eaters may ound in sheltere All the dying birds that were picked 
places if you take the time to look up showed the same symptoms: a for them 5 : 5 

. gradual paralysis of their muscles 
Ten Standbys : and an inability to move their wings 

SPRUCE USE except through a small arc, They 
_ The ten old standbys are the Eng- Frequently ref ck OUSE “Fool kept up almost constant fluttering 

lish sparrow, starling, bluejay, nut- Hen.” Practically extinct in Wisconsin of their wings until they died. The 
hatch, chickadee, cardinal, the hairy now. Found only in isolated sections of oft-repeated statement that DDT i 
and downy woodpeckers, the junco ee State. rictare courtesy Wisconsin harmlces jovall son bl ode d orgs & 

” mservation Dept., ison. wi -blo rgan- 

and ied ted Be ae ote ay mix with them. The goldfinch and isms was thus proved false, the 
e;tound but the others: take.a) ttle Purple finches are here but the for- scientist in charge states.” more patience, Bobwhites and pheas- + none ° mer is hard to see in winter because fa ants are not hard to find along the 7 fi If 1 of the dull winter plumage. 

may see an owl ik fae ved S If the winter is cold and snowy LIKES NEW MARIGOLD 

eral species of them stay if the mice the oe sare evening grosbeaks Of all the new annuals which I 
are numerous. Redheaded wood- 27¢ te snow buntings may come have tested the past season, I must 

. . down from the North. Occasionally place the igold Flash at th peckers stay occasionally where Pp marigo! ash at the top. 
there are plenty of acorns not cov- 2 SW@™P Sparrow or a song spar- This is one of the most useful flow- 

re pren'y : row will be found wintering in the i ‘ 
ered with snow; and sometimes a marshes where weed seeds are plen- ers which .L have found i) 4 Iobg 
flicker, too, though they feed large- tiful P a very ay Maen 

i i in- : tinued to t yon ants which are scarce in win. Water birds are not so easy to by hard frosts. ie. is exczedingly 

a identify because they are usually so adaptable, too. I have used it very 
Kingfishers may be found along far away. But if you live near open successfully at the base of founda- 

open water where they can still find water you will be able to add quite tion plantings as well as on the ter- 
fish. Brown creepers feed on the a few species to your list by count- race and it has never failed to 
bark of trees hunting for grubs in ing the ducks, geese, mergansers, prove satisfactory. 
the crevices and so are not driven and gulls. ‘ . 
south by cold weather. Robins are _So let us get out some sunny By The Roving Gardener in 
pretty rare in winter but if they day during Christmas week and Nov. 1, ’45, Horticulture, 
find a well stocked food tray a few count birds. Send me your results Boston, Mass. 
will stay. They seem to be fond of and we will publish the reports in TT 
cooked spaghetti, perhaps because Horticulture. WASHING STUFFED TOYS 
it looks like earth worms. Golden Mrs. Arthur Koehler, 109 Chest- 
crowned kinglets are always found nut St., Madison., State Bird Chair- Some of the | stuffed dolls and 
in small numbers, usually feeding man. animals your children will get this 
in conifers. We should have plenty -- Christmas are made of fabrics 
of cedar waxwings and perhaps a Whenever a farmer sells you a treated with resin-coating. As dirt 
few Bohemian too, this year for the basket of apples, his reputation is is less likely to penetrate these 
mountain ash had lots of fruit. The on top of the basket; later you will glazed coverings, the General Elec- 
red-winged blackbirds gather in discover his character somewhere tric Consumers Institute suggests 
huge flocks in the marshes and the near the bottom.—Lake Mills Lead- washing the surface with a sudsy 
rusty blackbirds and a few grackles er. damp cloth.
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| Garden Gleanings 
Snakes do not follow their young, soil and after it has frozen solid jured because of rapid drying out. 

writes Richard Hedstrom of Bos- add straw, leaves or boughs to re- Best to have porous pots imbedded 

ton in Horticulture. In spite of any tain frost. Uncover climbers first in sand kept moist. 
fanciful stories to the effect that in spring. We are afraid many — 
a mother snake will take her young climbers as well as hybrid teas were No. Do not permit yourself to 
into her throat and mouth for pro- not properly covered for this win- be tempted when studying seed and 
tection against danger, this is not ter. If there is plenty of snow to nursery catalogs this winter to buy 
true, He thinks the reason for so cover them and it remains during the following: Highbush Blueberry, 
many stories of eye witnesses of coldest weather, they will come Hardy Pecan, Azaleas, Rhododen- 
this practice, the observer sees what through. On the south side of a dron. 
is in his mind. Many people get so house in the city where there is Yes, we know it’s a temptation 
excited about seeing a snake that excellent protection, climbers may to try to grow plants others are 
they are incapable of accurate ob- survive left on the trellis if the unable to grow. If you are a hobby- 

servation. winter is mild. ist and have a good location, per- 
— It won’t be long now before we haps it will be fun even though not 

Organic Gardening Magazine, have another old-fashioned winter successful. 
published at Emmaus, Pa., is a new and then ae enthusiasm ao H, J. Rahmlow. 

: F A growing will receive a setback. ———_ 
magazine. Looks like the magazine “Those who cover will continue to | TREND OF GARDENING 
titled: “Chemical Fertilizers Detri- STOW TOS€S- INTEREST 
mental to Soil and Health.” Others — Gard 
are: “Earth Worms Play a Vital Fertilisers for Tomatoes and Pep- = Ths Master ener 
Part in Gardening,” “We Show fers. Tomato plants, because of Nationwide figures on seed sales 

You How to Eliminate Sprays,” their greater vigor, are more toler- and nursery stock reveal that from 
“Talk to old-time farmers,” says the ant to excesses of nitrate and po- 1941 to 1943 vegetable seed sales 

editor. “They will tell you that when tassium than are pepper plants, and increased sharply. In 1944 and 
they were boys before chemical fer- Peppers because their growth is less 1945 the volume of ‘vegetable seed 
tilizers were much used, they were Vigorous are more tolerant to defi- sales was still high, but had de- 
not bothered overly much with plant ciency. of nitrate or potassium. This clined slightly from the peak 
diseases and insects, and rarely if conclusion was reached in an ex- reached in 1943. 
ever used poison sprays even in periment conducted at Michigan On the other hand, the total vol- 
fruit orchards.” Experiment Station. ume of all garden goods sales con- 

We agree with the Roving Gar- Tomato plants suitable for field ‘tinued to increase in 1944 jand 

dener in Horticulture, when he setting can be grown at a nitrate 1945, reaching a peal in 1945 of 
says: “ I belong to no cults. I try level of 25 to 50 parts per million, OV¢r three: times) the wolume at: 
to realize that all of these eager while peppers need only 10 to 50 tained in 1939. soe 
Messiahs of soil conservation and parts per million at the time of The greater rise in 1944 and 
better plant growth have something pricking off. 1945 was attributed wholly to in- 

to offer. Therefore I try to review —_ creased demand for flower seeds, 

ei oe i ae As someone “oe Heard at the Minnesota Horti- mri oneds Plenty ate 
said, knowledge can increase at the ie ii %, - 3 aT 

expense of understanding.” unre Moe eel a the guvden : T think this’ is = healthy indica- 
the second year. Therefore bem on aa = Portion of the Amer- 

A ey ‘ bulbs, Caer didn’t know the in pobtiowho oat their tect #0 
Winter Climbing Bases ate Mite reason for this or what to do about po speak, on Ee ee sepetabes cussed by E. S. Boerner of Jackson ~ : in Victory Gardens, liked garden- 

and Perkins in the Home Garden it and so suggested getting new ing so well that they branched out 
Guide. He recommends that in open bulbs instead of iuesilie with them. into the ornamental phase. This is 

or very much exposed places “lay- Who thinks otherwise? going to mean a more beautiful 
ing them down” should be followed. —— post-war America. Let’s encourage 
Dig the soil away from one side of House Plants in Porous Clay Pots every gardener, new and old, to 
the plant. Then gently but firmly dry out much more rapidly during continue gardening and thus pro- 
bring the plant over to the ground winter months than plants in paint- mote better mental and physical 
and peg it down with wood stakes ed pots or non-porous material. health, create more beautiful sur- 
or bent wire protected with bits of Roots of plants in contact with roundings, and increase the mate- 
old hose or cloth, Cover tops with porous clay surface are often in- rial wealth of our nation.



Blue Flowers Through the Year 
By C. W. Wood 

“Blue is a lovely and beloved latter, especially among beginners, To answer the constant call from 
color at any season in the garden, because they do not always realize gardeners for shallow-rooting 
but in the spring it is, verily, the the limits of the different kinds. Of ground covers, as over small bulbs, 
salt in the broth,” wrote Mrs. all the tragedies of the garden, few there are few happier solutions than 
Wilder years ago. It still remains can be worse than to see Myosotis the tiny V. repens. It makes a per- 
as true today as it was then. If palustris stuck away in a hot, dry fectly flat mat of green, on which 
you will take an inventory of your spot or M. rupicola slowly pass out shine for a month or more in spring 

first flowers of the year, you will of the picture in a shallow, mois- umerous pale blue salvers. The 
likely find these prominent in your ture-clogged soil. There is material shallow-rooting habit calls for some 
list. Adonis, anemone, winter aco- here for almost every part of the attention to its moisture needs when 
nite, narcissus, snowdrop, snow- garden, provided we select the right the weather turns dry; otherwise it 
flake, chionodoxa, scilla hyacinthus, kinds for the different spots we is quite indestructible in this cli- 

and a number of venturesome have to fill. It will not be necessary mate. 
shrubs. Aside from the last, you to enter into a long discussion of | Veronica gentianoides, a speed- 
will notice that they are practically all forms of forget-me-nots men- well all too seldom seen in gardens, 
all bulbs and you will note further tioned in catalogs, but it may be deserves more attention than it now 
that white and yellow are the domi- well to cover some of the lesser receives. It is one of the first veron- 
nant colors, Now, white and yellow known kinds and to mention a few cas to bloom, usually flowering by 
are both pleasing shades or they associates for them. May 1 in latitude 45 degrees north. 

would not be found so lavishly used Veronica Condensed from October 15, 1945 
in nature. But in spring more than Veronica. is ‘ American Nurseryman. 

; so vast in numbers 
any other time of year, we need 44,4 it ld easily fill ti a 
something more vivid than either to; wound £as'y an entire CHICAGO FLOWER SHOW 
heer us on our way. So we turn jour of the American Worerymian Th j 

c . y . if all were to be said about it that eme to Be Fashions 
to blues (until we come to aubri- ihe genus deserves in Flowers 

oe ee a ee me ae One would think, after looking The Garden Club of Illinois will 
e orden) = 7 i gig ri ail through the general run of gardens, present its 20th annual Chicago 

be = ted, too, that the Mies men- that veronica consists of little more Flower Show on April 8th through 

tioned previous! all came from than: twro: species, "W. long#fatia and ved 2th, at Masaball, Wield and bulbs y V. spicata. It is true that longifolia Company. 
Bef: ; th t dj. im its variety subsessilis is a truly Nineteen successful shows have 

_ pelore going on to the next Cl- fine plant, both for cutting and for been held. Mrs. O. W. Dynes has 
Mision Of Ont subject, may : suggest garden adornment, and deserves all been chairman but now has de- 
a few pretty spring combinations, {14 attention that it gets. In fact, cided to Jay aside the chairmanship. 
using the blues eee! before there are few plants of greater Mrs. L. T. Warren, long a member 

as_one component? Chionodoxas inerit for both purposes during its of the Executive Committee, will 
and the yellow viola, V. lutea; long season of flowering from July become chairman. 
oul hci eal ti ee of until late September (probably later Theme of this year’s show will 
hire ie pee a ot an ein ‘an- farther south). It is too well known be: “Twenty Years of Flower 
thifolia interplanted with Chiono- +, need further comment, except to Shows.” In the schedule will be 
doxa sardensis. After growing these point out a few pleasant associates. those entries which during the years 
early comers in your garden, you One that I recall with pleasure was have been so popular as to be long 
will be able to work out a host of the veronica planted in front of a remembered. 
other felicitous associations. tall mullein, yellow, with a white oe 

Forget-Me-Nots phlox as a companion. Another Triumphantly the new_ bride 
Forget-me-nots are among my _ that comes to mind used bocconia placed the dessert on the table. It 

favorite blue flowers of spring. as a background, in front of which was an oval shaped piece of covered 
That is true for a number of rea- was a large mass of the veronica pastry, about 18 inches long and 6 
sons, but mainly, I suppose, be- interplanted with white platycodon inches wide. 
cause they give so freély for so with violet annual alyssum as an “What is it?” her husband in- 
little. They have had their praises edging. The other of the two popu- quired. 
sung by poets for untold genera- jar kinds, V. Spicata, was rather “Why, darling, can’t you see— 
tions and have occupied a warm fully discussed, together with its it’s pie?” 
spot in the affections of gardeners fonfused naming in gardens, in a “Rather long for a pie, isn’t it?” 
for even longer. Yet there is not recent issue; so that need not be “Of course not, silly. It’s rhu- 
a little dissatisfaction among the repeated here. barb.”
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The Dionne QUIN S use our 

SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner. ; 

TYPEWRITERS— f; . 

All makes including portables rented. N i : ae 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach ya 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in Px: 
your home. 

ORGANS— / 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of } 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write — 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

, ROSENDALE, WIS. 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection We have = two manual organ 

with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisc onsin Horticulture since 1928 

On 

ee 

Check Y Bee Equi eck Your Bee Equipment. . 
Conditions will undoubtedly be approaching normal within the next year and we will consider 

it a privilege to take care of your requirements. Since the United States entered the war you 

have not been able to buy all that you needed. Now is the time to go over your needs and send us 

your order so we can book it for next spring delivery. 

You will make no mistake with Root Quality Bee Supplies. Designed and constituted to give 

the best service at all times. 

Fine Stock of honey containers. 

SEND US YOUR ORDER 

e 

A.I. Root Co. of Chicago Z The A. L Root Co 
\e eo e 

224-230 W. Huron Street Medi Ohi 
i CHICAGO, ILL. =e ocind, me 

yoostin ‘uostPeN 
‘ ALTNOT AST 

aoe Larvigyt
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EARTHWORMS CONTAIN 

wich quatity PROTEIN | WISGONSIN HORTICULTURE 
If we hear, presently, of Mr. 

Watahiro going out into his Hon- ‘The Official Organ of the Wisconsin to Horticultural Seclety 

shu garden to eat worms, it won’t Entered at the postoffice at Madison, - lia ‘enna, 

be entirely because nobody loves fot maling wt apecial rate of osthas erate oe Seaee ie Acs af Oceober 3, 

him. More likely it'll be because + authorised Joly Wished Monthly Excepting July by the 
he’s hungry. Wisconsin State Horricutroran Sociery 

Prof. Sidney S. Negus of the 424 University Farm Place 

Medical College of Virginia, calls Madison 6, Wisconsin 

attention to two almost-overlooked H. J Ranmiow, Editor 

bits of research on the possibility Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

of common earthworms supplying Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

protein in a pinch. First, two Japa- Tel. University 182 

nese scientists called attention to the a 

high quality of the proteins found Volume XXXVI January, 1946 No. 5 

in these squirming little animals. ee 

ei a pair of English a TABLE OF CONTENTS 
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Future of the Apple Growing Industry 
Truman Nold 

This is the time to be taking z moval of government subsidies, and 
stock and having a good critical ~ aan we are fortunately free from such 
look at ourselves and our industry. = —— z complications. 

An apple grower is inherently an 7 Fae It has been easy to paint a bright 
optimist. We jokingly refer to our- eh § = picture of our status as to produc- 
selves as gamblers. But our optim- —_, sieree tion. 
ism has no kinship with gamblers Bee. eV N A Our Position in the 
luck. If it had, apple growers Cee SS i y Market Place 
wouldn’t be such hard-working peo- MAIR _c® fa ~~ . 
ple. We think and act in terms WV thee ee eka: . But the other half of the story is 
beyond today and this week and nh) ; —— different. We are in bad shape as 
this year. | yy =, to our customers. here is nothing 

There are commercial apple ! he wrong that we cannot correct, in 
growers in 35 states besides your ‘ "1 { time. But we should know first 
own. They are all interested, as you { ‘N | how far we have slipped backward 
are, in apPraising the effects of the ‘ 0 i in the market place, and why. 
war on our industry, and in scan- = » iN . : Of all the farm products that go 
ning the prospects of the future. f i} i ) i \ | to consumers in their natural state, 

The Bright Side ell id aN apples probably have a harder fight 

As we look around to see where 7 ____- ahead of them than any other. 
we stand, we can see a good many | Mr. Truman Nold is Secretary of | It is bad enough that by reason 

items that belong on the credit side | the National Apple Institute, Wash- | of the short crop we are having to 
of the ledger. It is notable that | ington: D.C. He aa bewsikes | S:ll poor apples te people wits 
nearly all of these have to do with dustry. The app’ wibeotlong would rather have good-ones. 

our ability to produce. the line of his remarks at the an- It is far worse that so much of 
Our soil has not been depleted | nual convention of the Wisconsin! our good fruit has been taking a 

nor has it been “mined” by the ur- State; Hosticaltural Society in No-| beating at our own hands and in the 
gency to increase production at the hands of our cesiianies all down 
expense of good soil practices, as _ the line. The short crop is not re- 

fat bin th cae in many ther gl eset mt thre Wee 26 ppc for tat Tt ot new 
crops. — surpluses meaning excessive story; we were far from perfection 

Despite the shortage of experi- quantities of apples of one kind or before the war. . But we had been 
enced labor, our orchards have been another that for good reason did making substantial progress. It is 
maintained in reasonably good con- pot move readily, clogged up the Ot necessary to dwell on what 

dition. We have pulled through on marketing channels so that apples happened to our trained personnel 
our old equipment and what little good and bad were in trouble—we 7 OUT orchards, packing sheds, and 
new machinery we could get. There sow find ourselves safely past the storages. It has been worse at the 
have been few times in earlier peri- period of chronic surpluses for a other end of the line, especially in 
od when we could so readily afford While the retail stores where the turnover 
the new equipment that we need Ip a modest way, new plantings °f Personnel has been terrific. 
and can reasonably expect to get in paye gone in all during the war, Trained help in the stores is just as 
the next year or two. and as nursery stock becomes more important to us as trained help on 

Acreage Declining plentiful in, ‘we ‘are due’ to’ see the orchard, but the rate of turn- 

Orchard acreage, in the years im- considerable new acreage. So far Ver has been so great that we now 
mediately preceding the war, had this trend also is a healthy one, have to think almost in terms of 

been declining steadily, and there mainly because the planting for the *t@rting again from scratch. 
had been an extensive culling out most part is being done by apple As matters stand now, half the 
of unprofitable trees in our or- men who know what they are do- apples in our market places are in a 
chards, ing. condition that mocks the hard work 

Commercial apple production did We have come through the war and skilful effort that went into 
not decline at the same rate. The without having become entangled making them good apples as they 

better varieties, on suitable sites, in any direct subsidy payments hung ripe on the tree. 

under good management, have from the government. Many farm They sell this year at high prices 
shown an improvement in produc- crops and products have a severe because consumers are limited in 
tion Per acre. adjustment to make with the re- their choice of what they can buy,
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and therefore prefer whatever ap- that it is a good and fair match for POLLINATION IN HOOD 

ples they can get to none at all. this kind of problem. It has been RIVER, ORE., AND HAND 

We have only a half crop of ap- just ten years since a few apple POLLINATION AT 

ples in the United States this year. producers in various parts of the WENATCHEE, WASH. 
We could not sell twice as many country first bestirred themselves 

apples, even with today’s high con- in an organized way on the premise By B. Esther Struckmeyer, 
sumer buying power, at a price that that harvest time marked only, the Department of Horticulture, 

would return growers a profit, if halfway point, and not the ending, University of Wisconsin 

the appearance and condition of the of their responsibility for the crop. It is difficult to get Delicious ap- 

fruit were the same as it is today. Today it is generally accepted ples to set in ae consin 3 ome 

Future Competition that erowers and shippers have a seasons. We have been making ob- 

soi continuing responsibility that car- servations the last few years on dif- 
This is the last season that con- ries all the way through, a respon- f rew yes 

sumer selection will be so limited. spay: i 3 erent factors which might affect 
sibility that we can’t turn loose until the set of Delicious or its Red 

We are on the threshold of the the customer is ours and he is sat- orts 

greatest advancement and the great- _ isfied. a ae Gast + & fewmdave' 

est competition for consumer favor We have capable and willing al- 4... te ee sacia a sections. s aE 

that the food industry has ever lies in the terminal distributing Hood ss P & : : ver, Oregon, and Wenat- 
seen. trade, but the essential leadership 106 Washin gton, where Delicious 

On the basis of present Plantings, is ours. ig extensively grown. I was inter- 

citrus production will continue to We define it as our job to deliver ested to know if they have a similar 

increase, at a mighty rate. The cit- apples of the right variety, in the problem and, if so, what corrective 
rus people are good merchandisers. right quantity, at the right time, in measures were being taken. 

When you buy oranges, you will be the right condition, to customers 
able to get good oranges. whoare prepared to appraise them Pollination in Hood River 

Banana imports will be resumed at Aneit real value, Orchards 

on a large scale. There is a product The very fact that we are doing First, I will tell about conditions 

that has some real problems of con- exactly that, some of the time, jus- for pollination in the Hood River 

dition; but when you buy bananas, tifies the direction of our energies alley. Bees are numerous there, 
you will be able to get good banan- to do it more and more of the time. and hand pollination is not neces- 

as. . . Part of the job can be done only _ sary. 

_ The canned food industry is get- at home, on the orchard or ranch, Bees are very abundant in these 
ting set to improve even its excel- and nowhere else. Part of it can be orchards. We were interested in 
lent pre-war packs; when you buy done by the shipper and his connec- learning if bees failed to pollinate 

canned fruit, you will be able to tions and nowhere else. Part of it the blossoms when gathering nec- 
count on the quality of what you can be handled only by the combi- tar, as was found to be true in 80% 

get. . fl nation of growers in organizations of the cases last year in Wisconsin. 
The frozen food industry,is fairly ike the various State Institutes and They may move over the stamens 

bursting at the seams to expand, commissions in the important pro- one time and between stamens on 
and its primary appeal is quality. ducing sections of the country. Part another trip; and, they do not seem 

And let us not neglect the fact of it calls for treatment as a na- to go to any special flower but move 
that we are just as much in compe- tional problem. around more or less haphazardly. 

tition with candy bars as with or- (To be continued) From a number of counts made, 
anges. They will be back fighting _ 20.5 th did ch i 

for counter space by the time an- Likes Recipe Booklet 5% of the bees did not touch the 
other year rolls by. es pe stamens or anthers. The rest went 

Probl “I think the booklet ‘36 Ways to Over the stamens and collected and 
Our Use Wisconsin Apples’ is tops. I distributed pollen This difference 
Can Be Solved : cea rie i ‘ Wi in is ap- 

ow will take real pride in handing to im comparison to isconsin 1S ap- 

None of this is any reason for all my good apple customers and parently due to the way the petals 

rushing home and starting to chop friends.” — Samuel F. Gygax, Gy- te cupped about the stamens. 

down apple trees. On the contrary. gary Bros, Waukesha, Bees collecting pollen go over the 

For this new era in the food indus- ee stamens or over the top of the 

try Presents no problems that we DMT Pvt. at bus stop: “Madam, flower, and those collecting nectar 

are not capable of meeting and could you be kind and give a crip- go either between the stamens or 

overcoming; and it brings with it ple four bits for bus fare? over the top. 

opportunities which we can seize Old Lady: “You poor chap. How On the days that I was watching, 

and capitalize upon. are you crippled ? the bees collected pollen in the 

The industry has already proved Private: “Financially.” (Continued on page 110)
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Orchard and Vegetable 
” Suppli Growers’ Supplies 

Buy Cooperatively and Save Money. 

Participate in the Earnings of the Cooperative 

SPRAY MATERIALS DUSTING MATERIALS 

Lithens ny a with Copper 

Colinas Ansinat Co Po Dust 
Lime Sulphur . 

Kolofog 1 PRUNING EQUIPMENT 

' Mike Sulphur Tree-wound Paint 
Copper Sulphate Pruning Saws Pruning Snips 
Lethane B. 72 Hand Pruners Pole Pruners 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR 

Nitrate Fertilizer 33!Z 
(Ammonia Nitrate) 

NURSERY STOCK SPRAY EQUIPMENT 

Fruit Trees Small Fruits one, see Renin 
Berry Plants Strawberry Plants Spray Pumps (John Bean) 

Write for Price List. Place Your Order Early. New and Used 

Power Orchard and Row Crop Sprayers 
Repairs for John Bean Sprayers 

We Handle Repairs for All Models From the Oldest to the Most Modern Makes 

Write for Catalog and Price List; 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. (Near C.&.N.W. Freight Depot) Telephone 4107 Lester F. Tans, Mgr.
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POLLINATION— C ° d d Cc ul 

(Continued trom age 108) Conservation an Orchar ture 
morning and nectar in the late af- ; . 

ternoon. 1 J. H. Gourley, Ohio 

bi eas ave ST et peaek., The reason for having any sys- vided an outlet for the enthusiasm 

lination in tem of culture in an orchard, rather of many a patriotic soul. 

Why Better Pol 1 than no system, is to attempt to 

Hood River _.., provide for certain deficiencies that So we may add our word by 
That there is bee pollination in exist or may arise, commonly spok- stressing _ the” importance of soil 

Hood River is perhaps due to the en of as limiting factors. No system conservation in its broadest sense 
nectar being more attractive to bees is perfect or applicable to all condi- 1" 7¥ cultural program and in do- 

in Oregon, tions and none will alleviate all dif- "8 this, the finger of criticism 

Structure of the flower is some-  fcylties or guard against all hazards. points to the intensive tillage of 

what different from the Delicious One may have to compromise be- land and the smile of scientific in- 

flower in Wisconsin. As already tween what he thinks is ideal and vestigation: 1s) upon sno tillage or as 

mentioned, the petals are less cup- what is practical to do under a little as possible. But the orchard- 

ped around the stamens. given set of circumstances. ist has peokehay, let all others in 

The pistil is about the same It is almost axiomatic that there asad le ee er ten one Ee 

length as the stamens; whereas in is more than one way to accomplish hee an Te a a ne 

— the pistils = re a given result, although there is mulch systera” of orcharding Te 

than the stamens, another hin- some tendency for an orchardist to : ‘nati 
drance to pollination. espouse a ota system of culture cee ee Se aa 

Trying to estimate the number of and then feel called upon to defend with other systems. 

bees in Delicious trees, I found an it against all comers. There are 

average of 18 bees in a tree, count- times and places where a combina- The Apple Orchard 

ag (Or EES cnene lees ofnoe then Each anh paNG and, aetna a ae 
t was also observed that the bees : 

go over some flowers many times. another when they are older. But orchards is the space between the 

From counts made, it was apparent all this is well known and under- tree rows. Fertilizer applications 

that a flower was visited on an av- stood by experienced orchardists, are usually made beneath the 

erage of two times every seven min- Over much of Ohio, apple and branches rather ‘than as an all over 

utes. pear trees are grown in sod land ay naa is system has work- 

The bees seemed to be very ef- and some fertilizer or maniurial © = in most cases but where the 

ficient, since they made an average program is followed, usually the OF td is cultivated a better cover~ 

of 10 to 11 visitations per minute fertilizer is applied beneath the © pokes could be grown if the 

—Paper presented at the annual branches. On the other hand, lan re and limed occa- 

convention Wisconsin Horticul- peaches and other stone fruits, delusk y. Meager cover crops are a 

tural Society. grapes, and brambles are grown un- © ©USIOn and leave soil depleted of 

; ,. der cultivation. The problem is to 1S Organic matter. And where the 
Editor's Note: Dr. Struckneyer’s ; orchard is in sod one might raise 

gs determine whether any other sys- 8 5 

paper on Hand Pollination of tems are inferior to the ones now about half the mulch material 
Delicious at Wenatchee will be in in vogue and what the advantages needed by an all-over fertilization 

our next issue. : are instead of applying it all beneath 

——_— the trees. We have increased the 

FERTILIZERS Tillage Versus No Tillage dry hay in an orchard from 1300 

If there is any least common de- pounds to 4200 pounds per acre by 

Rock phosphate: Florida 32% nominator among farmers, garden- applying 200 pounds of cyanamid 

P.O, in bags. Potash when avail- rs and amateurs today, it is found per acre in addition to the two ap- 

able. Granular Aero Cyanamid in the word “conservation.” Soil, plications and without any reseed- 

20.6% nitrogen for fruit trees water, wildlife conservation, and ing. It does not injure the trees 

and for plowing under, ship im- conservation of all natural resourc- and makes the land more product- 

mediately. Dealers and distribu- ©°- I presume we should think of ive. Where mulch material is de- 

tors wanted. Schrock Fertilizer “conservation” as wise use and not sired this practice is worthy of 

Service, Congerville, Illinois. lack of use of these resources. This extensive trial. The grass will then 

as fever has hit us none too soon and _ be cut once or twice depending up- 

Butter is made out of turtle eggs by the way, is not so new as might on the growth that is made. — An- 

in Mexico, and is a highly-prized appear, but has been given great ual convention paper, November 

commodity. — Idaho News Letter. impetus by moderns and has pro- 1945. ;
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PUBLICITY most active in promoting this or- = ———__________, 
FOR APPLES URGED ganization, and held various offices. 

. For 25 years he had charge of FOR Ss L 

Aareing Sh sual he ft deri he Ha ALE ve 7 7 Cc Fair. Hi freel ticultural Society, Lester D. Ar- (opi, punticdee “and cervices » | Used Sprayers 
nold, of Winchester, president, . : » 

urged fruit growers of Virginia to beginners in fruit growing. 2 Friend large size. 
improve the quality and color of ee 1 4-cylinder Myers, 300 gallon, 
their apple pack, and to erect new FOR SALE tank ‘mousted as ‘a ‘two-wheel 
processing plants where needed to 1 Myers Duplex 200 gallon tank 
take care of low grade apples. He New 15 gallon Bean Royal cut under steel chassis. 
pointed out the need for greater Pump mounted on 200 gallon 1 Bean Giant Triplex 200 gallon 

publicity for apples and suggested a _ tank, less motor. Skid type. Write j = — — Triplex ‘300 
million dollar annual national ad- Wm. F. Connell, Menomonie, Wis. gallon tani, steel chaccis. 
vertising fund to be administered we 1 Bean Duplex, 150 gallon tank, 
by the National Apple Institute. “When I was in Washington, I steel chassis. 

He also recommended the plant- met the Chaplain of Congress.” 1 4-cylinder Hardie pump. 
ing of new orchards, consisting “The Chaplain! What does he 1 Duplex Myers pump. 
principally of red sports, to replace do?” ' — 4 ‘oe, ‘Cuda 
the old orchards of Virginia which “Oh, he just gets up a Platform, eee ere a 
are fast losing their productiveness. looks at Congress, and then prays REPAIRS, HOSE, AND 

To improve their pack, he recom- for the country.” GUNS FOR ALL MAKES 
mended that the growers try to — OF SPRAYERS 

catch up on the pruning of trees, Those who bring sunshine to the 
which has been greatly neglected Jives of others cannot keep it from Frank Knuth 
during the war; that the fruit be themselves—James Matthew Bar- 
adequately thinned and then spot fie, Telephone 541 
picked for color at harvest. The — Ss Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 

apples should be carefully graded There are few gluttons when it 1 -——___ 
and in years of large national pro- comes to food for thot. — Greens- 
duction, he stated that it would be boro, Ga., Herald-Journal. PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS 
profitable to pack nothing lower 
than No. 1 grade, and sell the lower 
grades to processing plants At 
some future time he suggested there U Ss Ss R. Ss 
will be a demand that apples be ED P AYER 78 
packed in small consumer packages COMPLETELY RECONDITIONED AND GUARANTEED 
to meet the requirements of super- TO DO A GOOD JOB OF SPRAYING. 

markets, which are increasing 1 MYERS on rubber, with 300-gallon tank, Power Takeoff. 
throughout the country. — From 
The Packer. 1 MYERS capable of 250 Ibs. pressure, with 100-gallon tank, 

skid type. 

1 BEAN 5 H.P. Novo ine, with 200- WM. J. AHRENS, SR. =n engines athe 
Wm. J. Ahrens, Sr., of Manito- 1 FRIEND powered by 6-cylinder Chevrolet engine, with 

woc, fruit grower of Manitowoc 400-gallon tank, 25 gallons per minute. 
County, passed away in November. — ALSO — 

Mr. Ahrens was 79 years old and . . 
a life-long resident of Manitowoc 1 NEW BEAN, 6-7 gallon per minute pump with 150-gallon 
County. For 32 years he traveled tank. 
as a salesman for a nursery com- 

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF SPRAYING ACCESSORIES, 

pany and later operated the north INCLUDING GUNS, HOSE, FITTINGS, ETC. 
side fruit farm, a good sized or- 
chard of apples, pears and plums. 

He was one of the first fruit SAM GOLDMAN 
growers of Manitowoc County, and °. * 
organized the Manitowoc County Sturg Bay, Wisconsin 
Fruit Growers Association. He was 2
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DDT RESIDUE slightly less than 10 p.p.m.; six to length and they are also made in re- 
TTOLERANCE ANNOUNCED _ eight covers, about 13 p.p.m. versible curves. — By K. I. Faw- 

An informal tolerance of 7 p.p.m. The relationship between number cett in November, 1945, Hoosier 

of DDT residue on apples was an- of applications and amount of resi- Horticulture. 
nounced today by Food and Drug due reported in this instance may — 

Administration, or may not prove to be a general WISCONSIN APPLE 
No insecticide has ever been so experience. If it does, a whole INSTITUTE MEMBERSHIPS 

intensively publicized as DDT, and _ series of questions will come to the _ COMING IN WELL 

the public has been deeply im- fore, not only as to next season’s . 

pressed with its potency. The in- spray programs, but more basically With the prospects of a large na- 

evitable bogey talk about fruit as to toxicity of the residue itself ; tional apple crop next year, the 

sprayed with DDT has already ap- the method of residue analysis; and Wisconsin Apple Institute is get- 

peared, reconciling the goal of adequate ting ready to join with other State 

This season’s experimental use of protection against insects with the Apple Institutes and the National 

DDT by orchardists proved such goal of adequate safeguarding of organization to work on a campaign 

an effective answer to the codling the public. — By Truman Nold, to fit the needs of apple growers. 

moth — which was beginning to Executive Secretary, National Apple Practically all the leading apple | 

thrive on standard insecticides in Institute. Condensed from Bulletin growers in Wisconsin belong to the 

most ae — ee No. 225. Wisconsin Apple Institute. Mem- 

was preparing to ask for an official es 3 

esaton of the residue ques- CONVEYORS — anes Rn inn pore now 
7 ig in. ecording Secretary: 

tion. Bad news would have been IN 'THE PACKING SHED Treasurer Arnold Nieman, Cedar- 

worse next summer or fall. . ‘ : 
‘ : During the annual meeting of the burg, announces | the following 

othe mgrbien en pan of Society of Indianapolis, the writer memberships received up to De- 

DDT resi , had occasion to visit the Railway cember 12: 
residue on apples does not E: inal. I d : 

appear to be a matter of washing >*PTESs Terminal. It was ten days Fruit Growers Co-op, Sturgeon 
or other cleaning methods. The before Christmas and holiday ship- Bay. ; 

stuff won’t come off. The USDA ments were the heaviest ever. In- Russell J. Aiken, Bayfield. 

research center at Beltsville reports dianapolis being the division point Hall Enterprises, Casco. 

that so far they have been unable of several railroads, it was neces- Virgil Fieldhouse, Dodgeville. 
to devise any method of removal %@'Y 1m many cases for the Express Bayward Sprengel, Waukesha. 
that will leave the apple undam- Company to unload, sort and re- Fred Peterson, Bayfield. 

aged. load most of the incoming ship- L. B. Irish, Baraboo. 

From this, it is evident that the ments and the terminal was piled Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm and 

spray program alone can be relied nigh with fea barrels, —_ and Nurseries, Oshkosh. 
upon at present in avoiding exces- a ne t made one wonder how —_—Reynolds__ Brothers, Sturgeon 
sive residue. It immediately be- the stuff would ever be sorted and Bay. . 

comes important to determine the reloaded, especially with labor con- —_—F. E. Alllegar, Rio. 
residue load on fruit protected by ditions such as. they: were. Kickapoo Orchard Company, 

various DDT applications this year. The answer to the whole problem Gays Mills. . 

Very few analyses for DDT resi- Was the use of conveyors and Wm. F. Connell, Menomonie. 

due have been obtained by growers trucks Five persons, including two 

who sprayed experimentally this women, unloaded, NER ——————E 

season; most of the laboratories routed hoo deliveries and oo ee 

that handle residue analyses have ‘erouted the other shipments and : . 

oar bes set up for DDT this ma all done on one long con- Everything you need in 

We have been able to locate only veyor. Not a package was carried s 

one place where analyses have en any place. Fruit and Vegetable 

made, by that laboratory method, The smallest orchard in the state 

on apples sprayed with a varying could very profitably use a conveyor Bo Cr t 

number of DDT applications. With of some sort. Many orchard oa xeS and a es 
a good deal of uncertainty, and cau- have a conveyor system in the pack- 
tioning advice because of the limit- ing shed and many more should 65 years of dependable service 

ed nature of the tests, it was said have one because it would save time ° 

that the relationship of number of and labor and it is equipment that Sheboygan F Tuit Box Co. 

applications to residue was, rough- will last for years with practically Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
ly: two DDT covers, slightly less no care. 

than 7 p.p.m.; four or five covers, Conveyors can be obtained in any .Ean
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EA ] OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE. BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 

OFFICERS Suc Won, Pewaukee 
ass) Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 

President Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Box 60, Newton Boggs, Viroqua 
Cornelius Meyer, Appleton, Menomonee Falls, C. C Meyer, Appleton 

Vice-President Recording Secretary-Treasurer Ivan Whiting, Rockford 

CAN WE INCREASE SOME THOUGHTS ON 
HONEY PRODUCTION?” SULFATHIAZOLE FOR 

; A A. F .B. CONTROL 
Our crop reporting service has Are) 

given the average honey production Fas Z) F 6 a Beekeepers sold on the idea of 
per colony for the state of Wiscon- Sy "as any won using sulfathiazole for A.F.B. con- 
sin in 1945 as 70 lbs. We know Me ny ae trol sometimes become impatient 
many beekeepers who received less r y\ ey with those who are skeptical. They 
even in good locations. Of course ae A PF) have used sulfathiazole, have seen 
the average of 70 lbs. means many ee Ltd au, with their own eyes healthy brood 
received a smaller crop, while oth- a raised in diseased combs, and there- 
ers obtained more. a fore are convinced it’s the long 

At our annual convention at Rice beekeeper becomes successful and sought-after cure. 
Lake, Dr.’ C, L. Farrar reported on has a good crop year after year, he The other day a strong advocate 
production of colonies of the branches out and soon becomes a_ of sulfathiazole put up a stiff argu- 
Central States Bee Laboratory, commercial producer. That has not ment. We asked him this question, 

Madison. He stated overwintered been the case in the Madison area. “Do you think a colony fed sulfa- 
colonies produced as follows: two- The production of the average bee- thiazole will hunt up all spores on 
queen colonies averaged 435 pounds keeper of Dane County this past the combs, the frames, the hive 
of honey above winter require- year was not any larger than in av- body, and destroy these spores ?” 
ments. One-queen colonies aver- ¢Tage sections. He didn’t think so. 

aged 286 pounds above winter The crop as reported by Dr. Far- Then we asked, “We expect to 
requirements. However, this was ‘at simply shows what can be done have several colonies next year with 
after an average of two and one- under good management and in a A.F.B. When we find one we will 
half pounds of package bees had relatively good year. . be glad to sell you the combs at a 
been taken from colonies late in How were the colonies handled? low price (if we get the inspector’s 
April for experimental work. They First, the package bees were given permission), Would you like to buy 
actually stored about 100 pounds combs containing pollen when they them?’ He admitted he wouldn't 
more than the above figures, be- Were installed. When this pollen  puy them. 

cause the honey consumed during WS consumed they were given “What’s the difference between 
April, May and June as well as Cakes of soybean flour mixed with 644, diseased combs and your dis- 
winter requirements were deducted. pola’ Wecoever they feet = eased combs?” we inquired. We 

The laboratory installed 190 two- Dr Parvaz veomrked Gat there ‘ar don’t know the answer yet. 
pound packages. They produced an 4 short period in late May when : 
average of 214 pounds above the 30 the package bees suffered for lack , Poverty is a soft pedal upon all 
pounds given them in spring, plus o¢ pollen and would have done bet- branches of human activity, not ex- 
60 pounds allowed in fall. ter if they had been given more cepting the spiritual—Henry Louis 

Not a Good Location “pollen” cakes. Mencken. 

It is hard to believe that bees suf- oo . 
Were these yields.due to a “good fer from lack of pollen in Wiscon- Two friends were discussing a 

location”? We do not believe so. sin in the month of May. It just third, when one of them said, 
Madison has never been considered goes to show we cannot go by rules, “Does he really have big feet?” 
a good location by the many bee- but must watch our bees and even The other nodded his head. 
keepers who. have lived here and though they are supposed to get “Well, all I know is that when we 
tried honey production. Not a single enough pollen in May to keep up were on the train together, the por- 
commercial beekeeper has develop- brood rearing, they will not be able ter shined one of his shoes and a 
ed in the county. As a rule, if a to get it if weather is unfavorable. _ suitcase.”
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LOCATION AND SIZE OF APIARIES tic sic°%ense Scr Se the work, including travel, can be 
r -da: Apiaries should be located where Every effort should be made to fikder Se ee oe 

there are ample acreages of major avoid areas where American foul- of 40 to 70 colonies for a half-day 
honey plants within two miles, and brood is known to be prevalent. and 80 to 125 colonies for a full- 
where natural vegetation is rich in Commercial beekeepers will wisely day schedule, according to the size 
pollen and secondary honey plants not establish apiaries nearer than of the crew and the equipment 
throughout the growing season. four miles to another commercial used. — By C. L. Farrar in Circu- 
However, since a two-mile radius yard, not so much to avoid over- lar No. 702, U. S. Department of 
includes more than 8,000 acres of  stcking the territory as to reduce Agriculture. 
land, there will be ample pasture the danger of contracting American 
for 50 colonies if only one percent foulbrood or, more often, the fear ARTIFICIAL BREEDING 
of this area supports plants produc- of contracting the disease. This 
ing pollen and nectar. In some re- policy, of course, cannot apply to OF BEES NOW FEASIBLE 
gions it is advantageous to choose a home apiaries maintained on neigh- The way now is open to improve 
permanent site rich in pollen sources boring farms. Individual beekeepers the quality of honeybee — stock 
and then move the apiary for the may find it advantageous to operate through artificial breeding. 
main flow to a temporary location several apiaries separated by only This indication appears from 
rich in major honey plants. one or two miles. Commercial op- work by C. L. Farrar and W. C. 

erators should assist the beekeepers ‘i : 
Shelter from Wind having a few colonies in their vi- aan of fe Gel cae 

Apiaries should be placed in well- cinity, both in the control of Ameri- partment of Agriculture and the 
drained locations sheltered from ¢an foulbrood and in management University of Wisconsin 
prevailing winds. In many western Problems. Although artifiial insemination of 
areas artificial windbreaks are made Hives should be arranged in the queen bees has been used to some 
by building slab fences or by inter- yard for convenient manipulation. extent since 1926, until recently it 
lacing brush into wire fences. Two Provision for a truck to be driven caused a delay in egg-laying which 
windbreak fences 15 to 20 feet close to them will reduce labor in made it impossible to conduct large- 
apart are more effective than a sin- carrying equipment, and a gate at scale tests of artificially inseminat- gle fence. Apiaries should be far each end of the yard will facilitate oq queens in full-strength colonies. 
enough away from cultivated fields handling of the truck. Hives that In 1944 the difficulty was reme- 
and homesteads so that bees will face south, southeast, or east re- ging by improvements in the tech- 
not prove hazardous to horses or a_ ceive maximum stimulation from nique of insemination, developed at 
nuisance to people not concerned the early-morning sunshine, but for the Southern States Bee Culture 
with their management, although, as__ winter cleansing flights hives facing Laboratory and at the Northern 
far as possible, near enough to south have a distinct advantage. ~ 2 : 
avoid being molested by pilferers. oe Laboratory in. Madison. 
They should be fenced 0 exclude Large ws.-Sasall Apiersss Trials at Madison 7 ib = how: 
livestock. They must be accessible The desirable number of colonies €4 that artificially ~ inseminated 
by truck under most weather con- for an apiary yard is determined by Ueens compared favorably with 
ditions. Open areas within wood several conditions. Small yards re- naturally-mated ones: as to the 
lots, which permit the colonies to be quire more travel per colony, but ields of honey obtained fron their 
in full sunlight during most of the they can be managed with less dif- colonies and as to the survival of 
day, are preferred to shady loca-  ficulty from robbing bees, and they the queens: . 
tions. Sunlight stimulates the bees permit closer control over outbreaks Specifically, 63 colonies headed 
to fly earlier and later in the day of disease. Small yards distribute by artificially- inseminated queens 
during the summer and to take the bees more uniformly over a averaged 219 pounds of honey, the 
cleansing flights more frequently given territory to take advantage of best one producing 369 pounds. 
during the winter months. Trees the natural pollen resources. There Because it is difficult and rela- 
and brush surrounding the yard seems to be little danger, however, tively expensive to inseminate bees 
will cause the bees to fly higher of overstocking any first-class bee- artificially, it is not anticipated that 
when leaving and returning to the keeping territory during the major the practice will come into general 
apiary, and thus reduce the risk of honey flow. A few beekeepers have use by beekeepers. The latter, how- 
their becoming a nuisance to activi- maintained 200 to 400 colonies in ever, eventually will: be able to se- 
ties on farms nearby. A source of one yard successfully over a period cure improved honeybee _ stocks 
water for bees is essential; if no of years. developed by federal and state lab- 
stream or pond is available, water It is generally good practice to oratories through artificial breed- 
should be provided in the yard. establish apiaries of such a size that ing.
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SOUTHEASTERN SOUTHERN WISCONSIN 
DISTRICT REORGANIZED DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS HONEY WANTED 
The Southeastern District of the me Cash paid for cars and oer Wisconsin Beekeepers Association Janesville Y.M.C.A. than cars comb and ed had not had an official meeting for Wednesday, February 13 honey. Mail sample a best a number of years. President Wal- : Price. C. W. Acpr er ~ompany, etr Diehnelt decided in late Novem- The annual, meeting of the J Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. ber it might be well to have a Southern District, Wisconsin Bee- 

meeting and hold an election. We keepers Association will be held in 

cooperated and the meeting was Janesville Y.M.C.A. on Wednes- 
publicized on about two week’s no- day, February 13, beginning at 10 A HAPPY 
tice. It was held Wednesday eve- *:™- 
ning, December 5, at Honey Acres, The Program NEW YEAR 
Menomonee Falls, in the extracting 10:00 a.m Call to order by Ivan 
room. We had anticipated an at- Whiting, President. TO ALL MEMBERS 
tendance of 30 to 40. To our sur- R k beekeepi b OF THE 
prise there were 44 cars in the lems. S on beekeeping prob- ST. orn BERR Eee ws 
parking lot and Walter Diehnelt, Jr. : 
had quite a time as traffic director. What we have learned about No- ASSOCIATION 
The room was crowded with about Sema. The new test for A.F.B. We with - thank all our = 
90 beekeepers and their wives and Comments on bee diseases. John F. ing the t year, We will ‘be some had to sit on empty hive bod- Long, Deputy Inspector, Madison. happy to serve you in 1946. 
ies, packed like sardines. However, 11:15 a.m. The disease eradica- 
everyone was goa natured, had a tion program for 1946. Sulfa drug Honey Acres 
ot of fun, and an excellent pro- for A.F.B. control. The National 
gram was held Situation on Disease Control, James MENOMONEE FALLS, WIS. 

Mr, Diehnelt talked on marketing Gwin, Chief Division Bees and 
problems, presented an attractive Honey, Madison. 
lithographed label for use on covers ri 
of honey jars in addition to the d 12:00 “i ee eee ° regular label. Those present felt it 4¥‘ing the luncheon hour Mr. Joh Lotz Sections 
should be adopted. Since the cov- Long will examine bees brought in 
ers are usually saved, it furnishes for id entification of Nosema. Bring and advertising for eortie time after- 1 either dead bees or spots from 
wards if the beekeeper imprints his 2*und the entrance. Bee Supplies 
name on it. It is also excellent ad- 1:30 p.m. Is buckwheat a good 
vertising for the State Association. crop to follow canning peas? What Order . ; 

Mr. H. J. Rahmlow talked on are Prospects for sweet clover in | Qa ty ia ou beekeeping management throughout pastures? County Agent R. T. it t day shortages, the year, illustrated with colored Glassco, Janesville. aad ° Cckatnty 7 deliveries. 
movies. 

. Officers Elected 2:00 p.m. How to raise your . . 
At the election of officers the fol. OW" queens. Colored movie show- ° lowing were elected: Mr. S. Cc. i?8 work of the Central States Bee 

8 - Mr Ta, Laboratory on queen rearing and Sections, hive bodies, frames, Fox, Pewaukee, President; Mr. Jay 7 A Fi * : ; Nosema. Pictures discussed by H. foundation, containers, and MacFarland, Milwaukee, Vice - : ; President; Mrs. L. G. Figge, Mil- J. Rahmlow, Madison. other bee supplies of the finest 
waukee, Secretary-Treasurer. Question and answer period. quality. 

Mr. Paul Cypher of West Bend, Round table on beekeeping methods ° 
former Secretary - Treasurer, was conducted by Ivan Whiting, Presi- AUGUST LOTZ 
unable to be present, but wrote that dent. 
there was some money in the treas- Se COMPAN Y 
ury which he would forward to the Johnny: “Oh, mother, a motor 
new Secretary. car as big as a barn just went by.” ‘Manufactarers:&: Jelbecs 

—_ Mother : “Why do you exaggerate of 
“What's cooking?” is no longer so terribly? I’ve told you forty mil- Bee Supplies 

a slang witticism — it’s an expres- lion times about that habit of yours, BOYD WISCONSIN 
sion of genuine concern. and it doesn’t do a bit of good.” —
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SOME THOUGHTS ON THE EPVAR, billion they have on hand, they will 

FUTURE OF AGRICULTURE Ve gS go on a buyers’ strike resulting in 
‘ ‘ A 9 ~ decline in production, tinemploy- Ms ey — , , 

We know so little about agricul new ment and lower prices. This will 
tural economics we like to talk about = take a little while, however, and 

it, Here are a few thoughts : A\ Ad YEAR everything should be done to pre- 

In 1939 agricultural prices were VK) “N vent it. 
75 per cent of parity. We now have My ae; : 
25 per cent more production than } Y . , Atomic energy may be a means 
before the war. What will happen ds ; for preventing another depression. 

to prices? —— Nee aia power pulled ve pe 

. © of the depression of the "s. 

During - war we exported 25 Electrical energy helped the depres- 

per cent of our agricultural pro- . . sion of the 1890’s. The gasoline 

duction. This went to our soldiers cheaply to foreign countries, then engine and automobile helped after 

and on lend lease. While many sol- Argentina may also be compelled to. World War I. It may be that atomic 
diers are back in this county now, subsidize their wheat. They will sell energy will help prevent a collapse 

and of course must eat, more was it a little cheaper than we do. We around 1950. This atomic energy 

required for shipment to them be- must then subsidize a little more to produces an entirely new heat which 

cause of building up stock piles. undersell them and the race is on. i. actually new power. It may result 

Food consumption in this country Subsidize for Home Consumption in entirely new industries and en- 

during the war was 9 per cent above tirely different machines than now 

the five pre-war years, Why can’t we subsidize our food exist. If we can harness this atomic 

i products for home consumption power within the next five years we 

ge ee at yather than for foreign trade? Prof. may be able to avoid another de- 

7 ; ence 1 Don Anderson of the Agricultural pression and possible national bank- 
Madison in December stated that : 
while high consumer buying power Economics Department, brought out ruptcy. 

is a big factor in keeping up prices F point . the et ie Cou- 
on agricultural products it alone is eal eels ae shoeing a "He WARN AGAINST 

Oa raultteal eoremnufteg Visited farms and was finally taken OVERLIMING OF ORCHARDS 
at various times. This includes such . ‘the he ofl tee prison:to see the Michigan State College horticul- 

crops as cotton, wheat and perhaps a iry here's a ps to aS De he * ture and soils specialists joined 
fruit. Can we send surpluses to for- /‘t,? meeting he told his hosts he with federal soil conservationists 
eign countries? If we want other had seen more cotton sheets used this week in cautioning farmers 

countries to buy our food products }" the prison than on all the farms against applying lime or marl in 
: ae he had seen in the state and asked, * * . 
instead of giving it to them we must « orchards without first testing to de 

buy something from them so they How do you keep your farmers termine whether the sweetening 
can pay us, for they cannot pay us out of prison?” agent is needed. 
in cash, that is, in gold. That we Here are other interesting facts The college’s specialists reported 
have been reluctant to do in the to think about: Back in 1880 we  overliming is injurious to orchards, 

past. had about one billion dollars to that it causes a form of malnutri- 

Shall our government subsidize spend for goods. By 1938 this had tion which may be suspected to be a 
foreign trade? Such a program, "increased to about 15 billion dollars. virus disease, and that fruit yields 

thinks Prof, Hobson, will provide Since then, however, it has soated will be reduced. 
foreign labor with cheap goods. te ore oe he 1s now a The specialists said no lime 
That will enable them to work for 1° buyi ng new Homes; merc! dise should be applied if the soil is onl 

lower wages, produce cheaper goods and BecUnies. Te iasy aley: donthoe slightl cigs neutral. If the tand 
for competing with other nations ‘Crease inflation. is ad they cautioned against ap- 

who are our customers. Increasing wages and prices may plying so much lime as to make the 
If we subsidize wheat shipments cause inflation; when people have soil sweeter than “slightly acid or 

for example, in order to sell it spent or invested most of the 75 neutral.” — From Chicago Packer.
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PROBLEMS OF WISCONSIN NURSERYMEN’S | rational organization. 
A WET SEASON ASSOCIATION MEETS Herbert Trautman of Trautman 

. . The ‘Wiseousia Nurservien’s Nurseries, Franksville, talked on A 
A wet growing season in Central ne aoe Changing World In Our Industry. 

Wisconsin gave us few raspherries, Association had an__ interesting He referred to many new chemicals 
no plums, few apples, and poorest meeting at the Schroeder Hotel, which will be of service to nursery- 
tomato crop ever. A heavy June Milwaukee, December 5-6. men, and the likelihood of new oe 
frost and a bad July hailstorm did Mr. Edward Eschrich, Milwau- cesses and equipment giving oppor- 

much damage too. A heavy mildew kee, was elected president for the tunity for improved production. 
formed on perennial phlox, spirea, coming year. R. C. Pippert, Cleve- Mr. Chas. Hawks of Hawks 

grapes, etc., and was worse in cer- land, was chosen vice-president; Nursery, Wauwatosa, presided over 
tain localities. No one had dill be- Thomas S. Pinney, Sturgeon Bay, the meeting of the Chapter of the 

cause lice were so thick they curled was re-elected secretary-treasurer. American Association of Nursery- 

up foliage, dwarfing growth, and Topics of interest included a talk men. J. P. Foster was elected presi- 
making it unfit for use. This was by Conrad Kunehner, extension dent of the Chapter, W. H. 

hard on folks with dill farms. horticulturist. He stressed import- Remond, vice-president, and Thom- 
On sidewalks, near rows of box ance of selecting best varieties of as Pinney, secretary. 

elder trees, green leaves covered the fruits and illustrated his remarks ss 

walks leaving trees quite bare. Un- with lantern slides and samples of FEWER FARMS IN AMERICA 

favorable weather conditions likely the fruits. Thirty-three varieties of BUT MORE ACREAGE 

caused the green leaves to drop apples grown an Wisconsin were CULTIVATED 
from the trees so profusely. shown. He pointed out good and The average American farm has 

5 5 bad points of each kind. grown nearly one-tenth in the past 
Rena Bauer, Colby, Wisconsin. Luncheon speaker was C. B. five years, according to the Bureau 

TT Whitnall, Milwaukee County Park of Census. In 1940 the average 
PURPLE HEART VIOLA Board. His paper will be found in acreage was 174, and in 1945 it had 

* this issue. grown to 190 acres. 

nilitery onder of the Purple Teat MR. A. Trovatten, Minnesota While there are 86,000 fewer 
has selected the new viola which Commissioner of Agriculture, gave farms, there are nearly 82,000,000 
carries the name of Purple Heart a stimulating talk on What Does more acres in farms. 

as the official flower of the order. Our Industry Need? . There are now 6,010,522 farms 
This is a large-flowered velvety va- E. L. Chambers, State Entomol- in the United States. . 
riety which has made a very hand- Bist, told of recent developments _In general, there is with exten- 

some display wherever I have seen in nursery inspection and intro- sive farm land committed to basic 
it the past season. It seems that the duced two members of the staff re- farm commodities which lend them- 
organization also considered the cently returned from service, A. L. selves to mechanized farming had 

value of iris and the African violet Pillar and H. Halliday, as well as a loss of farms, but an increase in 

but finally settled on the viola. two inspectors who had been on the farm acreage. 

job through the war period, Philip While Wisconsin has a total of 

If I am not mistaken, the Purple Smith and William Morris. 178,909 farms in 1945, which is 
| Heart is a seedling of the famous A film from the U. S. Depart- more than 7,000 less than in 1940, 
Jersey Gem crossed with Beauty of ment of Agriculture on the white farm acreage, however, was up by 
Larone. According to my informa- fringe beetle was shown. more than 200,000 acres. There 
tion, it was discovered in a well- Dr. A. J. Riker of the Depart- were 23,619,525 acres in farm land 

known nursery at Westfield, Mass., ment of Plant Pathology spoke on in 1945. 
by that indefatigable traveler, Eu- recent developments in damping-off SUE 

gene Boerner of Jackson & Perkins, control, telling of findings in tests CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
Newark, N. J. made in seedling pine beds at the Where can I obtain plants of the 

From Rambling Observations of state nursery. i Minnesota garden —_chrysanthe- 
a Roving Gardener in Horticul- Milo K. Swanton, Executive See- mun bi ‘ 
tire. “Mass retary of the Wisconsin Council of Many of our Minnesota nursery- 

, . Agriculture, spoke at the banquet men handle some or all of these 
TTT TT on “Can America’ Face the Fu- varieties. Write to the Horticul- 

A new drug removed from grass, ture?” tural Division, University Farm, St. 

alfalfa and lawn cuttings, known as Arthur Hill, president of the Paul 8, Minnesota and a list of 

chlorophyll, is proving very valu- American Nurserymen’s Associa- Minnesota nurserymen will be sent 

able in army hospitals to stop the tion, spoke on the second day on you of those handling them—From 

drainage of wounds and heal in- the duties of his office, as did R. P. November, 1945 The Minnesota 
juries. — Prairie Farmer. White, Executive Secretary of the Horticulturist.
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 

Leland C. Shaw, Milton, President Frank Blood, Stevens Point Mrs. A. E. Biepkorn, Plymouth Archie Spats, Wausau, Vice-President Dr. L, C. Dietsch, Plymouth David Puerner, Milwaukee 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secretary Fred Hagedorn, Sheboygan Dr. Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan 
Frank Bayer, Rec. Sec.-Treas., 4668 No. 4lst St., Harold Janes, Whitewater Theo. Woods, Madison 

Milwaukee 9 Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc 

A HAPPY NEW YEAR 

Greetings to all: 

Our bulbs are dormant; but we 

are eager to get down again on our 
knees with a warm sun overhaed. 
Forgotten now, are the tired mus- 
cles; what we recall, even in those 

comfortably wakeful moments 
while the wind moans through the 
white pines just outside the win- 
dow, what we recall with undimin- 

ished pleasure is that August 
morning when, soaked to the knees 
with dew, we marveled at the beau- 

ty before us. The war was over; Board of Directors Wisconsin Gladiolus Society, elected at annual meeting in 
the boys could come home again; and November. a 1 

i i T , left to right: Frank Blood, Stevens Point; David Puerner, Mil- 
the bewildering cruelty we had saubee; Walter Krueger, no " Occslomawee! Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth; Theo. 
known was outshone by the beauty Wood, Madison; Fred Hagedorn, Sheboygan; Dr. Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan. 
of a world at peace. Seated, left to right: F. M. Bayer, Recording Secretary-Treasurer, Milwaukee; 

Y 1 z Archie Spatz, Vice-President, Wausau; L. C. Shaw, Milton, President; H. J. 
es, we are eager—planning to Rahmlow, Madison, Corresponding Secretary; Mrs. A. Piepkorn, Plymouth. 

try this or that experiment with Directors not present: Frank Blood, Stevens Point; Fred Hagedorn, She- 
cultivation or mulching, with spray- boygan; Harold Janes, Whitewater; Walter F. Miller, Sun Prairie. 

‘ing or dusting, with arranging the Treasurer, Mr, Frank Bayer, 4668 Any Other Color 
blooms in that corner by the radio. No, 41st Street, Milwakee 6, Wis- Vagabond Prince led the field of 
We are already looking forward to consin, is completely reorganizing 15 varieties in the class of any oth- 

sharing their beauty with neighbors the bookkeeping system for the So- er color, with five votes. There were 
and friends, and to continuing the ciety. If you have not paid your three for R. B, and Burma, King 
fellowship we have prized when dues for 1946, send the dollar di- Tan receiving two, and the follow- 
any number of us could get to- rectly to him and you will receive a ing received one vote each: Sahara, 
gether anywhere. But let us include prompt acknowledgement. Let’s all Jack Pot, Orange-Barcarole, Spot- 
in our plans and dreams a deter- go to work, together! light, Capistrano, Candy Heart, 
mination to do whatever we can to Leland C. Shaw, President. McArthur, Ted Wood’s Yellow, 
help build up our Society, the or- SYMPOSIUM — Continued Buckeye Bronze and Beacon. 
ganized body that has been estab- Violets Seedlings 
lished to promote the annual state There were 10 varieties listed in Carlson’s No. 411 topped the list 
shows, to be a clearing-house for the-‘iolets, with Blue Beauty an of seedlings with four votes. There 
ideas and methods, and to make ead winner with 11 votes. Blue were two votes each for Oriental 
easier the forming and maintaining Admiral received three, and Ru- Pearl and Ted Woo0d’s Yellow. 
of valued friendships. dolph Serkin, two, and the follow- The following received one vote 

Your newly elected officers and RT one each: Blueblood, each: White No. 40, 35C-185-72 

directors want to do their work Vienna Woods, Blue Wonder, Leo- (Scheer), 42-4-L.R., Alcan, Krue- 
well. We have a good balance in nardo Da Vinci, Joseph Haydn, ger’s 645-11, and Noweta Gardens 
our treasury, and the Secretary- King Arthur and Blue Ice. 614-41; 387-41.
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Our Gladiolus Variety Symposium 
Members of the Wisconsin Gladi- necticut Yankee and Bengasi, and 

olus Society were asked to list their THE WINNERS two votes for Greta Garbo, Big 
favorite varieties in leading color Best Any Color, Leading Lady ° Top, Variation, Eglantine and Pink 
classes. There was a good response, White: Leading Lady. Radiance. 
and the results are interesting. auc ple Gold. The following received one vote 
We publish the names of all va- Pinks: Ethel Cave Cole. each: Legend, Christabel, Summer 

rieties given votes because prowers | Yellows: Crinkle Cream, Van Gold | Gal, Fort Ti, Criterion, Picardy, 
“i be rterested in pose mention- Lavender: Enh on iGene: aun, , ae Era, pore tes 
ed and the number of votes they re- : Algonquin. race Estella, Summerwealth, Lip- 
ceived. Purple: Parple Supreme and King | stick, Jeannie, Peggy Lou, Glamis, 
Amateur hybridizers — are doing | Violets: Blue Beauty. er. Paula Ann, Miss Wisconsin. 

an excellent job of creating new va- | Smoky: High Finance and Tunia’s The Yellows 
rieties. Because sO many new ones Any, wthioxeclies seme Prince. . : . 
have been introduced, all of them Seedling: Carlson’s No. 411. Evidently there is still not an 
showing promise, there are more outstanding variety among the yel- 
varieties listed among the best now given the following: Pacifica, lows. There were 21 varieties listed 
than in past years. Only a few Snowsheen, Surfside, Snow Moun- With Crinkle Cream, Van Gold and 

years ago Picardy was practically tain, Star of Bethlehem, White Golden State receiving only four, 
the only variety listed in the class Hope, Mammoth White, Madonna, tying for first place, and Sir Gala- 

Best Any Color.” This year there Ljona, Annamae and Snow Cruiser. had and Spotlight receiving three, 
were 22 varieties listed in that class. Cc or Buff Golden Teton, two. 
In a few years, many of these will White Gold topped the list of The following received one vote 
fall by the wayside. Others will : sae each: King Midas, Golden Dream, 

ke their pl Peth creams or buffs, with 16 varieties Miss BI : Martha D 
ei err, ani erhaps dies WE listed. It received 11 votes as com- Elizab eM lt an Ca Col. 
wi ave anot er outstanding va- pared to seven for Leading Lady, izabe' aler, 3 en Cup, Gol- 

riety that will top all others and 7’ den Poppy, Ophir, Vee Cream, 
hen the list will sh five for Corona, four each for Lady Babs, White Gold, Jasmine, Amber- 
Hien te: list ‘will shortens Jane, and Winston, and three each io 8, M ri K Wel 2 4 Ro al 

Best Any Color for Helen of Troy and Oriental a other ‘Nadel, an y 
Leading Lady topped the list Pearl. e. ae es . The Lavenders 

: vote: Kin; illiam, Alsace, Gar- . Lo. as the best variety of any tee but sec Purifice et Adhiene There were only nine varieties 

with only four votes. Can y Heart Susquehanna Grenadier Fair An. listed in the lavender class, the 
aes three, Corona, White Gold gel. , , smallest of the list. Elizabeth the 
and Oriental P earl, two votes each. Salmon-Pink Queen was an easy winner, with 15° 

The following received one vote: ‘ “ . , ‘i votes, Badger Beauty second with 
Athlone, Ethel Cave Cole, Jeannie, Picardy was the winner in the ine, Minuet was third with five 
Greta Garbo, Big Top, Picardy, Sir salmon-pinks with 10 votes, but this 444 Minstrel fourth with two votes. 
Galahad, Algonquin, Sensation, was one of the largest classes with : 4 

> gonquin, , ar . . The following received one vote 
Blessed Damosel, Lady Jane, Gla- 24 varieties listed. Aladdin was . . t , y Jane, . each: Gertrude Swenson, Colonial 
mis, Madonna, Bengasi, Color second with five and two were 5 ‘ 5 ’ gash, Z . Maid, Lavender Queen, Hoosier 
Marvel, Leona, Snow Cruiser. a peered aah Marguerite, Lady and Elwood 

The Whites garita, and Exemplar. . 

There were 18 varieties in the The following each received one The Reds 

whites. Leading Lady ranked first vote: Pink Radiance, Glamis, Mari- Algonquin topped the list of reds 
with six votes, but would no doubt on Pearl, W. R. Eader, Emma Joy, with nine votes, Red Charm second 
have received more if it had not Legend, Victory Queen, Bengasi, with seven votes, out of a class of 
also received seven votes in the Jeannie, King of Hearts, H. B. 19 varieties listed. Spotlight re- 
creams. We should decide whether Pitt, Laddie, Beacon, Eglantine, ceived five, King Click received 
Leading Lady is a white or cream, Criterion, China Maid, Candy four, Ohio Nonpariel and Intruder, 
and then stick to it. Heart, King vo three, Rocket, Hindenburg’s Mem- 

Myrna was second with five The Pinks ory, Hawkeye Red, two each. 
votes; Maid of Orleans and Silver Twenty - six varieties _Teceived The following received one vote: 
Wings in third place with four votes in the pink class, with Ethel Tip Top, Rewi Fallu, Birch Red, 
votes each, while Snowbank, Mar- Cave Cole first with seven, and Flaming Meteor, Firebrand, Black 
garet Beaton and Snow Princess Rosa Van Lima second with six. Panther, C. P. Van, Commando, 
each received three. One vote was There were three votes for Con- Red Plush, and Ramsey McDonald.
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The Purples GARDEN QUESTIONS THE MEXICAN JUMPING 

Purple Supreme and King Lear Question: Are jonquils and daf- ‘ BEAN ‘ 
were tied for first with eight votes fodils of the same species? The question as to what is a 
each in the purples. Purple Beauty Answer: No. A true jonquil is Mexican Jumping bean has been 

received three, and two each for Narcissus jonquilla, a species that answered in Nature Magazine. The 
Parnassus, Lancaster and Mrs. hag slender, rush-like foliage. Large “Dean” is really a one-room apart- 
Mark’s Memory. trumpet daffodils are sometimes a for the larva of a = bean 

; ‘ icealled | ils. moth. e bean comes from a 
The following received one vote miscalled jonquuls. spurge, a bush four or five feet tall 

each: Burma, Leona, Lexington, : . and known as Euphorbia sebastiana 
Colonial Maid, Charles Dickens, _ Question : If tulips are planted It prows in Si d Chihuahua. 
Elanora, Vulcan, Gloaming. ‘nine inches deep, will they ever Nis ows oo ducing A are have to be moved? exico, producing a greenish blos- 

Smokies 5 som. One blossom produces three 
Answer: Yes, they will need re-  -oog, 

There were 17 varieties in the planting, but less frequently than if : : : 
smokies and no outstanding winner. planted shallow. Eventuallly, how- The moth lays its eggs in the 
Hi . 2, 4 : flower, or in the still green and 

igh Finance and Tunia’s Ma-_ ever, they wil split. tend d pod. Wh h 
homet had four each. There were — Seen ee Pere en te Se h ; . : hatches it is inside the hardened 
three votes each for R. B., Flying Question:: Can I use lime sul- 5 thas : ; shell, and enclosed by the juicy 
Fortress, Vagabond Prince and phur to control insects? : i I ‘ : i 5 meat of the bean. This provides food 
rak. The following received two Answer: No. Lime sulphur is a . 

. . es : : for the larva, which slowly eats out 
votes each: Misty Dawn, Ieka, fungicide and will contro] such dis- fae ‘ ; Mrs. C. W. Gannett and Buck black 1 b the interior of the bean until only 

Bronze. . eye ike ag TOSe:Diae! Pte i nie 1 a hollow shell remains. Then the 
. iris leaf spot, etc. It 1s not harmtu! Caterpillar sets to work to line the 

One vote was given to: Sahara, ' any insects we know of. chamber with silk, which it emits 
Tecumseh, Pastel, Pinocchio, Bag- 4 7 through a tiny spinneret in its head. 

dad, Chief Multnomah and Okari- Question: Will a tree or shrub While this is going on the bean be- 
na. For balance see page 118. grow more rapidly if given an ap- comes a jumping bean and is mar- 

plication of phosphate or potash  {etable. 
—_—————— ili ? - 1. : SHRUBS FOR WINTER COLOR ‘“tilizer, oF both! The jumping of the bean is 

: : : Answer : No, probably not. There caused by the active shifting of 
; Shrubs that keep their fruits well is no indication that Wisconsin soils weight inside the shell as the cater- 
into the winter are numerous. The are so deficient of these elements pillar moves and turns from one 

red chokecherry (Aronia arbuti- that trees or shrubs will grow more side to the other. The more active 
folia), Japanese barberry (Berber- rapidly if these fertilizers are add- and sudden the swings from side to 
is thunbergii), winterberry (Ilex ed. Nitrogen, however, is often side, or top to bottom, the bigger 

werticillata), sumacs (rhus spp.), lacking and an application of nitro- the jumps of the bean. 
roses (Rosa spp.), Snowberry gen fertilizer will increase top The jumps of the bean are stimu- 

(Symphoricarpos albus), coral- growth of plants and trees. Trees, lated by heat, as from the palm 
berry (Symphoricarpos orbicula- as a rule, have such a large root of the hand. 
tus), and American highbush cran- system they are able to get suffici- From December 1, 1945 Horti- 

berry (Viburnum tribolum) are ent quantities of most plant food culture, Mass. 
good examples. The winterberry, elements excepting nitrogen fer —— Se 
although native in the northern and __ their needs. SAVE EVERGREENS 

eastern parts of the state is not —— I I 
commonly grown. Van Dersal in his Question: My house plants do THIS! WINTER 
book on “Ornamental American not do well during the winter. Do Mr, Allan Troemner, Quincy 

Shrubs” rates the winterberry as they need more fertilizer? Nurseries, Friendship, Wisconsin, 

one of the ten best shrubs in north- | Answer: No. During periods of writes: “In this section, heavy, deep 
eastern United States. The native little sunshine, house plants require Snow, when settling is destructive to 

highbush cranberry also rates as less fertilizer than at other times. Ornamental varieties of Arborvitae 

one of the ten best in the same area. The atmosphere is probably too dry and some forms of Juniper. One to 

All of the above mentioned shrubs or the room too warm for best re- two foot Arborvitae usually have 

have red fruits except the snow- sults. their branches broken, crowns split. 

berry which has white fruits. In the Siem By spring many are deformed or 

sumacs the fruits are a dark velvety Victim: Hey! That wasn’t the misshapen. , 

red. — By Dr. Leon C. Snyder, in tooth I wanted pulled. “I’ve found that shoveling them 
November and December The Min- Dentist: Calm yourself, I’m com- out occasionally is of help in sav- 
nesota Horticulturist. ing to it. ing the trees.”
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By the , 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 

srr cae «ain, peo tip, teers BUTI ESRBETS noc tu 
Ree Ne Wek Bead” Mires Rie Marni aecorane Seoretarye: Tress Mea NE Barger, 40 Hillerest Drive, Madison S— 

rs. ice-Presi H. J. Rahmlow, C ding Seci hi Mrs, O. J. Reuss, 2131 N. 62nd St., Wauwatosa 13— 
Mou ie aston View ° me “Wah University Farm DLs Madison 6.7 eee eat rger, d405Abi8 Ze, To Bivere 

Milo "Broad Ste" Menaaa oe President Miss Mary Potter, Cambridge—South Central District 

EE RESDENE ISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB PRESIDENT wi 
FEDERATION 

Club M : 
Dear Garden Club Members Wauwatosa Recreational Bldg. 

This is the beginning of the year May 24-25-26 
1946. I t to wish each of you A 

Happy New a =_ A letter from Mrs. Chester 
Thomas, Milwaukee, State Flower The year has 365 days and I ; 

. Show chairman, announces that the 
hope each day will be a happy oie dates for the Wisconsin Garden 
We wank ony for Oeil ae to «. Club Federation State Flower Show 

our work Dut no one will get more. will be held May 24-25-26 at the 
Time is limited. Time is the most Wauwatosa Recreational Building. 

precious of all the gifts God has The time has been postponed one 
bestowed upon us. Each day with VIBURNUM DENTATUM week at the request of exhibitors 
even hand he gives exactly the same Virburnum dentatum or Arrowwood who felt that a week earlier there 
amount to all. grows 5 to 15 feet tall. Native of Wis- ould not be as many flowers in 

: : consin. Leaves change to purple and 
There are simply too many things 4 in autumn. Fruit black. Preferred oom. 

to do. We just cannot accomplish by birds. Viburnums are among our __ 
all we intend to do, but we can ap- most desirable shrubs. Do well in par- GARDEN CLUB 
portion our time. We must ask tial shade. RADIO PROGRAM 
ourselves: What is a good bal- = ————— ‘ 
anced use of our time? We must dedicate our lives to the KFIZ, ene Lac Station, 

One cannot always adhere to a highest common good. Errands “15 P.M. 
budget, but one should choose a must be done, tasks accomplished, The Garden Radio Program over 
balance which is best for his own vocations pursued. A job becomes Fond du Lac Stateion for the first 

li wa more than a pay check. It takes on three months of 1946, are as fol- ife. Jesus said “I must do the the t f ibilit d workeat ww Father! e tone of responsibility and a Jows: 

i i chance to be useful. January 25. Garden Planning. 
There is a season for every pur- The world is still hungry. We Mrs. Allwen J. Hammen, Ripon 

pose under the heaven, but some need to do gardening in the coming Home Garden Club. 
planning is necessary. ‘There should year to help feed the world. We February 22, Biographical Sketch 
be a little time for one’s self. Surely need 20,000,000 peace gardens so of Luther Burbank. Mrs. F. G. 
one needs to take out time for his no one goes hungry. Keisler, Garden Amateur. 
own development in this busy Our effort this year should be March 29. The Legend of the 
world. . directed toward building a better Easter Lily. Mrs. Lawrence Skil- 

Then there should be time for world—a world in which there bred, District President and mem- 
others. One cannot spend all of the shall be freedom and lasting peace. ber of the Fond du Lac Community 
time serving himself; that would We trust every garden club mem- Garden Club. 
make one a rather dreary sort of ber will have faith, courage, and The program has been arranged 
person. We are living in a world strength to accomplish that which by Mrs. E. F. McNaughton, Chair- 
of people and must share our time will be required this coming year. man, Mrs. C. H. Brimmer, Wau- 
with others. Alfred H. Otto, President. sau, and Mrs. A. E.  Steeves,
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Oshkosh, co-chairmen, of the radio CARE OF POT GARDENIAS Soils. Gardenias should be plant- 
committee, Fox River Valley Dis- IN THE HOME ed in one-half acid peat and one- 

trict of the Wisconsin Garden Club . half garden loam. During early 
Federation. By D. C. Kiplinger, . June after the plant is through 

The Ohio State University flowering, it is advisable to trim the 
. . plant back to to at least two or three 

FOX RIVER VALLEY : ee coagrcias ee Sap double sets of leaves, counting from 
7 in honor o rT. “llexander Garden the branched part of the stem of 

DISTRICT HOLDS "MEETING of Charleston, South Carolina, who the plant. "At this time, shift the 
was a correspondent of Linnaeus, plant into a larger sized pot. Place 

The Fox River Valley District the famous Swedish botanist. This this out-of-doors in a partially 
of the Wisconsin Garden Club Fed-* plant which belongs to the Madder shaded location, plunging the pot to 
eration met at Neenah on December family, is erroneously called the the rim and mulch with acid peat. 

6. Cape Jasmine, but the botanical . Coo 
. _ name is Gardenia jasminoides. The _ Lift the plant and bring inside 

Mrs. Lawrence Skilbred, Presi- true jasmines belong to the olive September 1 to 15. — From Garden 
7 called = ee : order. family and are trailing plants. Notes. Ohio Extension Service. 

ere were twelve delegates pres- a 
ent, Environmental Factors. The Gar- DIRECTORY OF OFFICERS 

. . denia requires a warm, sunny, hu- 
Chairmen of committees were an- mid Jocation for proper growth. IN FEBRUARY ISSUE 

nounced by the president, and have The night temperature should be 60 The Directory of Officers of all 
been sent to the Society for publica- tg 62 degrees and about 10 degrees clubs in the Wisconsin Garden Club 
tion in the magazine. higher during the day. An eastern Federation and committee chairmen 

The District Board approved the © southern exposure is ideal. The will be published in the February 
following projects: Entry of an ex- average humidity in the home is too issue of Wisconsin Horticulture. 

hibit in the Wisconsin Garden Club low for proper growth. Keep the th iin de 
Federation annual flower show in Plant well watered, but never allow. We had hoped to publish it in this 

u . . . issue, but less than half the names 
Wauwatosa in May, 1946; holding the soil to become saturated with I hed the office of the Hi 
two flower arrangement and judg- Water for any length of time. Place fib eal Se ce a i i ie. 

ing schools during the coming year, the pot in a larger pot, either RSH PEAP ah RORIEEY! DY MECENEE iP: 
one in the southern part of the Dis- glazed OF ee with at least one ——SS 
trict, and the other in the northern inch space between pots. Fill this : part, with peat moss or sphagnum moss. Time does not become sacred to 

us until we have lived it. — John 

Miss Merle Rasmussen of Osh- Yellow Foliage. (Chlorosis) _ Burroughs. 
kosh reported that over 200 ever- When the new T are very light) |: 
green wreaths had been ordered by i” Color, the plant usually lacks onan 
clubs of the district to be sent to ‘fon. This may result from too al- Colorful Surprise We 

the Great Lakes Naval Hospital and kaline a soil or from repotting too 0) PES aS 
Camp McCoy Hospital for Christ- late in the summer. All repotting Fi 1S Po Ss} 

: ., should be done before September 1. Se UAL Ls <2 Sy 
mas decorations. Wreaths were paid Chlorosi be or . CALENDULA i SS 

for by the clubs from contributions . osis can € prevented by ap GIy 
which continue to come to Miss Plying aluminum sulfate (alum) or Iter Rowered, longer stemmed aN 

Rasmisen, ferrous sulfate (copperas) at the Heatran cay your Fnecatf i s 

o, . rate of 1 tablespoon to a quart of eras fr trial packet = 6 ee adil 
Organization of a new club in water and apply one-half cup per aa Ore i ae 

Wausau was reported. The name of 6 inch pot—less for smaller pots, sarden valuable planting wuide ia P | 

the new club is Federated Home once each month. Pah aeeerh dae Het @) 

Garden Club, with Mrs. L. S. Sab- eels 

atke, President. — Ae Soe eA 

The Board felt it would be be- S A V E T R E E S 

sirable to change the name of the | Cavity Treatment General Landeonping Large Tree Moving 

committee on War Service to Hos- Fertilizing we are Insured Removals 
pital Service. — By Mrs. R. B. | » Lakeside 2007, Spray: 
Freed, Publicity Chairman, Fox Wisconsin Tree Service Praying 

River Valley District. 2535 Ni.Musrey Ave Milwankes
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FRUITS MOST POPULAR : ait Ginos Reconversion War 

By the Master Gardener Service to Flower Shows 
The following information is tak- The hurry and hustle, with the awaited opportunity to express our- 

en from Conservation Bulletin No. thrill and excitement of another selves and to do something in the 
1, “Attracting Birds,” United States holiday season, is again a memory. way ofa display or an exhibit that 

Department of the Interior, Bureau Families reunited by the return- will excel anything ever before at- 
of Biological Survey: ing of dear and loved ones made tempted. 

this Christmas the happiest one in To make this State Flo Sh 

Fruits Most Popular with Birds _years. ‘the finest ae and an "attraction 

Taken by 100 or more species: Garden club members again sup- equal to some of the largest flower 
ported the Federation’s Christmas Shows in the United States, we shall 

Raspberry and blackberrp genus jelly and wreath project in grand require the support of every mem- 
Elderberry style, supplying far more than the ber club of the Federation. Through 

Taken by 50 to 90 species: program called for. ~ ee support Our Estée 
: Information to date indicates at clubs made the Ferietation's Riied 

Juniper and red cedar genus least 2,600 gla f jelli service program one of the nation’s 

Bayberry east 2,000 glasses of jemies were most successful and noteworthy. 
Mulberry _ supplied to Camp McCoy, in addi- y 

Pech Le pe et Ce ee trawber: 3900 | lower Show an 
Sumac vy wreaths were furnished to Camp to have the kind of a show that 
Grape McCoy, Mitchell Field, Veterans is planned we will need the interest 
Dogwood Hospitals at Wood and Waukesha, and active participation of all gar- 

Blueberry te ame ee and Mil- den clubs. 

waukee’s two U.S.O.’s. : 

Taken by 35 to 49 species: Letters received by your chair- Moser: lesitmae dtsankavall garcien . club members for their good work, 
Greenbrier man show that nearly all member which ‘agai d Christ: 
Hackberry clubs of the Federation participated oe Bee ae ue ee . in some. mannet. which made out project so very successful and she 
Crab and flowering apple genus 4 me o takes thi: rtuni 1 - 
Juneberry Christmas project another highly ).. hea my, 4 oe “ 
Thorn apple successful and important chapter in Press wea gratitude for the pp! War Service work splendid support and fine work 

Rose which gave our Federation its high 
Crowberry Reconversion is today a much place in the nation’s war service 

. discussed topic and thousands of effort. 
irginia creeper industrial and other organizations, : 

Sour gum . both large and small, have made or og ee at aces ak at a 
Bearberry and manzanita genus are making plans whereby their re- Sante tiine, Bit oe Bele ue i ede Huckleber A pau ereny reconversion plans by keeping the 

ry spective activities will change to . y 8 Snowberry rasice time projects same high degree of interest and 

Viburnum (blackhaw, cranberry The Wi e den Cl by extending the .'s spirit of ¢o- 
bush, and others). e Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- operation in our State Flower 

. eration has also the need for recon- Show, so that it, too, will rate high 
If you are landscaping a new version, whereby we can again take and be in every way a sure success. 

home, or if you are adding shrubs yp our normal and pre-war work : : 
and vines to established plantings, important among which was the Information and full details on 
why not choose several that will sponsoring of state flower shows. a show will be sent to all garden 
attract the birds? Wendl rexmmber the emny ben- club presidents in the near future. 

If you will feed your shrubs reg- ie bruh to x by our flower Resolve ae cag to keep 

lar! : shows and after four years of not Up your g work. an now to 
ul rm ¥ oa a anes balanced having them, we should look for- take part in Wisconsin’s best and 

ha Tit my nie wat ward with greater pleasure than finest flower show. 
ave er fruit, more fruit, and ever before to sponsoring and stag- 

more highly colored fruit than ing them. Mite. Chedlce Uhorcas, 2527 Ns wiere: dink eryed : Downer Avenue, Milwaukee 9, Wis- 
ere shrubs are starve and ill- Our State Flower Show planned consin, State Flower Show Chair- 

nourished. for May 24-25-26, gives us the long man.
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C. B. WHITNALL, MILWAUKEE 
Address at Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Convention 

I have some knowledge of the RY MPRA 
physical and mental energy required \) VN \ SO ) ta (i 
to supply horticultural products, \ ‘f ae “ie P| } 
particularly those varieties that af- \ \ 13 Serre aT 
ford pleasure and sustenance to us N N an ea, NA 
humans, as a result of my experi- NOR > La a 
ence as a grower through my early . YD aa ’ 
youth and middle age. se _! 

Nature’s manner of exciting our ie = 
intuitive sense, that gradually de- 
velops a more wholesome under- 
standing of the fundamental ed 

factors, is basic. This is evidenced . = 2 ‘ : Fi 
by the influence of flowers, which wan ok ee es ae I now, not fa ee oa escaped = 
affects us as definitely as if they | Milwaukee, at the luncheon meet-  ©ON8 oon ae ight a B<s fur 
had a language we understand. ae anneal conventions Wisconsin street tra: ic, and no stipu ation or 

Durin ropress in Indastr tate Nurserymen’s Association, in tree planting has been provided. 
ig our progress in Industry, Milwaukee on December 5. However, the people have spas- 

the development of the city has be- Mr. Whitnall, 87 years old, ap- sae Peop ; 
. . peared in good health. He is still modically done. some planting. 

come a conspicuous factor, and its interested in promoting better living Years ago, the appreciation of trees 

growth has culmminated in grave conditions in our cities. 8 hei ae € laibe d 
results, owing to. fundamental er-<_—§©£<@————————_______—_ was for their yield o bate By an 

rors, in which our adoption of man- people have not, as yet, been af- We Were Wastetul of their’ environ 
made laws, which are in discord forded equal right to the use of the mental touch of Nature that our 
with natural laws, has created a Earth. system hungers for now. “As popu- 
distinction between “legality” and Years ago, I drifted from land- ee more and ee ae : he 
“morality.” We are badly in need scape and florist work into city cu " more ani wee th So as be. 
of social readjustments, in which planning, having been convinced population ‘element f ee alae 
“land use” should appear as the that there was a need for more defi- stand: less Wholesome dan og 

vital factor, because, with the nat- nite appreciation of a natural en- standard, with ae are those 
ural landscape undefiled, and the vironment for a home, regardless who Yocm am a, i icament 

physical influences on which we de- of what the house may be. I shall Carn *0F a "Ghee fi ah ei ele 
pend, preserved, a desirable envi- not attempt to cover the topic, but nr and ey Anaby leave: t 1 
ronment is possible. Natural Law _ it is my desire to ask for your care- city, an me 7 a sn find a ae 
can invariably be relied upon. ful consideration of the unfortunate ‘"VTonment, if they can find it. “he 

habit to which most of us have ‘CPorts during the past few years, 
Earth Is Free to All fallen heir. verify the fact that those who can 

For obvious reasons, we feel war- Unfortunate City Planning leave the city, ~ ck dust, faole 
ranted in making the statement that I consider it unfortunate that in 97° S™0 yy and’ get into : w at 
Nature has provided the earth free the early development of our cities, dean ‘eb a 2 ths Yeas ee : a —_ 
to all of the people—land, water, the “checker board system of plan- © A my BSS nave BS Brow 
sun and atmosphere. However, man ning,” as I call it, was adopted, in are eae tl mn h ave é lee 4c 
has ordained that there shall be a which they staked out the streets to at a fae hay y ae be} 2 ais 2 
negotiable value on land. Of course, run north and south, and then the “rs y ie ri in unna sth con eo 
recognizing the value of land neces- others to run east and west. This 4 ae 2 mes . pigs see ca one 
sarily includes the water, atmo- system was universally adopted and, viconment ag ‘close o ] Nevare's a5 
sphere and sun, for they are abso- of course, Milwaukee was develop- city life’ will permit 
lutely inter-related and must ed along the same line. ty Penni: 
function together. Placing a nego- The blocks are 300 feet each way, Better Plans Possible 
tiable value on land has made it and the houses all front to the It has now been proposed to look 
personal, and it has induced con-  street—then a sidewalk and a curb, up a realtor or two, with skill, 
gested cities, which are a blemish and the street traffic next to the ability and sufficient appreciation, 
on modern civilization, and which curb—therefore, all the people live to prepare a plat for a residential 
cannot endure indefinitely. The close to the civic traffic. So far as area, without spoiling the nature of
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the land; preserving the variation : ° : of the, eoakoers, and cocasoaally All-America Selections 
the natural drainage. This will per- . . 
mit providing ri of various. die Flowers chosen for 1946 intro- Bright Eyes is the new dwarf, 

mensions, and will also permit duced as All-America Selections compact and upright growing, hy- 

saving a large tree, by varying the include the silver medal all-double rida nana compacta, petunia, win- 
dimension of a lot to permit it to piant fringed petunia, Colossal ™8 the bronze medal. It is a com- 
include such tree. It should be more © eae pact bedding model of the popular " hades of Rose, the bronze medal i enerally liown that the: prepara- s 2 Rosy Morn, about ten inches tall, 
5 aa Preps, petunia, Bright Eyes, and the hon- covered the entire summer with 
tion of land for home seekers is orable mention petunia, PeachRed : too often spoiled by “cuts and fills” Pp , » small, plain-petal flowers, one and 

» all by W. Atlee Burpee Co. The -half inch The colori 
before the purchasers have an op- . : one-Halt ICHES: ACTOS. L NE Coloring large red, ;: : ; 3 3 

rtunity of making a selection. The other witiner is the larg » is appealing rosy pink, with white 
po f g 3 Soe lacineated dianthus, Westwood bicol 

f land toward the throat, really a bicolor 
preparation of land is as important Beauty, developed by Gustav A. L. . 

as designing the house that will be ty), re ey Fy rose and white. built upon it. Mehlquist, University of Califor- Dianthus Westwood Beauty, of- 
nia, and being distributed by Bod-  ficially, is Dianthus heddensis, a 

The next important feature is to ger Seeds Ltd. and other California large tetraploid selection, from 
be assured that your prospective flower seed growers. It receives heddewigi and chinensis parents. It 

neighbors will have similar desires honorable mention. grows ten to fifteen or more inches 
for a wholesome neighborhood. All . high, is most similar to the largest- 

of the residents of a neighborhood Vegetable Winners flowered chinensis varieties, and 

of this character do not need, or The vegetable winner to be intro- color ranges from fiery crimson red 
require a street. ‘They will want ac- duced for the 1946 spring season to a deep velvety red with occa- 

cess to a park-like drive, connect- i, 4 bush snapbean, Longreen, ori- sional segregates of a lighter shade. 
ing each residence with such ginated by Rogers Bros. Seed Co., It is an easily grown annual of 

driveway, leading either to a city or receiving honorable mention. good germination, free-flowering on 
a county artery. . long wire-like stems, two inches in 

U ied land is of , Longreen snapbean is best com- diameter, deeply fringed or lacine- 
noccupied’ “and is of great 1m- pared with Tendergreen and Key- ated and of strikingly rich color. 

portance as a physical benefit to the stonian, the most popular garden 
people. Plats for subdivisions of bean type in America and both Condensed from October 15, 

land for homes are commonly made previous All- America Selections. 1945 American Nurseryman. 

too small. We should come to an Longreen makes a slightly larger, 
understanding as to the amount of _ proader-leaved plant. 
open, or unccupied land that is es- Th ‘esi: fi tributi YELLOW TOADFLAX 

; i e greatest flower contribution sential for each family home. of the yest atid Ghaclaeved sice in The yellow Toadflax (Linaria 

A lot entirely covered by the all-double petunias is Colossal vulgaris) known as “Butter and 
house is of no community value— Shodes of Rose. Before the war, Eggs” is a noxious weed in Wis- 
in fact, it shirks the support of gen- the giant all-double varieties came consin. It is showy and quite pretty. 

eral community welfare. Commun- from Japan. However, America, It is frequently found transplanted 

ity value, includes the natural the carnation - flowered all-double in flower gardens. It spreads by 
functioning of free land, coopera- mauve-pink, won All-America dis- ~both root and seed and for those 
tively with the sun, for sustenance tinction in 1943, the first all-double Teasons no good gardener will have 

of all animal and vegetable life— variety to be produced in North it. 
this means, quite definitely that in- America. Great advances have been I once found it growing luxuri- 
habited buildings, without their pro made since then, and Colossal antly along railroad tracks on a 
rata area of vegetative land are Shades of Rose is the largest, all- high slope of cinders and sand. The 
shirking community obligation. double, plain, waved, ruffled and long stems bore dense racemes of 

fringed petaled, strong and vigor- the two shades of yellow flowers. 
ous growing petunia yet seen. They compared favorably with the 

Why did my poinsettias lose their Plants grow about 18 inches tall, lovely greenhouse snapdragons. No 
lower leaves before flowering time? With heavy stems, luxuriant foliage, wonder I could not resist picking a 

se likel . . and under good cultivation the huge big armful of the beauties, Other 

It is likely that the soil nutrients fowers measure from four to five names for this common Toadflax 
were unbalanced. A deficiency of and one-half inches across. The are: Ramsted, Eggs and Bacon, 
potassium can produce such an ef- color shades range from a few of Flaxweed, Gallwort, and Impudent 
fect. — From December 15 Horti- light and salmon-pink to mostly Lawyer. 
culture (Boston). deep pinks and purplish rose. ° Rena Bauer, Colby, Wisconsin.
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What to Do and What Not to Do to Prevent Losses in Cold Weather 

I am frequently asked why shade benefit of a mulch can be main- fungi, since the exposed wood usu- 

trees in the city need so much care tained on a lawn by planting a ally dries out before infection by 

when trees in the forest thrive with- ground cover of pachysandra or cer- spores can take place. In spring, 

out benefit of the tree expert. If tain species of violets under the however, callus growth will cover 

city trees grew under forest con- trees and permitting the leaves to the exposed cambium cells at the 

ditions, they would flourish the accumulate under the ground cover edge of the bark much sooner and 

same as their brethren in the woods. from year to year, This is a com- prevent die-back of this growth 

The main difference is found in mon practice with trees such as tissue. Where a suitable tree plant 

the mulch or accumulated leafmold beech and sugar maple which cast is used, however, satisfactory prun- 

in the primeval forest. This mulch a shade so dense that maintenance ing may be done either in the fall 

is very important for the health of of a satisfactory lawn is impos- or the spring. The exceptions are 

the tree. In summer it insulates the sible. the “bleeders” such as sugar maple, 

soil against excessive heat and In the case of evergreens in ex- yellow-wood, birch and the like. 

evaporation of soil moisture and in posed places, where there is no They should be pruned while they 

winter against excessive cold. The mulch on the ground, it is recom- are still in foliage. 

mulch ameliorates both extremes, In mended that some sort of a wind- An inspection of your trees at 
summer the average city tree suffers break be built near the trees. If this this time of the year may reveal 
more from lack of moisture than is not done the damage will show structurally weak crotches, especial- 
any one factor. Also, in winter the up the following spring, when the ly in American elms. The remedy 
ground along the city curb or on needles will turn brown and appear is proper cabling and bracing in 
the average lawn freezes solid as “wind-burned” or “winter-killed.” accordance with mechanical laws 
concrete. In the forest the accumu- Do Not Band Trees which take into consideration the 

lation of leaf litter or mulch modi- The practice of banding trees growth of the tree, Definite prog- 

fies this condition. with a sticky preparation is not rec- ress has been made along this line, 
When we learn from experiments ommended. Extensive experiments but it is not a job for the amateur. 

that trees evaporate from 30 to 100 have demonstrated that its effec- During the winter we sometimes 

gallons of water into the air during tiveness in controlling cankerworms have “ice-storms,” which cover the 

a hot July day, and, during bitter in the fall or the spring is of little branches of trees with an excessive 

cold winters, the small feeding roots value. Where this preparation is load of ice. We can do nothing 

near the surface actually freeze to placed directly on the bark of young about the occurrence of these storms 

death, it is clear that the mulch trees serious damage and even death and in most cases we can do little 

in the forest is the main factor be- of the trees has resulted. Where for the trees themselves. The species 

tween healthy forest trees and the the bark is protected with cotton that suffer the greatest damage are 

average “not-so-healthy” city tree. batting or waterproofed paper the those with long, slender, whip-like 
And do not forget that leaf litter damage to the tree is avoided. How- branches. These are either broken 

has a greater nutrient value than ever, spraying the tree at the proper OF badly bent. By proper pruning 

most people realize. If they did they time with a standard solution gives and by the thinning out of super- 
would not burn their leaves in the much better control of insects. fluous branches the ice load a tree 

fall. When they do, the nitrogen There are some trees that may be must carry can be reduced. Further- 
(which is essential for healthy foli- moved in the fall after growth has more, the remaining branches will 

age) goes up with the smoke and stopped, but remember there is no sometimes grow in size to be able 
leaves us only the mineral ash. better time to transplant any tree to carry the load. 

The question often is asked if than in the spring, as soon as the However, in any event, it is sug- 
there is any substitute for this frost is out of the ground. Trees gested that the ice (or even snow) 
mulch. The answer is “No.” On a_ difficult to move successfully in the be jarred loose from the trees with 
lawn where no mulch is desired one fall include tuliptree, dogwood, red a pole to allow the branches to 
may punch holes in the ground maple, birch, beech, magnolia, sweet assume a normal position before 
underneath the tree and fill them gum, mountain ash, American holly, they attain a permanent “set” in 
with a pulverized leaf mold or other _yellow-wood and cryptomeria. form and thus alter the natural 
organic matter and fortified with Now as to pruning. There are shape of the tree. Trees which suf- 
nutrient materials, but this will not certain advantages in fall pruning fer the most from ice-storm dam- 
take the place of the mulch. How- and some advantages in spring age are birches, willows and elms. 
ever, it is the next best thing and pruning. The advantages in fall By R. R. Fenska, Associate, F. A. 
recommended where a mulch can- pruning lie in the fact that pruning Bartlett Tree Expert Co, Stamford, 
not be tolerated. Sometimes the cuts are not subject to infection by Horticulture “GBoston), ma Dec. J, 19%
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COMMENTS ON MEMORIALS —— 

We hear a great deal these dave ce | WISGONSIN HORTIGULTURE garding living memorials. I believe 
when a man serves his country his ‘The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Mertiouitawel Sesicty 

name should be cut in a solid granite Esrasuisump 1910 
shaft. Why should these not be erected for maling St Shea postaes provided tat ta Boots 1508, Act al Gotdeer'S, 
in granite for all time? It is a little 1917, authorized 1918. 
thing to do. The finest memorial I Monthly Escepting July by the 
have ever seen is the Col. Hegg Mem- Wrsconstn Stars Hoarscutrura Sociery 
orial, a giant granite statue, honoring 424 University Farm Place 
Col. Hegg killed in action, who gave Madison 6, Wisconsin 
his life for his country. Then there is H. J RanMLow, Editor 

a foe cable to hone the first pioneers, Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
wi e crude utensils of tha ‘ Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

age. Tel. University 182 
When we view these we understand _ T SS 

what a true memorial means. In the Volume XXXVI February, 1946 No. 6 
town of Raymond there is a granite SS 
shaft with the names of every veteran TABLE OF INTENT. 
of the Civil War from that town, 160 A oO 2 
in number. They have voted to erect Rotating the Apple Orchard ~--------------------_---------------- 131 

anorher shatt nn the names of every The National Apple Institute ~--------_----_---_-_-__-___--_-----_ 132 
soldier from Raymond that served in q i the World War Nos. I and IL. They Dehydration of Montmorency Cherries ---------------------------- 134 
are not trying to economize on men Recommendation For Oyster Shell Scale Control—1946 Season ~~. 135 

who served their country, they wish to DDT For Fruit Insect Control ---------------------------------- 136 
preserve heroes names. The Fruit Pollination Problem ---------------------------------- 137 

In living memorials what do the Raspberry Growing in Canada ~----------------~---------------- 138 
people get that they do not have? Farming In The USSR -_---------------------------------------- 140 
They have a fine park system and Wi in Beekeepi 141 
places of amusement of every kind. lsconsin ces, ee 
Most every town or village has small Editorials --------------------------------------------------------- 144 
parks or cemeteries where a granite Gladiolus! Tidings: 12222222022. occ essence mscccwcccs 146 

shaft can be erected. To build a place What’s New in Practical Control for Insect Pests and Plant 
for sport is a strange memorial. Diseases in the Garden ~_----------------_-__-------------. 148 
—R. G. Dawson, Franksville. Garden Club News ------------------------------------__--------. 150 

Twenty Good Lilacs ---------------------------------------------. 152 

ave.12.1008 Random Notes on Gardening -----~-----------------------------. 153 

Prepare for Bluebirds ~-----.---------------------------__-__-----154 

Garden ‘Club ‘Directory: <nccsecesssssserse eee ees 195 

Winter (Birding! secs cscs recesses, 159 

met a mes Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1948 

Berry Boxes Don W. Reynolds, Pres. .-Sturgeon Bay Dawson Hauser -.......----------Bayfield 
Wm. F. Connell, Vice-Pres., Menomonie Alfred Meyer, --.--.-....-----Hales Corner 

Crates, Bushel Boxes H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. -----------Madison Karl Reynolds ........------Sturgeon Bay 

a Cli Basket E. L. Chambers, Treas. ..--.---Madison 
an Vmax asnels E. L. White----------------Fort Atkinson — 

As You Like Them —= Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS _ 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Fold- Term Ending December, 1946 Hortloaltare ——e-e-se—-en--n--Madionn 
ing Berry Boxes of wood veneer that erm , . . 3 
give satisfaction. Berry box and crate Leland Brown -------------Sturgeon Bay Edward Eschrich, Pres. Wis. Nursery- 
materials in the K. D. in carload lots Franksville 
cur specialty. We constantly carry in R. G. Dawson --------—-----~' men’s Assn. ---..------------Milwaukee 

stock owt crates all made up ready E. L. White ---------Fort Atkinson 

Berries’ Ne order too small’ or too ine —_ Walter Diehnelt, Pres. Wis. Bee- 
fre to hee aR. De ton Term Ending December, 197 keepers’ Assn. -...---Menomonee Falls 
Milwaukee. Premeteces is essential in G. J. Hipke -.------------New Holstein 
handling fruit, we aim to do our ido ‘Rev. Alfred Otto, West Bend, President 
part well. A discount fer early Mrs. Arno Meyer --------—-------Wal 
orders. A eat tase our price list. Arnold Nieman ---------------Cedarburg Garden Club Federation 

ee eS 

CUMBERLAND FRUIT Sabecition to Winconsin Horta i cbtsined by membership in the Wincoula 

PACEAGE COMPANY sue He Cube Bayer Socictce and’ ehcr Wale” Greene 
are affiliated at a membership rate. Fifty cents of the annual dues paid by 

Dept. B, Cumberland, Wis. each member is fer a year's subscription to Wisconsin Hortieulture. 
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Rotating the Apple Orchard 
J. H. Gourley 

Annual Convention Paper 

Trees grow old. Yet the trees of il; 14 years, and one at 10 years. In 
any given variety are all a part of \\! ly, that section it depends on variety, 

an original seedling, mutant, or chi- Ss ea amount of X disease present, and 
mera which may have come into AM = amount of winter killing. 
existence many years ago. Each one at 4 = . . 

is renewed in vigor by being pro- ta ¢ ae _ One grower in Connecticut be- 

pagated vegetatively, thrives for a “\y \\ lieves that we must come to a 40- 

time, and ultimately declines. “ \ year life expectancy program for 
: se ‘ ‘ME } apples, keeping 25 percent of the 

Now if a tree grew in an environ- J : 
: area in trees under 10 years of age 

ment free of all hazards, there is no om . 
P : " at all times and preferably half in 

reason why it should decline except : 
a ‘ : | trees 25 years and under. He com- 

from senility. No insect, no disease, vA z méiits that youth jn ‘asians, aai- 

no weather injury, no excess or << == 5 alk. Ga d tate eee ; ‘il aiee Ube 

deficiency of water or nutrients— =e * {Rees wit always 
What a Utopia! But fruit trees are able to cope with the situation. 

not only subject to all of these and ‘ ‘ senenit A New York grower who has 

more, but also one branch is a com- ee Be ee treatment spent most of his 79 years in the 

petitor of another, they grow too : co apple business finds that he cannot 

tall, shading effects enter, some It is clear that economical pro- afford not to cut out and replant 

branches are enfeebled, fruit be- duction depends in considerable part and has his third set of trees on the 

comes small, fails to color properly, upon the yield per acre. Unless an same site. He would have to 

costs of care mount, net profits are apple orchard produces, on an aver- charge more off from his invest- 

reduced or lacking. In addition to 8¢, 200 bushels per acre it is ques- ment by leaving trees in than by 

this not too favorable a picture, the tionable whether the grower is more cutting them out. When trees are 

variety itself may have become ob- than breaking even, if that and 250 40 years old he thinks it is time to 

solete or the actual site may prove bushels would be a safer margin- remove them. The profitable age of 

to be unfavorable. al figure. Many commercial orchards an orchard is from 10 to 35 years 

T his j al . produce less and many more, than and after that profits are doubtful. 
tue, Chis: 18 Dot 4 ways . ; ea this figure. It is the general belief, He would plant 124 per cent of his 

sees (sid, Grenerds ssc a ble and I think figures will bear it out, acreage at a time, keep rotating, de- 

vanced age and are still profitable that orchards in general produce velop with his orchard, and avoid 
but the trend of thinking in Ameri- ore than previously. setioia: mistaices: 

ca is away from old orchards. Of . 

course, the fine point to decide is Best Age of Trees An Indiana grower would not 

when an orchard has received the = . keep peach trees over 15 years and 

proper care to keep it young and One orchardist is usually in- give them a consistent annual prun- 

what we mean by old. terested in the view of another, ing, “in case of doubt take out 

and a few such views will be given more.” The cost per bushel of Jona- 

H Y T. Comi as obtained from a few successful than apples on his 40-year old 

‘ave Young frees Coming and experienced men in this field. trees is nearly double that from 20- 
Along Space will not permit of a complete year old ones, although the fruit is 

But I am not particularly argu- SUTVey- good. 

ing for less or more acreage in this Of a group of 140 orchardists in Other growers would not keep 

paper so much as the desirability of Ohio, 75 per cent considered their apple trees over 30 years and some 

producing part of the fruit from orchards produced fruit most eco- even Jess. But a Yakima orchardist 
youngish trees, of always having nomically in the 15 to 25 year period says that “as long as a person can 

more young trees coming along. and only 10 per cent in the period get yield and quality from an orch- 

It is indeed difficult to say when extending up to 35 years. ard he is not justified in removal, 

apple trees should be removed be- Seven orchardists in Eastern and in Yakima and Wenatchee the 

cause they are no longer profitable Massachusetts placed the economic pulling which has become necessary 

and any answer that is too arbitrary optimum as follows: four at 40 has been made so either by poor lo- 

is bound to be wrong under many years, two at 45 to 50 years, and cation, poor varieties, poor manage- 

conditions. It depends upon the site one at 60. For peaches, two placed ment, or the grower himself, rather 

of the orchard, trees per acre, vari- this age at 12 years, one at 12 to than the trees getting too old.”
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By Truman Nold 

Since this is my first opportunity tions best—in terms of improve- mitting large sums of their own ad- 
to address your meeting, I should ment in the product and in service vertising money, if, and only if, 
like to tell you something about to consumers. It has been practi- they are satisfied that the program 
your National office. The National cally eliminated in matters where it is the product of harmony between 
Apple Institute is not a seperate or- was detrimental to consumers, as in the apple producers and themselves, 

ganization functioning independent- the erection of all sorts of barriers and not of dissension. 

ly of your other groups; it is yours around trade territories. It has been Relation with Government 

as a part of the service of your replaced by cooperation and unified The third ie of 

State Institute. You maintain it strength on issues which affect the hi e ith the otf o _ paren 

through a partnership with the oth- welfare of apple growers as a ship in th peers e bein 
er similar organizations of growers whole. relstionahi ; en ke a better 
and shippers in the other major The first result of the partner- and the | comin a paelati 

apple producing sections of the ship in the National Apple Institute ment bi directly aff . 
country. They have their state and was that it created opportunity for °° nc ouven ond van se Pers 
regional producer groups. When a continuous exchange of informa- nee Jot the ‘dit ‘ eile 4 Smee 
the first ones were organized, back tion between each section and the vile. “We are ae 7 - ; haag pro- 

in 1935-36-37, the basic purposes others—the kind of information dar ds which ine eee ‘aainiained 
were competitive, one section against that is the backbone of sound trad- i's” contacts and ‘ati 
the other. What was wrong with ing. T need not tell an hat thes have 
the apple business—it seemed—was . coeanit durii the wor atte no 
that there were too many other fel- Apple Story Reaches Public sufficient o < to pel a . iat 

Toni itt Hest The second result of your part- Without the unity which prevailed 
Must Work T. nership in the National Institute 5, the industry, there would have 

e was in the doors it opened to reach} 46, a different and sorry story to 
It did not take long, however, to the public with the apple story—in 141 in respect to price ceilings in 

learn that there were a good many the National magazines, on the ra- the face “ our ri iin costs 8 
issues on which apple growers were div, in the copy and illustrations of 8 " 
going to have to sink or swim to- many of the large national adver- Low Grade Apples 

gether. tisers. You have seen these maga- 4 _Jimited specific demand for 
Wisconsin McIntosh might be zine articles, fine color spreads, the cheap off-grade apples does exist, 

able to command a 25 cent or 50 _ tie-in advertising of which the Gen- put beyond that, it has been plain 
cent premium over other apples ina eral Mills campaign for Wheaties fo; 2 long time that our merchan- 
given territory, but they could never and for Gold Medal Flour have ising channels were being clutter- 
be independent of the general mar- been outstanding examples. ed up and clogged by floods of 

ket. Common sense said that every Some time in the future the apple apples that didn’t belong there. 
effort should be extended toward industry is going to want to tell its Part of this fruit was of obso- 

obtaining the full premium that is own story in its own way in ade- Jete varieties, or from overage 
deserved by superior quality; but quate national advertising. The or- trees, or from neglected farnd and 

that it would be folly to neglect at ganizational setup will be ready  fencerow orchards. The aid of the 
the same time the issues and factors when the time comes. Department of Agriculture was en- 

that cause the general market, gov- * listed, a program was devised for a erning the movement of the entire Retailers Help “tree-culling” campaign; and in the 

apple crop, to rise or fall. Nowhere has the value of our three years prior to the war, mil- 
Not all of those factors were out intersectional cooperation been more ions of those trees were eliminat- 

of our reach. apparent than it has in our dealings ed, 
It was through the industrial with the various powerful organi- . 

statesmanship of the elected and ations of retailers. They want to Apple Processing Must Be 
appointed representatives of the ring the cash register for us. They Enlarged 

various sectional organizations that refuse to be caught in the middle An altogether different approach 
the decision was made, in 1939, to between sectional rivalries of apple was called for in dealing with the 
join hands in a National Apple In- producers. They can agree to par- small sizes and off-grades from the 

stitute. ticipate in large-scale apple promo- commercial crop. The reason such 
In that way, competition has been tion, and can make their plans many _ fruit went to market was that it had 

encouraged where competition func- weeks and months in advance, com- no other place to go. No answer
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Growers’ Supplies 
Buy Cooperatively and Save Money. 

Participate in the Earnings of the Cooperative 

SPRAY MATERIALS DUSTING MATERIALS 
; Lethane B. 71 

Arsenate of Lead Lethane B. 71 with Copper 

Ci Ae one 
Se PRUNING EQUIPMENT 

Mike Sulphur Tree oetad Paint 

Copper Sulphate Pruning Saws Pruning Snips 

Lethane B. 72 Hand Pruners Pole Pruners 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR 

Nitrate Fertilizer 333% 
(Ammonia Nitrate) 

NURSERY STOCK SPRAY EQUIPMENT 

Fruit Troce Small Fruit See Gunn — Srey Noasles 
Berry Plants Strawberry Plants Spray Pumps (John Bean) 

Write for Price List. Place Your Order Early. New and Used 

Power Orchard and Row Crop Sprayers 

Repairs for John Bean Sprayers 
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could be found in legal restrictions DEHYDRATION OF BLUE GRASS INCREASES 
against shipment because enforce MONTMORENCY CHERRIES ORGANIC MATTER IN 

ment would be impossible in any The Michigan Experiment Sta- ORCHARD SOIL 
heavily populated area. The fruit tion conducted experiments on de- Mr. W. R. Leslie, Superinten- 
has value, and will not be thrown hydration of Montmorency cherries. dent Dominion Experiment Station, 
away. Apple processors always took 4 bulletin by D. C. Alderman and Morden, Manitoba, reports in one 
larger quantities, but not enough to Barbara Newcombe has been pub- of his interesting weekly news let- 
absorb the supply. And in that lished, and is available to those in- ters that extensive studies on or- 
situation, the price that could be terested. Here are some of the re- ganic matter in a fine sandy loam 
paid by processors had to be low. suits as reported in the circular: soil at the Ontario Horticultural 
It was evident therefore that every “When freshly dried cherries Station, have been run for eight 
aspect of the marketing problem were made into a pie, the color was years. After three years cropping, 
would be benefited by an improve- fairly good, but after 6 months’ eight alfalfa plots changed in aver- 
ment in existing processing outlets, storage of the dried product, the ge percentage of organic matter in 
and by development of new ones. color rated fair to poor. the top six inches of soil from 2.19 
The commercial products manufac- “From these results it is con- to 2.73 per cent, and eight blue 
turers and some of the state experi- cluded that pies prepared from de- grass plots changed from 1.99 to 
ment stations were awake to the hydrated cherries do not compare 2.49 per cent. Blue grass is giving 
problem; the interest of the re- favorably with those prepared from good results as an orchard grass in 
eet aft Rote the Depart- the fresh, canned, or frozen pro- northern sections. 

was aroused, 1 

and intensive studies were begun. ae eo "fat ita Goamie Effect of Exposure on Tree Roots 

Research does not normally assure aspect. Mr. Leslie also reports the effect 
quick results, but within two or “Further experimental work was ©? fruit trees of exposure as fol- 

three years, apple Processing was carried out to find other possible lows: 
looking up. The pasteurizing pro- ses for dehydrated cherries. The “The effect of exposure to drying 
cess which makes canned apple cherries compared favorably with conditions on stand and growth of 
juice practicable is an example. Ap- such products as raisins, dates, or nursery fruit trees was observed. 
ple sirups, or the form called Apple figs, and were used very satisfac- Trees were left drying flat on the 
Honey in the manufacture of cigar- torily in muffins, whips, coffee cake, bare soil for periods of 6 and 24 
ettes, is another. The technique of tea scones, cookies and cakes. In hours, and also for 2 and 7 days. 
handling apples in quick freezing is ay] cases, the cherries had better Apple, pear, plum, cherry and 

another. . color and flavor if cut in halves or peach trees were then planted. All 
An important official of the De- thirds, and dehydrated in a double- were dormant and in good condi- 

partment of Agriculture who knows boiler for 15 minutes before using. tion. Exposure up to 24 hours did 

us well, said: “The apple industry Summary not reduce stand or subsequent 
has many assets, but its greatest one “Red tart cherries were subjected growth. However, growth was re- 

is its talent for teamwork. It has to treatment with several materi- duced to a slight extent on the 
been tried and proved.” als including wetting agents, acids, ‘W° days and to marked degree 

With the full use of that team- salts, sugar in liquid pectin, prior With the seven days’ exposure. 
work, we are going to deliver the to the dehydration process. After Hisseoser, wall peach teres ant OX 
right apples, at the right time, in the pretreated cherries were dried fatter cass death was heavy: {It 
the right quantity, to consumers they were rehydrated and scored should be noted that these results 
who are prepared to appraise them for, color and plumpness. Those ped well be markedly different on 
at their real value—and doing that, made into pies shortly after dehy- the prairies under bright skies, dry- 
our future as apple growers is ration had excellent flavor and aired and breezy conditions.) With 
bright indeed, good color, but rehydration of the ursery trees partially dried or com- 

cherries was only partial. After 6 img into leaf, exposure of roots 
as months’ storage these cherries, when Prior to planting is likely to have 

SPRAYER FOR SALE prepared in pies, had lost some fla- Serious consequences. 
vor and rated only poor in color ——_ 

Bean Sprayer. Power takeoff, and appearance. It is apparent from Sudden Drop 
2 cylinder pump. 150 gallon wood the results obtained that further in- __ “ 
sake menaned wnivubbes. ta goed vestigational work is necessary be- First G. I.: “The touch of the 

. . fore rehydrated cherries will be nurse’s hand cooled my fever 

condition. Price $275.00. Porter ate to compete economically with instantly.” 
Bros., Evansville, Wis. (On Hy. either canned or frozen cherries in Second G. I. “Yeah, we heard the 
59, 14 mile east of Cooksville. the pie trade.” slap all over the ward!”
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Recommendation for Oyster Shell Scale FRUIT GROWERS’ INCOME 
Control - - 1946 Season TAX: REFUND POSSIBLE 

C. L. Fluke If you paid a big federal income 
The oyster shell scale is a difficult bination of “dinitro” pus 3 per cent tax in 1943 or ‘44—and then this 

insect to control. In years past lime oil. I think it advisable to change year, you didn’t have any apples to 
sulphur was often recommended but those recommendations since there sell, or had a loss on your year, you 
results have never been satisfactory. appears to be considerable danger didn’t have any apples to sell, or 
For that reason dormant spray oils in using 3 per cent oil with 1% per had a loss on your year’s operation, 
are now considered the proper ma- cent “dinitro.” ‘We did carry on you can deduct your 1945 loss from 
terials to control this insect. We tests in Door County some years the taxable income of the previous 
are therefore recommending 4 per ago using 2 per cent oil plus ears, reports Professor V. B. Hart 

cent dormant oil which should be 1 per cent “dinitro” and found Jf Cornell University, Ithaca, N 
put on in the spring before growth it an excellent insecticide against ay , _ 

starts. number of insects, but unfortun- . : 

Generally speaking, 5 per cent is ately we did not secure records on Assume as an example that in 
a better strength and in case of the oyster shell scale. Therefore we 1943 a farmer just broke even on 
trees that are in good health, 5 per recommend 4 per cent dormant oil. his business, but in it Le On 
cent is safe. However, many Of the eee tax ee a a of bs $8; ount he 

trees in Wisconsin that are infested | STRAWBERRY PLANTS — ‘XC, ‘rst, $2000 of this amount i 
with oyster shell scale are so weak- FOR SALE : paid a 20% Burtax,, on he é 

$2,000 he paid 22%, on the third 
ened by the effects of the scale that B . 2.000 h 
we end using only 4 per jeaver, Robinson, and 26%, and on the last $2, e 

‘ A Premier. $15.00 per paid 30% or $600. Then assume 
cent. This strength will not do a i ; 
perfect job, but we believe it advis- 1,000 or $2.00 per 100. that in 1945 this farmer had a net 
able until the scale is reduced in Viking Raspberry plants, loss of $2,000 on his farm business. 

$45.00 per 1,000 By filing an amended return for 
numbers. y ue 

. or $5.00 per 100. 1944, he can deduct this $2,000 
At some of the meetings held this Emmett Sullivan, Bayfield, from his 1944 income and claim a 

past winter I have indicated a com- Wisconsin. refund of $600. 

e 

Fruit Growers Needs- 
INSECTICIDES - - - 
ARSENATE OF LEAD — ELGETOL — LIME SULFUR — NICOTINE SULPHATE 
SPREADER STICKERS — MIKE SULFUR — FLOTATION SULFUR PASTE — BOR- 
DEAUX MIXTURE — COPPER SULPHATE — CALCIUM ARSENATE — ROTENONE 
DUST — PYRETHRUM DUST — — 

D-D-T DUST AND SPRAYS — 
PRUNING TOOLS LADDERS 
GRAFTING TAPE SPRAY HOSE 
TREE SEAL SPRAY GUNS 
PICKING BAGS NOZZLES 
DUSTERS aie PARTS and 

Please Write For Quotations 
If You Are A Member of A Spray Ring Give Names of Officers — — To Receive 
Wholesale Price List — — 

GLENN A. DUNN, Manager . 
BR. F. GIFFORD COMPANY 

2138 University Ave. Madison-5, Wisconsin 
Telephone Fairchild 2840 — 24 Hour Phone Service
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The Internal Revenue Bureau DDT FOR FRUIT INSECT CONTROL 
has some rather complicated rules . . 5 
and regulations about carrying oper- Recommendations Made by Various State Experiment 

ating losses forward and backward. Stations 

If, however, a fruit grower paid a A survey of State Experiment “There are indications also that 

large income tax in 1943 and 1944 Stations by the Agricultural Insec- DDT favors development of red 

and lost his apple crop in 1945 it ticide nd Fungicide Assoetae in- vie = jzenis and mealy pus 
i i i ; dicates that DDT is still in the ex- in New ‘or ate. - 

peta him tO favestigate the _ perimental stage, but will be tested sprayed blocks should be constant- 

Lae 8 year's by many fruit growers this coming ly and carefully observed for such 

loss from high income of other year. outbreaks. DDT should not be used 

years. If a fruit grower thinks he under any circumstances in bloom. 

is entitled to a refund, he should State Recommendations It should not be used with lime ex- 

question an Internal Revenue offici- Here are some recommendations cept in Bordeaux mixture, and then 

al, or an accountant or lawyer skil- by states as presented in the As- aan pe faded alter ach accne 

led in income tax matters. sociation Bulletin, the A. I. F. 748 Deen tully Preparet... : Sate 
: News, (condensed). utilizing water suspensions wit the 

By Carroll R. Miller, Sec.-Mgr. MASSACHUSETTS. A. 1 addition of oil as a supplement 

Appalachian Apple Service in . 2: 4¥+ “+ should be watched carefully for ex- 

News Letter. Bourne and W. D. Whitcomb, pro- cessive flocculation and the ‘butter- 
fessors of research entomology say ing out’ of the DDT...” 
that “no printed recommendation: , 

MORE BEES NEEDED will tis made (fos DDT) roe OHIO. J. S. Houser, chief of the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture standard spray or dust schedules. department of entomology, says 

Asks for Increase in Number However, many fruit and vegeta- DDT will be recommended for 
. bl ill DDT in 1946, trial. use only, for the control of 

of Colonies me Bowens Ne Hee Ee ’ codling moth in those orchards in 
and we shall attempt to guide them whi 8 e was ith thi 

Mr. Harold J. Clay, Chief of the in proper use of this material ac- hs = ists.” Situation with this 

Honey Section, U. S. Department cording to present information.” insect EXISts. 

of Agriculture, writes that the De- This will cover “limited use on VIRGINIA. W. S. Hough, = 

partment has asked for a definite apples and peaches as a wettable tomologist, plans to recommend D- 

increase in the number of colonies powder, at one pound actual DDT DT on apples, as a spray at the rate 
of bees for the first time. The in- per 100 gallons. of three-fourths of a pound a etal 
crease is needed primarily for the “We anticipate proposing DDT D a per 100 gallons. This will a 

beneficial work of bees in pollinat- as a supplemental treatment rather P — aT apol ee * 

ing fruits, vegetables, legumes and than replacement, for our present zon 3 dee nk Pree 
other blossoms. Also the present standard schedues. If used on ap- ram 7, a ‘or use by i 

demand for honey and beeswax is ples and peaches it will replace lead idle aoa aa her omaha 

insufficient. arsenate or may be combined with wodkt ual a d os A 

According to the table he sends, it at reduced dosage. spray program eae Be lead arsen- 

Wisconsin had in 1945, 202,000 NEW YORK. Dr. Charles E. ate ‘will be recommended as the 

colonies. The Department suggests Palm, Entomology Department standard for orchards where cod- 
a goal for 1946 of 222,000 colonies, head, reports the extension ento- Jing moth is satisfactorily control- 
or an increase of 10% over last mology department will recommend jeq.” 
year. The increase proposed for DDT as an alternate program “for 

the entire nation is 8%. codling moth on apples, provided a — 
“« lower tolerance is not adopted. It is 

hee ts oy ae c soney to be applied primarily as a spray, STRAWBERRY AND RASP- 

y Pe ie at 1 pound of actual DDT per 100 BERRY PLANTS 
whose numbers and locations can allone Of ‘water . 

be controlled by man. At least 50 ® TSE ail okt -tadiall Minn. 1166, Brunes Marvel, 

sgricaiseal. ierope atepend poo extension perky oe ee on a a Gemsata, Gem, Progressive 
honey bees for pollination or yield jt ince many growera are caine e Wayzata everbearing strawberry 

more abundantly when bees are se it we plan to make available to plants. Beaver, Premier, Catskill 
plentiful.” them all the facts pro and con at Junebearing strawberries. Rasp- 

The list includes 50 commercial our disposal. DDT is unquestion- berries, Evergreens, Fruit trees, 

fruits, many important vegetables, ably the best material known at Shrubs. Price list. Hall Nursery, 

and most of the leading legumes. _ present for control of codling moth. Elmwood, Wisconsin.
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THE FRUIT POLLINATION PROBLEM _ FRUIT GROWERS MEETINGS 
Jas. I. Hambleton Discusses Some New Angles County Fruit Growers Associ- 

ations Will Hold All Day 

i too little is known about the pollen in more abundance than do Meetings 
pollination of fruits and other im- the tiny blossoms of alfalfa, and it : 
portant crops. Much more work is more accessible to the bees. Com- All Fruit Growers Invited 
should be done to determine the petition among plants for bee visi- The annual meetings of county 
tan and how to improve tors will na ex pee fruit growers associations will fea- 

is many cases of luxuriant plant i 

Discussing the problem in the growth followed by seed failure. 4 Gh. aie Of DOT in ‘the 

August issue of the Journal of En- Certainly the pollination require- oreher’s scab control, value of bees 

tomology, Jas. I. Hambleton of the ments of a crop and the possible ef- the orchard, apple maggot con- 

U. S. Bureau of Entomology and fect of competing crops should be trol, plans for increasing apple 

Plant Quarantine, makes some in- considered in advance of planting sales, and other topics. The follow- 

ee ean compenbon and harvesting.” ing meetings have been scheduled : 
ween plants may be an import- Wh cl h . . 

ant factor. On this subject he o¢ ica, sai ee Tacs Zane & Rene 

writes : forests, practice clean cultivation — es Sai Association 

Cc tition A along fence rows and other modern 7 \OUN! Oo}, (OF asgucuture; 
hen Plants agricultural practices we may up- Rochester. Begins 10 a. m. Noon 

“Increase in production has not set nature to such an extent as to luncheon. 

always followed when bees have greatly decrease production by lack Wednesday, February 27. Wau- 

been moved within flight range of a Of pollination from wild insects. kesha County Fruit Growers Asso- 

crop requiring insect pollination. In Fortunately honey bees have not ciation. Reformed Church, on Wis- 

such cases it has been easy to jump yet shared the fate of wild pollina- consin Avenue, Waukesha. Begins 

to the conclusion that bees were not ting insects unlessnew plans for air- 10 a. m. Luncheon at noon. 

the answer. Rarely has enough con- Plane dusting with poisons put them Thursday, February 28. Milwau- 

sideration been given to the compe- 0M the list for destruction also. Mr. ee County Fruit Growers Associa- 

tition among plants for flower-visit- Hambleton says, “the destruction tion. Greenfield Town Hall. Begins 

ing insects. For example, if mus- of bees has become so serious in 10 a. m. Luncheon by Ladies Aid. 

tard is used as a cover crop in a certain areas that the beekeepers and Friday, March 1, Ozaukee Coun- 
pear orchard and the two blossom their organizations are now seeking ty Fruit Growers Association. Graf- 

simultaneously, the pear blossoms tedress through legal means.” ton High School Gymnasium, be- 
> ag ee pas fom ————“— ginning 10 a. m. Noon luncheon. 

ie bees because e nectar oO ie 
: 

mustard contains several times as Junior Birdmen Saturday, March 2; Manitowoc 
. eA A County Fruit Growers Association. 

much sugar as does the pear nec- Tommy: “A little bird told me . 2 

tar. Pollination is thus complicated, what kind of a lawyer your Oukers Hall, Silver Lake. Begins 

and the problem has to be solved father is.” 10 a. m. Noon luncheon. . 

through some means other than Freddy: “What did the bird say?” Tuesday, March 5. Washington 

merely placing bees close to the Tommy “Cheep, cheep.” County Fruit Growers Association. 

trees. Freddy: “Well, a duck told me Jackson Village Hall. Begins 10 a. 

« : : : hat kind of a doctor your ™. Noon luncheon. 
Much planting of fruit crops wi oy yo 

and harvesting of seed crops ia father is. Wednesday, March 6. Sheboy- 

been done with little thought to the —,, SS, ghd B gan County Fruit Growers Associ- 
effect of the proximity of one crop Class is dismissed,” snapped the ation. Plymouth City Hall. Meeting 

to another, Alfalfa grown in this exasperated Anatomy professor, starts promptly at 10:30. Associa- 

country is largely dependent upon after the weekly oral examination, tion will furnish free coffee. Bring 

insects for pollination. If it is “and don’t flap your ears as you your own sandwiches. 

grown under conditions that do not 8° out ! age March oe Coun- 

favor a copious secretion of nec- . ty Fruit Growers Association, Mu- 

tar, the blossoms may be attractive ORCHARD FOR RENT nicipal Bldg, Fort Atkinson. 

to insects only because of the pol- For Rent: Orchard very near Luncheon served. 

len. If corn happens to be in tassel city. Twelve acres good variety 

in the vicinity of alfalfa in full fruit trees. Write East Wisconsin 
bloom,bees will desert the alfalfa Trustee Company, 926 South 8th Did you know that there are 

for the corn. The latter produces Street, Manitowoc, Wisconsin. more than 4800 varieties of roses?
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Raspberry Growing In Canada 
Dr. D. S. Blair Makes Recommendations of Value to Our Growers 

SITE AND SOIL.—Since the Red raspberries are usually out breaking, a little soil is taken 
returns from a heavy yielding plan- grown in the hedge-row system, the out on one side of the hill, the canes 
tation are high, and the land is oc- suckers being permitted to fill the are then collected in a bunch, pres- 
oupied continuously for from six to row until a complete hedge-row of sed down in the line of the row by 
eight years, the best site on the canes, one to two feet wide, is ob- means of a fork in the hands of one 
property should be chosen for the tained. The piants are set outin rows man while sufficient earth is applied 
plantation. Good drainage is abso- seven or eight feet apart with two by another man to hold them down. 
lutely essential, both at the soil sur- or three feet between the plants in The cost of the labor involved in 
face and underneath, and, as the the rows. As purple and black rasp- covering an acre is not very great. 
roots extend downward about three berries are non-suckering, they are On the prairies best results are ob- 
feet, the level of the water-table usually grown in the hill system. tained when the canes are entirely 
should not be nearer the surface The plants are set five or six feet covered with soil. Much of this cov- 
than that distance. The best soil isa apart each way. ering can be done by horse labor, 
deep, rich, sandy loam, well supplied Fertilizer for which purpose the rows are 
with humus, but both lighter and placed at least eight feet apart. 
heavier soils are capable of produc- The wise use of fertilizer in- § By D. S. Blair, in Farmers’ Bul- 
ing profitable crops. Bearing in creases vigour and yield. Apply Jetin 131, Dept. of Agriculture, 
mind the longer life of the planta- barnyard manure, 15-20 tons ber Canada. 
tion, thorough preparation of the acre, previous to setting out the ‘ 
soil before planting cannot be too plants. Annual applications should SURE EEE CROWNS G 
strongly advocated. If the soil is be made thereafter in late fall or 

lacking in humus a green manure aly spring, the amount to apply The farm paper The Rural New- 
crop should be grown in advance of _ being judged by the vigour and gen- Yorker has many interesting articles 

planting. eral health of the plantation. If on fruit growing. In the January 
5 ‘ barnyard manure is not available, 19th issue is an article by Walter 

Planting Raspberries green manure crops, known also as_ Withrow of Connecticut. He says: 
Planting may be done in the very cover crops, should be sown between “Although we have been growing 

early spring or in the fall during the pS. row annually after harvesting strawberries for 50 years, we can 

month of September or even as late CU"NS the life of the plantation. record but a single failure.” 

as the middle of October. In central Suitable cover crops are millet, Mr. Withrow states they devel- 
Canada fall planting is recom- buckwheat and fall rye. Fall rye oped many economies in planting 
mended. should be drilled so that the plants and production at Walberta Farm 

will not become established between and gives their method as follows: 
Plants are set at about the same the canes during the following sea- (condensed) 

depth as or slightly deeper thanthey son. The cover crop is turned under 
grew previously. The canes are cut when growth starts in the spring. Set Plants Early 
back to height of six inches before These should be supplemented an- We set our strawberry plants 

setting. The operation of setting is nually with a complete commercial ¢4tly before they have exhausted 
commonly done in one of two fertilizer, 9-5-7 at the rate of 700 their energy of the roots in develop- 
ways :— pounds to the acre, or a mixture of i" foliage, so that they may be- 

1. The row is furrowed out with 400 pounds nitrate of soda, 180 come firmly established in cool 
a plough, and the plants are placed pounds 20 per cent superphosphate, weather, Thus weget a better stand, 
against the side of the furrow; the 100 pounds muriate or sulphate of starting off quicker and their run- 
roots partially covered by hand, then potash, may be applied as an alter-  "¢TS develo earlier. The strawber- 

: ‘h me tim ha . . . plough A te sme ime of hand Winter Protection secur ater the plants ae set. With 
be fitmly tramped about them, In some parts of Canada certain strong plants and suitable soil, early 

y iP . . varieties of raspberries do not suc- setting gets us far on the way to 

2. Two men work together at ceed very well unless the canes are success. 
planting ; one opens the ground with protected in winter. This is readily Some varieties do better ona light 
a spade, the other places the plants done by bending down the canes loam rather than a heavy clay, but 
in the hole, after which the spade is just before winter sets in and holding they do require a fairly fertile soil. 
again inserted in the ground andthe them down by a little soil on the and above all, one filled with humus 
soil pressed against the roots. tips. To bend and cover them with- or decaying vegetable matter. Sev-
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enty-five per cent of strawberry with plants in buckets partially fil- raspberry canes. This appeasement 
roots are contained in the top eight led with water. In this way the seems to satisfy them as they are 
inches of soil and 90 per cent of the damp, hairy rootlets can make im- stripping the branches and leaving 
berry is plain water. This moisture mediate contact with the soil and do _ the canes.” . 
must be taken up quickly by the not show that they have been mov- Yes, Mr. Harvey, we agree that 
plant, and a humus-filled soil re- ed; they should never be allowed to this method will work, but when the 
tains moisture better so that it is dry out before setting. Trowels are rabbit population exceeds the food 

made more available. Plow down a_ used, being careful that the plants supply they will go after the canes 
heavy crop of early Fall rye when are not set too deep or too shallow and everything else they can get to 
it is knee high, then sow broadcast and on the exact check mark. An live on. 

a seeding of inoculated soy beans; error in setting just ahead or back Our Game Management Depart- 
and when they are frosted, disk in of the mark and the opposite on the ment tells us that we are now in a 
another crop of rye. This, chop- return trip makes a difficult jog for cycle of increasing rabbit popula- 
ped in and turned under in early the tractor operator when cultivat- tion. Evidently natural enemies and 
spring, should make a field ready ing the long way. The setter bends parasites are at a low point. Feed- 
to produce berries. If a good from the hips; to bend from the ing them will help increase the pop- 
coating of manure has also been knees or “hunker down,” makes a ulation. So we also recommend traps 
spread on either or both stands of slow tiresome job. Each setter and guns in the country where there 

the growing rye, so much the better should step forward to firm them is danger of destruction by rabbits. 
because strawberries must have lots in the soil. ED 
of humus. a SS 

Sub-soil Plow SUGGESTS METHODS FOR A . 
PROTECTING RASPBERRIES Bysex tiling: you neo! ie 

A plow has recently been put on FROM RABBITS é 

the market that has an attachment Fruit and Vegetable 

that runs below the bottom af the  ‘ letter from Mr. W. T. Har- 

conventional plow furrow, thus V¢Y [ ae states: “In at B . d 
loosening up the subsoil but not Sim Horticulture you recommen an ¢ t 
bringing it . he surface. We hope fencing in raspberry bushes to pro- OXeS Tai es 

to try one soon because we are quite tect them from rabbits. I have work- 65 years of d lable . 

certain that the use of something of ¢d out a simpler and cheaper way— . 
this kind will give us a deeper feed- : nee mantis ate ane Bes an at Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 

: ‘ ranches recently cut my pea . . 

id ed oew Ae demeal ty cor and apple trees. I scattered some of Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

stant running at the same depth. these branches in my raspberry — 
patch and rabbits preferred these to ——— ees 

Planting a 

Before plowing, we disk the rye IH E AD L | N E RS FOR pene 

thoroughly into the soil and after 

turning, the top is worked over sev- Oe CRABS NEW Hardy Grapes , 

eral times to make it as fine and FLOWERING ow om oom eae Sek seal 

compact as possible, planking and Add beauty to your home grounds ter care. Red Amber, Moonbeam 
rolling to finish the job. We mark the practical way_by Planting Flow- ne Blue Jay sre delicicos 5 

c the is rs five-foot wre the opting me delicious Evi attrac: GROW. ney joy. 

ong way, at the same time dri tive foliage an ig shade in 

in a good, complete fertilizer in a the summer. PURE Red erry 

wide band. The plot is then marked RED SILVER Red leaves, flow- ries I’ve ever eaten,” you'll say. The 

out every 18 inches across, the trac. Siw janid Fruit oere have attractive NEW, La) Severson aSUNRISE 

tor teeth for marking set very shal- HOPA Beautiful, graceful, medium. EASY TO GROW — EASY TO 

low. Every third aoe is occupied sized. Large, single, dese rete;cok PICK. 

by the tractor tread the first season, or lossoms that I . Excellent PARADISE As: 8 

and this latter serves as a picking yields, of fee meiiee fruit. Makes You'll say its PARADISE too, 

path the next year of harvest. We | RED RIVER Pure white blossoms Large stalls "--mild flavor", heewy 
use a gang of seven in setting about in the spring—brilliant leaves in the producer. Grow your own PARA- 

three acres a day. Two setters, with fall. Large, delicious fruit. DISE for less. 

a dropper between and one just a- WRITE TODAY for illustrated catalog 70-G 
head, each take a double row the . . 

short way of the field and another | ANDREWS NURSERY CO. - Faribault, Minnesota 
man keeps the two gangs supplied ©§ — AAA i i i i i i i i
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e e Possibly at some time in the future 

Farming in the USSR Swiss es £ to you resulting from our crosses. 

. . . . . We are also testing contributions 
From an article by P. Ognev. in Private property of citizens exists from other states. At this time 

bulletin by the Agricultural Com- on the basis of the two main forms Prairie Spy, Minnesota #1001, 
mittee for American-Soviet Friend- of public property; Government Milton, and Macoun appear to have 

ship, Inc. (condensed) property and cooperative-collective most possibilities.” 
The economic system of the So- farm property. 

viet Union is based on public own- The income from State enterpris- TTT 
ership of the means and instru- es, and the output of publicly-own- STRAW VALUABLE FOR 
ments of production. ed enterprises, do not go to private TRE : 

Public property in the USSR ex- individuals, but are put at ‘he dis- ee 

ists either in the form of govern- posal of the Government and is the 
ment owned property, or in the property of all the people. The value of straw for mulching 
form of cooperative and collective- The distribution of that portion is being tested by many experiment 
farm property. of the public output earmarked for stations and its value increasingly 

The land, its natural deposits, personal consumption among work- recognized. Reporting on the meet- 

waters, forests, industrial enter- ers, intellectuals and office em- ing of the Ohio Nurserymen’s 

prises (mills, factories, mines), rail, Ployees is effected in the form of Association, Dr. L. C. Chadwick 

water and air transport, banks, post- wages. writes in the American Nursery- 

offices, telegraph and telephones, Everyone receives in the form of man for February about a paper 
large State-organized agricultural wages that share of the public out- given by Dr. J. H. Gourley on the 
enterprises(state farms, machine put which is due him in accordance value of mulches to plant growth. 

and tractor stations, and the like,) with the quantity and quality of the The following is the report of the 

as well as municipal enterprises and labor he has expended. discussion : 
the bulk of the dwelling houses in All commodities produced by “Slides were shown giving the 

the cities, are government owned Government enterprises and des- results of mulch, sod and cultiva- 

property. tined for consumption by the popu- tion treatments around fruit trees. 
Copperative-collective farm pro- lation, are sold through the Govern- These showed that a large number 

perty is formed by farmers and ment trading machinery. of roots grow into the thick mulch 
handicraftsmen voluntarily joining Every citizen may acquire, out of _ where nutrients and high amounts 
in a collective form, a cooperative his earnings, any commodities he of moisture are held. The soil be- 
organization, after which they pool desires for his personal consump- neath a heavy mulch was high in 

the means and instruments of pro- tion. moisture, better aerated and more 

duction or pay dues as members of Citizens of the USSR are not absorptive of water than either sod 
the cooperative organization, limited in any way in acquiring per- or cultivated plots. Under cultiva- 

The prevailing form of agricul- sonal property if it is not used as ation the soil was broken down into 
ture in the USSR is collective, i.e., ™eans of exploiting another per- much smaller aggregates, which 

collective farming of the land. By son’s labor. water has difficulty penetrating. 
1939, 93.5 per cent of the total num- Every citizen, for example, may “Under mulched trees, the soil 
ber of farm households were in the be the owner of substantial personal was high in organic matter. The 
collective farms. savings but he may not lend this sod plots were almost as high, and 

In a collective farm the members money out at interest. the cultivated plots, the poorest. 

retain for their personal use indivi- —_—_— Dr. Gourley showed that these or- 

dual small plots of land attached to NEW APPLE VARIETIES IN ganic materials break down and 
their dwellings (from one-half to MAINE give valuable nutrients to the trees. 

two and a half acres to each fami- The Maine Agricultural Experi- Nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium 

ly), and as their personal property ment Station at Orono, Maine, has and other essential elements accu- 
a dwelling house, livestock, poultry, a variety breeding project and in mulated under the mulch, Under 
and agricultural implements needed the near future some new varieties sod there was some accumulation, 
for farming the plot. may be available from this northern but under cultivated soils there was 

A total of 98.7 per cent of the - state. little or none. Dr. Gourley consid- 

productive capacity of the entire na- Prof. R. M. Bailey writes: “Our ers a straw mulch best.” 
tion consists of pubic property, 1.1 breeding project is indeed a small TT 
per cent is the personal property of one and although we have about Early December saw all patients 

collective farmers and only 0.2 per 1500 seedling trees just coming into in Truax Hospital moved by air 
cent is owned by private individu- bearing this number is too small to evacuation planes to Chanute Field, 

als—farmers and handicraftsmen. expect much from the program. . . _ Illinois.
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A OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION. cuiay 

a Walter Dichnelt, Menomonee ee a Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. ‘Robt. Kautson, Ladyemith 
Cornclias Meyer, Appleton, Miiauaonce Fe Oe Nese hype 

Vice: President Recording Secretary-Treasurer Yvan Whiting, Rockford 

follows: 

Order Soybean Flour Now Our Special X Flour, packed in 

*. * * 100 Ib. bags delivered Madison, 
Spring Feeding Time Just Around the Corner Wieser at $5.77 per hundred, 

We list at end of this article Obviously colonies need pollen on orders of 300 Ibs. or more. Or 

names of firms handling soybean supplement most when the weather $6.27 per hundred for one and two 

flour. Have at least two pounds of is unsuitable for flying. During bag orders. 

soybean flour for each colony on warm weather when bees can fly, Also 5 Ib. packages at $1.00 post- 

hand. Not only will it be needed in they can gather pollen from early paid, and 10 lbs. for $1.75, postpaid. 

late March and April, but during flowers.’ It is during long periods cash with order. All flour sold on 

periods of bad weather during May of cold, rainy weather that brood the delivery basis, so on large or- 

it is wise to feed it so brood rear- rearing slows down due to lack of ders suggest writing for quotations 

ing may not slow down. pollen. Therefore best way to feed delivered to your city. 

sans 5 is by mixing with sugar syrup, You can buy soybean flour from 

sep flat aes it pay to feed placing cakes on top of frames The Glidden Company, Soya Prod- 

a eg where it is available even during ucts Division, Chicago 39, Illinois. 

Yes, it will. Mix with one-fourth worst weather. Soya Loose, packed in 100 Ibs. paper 
pollen and then stir it into heavy Question: What is best way to lined bags at $5.40 per 100 Ibs., 

<< 2 The beg pan fine prepare the pollen supplement? FOB Chicago. Smaller amounts not 

April will be the field bees to bring anewyt eet “ae oa aaa: 

oer tn during June when the | ich of sugar syrup of two parts | NATIONAL FEDERATION 
ioney flow from white and alsike ae : 

: sugar, one part boiling water. Stir HOLDS SUCCESSFUL 
clover is on. Therefore brood rear- h 1 desired EETIN 

ing should be stimulated during well. When cool, pour i eSIES M G 

April. We frequently have long amount into Pail, P thee pollen and A letter from our delegate to the 

periods of cold, rainy weather, and Stir. Next pour in three times as Notional Federation of State Bee- 
it is then that soybean flour is valu- much soybean flour, and stir. Mix keepers Associations, Mr. Walter 

able. fpr) cam ne ee as batter Diehnelt, states that the meeting was 

uestion: When should start s uite successful. He writes: “On 

te en veiten wns nt? ue _ Place about a pound of batter on the last day when the delegates fin- 
0 feed pollen suppleme iece of wax paper. Fold over y . “8: 

The earlier we start, the stronger a es of paper et it is ready to ally met we accomplished a lot. The 

will be our colonies by the watt . : ee Eracib . dues: tog ‘State, Soetenons Wad 
honey tow. Aa wienle, god edonie Place over ' . kept at 5 cents per member. It was 

will have . od an ther pollen b Question: I have not been able then decided we must raise money 

‘April 1st ie the fase nc Pe Mar f, to obtain pollen. Shall I f ‘eed soy- in some other way, At our regional 

ite weil check by exa ‘mining the bean flour without the pollen? meeting, which consisted of 20 men, 
brood nest. Colonies with fai Yes, we think it is advisable to we raised $1,500, and all wrote 

pene may have more pollen ion feed soybean flour alone, mixed checks. They feel they will have a 

cea ‘wi ‘a pond caeees Pane col- with sugar syrup, beginning about fund of $20,000 a year as it is now 

onies stored ‘Gore pollen last fall * week before we expect pollen. ee Will hae you the names 
—————— of these men shortly.” 

than others. They should be fed ac- Sources of Soybean Flour Mr. Glen Jones of Iowa is per- 

cording: to needs. Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Deca- manent secretary, and we should 
Question: Shall we feed soybean tur, Illinois, quote on soybean flour hear a good deal about the work of 

flour out in the open im trays? made by expeller process, as _ the Federation in the future.
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WE’VE GOT TO HAVE MORE STOCK IMPROVEMENT BEEKEEPING IN 1945 
BEES Beekeepers need better quality Ivan Whiting, Rockford 

stock, but to obtain it is not easy. We It will be a long time before bee- 
The above title appeared at the are = aware of the projects eat en “ foe Niinconsis cemst 

Sata. 3 ;_ carried on to improve dairy cattle, : ad four outstanding features. 
head of an article in one of Ameri- beef cattle, hogs, poultry, by means of The first feature was the early col- 
ca’s largest farm papers, The Farm cow testing associations, poultry ony buildup in March. Colonies be- 
Journal, published in Philadelphia. breeding, etc. came populous a month early and 
The writer, one of the editors of Very little has been done, however, many used up all or most of their 

s towards improving stocks of bees, stores. 
the paper, ie pointed largely because of the difficulties in- This led to the second feature, the 

“ec . volved. It is time, however, that the starvation period, most acute from 
During the last two years we work is begun. The Research Com- mid-May to mid - June. Spring kept 

have spent more than 40 million in mittee of the National Federation re- settling back until the surplus clover 
subsidies to encourage production ported on it at the annual convention flow began June 14th, an average date, 
fh ed. Thi d badl in Indianapolis in January. “Stock im- and many colonies had to carry the 

ot legume Set * Is nee was badly provement,” said the committee, last month on sugar syrup. This meant 
needed to increase livestock and “should be carried on by testing, se- extensive feeding and many colonies 
dairy production, both here and _lecting and breeding.” Under remarks retarded brood rearing, became weak, 

abroad. Yet the results were dis- Hey cuate: ' ' , ee sarved. third feature, the bi 
‘ . ock improvement presents one o: en came the third feature, the big 

couraging. We got but a small in- the most fertile fields for progress in honey flow. Within the writer’s ex- 
crease. It wasn’t because farmers research. The opportunities are com- perience it was hardly the equal of 
didn’t harvest larger acreages of parable to the gains made in hybrid 1910, 13, 29 or 41 in surplus per colony, 

legumes for seed, for they did, but corn breeding work. A large coordi- but it was remunerative. 
rather because yields were so low. nated testing and breeding program is The fourth outstanding feature—and 

essential for success. Improved colony this applies to all Wisconsin—was the 
“A GENERATION AGO an management must keep pace with im- convention at Rice Lake. Two speak- 

acre of good clover would yield 12 Provement in stock, To introduce ers, Dr. Farrar and Prof. Roberts and 
bushels of seed. Today the average queens capable of laying from 25% to the latter’s queen rearing movie 
‘ 50% more eggs to colonies in many brought to the beekeepers the year’s 
is less than one bushel. apiaries might easily lower production accomplishments at the government 

“The reason is clear. We just instead of raising it because of poor laboratory and an insight into the bee- 
have too few bees.” management. Hive equipment more keeping of the future. A practical 

adaptable for the management of high method of rearing the best queens, a 
—_——_———. producing colonies is already a recog- new hive for better handling of big 

nized necessity.” crops, and an idea of the bee of the 
EFFECT OF HONEY ON future provided new visions for the 

beekeepers. Always optimistic, bee- 
METALS Must Change Management Methods keepers have more to look forward to, 

Dr. Edwin J. Anderson, of the fem ne cay management but I am. stl wondering how we. are 

Pennsylvania State College School must’ keep pace with stock improve- San beekeepers ta handle. the colonies 
of Agriculture, has kindly written ment. That was the case too in live- of the future. 
to us relative to his work on the stock improvement. To simply buy a Beekeepers, don’t miss an opportun- 
action of honey on metals. We learn ps ree on Paar breed high bro: ity to see Prof. Robert’s queen rearing 

. : lucing stock did not increase produc- ie. 
from his letter ‘that appliance mak- tion unless management such as better movie fa 
ers in America intend to use lacquer feeding, better care was also given. 

to protect galvanized equipment as We cannot confine our good queens to NEW PROCEDURE FOR SECURING 
soon as conditions permit. Also that small brood 1 chambers, let colonies oreaak Jaen eee BEES 

. . swarm, or eave only a minimum ective January lI, » rationing the peal — ee amount of honey for winter with re- responsibilities formerly handled by 
May De CORFE? at such corrosion sulting starvation or slowing down of local OPA offices, including approval 
does little harm when a large bulk brood rearing in spring because of of certificates for securing sugar with 
of honey in a big tank is concerned, lack of pollen and expect results. which to feed bees, have been trans- 
but that it is probable that extract- While waiting for pense stock then, ferred to petit pehen offices. tw 

“ ” let’s study management. e necessary for beekeepers to submit 
ors used by small beekeepers Honey Loss Due to Poor Management requests for sugar for bee feeding di- 
make a_ noticeable change in the In this connection the committee rect to OPA District offices. 
flavor of the honey. This is, we be- makes these significant remarks about A revised application sheet, OPA 
lieve, the view generally held in improvement in colony erro nn Form R-356 can be ary nboa re- 

A “Improvements in management have quest to your nearest OPA District 
ee Ranised ince a otewer not been generally applied by the In- Office, the address of which can be 

dustry. This is because commercial furnished by local OPA offices. When 
been used for tanks OF extractors— beekeeping is practiced mainly in applying for sugar allow for more de- 
perhaps because British beekeepers’ those areas where nectar resources lay than when local OPA offices 
operations are seldom on so large a Permit the production of fair crops granted these requests. — 
scale as to make the expense of from mediocre colonies. Thousands of The regulations approving the auth- 

: ‘ pounds of honey are lost each year be- orization of sugar for feeding bees 
tanks a serious item.—From De- cause of lack of sufficient bees at the have been clarified somewhat. The 
cember, 1945 The Bee World. right time to gather it.” substance of the order has not been
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changed: “A beekeeper who needs SULFA FOR A-F.B. 

= = ene bees may (get Mr. James Starkey, Secretary of HONEY WANTED 
the Indiana State Beekeepers Asso- Cash paid for cars and less 

wear iat carl weet Pe er ciation, reporting on talks at the than cars comb and extracted 
newly-installed package of bees and annual convention of the Associa- f#honey. Mail sample and best 
each queen mating nucleus shall be tion made the following statement [J price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
considered a full colony.)” In addition, in regard to a report on the use of [| Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
“if additional sugar is necessary to Sulpha d. for AFB trol » 
prevent the loss of his bees,” a bee- Pp rugs for /1.1'.5, control. 
keepers can obtain a certificate per- “Professor B. Elwood Montgom- 
eitng him ts obtam not to antec ery of Purdue University made a 

15 more pounds of sugar per colony, i i ss 
er eeteation by the oe County pe rerioen his false bes milan A HAPPY 

mmittee represen ive. : : . 
—Harold J. Clay, Chief, Honey Sec- drugs. Briefly, four colonies having 
tion, Sposa Commodities Branch. A. F. B. were fed sulpha drugs. At NEW YEAR 

—_—_—_—- close of the season, these colonies TO ALL MEMBERS 
OFFICES OPEN ee had the disease. sapere OF THE 

i . some improvement was note WISCONSIN 
Two district offices remain 57 their condition. It seemed. the STATE BEEKEEPERS 

open in Wisconsin—the one at disease all but disappeared so long ASSOCIATION 
— Bay end the one at Mil- feeding continued but came back We wish to thank all our cus- 

ee. as soon as feeding stopped. He also tomers for their cooperation dur- 
tried to determine the toxicity or oer te core! yun wee be 

IMPROVED BEEKEEPING poisoning effect on the bees of sul- * ™ . 
EQUIPMENT NEEDED pha drugs. A certain number of 

Many beekeepers have expressed bees were placed in cages and fed Honey Acres 

the opinion that the beekeeping in- © Se how long they would live and MENOMONEE FALLS, WIS. 
dustry is 40 years behind the times ° ae their joe af tees 5 See 
in up-to-date, labor saving equip- td plain syrup These fed syrep 

nai was also brought out by the — im a es = Reach Commie of te Mae a” ae | Lotz Sections 
tional Federation in their report at paralysis. The adults quivered or 
the annual convention in Indian- shook as if suffering discomfort, and 

apolis. such as poisoned bees often mani- ° 
The committee reported the need fect, Bee Supplies 

for better methods and equipment “Summarizing his findings to 
in honey removal, extracting, honey date, a marked improvement was Order sections and supplies 
houses, and honey handling. Un- noted but colonies treated were not early to avoid disappointments 

der remarks they state: cured. He does not yet recommend | due to present day shortages, 
“Many short cuts are needed in this method as a cure. A marked | and uncertainty of deliveries. 

this category. To mention some: increase in the death rate was noted 
a better method of removing honey where the dosage was continued or eee 
without the danger of contamina- was increased.” 

tion; better designed honey houses ——_ Sections, hive bodies, frames, 

OF convene bee ‘o oats BEES WANTED foundation, containers, and y fs 
reduce the cost per pound of ex- A veteran — oo Oe 100 = supplies of the finest 

tracting honey; better methods of Ww te EL J Pet Ken. . 
handling honey, such as improved ka — ee | NONE, ue 
sixty pound containers, and better “®Um% ‘WW#sconsin. AUGUST LOTZ 
methods of straining honey so that 
it will more natty spnneech the | FOUNDATION FOR SALE COMPANY 
quality of fresh comb honey. Stain- I have 70 lbs. 4-13/16"x16%/,” 

less steel or some other metal should and 35 pounds of 84"x16%4” Manufacturers & Jebbere 
be used in manufacturing extract- Dadant wired foundation for sale of 
ors and all equipment coming in at 60 cents per lb. Frank P. Gil- Bee Supplies 

contact with honey, tanks, pumps, ath, 1524 E. Dean Road, Milwau- BOYD WISCONSIN 
piping, etc.” kee 11, Wisconsin.
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IMPRESSIONS ON A TRIP city of Houston modern with plenty 

SOUTH a RI | A aA of wealth evident, and are told the 
2) . ° Te) ” ~~ population has increased by 1,000 

We Visit the Fruit Section of we Ly , people per month for the past 20 
Texas iA ohh De SE 

. : . 2 ne ere ary, 7. years. Contact the county agent 

A visit to the fruit section of re ix 4 ‘ij — who takes us for a day’s trip in the 

southeastern Texas made an inter- ay bY feos Brg country visiting farmers. First stop 

esting vacation trip during the holi- BSE SS SY is at the home of a lady who is hav- 

days. It’s a good time of year ing trouble with insects on winter 

to get away and a few days in the rest of the country takes for grant- vegetables. She is enthusiastic about 

sunshine amid growing things gave ed. Cotton gives a man only 100 the vegetables and says she could- 
us renewed energy. days of work a year, and there is 14 get along without them. We 

We formed some rather striking nothing to do the other 265 days. wonder why more people don’t 

impressions. The strongest is that But during the war, industry took jaye winter gardens. 

there is no more beautiful state than many laborers and so half the cot- We visit several dairy farms; find 

Wisconsin and that after a longtrip ton is unpicked. We thought over jh. Jersey cattle most popular. Far- 

it’s fine to be back home. and over again, “Why can’t they iers are glad to see the county 

Cairo, Illinois is the gateway to diversify? Why don’t they grow a agent and ask him many questions. 

the South. From there on the char- few trees and shrubs around the They want to know more about win- 

acter of the people, the homes, the houses? Why nota vegetable garden, ter “cover crops, winter pastures 

farms, and even the soil changes no- a flower garden? Why not produce .,i improvement. Dairying is ob. 

ticeably. Getting into Mississippi is some of their own food when so viously new 

like going into a new country. Some many country people appear half No fruit being grown in this sec- 

impressions: a long, beautiful fed!” Perhaps we are too busy sol- tion, because of soil conditions— 

straight concrete highway leading ving the problens of other countries 4,5 flat and lacking in drainage In 

South. Very poor side roads. Many —at least we haven’t solved this ine city we find excellent lands- 

colored fol k s. Unpainted shacks one. . . caping by the use of evergreen 

without outbuildings instead of farm We travel South into Louisiana obs. We admire a beautiful Ca- 

homes with trees, shrubbery and over a beautiful concrete highway ; fiellia plant with more than a doz- 

barns. Cotton growing right up to through forests which remind us of en buds, several in bloom, and are 

the doorstep. No vegetable gardens parts of northern Wisconsin in the o1q that a plant of that Size g8llS i 

in a country where malnutrition has fall. We remember someone said shout $75.00. 

been a problem and where even that future logging operations may Citrus fruits are not grown in 

winter vegetables could be grown. be in the south. Begin to see mis-  pyoucton because of periodic frosts. 

Large cotton fields with half the tletoe in the tops of tall trees and Vegetables 

cotton unpicked. wish we could gather some, but see : . 
Cotton none near enough to the ground. | Our first sight of horticulture 

o. ” _.. Spanish moss hangs from the trees #8 when we see large fields of vege- 

This brings to mind an article in and while it is interesting, are re- tables. Hundreds of acres in one 
Colliers entitled “Revolution in Cot- ‘jinded both are parasitic. field; rows of carrots as far as the 

ton.” More than a million families We pass negro families driving Ye can see and as straight as a gun 

work on 22 million acres of cotton. to town with mule and wagon. See barrel. Everything seems to be done 

For a long time now cotton has been jhem standing in the open windows ©” 4 large scale. We wonder where 

the sickest U. S. crop. When they of the cabins talking to those in- the farmers are because we don’t 

produced bumper crops and prices ide; negroes love to visit. see farm homes as we do in Wis- 

sagged to five or six cents a pound as consin. In town we stop to inspect 

during the depression, enough dol- IN TEXAS a vegetable packing plant, Several 

lars can’t be coaxed from the soil In Texas we find fewer colored hundred people at work. The floor 

either to keep American planters people, but still a great deal of covered with trucké of carrots with 

solvent, or to provide a decent liv- forest. We are impressed with the the tops on; beets, spinach, parsley, 

ing for the people who make the vast, undeveloped lands, oil wells, endive, broccoli and cabbage. We 

crops. Cotton has never been able to miles of flat prairie covered with watch them crate carrots. Crate is 

support the standard of living the brush and grazing cattle. Find the lined with oiled paper. A worker
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opens a pipe and lets in a gallon of warm weather. We decide we like PRICES 
ice, folds over tops of the carrots the change of season because it . 
and puts in several layers. Another adds variety and spice. Under our plan of the Herticul- 
shot of ice, then more carrots; more We buy Duncan Hine’s book on tural Society paying half of the 
ice. Crate is placed on conveyor. “Good Eating” and find eating Cost, /OUL prices will be as follows: 
Another man nails on cover by ma- places he recommends to be cleaner 2 *Fees size 3-4’ at 75 cents each} 
chine after pressing it down. Con- with better food than others we  f2tal $1.50. 
veyor takes crate to car door where _ tried. We consult his book at every These will be sent by parcel post, 
a carload is being loaded in short stop with excellent results. prepaid. é 
order. We wonder why the tops are __— 2 trees size 5-7” at $1.00 each; 
left on the carrots and ask about it. Back in Wisconsin and we see t0tal $2.00. 
“Keeps the carrots fresh,” is only again the well kept farm homes, These by express collect only. 
answer we can get, but it doesn’t red barns, large silos, beautiful trees This large size cannot be sent by 
sound logical. Why not put carrots and woodlots, well organized farms, mail. 
without tops in crates withice and and decide its a fine place to live, Send orders to the Wisconsin 
save weight and space. Foreman says with the South a good place to visit Horticultural Society enclosing 
northern housewives think they are for a winter vacation. check or money order with the or- 
fresher with the tops on and are SS der. 
willing to pay more. The tops would EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Due to the small number of trees 
do more good if left in fields for ENLARGED available, we advise ordering at 

LE manure. : At the annual convention of the O"°* 
arvesting done by Mexican la- Wisconsin State Horticultural So- OO 

borers under contractors. Owner ciety in November, a number of 
just grows the crops. : fe TWO PROMINENT BEE- 

changes in the constitution of the KEEPERS PASS ON 

THE FRUIT BELT Society were adopted. Among them ‘Tre peominent  heckeepers 

At McAllen, Texas, we see the, ne ition ote member ot both members of the Sauk County 
vast stretches of level land being seutives Commnittee Beekeepers Association, and both 

broken up by machinery, and large The Executive Gomuniteee in the 2ctive workers in beekeepers organ- 

groves of oranges and grapefruit : izations, passed away early in Feb- : ye ; .:, past has consisted of the elected »P y early 
with fruit being picked. We visit ffi _ ident, vice-president, UAry: 
a project of 5,000 acres being clear- On 'CetS — President, vice-president, 
ed by huge caterpiller tractors which secretary, and treasurer. To this Mr. A. L. Kleeber, Reedsburg, 
push the brush and small trees into the Board of Directors elects an- for many years president of the 
wind rows where it is burned. Ot- ally one of their own number. Sauk County Association, died on 
het tractors aretalin € th i Mr. E. L. White of Fort Atkin- February 8. Mr. Kleeber was well 

: Bout she roots. lected by the Board of known by beekeepers throughout 
breaking up the land and level- S07 Was cle 7 y P oT 
ing it. there is a vast irrigation Directors to serve during the com- the state. For 50 years he exhibited 

project which will conduct water '& YT: in the Honey Building at the Wis- 
fiom the: Rio. Giandé River so —————— consin State Fair, and was given 

that all of it may be irrigated. FIRESIDE APPLE TREES a plaque for his services. He had 
The land is being sold to inves- AVAILABLE FOR TESTING been in failing health for some 

tors at about $400 per acre. Local Two Trees Per Member hme: . 
companies will plant it this spring Recommended The death of Harold Mickle, of 
at $125 per acre, including trees 2 ; Plain, on February 5 came as a 
and will care for it in the future at We have succeeded in reserving shock to everyone. A young man. 

$60 per acre. Good incomes are @ small supply of Fireside apple Mr. Mickle was just going into 

being made now by those who in- ‘Tees for trial in Wisconsin. commercial beekeeping in a large 

vested early we are told, With this The fruit testing committee of way, and had made an outstanding 
tremendous increase in planting of the Horticultural Society after care- success of his venture. He was ac- 
citrus fruits, we wonder what the fully inspecting the Fireside apple tive in Association work, had just 
future will hold and what it will at the Fruit Breeding Farm of the taken a prominent part in the Sauk 
mean to the fruit growers of Wis- University of Minnesota, was quite County meeting a few weeks pre- 

consin. optimistic as to its possibilities in vious. 

Temperature in the Rio Grande Wisconsin. To the relatives of both Mr. 
Valley is over 80 degrees, with sun- In quality, Fireside is almost Kleeber and Mr. Mickle, the State 
shine every day. We enjoy the cli-- equal to Delicious. It’s an eating Beekeepers Association and _ the 
mate and the scenery and wonder apple. Size is large; color red; Wisconsin Horticultural Society 

if we would get tired of continuous tree is very hardy. extends sympathy.
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 

Franic Bayer, Rec, Sec.-Treas., 4668 No. 4lst St., Harold fence, Whitewater Theo. Woods, Madison 
Milwaukee 9 Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc 

. ° . 

Impressions at the National Meeting 
By Walter C. Krueger 

My impression of the North A- Seg! Two trends seemed to dominate 

merican Gladiolus Council Confer- ane » : 3 the unofficial discussions, namely, 

ence at Indianapolis on January 18- Dae a oF é where can I buy—, and get ac- 
19 and 20, like that of the earlier a EE a quainted conversation, for many 

meetings of the N.E. G. S., was that y : cataloguers and growers were in at- 
a successful and profitable conven- 3 ¥ tendance. 

tion had taken place. 4 a ar; My impressions summarize thus, 

The number in attendance at In- & that again the meeting proved that 
dianapolis exceeded that of the fr a . a conference or convention is much 

Detroit and Pittsburg meetings of os aa ; desired by interested persons, that 

the fans and the trade. How much ee" r U N. A. G, C. staged a successful con- 
the factors of eased travel restrice °)) | my, ference, and that those who attend- 
tions, cessation of hostilities, and 9” Aa ed profited much by so doing. 
the growth of knowledge that acon- em 
ference was an ideal opportunity J _—- 
and place to meet the leaders of the # COMMENTS ON 
various societies and the trade, and . : MARKETING GLADIOLUS : : F we. 

ee oabeca ot wien sees An article in the Florists’ Review 
terest, remains to be determined. . ae for October 4 states that in regard 

The fact that there were persons es to color preference a grower of 
in attendance from places as far a wide experience stated that while 
away as Florida, Colorado, Massa- )._— nearly all colors are in good de- 
cinieetts Seen ae ak Bs ; =e = mand, red or pink lead in popu- 
as well as from the Provinces o 5 . 
Ontario and British Columbia, who “Arrangement of Red Charm and tesity and yellow, wiseb te neeiees 
represented growers, fans, officials, | Midnight Red by Mrs. H. S. Bos- personally, is hard to sell. It is hard 
experts in research, and cataloguers toes Madison. to induce buyers of for example, 

reveals the need and desirability of This attractive arrangement which | 100 bunches, to take over 5% of 
conventions or conferences of the would be especially suitable for yellow. 
people in the trade. Christmas because of its red and . 

While the writer attended only ove a a alsen me ie iandicls isle aside vist ise 
one official session (the delegates especially for Wisconsin Horticul- growers who produce good spikes, 

will no doubt cover the matters con- ‘ture by Mrs. Bostock, and photo- bunch them properly and do not 
sidered at them) that of the use of  &t#Phed by Mr. Roger B. Russel. make the mistake of allowing too 
machines in planting, cultivating and Other pictures will follow. many blooms to open before mar- 

harvesting the bulb crop, it was Gladiolus are ideal for arrange- _ keting the flowers, are getting along 
particularly good. ments in bowls and vases. well.
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SPRING MEETING AND BULB Rotenone is not effective for very BY-LAWS WISCONSIN 
AUCTION WISCONSIN long when exposed to air, and it is GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
GLADIOLUS SOCIETY doubtful if it will take care of thrips Adopted at Annual Meeting 

oe that hatch from eggs in late winter. Hartford, Wisconsin, 1945 
Hartford Municipal Hall DDT dust must be worked in MEETINGS 

Sunday, March 24 sufficiently to coat all the corms. 4RTICLE I. Section I. The 
President Leland Shaw, Mil- We wonder what will happen if the annual meeting of the Wisconsin 

ton, announces the annual spring lust is not distributed well, if thrips Gladiolus Society for the purpose 
meeting and bulb auction of the o not leave the corms and come of electing officers and transacting 
Wisconsin Gladiolus Society to be into contact with the DDT. It will business, shall be held in November 
held at Municipal Bldg., Hartford, be interesting to get further reports of each year. At least 10 days’ no- 
Sunday, March 24, beginning at from growers who try this new in- tice of the meeting shall be given 
10:30 a. m. secticide. all members, either by mail or 

The program will include reports ———— through publication in the official 

on the two national meetings, con- .-. -GLAD PERSONALITIES = magazine of the Society. 
sideration of details of State Gladi- _ Mrs. George Scheer gave us a sug- Section 2. The Society shall 
olus Shows, and several speakers. ee eae ee ae oe hold an educational meeting in the 

Main event in afternoon will be the sonalities in the state, giving their SPTing of each year. 
bulb auction. experiences in growing glads, and BOND 

Further details in our next issue. their, relationship with the Wisconsin ARTICLE II. Section 1. The 
Gladiolus Society. For our first vic- Recording Secretary-Treasurer shall 
tim, we’ve picked: : 

be bonded in such sum as the Board 
Bulbs Wanted . George C. Morris of Directors shall direct. The cost 

The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society In the spring of 1929 George sent of such bond shall be defrayed by 

will appreciate greatly donations of out a call wo large number of glad the Society. 

blubs from members. The auction Ktedison "Public Library ake t ae The books of the Treasurer shall 

has been a real Service and help to pose of forming a Wisconsin Gladio- be audited within 30 days previous 
the Society during past few years. lus Society. At the meeting George to the annual election, by such au- 

Bulbs can be mailed to the record- was elected secretary. A show wa: ditors as directed by the Board of 
ing Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. F. M, Planned for August in the Loraine pi tors 
Bayer, 4668 No. 41st Street, Mil- Hotel: “Unis show. was the! First a , oe ’ " : ? nual Wisconsin Gladiolus Society 
waukee 9, Wisconsin. show. Evidently George A planted DUES 

——— is glads at just the right time that - 
Send List of Bulbs Early spring, for out of five awards made, ARTICLE III. Section 1. The 

, . he won the Bronze, Silver and Gold annual dues shall be $1.00 per year. 
President Shaw suggests contri- Medals of the American Gladiolus So- Membership shall entitle each mem- 

butors send a list of their donations ciety. . ber to membership in the Wisconsin 

well in advance so clerks can han- sears bas eek curs ie Wiscon- State Horticultural Soci ety and 

dle sales more efficiently. If sent ously anes ite Taceotion a ‘oat be to receive Wisconsin Horticulture, 
early enough a mimeographed list was instrumental in organizing the the offical magazine. The cost of 
of donations can be prepared and Madison Gladiolus Society and be- membership in the Wisconsin Hor- 
mailed to members. It’s a good idea. came its first president. ticultural Society shall be paid by 

—— errr inde ¥ bs tat grown se a the Treasurer from the above stated 

DDT CONTROLS THRIPS carded many hundreds of varieties, as dues, 
ON GLADIOLUS CORMS improvements were made. The past Section 2. Official notice of dues 

Dr. M. D, Farcar of the Iino These" 37 wae is detrd| shal be published in the September 
Experiment Station, has stated that better ones. He says some day he is 'SSUe of the Wisconsin Horticulture 

DDT will protect stored gladiolus going to try his hand at hybridizing. ™agazine. 
corms from thrips and will control _ George hasn’t exhibited much lately, Section 3. Dues shall cover a 
them for his work takes him out of Madi- fiscal year beginning October Ist. 

. son a great deal in spring, making his 
Considering that there are ob- planting late. He always comes up AMENDMENTS 

jections to the use of both naph- with enough  super-exhibition late ARTICLE IV. These by-laws 

thalene flakes and rotenone on gladi- a may be amended at any annual meet- 

olus corms, perhaps DDT will be Foxtail Says: No, sir! You don’t ing or adjourned session thereof by 

the final answer to our problem. see the kids of today burnin’ down a two-thirds vote of members 

Naphthalene flakes are sometimes no schoolhouses. The fire might voting. Amendments may originate 

injurious to the bulbs and the flakes spread to the gymnasium where in the Board of Directors and shall 
should be shaken out before warm they hold their dances and basket- be acted upon before being present- 
weather comes. ball games.—Prairie Farmer. ed by that body.
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What’s New in Practical Control For Inse ‘ess 
e e 

and Plant Diseases in the Garden 
E. L. Chambers 

We are always looking for a per- surrounding the Caribbean Sea. It quiries for a source of supply and 
fect insecticide, while we have not grows wild in those areas, and there its uses. It is, without a doubt, the 
yet half tried to utilize some of the has been no attempt as yet to culti- most publicized insecticide we have 
recognized means of control, which, vate it commercially there. The seed today because of the great publicity 
if empoyed, would take care of our head resembles barley, and is very it received when used by the armed 
garden pest problems. A perfect hard. The principal active ingredi- forces in combatting typhus, mal- 
insecticide would be one substance ents are alkaloids. There are some aria and yellow fever. Its use for 
that would be simple to prepare and twenty species af sabadilla plants this purpose resulted in the saving 
apply and that would eliminate all from South Carolina and North of thousands of lives, and in the 
pests, both insect and plant disease, America. Most of our present sup- quicker and better prosecution of 
without injury to the plant or dis- ply of seed is coming from Vene-_ the war. 
comfort to the user. Such an in- zuela. European farmers in the Among the factors which have 
secticide just hasn’t been found, early days ground the seed and contributed towards its phenomenal 

Burning Plants used it for killing lice on their cat- development are its toxicity toa 
The information appearing on tle. It was not until recently, how- wide variety of insects, its long re- 

some of these labels may sound like ever, when our entomologists at the _ sidual toxicity, and its chemical sta- 
a cure-all, but unfortunately their Wisconsin College of Agriculture bility and compatibility with other 
value is limited. In using any com- developed and patented activating insecticides and fungicides. It ap- 
mercial product, it is important to processes which would make the pears to be largely non-toxic to 
follow carefully the directions on material uniformly effective, that it plant foliage, oils and other solvents 
the container. The killing point of became recognized as the valuable for this chemical. It, however, has 
many chemicals to the insect is very commercial insecticide it is today. produced some plant injury to 
close to the toxic point to certain It was discovered that by heating squash, cucumbers, lima beans and 
plants, and ignoring the precaution the powder or the extract or grind- tomatoes. Generally speaking, DDT 
may prove disastrous. Even an ex- ing the powder with alkaline ma- is slower in action against insects 
cessive application of a common in- terials it was possible to improve than some of the well-known in- 
secticide like nicotine sulphate will and standardize the toxicity of the  secticides now in use, such as py- 
burn lilies, violets, pansies, and even active principal This insecticide is rethrum, rotenone and nicotine. 
roses. Sulfur dusts may cause se- very effective against houseflies, as Too little is known about the ef- 
vere burning to plants as hardy as__ well as many of our serious garden fects to man to make any definite 
evergreens during hot, dry weather. pests, including the leafhoppers, statement. While it is generally con- 
Bordeaux mixture cannot be used cabbage worms and squash bugs. It sidered no more dangerous than 
on roses in wet weather without is not toxic to man and animals, al- many other insecticides we are us- 
some risk of injury. though if the dust is inhaled in any ing, it should be borne in mind that 

With less need for critical in- quantities it will cause sneezing. DDT in oil solutions is readily ab- 
secticides by our armed forces, and Thiocyanates of the aliphatic and to sorbed through the skin, and users 
a return of most products to the the lesser extent of the aromatic are advised to take every precaution 
market, we will soon be getting our have been developed as synthetic to avoid excessive and particularly 
rotenone, pyrethrum, sabadilla, and ‘contact poisons for horticultural repeated exposure. DDT is highly 
DDT in more adequate quantities. and household sprays. They are toxic to many cold-blooded animals, 
Dreft, a soap powder found to be relatively non-toxic to humans, but however, such as fish. Among the 
so useful in activating nicotine seem to have a rather specific toxi- pests DDT is known to be toxic to 
sprays, is now back on the shelves city to certain insects, notably pests are various species of ants, the cab- 
of our grocery stores. of house and greenhouse plants and _ bage looper, the cabbage worm, rice 

A New Insecticide ornamentals, such as aphids, white- weevil, flour beetle, squash bug, to- 

Sabadilla, one of our older in- flies, thrips, mealybugs, and spider mato plant bug, tobacco flea beetle, 
secticides, recently found to have mites. potato flea beetle, pea aphis, onion 
greater possibilities by newer meth- DDT thrips, codling moth, tussock moth, 
ods of preparation, will soon be at The recent release of the new in- grape leafhopper, the common Colo- 

our service. Sabadilla is a weed secticide, DDT (dichloro-diphenyl- rado potato beetle, and many 
which grows on a lily-like plant. It trichloroethane), so useful to the others. It, of course, is most promis- 
is a native plant of the countries armed forces, has brought many in- ing against such insects as the stable
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flies, house flies, adult mosquitoes, some of the old-fashioned roses, at glad to help speed it on its way. It 
lice, fleas and bedbugs. least hybrid perpetuals in crossing did a lot of harm to roses and has 

Bomt with the hybrid teas. Its parentage caused a lot of prospective rosari- 
is apparently not known; at least it ans to give up 10ses before they 

The Aerosol Bomb sprays which has not been announced. Certainly discovered anything else. 
have been receiving newspaper at- it is not from the hybrid teas alone “Two new roses for 1946 which 
tention are valuable for what they and while the color indicates that it are especially desirable because they 
are intended for, They are intended might have some Pernet blood, its combine free and attractive bloom 
to control flies, mosquitoes, moths foliage and habit of growth is quite with unusual vigor of plants are 
or other insects flying about the unlike the Pernet roses. Pink Bountiful and Ernie Pyle.” 
treated room. Because of the low “This rose was introduced in ——— 
concentration of DDT in these France as Mme. A. Meilland, Rob- MEN’S GARDEN CLUB 
bombs it is not as effective as a re- ert Pyle of West Grove, got some | CHRYSANTHEMUM TEST 
sidual spray on walls and screens bud wood before the war and has © HONORS VARIETY ‘OLIVE 
as is the 5% spray, which to be been propagating it. He got the LONGLAND’ 
most effective should be painted on happy idea of changing its name to By Frank K. Balthis, Chmn. 
the screens. The distributing me- Peace. This was timely and it also Garden Chrysanthemum Tests, 
dium in one of these bombs most has the colors, light yellow edged Men’s Garden Club of America 
commonly used is Freon, a low with soft pink which certainly are In 1944, 31 volunteers from 
boiling point liquid in which the in- harmonious with peace. In form it men’s garden clubs throughout the 
secticide is dissolved and stored ina is another example of what seems country tested 17 of Dr, Kraus’ 
miniature cylinder under pressure. to be the present trend away from seedling chrysanthemums. The only 
When a valve is opened the contents the typical hybrid tea form. Some named seedling in the lot— Olive 
are released and a very fine spray have compared its flower to a peony. Longland — received highest praise. 
forms. The solvent immediately va- That is not so far off but it has According to Ridgeway’s Color 
porizes, leaving the pyrethrum and more delicacy, fewer petals and Chart, its color is “flesh jasper 
DDT or other ingredients suspend- more character. It somewhat resem- pink with coral blend.” Color de- 
ed in the air in minute particles. bles hybrid perpetuals like the good scriptions in the men’s report var- 

—___— Mrs, John Laing. It has a strong ied, but the flower might properly 
stem which holds the flower erect. be classed pale salmon-pink. The 

COMMENTS ON NEW ROSES It had the highest score of any rose loosely formed flowers averaged 3 
Mr. Richard S. Wilcox of St. in any year in the All-American inches across. 

Paul who has done excellent work rose trials. An Illinois grower reported that 
in connection with the rose test gar- “Peace has done well in tests nearly every visitor to his garden, 
den, at Como Park, Minneapolis, here, although it has not been kept Which contained 75 varieties of gar- 
writes in the January issue of Min- through a winter. It is the type, den chrysanthemums, enthusiastic- 
nesota Horticulturist on some new  jowever which usually prove rea- ally admired Olive Longland above 
roses. Speaing of the new variety sonably hardy. Also it appearstohave all others. It grew 2 feet high and 
Peace he writes : the vigor needed to recover quick- Proved a profuse and constunt 

“This rose is different from any- ly from any winter damage. It bloomer, beginning October 1, The 
thing we now have. You can’t real- jgoks like a rose which might easily color was persistent, the first kill- 
ly call it a hybrid tea, although it be a favorite with us for a long ing frost on October 5 only slightly 
does bloom all summer with the time. affecting the color. 
profusion of the most prolific vari- —Condensed from July, 1945 
eties in that category. The plant is Other Good Roses Flower Grower. 

exceedingly vigorous, tall growing, “Other good new ones which be- YOU'VE PROBABLY NEVER 
but its ral glory 38 ats shiny deep haved well this summer are Goldi- SO SEEN ANYTHING LIKE IT— 
Breen. foliage unlike anything we locks, Fantasia, Mrs. Miniver, A 
ae the akin pak ore pe Floradora and Horace McFarland. OF ADs) LETTUCE 
the superb New Dawnor the equal- All seem worthy of planting. There Sak eM ROL aed V0 a) 

ly valuable Pink Princess. It is not °"° ™@0Y atten eet ne wit h S. RUSS) cups: oa rear—aintincty . : usual vigor on the way. It is cer. different lettuce with close canter 
quite as resistant to blackspot as tainl leasing’ to see the: stress sos comply lobed eaves, The bast 
these varieties but in beauty of foli- ‘™Y Plcasing * Scutampefor trial packer, QC 3 y which modern breeders are putting ae exne axen 
age it certainly does not take a back on better plants. The craze for un- (ere ror FREE soon 
scat to any plant. usual, sometimes fantastic, color BNC carden, valuabic planting side 

“In producing it I believe that its combinations, which resulted in dis- a* 1 Pr 
creator, Meilland, the famous regarding plant health seems to be oa sas TU Ue 
French hybridizer, must have used definitely passing and all should be
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A LIVING MEMORIAL it, Le + I wish to thank the garden clubs 
HIGHWAY “ rs ) ca who responded to the call for “en- 

Much emphasis has been placed SY aa tries ast’ year: I hope to near 

on lving menor i) Ss from ea ne of ou again ths A cross-country Memorial High- 2 cages . , 
way, to be known as the Blue Star Y ° Bye Garden Club A Year 
Highway, is projected by the Na- Book: — Mrs. Win. i Armitage, 
tional Council of State Garden = Program Awards Chairman. 
Clubs. It is to have spur roads, to == TT 
be known as the Blue Star Routes, oer STATE FLOWER SHOW 

‘ouch ever: in th iomn— ~— . 
a i be Dlanted with ee ce cil approved this plan at the Octo- eau — Bldg., 

terial characteristic of the region ber Conference. . . ¥ 
and maintained in a manner that Each state should have its legis- The “Go” signal is given and the 
will make it a fitting memorial to lature make plans at the next start has been made toward Wis- 
our men who were in service. session to cooperate in this project. consin’s State Flower Show. 

Plans are now being worked out — Alfred Otto, Pres. Flower show schedules have been 

in conjunction with the highway TO mailed to your club president for 
commission and engineers, and the 1946 YEAR BOOKS WANTED! your use and reference. 
part of each state in this project Program committees formulating This show, dear members, is a 
will be outlined at the earliest pos- plans for ’46 Year Books will find State Show, your show and as such, 
sible moment. it helpful to refer to the new “scor- it must have the support of each 

Garden Clubs have for many ing schedule.” This appeared in Federation Garden Club. 
years fostered the idea that mem- Wisconsin Horticulture in Novem- Your garden club President will 
orials should be beautiful as well as ber, 1945 (page 75). be given a definite part for your 
useful, not only lasting but living In going through back copies of club to play in this, your State 
in that they serve those who have, Wisconsin Horticulture, a vast Show. 

given their services. amunt of valuable program material It may be a garden to make, a 
The cessation of hostilities has is to be found. Save all issues for table setting, a still life picture, ar- 

increased the need for leadership in future reference. tistic arrangements, to serve on a 
this field. The National Council of When the garden club year book committee, or some other special as- 

State Garden Clubs feels that a is completed, please mail one copy  signment, all of which is necessary 
continuous route in which all states (on or before May Ist) to: to make this, our 1946 State Flow- 

can be joined would be not only a Mrs. Wm. J. Armitage (Program er Show, the finest ever. 
stimulus to the cause of Living Awards Chairman) Be ready for further early news. 

Memorials, but would serve as a Hotel La Salle, Apt. 420 Please, start now, to plan your ex- 
focus for such activity worthy of a Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin. hibits. 
nation wide effort. Wrap books securely, and please Mrs. Chester Thomas, 2579 No. 

“Wherever memorials are there state return address. Placing books Downer Avenue, Milwaukee 11, 

must be a route to reach them.” between cardboard will prevent Wisconsin, State Flower Show 

The Clubs of the National Coun- crushing. Chairman.
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HOMEMAKERS TO VIE IN REGIONAL MEETINGS WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 

HOME GROUNDS — 
BEAUTIFICATION Monday, March 11. Sheboygan, Foeste Hotel. 

Tuesday March 12. Fox River Valley District, Library Club Rooms. 

Wisconsin home owners can have Wednesday, March 13. Madison District, Bethel Lutheran Church. Wisconsin 
individually-designed plans for Avenue and West Gorham Street, Madison. 

landscaping and planting their home Thursday, March 14. South Central District, Bassett House, Whitewater. 

grounds through the new College of p,.4,5, March 15. Milwaukee District, Milwaukee YWCA, Milwaukee. 
Agriculture extension project, Regional . an inate dit rr pagad eble di 
“ . egional meetings will be somewhat different this year. Round table discus- 
LET’S PLAN AND PLANT sions will take place and the State Officers and committee chairmen, district 
THE HOME GROUNDS. chairmen and club members may express their views and help to establish a 

‘ program that will be an inspiration and help to all. State committee chairmen 
soem Elfner, ming hie will present the highlights of their plans for work for 1946, 

cialist in home landscaping, ately Registration, 10:15 a. m. Registration fee, 35 cents. 
returned from armed service, will 

direct the new project, Starting . Site many things to plan and sicomplish. "We are looking forward’ ro 
March 5, eight broadcasts will be  sneetin . : » ° ig you. 
given over state stations WH A- : . 7 
WLBL, each Tuesday an d Fri day Alma Fitzgerald, General Committee Chairman. 

10 o'clock he Homemakers’ 
= 0 oe eee ae ig March 8: What We Want to and correct balance. In October gram. Mr. Elfner, Mrs. Aline ‘ : : 
Hazard and others will cover home Accomplish on the Home _ there will be another book review, 

eG : Grounds Adam’s Profession and Its Con- 
landscaping in the series, so that “ : 

: + March 12: “A Blade of Grass is quest by Eve, by Meade. In Decem- 
farm and urban listeners will be ” se . 

A the Journey Work of the Stars” ber the book review is of Christmas able to analyze their home grounds “ oe pie 
March 15: “I Shall Never See a_ ber the book review is of “Christ- 

and work up an actual plan for + oH ae 
ar ‘ . Poem Lovely as a Tree mas Sheaf” by Sigrid Undset. beautifying and improving them. i . 

4 March 18: Shrubs are Beauti- The Antigo Garden Club will 
__ To accompany the broadcasts, an ful—and Have Many Uses have a program on herbs in Febru- 
aoe pee eee March 22: “Flowers that Laugh ary by three members. Topics: “A 
¥ an seek fcaee afdtion HF to the Sunny Day Whirl with Herbs,” “Herb Magic,” 

s who requ t _ Sti March 26: This Is My Plan and “Potpourri Perfumes.” In 
ee ae ue linet ye March 29: Suggestions, Please August they will hold a flower 

ply is exhausted. fe guide wi Se show, and in October in addition to 
be used during the radio series, INTERESTING GARDEN a talk on wild mushrooms, there 
will have space for notes, and the CLUB PROGRAM will be a garden chrysanthemum 

necessary ruled paper and instruc- Wisconsin garden clubs have display. 
tions for drawing a plan to fit the planned attractive programs for We would like to suggest more 
individual home. 1946. Here are some of the topics book reviews for garden club pro- 

At the end of the broadcasts, those for the monthly meetings of clubs, grams, especially during winter 
who have listened will have suffici- taken from their year books. months. The Free Traveling Li- 
ent information to draw plans for In January the Wausau Garden brary, State Capitol, Madison, is an 
their own home grounds, and those Club had a book review of Pleasant excellent source for good books on 
who have received the guide will be alley by Louis Bromfield, review- gardening. Write the librarian for 
encouraged to send in their plan to ed by Mrs. C. L. Barthels. In Feb- suggestions. 

Mr. Elfner, who, with his assist- ruary members discussed the Blue Our planting has served its pur- 
ants, will go over each plan, mak- Bird Trail Project, and migration of pose and we are more than grateful 
ing basic suggestions for improve- _ birds. that the early coming of V-J Day 
ment and changes. If possible, the In May and June flower arrange- made inactivation of many hospi- 
plan will be returned in time for the ment will be discussed by members, tals and camps possible. 
coming planting season. the use of foliage, color harmony By Genevieve C. Dakin. —_—_— eee ON 

‘Better Jandscaped home grounds = »————————— ee 

for Wisconsin homes’ wil be the S A V E T R E E S 

goal of this program. The eight | Cavity Treatment General Landscaping Large Tree Moving 
: We are insured broadcasts are scheduled as follows Fertilizing 7 ineccoveaz 

March 5: In Dressmaking or Prani . Lakeside 2907 

H G ds Improvement ™ sin Troe ice Spraying 
ome, Sarounds P 2335 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee 

—You Need a Pattern rrr ne
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PLANS FOR ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT TWENTY GOOD LILACS 

Mrs. C. E. Beavers, National Chair- By George M. Fisher 

man of Roadside Development, habe By the average gardener or the Single. Cavour, 1910. Slate-blue, up- 
me to present to each Garden Club casual observer of lilacs, just a few right clusters, large blooms. 

the state objectives which have been criteria need to be considered in the Single. President Lincoln, 1916. 
approved by the National Board of selection of a good variety. Of course, Wedgewood-blue, early, bluest single 

Directors. the color groups must maintain their lilac. 
I. BILL BOARD CONTROL or LEG-_ identity, and individual tastes as to Single. Jacques Callot. 1876. Large 
*“ISLATION double- or single-flowering preferences silver-mauve blooms. 

. . : must be considered. Full attention 
Major companies will be advertis- should be given, too, to use of the lilac REDDISH TO DEEP PURPLE 
ing again, so clubs must exercise as a border or garden landscaping | Double. Charles Joly, 1896. Purple- 
CONSTANT VIGILANCE to shrub. In the past, many superior or- red, silvery reverse, medium height. 
achieve the control some states namental values of certain lilacs have Double. Adelaide Dunbar, 1916. Dark 
have, Vermont for instance. been overlooked in the quest for crimson, semidouble, darkest double 
The “fireworks” (letters to Legis- flowering characteristics, and the _ lilac. 
lators, etc.) must be every indi- trends now are to recognize the land- Single. Congo. 1896. Dark wine-red, 
vidual member's responsibility. “In  scaping values. immense flowers, splendid grower. 
unity there is strength.” By process of elimination, the num- Single. Reaumur, 1904. Dark car- 

ber of lilacs of superior and proved mine, fine bloomer. 
I. eae General and merit in flowering and desirable land- Single. Ludwig Spaeth, 1883. Dark 

PRSIAE. ia scaping qualities can be sifted down to reddish-purple, profuse bloomer, one 
1. General Beautification about two ddzen varieties and stil, of best. 

a. Planting for beauty, using provide for all possibilities and varia- —Condensed from American Nursery- 

material indigenous toarea tions of individual tastes. It has long man, Nov. 1, 1944. 

to be planted. been the writer's intention to provide a aa 
b.Use State tree, shrub, or a creattable, list of 8 ie select hort: The Bell of Ireland (Molucella 

flower, where feasible. cultural varieties of the common lilac. eye . _ 

c. Plant for safety. With the help of several other colla- laevis) is very popular in flower ar 
d.Be assured of meinte- borators, annual observations have Tangements. It goes by a number 

nance, or your program is been made for the past five years. The of names: Malucca Balm, Green 

a failure from the start. result is the following selected list of Delphinium, Green Hyacinth, Shell 
2. Specific twenty’ “best” Hlacs. Flower and Old Maid’s Nightcap. 

. Twenty Desirable Horticultural Vaughan lists it 
a. Wayside rests, or parks. ae a aughan s it. 
b. Turnouts. Varieties of Common Lilac: 

c. Historical markers, relat- WHITE TO CREAM WHITE To discourage rabbits try wrap- 

ing history of county Double. Mme. Lemoine, 1890. Pure ping trees with several pieces of 
. white, erect, tall-growing. paper extending up from the 

Mrs. Beavers would like every Gar- Double. Edith Cavell, 1916. Creamy- d fi feet d 
den Club affiliated with the National white, heavy clusters, pale sulphur St0Un@ tor two feet or more ani 
Council to choose one of these objec- buds. held securely by several ties. 

tives and follow through to comple- Double. Mme. Casimir Perier, 1894. <= 
tion. Slim Free-blooming, low habit, good for The Garden State Flower Show 

Please consider this carefully for forcing and cutting. held in Orange, Ne ersey at the 
right now, when we can again function Single. Vestale, 1910. Heavy blooms, time of the ete woe N tio al 
normally, when the Highway Commis- pure white, long panicles. ; ew 2600 
sion will be building new roads, when Single. Jan Van Tol, 1916. Council Meeting netted $2,521.58. 

those of you in whose vicinity the —_——_—. 

work is being done, will have your op- Doubt ete ewe a0 L Connecticut limits its roadside 

portunity! ouble. Belle de Nancy, . Large . : 

Keep alert of items concerning road- flowers, satiny rose blend. plantings almost exclusively | to 

side beauty in the newspapers, maga- ‘ Double. Katharine Havemeyer, 1922, Native material. Wherever feasible 
zines, etc.------Write to me. I have a Dependable, good foliage. the volunteer growth of native 

wealth of material and will be so glad Single. Macrostachya, before 1844. trees, shrubs and wild flowers is 

to help. . Bree flowering, clear pink, turning encouraged to take over the road- 
Mrs. Gilbert E. Snell white. . sides, 
414 Erie Avenue Single. Lucie Baltet, before 1888. 

Sheboygan, Wisconsin Low-growing, immense, salmon-pink in a ——= 

State Roadside Development and bud. A living tree, preferably ever- 
e 

Highway Memorial Chairman. LAVENDER TO PURPLE green, set on the front lawn io f a 
Double. Marechal Lannes, 1910. church is suggested as a Living 

a Bluish-violet. Large flowers, semi- Memorial to honor its service men 
The American Rose Society plans double. and women. 

to hold its fall meeting in Colum- pei President Grevy, 1886. Clear 

bus, Ohio. Columbus, by the way, S0ft blue, immense panicles. : 
fi to b the ch s enthigitine Double. Victor Lemoine, 1906. A report of the Truax Project 
aims to become ry! Mauve -lilac, rather late, enormous @Ppeats in the December - January 
capital of the U. S. clusters, National Bulletin, By G. C. D
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Random Notes on Gardening 
By Genevieve C. Dakin 

Winter months allow time to get Random Notes by Genevieve Is your bluebird house ready for 
our garden tools cleaned and sharp- (C, Dakin, past President of the Pring visitors? 

ened for spring work. Oiling may Wisconsin Garden Club Federa- 
be desirable. An old paintbrush ti wed in tine’ and 
stuck in a tin can half full of old “0m Proved so e The Wisconsin Federation Hand- 
crankcase oil and nailed to the wall Valuable during the past year we jook seems to be filling a need in 
among the tools is suggested by one have asked Mrs. Dakin to con- other states. 75 copies were dis- 
practical gardener. tinue writing notes for 1946. We tributed at the New York Meeting 

greatly appreciate her coopera- in October. Since then several 
; tion.—The Editor. states have sent in requests for ad- 

Winter mulches suggested by ditional copies. They are available 
Home Garden include oak leaves, Bees at the Wisconsin Horticultural So- 
ine needles, evergreen boughs, ex- woe . ciety office. 

belsion coarse meals, shredded Plant Lif 6 Ue the Pacific by El- 
redwood bark, salt hay, and, for al- ™e D. Merrill should be especially 
pines, stone chips. In Wisconsin interesting to families whose ser- If you are interested in plants 

we substitute marsh hay for the salt VIC¢ men and women have been in from “the Rocky Mountains send 
hay available on the Atlantic coast. the Pacific area. In one chapter the for the catalog of Upton Gardens, 

_ author dissipates unfounded fears Colorado Springs. 
In the Fl, G of dangers in forests and jungles. wae . 

that Mr. Edward P. Sinnocke a rove Teviewer says, “Plant Life in the une Bese, Smisek, 0, De 
hobbyist of Newark, New "Jersey, Pacific” takes its place as a practi- of his region. became so irritated by the ridicu- cal handbook for the plant hunter as Mitchell Nurseries Barre, Vt. is- 
lous and often unpronounceable Well as a fascinating book of horti- 4. 4 pamphlet con’ “Berns. and 
names given roses that he prepared cultural adventure for the armchair ‘Wildflowers ‘of Vermont? free ‘on 

a list of 200 names which might be botanist. nee not include a re application. 
acceptable for new roses. He sub- View of this book in your program? Cal Stacker, Teutings Lodge, 

fone ig! or . a ol Producers — Oregon has interesting lists of iris 
and they found it so pleasing that < ies and dwarf iris. 
they agreed to consult him. He has Garden Clubs in New Jersey and oie Be eat nen Pastures 
named the majority of the roses in- New York are encouraged over the Gardens Seattle (2215 E. 46th 

troduced in the last few years. prospect of the Palisade Parkway St.) has a new catalog for souk 

getting underway. In 1933 John D. gardeners. 

C. W. Wood recommends Quick- 5 Jr. at a cost of 21 mil- ' Gordes a the Blue Ridge, Ash- 

Root (Dow Chemical Co., Midland, lion dollars purchased and present- ford, N. C. feature native trees, 

Michigan) for root cuttings. ed to the Interstate Commission the shrubs and plants. 

land on top of the Palisades so that —— 

Weeds of Lawn and Garden by das tills Bp eeampelees of ° One Wisconsin grower in March 
John M. Fogg treats of 175 weeds mulches his peonies with four 

conmon r a gerctos: Kdentif- eee ted Dees inches of a mixture of equal parts 
cation of weeds 15 made easy by Sm pe of soil, peat moss, complete com- 
illustrations which show foliage, have been engaged by the New - ‘ 4s 

% . mercial fertilizer and rotted man- 
flower, and fruit. York and New Jersey Highway 

Departments to. devel sew. ure. Fresh mulch is added in late 

Epa: men S to devel oP a par ay summer to replace that part of the 
Those of us who have attempted which will preserve in perpetuity 

to control apple-cedar rust with sul- this place of unexampled beauty _—— 

eign ee pen and prevent any commercial devel- Old Southern Proverb: We esti- 
a superior agent in antag ed opment. Suitable parking, Picnick- mate ourselves in our Sunday 
disease according to tests made at ing, hiking, bicycling and other clothes; our neighbors reckon us up 
Pennsylvania State College. areas will be included. ; in our shirt sleeves.
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In “The Audubon Guide to At- 

tracting Birds” which every bird i I 
chairman should own, Roger Tory Wane 
Peterson has written a chapter on fi , BLUEBIRD HOUSE 
“Attracting Birds by Providing mM SS Top to be fastened on with a hinge to facili- 
Nesting Boxes.” In it he gives sug- | | —— tate cleaning. Place bird box 5' #0 15° from 
gestion for all ldots of bird boxes i ground in sunny place and along roadsides. 

and tells which kinds of birds will / | 
use boxes. In speaking of Bluebird i . . 
houses, in which we are especially HY) HOLE. 1$°DIAM. 
interested he says: -— (al ' t 

“Bluebird boxes are very likely to f \ - porrom:! had O; 
be invaded by home-hunting Eng- H 7 1 
lish sparrows. It is impossible to | | NN ¢ | 1 
eliminate the aliens by any type of PLL Ti HY} H ‘| H b| 
box construction, but if the box is mM I | Top SIDES FRONT BACK. 
placed rather low (about 5 feet) or 
set in a sunny or open situation on 

a post or fence post the sparrows schools and scout groups. We can facing the south or southeast. You 
will be likely to leave the bluebirds do no better than quote from Mr. will be, more successful with fence 

alone. Musselman’s instructions : posts than you will if you nail the 
“The bluebird has suffered more “Six cuts make a box, and it is box to the side of a tree. 

from competition of the sparrow and @ simple matter to make from fif- “Although this plan is not so well 
its companion invader—the starling teen to twenty-five in an evening’s adapted to the city or suburban gar- 
—than any other native bird, chief- time, after the boards have been rs it is fa for farming country 

ly because nesting sites with open- cut. 0 make them as soon as possible 
ings the proper Site for bluebirds | “The material should be of pine, and get them up by March 15-20 
are also coveted by the others. Not cypress, fir, or some other soft lum- for the bluebirds come about then 
being of an aggressive nature the ber. It should not be over one inch and will be hunting for a home site. 
bluebird has diminished greatly in thick. Notice in the drawing that Do not paint them this year for they 
some localities during the past gen- the upper edge of the roof is cut on ie not have sufficient time to air 
eration. In places this decrease is an angle to fit flush with the back- out. 
said to be as much as eighty per board, The backboard can be of Mrs. Arthur Koehler, 109 Chest- 
cent. For this reason it is of greater almost any size, but should be at nut Street, Madison 5, State Bird 
conservation value to put the proper east fourteen or fifteen inches Chairman. 
boxes for bluebirds than for any long to give ample space above or 
other box-inhabiting bird. They need below for nailing. TOPICS FOR GARDEN CLUB 
all the encouragement we can give “There are two methods of at- PROGRAMS 

them. The foremost champion of  taching the top. One is to drill two Two topics in the program of the 
bluebird protection is Mr. T. E. small holes (one on each side) so Croswell (Michigan) Garden Club 
Musselman, of Quincy, Illinois. He, | that the roof may be dropped over sound so stimulating that I'd like to 

in one season, placed 102 buebird two finishing nails projecting from hear what the ladies do with them. 
houses along 43 miles of country the top of the box proper. This will One is Face Lifting for Founda- 
road near his home. Eighty-eight of enable the observer to have access tion Planting’ '—with the countless 
these houses were occupied the first to the ‘iests inaide. If ‘the:naile are foundation plantings all over the 
year, and now for the i — x slightly sprung outward after the ountey ee ae almost hidden the 
twenty years or more, these lovely top is on, it will tend to hold the jouses behind them, that might be 
azure-backed birds are again com- z a subject to do a great deal of good. 
monly seen along the country roads # oof firmly in place. Another plan The other paper is “Children Can 
of Adams County, Illinois. Mr, ‘8 to purchase a small iron hinge arrange Flowers.” Indeed they can 
Musselman was so pleased with his 24 faster the upper edge of the _ with just a very little in the way 
success that he made up and distri- roof in that manner. of suggestions from the adult. I’m 
buted several thousand mimeograp- “The best results are obtained if hoping that the children will be in- 
hed plans of his bluebird house and the box is erected not over three or _vited to that meeting! 
has been responsible for many large- four feet above the ground and pre- By Dorothy Biddle in January 
scale bluebird house projects among ferably nailed to a solid fence post, Flower Grower.
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State Committee Chairmen 

State Committee Chairmen HISTORIAN: Mrs. Otto Hobson, MEMBERSHIP: Mrs. Clarence 

GENERAL CHAIRMAN: Mrs. F. 2313 N. 6th St, Sheboygan. Schultz, 112 N. Commercial, Neenah. 

J. Fitzgerald, 649 Broad St., Menasha. m PUBLICITY: Mrs. William Curtiss, 

BIRDS: Mrs. Arthur Koehler, 109 en nace nce Cues are Route 1, Plymouth. 

CCONSERVATION: “Mrs, Max [ake Geneva ee ATT ik ee Boe : +. j ., Hote! 
Schmitt, 1912-84th St, Wauwatosa 13. LEGISLATION: Mrs. S. J. Hirsh, [2 sdire"Mileeukee, 
GARDEN CENTERS: Mrs. Uriah 604 N. 119th St., Wauwatosa 13. ‘ sate 

Ammel, 440 Park St., Fond du Lac. LIVING MEMORIALS? H RADIO: Mrs. William Holz, Hees 

FLOWER SHOW: Mrs. Chester ‘Ni Schacier, 416 3 : ie rs. H. Corners; Mrs. R. H. Malisch, Hales 

Thomas, 2579 No. Downer Ave, Mil- W- Schaefer, 4416 Taft Road, Kenosha. Corners. 
waukee 11. NOMINATING: Mrs. O. H. Bur- ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENTAND 

HORTICULTURE: Miss Merle  germeister, 2127 S. 87th St., West Allis MEMORIAL HIGHWAYS: Mrs. Gil- 

Rasmussen, Route 4, Oshkosh. 14, bert Snell, 414 Erie St., Sheboygan. 

Fox River Valley District 

Fox River Valley District Officers Brandon Community Garden Club Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Paul Bach, 198 

Pres.: Mrs. Lawrence Skilbred, 198 Pres.: Mrs. Ward Williams. Main St. 
E. First St., Fond du Lac. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Lester Ruenger. Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. H. O. Fenner, 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. R. Byron Freed, Secy.: Mrs. J. G. Strodthoff. 338 Oak St. 

R. 2, Box 187, Stevens Point. Meeting: 3rd Friday. Oakfield Garden Club 
Boe ea Mus Edna Peebles, Fond du Lac Community Garden Club Pres.: Mrs. D. C. Kenyon. 

_ Ri on vai ce . js Pres.: Mrs. Earl E. Borsack, 150 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Roy Worthing. 
Fox River Valley District Chairmen South Hickory St. Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Ernst E. Kneisel. 

Bird: Mrs. Reuben Jenson, Scandi- Vice-Pres.: Miss Edna Peebles, R. 4. Omro Garden Club 

navia. Secy.: Mrs. Wilbur Pfeifer, R. 1. : i 
Conservation: Mrs. R. A. Mullenix, Fond da Lae Ledgeview ‘Garden Club pen . SE ee 

2710 Third St., Wisconsin Rapids. Pres.: Miss Clara Liston, 84 W. Secy.-Treas. : Miss Elizabeth M 
Garden Centers: Mrs. Uriah Am- Arndt St. King. , ” , 

mell, 440 S. Park St., Fond duLac. Ist Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Wayne Cl neting:: 
Horticulture: Mrs. Fred Steinfeldt, 246 Ledweview ver ss yng mere Meeting» ‘2nd Tuesday, 2 a 

550 Thirteenth Ave. N., Wisconsin Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. A. A. Weis, 97 Oshkosh Horticultural Society 
Rapids. Hamilton Place. Pres.: Miss Merle Rasmussen, R. 4. 

Judging Schools: Mrs. Earl Beier, m Bay n Club Nace Bees: Miss Florence Winches- 

969 Metomen, Ripon. , ter, . 
Membership: Mrs. A. G. Anderson, Pres.: Mrs. Charles H. Hine, 840 S. Secy.-Treas.: Miss Agnes Phillipson, 

Box 179, Wausau. Quincy St. 1653-9th St. 
Nominating: Mrs. Charles Braman, Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Sandy Duket, La- Meeting: Ist Monday evening of 

Box 147, Waupaca. zare Ave., R. 6. - month, 
Program: Miss Merle Rasmussen, sede as P. R. Minahan, 2313 Ripon —Ceresco Garden Club 

Route 4, Oshkosh. ‘ : Pres.: Mrs. H Wittlief, E. 
Publicity: Mrs. R. Byron Freed, R. Meeting: Ist Monday, 7:30 p.m. Fond da Lac St. erntan sethel, 

2, Box 187, Stevens Pcint ~ Herleon ‘Gasdeu: Ctab Vice-Pres.: Mrs. A. J. Schultz, 835 
. - 7 Pres.: Mrs. Wm. H. Van Brunt. gu leech res. rs. A. J. Schultz, 
Radio: Mrs. Floyd McNaughton, 33 . Liberty St. 

Seventh St., Fond du Lac. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. H. N. Bodden. Secy.: Mrs. Fred. Schl Box 32. 

ide 7 Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Adam Port. ecy:: Mrs. Fred. Schineter, Box 02. 
Roadside Development: Mrs. Clar Mastin: Monday’ nich Ripon — Home Garden Club 

ence Schultz, 112 N. Commercial, Nee- eeting: 3rd Monday night. 
nak. lola Garden Club Pres.: Mrs. Wm. Temme, Ran- 

War Service: Miss Grace Carter, Pres.: Mrs. J. L. Larson. some St. 
Omro. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Reuben Jenson. take Mrs. H. G. Lyle, 328 

Garden Club Officers Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. R. C. Cleaves. Sa os 

Antigo Garden Club Meeting: Ist Friday March thru pe Mrs. H. W. Hobbs, 603 

Pres.: Mrs. D. B. McIntyre, 929 October. ing’: Gewese imette Club Meeting: 3rd Monday, 8 p.m. 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. W. G. Thayer, 852 Pres.: Mrs. J. A. Faller, 1009 Pierce Pres.: M A - 
Deleglise St. ve. res. : rs. R. C. Labisky, 116 Lane 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. George Zehner, Vice-Pres.: Mrs. C. W. Skowlund, cr 
1210 Deleglise St. 1309 Merryman St. geo Mrs. Lester Burr, Lane 

i o .: Mrs, . Li : Bertin Home Garden Club wie C J. Lindem, “‘Secy.: Mrs. C. W. Clausen, 636 
Pres.: Mrs. Earl Kolb, R. 2. Meeting: 2nd Tuesday, 8 Woodside Ave. 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. J. A. Younglove, ceting: .<nd PUescay, © Dm. Meeting: 3rd Monday. 

312 Noyes St. Menasha Garden Club Ripon— Yard and Garden Club 
Secy.: Mrs. Norman E. Wood, 915 Pres.: Mrs. Clarence Schultz, 112 N. Pres.: Mrs. Harry E. Parker, 722 

Pearl St. Commercial St., Neenah. Woodside Ave.
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Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Walter Gehrke, 316 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Robert Laurie. Wisconsin Rapids—Horticulture 
Ransom St. | Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. William Beck Club 
So Miss Belle Lawson, 515 Ran- Meeting: 2nd Friday, 2:30 p.m. Pres.: Mrs. B. F. Winn, 480-Ist 

som St. 
Rosholt Garden Club Waupaca Garden Club Ags. = Pres.: Mrs. John Miller, 551- 

Pres.: Mrs. Myron Paulson. Pres.: Mrs. George G. Halbig, 13th Ave. N. 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Perry Carter. 303 Jefferson Secy.-Treas.: Mrs.Raymond Knuth, 
Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Norman Rosholt. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Harold F, Bam- 1161 McKinley St. 
Meeting: Last Thursday, 2:30 p.m. mel, 108 East Lake St. Meeting: Ist Monday, 8 p. m. 

Scandinavia Garden Club Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. E. M. Atki i . . 
Pres.: Mrs. Carsten Jorgens. 615 S, Main ‘8 mnson, Wisconsin eae Wazeecha 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Thurman Kjeuda- a 
len. Wausau—Federated Home Gar- Bee Mrs. Fred. W. Braun, R, 1, 

Secy.-Treas.: Miss Josephine M. den Club Ox . 
Voie. Pres.: Mrs. L. A. Sabatke, 2212 Mt. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Ai Ketchum, R. 1, 

Meeting: 3rd Friday, 2:30 p.m. View Blvd. Box 274 He d Kort 
Stevens Point—Park Ridge Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Carl Magnus, ‘came rea wy OmanS, “SE 

_ Garden Club 528 Grant St. Meeting: Ist Tuesday, 2 p. m. 
Pres.: Mrs. Clinton F. Wood, Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. R. W.Widstrom, . . 7 

Park Ridge . 2201 Elmwood Blvd. Wisconsin Rapids—Two Mile 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Lewis C. Wood, Garden Club 

Park Ridge Wausau Garden Club Pres.: Mrs. Frank E. Krumrei, 941 
Secy.: | Mrs. Warren Jenkins, Park Pres.: Mrs. Agathe Doyle, 113 Eau Chase St. 

Ridge — Claire Blvd. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. R. A. Mullenix, 
Meeting: 3rd Monday, 8 p.m. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Lester Snapp, 2710-3rd St. S. 
Sturgeon Bay Home and Garden 2319 Midway Blvd. Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. C. M. Renne, 

Club Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Ralph Bauer, 1751-8th St. S. 
Pres.: Mrs. Milton Westfall 2211-7th St. Meeting: 2nd Wednesday, 8 p. m. 

Madison District 
Madison District Officers _ Radio: Mrs. John Lozier, 25 Hill- Vice-Pres.: Mr. Wm. E. Sieker, 

Pres.: Mrs. N. R. Barger, 4333 Hill- Side Terrace, Madison 5 2502 Van Hise Ave. 
crest Drive, Madison 5 Roadside: Mrs. A. L. Steckelberg, Secy.: Mrs. Arnold Staedtler, 710 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs.J. C. McCartan, R. Lodi Leonard St. 3 F. D. 1, Portage Meeting: Ist Tuesday, 7:30 p. m. 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Theodore Goeres, GARDEN CLUB OFFICERS . Club Lodi Baraboo Garden Club ee oe ea 
: res.: Mrs. Theo. Wisniewski, Madison District Chairmen Pi Mrs. O. F. Isenberg, 433-3rd Hillcrest Drive : 

Bird: Mrs, George Flanders, 806 Ist Vice-Pres,: Mrs. L. Schneller, Vice-Pres.: Mrs. R. O. Wissler, 4126 

West Wisconsin St., Portage 221-8th St. By Sanget Ct. Mrs. J. R. Bennett 
Conservation: Mrs. H. J. Bohn, 217 Secy.: Mrs. E. House, 421-8th Ave. 4122 N. Sunset Ct. oie eete " 

Sixth — aie wR Darlington Garden Club Meeting: 1st Wednesday, 8 p. m. 
Garden nters: rs. L. . Ket- : i ii 
chum, 1014 Tumalo Trail, Madison 5 gj '°*'* Mrs Mame Swift, 201 Louisa West Side Garden Chub 

Historian: Miss Dagny Borge, 862 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Agnes Gossner, Pres.: Mrs. Freas M. Long, 206 
Terry Place, Madison 5 W. Catherine St. Virginia Terrace. 

Horticulture: Mrs. A. L. Thurston, Secy.-Treas.: Miss Mary E. Knight, Ist Vice-Pres.: Mrs. F. J. Vea, 1010 
: : . 203 E. River St. Tumalo Trail 3613 Spring Trail, Madison 5 . Secy.: Mrs. G. L. Caine, 2902 Greg- 

Judging Schools: Mrs. Theo. F. Lodi Garden Club oySt tC 
Wisniewski, 4341 Hillcrest Drive, Pres.: Mrs. Lerna Steckleberg Meeting: 4th Tuesday, 2 p. m. 
Madison 5 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Carol Bartholomew 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Cassie Lang Platteville Garden Club 
Junior Garden Clubs: Mrs. F. P. ‘ é 

Dunn, Route 3, Madison Meeting 3rd Thursday P, Fess: Mr. W. Emigholz 
Living Memorial: Mrs. Paul H. Reh- Madison—Little Garden Club Vice-Pres.: Mr. J. C. Brockert 

feld, 4010 Cherokee Drive, Madison 5 nee i "a F. E. Nordeen, 713 Secy.: Mrs. George Enders 

Membership: Mrs. George Enders, ww Vice-Pres. : Mrs. R. J. Timlin Meeting Ist Thursday, 6:30 p. m. 
414 Main St. Platteville 845 Terry Place , , Portage Garden Club 
Nominating: Mrs. F. J. Vea, 1010 Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. George V. Naze, Pres.: Mrs. E. P. Andrews, 515 E. Tumalo Trail, Madison 5 2315 E. Dayton St. Conant St. a 
Program: Mrs. P. A. Hauver, 633 Meeting: Ist Wednesday Ist Vice-Pres.: Miss Olive Rhyme, 

S. Orchard St., Madison 5 Madison Garden Club 703 Dunn St. 

Publicty: Mrs. B. W. Wells, 2526 Pres.: Mrs. Martha Lowry, 204 Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. B. C. Taylor, 138 
Gregory St., Madison 5 Kensington Dr. W. Franklin St.
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Milwaukee District 
Milwaukee District Officers Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Carl Schwalbe, Secy.: Mrs. J. C. Stevens, 434 Lake 

Pres.: Mrs. O. J. Reuss,2131 N.62nd 1015 71st St. Rd. 
St., Wauwatosa 13 Secy.: Mrs. J. J. Gould, 7736-26th Meeting: Ist Friday, 2:15 p.m. 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Joseph Kienzle, Ave. Pewaukee Garden Club 
3439 S. 92nd St., West Allis 14 Meeting: 2nd Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. Pres.: Mrs. Ben Huisman. 

Secy.-Treas, Mrs. R. H. Myers, Menomonee Falls Garden Club Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Herman Koepp. 
Kinsey Park Drive, Box 512, Wau- Pres.: Mrs, Arthur Triller, R. 1. Secy.-Treas. :: Mrs. Fred Grieb. 

kesha Vice Pres.: Mrs. F. Schunk, Elsie Racine Garden Club 
Burlington <— — — Ave. a _— = wae Miss Elsa Mortensen, 922 

Pres.: Mrs. Louis Brehm, - Bose x illa St. 
land Ave. Dee nyt Joh Johnston, 203 “Vice-Pres.: Mr. Carl Hedlund, 833 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Walter Kuebler, . * . Russet St. 
331 Randolph St. Milwaukee—Art Institute Garden Club “Secy,: Mrs, Milo Griffith, 1604 Park 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Horace Fraser, Pres.: Miss Alma Hoffman, 1002 N. Ave. 
Star Route. 21st St. Meeting: 2nd Monday, 7:45 p.m. 
Meeting: 2nd Wednesday, 2:30 p.m. Ist Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Arthur Jaeger, Waukesha—Rocky Knoll Garden Club 

Cedarburg Garden Club 7015 N. Pierron Rd. Pres.: Mrs. Winnie Trapp, 1530 S. 
Pres.: Miss Elsie Dehmel, 147 High- Secy.: Miss Edith Boltz, 1627 Un- s¢th St, Milwaukee 14. 

land Drive. derwood Ave. . Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Gladys Weber, R. 
Vice-Pres.:: Mrs. George Oswald, 7 Meeting: 3rd Friday, 2:15 p.m. 4, Box 101. 

E. Jackson St. Milwaukee—Blue Beech Garden Club Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Jeanne Ladwig, 
Secy.-Treas.: Miss Elizabeth Kiefer, Pres.: Miss Bessie Tainsh, 2408 E. R 4 Box 289, 

4 Sheboygan St. Park Place. Le Waukesha—Spring City Garden Club 
Meeting: 3rd Friday, 7:30 p.m. Secy.-Treas.:: Mrs. James Living- Pres.: Mrs. John L. Engler, 210 S. 
Dousman—Ottawa Garden Club stone, Sr., 9150 N. Cedarburg Rd. Greenfield Ave. , . 

Pres.: Mrs. L. Burlingham, R. R. Milwaukee—Galecrest Garden Club Vice-Pres.: Mrs. F. G. Zietlow, 211 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Guy Dana, R. R. Pres.: Mrs. Rudolph Petersen, 2767 Oxford Drive. 
Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Lyle Conery. No. 72nd St. Secy.: Mrs. John Fischer, 1023 Pearl 
Meeting: 2nd Thursday, 2:30 p.m. Vice—Pres.: Mrs. Elmer A. Sieber, St, 

Elm Grove Garden Club 2829 No. 73rd St. kesha Coun 
Pres.: Mrs. Wm. Chappie, R. 5, Box Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. J. W. Beck, 2856 Was era 

404, Waukesha. No. 78th St. Pres.: Mrs. A. E. Prior, Delafield. 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. G. Ruffle, 11602 Milwaukee—Green Tree Garden Club Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Rufus Erickson, 

wi Borin Rd., rion Bs Pres.: Mrs. Haskell Noyes, 1030 fyartiand. . , 
ecy.: Mrs. Dwain D. ly, » West Bradley Rd. < 

Box 508A, Waukesha. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Edwin Bartleft, Noes Mrs, Walter F. Neumann, 
Meeting: Ist Monday, 8 p.m. 1150 West Bradley Rd. 4 

Greendale Garden Club Rec. Secy.:: Mrs. Walter V. John- Waukesha Town Garden Club 
Pres.: Mr. Norbert Gardner, ston, Sta. F, R. 9. P res.: Mrs. Romain Schaub, 816 

Box 308 Milwaukee County Horticultural Chicago Ave. 
Vice-Pres.: Mr. Donald Bengs, Society Ist Vice-Pres. : Mrs. Phil Olson, 

R. 4, Box 703 Pres.: Mrs. O. J. Reuss, 2131 N. 62nd 1109 Ellis St. 
Secy.: Mrs. Albert Birch, 5504 Cur- St., Wauwatosa 13. Rec. Secy.: Mrs. L. Van Alstine, 136 

rent Lane Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Albert Reichert, S. James St. 
Treasurer: Mr. Russell Colter, 5599 2629 W. Cherry St., Milwaukee 5. Meeting: Last Wednesday, 2 p.m. 

Apricot Ct. Secy.-Treas.: Mr. George Helgert, Wauwatosa—Bluemound Garden Club 
Hales Corners—Hawthorne Garden 144 E. Ring St., Milwaukee 12. Pres.: Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, 2418 N. 

Club Milwaukee—Parklawn Garden 65th St. , 
Pres.: Mrs. Chas. Eisenberg, R. 2 Association Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Elmer Rohan, 2808 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Gladys Dineen, Pres.: Mr. Ray Harriman, 4316 W. Hartung Ave., Milwaukee 10. , 

R. 1 Olive St. Secy.-Treas. sh : 
Secy.: Mrs. Wm. Holz Vice-Pres.: Mr. Martin Klausmeier, Wisconsin Ave. Metz 1; Koch, 6490°W, 
Hales Corners — Tess Corners 3123 N. 41st St. Meeting: : .m. 

Garden Club Secy.: Mrs. Harry Schwalbe, 4614 ae et Cn z no ab 

Pres.: Mrs. Herman Imme, R. 3, W.Rice St. Pres.: Mrs. Carl F. Hoffstetter, 136 
Box 187, Waukesha. North Paaleia Xion ny Ne@hs. OU 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Wm. Boldt, R. 2, Pres.: Mrs. Stanley Zamorski. i et 5 

Box 401B. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Frank Miller. eee, Mrs. Ned E. Dum- 
Secy.: Mrs. Lewis W. Gaulke, R. 2, Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Marvin Traeder. Bec Sec w' Mrs. Roy B del, 154 

Box 403-J. : Meeting: Last Wednesday, 2 p.m. N. 88th St rs. Roy Brendel, 
Hales Corners—Whitnall Park Garden North Prairie—Violet Garden Club Me ti * 2nd Mond 1 

Club Pres.: Mrs. Kenneth Holzapfel. ecting sem Onday, 2 Dm: 
Pres.: Mrs. William A. Herkt, R. 1. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Henry Hill. Wauwatosa Garden Club 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. G. William Warn- Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Wilbur Rolfe. Pres.: Mr. John Kornacki, 2414 N. 
er, R. 1. Meeting: Last Wednesday. 88th St. 

Secy.: Mrs. Hugo Koch, R. 1. Oconomowoc—La Belle Garden Club Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Robert C. Schis- 
Meeting: 2nd Wednesday. Pres.: Mrs. Leo Weix, 420 Lake _ sler, 7909 Stickney Ave. 

Kenosha County Garden Club Road. Secy.-Treas.: Mr, Ernest Lefeber, 
Pres.: Mr. H. M. Pauley, 2610 Lin- Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Geo. Hanson, 364 7500 Hillcrest Drive. 

coln Rd. W. Wisconsnin Ave. Meeting: 3rd Tuesday evening.
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Weat Allis—Hilicrest Garden Club West Allis—The Home Gardeners West Allis Garden Club 

Pres: Mrs. Fred J. Wrobbel, 8441 Pres.: Mrs. Lloyd Cadieu, 8202 Rich- . 
W. Hayes Ave. ® mond Court, Wauwatosa 13. a Mrs. Carl Lemke, R. 11, Box 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. A. Bastian, 1712 S. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Geo. Johnson, 2042 Am . 
58th St. S. 82nd St. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. S. J. Kimler, 2407 

Secy.: Mrs. A. Thate, 2413 S. 79th Secy.: Mrs. J. W. Dooley, 7724 W. S. 78th St. 
St. Rogers St. Secy.: Miss Janet Buckeridge, Route 

Meeting: 3rd Monday, 1:30 p.m. Meeting:: 3rd Thursday, 1:30 p.m. 1, Nashotah. 

Sheboygan District 

Sheboygan District Officers Publicity: Mrs. Leland Dietsch, Oak Secy.: Mr. Henry Winn, 415 Fre- 
Lee, Plymouth. mont St. 

Pres.: Mrs. Gregory Neuenberger, Radio: Mrs. Francis Kadow, 835 
2407-10th St., Two Rivers. ‘ < Port Washington Garden Club : es a North Fifth St. Manitowoc; Rev. 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. William Wilke, 40 George McCreary, 1821 N. Sth St,  Pres.: Miss Viola Ubbink, 222 E. 
W. Grand Ave., Port Washington. Sheboygan. Pier St 

Secy.-Treas.; Mrs. "Otto Hobson, —_Readside Development: Mr. A. L. — Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Joseph Ubbink, 
2313 W. 6th St. Sheboygan. Daniels, 332 Orchard St., Kohler. R.1. 

Sheboygan District Chairmen Garden Club Officers Secy-Treas.: Mrs. Marshall Moeser, 

General: Mrs. William Wilke, 440 _ Kehler Garden Club 215 South Eva St. 
W. Grand Ave., Port Washington. ve OL ieee 606 New Sheboygan Garden Club 

Bird: Rev. Donald Mills, 1512-25th Shine 1 i Pres.: Mrs. Charles Schultz, R. 3 
St., Two Rivers. aie So Tene Mrs. F. W. Eppling, Black River Nuracty. , ‘ 
Conservation: Dr. Harvey Vollen- . ice- : ame ren eis ae cicees. Seu Mes Albert L. Treick, 435 wae = Mrs. Otto Hobson, 2313 

Flower Show: Mrs. John West, ee : Route 2, Manitowoc. Meeting: 3rd Tuesday, 7 p.m. got Mrs. Arthur Boley, 514 Park 

Garden Centers: Mrs. H. Gritt, R. 1,  Manitowoc—A.A.U.W. Garden Club 
Plymouth. Pres.: Mrs. George Swearingen, Two Rivers Garden Club 

Historian: Mrs. Gilbert Snell, 414 Custerdale Block V. 9. L. 5% Pres.: Mrs. E. A. Meckelberg, 16T1 
Erie Ave., Sheboygan. Vice-Pres.::| Mrs. Joseph Zimmer, yashington St. 

Horticulture: Mrs. Charles Schultz, 828 Lincoln Blvd. Vice-Pres.: The Rev. Donald Mills, 
R. 3, Sheboygan. Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Joseph Santrock, 4512.25th St. 
Judging Schools: Miss Freda Gater- 1302 A Wisconsin ae ce, Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Joseph Soit, 2611 

i N 17th St., Mani ewes a q man, 934 North anitowoc. Pres.: Miss Margarett Wolff, 909 Adams St 

Junior Garden Clubs: Mr. Harold A. Washington St. West Bend Garden Club 

Groth, 1615 Wisconsin Ave., Manito- Vice-Pres.: Miss Catherine Danehy, Pres.: Mr. Joseph Morawetz, R. 4. 
woe. 851 No. 13th St. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Ida Wiebe, 324 

Living Memorials: Rev. Alfred Otto, Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. I. D. Wood, 712 North 8th Ave. 
210 Seventh Ave, West Bend. No. 1th St. Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Marvin Vore, 
Membership: Mrs. E. A. Meckel- Meeting: 2nd Tuesday 1128 N.8th Ave. 

berg, R. 2, Two Rivers. Plymouth Garden Club South Central District Officers 
Nominating: Mrs. J. J. Ubbink, R. Pres.: Miss Flita Luedke, 113 W. Pres.: Miss Mary Potter, Cam- 

1, Port Washington. Main St. bridge. 
Program: Miss Flita Luedke, 113 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. William Curtiss, Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Henry Wales. 

W. Main St., Plymouth. R; i 401 No. Broad St., Elkhorn. 

South Central District 
South Central District Chairmen * Garden Club Officers Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Carl Lein, 309 N 

Bird: Mr. Leander Lillesand, Cam- Cambridge and Lake Ripley Garden ws“s #8896 
bridge. * 

Conservation: Mrs. A. K. Spooner, — Pres.: Mrs. Otto Kufahl. Secy.: Mrs. Harold Kerr, 621 W. 
R. 2, Delavan. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Carroll Krippner. Fulton St. 
Flower are Mrs. J. F. Stumpf, 22 Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. B. A. Thronson. 
Fulton St., Edgerton. Del: ity Garde: , Elkh Garden Club 

Horticulture: Mr. E. L. White, Box po ape one ons oe Sail orn " 
334, Fort Atkinson S. oad. rs. Ulver Soum, out Pres.: Mrs. Roy Dunbar, Randall 

Living Memorials: Mrs. Frederick mee, PI 
Vice-Pres.:: Mrs. H. O. Gardner, ace. 

Taggart, Lake Geneva. 524 ° 

Nominating: Mrs. Edward Holberg, McDowell. . Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Chas. Jahr, Jr., 312 

Route 1, Jefferson. Beeys Mrs. R. H. Miller, 617 Wal- N. Broad St. 
Program: Mrs. Theodore Ward, worth, Ave: 7 Route 1, Fort Atkinson. Edgerton Garden Club Secy.: Mrs. Henry Wales, 401 N. 

Publicity and Radio: Miss Avis Clel- Pres.: Mrs. Melvin Brenhang, 216 Broad St. 

and, 111 South Prairie St., Whitewater. Blaine St. Meeting: 3rd Thursday.
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Fort Atkinson Garden Club ° 2 ° 

Pres.: Mrs. E. S. Engan, 312 Fred- Winter Birding 

—— Mrs. E. R. Parker, R. By Mrs. Arthur Koehler 

" Seey Shoat Mrs. E. L. White, Box re Se “24-0 near Sauk City. 5 ast \ % Next came 27 Bobwhite, 77 
Honey Creek Garden Club ys Pheasant, one Coot and One Wil- 

Pres.: Mrs. Roy Cole. H Hi son snipe. Twelve Mourning doves 

Vice-Pree : Mrs. C. R. McBride. - ‘| were seen feeding like pigeons near 
Secy.: Mrs. Arthur Goetsch, R. 2, SS farmyards. Three Herring Gulls, 

Burlington. . i three Barred Owls and two Long 
Meeting: 3rd Wednesday, 2 p.m. a Eared owls were located. One king- 

Jefferson Garden Club ‘ ¥ fisher was rattling up and down 

Viccirect: Me"corge Rowe, OP AMMPMMMMam 2078 20 open creck where smal 
Secy.-Treas.:: Mrs. Bernice Shak- y}\' , 7 sh were hiding in the water cress. 

shesky, 812 Dodge St. > ah Woodpeckers were well repre- 
Meeting: Ist Monday, 7:30 p.m. 4) al EF \ sented for they find plenty of food 
Lake Geneva Town and Country Zz even in snowy winters—seven Red 

Garden Club » = Uy bellied, eight Red headed, six Hairy 
Pres.: Mrs. Howard H. Clemons. Z ee and 14 Downy. Jays and crows were 
ee ge Pe jon J Sedereast . abundant and were hard to count 
Osteo ed ill —Betiar Homes and , Perhaps no one took seriously the but at least 122 of the former and 

Garden Club suggestion in December Wisconsin 98 of the latter were seen. 
Pres? Mis: Lare Egebets. Horticulture of winter birding. Per- Chickadees, of course, were 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. H. F. Silverthorn, haps you went, but neglected to everywhere. Fifty were counted, 
Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. O. M. Hanson. send in the results. At least, no re- also 17 White breasted Nuthatches 
Meeting: 2nd Tuesday, 2:30 p.m. ports came in but you should know and one Red breasted which is also 

Whitewater Garden Club how much fun it really is. quite rare. Three brown Creepers 
Pres.: Mrs. Louie Zimmerman, 801 On January 1, twelve Madison were not unexpected, but one 

Pratt St. 2 people spent most of the day ob- Northern Shrike was a real find for 
dure Mrs. J. L. Keniston, 112 serving and counting birds. The they also live far North and are 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Marie Ayer, 109 weather was cold but clear and the driven South by deep snow and lack 
Gault St. results were very satisfactory. of food. Starlings were counted 

Se Three of the most hardy men folks (23) but not the English sparrows 
The following clubs are not as yet started before daylight and were which, of course, are numerous in 

in a district: out until almost dark. Four women the city and near barns. The finches 
Hayward—Namekagon Garden Club and two boys were out from 9 until were represented by some of our 

Pres.: Mrs, Harry Greve. 2. Two other parties were out for most beautiful species, 19 Cardinals, 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. A. A. Hampton. shorter times. In the evening we ight Evening Grosbeaks, three 
Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. John O. Mere- were all invited to the home of Mr. Purple Finches, one Pine Gros- 

land. and Mrs. N. R. Barger for supper. heak and one Goldfinch. The Gros- 
La Crosse Garden Club At this time we compared notes and peaks are quite rare for they are 

oe! Miss Bertha Shuman, 136 So. compiled the data. We found that erratic visitors from the North in 
Vice-Pres.: Miss Gabriella Brende- 41 species and 942 individuals had cold winters. Six Pine Grosbeaks 

muhl, 2516 Edgewood Pl. been seen by the group. had been seen in the Madison ceme- 
Secy.-Treas.: Mr. William Bringe, There was some open water in the tery the day before. 

715 So. Fourth St. rivers so ducks were found in small Only three species of sparrows 
Meeting: Ist Wednesday, 7:30. p.m. numbers—44 Mallard, 140 Black were seen, including three Juncos, 
WASHINGTON ISLAND GAR- duck, one Blue winged Teal, two 34 Tree Sparrows, and two Song. 

DEN CLUB Lesser Scaup, 44 Goldeneye, and Seven additional species were ob- 
Pres: Mrs. Al Stelter one American Merganser. An in- served near Madison the preceding 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Thos. Johnson teresting find was one Goshawk in week. These were Wood Duck, 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Claude Cornell the University of Wisconsin Ar- Hooded Merganser, Screech Owl, 
Meeting: 2nd and 4th Tuesday boretum. ‘This freebooter comes Tufted Titmouse, Golden crowned 

—— down from the North when food is Kinglet, Red winged blackbirds, 
If God intended that we should scarce. Other hawks were one and a few brave robins.—Mrs. Ar- 

talk more than we hear, he would Cooper’s, 11 Red-tailed, four thur Koehler, State Bird Chairman, 
have given us two mouths and only Rough legged, and two Bald Eagles 109 Chestnut Street, Madison 5, 
one ear. flying over the Wisconsin River Wisconsin.
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The Dionne QUIN S use our 

SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 
All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of , 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 
Hi-ways 23-26 in ‘ We have a two manual organ 

. with chimes om exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisc onsin Horticulture since 1928 

— 

No Boarders Wanted -- 
Today when it is practically impossible to buy all of the new equipment needed to expand it is im- 

perative that we keep only good productive colonies. No Boarders should be allowed in any 

apiary. Weak colonies should be united or strengthened. Poor stretched brood combs should 

be melted up. (Sell your wax at the high price and replace with Three-ply foundation) 

Mail your order now for any bee supplies needed to keep your present number of colonies 

producing 100 per cent. 

SHIP US YOUR BEESWAX 

e 

A.I. Root Co. of Chicago “~ The A. L Root Co 
\e oe 

224-230 W. Huron Street Medi Ohi 

CHICAGO, ILL. ae Darna edina, Ohio 
eS 

UTSUuOOSTM SUOSTDEW 
edngTnortusy Jo eBe,to09 

Agerqry |
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APPLE ICE CREAM 

SODAS NEXT WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
Since processes have been de- ‘The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Sesiety 

veloped to capture apple and apple Esrasismep 1910 
i Entered at the matter. 

essence from cider pressed for Fatered st te pomjofice at Madison, rlergee oe Bonice ints, ates i; pecans 

vinegar making, Dr. Roy E. Mar- 1917, enthorised July 1, 19is, 

shall of Michigan State College pre- Monthly Bscepting July by the 
; : ’ Wisconsin Stats Hoarrcutrora, Sociery 

dicted that it won’t be long before iversity Fi PI 

American consumers can sit dow aot erican ca oS oe Madison 6, Wi in 

at the soda fountain and enjoy ap- H. J Rammow, Editor 

ple sundaes, apple sodas, apple ice Secretory Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

cream, apple sherbert, and various Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

apple drinks, Tel. University 182 

He said apple essence can be 

captured at a cost of 75 cents a Volume XXXVI March, 1946 No, 7 

gallon. He foresaw many uses for —— ee 

the new horticultural by-product. 
-—From Chicago Packer. TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Mrs. Lightl Ik int h Hand Pollination In The Delicious Orchards at Wenatchee, Wash. 163 

ae temly We ed a the Apple Scab Control Experiment With Ground And Tree Sprayin; 
bank and addressed the cashier. “I for. 1945 fol, Experiment, Sei GFOHne. Ang otee Sens 166 

want to open an acccount with your Wisconsin Apple Institute Plans New Program for 1946 ---------- 169 

bank.” How To Grow Everbearing Strawberries_--.--.------------------- 171 

“Do you want a savings account Wisconsin Beekeeping -------------------------------------------- 172 

or a checking account?” asked the Not Enough Honey Being Produced ~----------------------------- 175 

official of the bank. Editorials --------------------------------------------------------- 176 

“Neither,” replied the caller. “I Spartan and Jubilee Apple Trees Available For Testing----------- 177 

want a charge account—like I have Gladiolus Tidings -----------~-----~~---------------------------~ 8 

. ” Vegetable Varieties for Our 1946 Gardens -~----------------------- 180 

at the department store. Garded Glestiings. omen enn neers eee 183 

Garden: Club ‘News: sssesenceesessesscese ce rere: 1 

Living Memorials ------------------------------------------------- 185 

Roadside Chairmen Alert! ---------------------------------------- 186 

errarree ewe ees 200° Random Notes ----------------------------------------------------- 187 

In The: Garden: ..--aseesse-eesssesee twee eee eee eee: 190 

le DDT for Shade Tree Pests -------------------------------------- 191 

a 

fie.t Sra.2 fio 3 Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1948 

Don W. Reynolds, Pres. --Sturgeon Bay awson Hauser -------------------Bayfield 

Ber ry Boxes Wm. F. Connell, Vice-Pres., Menomonie Alfred Meyer, ....--.--------Hales. Corner 
H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. -----------Madison Kar! Reynolds ........-----Sturgeon Bay 

Crates, Bushel Boxes E. L Chambers, Treas, --.-----Madison 

and Climax Baskets E. L. White....------------Fort Atkinson — 

F ‘ ——— Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. 
As You Like Them BOARD OF DIRECTORS Hocticuluare wat 

seen | | gl tet IN uy eve Ban WS 
ing Leland Brown -------------' jay “aware schrich, res. is. lursery~ 

Bee atte KD’ In carload Tots R. G. Dawson ------------Frankeville men’s Assn Milwauk 
our specialty. We constantly carry in E. L. White Fert Atkinson # Retosceese ee 

stock crates all made up ready : = . . 
ae page oe ip Aimed | Walter Diehnelt, Pres. Wis. Bee- 

berries. or isoa We con, te Term Ending December, 1947 keepers’ Assn. ......-Menomonee Falls 
folding bomes crates . 

. 

oe ee a ieee 1 ap Waite Rev, Alfred Otto, West Bend, President 

part vel. A nego Soom ne Amold Nieman ---------------Cedarburg Garden Club Federation 
orders. A postal . ne 

i isconsin Hortical! is obtained bership in isconsin 

CUMBERLAND FRUIT Subscription taal Society for ‘which the “snnual nes tre Hl pet year oe $1.50. for twe 

PACKAGE COMPANY a 
Cumberland, Wis. are, “iuember is fer a year’s subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. 

Dept. D, 
—_———
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Hand Pollination in the Delicious 
° 

Orchards at Wenatchee, Washington 
By B. Esther Struckmeyer, Department of Horticulture, 

University of Wisconsin 
REASONS FOR a Usually growers do not mind crews 

HAND POLLINATION Ne eS SS | going through their orchards to col- 
1. Delicious apple blossoms are °, ve YS ok ‘ea - lect pollen. 

self-sterile ears Wenatchee. :e Jars aa A Tay * @ It is possible that a better method 
2. There is a lack of bees as 4 So RRM Sie, 3 *. of collecting flowers for pollen 

well as other insects. Most growers \ Sarde o> or F e ® would be to remove all the flowers 

report they have no crop unless ieee : wk. from some spurs, thus thinning the 
they hand pollinate. ie Te Mek fruit and improving the foliage 
: 3. Even though bees are placed Figs iy while doing the collecting. 
in an orchard, they may work i ohh ye 
some where else; that is, they may fs bad Oo i. Flowers are taken when anthers 

be attracted to some other plant. Mee “2 ow in the ed acon! ms 
4. Perhaps nectar in Delicious . Owers are in the balloon’ stage; 

is not as aiesetivs as other vari- that is, before petals spread apart. 

eties, or maybe the nectar is de- Flowers also may be completely 
sirable for only a short time. open but anthers must not be dry or 

5. Another possibility might be old. Pollen should be kept clean. 

that the bees are attracted to De- Flowers removed and _ rubbed 
licious for only a day or two in- over mesh screen on quart jar and 

stead of during entire blooming anthers falls into jar. 
season. . Collecting Pollen for Hand Pollina- Entire tree usually gone over, us- 

6. Then another important reas- tion in Wenatchee, Washington ing ladders to reach the tops of 
on for hand pollinating might be Orchard. trees. 
unfavorable weather for cross-pol- Quart jar covered with fine mesh 
lination: seen Sine Econom See — Follen gathered by cach flector 

. m cluster an _brus measured frequently, and all pollen Sickdtin eat et celntces for O%eE screen Pollen falls into jar. -o¢ in shade during the day. 

Delicious: Jonathan, Golden Delici- 

ous, Newtown (Pepin), Winter = 4 
Banana, Rome (Rome Beauty). fr 

Collecting pollen is done on a ~ en yi 
commercial scale. An_ individual om Pa 
acts as a manager and hires 15 to A So: ae 
20 people to make up a crew. The Tg al % 
manager hires these people by the coe we A 
hour for collecting the pollen as a i a 
well as hand pollinating. He or . 7 
she takes care of the pollen after 

it has been brought in for dryir : a = 
and packing. The packaged pollen are ae # oS . 
is shipped to many growers in the ’ , 
United States. 

The crews go out to growers’ or- 
chards and collect pollen. 

Each collector carries a quart jar 
that has a medium mesh screen over 
the top. 
‘Approximately three flowers are 

taken from each cluster. Generally 
leave Central flower (king blossom) : 
and one lateral flower. Since there Hand Pollination of Delicious. Note round container with pollen 
is a need for thinning in this region fastened fs sweater oe near index finger of girl. Long brush used 

anyway, the collecting of pollen — *°piteh..takem by Miss B. Esther Strackmeyer, Department of Herti- 
helps slightly in hand thinning. culture, University of Wisconsin.
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Drying and Preparing Pollen (slight benefit in case of sweet cher- 

for Shipment J ries). ; an 

The pollen is brought to office OR saan ane ae Seas 

and there thinly spread on larger } Might produce heavy set on tops 

paper trays that are placed on ? bs Ot trees: 

racks or shelves. pe Then, again, might be all right, 

Pollen kept on trays for 30 to a! oS i since tops sometimes set lightly; 

36 hours. The drying room should ~ 4 . and, the cost of picking is greater 

not be kept at a temperature higher ’ because it necessitates the use of 

than 72 degrees F., and the room deg ladders, and picking is more expen- 

should not be kept too dry. In sive. 

places I visited, humidity was main- a Suggestion to Eliminate Hand 

tained by keeping a fan blowing Pollination in Order to Set 

over a pan of water. Delicious Made By 

After pollen is dry, it is packed - Dr. Snyder 

in one ounce boxes and shipped bd If interested only in Delicious, 

to those who have placed orders. & “ have one pollinizer as Jonathan 

Some managers or dealers are BY » -* every third tree, every third row. If 

using a carrier or filler with the pol- ae interested in another variety besides 

len for wider distribution. I was eh .\Y Delicious, plant a row of these 
unable to learn what the carrier — trees every third TOW. Since Delici- 

was. One manager was trying to we Apple Blossoms in Wena- oo self-sterile, and it is so dif- 
get a patent on it. Some managers liao S a. ote capped ficult to set it is important that there 

mix carrier with pollen before send- those observed near Madison. be an abundant source of pollen and 

ing the orders, whie others send . . sufficient agents. 

the pollen and carrier separately. Applying Pollen to Flowers ___ Program for 1946 , 

MeDeniels did some hand pollina. Each person takes an ounce box Since we also experience diff- 
tion on Northwestern and Northern of pollen and pins it to clothing so culty in getting Delicious fruit to 
Spy in New York. For diluent he that it can be easily reached with a set, we are planning to do some hand 

used wheat flour, corn starch, pow- brush. . pollinating next spring to ascertain 

dered charcoal, talc, Lycopodium The brush used for applying pol- whether it will result in a better 

and dusting sulphur. Used one-third a to Groen about one-fourth crop of Delicious. 

pollen and two-thirds diluent. Re- 7ci In Clameter, ané with a long geau : 

sults with these diluents not par- handle. WORLD CITRUS 

ticularly encouraging. Lycopodium Two to three people work on one PRODUCTION SETS RECORD 
spores seemed to be most satisfac- tree, some of them using ladders World preduction of citrus fruits 

tory diluent. Probably because of 0° the tops. in 1945-46 is the largest on record, 
nature of material, as it resembles Central blossoms on clusters pol- according to the Department of Ag- 

pollen and probably remains inert linated, . _ Ticulture’s Office of Foreign Agri- 

upon stigma. The pollination distance varies cultural Relations. . ; 

. 4 with the grower; it may be every 8, The citrus output in 36 major 

Managers claim pollen viable for 10, 12, or 14 inches—depends upon producing countries in 1945-46 is 

two or three weeks at least. One the amount of blossom and kind of _ estimated at 335 million boxes, com- 

manager has something which he crop the grower desires, Tendency pared with 320 million the year be- 
adds to keep the pollen viable long- to pollinate too many flowers. If fore, and an average of 266 million 
er, but no one knows what it is. hand pollination distance is correct, in the 1935-39 pend, Of the cur- 

Managers should have pollen _ hand thinning would not be neces- rent season’s prospective citrus pro- 

tested before shipment. Usually _ sary. duction, 243 million boxes are 

Chemistry Laboratory at Experi- The pollination goes rather rapid- oranges, tangerines and mandarins, 

ment Station does this. They use ly—move through orchard very fast. 66 million boxes are grapefruit, and 

a 10 per cent sugar solution. Hang- Other Methods of Hand Pollina- 26 million boxes are lemons. 

ing drop slide used with drop of tion Used Orange production, reaching a 

solution inoculated with pollen. The Have been using airplanes for record high level, exceeded the pre- 

pollen should germinate over night. dusting pollen on trees. About as war average of 208 million boxes 

According to their standards, 75 expensive as hand pollination. by 17%, with output continuing to 

per cent germination is very good; Report from Dr. Snyder saying expand in the U. S., Mexico, 

and 50-51 per cent germination is that airplanes cannot be relied upon French Morocco-and the Union of 

satisfactory. for pollinating apples or other fruit South Africa.
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Orchard and Vegetable 
’ Suppli Growers’ Supplies _ 

Buy Cooperatively and Save Money. 

Participate in the Earnings of the Cooperative 

SPRAY MATERIALS DUSTING MATERIALS 
Lethane B. 71 

Arsenate of Lead Lethane B. 71 with Copper 

Calcium Arsenate = po Dont 

ane PRUNING EQUIPMENT 
Mike Sulphor Tive-wowail Ealis 
Copper Sulphate Pruning Saws Pruning Snips 
Lethane B. 72 Hand Pruners Pole Pruners 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR 

Nitrate Fertilizer 333% 
(Ammonia Nitrate) 

NURSERY STOCK SPRAY EQUIPMENT 
2 Z Spray Tank — Spray Booms 

Fruit Trees Small Fruits Spray Guns — Spray Nozzles 

Berry Plants Strawberry Plants Spray Pumps (John Bean) 

Write for Price List. Place Your Order Early. New and Used 

Power Orchard and Row Crop Sprayers 

Repairs for John Bean Sprayers 
We Handle Repairs for All Models From the Oldest to the Most Modern Makes 

Write for Catalog and Price List 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. (Near C.&N.W. Freight Depot) Telephone 4107 Lester F. Tans, Mgr.



Apple Scab Control Experiments With 
° 

Ground And Tree Spraying For 1945 
G. W. Keitt and J. Duain Moore 

Apple scab was satisfactorily con- 

trolled by various experimental pro- oi A 

grams of combined ground and tree 

spraying in Door County in the past a S 

season, which was one of the most q 

severe for scab development ever ; Y 

experienced there. - 
' 

Bud-break of apple and maturi- oo . 

ty of ascospores of the scab fungus | casas — 

occurred unusally early. Cold wea- ioe 

ther then occasioned a long pre- aoe 

blossom period, and blooming ex- " : 

tended through 3 to + weeks. Rains 

were frequent throughout the sea- 

son and temperatures comparatively 

low. 

Experimental Work in 1945 

A ground spray of 1 gallon of FIGURE 1—THE SPECIAL SPRAY BOOM FOR GROUND SPRAYING 
Elgetol to 200 gallons was applied The new caster-wheel carrier replaces the shoe in the original design 

to the 60-acre experimental orchard of 2 applications was used to give a There was much more leaf inju: 

shortly before bud-break at the rate severe test on the efficiency ot the in plots receiving lime-sulphur after 

of 600 gallons per acre, using the combined ground and tree spray bloom than in those receiving the 
special spray boom described in last programs in a situation in which the milder materials. There was little 

year’s report. This boom has been ‘scab fungus had been brought to a_ difference in the amount of leaf in- 

improved by substituting a double very Jow survival level as the re- jury occasioned by the milder ma- 

caster wheel carrier for the shoe On sult of the use of this method for terials used (Corona Micronized 
which the boom rode, in order to several Su! i 

yf : > years. ulphur, Sulforon, Mike Sulphur, 

give more freedom in turning and Flotation Sulphur Paste, and Fer- 
balan (Figure bt ine improved Very satisfactory scab control mate). 

unit 1s made S0 | at it can readily was obtained in plots that received Plo ceivi ime-! 

be, substituted in booms of the 2 applications of lime-sulphur be- a Thee ontit tne aaa 
original design. fore bloom and either 5 applica~ and sulphur sunscald of fruits and 

Various tree spray programs were tions of lime-sulphur or six of mild- less arsenical injury around the 

applied to Mcintosh, one of the er sulphur sprays or Fermate after calyx end than those receiving the 

most _scab-susceptible varieties, and bloom. In the part of the orchard milder materials. Little arsenical 

certain trees received no tree spray. that had received the ground spray injury to fruits has been noted in 

No trees received more than 2 appli- and complete tree spray programs previous years. 

cations before bloom, and in the. for several years, there were no The results of this year emphasize 

experiments here reported no spray significant differences in scab con- the importance of getting the scab 

was applied during the blooming trol between tree spray programs fungus down to a very low survi- 

period. About two months elapsed of lime-sulphur and those in which val level by good ground and tree 

between bud-break and petal-fall. the milder materials were substi- spraying year after year. Labora- 

Ordinarily, without the ground tuted in the after-bloom treatments. tory studies of ascospore discharge 

spray, several applications would The percentages of scab-free fruits from leaves collected from different 

be indicated for such a period, one in these plots at harvest were be- orchards before and after the 

of them during bloom. In most tween 93 and 97. The occurrence ground treatment indicate that the 

commercial orchards there was an of scab on the unsprayed trees was ground spray reduced ascospore 

extremely heavy spore load, and very low during the period of asco- discharge on the average of about 

even with a ground treatment and spore discharge, but built up later 97 per cent, whether the number of 

three tree-spray applications before under the exceptionally favorable spores produced was large or small. 

bloom, a tree spray in bloom was conditions for scab infection until at However, in orchards in which the 

needed for satisfactory control. In harvest 100 per cent of the fruit fungus was present at a very high 

the experimental work, the program was scabbed. level, the supply of ascospores dis-
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charged after the ground treatment in the state for those who are ex- possible from surface water, but the 
was about as large as the supply in periencing difficulty with standard application can be made while the 
the experimental orchard before the tree spray methods alone. It is leaves are still moist, The exact 
ground treatment. The ascospore recommended that special considera- time required for the Elgetol to be 
supply was, therefore, at a very low tion be given to timeliness and effective in case rain follows soon 
level in the experimental orchard thoroughness of both ground and after the application is not known, 
after the ground spray. While in tree spraying. but in experiments it has been ef- 
severely infested orchards, the Additional information regard- fective in a 3-hour period. Until 
ground treatment greatly aids con- ing the modification in the spray further information is available, it 
trol in the first year, its best effec- boom or details of spray programs is suggested that an effort be made 
tiveness is to be expected during can be had by writing the-Depart- to work at such times that a period 
successive years of good ground and ment of Plant Pathology of the of at least three hours without 
tree spraying. Wisconsin Agricultural Station. rain seems probable. It is well un- 

Even with the fungus at a low When and How to Apply der Wisconsin conditions to use the 
survival level following good prac- the Ground Spr: PP earliest favorable opportunity to 

tices of ground and tree spraying, pray apply the ground spray, or un- 
growers are cautioned against re- The following sections from last favorable weather may delay it past 
laxing in the number or thorough- year’s report are reprinted for the the time of best effectiveness. 
ness of tree spray applications, The convenience of growers who may If the ground spray is applied by 
ground spray is a supplementary wish to use the ground spray. means of a spray boom, it is usual- 
measure that may greatly aid in The ground spray should be ap- ly more practical with most spray 
scab control, but it can not take the plied in the spring after the ground igs to treat the area between two 
place of an adequate tree spray jis in suitable condition and before rows of trees in two trips. The 
program. the buds have broken enough to ex- boom is attached in such a way that 

The results of the past season pose tissues susceptible to scab in- the rig can be driven in each direc- 
warrant continuation of the recom- fection. In Wisconsin this will usu- tion right down the middle of the 
mendation of combined ground and ally be in a period of about two area between two rows of trees, and 
tree spraying for apple scab control weeks before the first tree spray the nozzles are placed so that there 
in the Peninsular and Lake Shore for scab control (delayed dormant), will be about a foot to a foot and 
areas of Wisconsin and elsewhere The ground should be as free as (Continued on page 177) 

e 

Fruit Growers Needs- 
INSECTICIDES - - - 
ARSENATE OF LEAD — ELGETOL — LIME SULFUR — NICOTINE SULPHATE 
SPREADER STICKERS — MIKE SULFUR — FLOTATION SULFUR PASTE — BOR- 
DEAUX MIXTURE — COPPER SULPHATE — CALCIUM ARSENATE — ROTENONE 
DUST — PYRETHRUM DUST — — 

D-D-T DUST AND SPRAYS — 
PRUNING TOOLS LADDERS 
GRAFTING TAPE SPRAY HOSE 
TREE SEAL SPRAY GUNS 
PICKING BAGS NOZZLES 
DUSTERS SPRAYER REPAIR PARTS and 

ACCESSORIES 
Please Write For Quotations 

If You Are A Member of A Spray Ring Give Names of Officers — — To Receive 
Wholesale Price List — — 

GLENN A. DUNN, Manager 
F. R. GIFFORD COMPANY 

2138 University Ave. Madison-5, Wisconsin 
Telephone Fairchild 2840 — 24 Hour Phone Service
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. CHES 
PLES, PEARS, PEA For almost half a century, General Chemical Com- FOR AP ' its and Vegetab' e 

pany has been a leader in the development and manu- and Other Frut 
facture of insecticides for agricultural and general pest 
control. Naturally, then—as a major producer of DDT 
as well—the Company has taken an early and continuous Accordingly, General Chemical offers a line of DDT 
part in the intensive laboratory and field investigations of Spray and Dust Materials that are the result of broad 
DDT. Out of this test work have come certain determina- laboratory and field research . . . and backed by the price- 
tions regarding physical forms, specific toxicities, and less experience gained during decades of close association 
compatibilities with other chemicals. with growers in providing their insecticide requirements. 

ner 
oo . 

GENICIDE-A For Combined Control GENITOX S50 50% DDT for Apples, 
of CODLING MOTH and MITES Contains 50% DDT? milled Peaches, Grapes, etc. 

DDT beariog Genicide is now offered to apple and pear with an especially Selecred'cactier to’ make a voectabl aand 
growers as the best combined control for codling moth and ture that is of ultra-fine particle size, is readii 'y wettable ani 
mites, in line with healthy foliage and good fruit finish. The has shown no tendency to agglomerate in spray tanks, 
new product is known as Genicide-A, and combines DDT whether in very hard or very soft waters. Genitox S50 will 
with the basic organic chemical, Genicide, a development of cover fruit and foliage exceptionally well without excessive 
General Chemical Research, run-off. It may be used wherever DDT is suggested or rec- 

Gomiclde has . background of several years ot foster ommended by Federal or State experiment stations, 
and has been orchard tested from coast to coast for contro! . ‘ i 
of codling moth and mites. Recent work by experiment sta- On Ab ples, Genitox S50 is ved for sore of codling nee 
tion investigators—utilizing Genicide in the DDT codling leaf hopper, green apple aphis and Japanese beetles. On 
moth program—has proved the value of Genicide as a mite Peaches:—For control of Oriental fruit moth. On eastern- 
control. This work has also shown that the use of DDT grown varieties of grapes:—For berry moth, leaf hopper, and 
alone in the codling moth spray program can result in severe rose chafer, 

puild-up of mites and costly damage, from mid-season to Genitox S50 has given good kill of certain other insects 
Genicide-A is started in about the third first-brood cover that attack fruits and vegetables and is under investigation 

spray inthe DDT codling moth program. It gives the grower for others. 
a continuation of DDT protection, in addition protects Genitox $50 is also the most economical form of DDT for 
against mite damage ++. and at the same time removes the spraying barns, cattle, food-processing plants, storage build- 

fear of injury to foliage or fruit. Further, Genicide-A also ings, bunk houses, etc., for control of flies, lice, bedbugs, 
provides control of Japanese beetle, leaf hoppers and green roaches and stored-product insects, 

: apple aphis, tTechnical Grade 
your Orchard Brand dealer or write for particulars as . 

to when and how to use Genicide-A for combined control of COMPATIBILITY: Genicide-A and Genitox S50 are compatible 
codling moth and mites, with all commonly-used copper and sulfur fungicides, 

Some Other Items in General Chemical’s Extensive Line of DDT Products 

GENITOX* 0-50: A 50% DDT for prepara- GENICOP* DUST BASE: A finely milled, in- 6% Metallic Copper; primarily for the po-' 
tion of dusts. timately combined DoE Nesasl Copper tato grower. 

Concentrate, containing no clay or other «bead 
GENICOP* SPRAY POWDER: A combinatio of carrier. For making DDT-Copper dust mix. SENIDUST* D-5 and O-3: Agricultural dusts 
DDT and Resual Copper with no ineft tures. of 5% and 3% DDT content respectively. 
carrier or diluent. It is designed particu- x GENITOL* EM-: H i 
larly for potatoes, but will find uses on  SENICOP* 3-6 DUST: Contains 3% DDT and ace 250% DOT cantante ay rie 
other crops. —— use with water.) 

| SS 

FOLLOW ADVICE OF LOCAL EXPERIMENT | 
STATIONS: In the use of DDT insecticides, | GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY 
the Brower shed be Buided by the ae 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 
of or State authorities . . . being | W’spmavs « DUSTS) ‘ : p 
sure to use only the DDT materials he SPRAYS & DUSTS, Sunsio'’. Chariot (eG) Chicago > Gurelands Demers bases Harton 
knows can be relied upon for scientific and ] Kansas City + Los Angeles + Minneapolis - New York » Philadelphia . Pittsburgh 
uniform compounding. Je Providence (R. 1.) + an Francaco Seattle « Bt. Louls + Ucn (N. ¥.) + Wenatchee 

oe In Wisconsin: General Chemlcal Wisconsin Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis. 
‘Trade Marks, General Chemical Company **Reg. U.8. Pat. Off. In Canada: The Wichols Chemical Company, Limited . Montreal . Toronto . Vancouver
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WISCONSIN APPLE the state, there will be special em- The visitor had heard the cus- 
INSTITUTE PLANS NEW phasis on the Milwaukee market. tomer’s side of it on the way West, 
PROGRAM FOR 1946 The cooperation of the Wisconsin during a stop in Chicago, in a con- 

The Board of Directors of the Department of Agriculture will be versation with a prosperous busi- 
Wisconsin Apple Institute met at solicited for this program, as well ness man. It was almost a mono- 
Oshkosh on January 30 to lay plans 2S the College of Agriculture and logue, and you can hear many like 

for a program of work for the bene- Radio Stations. . it: 
fit of the apple industry during The desirability of holding an ap- “In the apple business, you said? 
1946, ple pie baking contest for girls was Say, I’ve been wanting to meet an 

The officers were all reelected. ‘iscussed briefly. see apple man and ask him what’s the 
They are, Mr. C. J. Telfer, Green The Board again voted to join the matter. Apples are the fruit I like, 
Bay, president; Mr. Wm. F. Con- National Apple Institute and send put half the time we get stung. I es- 
nell, Menomonie, vice-president ; annual dues, and appointed the pecially like those beautiful Delici- 
Mr. Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg, president as delegate to the annual ous from out West. But I get so 

recording secretary-treasurer; Mr, Convention of the National in  garned mad when I settle down at 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, corres- Washington. home of an evening with the paper, 
onding secretary,  eamey ea and bite into a nice-looking apple, 

° ‘Arnold Nieman, Treasurer, re- APPLE MEN LOOK TO and it’s no good. Mealy. Insipid. 
ported a balance on hand of $1,250.- THE FUTURE Or something else wrong. Don’t 
46. Dues for 1946 are now coming By Truman Nold, National they grow good apples any more? 
in. Apple Institute Take last week; wife brought some 

H. J. Rahmlow reported that the The Call is for Research: Where Delicious home from the store. Paid 
first issue of 10,000 copies of the apple men get together, the talk @ high price. Prettiest apples you 
booklet “36 Ways to Use Wiscon- was less of this season’s crop and ever saw. No, this time they weren,t 
sin Apples” was entirely gone. market, than of next season’s and mealy—the doggone things were 
Many county agents and home the ones to follow. This was no hard and starchy: I could just as 
agents have purchased booklets for guessing game. The word was “Re- well have been eating a raw potato. 
distribution. Some members have search” and it was on everyone’s So I laid down the law and said 
also purchased their supply. Others lips; and meaning, at first, many we'd just cut out buying apples. But 
have indicated they will need a sup- different things to as many differ- I gave in again last night. On the 
ply this coming season. The Board ent men. But the central purpose “El” home I was reading a maga- 
thereupon voted to have 20,000 was the same. (Continued on page 182) 
copies printed at once. The Institute 
will continue to cooperate with the 

Radio Stations WHA and WLBL USED SPRAYERS 
in the distribution of booklets. 

To Take Part in State Fair CONSIDER THESE FACTS 

Exhibit 1. Only a limited number of new sprayers will be available 
The Wisconsin State Fair has this season, and these have already been sold. 

offered to cooperate with the apple 2. Last month we sold over half of our used sprayers 
industry and give larger space for 

a display of the fruit industry. Ex- BUT— 
hibits by fruit grower organizations We still have a FEW used sprayers left. 
and individuals, showing new and 

old apple varieties, apple by-prod- REMEMBER— 

ucts, use of apples in the diet, road- Our used sprayers have been completely overhauled, and will 
side stands, packing house scenes, do a real spraying job. 
orchard scenes and other types of 
displays will be featured. ACT NOW ! 

The Board voted that the Wis- We carry a complete line of spraying accessories, including 
consin Apple Institute cooperate by guns, high pressure hose, refillers, valves, etc. 
preparing a large exhibit which will ___ 
probably represent the use of . 

apples. , SAM GOLDMAN 
A Wisconsin Apple Week is plan- STURGEON BAY, WISCONSIN 

ned for some time late in Septem- 
ber. While publicity will go all over
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Balanced Manuring 
W. G. Ogg, ad Hugh Nicol (In Scottish Journal of Agriculture ) 

What is behind the rivalry be- evil, however, has its correction— of good, healthy crops depends on 

tween the old standby, manure, and _ liming. so many other factors (moisture, 

inorganic (mineral) fertilizers? Is Soil eroison may occur on land temperature, and sunshine) that a 
a: . heavily fertilized. Rather than be- crop failure cannot be blamed wholly 

fertilizer actually harmful, is ma- ” x 2 a : 

P ing a case of post hoc ergo propter 0M fertilizer. In reference to quali- 

nure the complete answer to soil fer- hoc, the erosion may stem from ty, nO significant difference has been 

tility ? poor farm practices as, for example, found in the vitamin content of ma- 

Ever since their introduction in- the lack of crop rotation in many nured as compared to fertilized 

to horticultural practice, inorganic agricultural areas. Organic matter CTOPS. 

fertilizers have not been fully ac- in the soil helps to prevent erosion Balanced Manuring 

cepted. The opposition is led by but that is scarcely an argument 

proponents of fallacies, who object against the use of fertilizers. A The controversy over manures 

to their use for various reasons: soil with a complete supply of avail- versus mineral fertilizers arises 

they poison the soil, bring about able nutrients will produce bigger from confusion of thought and fail- 

erosion, injure the quality of crops, crops possessing more root yardage re to understand the problem. 

lower disease resistance of plants, and hence more potential organic Manures have their place. They im- 

and even harm farm animals. Dis- matter. prove the physical condition of the 

regarding the fact that farming in . oy soil and usually contain a wide 
itself is an offense against Nature, Chemical Fertilizers rai of nutri h: Il th , nge utrients, perhaps all that 

the opponents decry the use of “art- Not Harmful are necessary for plant growth. Of- 

ificial fertilizers and advocate com- The claim that fertilizers adver- ten, however, the nutrients are bad- 

plete reliance upon the products of ely affect soil bacteria has no scien- ly balanced, and it is necessary to 

the farm such as green manure, tific hacking. The chief role of these Supplement them with fertilizers. 
composts, and animal manure. So organisms is to break down organ- The recent discoveries of vitamins 

far there 1S NG scientific evidence j. matter into forms of nutrient @Md other organic growth substan- 

verifying their beliefs. . usuable by plant life—nutrient simi- ces suggest that manure may owe 
At the Rothamsted Experimental r rovi fertilizers! Special virtue to such substances, 

. : + do PCHIN lar to that provided by fertilizers! Me rte 

Station, experimentation in soilsand More organisms are present in ma- but investigations to date have re- 

plant nutrition has been in progress nured soils, of course, because they vealed no such information. 

for a century. Although not de- are concerned with processes of de- Fertilizers, on the other hand, 

signed on modern lines, these ex- composition, but there is no evi- contain the necessary nutrients in a 

periments have yielded valuable in- dence that the application of ferti- concentrated form, a form easily 

formation about the relative values Jizers injures them. Neither have applied and quickly available to 

of organic manures and inorganic fertilizers been found to reduce the plants. With an intelligent use of 

fertilizers in enriching the soil. earthworm population of ordinary the mixtures on the market, a per- 

Other institutions throughout the — goil, “fect balance can be provided. 

world have had similar programs of As for plants being more  sus- The amount of manure available 
research; the conclusions presented ceptible to insect, fungus, and virus is insufficient for the needs of pre- 

helow are, therefore, the results of attacks because they were grown Sent day agriculture, and restriction 
widespread scientific investigation. Gy fertilized soil—experiments at of manuring would undoubtedly 

Alleged Harmful Effects Rothamsted point the other way. bring about a great increase in the 

of Fertilizers The use of fertilizer appears to be St of food, leading possibly to 

. . . beneficial to plants in such cases. world famine. 
: There is no evidence that artifi- Addition of organic material may Unfounded beliefs, giving rise to 

cial fertilizers are harmful to the actually increase some types of the idea that fertilizers are harm- 

chemical and physical condition of  ..ot-disease fungi and may reduce ful, should be discarded. Both ma- 

the ey on eer heavy others, depending upon the char- ure and fertilizers have their uses, 

septation of fetes fora nds er ofthe paste andthe Kind 14 they shuld be cone r 1 < complements rather than as rivals. 
fect on soil. The use of sulfate of of plant. a. coo. ® 
ammonia is, of course, an excep- Do fertilizers have an injurious —Condensed from the Scottish 

tion, since in hastening the removal effect upon the composition and Journal of Agriculture, January, 

of lime, it leads to soil acidity. This quality of the produce? The growth 1945.
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HOW TO GROW EVER- came scarce, children had to work Professor: What is your idea of 
BEARING STRAWBERRIES on the home place. civilization? 
Everbearing varieties during the Some strawberry growers think Student: It’s a good idea. Some- 

first few weeks must build up the that it will be difficult to get large one ought to start it. 
strength and vitality to produce crews of pickers in the future and 
fruit this year as well as to con- suggest that acreages be small but 
tinue growth. well cared for, insisting that there §TRAWBERRY AND RASP- 

Need Moisture is more profit in moderate acreage BERRY PLANTS 
Set good strong plants on well of high quality and high production 

prepared land and at them early than in large acreages of poor Minn. 1166, Brunes Marvel, 
on soil that is retentive of moisture berries. Gemzata, Gem, Progressive, 
or where water can be applied or = a Wayzata everbearing strawberry 
conserved by mulch. “Do you think our new neighbors plants. Beaver, Premier, Catskill Cut off the spring blossoms as are desirable people?’ asked the Junebearing strawberries. Rasp- 
soon as they appear and remove man of the house, berries, Evergreens, Fruit trees, 
the summer blossom clusters at each “Qh, yes,” replied the wife. “I Shrubs. Price list. Hall Nursery, 
hoeing until about the middle of watched them unload their belong- Elmwood, Wisconsin. 
July. . ings. They have a lawn mower and 

Everbearers give a greater res- their own garden tools.” SSS 
ponse in fall fruit production to —_————— 
liberal applications of stable ma- 
nure broadcast before planting than Everything you need in 
to any one thing we can mention. STRAWBERRY PLANTS ‘ 

Everbearers are often grown by F t V bl 
the hill system, as it is thought the FOR SALE Tul and egeta e 
plants produce more fruit if run- Beaver, Robinson, and 
ners are removed. Where this Premier. $15.00 per Boxes and Crates 
system is used plants may be set vin Rennie per 100. 
closer together. Plants 18 inches a- iking rry plants, 65 years of dependable service 
part in rows 2 feet apart are not $45.00 per 1,000 x . 
too close for hill culture. or $5.00 per 1.00. Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 

Yields. Everbearing plants set Emmett Sullivan, Bayfield, = . 
early on good, moist soil should Wisconsin. Sheboygan, Wiscensia 
yield one pint or more per plant ——— 
during late summer and fall. Much 2 EET) 
better yields are often obtained. licknrmicne KOR woo | 
—From Allen’s Book of Berries. FOR WI ers Book HEADLINERS GARDENS 

RNAMENTAL NEW Hardy Grapes STRAWBERRY NOTES O FLOWERING CRABS Now you can grow high quality 
Government reports show that the | Add beauty to your home gromnde f22Pein Yous own garden, No. wine 

strawberry acreage for harvest in the practical way—by planting Flow- and Blue Jay are delicious, full- 
1946 will be about 20% larger than | sing Crabs. Govgeows Messoms in sised grapes you'll enjoy. EASY TO 
in 1945, but still below the 10-year tive Fokage ‘and delightful shade in . 

average. the saminer. SUNRISE ard Rasebares her 
In Wisconsin we anticipate that RED SILVER Red leaves, flow- eee een say. The 

the acreage increase will be more ers and fruit—leaves have attractive NEW, firm, flavorsome SUNRISE 
than 10% larger because of in- silver. oeunder, side, bears early, has a long season. ore! ‘ HOPA Beautiful, graceful, medium. EASY TO GROW — EASY TO creased planting reports last spring. sized. Large, single, deep rose-col. PICK. 

No doubt the acreage will con- ored blossoms that LAST. Excellent PARADISE Asparagus 
tinue to increase as labor becomes yields of Sve a fruit. Makes You'll say it’s PARADISE too, 
more available. This applies especi- when you taste this NEW asparagus. 
ally to pickers. There are as many | fae ering tice tty neem Large stalls -- mild flavor «heavy children in the country today as fall. Large, delicious fruit. DISE for tess. 

ever before, but they have not been WRITE TODAY for illustrated catalog 70-G available for picking strawberries. . 
There are a number of reasons for ANDREWS NURSERY co. - Faribault, Minnesota 
this, being that as farm help be-
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Uisconsin B® oe fe eping 
« a YY ay ff TSS 

LAA | ——— : OFFI EEKE! ASSOCIATION CIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS Dismact CHAIRMEN 

a) Walter Dichnelt, Menomonee Falls, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. Robt. K Kautson, Fadyemith 

conging Mapg.,henhton, Terere Gen aeme | SOA NS, 

GLEANINGS that bees seldom live longer than six 
FROM HERE AND THERE j\ P weeks in spring and summer, and 

. . iu he Rash , that in each colony a thousand 
Shall we paint our bee hives, Fi ed) ae A} Me young bees are hatched every day 

covers, bottoms? Shall we paint 57's eee Ea vy during the active season, how is it 

the joints, tops and bottoms of hive y Pad ay ou aa rae possible to keep all bees resistant 
bodies? x aly aT Re) alll of the time? 

Dr. C. C. Miller once said that ee S PH Dm TS 
he didn’t paint his hive bodies be- TIME TO 

cause it didn’t pay. hives for several years. It’s the best INSTALL PACKAGE BEES 

The common impression is that thing found yet. Rain cleans the . . . 

paint prevents rot. The U. S. For- marks off by the end of the season. Question : What is bad best time 

est Products Laboratory says it — to install packge bees? 
doesn’t. It prevents wear and of Walter Diehnelt, Jr., of Meno- Answer: Package colonies require 
course improves the appearance. monee Falls is an enthusiastic stu- 10 to 12 weeks to reach full 
However, if moisture gets in con- dent of beekeeping. He has a good strength under favorable food con- 
tact with the lumber, paint prevents microscope and has learned to ex- ditions, i.e. abundant pollen and 
it from drying asrapidly as it would amine bees for Nosema as well as honey for uninterrupted brood rear- 
without paint, and rot, due to fun- other diseases. Early in February ing. The clover honey flow may 
gus, would increase, Painting joints, he stated that he had been examin- begin as early as June 1 or as late 
therefore, has no value. ing bees, scrapings from around the as June 25, depending on the sea- 
Note: We do not paint the portion entrance, and drops of moisture in- son. 
of telephone poles placed in the side hives for Nosema spores. While 
ground. They are treated with creo- in past years he found many spores my 7 ey a ee pou ot 
sote—the material that will prevent from all these sources, this year, he combs of pollen. for each colony, 

rot. says, there are very few—at least installation in late March or early 
— in his section of the state. It may April Id be desirable. if ? 

There has been much discussion _ be therefore, that this will be a very Prt would be cesirab’e, it you can , Race x get delivery. Lacking a food supply 
about the best material for smoker good year for wintering bees and it : 

; ‘i ° ‘ ‘ it may be safer to install packages 
fuel. Several beekeepers have said will be interesting to see if Nosema sae A 

5 : ; : spring like 1945, late April packages 
recently that while there may be builds up this spring. April 18 to M 1 bee in 

better fuel they finally turned -to ———— Pre ‘aieed Aue 8 
. ° : a 8 required 35 pounds of honey and 

planer shavings because they could A writer from Missouri in the continued pollen feeding up to the 
buy them by the bale and always American Bee Journal states it is +4 dle of Tune & uP 
have them quickly available. his firm conviction that by feeding . 

— sulfathiazol to bees they “build up When necessary to install pack- 
Have a can of kerosene handy. to their native strength and are ages on foundation, May 1 or at 

It’s excellent used on an oil stone strong, vigorous and resistant.” He the beginning of dandelion or fruit 
for sharpening knives and tools bet- thinks that in this way the bees be- bloom is best. Sugar syrup (2:1) 
ter than light lubricating oil. come resistant and are able to get should be fed until all combs in the 

Soak a rag with kerosene and see_ rid of A.F.B. and that the Sulfa brood chambers are drawn or a 
how quickly you can polish the bath drug also enables them to get rid of honey flow develops so the bees 
tub and lavatory. Nosema. The theory sounds beau- stop taking syrup. Pollen collection 

——. tiful indeed and one that we would may be intermittent due to bad 
We have used carpenter’s chalk like to grasp at like a drowning weather so cakes of soybeah flour 

for making notes on the back of man at a straw. But considering should be provided.
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Remember that package bees BEEKEEPERS MEETINGS 
have value only for the brood they — 

rear in developing a full-strength FOX RIVER VALLEY DISTRICT 
colony. A productive queen, abun- CITY HALL, APPLETON 

dant honey (or sugar), adequate TUESDAY, APRIL 2 
pollen, and sufficient time to devel- —_—_ 

op the population are essential. CENTRAL WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS MEETING 
NATIONAL FEDERATION , ODD FELLOWS HALL, MARSHFIELD, 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10—10:30 a. m. 
egy ad eae (Hall is over Trudeau’s Cafe, 240 South Main Street) 

e National Federation o ee- 

keepers Associations met in Indian- FROGRAM 
apolis January 14-17. Present from poi nt. Renaunceioent Gy Eresident Cornelius Meyer and W. Diehnelt. 

Wisconsin was our delegate Mr. What we have learned about Nosema. The new test for A.F.B. Comments 
Walter Diehnelt, Mrs. Walter Dieh- on bee diseases: John F. Long, Deputy Inspector, Madison 4 foe AEE 

‘ 11:15 am. Disease eradication program for . Sulfa drug for A.F.B. 

nelt, Mr. James Gwin, Secretary of control. The national situation. James Gwin, Chief, Division Bees and Honey, 
the National Inspector’s Associa- Madison. 
tion, Dr. C, L. Farrar, Prof. W. C. 12:00 m. Payment of dues. Mr. John Long will examine bees brought in 

Roberts, Mrs. Harriett Grace, for identineation of Nosema. Bring in either dead bees or spots from around 

American Honey Institute, Mr. 1:30 p.m. The sweet clover and buckwheat crop situation in the Fox River 

Charles Zellner of Green Bay, Mr. Valley. ate. J. it Magne, County Agent, “Appleton: for Central Wisconsin by 
county Agen . R. Lathrope, isconsin Rapids. 

and Mrs. Carl Aeppler, Oconomo- 2:00 p.m. Report on national meeting of Federation of State Beekeepers 
woc, Mr. Steve Parks, and Lewis Associations. Future of the beekeeping industry. Walter Diehnelt, President 
W. Parks, Watertown, chairman of State Beekeepers Association, Menomonee Falls. 

2 ae 2:30 p.m. How to raise your own queens, illustrated with colored movie. 
he A H I tl Mrs. Joe Mile. ee Comments on spring sn sniper mmassasemoont of bees. H. J. Rahmlow, Secre- 

an rs. Joe Mills, an rs. A. J. tary State Horticultural Society, Madison. 
Schultz, Ripon. J 3:30 p. m. Business meeting and election of officers. 

Dues of State Associations was_—_—_—— 
et - five cents per member, es program. REPORT OF SULFA TREAT- 

individual beekeeperdues at $5.00. Officers elected for 1946 are: MENT FOR A. F. B. AT 
Srl = = hl ea President, Mrs. H. J. Rahmlow, NATIONAL MEETING 

olzberlein, President, Colorado; Madison; Vice-president, Mrs. Ho- a i . , ’ . C. D. Fi 
Lewis M. White of Oregon, Vice- ward Weaver of Texas; Secretary- th a S t ee > en of 
President. Regional representatives Treasurer, Mrs. C. R. Corey, 907 N. ae ee ee eee ee eee ee 
composing the Board of Directors Division St., Creston, Iowa. Direc- ee and Se nae pene 

are: Woodrow Miller, California; tor, Mrs. Reva Todd, Des Moines, i say — we "sulfa d o teat. 
Ralph Barnes, Nebraska; Charles [owa. a fo ae = oe ‘ a , 
Hoffman, Minnesota; Burrell Lane, + a witatt ‘ Ment TOF: As. F.. 22: COMET a8 Batcte 

. ” us An invitation was received from eq from discussion on the subject at 
New York; G. G. Puett, Georgia; Tampa, Florida, to hold the next ‘ ‘ Glenn Jones, Iowa, Secretary- ipa; + # TO MOF the convention of the National Fed- 
Treasurer. , meeting in that city in January, eration of Beekeepers Associations 

Mr. James Gwin reports that the Eels, Mipaeisonihas: eens Saleen, in Indianapolis. 
state inspectors had a very success- SOUTHERN DISTRICT “Several reports on Sufla experi- 
ful meeting and came to an agree- TI ments were brought to the meeting, 

1 BEEKEEPERS MEETING . 
ment upon matters of state inspec- _ 7 but the concensus of the meeting 
tion and permits for moving bees. The Southern District of the Wis- could be interpreted as follows: (1) 
The American Honey Institute re- Consin Beekeepers Association had No one secured 100% cure of 
ported a successful year. According 47 excellent meeting with large at- American Foul Brood. (2) All lab- 
to Mr. Parks and Mrs. Grace the tendance at Janesville February 13 oratory tests gave negative results; 
annual budget is now over $15,000 spite of icy roads and a blizzard. none of the Sulfa drugs affected the 
per year and the Institute is pub- Officers elected for the coming Bacillus larvae organism while in 
lishing booklets, recipes and other year are Mr. Ivan Whiting, Rock- the spore stage in plate cultures. 
materials at a cost of over $10,000 ford, President; M. L. Osborn, Be- (3) All beekeepers trying the drug 
per year. Sixty thousand copies of loit, Vice-President; and the Rev. especially when it is fed in sugar 
“Qld Favorite Honey Recipes” has FF. C. Richardson, 1130 Wisconsin syrup solution seemed to temporar- 

. is * po! 
recently been printed. Avenue, Beloit, Secretary-Treasur- ily curb the spread of the disease 
Woman’s Auxiliary Has Meeting er. A large number of memberships but it broke out just as bad as be- 

The Woman’s Auxiliary had a were taken in at the meeting. fore when the feeding ceased. (4) 
business meeting and _ interesting cea Sulfathiozine fed according to in-
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structions seemed to induce nervous wax paper, then place this cake U. W. BEEKEEPING 
disorders in the bees and several right on the frames above the clus- LABORATORY PRODUCED 
dead bees appeared at the fronts of _ ter. Reason: this will not take much BUMPER HONEY CROP 
the hives. (5) Cellsexamined where time and will be of much more IN 1945 
healthy brood was raised showed value. It is during periods of cold, * * 
‘scales of American Foul Brood rainy weather in spring, that colo- Experimental colonies of bees, 

+ . A z , maintained under advanced bee- 
covered with a cocoon case from _ nies need it, and then they can’t get : : 
the new bee. (6) None of the states it outside. Inspect your colonies. keeping Practices, produced a good 
represented ‘ permitted the use of —_ a of oe at KE . 
Sulfa drugs to treat American Foul ATTA, Weck SODers bl oe 
Brood.” DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS Stephen of the North Central States 

neOes MEETING AT MARSHFIELD Bee Culture Laboratory. 

At the suggestion of President Intensive beekeeping management 
QUESTIONS ABOUT Walter Diehnelt of the Wisconsin paid off excellently last year, 40 

BEEKEEPING Beekeepers Association, we have ar- pila gee one provers an 
tion: d lik ranged with Mr. Ernest L. Schroe- average 0 ) pounds of honey 

ne ee woul ote hay der, President of the Wood County apiece. The yield for 20 single 
sdeeet ee. We the basa Beekeepers Association at Marsh- queen colonies averaged 285 pounds, 

atk i shipper? field, and County Agent H. R. and 190 package colonies averaged 

ieee : , Lathrope of Wisconsin Rapids, to 214 pounds. Answer: Sorry, we don’t know. Ca és The 250 duci lonies th 
The demand for packages has ex- hold a district meeting of the State e producing colonies thus 

Association at Marshfifield on Wed- averaged 256 pounds of honey a- 
ceeded the supply for several years, day, April 10 jece, in addition to the 60 ds 
except for delivery dates too late to MESC@Y, PrN AM. , sired for’ wititer stored eas 
be practical. Divide your orders It will be held in the Odd Fel- ie b ield obtained du i h 

hi i lish lows Hall over Trudeau’s Cafe, 240 the best yield obtain uring the whenever possible and_ establis : : hi he labo Lge bi 
from 10 to 20 per cent additional South Main Street. Program is pub: eigut years the laboratory has’ been 
queens in reserve nuclei so you lished in this issue. aS oo by 7 ine cent 
can make prompt replacement of Beekeepers from Clark, Mara- cee din eeven are OF the (Pree 
queens lost or those incapable of thon, Wood and surrounding coun- 8 y a Mi h of 1945 

ildi i ‘ ties are invited to attend a full day Warm weather in March of 1945 building productive colonies. a . a 1 h 1 
district meeting with excellent pro- ee ae = o os pales 

vestion: : gram. Other district meetings have I Me ned then, bu weather 
$0 ae pee i ae ae been so welll attended we anticipate through April, May, and most of 

last week in March, but ‘since they @ good attendance in this new dis- Je Deeverted then fst bee ade: packe’ 1 do ree like te open trict. active at ust time. Beekeepers es 
go re not alert t extr, - 

them that early. Is there danger of hha and sovbéain flour during This 
brood chilling and the colony being BEES SMUGGLE HONEY period commonly reported their 

set beck by opening them in cold ACROSS THE BORDER colonies were in worse shape at the 
weather ? . . This is the first time we have start of the honey flow about June 

Answer: There is no ill effect eyer heard of bees smuggling honey 22 than they were the first part of 
~~ _ off = ae Placing a across the border of one country April. 
soybean flour cake on the frames, jnto another. [In a news release from Colonies weakened in this man- 
and closing the hive again even if Berne, Switzerland, we found this: ner in late winter, spring or early 
the temperature is as low as 20 “A swiss trader used to get a summer spend much of the honey- 
above zero. We have even quickly superior honey from Italy. When flow period building up their popu- 
examined combs in temperatures of export of Italian honey was barred, lations instead of efficiently pro- 
35 degrees F. when there wasn’t he got word to his Italian purveyor ducing honey. Only the fact that 
any wind blowing, without ill effect. to bring his pots of honey and leave the honey flow lasted a long time 

. —_——_ . them open at the edge of the forest in 1945 enabled such colonies to 
Question: I have 20 colonies of near the barbed wire along the produce a fair amount of honey. 

most at like to i some border. ] —University of Wisconsin News 
soybean Hour'this spring. Ow can “While the Italian was doing /tem. 
I feed it dry to best advantage in this, the Swiss moved his beehives = 
the open? to the other side of the valley, Uncle Levi Zink Says: —One’s 

Answer: Don’t feed it dry. Stir about 1,000 yards from where the about as bad as the other— the 
the flour into a sugar syrup made honey stood. Within three days the wife who drives from the back seat, 

of two parts of sugar and one of bees had brought 200 pounds of and the husband who cooks from 
water. Place about a pound on some Italian honey into Switzerland.” the dining room table.
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‘NOT ENOUGH HONEY 1935 was 36.2 pounds; the average 
BEING PRODUCED for 1943 was 38.9 pounds; the HONEY WANTED 

Research Committee of the average for 1944 was 35.5 pounds Cash paid for cars and less 
National Federation Gives per colony. Iowa produced in 1943 [than cars comb and extracted 
Opinions on Important an average of 47 pounds per colony ffhoney. Mail sample and_ best 

Problems and in 1944 an average of 61 [[price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
One of the important committees pounds per colony. Minnesota pro- {{ Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

of the National Federation of State duced in 1943 an average 61 pounds 
Beekeepers Association, is the re- per colony and in 1944 an average 
search committee. At the annual of 53 pounds per colony. California 
convention in Indianapolis in Janu- produced in 1943 an average of 63 Honey 

ary the committee made these signi- pounds per colony and in 1944 an ° 
ficant statements: average of 35 pounds per colony. Containers 

“Our industry is unable to pro- vee io represent less than Wainew haven good wipily ot 

duce enough honey at the present one-third the amount of honey that 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails. 
time to meet a normal brisk demand should have been produced. It is Also the 5 Ib., 3 Ib., 2 Ib. and 1# 
in ordinary peace times and in times ‘tue that the weather conditions and <6 os; zines) jars: “Wei ‘can 
of national emergency, such as now fe somewhat to blame at times, mane immediate shipment. 

: indi ‘o insure prompt service, or- exists, when staple sweets are very ee the ne aT re der your Association labels now 
short, our production is totally in- ©- +. Harrar, of the Unite es for your new honey crop. 
adequate. If it were not for the va- Bee Culture Laboratory, has shown Write for complete Price List. 
lue of the honey bee as a pollina- how to produce ten times the forty Order through your State Bee- 
tor of agricultural crops, we would Pounds per colony which is at pres- keepers Association. 

not have received recognition from ent the national average production 
the national governing bodies. Our e ee Southern en Bee Honey Acres 
supplies would have been seriously Culture Laboratory has shown the 
restricted during the period we have Package shopper how to produce MENOMONEE:EALis WES 
just passed through. You can easily S!X times as many bees per colony. 

realize just what this would have It is safe to say nes the eed 
meant to us if such a condition apiculture practices been employed, 

should have existed. Now that ll of the above figures could have BONEY SECTIONS 
i i led. We jecause of e shortages in 

peace appears to be possible, we been doubled if not trebl ooden t the pro- 
will soon have to return to the mat- must make a better showing than dastion of comb Toney. Sectlows 

ter of competition with other sweets. this for surely these results cannot are plentiful and comb honey is 
If we have any hope of keeping be regarded with complacency. not under a ceiling price. 

good prices for our product, we will SSS WOODEN WARE 
be forced to create a consistent de- Marriage is a process for finding Like every other bee supply 

mand for them by a national adver-  oyt what sort of a guy your wife dealer we are very short on 
tising program, but, unless we can would have preferred, hives, frames, covers, etc. When 

produce the goods we advertise con- A ist i h the lumber strikes are settled we 
fistently every year, and i i n egotist is not a man who | ill again have a full line of 
tes ee ae Sh a cet. the de. thinks too much of himself; he is a wooden ware. 

m inks too little of oth 
mand created by our advertising, it on id thinks too little of other FOUNDATION AND 

would be useless for us to under- P°P™ OTHER SUPPLIES 
take such an advertising program, We have a complete stock of 

in which event we will have to de- BEES AND EQUIPMENT fundations, veils, smokers, gloves, 

pend, as we have in the past, on the Bécaitse my, son'ts: going overs oe tools, and other bee sup- 

benevolence of others to carry us a- ema ® " . 

long. That will also mean that we ag ant i me, te 
will have to take what they are will- oe, nt “a 5 large AUGUST LOTZ 

ing to pay, and, as you can no doubt ( : . 
+ double hive body) colonies and 

recall from past experience, that two smaller (single hive body) COMP. ANY 
was not very much. . . . 

colonies, pure Italian bees, big 

Colony Production Low producers; all equipment, which MANUFACTURERS 
. ee * AND JOBBERS 

“At the present time, the bee- is in excellent condition, for han- of 

| keeping fraternity is producing less dling a small apiary. Priced very BEE SUPPLIES 
honey per colony than should be reasonable. Write Mrs. Nels BOYD WISCONSIN 

| produced, The national average for Thompson, R. 2, Chetek, Wis. 2 ——__
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MACOUN APPLE LIKES 

HAS POSSIBILITIES WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 

A letter from Prof. Richard 7 FOR ADVERTISING 

Wellington of the New York Ex- ad ie Mr. J. C. Gartman of Gartman’s 

periment Station, Geneva, has this een ye Pe} Lakeview Gardens, Fond du Lac, 

to say about the Macoun apple: Oe hes, SESE writes in a letter on February 3, 
“Many people consider the Ma- yee? é $i placing an ad for the March issue, 

coun one of our best quality apples Fame as follows: 

and I know of one grower who will 3 “Per dollar spent I had more 
grow no more McIntosh because he business from Wisconsin Horti- 

considers Macoun superior. There culture than any other advertising.” 
is still a question about its produc- He adds, “I am moving my nurs- 
tion and one of our growers states ery to a new location 2% miles 
that he would have to secure at least north on Highway 45 to a six acre 
25 cents a bushel more for this va- piece of land with better soil, and 
riety than for McIntosh. This , ' expect to have 135 varieties of 
would not be difficult if one could mums in bloom this fall so stop in 
contact consumers and sell direct. LONICERA TATARICA and see them.” 
It might be more difficult to obtain The Tatarian Honeysuckle is one of a 
this extra price on the general mar- the most common planted honeysuckle. CHAMPION VICTORY 

ket.” It varies greatly so many varieties can GARDENER 

————S—S—— be selected. Native of eastern part of 
FRUIT GROWERS LIKE United States. Jim G. Brown of Nashville, Ten- 

BOOKLET “36 WAYS TO USE —— nessee, is the champion victory gar- 
WISCONSIN APPLES” WISCONSIN IRIS SOCIETY — dener in 1945, according to the Na- 

“The Directors of the Milwau- ANNUAL DINNER PARTY tional Garden Institute and receiv- 
kee Fruit Growers Association In a setting of Christmas decora- ed an award of $1,250 in savings 
heartily favor the use of the fine tions the Wisconsin Iris Society en- bonds. 
publication “36 Ways to Use Wis- joyed a lovely dinner at the City The statement of his production 
consin Appes,” as a gift with sales Club, Milwaukee, on December ona 100x150 foot garden is some- 

of apples, “writes County Agent S. 10th. thing for all victory gardeners to 

S. Mathisen of Milwaukee County. A lecture was given by Mrs, shoot at. He works in a railroad 
Ths Association ordered 2500 Ralph E. Richter, Sioux City, Iowa, office five and one-half days a week. 

copies to be used for the Home- exhibition chairman for American In addition to vegetables his garden 

makers groups of the county. This Iris Society since 1933, on the cul- produced peaches, apples, plums, 
will not be available until new ture of iris. She recommended well grapes and cherries. He kept a cow 
edition is printed. rotted cow manure as a fertilizer, and 75 chickens. Mrs. Brown can- 
a Excelsior or marsh hay was sug- ned 118 jars of fruit and 572 jars 

AMERICAN DAHLIA SOCIETY gested as being good covering ma- of vegetables, and more than 100 
ELECTS OFFICERS terial for winter. She advised Cop- friends and relatives received sur- 

The American Dahlia Society per Card, manufactured by Pitts- plus. While they did not sell any, 
met in New York City January 19 burgh Plate Glass Company, for they estimated they saved from 
and elected as the new president, control of iris borer, one of our $600 to $1,000 per year. They grew 
Gordon F. Waaser or Freeport, most common iris pests. 50 varieties of flowers and had 100 
Long Island who has edited the So- In addition to cultural directions, urns, window boxes and pots filled 

ciety’s quarterly bulletin for nine slides were shown of some new and with house plants. 

years. Dr. Ward H. Cook, Tucka- finer irises and also of some that —_ 

hoe, N. Y. was reelected secretary- will not be introduced until 1946. Saleslady (at greeting card coun- 

treasurer. Intermediate irises in the early gar- ter) ; “Here’s one with a lovely bit 

Vice - president George Currie, den were discussed. of sentiment—“To the One, and 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin, presented The attendance was excellent. Only Girl I Ever Loved.” 
an illustrated talk with colored Mrs. Edw. Wurst, Milwaukee, Sailor: “Fine I’ll take a dozen of 

slides. Publicity Chairman. ‘em.”
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SPARTAN AND JUBILEE more suitable for southern Wiscon- Elgetol (1 gallon in 200 gallons 
APPLE TREES AVAILABLE sin because of the lateness of the of spray, to be applied 600 gallons 

FOR TESTING season. per acre) should be thoroughly stir- 
Very promising New Varieties The price will be $1.00 per tree, red before it is put into the spray 

To Be Tested by Members postpaid. Limit of two trees per tank. To avoid excessive foaming 

From..a nursery in) British member. Send check for trees to it is well to add the Elgetol after the 
Columbia we have succeeded in re- Wisconsin State Horticultural Soci- tank is filled and just before begin- 
serving a small supply of trees of Sees University Farm Place, ning to spray. If there is still enough 

the two new Canadian apple vari- adison 6, foaming to cause loss of pressure, 

eties, Spartan and Jubilee. . the problem may be met by using 

SPARTAN, This new variety is (Contioned from page 167) smaller’ agitator blades or leaving 
a cross of McIntosh by Newtown. SCAB CONTROL om some Of the bales 
It was shown at our convention at EXPERIMENTS The question 1s often asiced 

Fond du Lac, November 1944. A a half of over-laying coverage at whether it is advisable to spray the 
special fruit testing committee ex- each edge of every sprayed strip. 8 bei d with El 1 
amined all varieties shown at that Best results are obtained if “weed- va eng wd a 5 al 

time and recommended only two for discs” are used in the nozzles and if OF EE en te ne trial, the Spartan and the Fireside not advisable, because in most cases 
pi pressures of 450-600 pounds are it is not workable to make efficient 

from Minnesota. ‘ maintained. The best size of disc to application to the ground and trees 
It As excellent in quality, very be used in the nozzles will be deter- st the same ‘time. g 

pleasing flavor, color bright red, mined by the individual cases, but 
heavily washed with dark red, flesh for most rigs No. 3 or No.4 “weed- 
white with pink tinge, moderately discs” usually are most satisfactory. a 
crisp and juicy. Has superior han- The ground spray can be applied fer Treatment 

dling qualities to MclIntosh. The feasibly to small acreages by Where the ground treatment is 
tree is wide spreading and vigorous. means of spray guns. A common used the orchard should not be cul- 
Forms strong crotches, harvest sea- method is for two men to walk back- tivated before the end of the asco- 

son two weeks after McIntosh. wards behind the rig, each using a_ spore discharge period (usually 
Hangs well to the tree. single nozzle gun and spraying only about 2 or 3 weeks after petal-fall 

JUBILEE. This variety was about one-fourth the distance be- in Wisconsin), since this would tend 

highly recommended to us by super- tween two rows. This necessitates to uncover some leaves that escaped 
intendent Leslie of the Morden Ex- two trips down each middle, but is treatment because they were cover- 
periment Station a few years ago. more workable in most cases than ed by others. As long as they re- 
It is a cross between McIntosh and treating the entire middle in one main well covered they cannot dis- 
Grimes Golden. Has a very pleasing trip. If a 5/32-inch disc is used in charge their ascospores into free 
red color. Keeps well in storage. each or ns rig op with a Oe air. 
Quality excellent. sure 0 «© pounds, @ 22 —_— 

Prices: Price will be $1.00 per 8@llon-per-minute pump is worked OW “2,4 D” KILLS WEEDS 
tree, postpaid. Limit of two trees at nearly its full capacity. Either ; 
of each variety per member. Send “Weed-discs” or ordinary discs may The growth promoting substance 
check to Wisconsin Horticultural >€ used in the guns but in either case “2,4 D’ appears to effect growth 

Society, 424 University Farm Place, the spray should be directed as mechanism of the plant and travels 
Madison ‘6, Wisconsin: nearly straight down as possible. some distance thru the plant, ac- 

, With either a boom or guns the cording to studies reported in Farm 
IDARED APPLE TO speed of driving should be regulated Research, Bulletin of the New 

BE TESTED so that about 600 gallons of spray York Experiment Station. 
. are applied per acre. A strip of “In the sow thistle, the outer cells 

We have succeeded in getting a ground about 50 feet wide beyond of the thick underground stems 
few trees of a new variety orgin- each edge of the orchard should be were greatly enlarged and frequent- 

ated by the Idaho Experimental Sta- sprayed to cover leaves that have ly were torn after treatment. Other 
tion, named IDARED. It is a Jon- blown away from the orchard. cell structures were also ruptered 
athan x Wagner cross, and is an at- Various modifications in method and disorganized and large-scale 

tractive red, large good flavored ap- of application are possible, but in cell division occurred in the stems. 

ple of Jonathan season. all cases outlets should be near It is apparent, therefore that 2,4 D 
Inasmuch as we have tested lar- the ground and good pressure and _ kills by interfering with normal 

gely McIntosh crosses, it seemed thorough coverage should be pro- plant functions and by stimulating 
advisable to test crosses of other vided. Spraying from the top of the cell growth to the point of self-de- 
varieties. Perhaps Idared will be rig has not been successful. struction as it were.”
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY ; . 

Leland C. Shaw, Milton, Present Frank Blood Stevens. Point Men, AE. Biegeorn, “Plymouth 
Archie Spatz, Wausau, Vice-President Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth David Puerner, Milwaukee 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secretary Fred Sheboygan Dr. Geo, Scheer, Sheboygan 
Frank Bayer, Rec. Sec.-Treas., 4668 No. 41st St., Harold jpnee, Whitewater Theo. Woods, Madison 

Milwaukee 9 Walter eger, Oconomowoc 

POINTERS FOR GROWERS ———~, | Purple Supreme was selected in the 
— GIVEN AT GLADIOLUS En (ld purple color class. 

COUNCIL MEETING 5 } ! Un Disease Control 

Wisconsin members who attend- py ies U Speaking on “Gladiolus Pests 

ed the annual meeting of the North ! creams A and a Dr. Roger W. Ry- 

American Gladiolus Council at In- ~FE pe an stated that in recent years the 

dianapolis, included Walter Krue- tee spread of gladiolus diseases has 
ger, Oconomowoc; F. M. Bayer, a been such that more intensive study 

Milwaukee; David Puerner, Mil- es must be undertaken for their con- 

waukee; Harold Janes, Whitewater. =: trol. Member societies were urged 

In the January 24 issue of the = re == to bring pressure to bear on their 

Florists’ Review we find a discus- L- he : state colleges and agricultural ex- 

sion of some of the topics presented periment stations to reestablish 
at the conference which we give ‘ isted : work on gladioli, and members 
here (condensed). _In pinks, Mr. Janes liste Varia- were utged to submit their prob- 

tion, a cool pink, which has quality Jems to such institutions. 

Harold Janes Lists Best florists can do much with; Edith _" 
: a Sar ake Thrips Control 

Commercial Varieties Cave Cole for its size, earliness and T ff f aad in tl 
: : popularity with florists; Pink Ra- he effect of variations in the 

Harold Janes, Whitewater, listed 4; ih is j . standard tartar emetic-sugar spray 
20 ial ieti f th diance, which is inexpensive to ia for 'thel i dis 

commercial varieties for the +.c¢ and Bengasi. Bengasi, he said formula for thrips control was dis- 

growers to consider, some of them tees «cussed. Dr. Ryan stated that there 
: ; has good possibilities, although it is . 

good commercially now, others with appears to be a general view that J i 
Byes : necessary to grow bulblets from the on : 

possibilities. In the whites, Mr. . more sugar is desirable than the lat- J ¢ 
: -' bulbs, and the process requires A 

Janes chose Annamae for its earli- est recommendation. There seemed [ « 
‘ : about three years. Banas 

ness, beating other whites by seven : . . | no agreement as to the desirability J 1 

to ten days; Snow Princess; Lead- As a rose-pink, Miss W’ isconsin of using wetting agents; however, J i 

ing Lady, which he said can be Was chosen, Mr. Janes believing if they are used, the quantity must J] 

classed as a white rather than a that it has no peer. In the rose-reds, he Jimited to avoid excessive run- | |! 
cream, and Silver Wings. Leading Burma, he said is the most beauti- off, Opinions as to thoroughness of | \ 
Lady and Silver Wings are as good ful in its class, with no superior. coverage required varied from rap- 
as anything yet produced. This variety will burn if blooms jq application of this spray with- ] + 

In cream, Mr. Janes selected open in the field. out complete coverage to statements J ; 

Lady Jane, a deep cream which can Two lavenders were chosen — that complete coverage and thor- | t 

also be sold as a yellow, and Orien- Badger Beauty for its length of ough atomizing of the spray when t 

tal Pearl, a 1946 release, termed spike, tapered flower head and qual- necessary. Several persons partici- | | 

“one of the greatest gladioli pro- ities as a good basket gladiolus and pated in this discussion. u 

duced. Elizabeth the Queen, which he con- DDT i 
In the yellows, selections were  siders the most beautiful spray lav- Dr. Ryan said DDT sprays for 

Spotlight, which is in heavy de- ender—it is good for florists’ work. thrips control have met with vary- } t 

mand and hard to obtain; Martha Two reds, Stoplight, medium, and ing degrees of success. Perhaps the | k 
Deane, being released this year has Red Charm, darker red were chos- best results have been obtained with | g 

received good reports, and Van en. Mr. Janes said that florists seem wettable DDT powders, but these } ir 

Gold, a good propagator and germi- to prefer the lighter colors, white, need efficient agitation to keep them J o 

nator which is good under dry con- cream and pink, but they will have in solution while spraying. Brief J s 

ditions, to be educated to the darker colors. reference was made to the British | o
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product known as Gammexane as Mr. Goldstein advocated grading “AS YOU LIKE IT” 
offering promise in this respect. by hand, saying graders may be By Leland C. Shaw 

Sodium selenate has been advo- made of pressboard, which is not 
cated by some, he said, as a soil hard on the bulbs. It has been suggested that I write 
poison, absorbed by the growing Officers Elected a few notes about gladiolus cata- 

plant, as a means for thrips control Election of officers resulted as logs issued this ae by pe 
in the field. Dr. Ryan mentioned follows: President, Howard V. Si! Stowers, so a goes. ges 

that the USDA has stated that it Wright, Bel Air, Md.; vice-presi- pose ve be to indicate pe igh- 
does not recommend the use of Se- dents, L. E. May, La Porte, Ind., lights that have intereste me as an 
lenium m any form as an msecti- and Milton Jack, Hatzic, B. C.; amateur grower a 10 heat as an 

cide. Dr. Ryan said that this poison secretary, Thomas R. Manley, perhaps — wil ee pe 
can remain in the soil for long pj rmont, W. Va.; treasurer, Ross a oe ist. : ate 

periods, and vegetables such as Moss, Waterloo, Ia., and editor i a receive; ce logs an brie 

broccoli can absorb enough seleni- Gf publications, George J. Siemsen, ists from ten Wisconsin gardens 

um to be toxic to human beings. Manchester, Conn. a ae a them alphabetically 
Use of Machinery or refernce here. 

Harold Goldstein, of the Kun- os ; eee Pa oe (Da- 
: re in- 

derd Gladiolus Farm, Goshen, Ind. SPRING MEETING AND BULB  froducing this season a big, ere spoke on “The Use of Modern AUCTION — WISCONSIN colored beauty named Oriental Machinery in Commercial Gladiolus GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Pearl, and the price Het, when «un- 

String ips Saker Pewee Uy Hartford Municipal Hall rolled, reveals a life-size picture of myn that Uecaune of he este Suminy, March 24 he gh 
years, commercial growers had to The big annual spring meeting Gladiolus of Distinction (Harold 

find the best possible ways of grow- and bulb auction of the Wisconsin Janes, Whitewater) in a sixteen- 

ing with the use of machines. He Gladiolus Society will be held at the Page catalog, feature such interest- 
said, however, that machinery, if Municipal Bldg., Hartford, Sun- i newcomers as Oriental Pearl, 

not of the kid-glove type, can lead day, March 24, beginning at 10:30 Color Marvel, Wax Model, Chan- 
to plenty of disease as a result of a.m. tilly, Royal Windsor, and Martha 

bruises and rough handling and You will want to hear the reports Deane. ‘The ae illustrations and the 
that he advises the use of hand of important topics discussed at the a a ive en Foreword acd to 
methods of planting, digging and two national meetings. le attractiveness. 

storage. . . . Send bulbs for the auction to F. Haugen’s Glad Gardens (Stough- 
The storage itself is an import- yf Bayer, 4668 No, 4lst Street, ton) list 70 popular varieties, a 

ant piece of equipment, he said, Milwaukee 9. If you can bring number of which are available in 
and proper heating and ventilating },,1h5 to the auction, send a list of wholesale quantities. The high qual- 
equipment are needed. He recom- hat you will bring so they can be ity of their blooms is well known 

mended a 40x60-foot storage as classified for the auctioneer. im Wisconsin. — 
ideal. If the temperature is kept Lelani Gardens _(Lewis Simon, 

x a “ cores after bulbs GLADIOLUS ARRANGEMENT Horicon) issued its first catalog 
ave been cleaned and cured, t 1s SCHOOL MILWAUKEE, this season, listing more than 250 

will give the best controlof thrips. SUNDAY, APRIL 28 pcs including such old time 

Among equipment described were Dorothy Biddle of New York ears ag cea Tomph, i 

row markers, an inerctane le will conduct a demonstration and Fate na “her own cating Ss sal 
panies, a fertilizer attachment at lecture on arranging gladiolus in oranges ‘TL named Coanien a 

he tractor and a tile scoop to pull aiitvaukee on Sunday afternoon, e e . P 
the dirt out of the trench after it April 28 Marty’s Glad Patch (Martin 
has been marked. A rotary hoe is p . . Steinpreis, Plover), formerly locat- 
used until the gladiolus are ten _ The school is sponsored by the oq at Sheboygan, features the 
inches high. coe eigen Cue wil a Scheer strain of " gladiolus and a 

j i ma » 
ive nf eae ton disses aie made, Watch for details in our Brilliant Light Kiseths wailed 

lets, including revamped potato dig- HEE issues Reliance Gardens (Walter Krue- 
gers, and methods of digging bulbs, ——_————————______—. ger, Oconomowoc) present their 
including the best lifter. The use Color Marvel, Criterion, Llona, own world-famous introductions, 
of a cleaning machine for planting Miss Wisconsin, Wax Model, and plus soine 50 other new and inter- 

stock in which an exhaust fan takes many others, . esting varieties. This garden is “the 
out dirt and husks was explained. (To be continued ) original home of Badger Beauty,
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Vegetable Varieties For Our 1946 Gardens 
O. B. Combs, Department of Horticulture 

One of the first requirements for winter type because of its richer fla- 

successful home vegetable produc- go Ae vor, more attractive light green color 
tion is the careful choice of vari- A {@5yy) and pleasing crispness. Summer Pas- 
eties. The following list is ll Ue ¢s cal and Utah or Golden Crisp are 
suggestive only and is confined to WAS 3 outstanding varieties of late, green 
varieties known to be adapted to \\ WKECSY (\ \ celery. 

- . itions. = gee As ; 
Wisconsin: conditions. Other. -vars a Hon eBZa Gardeners who like eggplant 
eties may be substituted where local ey SS as Badeet’S It is ab 
experience indicates satisfactory & QS GY Should try Badger State. It is about 
ae foeinatl (Si, SL KR ten days earlier than Black Beauty, 

P saneé- ‘ be -eE yaaa’ CS) very productive and of excellent 
Certain underlined varieties are = LG ity. The frui tl 

eciaily: fi the: north: Sz quality. e fruits are smaller, 
suggested especially fo . . . more elongated, and have fewer 
ern portion of the state which, for and under different climatic condi- seeds than those of Black Beauty 
this purpose, is roughly considered tions so that reports from interest- ee 
as that area north of a line from ed gardeners in different parts of Leaf Lettuce 

St. Croix Falls to Marshfield to the state would be very helpful to Slowbolt leaf lettuce is of inter- 
Marinette. These earlier varieties us in determining more quickly and est largely because it does not go 
can be used in the southern portion accurately the real merits of new to seed when long days and hot 
of the state,but may not always give varieties under our Wisconsin weather arrive. And, incidentally, as 
results equal to later varieties which growing conditions. many of you know, lettuce produces 
produce satisfactorily farther south. Snap Beans best pie peapely thinned to arait 

Adventure in Testing “Longreen and Logan bush, snap jon inches between plan ar a 

New Varieties lower, outer leaves are harveste 
: beans both produce excellent crops as individual plants continue to 

The experienced gardener knows of round, green, stringless pods of ro P 
the importance of using only tested high quality. The pods of Long- gTow. | 

varieties for the bulk of his pro-  reen average about an inch longer Delicious muskmelon is not new 
duction. There is merit as well as than those of Tendergreen. Logan to many gardeners but its earliness, 
adventure, however, in growing new js unusually productive and appears productivity and high quality recom- 
varieties in one’s garden. For those especially ‘tolerant to unfavorable mend it especially for Wisconsin. 
who are especially interested in try- growing conditions such as drought. It is an early strain of Bender's 
ing some of the newer varieties. I Early Market and Fordhook 242 Surprise and ripen about ten days 
would suggest a selection from the are large seeded bush limas which ahead of Pride of Wisconsin. 
following list: Longreen and Lo- are of interest to Wisconsin home - Cavalier i ellent strain of 
gan bush beans; Early Market and gardeners argely because they are 1 d ane excement sfrain 0 
Fordhook 242 lima beans; Summer able to set a good crop of pods — e. 2s eee ne 
Pascal and Utah or Golden Crisp under our growing conditions. Both “ —_ let i“ Fae “a al 

celery; Badger State eggplant; varieties produce large seeds and hes f 2 good, collecHon: Of «rae 
Slowbolt leaf lettuce; Delicious poth are well suited for freezing. °"°S °F extended harvest and in- 
mushmelon; Cavalier radish; Lau- Heretofore, those of us who enjoy teresting eating. 

rentian rutabaga; Buttercup and imag have been obliged to use Hen- New Rutabaga 
oie an eS Butternut cus- derson bush or other small-seeded Gardeners in the northern part 
aw; Seneca Dawn sweet corn; varieties because the large-seeded, of the state will be especially in- 

Early Catham fOmato: tastier types such as regular Ford- terested in the new Laurentian ruta- 
. These varieties are not all new hook generally failed to produce a baga. This variety was developed 
in the sense that they are available satisfactory crop in Wisconsin. Un- in Canad. di j Ene 

fi : hi K la and is an especially fin 
for the first time this season. Some fortunately, gardeners in northern strain of American Purple Top. 

of you have grown one or more of Wisconsin can seldom grow limas Very few side roots are produced, 
them: already... And incidentally, T of any type successfully. the quality is excellent and when 
would be glad at anytime to have properly spaced the roots are large 
a report from any gardener in the Celer v and uniform 
state who has tried one or more new Most of us like celery and those . 
varieties. Varieties have a way of who are familiar with late celery Buttercup and Green Gold squash 
acting differently in different soils are especially fond of this green or are of interest because of their earli-
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ness, high quality and small size. sistant Detroit, Jersey Queen, Marion  ton’s Progress, Thomas Laxton. (tall) 

Both varieties keep satisfactorily if Market, Wisconsin All Seasons, Wis- Alderman. 
mature, carefully handled and kept consin Ballhead, Bugner, Red Holland- PEPPERS: (mild) Harris’ Early 

dey leet er. All varieties listed in order of ear- Giant, Early California Wonder (also 
in a dry nOcal 10n. . liness. listed as Calwonder, Fordhook, Harris’ 

The widely advertised Butternut CARROTS: (Half long) Nantes, Wonder, Oakview Wonder). 
“squash” is not a squash at all in Red Cored Chantenay, Danvers. POTATOES: (early) Red Warba, 
the true sense of the word, but is a’ i Imperator, Morse’s Bunch- wa, ati ecvend early) Chippe- 

: : ¢ s wa. (late usset Rural, Sebago. 

small-fruited variety of cushaw CAULIFLOWER: Early Snowball, _ PUMPKIN, summer “squash”: Early 
(some of you are perhaps familiar Super Snowball. Prolific Straightneck, Zucchini. (fall 
with the Large White and Green CELERY : Golden Plume, Golden ‘“squash”) Green or Golden Table 

Striped cushaws of the South). This oak Binnching: View or Golden Crisp, Queen. (pie) Small Sugar, Winter 

h ummer Pascal, for green. uxury. 

ens et era fee ee ee CHARD: Large White Ribbed, | RADISH: Cavalier, Early Scarlet 
interested gardener trom trying Dut- — Fordhook Giant, Lucullus. Globe, Icicle. 
ternut. The fruits are 7 to 8 inch- CHINESE CABBAGE: Chihili. RHUBARB: McDonald, Victoria. 
es long, sometimes curved and 4 to CUCUMBERS: (slicing and dill) RUTABAGA: Laurentian, Ameri- 

5 inches in diameter at the enlarged Straight Eight, Early Fortune. (pick- can Purple Top. 
hase. The flavor and texture are line) National Pickling, Chicago Pick- Sree Sandwich Island. 

Se. ing. : Long Standing Bl = 
quite different from those of a true EGGPLANT: Badger State, Black dale, King of Denmark, Nobel, New 
squash or pumpkin but are very Beauty. Zealand “Spinach” for summer use. 

pleasing to most persons who en- BALE: Dwarf Green Scotch. SOYBEANS, vegetable: Giant 

joy regular squash or Table Queen Vien White Vienna, Purple a E, tt G Gold > y 2 uttercup, Green Gold, 

pumpkin. LETTUCE: (leaf) Black Seeded Golden Hubbard, Kitchenette, Green 

Sweet Corn Simpson, Grand Rapids, Slowbolt. Hubbard, Butternut cushaw. 
Numerous new yellow sweet corn (butter-head) May King, White Bos- SWEET CORN: (open pollinated) 

hybrids have been developed during ton, Crisp As Ice. (crisp-head) Great ee Golrn Sunshine, Extra 
7 rly Bantam, Golden Bantam. (hy- 

the past few years. One of the most ~MUSKMELONS: Delicious, Mil- brid) Sencea Dawn, North Star, Oe 
outstanding of these is Seneca waukee Market, Pride of Wisconsin. Choice, Earligold, Marcross 13-6, Nor- 
Dawn, This hybrid is very early ONIONS: (sets) Red, White or Yel- thern Cross, Golden Cross Bantam. 
(ready a week earlier than Golden la oe ee Ginbe, xer All varieties listed in order of earli- 

‘ low lobe Danvers, uthport Yellow ness. 

Sunshine) and Produces large ears Globe. (transplants) Sweet Spanish, TOMATOES: (early) Early Cha- 
of excellent qua! ity. ; Bermuda for fall use only. tham, Bounty or Victor, Firesteel 

| _ Gardeners in northern Wiscon- PARSLEY: Moss Curled. Valiant. (second early) Stokesdale, 
sin who have not already done so PARSNIP: Guernsey. Bonny Best or John Bear. (late) Rut- 
will be interested in trying Early PEAS: (dwarf) Little Marvel, Lax- gers. (yellow) Jubilee, Mingold. 

Chatham tomato. Fruits of this 
variety are somewhat smaller than FOR SPRING PLANTING 

nt ose of Bounty _ Wicter ee they BETTER VARIETIES OF FRUITS—New varieties of 
gin to ripen a few days earlier. auples, pears, —_ raspberries: Strawheeriee from the Experi- 
———— men’ tions isconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and New York. 

ESET FOR HARDY ORNAMENTALS—A complete list of trees, 

ASPARAGUS: Mary Washington, ME Ae te adapted to Wisconsin. 
A long list of varieties including the 

Paradise. NEW MINNESOTA mums. Many varieti hic Delphi 
BEANS: (bush green) Stringless . * 4 ri ° ‘any ies of Phlox, hi- 

Green Pod, Giant Stringless Green nium, Peonies Iris. 
Pod, Tendergreen, Longreen, Logan. SEND FOR 1946 PRICE LIST 
(Bush, wax) Brittle or Round Pod 

mee Wax, Pencil Pod Black Wax. ; — LANDSCAPE SERVICE — 

Pole, green) Kentucky Wonder. The services of two well known and capable landsca) 
(Pole, wax) Kentucky Wond ; i i re oe a pegiucks Wonder Wax, genie — —, Laurence G. Holmes, formerly of the 

(Bush, lima) Henderson Bush, Baby en Hi isconsin, and Harold C. Poyer, formerly with 

Potato, Early Market, Fordhook 242. the Illinois Highway Department. 
(Dry) Michelite, Great Northern. 
BEETS: Early Wonder, Perfected COE, CONVERSE & EDWARDS Co. 

Detroit, Detroit Dark Red. 
BROCCOLI: Green Sprouting. Nurserymen Since 1875 
CABBAGE: (varieties not resistant Par 

e yew) Golden Acre, Jersey Wake- Southern City Limits on Hy. 12 

eld, Copenhagen Market, All Seasons, kinson rs % 
Danish Ballhead, Mammoth Rock Red. Fort At _ Wisconsin 

(Varieties resistant to yellows) Re-
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APPLE MEN will be made from time to time. 
PERENNIALS AND YOUR LOOK TO THE FUTURE Color posters of the Michigan Ap- 
GARDEN AND BORDER bs 7 2 

Strong healthy plants grown in (Continued 4 69 ple Girl will be displayed at 250 
ntinued from page ‘ ; : 

Wisconsin, one of Nature’s severe pag ) station stops of the Chicago Rapid 

testing laboratories of plant’ hardi- zine and saw some apple pictures Transit System in Chicago. 

ness. utes are a few taken from that got my appetite going again. _ The entire program will be con- 

our on ——— deep rosé So out in our neighborhood I  centrated on markets in Ohio, Indi- 

pink with salmon shading---§ 40] bought a few Delicious. High pric- ana, Illinois, Wisconsin and Iowa 
Helianthus Coronation. Golden ed. I felt kinda silly walking down jn addition to the promotional cam- 
yellow flower 4 inches across; the street with that sack, thinkin; aigns in Michigan. 

3-4 ft. high ------------------§ 40 how sarcastic my wife can be ae ame = 
Hardy ageratum Eupatorium 3 So I tri q B : In formulating the program, the 

coelestinum. Flowers of purple- times. So I tried one. By George, it commission took cognizance of the 
blue; from August to frost; 18 was really good. So I turned a- prospect of staff competition from 
SS ie a 30 wpund - went pak or mL ee other highly advertised fruits, but 

9 oO cant that a t ce 
and different. A new flower each ti e y O Mat amie Mr. Farley expressed confidence 

day. From July to September--$.25 met Michigan apples will be able to hold 

ene Se That’s what the Northwest is af- eee because of pst distinc- 
oO he es ie ia * . ti + iti s 

crimson Aowers all summer.—-$).35 ter—to deliver apples that will ive oe = ss = ities 

Platycodon New salmon pink--$ .50 please the customer—all the time. —Ffrom Chicago facker. 

Ptox Chieftain. Here is a color And once they are delivered to the _ 
rarely seen in phlox—precious 45 store, to move them out fast enough DORMANT SPRAYING OF 

ey Snow Fake Haray’ | with the right use of advertising APPLE ORCHARDS 
canavtut arf ; and merchandising; and to devise candytuft. Dwarf plant with 2 4 . a ; 

white flowers _..--------------$ 30] economies in every possible stage From Wisconsin Orchard Letter 
Shasta daisy — Reed. a, é of production and handling. The No. 1 
ly double white fowers June on-$ - research i : t . 

Shasta daisy Mount Shasta. hess | . dea oe oe Eee Whenever certain orchard pests. 
Double white flowers, crested or improvements ‘where such as scale insects (oyster shell 
centers 3 to 4 inches across. ay ee or ne possihilites. are not scale and San Jose scale) or red 

pcan Dia aa . e fenewed seats th te votes mite threaten damage to the tree, it 

original. Flowers perfectly flat, application of man saw that becomes advisable to apply a dor- 
1% inches or more across. Clear . E Iready k y f 1 mant spray for their control. Or- 
soft pink ---------------------$ 40 Bre aircddy ANOWE 10 example; dinarily, it is not necessary to ap- 
Violette NEW. Lovely flowers the segregation of Delicious for ply a dormant spray each year, but 
of deep violet purple ----------$ 40] sale at time of prime eating quality, ; . a 

NEW CHOICE ENGLISH according to thee conditions under hy some ae ser “_s = 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS : . has now become a problem. In such 

Have grown these the last four which they grew, came to maturity, orchards the dormant spray is a 
years and find them hardier than and moved into storage. (The re- necessity. 
average garden chrysanthemums. search voice asks, “What do we F - 1 le 
They are large flowering, all double | mean when we talk about ‘prime’ or control of oyster’ shell ‘scale 
varieties, with flowers 4 to 6 inches. condition ?”) and red mites, use any one of the 

Sunlit. Large yellow suffused . approved miscible oils: 4 gals. in 

bronze, large reflexing fiorets, —From Bulletin No. 230 96 gals. of water. 
5 inch flower —----------------$ .50 

Gold Standard, A true early ——— . When to apply Dormant Spray: 
yellow, looms. as September--$ 50 GROWERS TO BOOST MICHI- This spray is safest and most effec- 

iger. arge u crimson, i } 7 j a: 

chages tavengit shades of GAN APPLES THROUGH eee sng 
bronze to bright yellow ~-----$ .50 MID-WEST The d 7 8) 8 . 

One each of the Freda’s, 3 plants . a ne ormant oil spray must be ap- 

for $1.45. If you like mums for cut- A six-state advertising program plied before growth has_ started. 

ting try these. They blend well to- for Michigan apples has been for- Apply it during a warm spell. 

gether. a mulated by the Michigan Apple Aviod freezing weather. 
Also the new garden varieties. A Cc an — M 

complete line of good perennials. OMMmis $t0N, ecretary- anager —(Prepared by C. L. Kuehner, 
Write for a descriptive catalog. No Minard Farley, Jr., announced this Dept. of Hort. and C. L. Fluke, 
colored pictures, just reasonable} week following the commission’s Dept. of Econ, Ent., U. of W. 

prices. policy-making meeting. Madison ) 
1 . aw . 

GARTMAN'S LAKE VIEW News paper advertising will form —_————. GARDENS he b, i : oO . h i 
123 Ledgeview Avenue the ackground of apple promotion rator: What as done the mos 

Fond du Lac pa Wisconsin | in Michigan markets. Mr. Farley to arouse the working classes? 
stated Spot Radio announcements Heckler: “The alarm clock!”
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° 
Garden Gleanings 

One of the great iris breeders of How to keep the soil acid for 
our day, Jacob Sass of Omaha, shrubs and plants that demand it is 
Nebraska, died on December 10 at discussed in the Home Garden for Se unclomes AN 
the age of 73. Jacob with his brot- February. The recommendation is: 
her Hans developed during their Mix '4 to % acid peat with the soil. Barbara Small, double rose cut 

life time, some of the world’s best If already planted, add combina- flower sort 

iris and peonies. tion of equal parts of sulphur and Dean Ladd, tall deep bronze 
—__— aluminum sulphate at the rate of | Harbinger, golden red 

ei . ‘ . two to four pounds for 100 square | Harbor Lights, tall bronze 
nese requirements for growing feet, the actual quantity depending yellow 

giant pansies are given by the Ball on coil test. Ha: y, very early cushion 
Seed Company in their attractive f 

bulletin Grover Talks.” “Real We might add that in Wisconsin type of various shades of 
giants cannot be had until the plants 't 1S Very difficult to maintain an Kristina, single rose 
have attained size and strength. To acid soil in limestone areas because Polar Ice, the best white for 
produce such plants requires soil lime comes in with soil moisture atti 9 

well enriched with organic material. and of course roots may extend ise Primula, tall single yellow They must receive a reasonable ‘ite some distance. September Bronze, semi- 
amount of water. With these condi- . . , 
tions must go a fairly low temper- In the same ie ar we find the wae Lonetirdh tall large 
ature. In fact, any variety or strain question answered—how to care for flo dbronze 7 
will lose size rapidly in a high tem- Amaryllis after blooming, The ans- Red Gold, just what the name 

perature.” wer: after flowering, these plants pa Gold, Just what the n 
must be tended like any other grow- implies. . 
ing house plants. They need light | Dean na aie rosy pink 

In the same bulletin wintering on Doon AMter danger a wach of the shove 2 
chrysanthemums is discussed. Lack ° Sacha ie. den in et postpaid for $3 

of dependable snow protection, plus be an they do an “Tack 7 ns r Two each of 6 shades of 
sudden and extreme temperature : ' Delphini Pacific, lead 

changes are given as the reason why through the eed ee ate Sel ais a me 12 
chrysanthemums winterkill. For storing up or next year’s I loom. postpaid ” 

covering they recommend corn We might add the quality of the : 
stalks piled on them about a foot loom you will get next year will SUPERIOR VIEW FARM 

P he conditi d deep, applied after the ground is depend upon the conditions under Hardy Field Grown 
frozen, which the plant grows this coming Perennials 

summer. 
We have had good results with sum JOHN F. HAUSER 

heavy coverings of marsh hay. LIKES CHRYSANTHEMUM Bayfield Wisconsin 
Smothering: will not happen while OLIVE LONGLAND 
plants are in a dormant condition. Mrs. George Leist of Elroy 

oe i ioe happen ao writes: “Last year I purchased the 
Plants lose their dormancy and start chrysanthemum Olive Longland om 
to grow. Any material that packs ith a number of others, and it Colorful Surprise iS We EB, 
down with moisture is, of course, as the most outstanding for color ry tu ES Ze 

dangerous. and abundance of bloom I had. Two eae ie : SI 
An inexpensive cold frame can others I have had two seasons Uh : a= yy Nol 

be made without the purchase of which were especially good, are ert HLS 

much’ additional material. Four Avalanche, a white, and Mrs. Du Newer Geforce: stlere oie: fN By 
boards for making the frame and Pont, a buff.” Heatrenietant easy togrow. Finecut If i = 
one or more storm windows to fit, SS flower. Keeps wel. Send wo Se Gehl Van 

will do the job. If the garden soil | Sure Are — Mrs.Brown — “My SEND FREE S552 /eag 
is too heavy for seed, place over it a joing La Masons.” Shanes the text of ‘everything for ae I 
an inch or two layer of equal parts Mrs. Green — “Well, I don't areal: “a 
of sand or peat moss and then sow know them well, but I will say Fe Ene Naan | 
the seeds in this layer. their jars are nice.” al sens :
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WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 
OFFICERS 5 DISTRICT PRESIDENTS 

Rev. Alfred Otto, President, Mrs, Eric Martin, Recording Secretary, Treas- “Esc “Fox River Valley Dartrict nt ot” Fond du 
‘Ho-7th “Ave., West Bend” urer, Route 1, ‘Edgerton , Mra NR, Barger, 4333 Hillcrest Drive, Madison 5— 

i . a rit 
Mra. John Wert, lst Vice-President, HJ. Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary, “ha robes Bie N. 62nd St., Wasraions Be 

Mrs, F. J. Fitzgerald, 2nd Vice-President, encbotgea Distier Oe M7 20m St Two Rivers 
649 Broad St., Menasha Miss Mary Potter, Cambridge—South Central District 

NATURE TRAIL AT LAKE COMING EXHIBITIONS AND 

GENEVA SHOWS 

The Town and Country Garden as cs March 2-31. Natchez, Miss. An- 
Club of Lake Geneva is glad to an- Pa 3 nual pilgrimage of Anti-Bellum 
nounce that a Nature Trail has been = é homes and gardens. 
marked on the Chapin property, 

and named by Mr. William Long- » peace 18-23. Boston, Mant An- 

land, Miss Olive Longland and Mrs. nua sbnnek exhibition of the 
Frederick Taggart. We hope the Massac Necks a So- 
young people who will be guests at ciety in Mechanics Bldg. 
the Chapin Property Cabin in years March 18-23. New York City. 
to come will find the trail interest- Spring flower show of Horticul- 
ing and will learn to love the trees tural Society of New York in 
and shrubs named. Grand Central Palace. 

The trail starts at the entrance of March 18-26. Detroit, Michi- 

path leading to the cabin from the WHITE FRENCH LILAC | S d annual S .° i. i 
< Syringa vulgaris or French lilacs 8&8. Secon annual pring Flow- | 

parking area, leads around the cab- 2” mong the most beautiful and er and Garden Show sponsored | 
in and back. Trees and shrubs are most popular of the many lilac spe- by the Detroit Garden Center. 
tagged with copper tags, tied with cies. May be used as tall screen hedges, 
copper wire. The following are for massing, specimen, and for their April 8-20. Chicago. 20th annual 
tagged, using botanical names as abundant display of blooms Chicago Flower Show at Mars- 
well as common names: Butternut —Juglans cinera hall Field and Company. 

Ironwood Hop- Hawthorne = —Crataegus May 24-25-26. Wauwatosa Re- 
hornbeam —Ostrya_virgini- Whiteoak —Quercus alba creational Bldg., Wauwatosa. 

ana Nanny Berry —Virburnum len- State Flower Show of the Wis- 
White Ash —Fraxinus amer- tago consin Garden Club Federation. 

‘cana : Dogwood —Cornus alba 

Honeysuckle - —Lonicera tatari- Wi . Goose- —Ribes ~~ 
difl my . 

Creeping: Hon- ee graadiifiors Elm —Ulmus  Ameri- FLOWER SHOW DATES 
PIng ‘i cana WANTED 
eysuckle —Lonicera pros- Pin Ch P. P 

trata in Cherry Noonk enn- We will be pleased to publish the 
White Poplar —Populus Alba . we dates of all Wisconsin flower shows 
Privet —Ligustrum ibo- Garden clubs in a Central if the information as to time, lo- 

ta (naturalized ) District have been invited to ae cation and type of show is sent in. 
Basswood —Linden Tilia this project at any time, as w 4 .“S Be sure to send the information in 

Americana any other people interested in ee plenty of time. Announcement of a 
Partridge Ber- a like service for the youth in their fower show to be held in June 

ry —Virburnum acer OWN communities. ob Ti, should be sent by April 15th so as 
folium —By Mrs. Frederick Taggart, ., appear in the May issue. 

Lake Geneva.
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a : LILAC MEMORIAL 
Living Memorials PLANTING AT KENOSHA 

The project on Living Memorials Gardens, Outdoor Plantings, around About two years ago, the Kenosha 
is one of the most important phases Picnic Grounds, School Stadiums, County Garden Club entertained 
of work to be undertaken by the Zoos, etc. Mr. W. L. Hagerman, then Super- 

Federation. The next step would be to decide intendent of the Lombard, Illinois 
The modern idea of memorializ- on the type of memorial desired. Park System, and had the pleasure 

ing departs from the traditional in Secure the cooperation of. local of nee him (give sn excellent 

that it proposes to express admira- planning and parks ono oe on Lilacs. : . 

tion, gratitude and remembrance b obtam approximate estimate af This tlle Toth si mat fet 2 
mene af objects Hat onl uenaetel. funds required, and then endeavor wasn’t long after that a number of 
hat dsefal- “st. Gal stim bit to coordinate your efforts. After members decided it would be a fine 

alive. Such abuse, can ie used me appointment of permanent com- idea if ag nage a pe ay 
d ae d by comi ati mittees, the fund-raising project Kenosha a Lilac planting be start- 

‘ teler ace ae eed or all begins for preliminary expenses, etc. €d. A garden club: committee was 

the stand for and those whom the: Employ a landscape architect to de- appointed to meet with the City Man- 

bce Perhaps the word “tributes” sign buildings and the necessary 48°F and Shpecinten eat to 

is even better than memorials, for landscape treatment. After draw- see what could, be dene in Hera 
hy should not our expressions of i785 have been made, furnish mem- of encouraging the city of Kenosha 

honor and ai ecuion be in the bers of the fund-raising committee to “spot” a planting area. — 

name for all the men and women with copies of the drawings to be iter pevyeral anectings; things bes 
ho offered themselves or accepted used in solicitation of funds. All gan to shape up, and thus was born 

their assignments to serve and de- fends, should he tunbed. aver to 2 the Heat od aTalle eesti Efant- 

fend ahs cating as well as those tan of frustees, composed of sub- 8 2 long: ecco 8 - ue Eat 
team ‘Gehan he lat aad #eatKet stantial citizens, and when the goal Stadium. By the following year, the 

fi 8 covering the maximum amount of city had a complete picture of the 
sacrifice was demanded. funds has been reached, including design to be carried out, and work 

Therefore, the most important funds for maintenance or endow- started, with the result that the first 

consideration in planning a memori- ment, then final plans may be drawn year a few plantings were made. . 
al is to be sure it is designed with and contracts let for construction. The design isa “scalloped area 

foresight and that every detail is If there is any further informa- —600 ft. running north and south 
considered before actual construc- tion on the organization of Living along the Stadium frontage, and 
tion begins. In most communities, Memorials that you should like to 300 ft. back to the lake, . 
itis better to plan large, cooperative have, I would be very pleased to Up to the present time, 33 vari- 

memorials than a number of scat- hear from you. eties of Lilacs have been planted, 
tered insignificant ones. Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, Chairman, including the best known varieties. 

Call a meeting of leaders of all Sine Long Menor, uohe BE Euonyar ae ‘Co. : . ——— sisting of Euonymus Europea, Co- 
peanized Oe Gh your communi- GARDEN CLUB RADIO toneaster divaricata, Deutsia pride 

Soup Ci and Foal ns, CO-CHAINMEN APPOMNTED of Het, Rorcing Aint 
Veterans Organizations, etc. Secure | Mrs. E. F. McNaughtan, Fond crab trees also grace this area thus 
as broad a representation as pos- du Lac, Radio Chairman for the far, 
sible, as by this method the greatest Fox River Valley District, informs This program is going to be 
possible number of citizens may be us of the appointment of radio co- spread out over a period of years, 
eeceeset At the first meeting, out- chairmen for 1946 as follows: the garden club contributing yearly 

ine generally the plan of organiza- Mrs. R, Seehagen, 511 Thirteenth towards the project. 
tion. Types of Living Memorials Avenue, N., Wisconsin Rapids, —By Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, 4416 

that can be suggested are numerous, Wisconsin; and Mrs. G. Loeschar, Taft Road, Kenosha, State Living 
namely: Arboretums, Airfield 429 First Street, Menasha. Memorials Chairman. 

Buildings and Approaches, Gardens ~~ SSTCTOU MAW PUP OOP UP 

and Groves, Gateways, Hospital S A V E T R E E S 
Grounds and Gardens, Outdoor | C.yiey Treatment Generel Landscaping L Tree Moving 
Chapels, Parks and Parkways, We are insured 
Roadside Plantings, Trees, single | Pestilizins Lakeside 2907 Rentevele 
or groups, Avenue Plantings, City Pruning Wisconsin Tree Service Spraying 
Parks and Squares, Garden Cen- 2335 N. Murray Ave.  Milwaal 
ters, Highway Plantings, Library . _
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ROADSIDE CHAIRMEN In London, England, wild flow- ——_ 
ALERT ers, brilliant and colorful grew self- Christmas cheer was spread 

The State Highway Department SW". in bomb sites. As these disap- among’ t he patients at Rocky Knoll 
is planning to do $15,000,000 worth pear in reconstruction they are plan- Sanitarium by the Plymouth Gar- 

of work on the State Trunk High- ning to replace them with cultivated den Club. Each patient received an 

way system in 1946! varieties. . . orange and an attractive Christmas 

A preliminary list shows work to cm ie Wao ra ee greeting. 

canta eae me otowing tion state and tourists will appreci- Dear readers, I know I have | 

bia, Dane, Douglas Eau Claire, *te beauty we create. . shared the news from two clubs. 

Jefferson , ‘Kenoshs Macitowos. Mrs. G. E. Snell, 414 Erie Ave- This is only a beginning, a sample 

Marathon Marinette: Milwaukee. "© Sheboygan, State Roadside De- of what I want to accomplish. If 
Racine Rock Sauk and Winnebago. velopment and Memorial Highways you like it, let me know. Send me 

Now those in whose vicinity this Sharman the news of your com Howevet, 
work will be done have an oppor- OT insignificant . a ee Fi Ms ete 
tunity! Find out where work will BETWEEN CLUBS BTEAGREES WHR Se B 2 

ice ae i Seni alee snes With this issue of Wisconsin F ublicity chairmen please not 

located and an ideal spot for a Horticulture T hope to offer a Material for this. conn may he 

roadside park is created. Sometimes friendly column of news and views sent to your district ¢ man we a chance for'a’planting is develop- of events past and present. Every will send it to me or direct to me. 

ed. club is or should be interested in The fifth day of the month is the 

Make a survey. There may be a what, every other ¢lwb: is: accom deadline. 
place for a memorial planting es- plishing. It is my aim to share these ix distiun av I vemind de 
pecially if work comes to city en- accomplishments with every garden ‘ab ‘ ‘ may : dint 

trance. Develop roadside conscious- club member through this, column. ¢/H9s STE diene ie abe dial 
ness. Become aware of beauty or Thope you will enjoy reading it as your publicity chairman is the link 
lack of it along our highways, es- mauch as T efijoy writing it. petween re re and ne one 
pecially where work iss going to be —,. . vour con eration suce 
done. Under the combined auspices of a Wm. Curtiss, Route 1 

‘ ‘ the A.A.U.W. and Manitowoc Gar- wie : re : 
fice Spe anno ation ne kon den clubs, Bert Harwell, nationally Plymouth, State Publicity Chair- 
highway is completed, but you must, known bird imitator recently pre- nian: 
plan ahead. sented a program before a near ca- ——_ 

It is the function of those of us Pacity audience at Manitowoc. LAKE COMO BEACH GAR- 
who are designated to this work by — DEN CLUB ORGANIZED 
the Garden Club Federation, to Plymouth Garden Club had a pot The Lake Como Garden Club 
plan, suggest and hope. Sometimes luck valentine supper preceding was organized early in February. 
the things we first plan are not the their February meeting. Each mem- Officers are: 
best and we can get help to improve ber wore either a corsage or bou- President, Mrs. Clara Hussey, R. 
our plans and get them worked out. tonniere suitable for the occasion. R. 2,.Lake Geneva 
If you have your heart in it, you Hat pins, thimbles, pipe stem clean- Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Lou Jacobs, R. 
will be surprised at what the State ers, candy macaroni and many other R. 2, Lake Geneva 
Department can and will do. articles were used to make these Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Elizabeth 

If’ you have quesstions don’t original creations. Acey, R. R. 2, Lake Geneva 
hesitate to write me. — The club voted to join the Wis- 

Now for those whose lives are The Manitowoc Club wished for consin Garden Club Federation and 
limited to the quieter things. You, an emblem for their club. This they the Wisconsin Horticultural Society. 

the salt of the earth, can do a most now have after holding a contest in We wish to extend greetings to the 
lovely thing. Plan your garden for their local high schools. Miss Na- new club and welcome them to 
the passer-by! If you live in “The dine Brown submitted the winning membership in the state organiza- 

House by the Side of the Road” do design. tions, The new club is in the South- i, 

have something colorful for us to —_——_ ern District. | 
see. My predecessor thought she With our unsettled thermo- ——_—_— ) 
saw some results for time and meter this winter we would all like —_‘If you are interested in clema- 
thought she had put in on this. Now to be with Mrs. John D. West, our tis send to James I. George and 
let us do a little and altogether it first vice-president, who is spending Son, Fairport, New York, for their fn 
will be much. the winter in Florida. Clematis Booklet. G. C. D.
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Random Notes 
Genevieve C. Dakin, Madison 

New Orleans is to be hostess to . pages is devoted to matters of gar- 
he National Council of State Gar- / den club interest. North Carolina 

len Clubs the second week in April. (\\ S»>y' clubs are bending their efforts to- 
elegates to the annual three-day ‘ \ } A M)/ ld Pi ward the restoration of Tryon Pal- 
neeting are looking forward to this WY KY \WV AVS (\ yy ace. The govenor has appointed a 
rst peacetime meeting in the . iN 1) ; iW rf a commission made up jointly of gar- 

uaint old city famous for south- eR \ WK i 9} A e den club women and state officials 
rn hospitality. <) ‘\\ | \} i yA who will raise the necessary funds. 
Assisting Mrs, William Champ- iN y i] y Yi; The state legislature appropriated 

in, our beloved President, will be WA \\ Wz - $100,000 toward the purchase of 
Mrs. William A. Moeller of Ak- XN WA the site and one garden club mem- 

ron, Ohio, newly appointed to fill 2G vy se ber has donated a like sum and is 
he first vice-presidency vacant INZ Togs setting up trust funds for $250,000. 

hrough the resignation of Mrs. ZO ne = 
andall D. Warden. Mrs. Moeller The landscape director of the 

s ably qualified to fill the position. state highway department of In- 
che served as President of the .1% the Weathervane, Flower diana has interested Purdue Uni- 

Ohio clubs for five years during Grower, we read that never be- versity in putting on a four-day 
four of which she edited Garden {re im the history of gardening school for instruction of new men 
reetings. She is resigning as Di- have Spe cial flower Societies been in roadside development. 
ector of Central Atlantic Region so flourishing. “This will be a great _—_ 

, "year for flower shows.” Publishing Bernard Harkness, in Massachu- 
Coe . records in the gardening field are it, Horticulture, says Bell of Ire- 

The University of Wisconsin has being shattered, too. land is a misnomer. Hailing from 
aken over Truax Hospital to house — Syria and originally from the Mo- 

veterans and their wives. Over 400 Boston schedules a Children’s lucca Islands does not make it 
ingle men and 80 married couples Flower Show August 28-29 at Irish. Shell-flower has had a long 
ve rented rooms and apartments. Horticultural Hall, Boston. association with American gardens. 
ining hall and recreation rooms —— It is one of the annuals found in 

re in operation. Our plantings If you are especially interested old colonial gardens. 

is cf oui pete, Une Univer She Su of ferme fn the Am — : . . erican Fern Society. Dues $1.50 a A letter from Sheboygan tells us 
ity and city plan to take Over year include four issues of the Am- of the fine service done by Mrs. 
ther buildings at Truax Field to crican Fern Journal. The secretary Hugo Sperling of the Sheboygan 
eet housing needs. is Mrs. Elsie G. Whitney, 274 Garden Club. For the past two 

—_— South Main Ave., Albany, N. Y. years she has been in charge of 
A recent bulletin from the War Frances _ Theodora Parsons has floral arrangements for her church. 
partment lists Vaughan Hospital, 2" interesting book—How to know Her artistic arrangements, many of 
ines, Tlinoia, ae. scheduled for the Ferns. ‘The Ferns and Fern Al- them in containers which she de- 

losure by March 31, 1946. In 1944 lies of Wisconsin is published by signed and made, have been very 

Garden Club of Illinois launch- ‘he, Department of Botany of the highly complimented. 
an elaborate landscaping project University. Morton Arboretum has —— 

t Vaughan Hospital. a Bulletin on Ferns, too. Henares and problems i, ha 
—_ er Arrangement by Emma Hodkin- 

— North Carolina is holding a State gon Cyphers will H ieveds arrange- 

‘| Hortensia (Lady Gardener) is Garden School at State College this ment fans. 
monthly magazine of the Gar- spring put on by the Extension and Dorothy Biddle recommends The 

len Club of Alabama. Alabama Horticultural Departments of the American Colorist by Faber Bir- 
lubs are sponsoring a Garden of College. ren. 
emory on the campus of the —— —— 
olytechnic Institute at Auburn. The North Carolina Gardener, Paper white narcissus bulbs 

¢ State Bird Chairman is plac- official organ of the Garden Club should be discarded when through 
ng Bird Charts in the schools of of North Carolina, is published blooming. They are not hardy in 
he state. quarterly. The winter issue of 24 Wisconsin gardens.
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— frosts. A spray applied in summer PUBLICITY, PLEASE! 
African violets should always be delays blossoming as much as 14 It is evident that there is a con- 

watered with water warmed to days. ; 
stantly growing awareness of gar- 

room temperature, fe Ee, eek den clubs throughout the country.) 
— Rhubarb likes lime soil and plen- This has been accomplished by pub- 

Hydrangeas may be pruned in ty of fertilizer. licity through the medium of the 
the spring. Shrubs which bloom in —. press and radio. 1 
spring should not be pruned until Spring is considered the best time A publicity chairman becomes a 
after they bloom. to set out strawberry plants, The living link beween her club and the]! 

~~ way the runners are strewn over world at large and is responsible 
Peonies should not be moved in the surface of the ground and not for the world’s attitude toward gar- 

spring. Fall is the proper time to the material with which they are gen clubs. 

transplant them. mulched. is responsible for the Every garden club belongs to the 
— name. community in which it is located; 

Dictamnus, the Gas Plant, likes — therefore acquaint the people with i 
to stay put. It comes in white and Feed lawns early so that they get the educational values as well as the 

pink. a good start and make strong activities of your club. 
_ growth before | hot weather. Use The National Bulletin, the Wis- 

A favorite in my garden is the good commercial fertilizer at 20 consin Horticulture, state and local 
Katsura tree, cercidiphyllum. Its !bs. per 1000 square feet as soon newspapers can be made instru-f 
leaves, as its name implies, are 2S winter begins to break up. The ents of educational and inspira- 
similar to those of the redbud, but Home Garden. tional values if each club makes a 
smaller. They have a beautiful red- as report of it’s progress, plans and 
dish tinge when they leaf out in Garden Greetings, Ohio’s maga- interesting experiments. 
spring. This tree, which is highly ine, is full of interesting reports A publicity chairman should be- 
recommended by prominent horti- on state and National activities. The ome acquainted with the press in 
culturists, holds its foliage to its chairman of horticulture conducts j4, locality and find out their dead- 
base. It may well take the place an information column. line. It is not necessary that your 

of the ubiquitous popular where a oo item be developed into a finished 
pyramidal form is desired. E. Lawrence Palmer, Cornell story. Just give the lead and they 

— University, writing for Nature will write the story. 

When you get to pruning be sure Magazine says, “I wish that any . 
you know your dead wood. It community would dedicate at least A good news story is made up| 
might be wiser to wait until the Part of its memorial activity ‘ of the five W’s: 

i reserving some of the natural tree, shrub, or vine has leafed out. ae within sa, togndaies,” Who Was lavelved? : 

Suggested for low edging hedg- _ Where’ Did. It, Happenr 
es are teucrium and box barberry, F. F. Rockwell believes that the What Happened? 
Berberis minor. Tom Thumb arbor important thing for every hor When Did It Happen? 
vitae may be similarly employed. owner to do now is to shake off Why and How Did It Happen} 

Ground covers which have prov- the war-garden psychology and ‘ f 
ed satisfactory are vinca, myrtle, in both figuratively and literally get In reporting news decuracy 
blue and white, Baltic i achy- back to earth. revi) ‘and Clarity showld ber te, vy, Pachy: membered at all times. 
sandra and ajuga. he latter covers Entering the Columbia Univer- . . 
a deep bank, planted under setigera sity chapel to make a baccalaureate ,. If your story isiof state ‘and 1 
roses. Euonymous coloratus also is address, Dr. James Rowland Angel tonal interest send ut ito your dig a 
serving as an attractive cover. Its of Yale had an inspiration when he trict or state publicity chairman. 
evergreen leaves turn a beautiful saw the word “Push” on the door. _, The deadline for Wisconsin Horf. 
bronze in the fall. Not to be over- Launching into his address on ag- ticulture is not later than the 15t 
looked are wichuriana roses. Max gressiveness, he announced that one of the month preceding month o! 

Graf is fine. quality more than any other was publication. ' 
—_ necessary to success. His text, he If you have any questions con}, 

Experiments at the Boyce said, came not from the Bible but cerning publicity in your club pleas, 

Thompson Institute seem to point was inscribed on the door. It read: be free to call on me for help. 

toward the possibility of growing “Pull.” . _ Mrs. Wm. Curtiss, State Pu 
apricots in locations where their —Louis Nizer, Thinking on icity Chairman, Plymouth, Wise 
buds are now killed by late spring Your Feet (Liveright) R.R.1.
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KENOSHA GARDEN CLUB WAR ON WEEDS WITH 2, 4-D Lowell Thomas HT, yellow 

HAS PLAN FOR DISPOSING The Dow Chemical Company of Girona HT, bicolor 

OF BUSINESS Midland, Michigan, reports on a Mrs. Charles Bell HT, shell-pink 

A letter from Mr. Norbert Roe- full season experimental work with Poinsettia HT, scarlet-red 

der, Corresponding Secretary, Ke- 2, 4-D, the new weed killer as fol- Snowbird HT, white 

nosha Garden Club, tells of their lows: (condensed) A secondary list as revealed by 
plan for disposing promptly of gar- “2, 4-D, as the material is com- the poll reports is made up as foll- 

lien club business. He writes: monly known, has come up to all ows: 
“We have changed our Garden expectations. It kills, plantain, dan- Betty Prior HPol, dogwood red 

Club procedure a great deal this elion, bullthistle, burdock, wild Christopher Stone HT, vivid scar- 
\ear in an attempt to relegate ma- carrot and nettle with on applica- let 

hinery to the background and pro- tion. Canada thistle, sow thistle, Comtesse Vandal HT, copper, 

ide a more interesting program. goldenrod and bindweed all respond salmon and gold 

All officers, plus two members se- but usually require two applications Donald Prior HPol, sparkling 
‘flected by the president (in this case for a complete kill. 2, 4-D is also red 
'Ipresidents of the two study groups) effectice against woody plants such Eclipse HT, yellow 

‘Worm the executive board and con- 8 poison ivy, poison and common Etoile de Holland HT, bright 
‘Mduct all business of the Club at sumac, wild cherry, sassafras, wil- red 

heir monthly meetings. A copy of low and honeysuckle. Frau Karl Druschki HP, white 
‘the minutes of that meeting is “The peculiar phenomenon which Hector Deane HT, orange, red 

\fiailed to all club members with no- ™akes 2, 4-D particularly valuable and pink 
“fice of the next meeting. At the 1s its failure to injure many grasses. McGredy’s Sunset HT, yellow 
-kub meeting opportunity is given Bluegrass is unharmed by the weed Mme. Henri Guillot HT, rasp- 

for anyone to question or remark killer. berry-pink 
\n any action of the Executive “1. Knapsack spraying of pat- Mme. Butterfly HT, pink 

mmittee. This leaves a full eve- ches of thistle, bindweed, and other Mrs. Pierre S. duPont HT, yel- 

-fing for the program which we noxious perennials. low . 
nppave greatly expanded.” “2. Overall spraying of fields —From Horticulture (Boston) 
. ses badly infested with such weeds, —— 
: “3, Cleaning up barnyards, fen- LIKES MORDEN PINK 
d A aT DROOL * ce rows and ditchbanks. LYTHRUM 
a “4. Selective killing of turf I am pleased to report a new gar- 

“| The well-known rose, Frau Karl weeds in golf courses, parks and den variety of lythrum called Mor- 
ruschki, was named after the wife home lawns. Care must be taken not den’s Pink. This new variety is of 

ppi the president of the German to allow spray to touch desirable medium height and open growth 
‘ose Society. The late Peter Lam- trees, shrubs or flowers. and presents a July-August display 

rt, of Trier, Germany, who raised “5. Improving appearances of of flowers which blend well with 
t, entered the seedling in a compe- yacant lots and other unused areas. the colors of the blooms of other 

tion organized ine 1900 by @ Most tall and unsightly weeds in- plants. In this way, this new vari- 
rankfort gardening journal which cluding ragweed will be killed or ety of Canadian origin, with its 
ffered 1,000 marks for a new rose checked in growth. clear pink blooms is an improve- 

“4 hich was to be called Bismarck. “6. For eradicating poison ivy, ment over those with disturbing vi- 
jury passed over Lambert’s poison sumac and other undesirable olet-colored blooms that were all 

ypphite rose, and perhaps rightly, for vegetation from residence and rec- that we knew years ago. As a strict- 
‘eptly a blood-red flower would have  reation areas.” ly garden plant, here then is some- 

appropriate for such a name. as thing that is worth planting. 

1afambert was naturally disappoint- FAVORITE ROSES IN By the Roving Gardener in Janu- 
is but having faith in his seedling THE EAST ary 15, 1946 Horticulture (Bos- 

asked the president of the Rose The members of the New Eng- ton). 

srgociety to allow the variety to bear and Rose Society have voted for ——_— 
itis name. The president thought it their favorite varieties in a poll Of America’s 13,000,000 Ne- 
3 ould be nice to call the rose after conducted by E. A. Piester and re- groes, about 12,0000,000 are not 

wife, and so it became the fam- cently pubblished by the Society. full-blooded, having had at least one 
at Frau Karl Druschki, while the The following are the winners in white ancestor. — From Collier's. 
a inety chosen to commemorate this symposium: —— 

Wsmarck has never been widely Charlotte Armstrong HT, glow- Americans had a life expentancy 
i wn.—kRe printed from the Jour- ing rose at birth of 35 years in 1800, of 39 

is] of the Royal Horticultural So- Duquesa de Peneranda HT, cep- years in 1850, of 49 years in 1900; 
3. per-apricot while today it is 65 years.
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In The Garden 
A WHITE “FORSYTHIA” ornamental value of which we have IRIS ROOT ROT 

Praise for Prunus Tomentosa almost completely overlooked. It is Rot in rhizomes of iris is a seri 
By J. Horace McFarland at its rather sudden best fully ten ous challenge to iris growers a 

days ahead of the white form of times. I have not followed the liter; 
The extraordinary richness of Cercis canadensis, which is truly ature on the subject to see the lates 

bloom on the forsythia species at “brilliant” white. conclusions, but I am_ convince 
“Breeze Hill” have set me to wish- In my experience, P. tomentosa from experience here that lack o 

ing that there was some white-flow- jis not a long-lived plant, though a phosphorus in the soil is a contri 
ering item to dilute this varied clear very rapidly growing subject, and buting cause. At any rate, the u 
yellow show. Now I think I have when it blooms with its splendid of superphosphate, well incorporat 
found it, and I would long ago abundance it is deeply impressive ed with the soil before planting an 
have realized its value if it was not without any reference whatever to as a top-dressing if the plantatio 
unfortunately tied up with some- fruiting possibilities. It cannot be remains for several years, at leas 
thing to eat. hard to grow, wherefore I am mak- inhibits the advent of the malady. 

It was in 1925 that the Depart- ing this statement about it in the = —By C. W. Wood in January 
ment of Agriculture sent me under hope that some of my friends will American Nurseryman. 

the number FP133126 a little plant enrich their spring borders with a 

: =. nae white contrast to forsythia. 
which also carried the name of a gs : ae o. : 

Prunus tomentosa. Referring to At “Breeze Hill,” Harrisburg, Editor's Note: This is a new id 

Standardized Plant Names, I find Pa., condensed from January 15 —using phosphate to inhibit iri 

it given the common name of Man- Horticulture (Boston). root rot. May be worth trying. Wil 
chu Cherry. Bailey’s Standard Cy- appreciate — a senile 

iz scri it as comin who have made observations along « 

see ae Che and Manchuria COMPOSTING this line. The rot organism bein 

but nevertheless treats it as a fruit- A member of the Men’s Garden present in the soil gets into the rhi | 

ing plant, a cherry, thus: “A thor- Club of Minneapolis told us of an zome through broken areas of th 

oughly hardy small tree, making a un usual and interesting idea of skin as when the iris borer come 

very dense top and quite unlike making a compost heap. He dug out. Dampness, of course, favor§ ' 

most other cherries in appearance. up an old iris bed two feet deep, rot. A well-drained light soil shoul \ 

. . . P. tomentosa is hardy even filled it with leaves, weeds, etc., and promote less rot than a heavy moi : 

in the Dakotas.” Nothing about its finished with soft dirt on top. He one. If phosphate helps, it’s valuj ” 
mass of white blooms! put annuals on the surface and they able information because we ¢: : 

We are told that one must have grew gorgeously during the sum- easily apply it and the soil usual 

several plants in order that pollina- mer. In the fall he dug below, after needs it as a plant food. : 

tion may occur, this of course also the annuals were through blooming, Dr. C. Westcott in her book 7) : 

referring entirely to the fruiting and found the finest bunch of mulch Plant Doctor suggests only cuttif © 

possibilities. you ever saw. Herb could never away the rotted portions and lan! 

. “ catey figure out why the compost heap ing in clean soil, but concludes wi 

Working about “Breeze Hill” in p04 to be such a disagreeable, un- the statement she is trying a sim { 

the evening I came upon several pleasant thing in the garden. By ler method of treating iris for rot f 

plants of this subject which are as Covering the heap with dirt and up- applying a dry powder “Cuprff 
completely and solidly white as the turned sod, and transplanting late- Jabonite which seems to have pro ‘ 

forsythias are yellow, although of flowering annuals to this surface, en satisfactory with many membeg " 

upright habit rather than diffuse. the garden looked attractive, and of the American Iris Society.” ! 
So, while I am not setting up anew when the annuals were through The problem is not an easy on . 
common name, Tam suggesting that blooming he just dug underneath or it would have been solved lo , 
coming with the forsythias and eat- for the mulch he needed. ago. 4 

lier than any other of the flowering —From The Garden Spray. a r 

shrubs, P. tomentosa can well be . p 

considered entirely apart from its In the Midst — “How da y@ 

fruiting possibilities, Let us forget The Home Garden tells us mean you never go to work? fs 
the more or less attractive cherries “Evergreens may be transplanted Aren’t you a farmer?” w 

which may happen, and consider from the time the leaves of the “You bet, and the minute J g@d 

that there is an extremely early lilac are the size of a mouse’s out of bed I’m in the middle qd 

flowering plant of high merit, the ear.” G. C. D. work.” h
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DDT FOR SHADE TREE solved in quick-drying oils. Dusts Keep your thinned honey covered 

PESTS were discarded as impracticable in and in the refrigerator, or it may 

Those who are expecting to con- shade tree work because of the im- mold within a month, Miss Arm- 

1 all t ts with DDT are in possiblity of controlling the dust strong cautions. It is best to make 

tro ree: Pests, wt Experi cloud. Wettable powders were ef- up small batches for household use. 

for a rude ae OT te fective and practical where the dos- Honey as it comes from the jar 

at the Bartlett TEE a il : age of one pound of actual DDT is the right thickness for pancakes, 

oratories; Faye shown that whi ai ~ per 100 gallons of spray was used. hot biscuits, cooked cereals and 

DT 1s VEY. effective in conte ° 7m In atomizing, a 10 per cent solution sandwiches, and it need not be kept 

comin o tree pests, it th s little was satisfactory—one percent and cold to avoid spoilage. Kept at room 

effect on others, and still others are. per cent not sufficiently strong temperature it is easier to handle 

definitely favors! ics.at h di to be effective. than if chilled, when it becomes 

For heavy’ outbreaks, of ‘such ‘de- —By Stanley W. Bromley, Ph. thicker than “molasses in January.” 

structive pests as gyPsy ae D. Bartlett Tree Research Labora- Use honey in place of sugar 
Fe Ear is any tories, in Horticulture, (Boston) while sugar supplies contiuue short, 

’ : A : 

form definitely stimulates increases a SN eas Heat 

of red mites, red spiders, or “spider © THIN YOUR HONEY FOR hy en nn ON EY 
mites” as well as certain aphids © CERTAIN USES, AND USE = Jor Crapo . 
and lace bugs. It has been proved IN RECIPES . . 

that the increase of such pests is Honey does a better job of sweet- 1 pint of milk 1 cup of honey 

due in part at least to the fact that ening old folie dry cereals. and 6 egg yolks 1 pint of cream 

fendi fener the natical one iced tea. if it is thinned slightly, Heat milk in double boiler, keep- 

4 inies of these pests says Miss Grace Armstrong, ex- Ig the temperature of the water 

| DDT is FaHnecmere nota fun- ‘tension nutritionist, University of below boiling. Beat together the 

] gicide and where weather conditions Illinois. Ss eee er. ae koe 

q are favorable to fungus develop- To thin honey, add about a table- er. Cook until it thickens. Add the 
J ment, fungus growth may actually spoon of water to a cup of honey. cream, and when cool, freeze. 
g be encouraged by DDT applications. Hold over low heat or hot water ——_ 
4 It is now known that DDT, in until the mixture heats through and Joe: “I’m gong to bring my girl 
i] @ fine exposed film such as one the honey and water combine. Avoid a corsage tonight.” 
\§ would obtain from spraying, breaks high heat, which destroys the deli- Bill: “I suppose you know your 

g down under conditions of strong cate flavor and is likely to scorch girl well enough to do that but I'm 
sulight and becomes harmless to in- honey. just going to bring mine flowers.” 

a sect life after ten days or two 
if weeks, even though a residue be 

still present on the foliage. We 
h found that, because of this, three M cK A Y N U R S E R Y C 0 

ap. sprays of DDT about two weeks a- © 

yj part were necessary to control the 
if imported willow leaf beetle, one of Wisconsin’s Greatest Nursery 
yg our worst pests of willow. In addi- 

tion, the continual growth of willow OVER 400 ACRES 

rf throughout the season brings new 
\§ "protected leaves into being al- 

ef Most every day, which afford a con- 

i aap i dc true Flowering Shrubs, Shade Trees, Evergreens, Roses, 

5 " the case of the Japanese beetle. Apple, Plum, Cherry and Pear Trees, Red and Black 

ised on ther aiet davies ood Raspberries, Blackberries, Grapes, Currants, Goose- 
plants of the Japanese beetle. berries, Rhubarb, Asparagus, Etc. 

ef Tests at the Bartlett Tree Re- 
ae ——- eS or ty GENERAL OFFICES NouRSERIES 

with three types o i 
g@ dusts, (2) wettdile powders suspen- Maopson, Wis. WarterRLoo, WIs. 

ded in water and (3) the atomic 
blast of true solutions—DDT dis-
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The Dionne QUINS use our 

SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots : 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 
All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— ‘ 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write : 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection We have a two manual orgen 
with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisc onsin Horticulture since 1928 

‘SSS SSS 
; 

~board Wanted No.Boarders Wanted - - 
Today when it is practically impossible to buy all of the new equipment needed to expand it is im- 

perative that we keep only good productive colonies. No Boarders should be allowed in any 

apiary. Weak colonies should be united or strengthened. Poor stretched brood combs should 

be melted up. (Sell your wax at the high price and replace with Three-ply foundation) 

Mail your order now for any bee supplies needed to keep your present number of colonies 

producing 100 per cent. 

SHIP US YOUR BEESWAX 

e 

A.I. Root Co. of Chicago “Z The A. L Root Co 
e e e 

224-230 W. Huron Street Medi Ohi 
ing i CHICAGO, ILL. —— edina, Ohio 

UTSUOOST “UOSTPEN 

eangnotas TO s2eT {09 
ad viIQTryT
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THE COST OF WAR 

Did you know that: In Juiss | WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
Caesar’s war the cost of killing a ‘The Official Organ of the Wieconsin State Horticultural Society 
man was 75 cents per casualty? In Estastisnep 1910 

the Civil War $5,000. In the first Eatored ot the postoffice at Madieca, Wisconsin, se oqpond clase seater. Gocegianes 
for mailing at special postage provided 1 Act of 

World War the cost per casualty isi7 authorised July Bi ‘oft. = ihe » 

jumped ten times to $50,000 per wished voney cata July z ‘ 
man. And in the war just finished, ma tise > Pum Puce 

the cost ascended to the towering Madison . Wisconsin 

figure of $125,000 for each enemy H. J Raumuow, Editor ; 

we killed. Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

World War I cost $32,000,000,- Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 
000. Tel. University 182 

World War II cost $301,000,000,- sen ee OI 
000—and each of us will have to Volume XXXVI April, 1946 No. 8 
pay our share. In 1930 each citi- a 

zen’s share of the national debt was TABLE OF CONTENTS 
ar 

Pe awn each citizen’s share Fruit Growers Associations Hold Annual Meetings --------------- 195 
Is : ” a . h h Questions on the Use of DDT for Codling Moth Control ~--------- 198 

: t me Geen Sadi lowe Suggestions on Handling Apple Trees in 1946 -------------------- 199 

something we do hot like "inst ag Wisconsin Farm Orchard Spray Program ~------------------------ 201 

if one more war more oe less: Gs Pointers in Growing Raspberries ~-------------------------------- 202 

not important, With the atom bomb Wisconsin Beekeeping -------------------------------------------- 204 
as a weapon, can you visualize what Editorials --------------------------------------------------------- 208 
the next war may do to us? Gladiolus Tidings ------------------------------------------------- 210 

—_ % Gard ti eR REE 
Our new national anthem—‘Stars be, en (ere = 

and STRIKES Forever.”—Anony- le 
ios Garden Club News) ss<sssssscesocceccemeece ce eceecsseescumcoce 216 

Our Regional Meetings ~------------------------------------------ 218 

Our 1946 State Flower Show ------------------------------------. 219 

PATENTED AU. 19.1908 Random: Notes! ....----=+-----.---+-----e se sssnnnecniicencnnnnnss 220 

Between Clabs 2st eeeenesenecceeceeseesussseess 221 

Garden (Notes) sssssscss22 sce sees cece weecneeeeeeees 222 

Conservation Projects -------------------------------------------- 222 

Fie. 10.2 Fa. 3 . s . 
Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1948 

Berr Boxes Don W. Reynolds, Pres. -.Sturgeon Bay Dawson Hauser -.--..------..-----Bayfield 7 
Wm. F. Connell, Vice-Pres., Menomonie Alfred Meyer, -......-....---Hales Corner 

Crates, Bushel Boxes H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. --..-------Madison Karl Reynolds ..........-..-Sturgeon Bay 

and Climaz Baskets Bs: Ts (Chambers, Treas, «=... Madison 
. E. L. White....------------Fort Atkinson — 

As You Like Them : —= Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

wr manufacture the Ewald, Patent Feld. Term Ending D ber, 1948 Horticulture -..---...----------Madison 

sive sotistaction, Berry ben ond cot Leland Brown -...-...-----Sturgeon Bay Fdward Eschrich, Pres. Wis. Nursery” J 
our specialty, We constantly cafry in R. G. Dawson ---------------Frankeville 
material "9 Assn, -2cec-----------Mi 
ok rots all mate blue- E. L. White -—----—-----Fort Atkinson ‘ens heen Milwaukee | 

berries. (Ne order too small or ‘eo large — Walter Dichnelt, Pres. Wis. Bee- | 
us handle. 

folding bones and crates in K. D. from Term Ending December, 1947 keepers’ Assn, .......Menomonee Falls 
ee alt; cal we sim te do our G. J. Hipke .-----.-—-----New Holstein ; 
part well. A largo  dlecount for early Mrs, Arne Meyer -.---------------Waldo ev. Alfred Otto, West Bend, President ( 

orders. A postal our price list. Arnold Nieman ---------------Cedarburg Garden Club Federation I 
—_———— ] 

CUMBERLAND FRUIT ; wwicsiiiin Hicilaibore 3 ‘ 

PACKAGE COMPANY Sinte Horticultural Society for which gh, etmunl dues ere Ml per Tear or fi50 for ewe f! 
years, Garden Clube, Horticaiteral focieties, at other Horticultural Grmanieacions 

Dept D, Camberiand, Wis tis nieted 4 4 robseed meet oe, ee eae oD 
_—
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Fruit Growers Associations 
Hold Annual Meetings 

A Good Program, Good Food, and Interested Growers Combine To Make Meetings Best Ever Held. 

From 80 to 100 members attended 2 the wonderful pot luck luncheon they 
each of the annual meetings of eight Y ti, EWG serve, and we might add the speakers 
fruit growers associations held from EQ | i appreciated the luncheon too. 
February 6 to March 8. There was an Y/ Tas MN Officers were reelected. They are: 
excellent program at each meeting. Yj. = Uy President, Martin Wiepking, Cedar- 

Food served by the wives of growers Ups G i burg; Vice-President, B. J. Otting, 
or church organizations during the (+; OE POLE Cedarburg; Secretary - Treasurer, Ar- 
noon hour was excellent. Apple grow- AN Wig 737 ARs min Frenz, Cedarburg. 

i agricuiture in "Wisconsin, and so inal ; F pane ie yee Med eee 0 sin, si oy arrange the program and had every- 
growers are interested in getting to- OIE EE EE ea | ' thing run smoothly. This Association 
gether and discussing their problems. 5 A } also distributed several hundred of the 

: . apple recipe booklets to members and 

Impressions . e IS voted to take part in the fruit exhibit 
Have you ever experienced a winter } ‘ie f . at the Wisconsin State Fair by staging 

ant s0 much bad weather and icy F SS | A a model apple sales room. 
roads ? et = - WI . . 
The first meeting of the series was AY a —— Sie Washington County Meeting 

Fats 2h ong, downs easlen ll ou SSS hie MB Seaulee Goauty th bec, the igygest 
of Fort Atkinson, we slipped Tighe ot — fe fia Lia attendance of the series. County Agent 
the road and can attribute the slight [RRR —samA Mh oS VY ee E. E. Skaliskey has been instrumental 
injury to the car only to very pa ee == > in building ip this ‘pemsneation during 
luck. SSS the past few years, helping the officers 
Hotel rooms are scarce everywhere, = who were reelected. 

especially so at Waukesha and Mil- Church. The ladies of the church They are: President, Jos. L. Mora- 
waukee. These days one should really erved the luncheon. County Agent J. wetz, West Bend; Vice-President, Paul 

have relatives in every town to be sure Thomas cooperated in arranging the Cypher, West Bend; Secretary-Treas- 
of ecttiag a place to sleep. meeting. ; urer, E. E. Skaliskey, West Bend. ; 

At the Rochester meeting County The organization voted to join the One of the interesting features of 
Agent Polley and Assistant Hugo Wisconsin Apple Institute and to con- this meeting was a demonstration by 

Klumb ran the meeting. The Depart- tribute $15. They also voted unani- 4-H club girls making an apple pecan 
ment of Home Economics of the Coun- mously to take part in the apple ex- cake shown on page 8 of the booklet 

ty School of Agriculture served an ex- hibit at the Wisconsin State Fair by "36 Ways to Use Wisconsin Apples. 
cellent luncheon. Dr. C. L, Fluke was  taging a model grading and packing The two girls made the cake and then 
ill, so Prof. C. L. Kuehner gave his exhibit. passed samples which everyone found 

talk on the value of DDT in the Mr. Lester Tans, manager of the delicious. They remarked that any 
orchard. Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers kind of nuts can be substituted for pe- 

Mr. Charles Patterson of Franks- Association, offered full support in cans. oo. . 
ville, long president of the Association, fyrnishing machinery and supplies for The organization voted to help with 
insisted he had served long enough. 1 exhibits wherever desired. the fruit exhibit at the State Fair by 
He was voted honorary president of . . featuring a model roadside stand. 
the organization for the rest of his Milwaukee County Meeting Sheboygan Count: 
life. About 90 members were present Milwaukee County Association voted The Sheb ve C 4 : . 

and the room was very crowded so _ to buy 500 of the apple recipe booklets h Ci a at oe, peeege he 
that students could not get in. and give a supply to the Home Dem- i e City e at meu na ti ie 
Officers elected were as follows: onstration Agent for distribution to all heey en mar mit we ive aon 

President, Wm. Verhulst, Franksville; = members of the Homemakers’ Club of ii ounty Agent G. hie ae af 

Vice-President, Alois Pfeiffer, Racine; the county. County Agent S. S. Mathi- in ing an active part in the work 0: 
Secretary - Treasurer, Lyman Skewes, sen was active in arranging the de- t Gliese lected. Th. 3 

Union Grove. tails of the meeting. President, Acne Meyer, Waldo: Vice. 
_This Association, as all of the others, Officers were reelected. They are: President, Hugo E. Wunsch, Sheboy- 
voted to buy some of the recipe book- President, Albert Schreiber, Milwau- gan; Secretary - Treasurer, Joseph 
lets, “36 Ways to Use Wisconsin Ap- kee; Vice-President, Allen Guenther, Th: Glenbeulah. , 
ples” published by the Wisconsin Ap- Mik kee; S T: Al. ackray, re lab. « ne Instit y P ilwaukee; Secretary - Treasurer, . The Association voted to make a dis- 
me Institute. fred J. Meyer, Milwaukee. play of apple varieties at the State 

At Waukesha The Association voted to take part Fair. 

Officers clected by the Waukesha fp, fhe Bolt: exit: at the WWiseonss Manitowoc County 
ounty Association were: Presiden’ . i iati 

Peter L. Swartz, Waukesha; ven Ozaukee Couny Meeting ne Manitower County Asso nero President, Wm. Steele, P kee; change eir original schedule from 
Secretary Treasurer, Wm. Basse, W. a More than 100 growers were present Thursday, March 7, to Saturday, March 

kesha. ry ° . se, Wau- at the Ozaukee County meeting at 2, and therefore the secretary was un- 
° Grafton High School Gymnasium on able to attend. Reports are, however. 

There were more than 80 present at March Ist. The wives of the fruit that there was a very large attendance 
the meeting held in the Methodist growers in this county are known for and a very successful program.
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Officers elected were: President, SCAB. Last year was a bad scab obtained through a recipe contest con- 
Kurt Wiegand, Cleveland; Vice-Presi- year. Many trees lost their leaves in ducted in cooperation with State Ra- 
dent, William Ahrens, Jr. Two Riv- Wisconsin, especially McIntosh. The dio Stations. Plans for publicity in- 
ers; Secretary-Treasurer, Irvin Tuma, ground spray is therefore desirable clude featuring Wisconsin apples at 

Cato. this year, of all years. Old infected the State Fair, beginning August 19th. 
Jefferson’ County leaves may have from 30,000 to 100,000 Each County Association thereupon 

. . spores per squar inch. Article in the yoted to take part. The exhibit will 
The Jefferson County Association March issue by Drs. G. W. Keitt and be a show window of the Wisconsin 

met at Fort Atkinson with very large J. Duain Moore on the ground spray apple industry and will cover one en- 
attendance, largest in its history. This should be read carefully. tire side of a building to be known as 
meeting was on Friday, March 8, the CODLING MOTH. Mr. Kuehner Fruits and Farm Crops. 

day of the blizzaard. A number of told the story of a grower who had a A Wisconsin Apple Week is being 
speakers and growers in attendance left },34 infestation of moth and discovered planned for some time in September. 
the meeting a little too late and were that crates in an open shed were full Other plans of the Apple Institute will 
stalled in the snow storm. of cocoons. This grower prepared a be found in articles in this magazine. 

The officers of the aie County closed shed for crates, scraped the —- 
Association were relected. ey are: trunks and then sprayed carefully. Had 
President, Wm. Leonard, Fort Atkin-  ¢xccllent results last year. He em- Seen pa? 
son; Vice-President, Frank Gutten-  jhasized that in using DDT in late 
berg, Jefferson; Secretary-Treasurer, sprays, use only the mild sulphurs. GROWERS COOPERATIVE 
Carroll Krippner, Fort Atkinson. | . HAS GOOD YEAR 

The officers, together with County Fruit Growers Cooperative 
Agent C. A. Dumond, had arranged a Mr. Lester Tans, secretary of the Mr. Lester Tans, secretary of the 

varied program, including talks by Southeastern Fruit Growers Coopera- Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers 

Mr. Laurence Holmes of Coe, Converse _ tive, reported on the affairs of the or- Cooperative, Waukesha, 1p making his 
& Edwards on new varieties of fruits, ganization at each meeting where the report to the annual meetings of Coun- 
and a round table of growers in the af- Association was affiliated. He stated ty Fruit Growers Associations, _Bave 

ternoon. that nitrates will be very scarce this these figures as to the amount of ma- 
The Association voted to make an spring. There will be some baskets, Jor items sold: o 

exhibit of new varieties of fruit at the the Co-op having three carloads order- ‘Arsenate of Lead, 40 tons; Nitrate 
State Fair. ed now. Paper bags will be short. Stones wenabte-scinine & cones Con 

The Program ahey now. eer We ODE ay per Sulphate, 6 tons; spray hose, 6.000 

Prof. C. L. Kuehner, extension hor- cents per pound. If lower later, grow- ft.; sprayers, 22; spray pumps, 12; li- 
ticulturist, was the principal speaker. ers will get the benefit. quid lime sulphur, 4,800 gals.; bushel 

He showed films on Washington apple The Southeastern is now 15 years baskets, 50,000 dozen ; nursery stock, 

growing, and on freezing fruits and old. .A more detailed report a Dare $3,500 ; spray guns, 75. 

vegetables. Dr. C. L. Fluke was ill and elsewhere in this issue. He em tasted ms following is the eo ement made 
unable to attend any meetings, so Prof. j).34 any"erower can ba fom ake Co- by the certified public accountant 
Kuehner gave his talk on D. D. T and op y which was read at the annual meeting 

control of codling moth, scab control, . which gives a condensed statement of 
new varieties and the apple maggot. Bees In The Orchard operations for the year ending Decem- 

DDT. If you have had no trouble Secretary H. J. Rahmlow talked ber 31,1945: 

with codling moth in the past. stick briefly on bees for the orchard, illus- Net Sales $117,273.96 100.0% 
to arsenate of lead, is the general rec- trated with a colored movie. He em- Cost of Goods 

omendation. If you have had difficul- phasized that the problem of pollina- Sold 103,966.95 88.7 
ty in controlling codling moth, then tion will become more acute as or- —_ — 
two sprays with DDT according to di-  chards become larger and more land is Gross Profit 13,307.01 11.3 
rections found elsewhere in this issue cleared which destroys the wild bees. Operating Expense 8,636.19 7.4 
would be advisable. He emphasized too that fruit growers es 
_Mr. E. L. White at the Jefferson must cooperate with beekeepers, es- Net Operating Profit 4,670.82 3.9 
County meeting asked, “Why not spray pecially in not spraying with arsen- Net Other Income 217.13 2 
container with DDT to kill the larvae ate of Jead during the pink spray or ee ee 

in the fall of the year?” Sounds like while trees are in bloosom. Because of Net Profit for 
an excellent suggestion. pojsoning, beekeepers are moving away Period 4,887.95 4.1% 
APPLE MAGGOT. Spray carefully from orchards which will accentuate 

for apple maggot, said Mr. Kuehner. the problem. In sections with large CO-OP HAS EXCELLENT GROWTH 
Some “crows nests” can’t be sprayed orchards fruit growers may wish to On December 31, 1945 the Co-op had 
properly. Cut out those branches which buy package bees. He recommended a net worth of $24,307.93. Current li- 
do not bear fruit anyhow. Bait pans 5-Ib. packages with queens to be in- abilities were only $2,371.40, and there 
for apple maggot should be used in stalled in the orchard a few days be- is a surplus of $5,140.53. 
every community. As soon as there is fore the apple bloom for most econ- as 
a catch, spray within a week after-  omical results. 
wards and spray again in 10 days. If APPLE PUBLICTY ORCHARD FOR RENT 
there is a bad infestation, spray three 
times. The last will coincide with the Mr. Rahmlow also talked briefly on For Rent: Orchard very near 
late codling moth spray. DDT has not the work of the Wisconsin Apple In- city. Twelve acres good variety 
given good results on maggot so far. stitute. Each Association had distri- fruit trees. Write East Wisconsin 
Remember that the flies will fly 200 buted copies of “36 Ways To Use Wis- Trustee, C. 926 South 8th 
yards, so spray crab apples and others consin Apples” put out by the Wiscon- . ; pany, ou 7 
near the orchard. sin Apple Institute. The recipes were Street, Manitowoc, Wisconsin. i
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’ Suppli Growers’ Supplies 
Buy Cooperatively and Save Money. 

Participate in the Earnings of the Cooperative 

SPRAY MATERIALS DUSTING MATERIALS 

Arsenate of Lead Lathes B i with Copper 
Calcium Arsenate Co Po Dust 
Lime Sulphur Co Potex . 

Kolofog PRUNING EQUIPMENT 
Mike Sulphur Tree Wound Paint—Pruning Snips 
Copper Sulphate Tree Seal 
Lethane B 72 Pruning Saws 
DDT — 25% Hand Pruners 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR 

Nitrate Fertilizer 33,% 
(Ammonia Nitrate) 

PACKING HOUSE SUPPLIES 

Beers Half Bushel Baskets Bottom pace . 

Picking Ladders oie Shredded Tissue 
Picking Bags Top Pads 

Power Orchard and Row Crop Sprayers 

Repairs for John Bean Sprayers 
We Handle Repairs for All Models From the Oldest to the Most Modern Makes 

Write for Catalog and Price List 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. (Near C. & N. W. Freight Depot) Telephone 4107 — Lester Tans, Mgr. 

a i
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Questions On Use Of DDT 
° 

For Codling Moth Control 
John H. Lilly, Department of Entomology 

QUESTION: I had difficulty in con- QUESTION: Does DDT need a VIRGINIA ADOPTS 

trolling codling moth last year with spreader or sticker? APPLE PROMOTION LAW 

arsenate of lead sprays. Would like to ANSWER: Proprietary products on a eg : 

try DDT. In which sprays would it be the market for use in water sprays Virginia apple growers will have an 

best to use DDT? contain adequate wetting and spread- apple Promotion law. It Sets up a Vir- 

ANSWER: In the second (20-day) ing agents. ginia state apple commission, accord- 

and third (30-day) after petal-fall —— ine to. Truman. Nola. executive ‘secte- 
sprays, using it in combination with QUESTION: Do you think DDT [ary of the National Apple Institute. 
one of the milder sulfur fungicides. will injure the foliage or affect the A tax of 1% cents a bushel is levied 

— size and color of our fruit? on all apples packed in closed pack- 

QUESTION: I heard that last fall | ANSWER: DDT apparently is quite 8¢5 in the state, with exemptions oi 
there was considerable poor quality safe on fruit trees in general, unless small quantities, payable on the basis 

DDT on the market. Can I be sure of it is used in combination with summer of packout records required to be kept. 

getting good DDT this spring? oils. Reasonable applications should not The commission is to cooperate with 

ANSWER: The poor quality prod- injure either the foliage or fruit of all other state and national organiza- 

ucts you mention were the low-concen- the apple. Hons 10 research, advertising, publicity, 
tration fly spray sold last year. Buy and education to promote the sale and 

only from a reputable source and fol- QUESTION: Are you recommending "S€ of apples. : 
low the manufacturer’s directions. the use of DDT on apples this year? It is the intention to use the fund 

ANSWER: No. We suggest that it to Promote apples in Virginia and the 

QUESTION: I have heard that when be used only on a limited scale in ex- Appalachian region and to join in 

we use DDT for spraying apple trees treme cases to see how it will perform other funds for the purpose of adver- 

there is danger of red mite infestation. in comparison with the regular pro- tsing apples nationally. — 

What can we do about that? gram when applied in the same way. Mr. Nold says Virginia has set a 

ANSWER: Use one of the dinitro _ tseore ao the paseeee of re wre ol 
compounds such as DN-111, when the legislation. le proposal was frst 
infestation appears, following the di- DDT RECOMMENDATIONS made at the State Horticultural Soci- 
rections on the package. FOR NEW YORK GROWERS ety meeting in December and the vote] " 

At the New York Horticultural So- in favor was a surprise to everyone. 

QUESTION: I have been able to ciety convention entomologists of the What state is more conservative than 

control codling moth fairly well during Experiment Station covered the status Virginia, he asks. Meetings were called] a 
the last few years. Do you think I of DDT for fruit growers. in the growing sections and the word 

should try DDT this year, or stick to They stated that “general recom- was “go ahead.” 

my old program? mendations for the use of DDT on Mr. Nold points out, however, the 

ANSWER: By all means follow your Pples would not be issued this year, opposite experience in Ohio where 

old program in your commercial oper- because of uncertainties attending the three successive attempts to obtain 

ations. Try out a DDT program on a USE of so new a material. For fruit, similar legislation have ended in fail- 

few trees if you are interested in it. 4 50 per cent water-dispersible powder ure. After the last attempt in 1945. it 

a seems most desirable among materials was decided to continue on the volun- 

QUESTION: If I use DDT for tested. The possibilities of injury, tary sign-up of growers for the Ohio 

spraying apples this year late in the build-up of such pests as red mite and Apple Institute. 
season, will there be danger of a woolly aphid, and the uncertainty of Memberships. in Wisconsin 

visible residue, spoiling the looks of control of plum curculio and apple Apple Insti ; 
the apples? maggot, were stressed. E. H. Wheeler pple Institute Continue 

ANSWER: Visible residues should POinted out that although DDT will to Come tx 
be much less of a hazard than resi- control Oriental Fruit Moth, its use Mr. Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg, 
dues exceeding the legal tolerance (7 Once may necessitate its use each year, treasurer of the Apple Institute, re+ 
parts per million). Better avoid late Since it exterminates natural enemies ports since our last announcement, that| 
applications. that usually give a fair measure of the following memberships have come 

— control. in up to March 10. We are especially 
ouESTION: J keep bees FS ny ot OO pleased with this response because i 

chard. Do you thin! wi ill the shows faith in the work of the Wis 
fees Le en sprays? 4 FERTILIZERS consin Apple Institute and its objec 

: is not suggeste: . tives, following a poor crop year an 
for use until well after the blooming Rock phosphate: Florida 32% an increase in dues, ee 
period. Therefore it should be quite P,Q, in bags. Potash when avail- Wisconsin Orchards, Inc., Madison 
safe to honey bees, although it may ° H. A. Dvorak, Casco 
destroy other beneficial insects. able. Granular Aero Cyanamid The Dawson Hauser Orchards, Bay: 

QUESTION: H I i DDT are) alte for fruit t Ni ane Orchards, Cedarb : How long is a tec’, . es ieman Bros. Orchar ‘edarbur; 
application effective against codling and for plowing under, ship im- Ski-Hi Fruit Farm, Baraboo . 
ee SR Wee DOT | r mediately. Dealers and distribu- = Ed Betzold, Bayfield 

$ en is used on sis, os. L. Morawetz, 
plants out-of-doors it appears to lose tors wanted. Schrock Fertilizer cn Orchards, Canter 
its toxicity in from two to six weeks. Service, Congerville, IHinois. The Gordon Farms, Sturgeon Bay
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Goff Orchards, Sturgeon Bay SUGGESTIONS ON HANDL- 3. Protect the foliage from scab 
Waldo Orchards, Waldo ING APPLE TREES IN 1946 and from insect attack. A vigorous, 
Albert Theys, Luxemburg H. B. Tuk H healthy foliage is needed in 1946. 
Bayfield Fruit Growers Co-op, Bay- yee ae ey» lead, Department 4. Use blossom thinning sprays with 

_ field of Horticulture, Michigan State caution on strongly biennial varieties 
C, J. Telfer, Green Bay College, East Lansing which commonly overload, such as 
James Cherf, Antigo 1946 offers an opportunity for Michi- Early McIntosh, Oldenburg, Wealthy 
W. C. Powers, Ellison Bay gan apple growers to again show the and Yellow Transparent. 
Frenz Orchards, Cedarburg consumer that they have a product 5. Remove bees from orchards after 
John J. Guth & Sons, Bancroft worthy of competing with other arti- one day of good pollinating weather, 
Hipke Orchards, New Holstein cles for his attention. The short crop provided adequate cross-pollinating 
J. Arthur Friedlund, Ellison Bay of 1945 is very likely to be followed by varieties are present. 
Carl E. Erickson, Herbster an above average crop in 1946, barring 6. Thin as promptly after bloom as 
Sunrise Orchards, Gays Mills unforeseen frost and other unfavor- possible if set is excessive. 
Eames Orchards, Egg Harbor able factors. In addition, there is a 7. Conserve soil moisture by mow- 
Lester F. Tans, Waukesha heavy inoculum of apple scab in many ing in god orchards, and by mulching. 
Martin H. Wiepking, Cedarburg orchards, coupled with the possibility On the other hand, with trees which 
M. H. Ward, Durand of overloaded trees. were defoliated by scab in 1945 and 
Rosa Orchards, Gays Mills With trees which are in vigorous which have no blossom buds, growers 
Haas Orchards, South Milwaukee condition and which promise a heavy should think in the following terms: 
B, J. Otting, Cedarburg bloom, growers should think in the 1. Open trees to let in light. Re- 
Oscar Wiechert, Cedarburg following terms: move weak, spindly growth, 
Martin Wetzel, Thiensville 1. Prune thoroughly so as to reduce 2. Do not overdo nitrogen applica- 
Waukesha County Fruit Growers the number of blossom buds. This is a tions on trees which in pervious years 

Assn. . good chance to do some badly needed made vigorous growth. A delay in ap- 
Racine County Fruit Growers Assn. pruning and to get the trees in hand. plication until after growth has started, 
Fruit Growers Co-operative, Stur- 2. Do not overdo early, spring ap- or a splitting of application may be ad- 

geon Bay . plications of nitrogen. The effect of visable. 
Sheboygan County Fruit Growers such applications is to cause a heavy 3. Plan a vigorous campaign to con- 

Assn. . set of blossoms. If the tendency has trol scab and insect ravages. A good, 
Walter D. Corrigan, Cedarburg been for the fruit to be poor in color healthy foliage ig necessary if trees are 

el in previous years, it may be advisable to come back with a crop in 1947. 
“ : . to reduce the application. Or the appli- 4. Conserve soil moisture by mow- 
Hello, Secretarial School? I just cation may be split, applying one-half ing in sod orchards, and by mulching. 

married my boss! You don’t need in early spring and the other half just This may well be a critical year in 
t d 1 95; after full bloom, if it seems needed at the apple business. It is a chance to re- o send me lesson seven! that time. (Continued on Page 203 Column 2) 

e 

Fruit Growers Needs- 
INSECTICIDES - - - , 
ARSENATE OF LEAD — ELGETOL — LIME SULFUR — NICOTINE SULPHATE 

SPREADER STICKERS — MIKE SULFUR — FLOTATION SULFUR PASTE — BOR- 

DEAUX MIXTURE — COPPER SULPHATE — CALCIUM ARSENATE — ROTENONE 

DUST — PYRETHRUM DUST — — 

D-D-T DUST AND SPRAYS— 
PRUNING TOOLS LADDERS 
GRAFTING TAPE SPRAY HOSE 
TREE SEAL SPRAY GUNS 
PICKING BAGS NOZZLES 
DUSTERS SPRAYER REPAIR PARTS and 

ACCESSORIES 
Please Write For Quotations 

If You Are A Member of A Spray Ring Give Names of Officers — — To Receive 
Wholesale Price List — — 

GLENN A. DUNN, Manager 
F. R. GIFFORD COMPANY 

2138 University Ave. Madison-5, Wisconsin 
Telephone Fairchild 2840 — 24 Hour Phone Service
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= 

More Protection - - 
--With A Bean Sprayer 

| ‘ ce 

| 

Get more protection per tree and more protection 

per dollar with a BEAN ORCHARD SPRAYER. Have 

high pressure performance all the time for dependable 

coverage of your crop. Save on spraying costs with the 

long-lived BEAN ROYAL PUMP. Enclosed oil-bath 

lubrication seals out dust and dirt. 

John Bean Mfg. Co. 
Division of Food Machinery Corporation 

Lansing 4, Michigan 
FRUIT CLEANERS — GRADERS — SPEED SPRAYER
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WISCONSIN FARM ORCHARD SPRAY — PLANT FRUIT TREES ON 
(For more pertictalars, eee the 1906 Circaler TERRACE IN HILLY AREAS 

SPRAYS MIXTURE USED PESTS TO CONTROL By » D. Rosa, Gays Mills 

2 gal. liquid lime sulphur “In hilly country like the Kicka- 
1. GREEN TIP 

(See Note 1) tit cates pyaar Apple and pear scab. poo, there are distinct and valuable 

> pREPINK = advantages in planting apples on 
2. PREPINK 

(See Note 2) Same as 1. Same as 1, the upper side of terraces built on 

Same as 1. level contours. Some of the most 
Omit lead arsenate in this . important are: spi say ge ee | Scab sec ater ie plied while ie trees are ’ - , z . 

(See Note 3) in bloom. Use lime sul- | and brown rot of plum. (1) There is a very considerable 
phur only. saving and conserving of water. 

st TTF Terraces properly built are a big 
7 quarts liquid lime sul- | pi py j factor in preventing runoff, during 

ood of codli s Ma 
4. CALYX phur moth; Gueculio, cankere heavy rains as well as during the 

(See Note 4) a ae i arsenate ro cherry Jeaf-spot; spring break-up. Here, much water 
eamons .orwater and brown rot of plum. runs off of unterraced land and is 

|/_____—-.._ lost. This is true even where an 
Same as 4. a. 5s 

Note: If weather is hot orchard is in sod and has a suffici- 
and scab pas been previ- a pame baa so ent covering of grass to prevent 
ously we: controlle a n orchards badly infest- 7, 

5. 10 DAYS wettable sulphur may be | ed with plum curculio, this  CTOS!0n- On my new set orchards, 
AFTER CALYX substituted for the lime | spray application should be there was only one rain storm in 42 

sulphur at strengths rec- | made within five (5) days ’43 and ’44 in which the water 
ommended by manufac- | after the calyx spray.) 
turers. (Circ. 157) broke over the terraces. That ~ 

re Ss — — oo during a bad hail storm on July 5; 
6. 30 DAYS iquid li z i i i i 
AFTER CALYX f + quid lime sulphur Codling moth, apple scab, ee it rained five inches in a 

(See Note 5) 100 gallons of water and brown rot of plum. a. our. 

APPLE MAGGOT. ||. There are seasons in which wa- 
2 Sprays Apple maggot and apple ter is a decidedly limited factor in 
10 days apart Same as 6. scab PP an apple crop. Saving and storing 

(See Note 6) : in the soil a large percentage of the 
2nd brood of codling moth, | Tunoff, should make a difference in 

8. AUGUST 10-20 apple maggot, apple scab; _— such years. 
Same as 6. cherry leaf-spot; and y 

brown rot on late plums. (2) Young trees, planted in the 
Note 1. Apply as soon as buds of early varieties show 34 to 1% inch of green tips. UPPer base of the terraces gets an 
Note 2. Apply as soon as buds of late varieties show % inch of green tips. abundant proportion of water which 

Note 3. Apply as soon as early blooming varieties show pink. falls. This contributed to livability 
Note 4. Realy as soon as late blooming varieties have dropped most of their and growth. In ’44, I believe the 
‘i.e me ; ith which plenty of water got 
Note 5. This spray may be earlier or later than 30 days after calyx. U: i case wi 7 OF 

moth bait traps as a guide. Where codling moth was bad esas ae to the roots of my planting of 750 
extra spray should be applied within 10 days after the “10 Day Spray” trees caused the trees to grow 100 . and then followed by the 30 Day Spray. percent, 

Note 6. Use apple maggot bait traps to determine exact spraying dates. See , 
Diy id op Ae ie te . oo (3) Care of the orchard—and 

Pate ota Ue aati 2Et Haid Hine aphar especally spraying and harvesting 
green tip application if necessary. * P 2 gal. of spray in the jg made easier by this method of ter- 

DORMANT ORCHARD SPRAY: For scale insects, such as oyster shell scale, '@cimg- The ground between each 
use 1 gal. of liquid lime sulphur in 7 gals. of water; or, use one of the mis- two rows of trees is level in the di- 6 = oils according to manufacturers’ directions. rection of the rows, the slope down 

aches epreadee: A sticker spreader may improve the spray coverage in Sprays hill between rows is also reduced 

Raspberry anthracnose: Apply lime sulphur, 1 gal. in 9 gals. of water when somewhat, especially if the space first small leaves unfold. The effectiveness of this spray may be increased between the rows is cultivated in 
by adding 2 rounded tabblespoonfuls of white gelatin dissolved in a cup of any manner. 

Special Note: DDT caenot yet. be recommended except for trial. If interested (4) It also contributes to a more 
in using it for tria! t i i i i a Hane Je at in codling moth control, write for detailed instructions advantageous method of planting 

—By Conrad L. Kuehner, Ext. Horticulturist. and spacing trees.
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Pointers In Growing Raspberries 
Geo. L. Slate, New York Experiment Station 

In growing raspberries, a suitable mosaic, or old runout patches of culti- izer. Soils lacking in fertility, but oth- 
site is the first requisite of success. vated raspberries. The Columbian pur- erwise suitable, may need complete 
One usually has to take what is avail- ple raspberry is also a carrier of mo- fertilizers, but this can be determined 
able, but many farms have enough  saic and should be avoided. Wild black only by the grower experimenting for 
variation to permit a choice. If con- raspberries harbor orange rust, or yel- himself. By leaving measured sections 
sideration of the available sites indi- lows, a troublesome disease that also of rows at various places in the field 
cates that none are suitable, the rasp- affects the cultivated black raspberry unfertilized and comparing the crop 
berries should not be planted. in some localities. Planting stock should and growth of the plants with those 

. . be obtained only from fields inspected receiving fertilizer, a rough idea as to 
Select Well Drained Soil and passed by the state nursery in- the value of the fertilizer may be ob- 

: : ._,. spectors. By inquiring of the local tained for the field in question. 
The est Ee eT ie eal drained nursery inspector, it is often possible Condensed from March 2 The Rural 

ie ‘opt sysiem of a raspberry plant to locate good stock on nearby farms. New-Yorker. 
. One can call for and get the stock at eS 

i ot en wee tikes Set we the best possible time for a good job 
the (Dalkc Of ae in the Up eee + of planting. HOW WE GROW 
of soil. If the water level in the soil STRAWBERRIES 
rises much above three feet for more Spacing Plants 

than a few hours during the growing cing Alvin Rel: T, 
: lyea, Taylor 

‘ion at the ne it the ee oak Raspberries and _also blackberries y' 

will be ‘weakened or perhaps killed. {perc gbaced eight Sect, between Strawberry plants on our farm 
Wet spots sometimes ae not snow etl though some growers prefer nine feet. 2PPCaT to = adits ig the 
except in seasons of abnormal rain “al Spacing of red raspberries and black- Winter m™ gooc condition. T rough- 
and the plants may grow icf revera’ berries in the row is about two feet, out this section acreage is about 

sac blocs wet sas cate Pan fo ie lkany ‘and pole double last en's. We will be pik 
m - * rieties ree or four teet. je sucker- + 4 ; . 

the plants may grow late in the season jing types soon make a hedge row ing 18 acres of berries this season ; 
and be susceptible to winter killing. which should be kept about a foot in ast year we picked 8 acres. 

The virtues of organic matter, in width with the canes spaced about six For our section we haven’t found 

improving the moisture holding ca- inches apart. Wide crowded hedge any varieties which can take the 

pacity, and the fertility and tilth of the TOWS neve many bhi unproductive place of Beaver and Premier. We 
soil, are especially important to berry ie 2 oe sen as the trou- ‘set mostly Beaver. 
growers. Stable manure is an excellent D¢S ar€ worse because of the poor . 

source of organic matter, but if not 7 circulation. We like to set strawberry plants 
available a two or three year old sod . as early in the spring as the ground 

is a good substitute. The sandy loams Avoid Deep Cultivation is in good condition to work. Ex- 

and medium jams ae ee Cultivation should be as shallow and PeTience has shown us strawberries 

drained. When tip plants are to be just often enough to keep down the live better and grow better if they 
produced the lighter soils are to be weeds. The continual stirring of the become established early in spring, 
preferred as the tips produce better Soil to a 2 et mae is net while the soil is cool and moist. 
boots and. are; more easily dug. c oe subdued. Deep cultivation injures many Late set plants are likely to run 

ar teulation is “ako essential In Ffa"and doe far more: har than ito Hot, dry conditions which make 
temperatures are much lower on still good. Newly set plants should not be good results almost impossible. We 

e nding higher ‘{€ftilized as it is easy to burn the have found that runner plants made nights than on the surrounding hig! ts bef the plant: i tablished Pp 
slopes, and this may make the differ- [O0tS Deftore the plant is established. early are much more fruitful than 
ence between a crop and no crop. Fun- There is nothing better than stable |/,-. made in late fall 
gus diseases, such as mildew of the ™anure for the old established plant- $ mm fate summer or fal 
Latham raspberry, and anthracnose of ing, used at the rate of 10 tons to the We use a shovel for planting 
black raspberries, are much less trou- 2¢Fe: If hen manure is used, it should strawberry plants and a pail with 

P mt . .. be at the rate of about six tons. The * y P blesome on open, airy sites where air 5 a little muddy water in the bottom 
. . use of manure on new plants may . 

movement hastens the drying of mois- i : to carry the plant: Ww rk 
ture on foliage and canes, The earli- stimulate late growth, which will be y. Plants in. ye me 
iiesa Of ‘a-wouth slope should be taken Subject to winter killing. When ma- the field both ways and in setting 
advantage of by planting an early- nure is not available, commercial fer- we place the center of the shovel 

ripening variety such as June. The fe iealooerat wetter ave amunctes! right where we want the plant to 

i ene should go on the cooler oot nitrogen will be profitable. This ‘Stand, then shove the shovel into 
. may be obtained from nitrate of soda, the ground with the foot, at an 

To Avoid Disease applied at the rate of 300 pounds to angle so when pulled backward 
u — the acre. Ammonium nitrate at half there will be an opening behind the 

uch trouble from the mosaic dis- that rate is also satisfactory. It is well shovel large enough so lant can 
eases may be avoided, if the new to experiment a bit, as raspberries on TB : 8 2. B : 1 
planting is set a few hundred feet from fertile, well-manured soils may not re- be placed with roots spread an¢ 
wild raspberries which often harbor spond profitably to commercial fertil- crown even with the surface. Then
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remove the shovel and press the (Continued from Page 199 Column 3) STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
soil firmly against the roots with HANDLING APPLE TREES IN 1946 FOR SALE 
the foot. Two people work together . . Improved Beaver, Dunlap, Cat- 
in the above procedure, one run- &#i" the confidence of consumers by kil) Eyerbearing Gem, Guer- 

. i producing a fine crop of quality fruit. 2 fs 
ning the shovel and one setting T . ney’s Hardy, (Brunes Marvel acid 
1ats ( he above is a summary of recom- free). Glen Bail Tomah, Wi 

P ts . mendations Professor Tukey has been ree). ey, to is. 
We like to plant strawberries on giving before local grower meetings ———- 

ground which was into a cultivated this winter) STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
crop the year before. Barnyard ma- | —From Michigan State Apple Com- FOR SALE 
nure and green manure are the best mission, Lansing, Michigan Beaver, $18 per thousand; $2.50 
fertilizer because of the humus they —_ per hundred. Premier, $22 per 

ety ts ei which strawberries STRAWBERRY AND RASP- thousand; $3 per hundred; 500 
need a lot of. BERRY PLANTS plants at thousand rate. Well 

—__O rooted, freshly dug, guaranteed 

HARDY PLUMS AT Minn. 1166, Brunes Marvel, satisfactory delivery. Express and 
MORDEN, CANADA Gemzata, Gem, Progressive, postage prepaid. Relyea Dahlia 

5 ihe ck Wi everbearing strawberry Gard lor i in. 
Among larger Plums Assiniboine, slate, Boawes, Proton, Catskill lens, Taylor, Wisconsin 

Bounty, Tecumseh, Mina, Radis-  Jynebearing strawberries. Rasp- 

son, La Crescent, Fiebing, Gren- berries, Evergreens, Fruit tres, EE 
ville, Redcoat, Redwing, McRobert, Shrubs. Price list. Hall Nursery, ~———————_____ 
and Russian Green Gage yielded Elmwood, Wisconsin. 
good average crops. On the other Everything you need in 
hand, Norther, Pembina, Ivanovka, ; 

Ptitsin #12, Prunus salicina Mor- STRAWBERRY PLANTS F V bl 

den P-7, and M123 were relatively FOR SALE rut and egeta 4 
scant in fruit. The reason for a shy . 
crop was in part due to diseases ee ee Boxes and Crates 
such as brown rot and plum pocket. 1 000 or $2.00 100 

One small tree of Russian Green Viki Res aes 4 plants, 65 years of dependable service 
Gage gave two 11-quart baskets of $45.00 per 1,000 . 
fruit. The light green colored fruits or $5.00 per 1.00. Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 
measured 114 inches diameter and . Shebo Wisconsi 

were delightful to eat out of hand. Emmett Sullivan, Bayfield, eney gan, ™ 
As a preserved fruit it compared Wisconsin. oo 
favorably with the Green Gage of a 

Pipestone (Minn. #218) has F 
fruited heavily on young trees. It H EAD L | N E RS GARDENS 

is a promising large red plum of RNAMENTAL NEW Hardy Grapes 
high quality. The Minnesota Hor- O FLOWERING CRABS Now you can grow | high auality 

'. i len. in- 
aie of January, 1946, advis es Add beauty to your home grounds ter care; "Red “Amber, Moonbeam 

that the Minnesota Fruit Bree ing the practical way—by planting Flow- and Blue Jay are delicious, full- 
Farm expects to name Minn. #89 ering Crabs. Gorgeous blossoms in sized grapes you'll enjoy. EASY TO 

and Minn, #101 plums before | the spring -. . delicious fruit, attrac’ GROW. 
long. Both of these selections have thevceaien. * SUNRISE Rel Raspheney her 

shown considerable hardiness at RED SILVER Red leaves, flew- eo hee et ber tay. The 
Morden. Minn. #101, which has ers and fruit—leaves have attractive NEW, firm, flavorsome SUNRISE 
been also known as M161, is a large silver on under side. bears early, has a long season. 

sweet dessert and canning plum. It HOPA Beautiful, graceful, medium. EASY TO GROW — EASY TO 
. sized. Large, single, deep rose-col- PICK. 

has proved to be one of the hardi- ored blossoms that LAST. Excellent PARADISE Asparagus 

est of the Minnesota introductions yields of fine reddish fruit. Makes You'll say it’s PARADISE 
ae . . y its too, 

at Morden. Season follows Fiebing. en RIVER jelly. when you taste this NEW asparagus. 

—From Dominion Experimental | tye suring brillant Iseves ta the producers Grow your own’ PARA- 
Station Weekly Notes. fall. Large, delicious fruit. DISE for less. 

OO WRITE TODAY for illustrated catalog 70-G 
The agricultural products from i . 

1,000,000 acres go into the building | ANDREWS NURSERY CO. - Faribault, Minnesota 
of every 2,000,000 motor vehicles.
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2 iB hee m a” eeReeping 
. ee |) oy 7) SSE 

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

a Walter Dichnelt, Menomonee Falls, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. Bobs. Konteon, Ladysmith 

Cortelice Meyer, Appleton, Milcomeece Hulse OS Mayet Xppicton 
Vice: President Recording Secrétary-Treasurer Tran Whiting, Rockford 

‘ HOW TO INSTALL tage over 2-pound packages when 

PACKAGE BEES e5 foundation must be used, because 

A ‘ Aaa they draw comb more rapidly and 
Package colonies usually require a (e oa he ‘lable y a ‘ 

10 to 12 weeks to reach the maxi- & Ne ‘] enn — aa > it d ©: (CONES 

mum population. Package bees are ays mE | pollen; needed. Lor Droog Tearing. 

of value only for the brood they aS i x fj a Examination 
will rear, and since most of the Cree LeewsEaes Why yD 

original bees die during the third S¥P>8 Jase Packages released by the spray 
week the 2-pound package support- and direct-release method can be 

ing a good queen will develop a . . examined safely for acceptance of 

full-strength colony in practically duced to a minimum. By this meth- queens after 3 days if the colonies 
the same time as a larger package. od the packages are sprayed with are manipulated with care. Many of 

Attention should be given to the Siup at frequent intervals before the queens begin laying in a few 
quality of the stock and the pro- they are taken to the apiary. Combs hours, and all good queens will lay 
vision of ample pollen and honey are set out of each hive to provide in less than one day. If the cage- 

for uninterrupted brood rearing. space for shaking the bees. Just be- release method is used, the examin- 

The installation of packages must fore shaking, the package is sprayed ation should be delayed for 8 to 10 

frequently be delayed until it is again until the bees are wet with days, because a nonlaying queen 

reasonably certain that the bees can S!TUP to prevent flight. They are just out of the cage may be balled 

collect pollen from the field. If jarred down into one end of the by her bees when the colony is dis- 

enough honey and pollen can be ‘8° and the screen is cut to per- turbed. About one-fourth of the 
provided, package colonies estab- mit the rapid shaking of bees into queens introduced by the cage-re- 

lished 10 to 12 weeks before the the hive. The bees should be spread lease method require more than five 
flow can be developed to full out in the bottom of the hive to days to begin laying. 

strength under almost any weather allow the combs to be replaced. The — Good packages that have been 

conditions. When reserve pollen is Geen IS then sprayed with sirup provided with ample honey and pol- 

not available, however, it is safer and released oe the combs by pull- len and are headed by productive 

to delay their installation until the "8 off the wire from her cage. The queens will need no attention for 

beginning of dandelion bloom. Pack- hive is covered, and the entrance about four weeks, and then a sec- 

ages established later under favor- is kept small until a larger one is ond set of brood combs should be 

able conditions will be stronger, al- required for the free flight of the added. Queens may be lost or super- 

though not at full strength at the bees. . seded during _the first six weeks, 
beginning of the flow, than those Whenever possible, each package however, and it is desirable to check 

established early without adequate colony should be provided with 20 the colonies for laying queens at 

pollen to support brood rearing. Ee 30 —_ of aang <— pol- frequent intervals. 
len combs or cakes of pollen sup- By Dr. C. L. Farrar, in Circular 

ey plemented with soybean flour, and No. 702, Bulletin U. S. Department 

drawn combs. If no reserve honey of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 
The spray and direct-release is available, from four to six drawn 

method of package introduction al- combs can be filled with sugar sirup OT 
lows the queens to begin egg laying by spraying the sirup directly into One objection to evolution is that 

about three days earlier than the the combs. When the packages must it is too slow for this age. 
older cage-release method. Less la- be installed on foundation, a feeder 

bor is required in installing pack- should be used until the foundation 

ages and, because of thorough feed- has been drawn into combs and re- Ag the home goes, so goes the 

ing and early egg laying, the loss serve stores are accumulated. Three- nation. And if it goes, we're gone. 

of queens during introduction is re- pound packages have some advan- —Pacific Rural Press.
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GLEANINGS 

It’s always interesting to get bee BE EPERS MEETINGS 
journals from | the Southern Hemis- TT 

Deere area, New (Zealand’ “and SOUTHWESTERN WISCONSIN DISTRICT MEETING 
out Tica, where the honey comes VIROQUA — COURT HOUSE 

during our winter. The South African WEDNESDAY, MAY 1 

Bee Journal is a very interesting maga- . 
zine because it deals with things so [ee 
different. We find frequent reports in NORTHWESTERN WISCONSIN DISTRICT MEETING 

it from American bee journals and sev- MENOMONIE — COURT HOUSE 

eral times have noticed articles copied THURSDAY, MAY 2 
from Wisconsin Horticulture. We are —_—_— 
glad to have our far-away neighbors 

use any material of interest to them. 10:00 am. Meeting called to order by District President. Comments on 
—— beekeeping conditions in this region. Mr. Newton Boggs, Viroqua meeting. 

How long does it take to drown a Mr. Robert Knutson, Ladysmith at Menomonie meeting. 
bee. A writer in the South African What we have learned about Nosema. The new test for A.F.B. Comments 
bee journal says that a queen in a cage 0M bee diseases. John F. Long, Deputy Inspector, Madison. 
became covered with water all night, 11:15 a.m. The disease eradication program for 1946, Sulfa drug for A.F.B. 
altogether for 14 hours. After this he Control. The National Situation on Disease Control, James Gwin, Chief Di- 

placed her in a match box in his poc- Vision Bees and Honey, Madison. . 
ket and in a short time she was all 12:00 m. Luncheon. Notice: During the luncheon hour Mr. John F. Long 
right. They quote also from an item will examine bees brought in for identification of Nosema. Bring in either 
oo at a y auote : dead bees or spots from around the entrance. 

in* Bee Gleanings” of 1911 which says 1:00 p.m. Comments on conditions and prospects for growing clover in 
that ners may be Kept for pours tinder this section. Mr. O. G. Johnson, County Agent, Viroqua meeting; Mr. Archie 
Nera! ‘ af - th ase . h a5 ’ —R. Johnson, County Agent, Menomonie, at Menomonie meeting. 
i fe ee es ad : a a 2 ie bee 2:00 p.m. How to raise your own queens. Colored movie showing work of 
silane? with honey the’ bee: thie Coal state on Latent on queen rearing and Nosema. Pictures dis- 

° cussed by H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. 

_—_ Question and Answer period. Round table on beekeeping methods con- 
Elmer Carroll, editor of The Bee- ducted by district president. 

keepers Magazine, writes: “Pity the ©®— —————_ SSS 

bees and forgotten to apply for sugar Ha¥e been made, not only in labor sav- It is very important to inspect 
to start them off.” It's a word to the im but in ways of building stronger colonies every week to see if they 

. colonies and getting a much better : 
wise. We must plan ahead now with crop of honey. Still during the past need food. Starvation may occur 
weer eee t9 preter bees from oonth we have read articles in journ- very quickly if they run out of 
starving. at means ‘early: inspection als which advocate the very methods honey or sugar syrup. as well. y 8 yrup 

. we started out with 25 years ago. Per- 
sonally, we feel editors should not pub- 

Number of colonies in each yard. {ish articles that d tt advocate the YES, THERE ARE 
This question of the number of colon- best methods possible, what means COMMERCIAL BEEKEEPERS 
ies in each yard is important and there that we as editors, have the responsi- 
seems to be a wide difference of opin-  piity of becoming informed as to what IN DANE COUNTY 
ion. Mr. James Starkey of Indiana ad- the best methods are. 5 . 
vocates from 30 to 35 colonies, says Recently we published an article 
with the shortage of clovers, especially in this magazine stating that be- 
sweet clover, beekeepers are finding In February The Bee World from cause of high production records 
it pays to have small yards. Dr. C. L. England we find this item. obtained by Dr. C. L. Farrar with 
Farrar points out that bees easily for- “A letter from a sufferer from as- n y Vr. be ar wi 
age for 2 to 2% miles, which meang thma appears in the June Australasian bees of the Central States Bee Lab- 
they cover from 8,000 to 12,000acres. If Beekeeper. He obtained almost com- oratory, the impression might be 
only one, acre in & hundred acres ar plete meliet oo hig dintressine ul gained that Dane County was an 

‘Owers of value to bees, the yard wou! ady through taking a couple of de- ideal location for beekeeping. We 
still cover from 80 to 120 acres of sertspoonfuls of honey daily. He be- ‘ Ping. . 
flowers. On the basis of one colony lieves that only certain honeys will stated that not a single commercial 
per acre, it would seem that we could effect the cure, but does not give evi- beekeeper had developed in the 
have more colonies in each yard than dence that he has actually found other county. 
most of us think advisable. Fifty tosix- sorts ineffective.” N ‘ eee - % : ow in writing this article we t 1 id ber. ——_—_—_ 3 : : : 
¥ colonies: seems 2 good number PREVENT BEES FROM had in mind the Madison area in 

Perhaps this is critical, but it’s the STARVING wach the bees of a ee: States 
way we feel at the moment. We start- : Bee Laboratory are located. We en- 
ed beekeeping after the first world ‘Warm weather in late March tirely forgot that Mount Horeb is 
war, back in the 20’s, using the bestme- stimulated brood rearing. Conse- in Dane County. Thereupon Mr. 
toe xe cone learn ane 3 quently colonies will use much Edward Ranum of Mount Horeb 
watching the Work of the Central more honey than if weather had called our attention to the fact that 
States Bee Laboratory at Madison, we continued cold and no pollen had he had been keeping bees for some 
feel great improvement in methods come in. (Continued on page 207)
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WATCH POLLEN SUPPLY 

Pollen Reserves DURING APRIL AND MAY 
The amount of honey we get this 

and Supplements summer will depend to a large de- 
gree upon the care we give bees dur- 

The size and quality of the sur- could provide a good source. In a ing the emainder of April and 

viving populations in overwintered locality that provides fairly depen- May. it is so very important that 

colonies are proportional to the a- dable sources of pollen early in the we maintain uniform and maximum 

mount of their pollen reserves if spring, early brood-rearing require- brood rearing at this time of the 

they entered the inactive season with ments are normally met by the equi- year so as to have a good field pop- 

normal populations, good queens, valent of three to six well-filled ulation when the clover flow starts. 

and adequate honey stores. Colonies combs of reserve pollen in the fall. There will be a day or two, per- 

provided with ample pollen begin Large reserves will produce strong- haps more, when bees can get out 

rearing brood in January, and so & colonies during some seasons. and get some pollen. Then there 

replace their fall population with Among colonies in the same api- may be a week, perhaps two weeks 
young bees by the time new pollen 4tY the amount of reserve pollen with rain and cold weather and the 

is available in the spring. This brood ™ay range from none to more than bees unable to get more pollen or 

rearing prevents spring dwindling the colony can use. When disease nectar. Perhaps the | pollen they 

and often provides colonies strong is absent, pollen reserves may be brought in is used up in a few days 

enough to replace the stores con- equalized between colonies by the during heavy brood rearing. What 

sumed during the winter with nec- exchange of combs. Colonies that happens after that? Brood rearing 

tar produced by willows, dande- are queenless when the flora is pro- slows down and three weeks later 

lions, and fruit bloom. Colonies un- ducing pollen abundantly accumu- the emergence of brood slows down; 

able to rear brood for lack of pollen late large reserves because they are worn out bees continue to die, and 

may not collect sufficient nectar to 0t using it to feed brood. we have a decreasing population 

maintain their weight during these Where pollen reserves are inade- during a time it is so important to 

early honey flows and they seldom quate pollen supplemented by soy- increase the strength of colonies. 

reach maximum productive strength aL al or Ad used Pat ue Inspect Colonies Every Week 

by the time the main flow begins. rerenm, beweren ae not equal to We inspect our colonies at least 

Foles Nar Moves natural pollen reserves, since it is Once 4 week during this time. Per- 
To be available for brood rear- impractical to supply the colony’s haps the inspection will take only a 

ing, winter pollen reserves must be requirements in the fall. From Cir- minute or two, but we want to 

within the cluster. Once they have cular 702, U.S. Department of Ag- know what’s going on to see if they 

stored pollen in the comb, the bees riculture —Dr. C. L. Farrar, Mad- have plenty of honey and pollen for 

do not move it as they do honey. i86n, , brood rearing. If they haven’t, we 

Beekeepers are inclined to take — must give both. Soybean flour should 

for granted that their pollen reser- SHIPMENTS OF PACKAGE be fed whenever there is a period of 

ves are ample, when as a matter of BEES IN 1945 bad weather during which bees can 

fact colonies deficient in these re- A total of 1,227,000 pounds of not fly, and that may be until June. 

serves are found throughout most package bees were shipped in 1945, Does it do any harm to open col- 

of the honey-producing regions, according to the Bureau of Agri- onies once a week even though the 

Winter pollen reserve is the one cultural Economics. This total is 7 temperature is only 35 to 45 degrees? 

important factor over which the per cent larger than in 1944. Ship- We hold it is far better to inspect 

beekeeper has little control. He can pers expect to ship about 1,297,000 them, even though the temperature 

replace poor queens, by good man- pounds in 1946—6 per cent more May be low than not to inspect 

agement he can build large popula- bees than in 1945. With only a 6 them. Many more bees are lost 

tions, and by feeding sugar he can per cent increase in shipments of from starvation than were ever 

overcome a deficiency in honey package bees, an increase of 9 per lost by too frequent inspection. 

stores, but for pollen he is depen- cent in colonies secured by division Much honey is lost because of weak 

dent upon the natural resources of would be necessary in order to reach colonies due to shortage of pollen 

his locality. the 1946 goal of an 8 per cent in- in spring. 

The amount of reserve pollen re- crease in total colonies unless there —_——_ 

quired by a colony depends upon is a shift toward smaller size pack- Versatile Views! 
the time early sources will be avail- ages which seems unlikely. In early Each summer, with the lawn to mow, 

able in the spring and in what January shippers had orders on I’m sure I’d rather shovel snow; 

quantity. Inclement weather in the hand for 63 per cent of their 1946 But long before the winter’s gone 

spring may hinder the collection of expected production, compared with I’m sure I’d rather mow the lawn. 

pollen even though the vegetation 79 per cent a year earlier. —Linwood L. Russell.
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COMMENTS ON STRAW- in dry, hot weather, have a poor 

BERRY GROWING chance of doing well. HONEY WANTED 
. In planting strawberries one must Cash paid for cars and less 

What kind of fertilizer is best bear in mind that fruit bud forma- [Jthan cars comb and extracted 
for strawberries, is the question still tion occurs in Wisconsin in Sep- honey. Mail sample and best 
discussed throughout all northern tember. It is the early set runners, [J price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
states. It cannot be answered in a therefore, that produce the best Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
general way because soils vary so Ctowns and the most fruit buds for 

much, The use of commercial fer- "ext year’s crop. Planting then 
tilizer is not a “cure-all.” Manure, should be as early as possible con- 
because it contains organic matter sidering weather and soil conditions. Honey 

so necessary for best root develop- ° 

ment, is still the best. Lacking that, TO AVOID STINGS Containers 
a good cover crop plowed under No doubt the best way to avoid We now have a good supply of 
will pay. The dairy farmer who stings is to be thoroughly familar 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails. 
e ows only a = me will Bnd with the habits of bees and know arg the 8 a ae 

& siawneny ro an imporian’ how to handle them. make immediate shipment. 
place to apply a liberal coating of Every once in a while, however . . 
cow manure and will get good re- it ith , ‘To: insure ‘prompt: service; ior: 
sults without additional fertilizer. Wel Fun abrose an ten. win Sugecs gat your Assceiation! labele now * tions on how to avoid stings. H. T. for your new honey crop. 
A grass sod should be planted toa Starnes of Indiana, writing in the Write for complete Price List. 
cultivated crop for at least a year American Bee Journal, states that Order through your State Bee- 
Be en twin ve James Starkey used a little scented keepers Association. 

we Bn talcum powder which he dusted on 
year shed tag cdentcl oe o the wrists. Mr. Starnes says he tried Honey Acres 

. " it too and it works. MENOMONEE FALLS, WIS. 
get rid of weeds. We are a little skeptical but we 

A legume sod would not have are going to try it. The best way 
grubs so would be best. The land will be to dust it on one wrist, 
should be disced or harrowed until and leave the other without any tal- HONEY SECTIONS 
in a mellow condition. It should then cum powder to see what the results Because of the shortages in 
be gone over with a spike tooth are. wooden ware we suggest the pro- 
harrow, folowed with a pank drag — duction of comb honey. Sections 
or roller. (Continued from page 205) are plentiful and comb honey is 

ia New ‘Worle See th time and is making his entire living not under a ceiling price. 
Hew FOU € fe recom- from bees. That is true. Mr. Ranum 

mendation is to apply 500 pounds : : WOODEN WARE 
er acre of super phosphate whil has exceptional success with bees Like every other bee supply 

fits the Ay i Th osphate, W i due to sound and economical meth- dealer we are very short on 
en 1 ean: ri a ie Sods of production. hives, frames, covers, etc. When 

in er p on ae ene of the f = 10e- However, we do not know of any the lumber strikes are settled we 
prota b  eniohat nt Fe other full-time commercial beekeep- wi ores Reve’ ie; full Hae’ of 
ertilizer ae as oT aed of am= er in the Madison area, which is the ° 
menla atithe:rate 0. pounds per way the article should have read | LOTZ QUALITY SECTIONS 
acre. They also recommend another in the first place. Featuring 
application in early August, broad- Place. Top quality material—Glossy polish 
cast while foliage is dry and promp- —Smooth dovetails—Oval V-grooves 
tly brushed off with a brush drag. PRIEST TOR. WANTED . —Accurate dimensions—Fine work- 

Wanted: 4 Frame automatic manship—Reasonable prices. 
. * reversible extractor with 10 inch | With the ever-increasing demand 

Time Of Planting baskets or 20 or 30 frame Radial for oom | honey, why not ~~ 
° . ° more, increase your profi 

Most authorities agree that one Oliver Stelter, Fairwater, Wis. Remember, there is no. ceiling price 
of the prime secrets in successful on comb honey. 
strawberry growing is early plant- HIVE PAINT Pilea ‘ts our 1944 ice list 

ing. Deca : proteins fecasten neAtumainane yt Paint All oil still in effect. 
of highly productive runners. - e. No resins. per gallon; 
er soils, of course, lend themselves $3.50 per gallon in 5 gallon lots. aor LOTZ yyerkny i: 
to early planting, It is difficult to Ortho Finishes, South Milwau- nes Sioebes 
make heavy soils loose and pliable kee, Wisconsin. BOYD WISCONSIN 

if worked when wet. Plants set out ——
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IN THE NEWS fruit in ’44, and a fair crop last 

7 ‘ ‘ year. The Tait-Dropmore pear bore 
senifed, the CHicpee Teale ect a fair crop, as did Stout apricot. 
ing last November or attended the among the advantages listed by 

Miineaita Horticultural Society Mr. [eslie 1 this ne sen country 
meetings in recent years, were lean at Ge Galen a ob 

ay Bh oe aos vious content of the people served 
Fecodation. a era owers by the busy Beaver Lodge Station. 

Last year the Benitts received the 
W. G. Skelly achievement award WHAT IS OUR FUTURE? 
for production on his 200 acre farm. Jn a recent talk Col. Charles 
The Benitts produced in addition to Lindbergh made these pertinent re- 

6,500 bushels of apples, 16,980 marks about our future. 
pounds of pork, 22,290 pounds of “We in America already have the 
beef, 13,858 dozen eggs, 1500 bus- most powerful air force, the great- 

hels of corn, 1300 bushels of oats, est Navy, and the best equipped 
100 bushels potatoes, and 100 tons VIBURNUM dentatum or Ar- Army. We have demonstrated that 
of hay. We salute the Benitts! rowwood. Very attractive shrub  W¢ can outbuild any other nation. 

_ growing from 5 to 15 ft. tall. A We have the atomic bomb. We are 

The Michigan Horticultural So- native of upright habit. Leaves 2 Christian people. The ideals we 
ciety will hold four spring meetings tr" to purple and red in autumn. _— profess are high. We have all the 
at Pontiac, South Haven, Hart, and Fruit black and useful for birds. necessary elements to lead the world 
Traverse City. Programs will be on Good for background areas where = through this period of crisis. But 

insect and disease control in the or- _‘s!!_ erewing shrubs is desirable. can we combine these elements in 
chard, with special emphasis on . . Michi our daily policies and _live s? 
DDT. Secretary H. D. Hootman states of illinois, Indiana, Michi- Whether our western civilization is 

announces that in August their gan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Colora- facing new heights of human ac- 

regular one-day orchard tour will do, Wyoming ‘and Montana. Rea- complishment or whether it is doom- 
be held to visit orchards in Kent S°"S’ dissatisfaction with work and ed to extinction depends not so 
and Newaygo counties. earnings in sugar beet fields. much on technical Progress as on 

The production of citrus fruits in ——"" the answer we make to this ques- 
this country has increased 700 per- a is ace that Walt pie tion. 
cent during the last 30 years, ac- will soon produce a movie short o apiece 
cording a official reports, The Johnny Apple Seed. The National IS CHLORINATED WATER 
value of the citrus crop back in 1914 Apple Institute suggested to Mr. HARMFUL TO PLANTS? 
was about $30 million per year, Dismay back in 1941 that the story The question of whether chlori- 
while in 1944 it was about $225 of Johnny Apple Seed was a natur- nated water is injurious to plants is 

million. al for his talents, according to Tru- often asked. Dr. E. F. Guba, Re- 
During this period the apple has man Nold. search Professor of Botany, Mas- 

made no gains in production and W. R. Leslie, superintendent of sachusetts State College, stated re- 
there is danger of its popularity the Morden Experiment Station, cently in Horticulture: 
lagging unless growers put their Canada, writes that a visit to the “There would seem to be no rea- 
shoulders to the wheel as do the Experimental Station at Beaver _ son for all the excitement over the 
growers of citrus fruits. Lodge, Peace River Valley, Alberta, use of chlorinated water from pub- 

Mexican workers cannot work in reveals that the productive soils of lic water supplies for house and 
Wisconsin this coming year, accord- Prairie, Canada, extend a long ways greenhouse plants. Instances of 
ing to reports. In negotiations be- into the northwest. It is located 432 plant abnormalities and failures as- 

tween our government and the gov- miles north of the United States serted to be due to residual chlorine 
ernment of Mexico the Mexican border. There is an orchard of 20 in the water, and which I have in- 

ministry of labor ruled that none acres. The Hibernal apple 25 years vestigated personally, were due en- 
of its people can be used in the old gave a picking of 55 lbs. of  tirely to other causes.”
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VEGETABLE GARDEN PRESIDENT TRUMAN ASKS. time describing his method of fertiliz- 
SUGGESTIONS GARDENERS TO HELP IN- ing trees by drilling holes around trees 

with compressed air or electric drill 
GREENS. There are plenty of CREASE HOME FOOD hammers. If the results in this experi- 

green crops that pay better than SUPPLY fertilizing wivea, dlgtitie Pes surface 

spinach, which mature quickly and The following telegram was re- than the method with the crow bar or 
go to seed in hot weather. Try Swiss ceived by Lester J. Norris, Chair- drilled holes, then why go to the back- 

chard, mustard greens, turnips, col- man Industrial Advisory Committee breaking job of drilling them. Are 
1 i : fs there any experiments which prove 
aan = i | bi ae New of the National Garden Institute, that fertilizer applied in drilled holes 

spinach lasts all summer supgesting that all gardeners help is better than surface fertilization? 
and a 10-foot row will supply a increase the food supply during 19- __ 
family. It tastes good, too. Some of 46. 
the greens, such as turnips, collards “Te : GLADIOLUS BARGAIN 

It is a source of great satisfac- 

and mustard, have strong flavors, tion to know that the members of 10,500 No. 6, 6,500 No. 5, 1,400 
but are fine if you like them. Plenty «gs se No. 4, 1 bu. bulblets. All are Mar- 
of vitainite da’ ther. to your organization are active in mo- ? . i eae 

ue M1 ROO: bilizing home gardeners behind the garet Fulton and state inspected. 
BEST PAYING CROPS. These National Garden Program in 1946. Very good bulbs. $150.00. Willis 

are tomatoes, beans, carrots, beets, The food produced in these home T. Miller, Whitewater, Wis. 

lettuce, broccoli summer squash and gardens will add greatly to our to- eeeenennneee 

winter squash (Acorn or Butter- tal food supply. During the war, the —S—_— 

nut) if you have room. For winter Victory Gardeners made a magnifi- BOOKS 
and spring use, don’t overlook par- cent contribution to the food pro- Selecting, Fitting, Showing Dairy a 

snips and salsify (oyster plant), duction which was an important Dairy Profit, by Frasee, 20, Pases.——/1.00 
which keep perfectly in the ground. factor in winning the war. Food is AreRcinaly cmnation of Farm 3s 
A few pepper plants are useful, and tit! one of the most vital weapons Cre a He ccexcrees 2.60 

eggplants are easy and productive. in securing a lasting and stable peace. Sat, Things to Make for Ferm an 

Good, too, if you know how to Farmers and Victory Gardeners of [[Sclentific Feeding of Chickens, = 

cook them. Cabbage pays, but takes America must make every effort to |[Sent C.0.D. if desired, ‘plus postage. 
space, so don’t put too many in a help provide the additional food — MAR ' 

KK RT 
small garden. : . that is so sorely needed. The deep Dept. WC Boo! Plant City, Fla. 

. SWEET CORN is the best thing satisfaction that these food produ- PLANTING TIME IS HERE 

in the garden but takes lots of cers will receive from helping to re- |) ee 
space. Don’t devote too much fieve the critical starvation condi- _—_—_. 
ground to luxury crops in a small tions abroad will be an additional GLADIOLUS BULBS 
garden. Tomatoes, beans and the yeward for their extra efforts.” - os 1 1 
smaller row crops such as lettuce Mixed varieties, all colors. 

will give you more for your time ;ypeRIMENTS ON FERTILIZING Many of leading varieties. Large 

and space. SHADE TREES and medium size, $1.50 per 100. 

TOMATOES are the queen of At a recent Short Course at Ohio Small $1.00 per 100, postpaid. 

the "ome garden. Plant as many as State University, Columbus, Dr. L. C. Named varieties and prices on re- 

you have room for. Chadwick discussed an experiment be- I 1: 

TH: : ing conducted at the Ohio agricul- quest. A. F. H Brillion, 
IN SPOTS IN LAWN ' : s ‘ 

tural experiment station on methods Wisconsin. 

should be raked and seed and fer- of applying fertilizers to increase 
tilizer applied now, if it hasn’t al- growth of trees. The trees were one 
read been done. and three-fourths inches in diameter NEW MINNESOTA APPLE, 

EMPHASIS IS STILL ON when the test was started. the fg | CRAB, PLUMS AND GRAPES 
ures indicate the increase diam 

FOOD but there’s no need to have jn inches, breast high, from May 1, Strawberry Plants. New 
a garden that looks run-down and 1941, to November 16, 1944. Minnesota Chrysanthemums. 
drab now that the war is over and = Method Treatment Increase ‘ 5 Piste 5 choice colors, $1.19 

the boys are coming home, Aero-fertil—Air and fertilizer 1.03 °Dablias, choicest 6 colors, $1.29. 
Condensed from News From The Eee fertilizer ar 6 Minnesota Apple Trees, as- 

National Victory Garden Institute, Drilled  holes_Fertilizer 1.02 sorted, $5.50. . 

Inc., New York. Surface—Fertilizer 1.18 . re te how _— 
er Surface pe Rar manure 1 Our 1946 Catalog and 

Many a person who never took Chek a Plant Guide Free. 
a music lesson does a good job of Air ‘61 SWEDBERG NURSERY 

fiddling around. Editor’s Comment: One of the speak- Battle Lake, Minnesota 

—= ers at this meeting spent considerable
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 

Leland C. Shaw, Milton, President Frank Blood, Stevens Point Mrs. A. E. Biepkorn, Plymouth 
Ar Rian Shion “Er” Sate Fist iageloteShetorges Br” bap Sct Maran 
Franie Bayer, Rec. ‘Sec--Treas., 4668 No. 41st St., Harold Janes, itewater Theo. Woods, Madison 

Milwaukee 9 Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc 

° ° ° 

Soil-Borne Diseases of Gladiolus 
Topic Presented at Third National Gladiolus 

Conference at Michigan College 

One of the interesting topics pre- trol. Dr. Nelson explained that the 
sented at the Michigan Gladiolus Con- difference probably lay in the fact that 
ference on February 23 was by Dr. with soybeans, the carbohydrate type 
Ray Nelson of the Plant Pathology of fermentation builds up a different 
Department. His talk was impressively type of organisms, while with red clo- 
titled: “The Relation of Soil Micro- ver, the bacterial breakdown is of the 
biology to the Control of Soil-Borne z putrefactive type. 
Diseases,” and was reported in the What Can Be Done 

vee teaieuel, of The Florists’ Re- “With gladioli, then, according to 
“Dr. Nelson explained that any soil a Nelson, the prablem fi to find a 

er anyone had ever seen a weed crop ras selective crop to build up u le Of eenisms 

seriously affected or killed off by a eo which are wanted to drive out dis- 
soil-borne disease. Hundreds of acres caees: Work at Michigan State along 
of gladioli have been killed off in this these lines will be begun this year. manner, but’ Dr. Nelgon: does not’ bee Members of the Gladiolus Society He pointed out that soil sterilization in 
lieve it has happened to weed crop. appreciated the help of Mr. Walter the field would be impracticable, as 

"Dr. Nelson explained that any soil Sprangers, Waldo, our auctioneer. would chemical treatments, and em- 

contains a cosmopolitan collection of —R. B. Russell photo. phasized the need ior B more natural 
microscopically small organisms—nema- Nelson stated his belief that a funda- ae indi i with who: practice hiahoe 

todes, fungi, bacteria, etc—which in mental agricultural principle is being h Bladion we cable with dise not 
nature are in a state of equilibrium. violated. He #0 a stadi on € wi  heain 
“When a crop like gladioli is plant- “He explaned that there is no € urged gla with growers to begin 

ed, one group of organisms which can miraculous cure for the gladiolus soil- to a small, te _ je ah “Bere even 
utilize the plant residues is built up. borne diseases. Fungicides can help = ‘ me ible * a as mt eevee : 
He explained that there are two groups only to a limited extent—they will de- F he Senet ae natura bes : 
of these organisms—the soil-inhabiting stroy anything carried on the surface Sd acter ve a usariorn ae thee 
groups and the soil-invading organi- of the corm, but cannot get the fungus ane sc ee a rot are the ree 
isms, such as the fusarium yellows or- itself without doing severe damage. sod ont iseases threatening gladioli, 

ganism. “As a possible hint to what might and only by frat aad Pooling of ex- 
“He explained the cycle that can be done, Dr. Nelson reviewed work on P eided, can knowledge of controls be 

occur where only gladioli are planted, other diseases which might be helpful. gained: = 7 
even if the soil originally is virgin soil. He explained that with the root rot Chemical Weed Killers 
Eventually, after bulbs are brought in disease in cotton, caused by a soil “Dr. B. H. Grigsby, of the botany 
from other areas of the country, the fungus, it was eventually found that department, discussed a number of the 
plant residues build up the soil-invad- a method of plowing furrows in the new chemical weed controls, emphasiz- 
ing organisms, and the land has to be field, placing organic manure in the ing that there has been only limited 
abandoned. Thousands of acres have furrows two or three weeks before experience with the use of these in 
been abandoned in Michigan. The fun- planting, then covering with soil and gladiolus plots at Michigan State. On 
gus, however, goes along to the new irrigating, gave almost complete con- the basis of what is now known, he 
soil, and eventually the normal organ- trol of the disease in one season. This said, there appear to be limited possi- 
isms lose out again, the balance being method reestablishes equilibrium, and bilities for 2,4-D in gladiolus plant- 
destroyed. . other organisms crowd out the root ings. One of the effects of this ma- 

“Dr. Nelson pointed out that the rot fungus. terial is to interfere with development 
present gladiolus industry is a product “Work on the strawberry root rot of the flower buds, although he stated 
of the past 25 years, during which he (a soil-borne disease caused by a fun- that it might be satisfactory on young 
has seen develop the intensive culti- gus) in Canada involved the use of stock—this also applies for irises and 
vation of the same crop in the same various cover crops. The use of soy-_ lilies. Sovosol was another material 
soil year after year. The diseases are beans as a cover crop was particularly mentioned; he pointed out that this 
modern, too, he stated, and grew up_ effective, giving control of root rot for should be used when weeds are small 
with this method of cultivation. Dr. three years. Red clover gave no con- and tender, as is also true of 2,4-D.”
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GLADIOLUS ARRANGEMENT this i 
SCHOOL u , ay guess is that the Dr. has had GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

retu 
RED AREOW CLUE Leap more than a few checks. HOLDS SPRING MEETING 

MILWA . bea Garden (conducted by E. A. AND BULB AUCTION 

aT UKEE ins, Spring Green) includes in its re- Who would dream that a bulb 

114 N. BROADWAY port its usual stimulating Greeting, its tion would net the State Gladiol "S60. 

SUNDAY, APRIL 28—1:30 P. M. report ee many of the seedlings sent ciety the sum of $379.30? That % the 

The WW . ; ere for trial, a price list showing amount reported b; “rE. M Bi ‘i 

. Wisconsin Gladiolus Society some 125 varieties new and old. Blooms Treasurer of the $0 iet om the 

will sponsor a gladiolus arrange- eon this garden are sent regularly auction at Hartford aa the 

ment school with Miss Dorothy Bid- Sea to beanie especially to The real value of the bulbs sold was 

dle, Pleasantville, New York I don’t bi i: ndhee finery. fel Si wica Si ee Tee 

ritionally lence tecrurer ono — n’t believe that finer, healthier Who didn’t attend missed out. 

eran wer ulbs can be found anywhere than are At the business meeting the Societ 

ee ; grown in our Wisconsin gardens, and voted to exchange trophies with the 

iss Biddle will lecture and though we enjoy reading the catalogs Illinois State Society for the State 

demonstrate on the topic: “The Art pe deluge us from Maine and Mary- Show. 

of Arranging Gladiolus.” ae eobamet ie  cationnie and ra mwas; decide’ to hold a seedling 

he de Aton . i e west, an show at Walter Miller’s Gard 

be of h ee is designed to though we occasionally shop around Prairie, on Sunday, August ee 

help to anyone interested in ‘tying to stretch our meager bulb bud- shows announced are as follows: 

growing and arranging gladiolus gets over the entire field, we somehow August 11-12. Sheboygan County 

for various purposes. near etuteetioes nearer home for the Chapter Shew st Kobler B tion 

The meeting will be h i vogue os < 
eld in the In closi i 

R n closing I might add that i August 17-19. State Sh 

ed A at 774 No. Broad- Glad Book, 1946, issue by the aed State Fair. ow at the 

way in Milwaukee, which is the Gladiolus Society, I found reading for August 24-25. State Show at Wau- 

room used by the Milwaukee Flor- a delightful hour the other evening— om 

ist Club for their meetings. It is reading that included ads by two Wis- August 30-31. Marinette-Menomince 

one and one-half blocks north of of them, rowers sand: an; article By’ One oe at dames: Site Sto 

ha rag Avenue, and easy to find. , It was voted that all members of the 

r. Dave Puerner of Milwaukee 
Wisconsin Gladio! ; : 

: MA’ v jadiolus Society and their 

is acting: ag chairman: Fon local. a+ DISON GLADIOLUS CHAPTER wives be admitted free to the Dorothy 

rangemenits: The matting will begit MEETS Biddle Gladiolus arrangement and lec- 

at 130 fu ty Me, FM. Bayer, echt Madison Chapter of the Wis) "Mr. ae 
Milwaukee, T g yer, consin Gladiolus Society met at th r. Lloyd Pateman of Waukesha 

f cee, Treasurer of the So- Tetidérioin Inn for their annual ba © was elected show manager of the State 

me wil be in charge of ticket quet and business meeting on the even Show at the State Fair Park. 

sales. . ning of March 7. About 50 members The Bulb Donors 

Everyone is invited to attend. and friends were present. Treasurer Bayer reports that there 

ee Harold Janes of Whitewater spoke were 29 growers who donated bulbs 

“AS YOU LIKE IT” on new varieties being released in 1946. for. the’ auction. They gave 128 good 

Pa Kodachrome pictures of spikes and varieties. The largest donors were: 

Leland Shaw abe arrangements were shown by Aethie A. Arenius, Springfield, Mass, 

(Continued from our last issue) ae anewars Comolain Vi ay Gardens 

Richland Gardens (H.L. Wood, Twin Hoes elected are: President, James Gove, Burlington, Vt abe ‘lit oe 

Bluffs) have been growing glads com- Flad; "See Vice Eresrderty Jone Je teh, Snare ‘Dieppe Conn cut 

mercially for many years. Mr. Wood, Nielsen ern Vc ee agl Goma Firebrand, and Memoir. “ 

the local postmaster, tries to keep his | Hoppe “Georg M ne Roger B. a Cosmopolitan Glad Gardens “David 

list down to 18 or 20 top-rating com- sell re ge Morris, Roger B. Rus- M. Puerner, Milwaukee: Oriental Pearl 

man varieties, but 25 slipped in. We » and Arthur Van Kleeck, Fair Angel, Marimba " 

all understand the reasons. , 
Dr. Geo. i. Scheer, Sheb 

“Roger B. Ravel (Manon) isi MICHIGAN GLADIOLUS —2ntine, Genghis ee ok 

I n interesting catalo; fi - GARD cha, Elizabeth th 

ing a departure from the Wesel type of TSIAE ENS White Gold, ‘Marseillase ames 

whotographe in tbat five pictures show Michigan Agricultural College has Gardenia. ‘ 

‘angements lesigned to i a i Foss Heaton Gh 

Possible uses of the flowers, a ae ih a oan i permanent Towa, Hawkeye Red. Sea, Sea 

picture presents Russell himself in his ‘Thi gar len ‘or gladiolus varieties. Most valuable varieties donated: 

new bulb house: is 1S an important announcement Color Marvel, Blue Lagoon. Nanette, 

Scheer Gladiolus (Dr. Geo. Scheer, ‘0 all gladiolus growers. ‘A success- Fabulous, Pink Charm Amberlite, 

Shenerees! sell nothing except Scheer’s ful flower garden can only be con Chirjatinie, Fuschen’ Belle, _ 

n originations; but ' i i In additi 

heard of white Gold, relantine Mar fete’ ites an agricultural col- nors, toe ak conker cagiels line 

seillaise, Phoebe, Burgandy, Sang lege where it is not affected by following the above: me 

Genghis Khan, and Gardenia? Five change in personne] and there is Walter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc; 

bulbs, only, of Patrician, and a new complete absence on the part of the Noweta Gardens, St. Charles, Minn.: 

oo —. eat ae Gt aan? of Personal interest or Aived L Sea Ln Ne Heed 
, sé t - , , N. Y.: 

‘ontinued on page 215) E. Janes, Whitewater. are
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relied 0” by ROWE RS 

OMMERC é 
7 erywhere : 

SOME 
ORCHARD For almost half a century, General Chemical Agricultural Insecticides and Fungicides 

have been a leading choice of American growers. That’s because they are reliable 

BRAND products ... proven dependable wherever crops are raised. 

... and, rightly so, for every General Chemical Spray or Dust is the result of sound, 

PRODUCTS thorough research in the laboratory and in the field—developed out of long, close as- 

sociation with growers in their never-ending fight against insects and plant diseases. 

for 
To get the most from your crops, 

Fruits ive them the best ible protection with gt 
ORCHARD* BRAND SPRAYS AND DUSTS 

Vegetables 

Fiold Crops ARSENICAL INSECTICIDES COPPER SPRAYING & DUSTING DoT PRODUCTS 
Lead Arsenate “Astringent” and MATERIALS Genitoxt $50 (50% DDT Spray Powder) 
Stonderd SprayCop* (Neutral Copper, 2%, with Genitoxt D50 (50% DDT Dust 

Cotton Calcium Arsenate adhesive) Compound) 

; Aves ae “20” SereyCop® (NestralCopper.3#h) — Genicide® A (DDT Genicide for 
fobacco ‘ “530" SprayCop* (53% Copper) ing 1, Mites! Paricate, (Blend, Paris Green-Calcium becdecex Iiaicsa Genicopt Spray (Highly concentrated 

Ornamentals Aphis-Weevil Dust Duscopt (Neutral Copper Dust) DDT—Neviral Copper) Coport Dem (Neve! Copper Genicopt 3-6 (DDT-Neutral Copper 
INSECTICIDE—FUNGICIDE Arsenical) oa Home Gardens (For Potatoes—Tématoes) Potato Copar® Dust (Neutral Copper Senicopt Dust Base (Highly concen- 

Potato Spray-Dust (High strength Strong Arsenical) trated DDT—Neutral Copper) 
farm Animals copper-arsenical) Genidustt D-10 (10% DDT Powder) 

SPREADER—STICKER Genidustt D-5 (5% DDT Dust) 
ie NICOTINE-ROTENONE-SULFUR DUST Filmfast® (To make sprays coverbetter,  Genidustt D-3 (3% DDT Dust) 

Dairy Barns #150 Dust (kills Aphis, Certain Worms, last longer) Genitolt EM-25 (25% DDT Barn, Mill 
les) : Spray; Oil Solution — PRE-HARVEST SPRAY for use with water) 

Buildings ROTENONE PRODUCTS Stafast® (To stop pre-harvest drop of 
“*400" Spray (4% Rotenone) apples) 

Mills “100” Dust (1% Rotenone) Taany Gasanal Chamica Produ an 
omg" ces ar 75" Dust (.75% Rotenone) celoped ceprenty for aera reatoel ones, Us. Pat. o7. 

“ NICOTINE MATERIALS Meat ect Sodas’ "emt ome QO 
Nicotine Sulfate 40% 
Nicotine Z.F. Base (Nicotinyl Zine _— 

Fivosilicate) 
suirur ¥ MATERIALS GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY 

Apple Dritomic* Sulfur (Micro-Particle) 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 
Dritomic® Sulfur (Peach Spray) Sales and Technical Service Offices in Principal Distributing Centers |
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STARTING ee Rooks RAMBLINGS RELATED TO Mr. J. H. Odell, president of N. 

FOR EARLY BLOO! E.G.S. was busy as usual, He 

By Alfred M. S. Pridbam, THEI EGS. CONFERENCE brought Dr Gilgut a member of 
Cornell University Walter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc N ae 5 bard of Trustees swith 

Experiments conducted at Cornell hit = 

University during the summer of 1933 The N. E. G. S. Conference at /™- . . 

indicated that gladiolus blooms may be East Lansing, Michigan, February Palestine, had a representative at 

secured outdoors during July and the 21.22.23 ably arranged by Prof. the conference. Ralph J. Pommert 
1, t of A t. This may be ac- Bal 

complished. by starting the htedits in Paul R. Krone of the Department at eh oe pee cease oe 

pots April 15 and allowing them to of Horticulture of Michigan State ‘ed for th ‘1 di 

grow in the greenhouse for a month College, and utilizing the talents of 808 vied for the greatest travel dis- 
before setting them in the field. Earlier Prof. C. E. Wildon, for trial gar- tance in the continent. 

bloom is secured with corms stored at den arrangements, Dr. Millar on Canada was well represented by 

60 degrees F. than from those store z oar ‘ D Mr. Malone, Mr. 

at 30 degrees F. A third factor in se- soils, Dr. Daniels on insect pests, we ae isi 4 Mrs ’ Newt 

curing early bloom is the use of a and Dr. Nelson on plant pathology, utt, Mr. Preising ani ss Ne 

house made of tobacco cloth. Plants all of the State college, those of W. and probably by others that I did 

raised in such a house produced larger R. Hastings, Sec. of All American 0t meet. 

flowers and longer stems. A combina-~ ceeq and Rose selections, was very Michigan G. S. members, largely 
tion of the three factors, transplant- > rowers of some acreage, were 

ing, 60-degree storage, and raising informative. Attendance at these 8& . i , 

plants in cloth resulted in flower pro- discussions was about 125 persons. Present in goodly numbers. 

duction during July. on Much of the information is to be N.EG.S. and Michigan state 

meee mt its ne oui ey ies ce ee 
Chief value of growing gladiolus un- by our able Rec’d Secy.-Treasurer, “Il profit by the “discussions and 

der tobacco cloth is to increase the Mr. Frank Bayer, and which for W!™ P! y 

length of the stem. It goad also be that reason need not be summarized Tesults, for an excellent conference. 

stated that the size of the bloom was at this time. a 

proportionately larger as well. 5 ” EVERGREENS 

The use of mulch paper between the ‘The writer was absent from com- Sturdy, well shaped evergreens, 
rows does not modify the growth of mittee meetings. Others in attend- for your home grounds and cem- 
the plants to any marked degree. ance will no doubt report on the tery lot. Blue S| P. idal 

. is Of th . ” i etery ie Spruce, Pyrami 

gf oer yee Ot eatments final product of these deliberations. Arbor Vitae, and Mugho Pine. 

indicates that when the plants are Wisconsin was represented by Also many kinds of Juniper. 
raised under the cloth the influence Dr. and Mrs. Geo. Scheer, Mr. and Priced to sell. All guaranteed. 

of starting the plants under glass is Mrs, Archie Spats, Dave Puerner, Quincy Nurseries, Friendship 
more marked than it is under normal Frank Bayer and th it , Wi , , 

conditions. The influence of storage MA an e writer. 18. 
temperature and rate of bloom is also 
more marked in plants grown under 
cloth than in those grown in the open, FOR SPRING PLANTING 

but the reverse is true for the num- BETTER VARIETIES OF FRUITS—New varieties of 
ber of flower spikes per corm. apples, pears, plums, raspberries, strawberries from the Experi- 
An exception occurs in that corms ment Stations of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and New York. 

stored at 30 degrees set May 15 in the . 

cloth house flowered later and pro- HARDY ORNAMENTALS—A complete list of trees, 

duced less spikes than those set out- shrubs, vines and evergreens adapted to Wisconsin. 

doors. In fact this particular combina- PERENNIALS—A long list of varieties including the 

tion of treatments is quite undesirable. NEW MINNESOTA mums. Many varieties of Phlox, Delphi- 

The decrease in light intensity within ii Peonies and Iris 
the cloth house no doubt accounts for am ° 
the taller plants and for the unsatis- SEND FOR 1946 PRICE LIST 

factory nature of late season bloom. 
Thus it may be seen that while the — LANDSCAPE SERVICE — 

primary influence of a cloth house is The services of two well known and capable landscape 

to increase the size of bloom and architects are available — Laurence G, Holmes, formerly of the 
length of stem, treatments which bring 5 °, . ; % 

about early flowering such as storage fn mn ¢ —— and Harold C. Poyer, formerly with 

of the corms at 60 degrees and trans- t ois Highway Department. 

planting from the greenhouse are more 
effective in combination than alone. COE, CONVERSE & EDWARDS C0. 
The number of flower spikes and of 5 
corms, however, is modified but slight- Nurserymen Since 1875 

ly by other treatments than storage . a 
temperature and the height of the plant Southern City Limits on Hy. 12 

is modified mainly by the cloth house. ° . . 

Both storage temperature and trans- Fort Atkinson = Wisconsin 
Planting influence the yield. erence
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NEW COLORFUL HARDY G d ° 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS arden Questions 

Best hardy chrysanthemums, All ; . 
varieties were ta Bloom a our nurs Answered by James G. Moore, Madison 

claii itstandi: 7 . . 
oli whe saw ten ad QUESTION: I have a small southern Wisconsin. I have read a 

We were one of the first nurser- back yard garden and would like great deal about them. 
ies to try the new English chrysan- | +. plant some strawberry plants 8 
themums and have added more va- . q rry P Answer: I would not recommend 

ae becuse! they. are so good. this spring. What variety would planting dwarf apple trees if I 
make a compact sane Be fret | YOU = ee re- wanted to be sure of getting apples. 
your neighborhood to have them. commend planting bot June The stocks upon which dwarf apples 

OT cee cod dike. Distinct. bearing and everbearing straw- are propagated have not been tried 
Gacaat Lake cover whole plant berries? . out sufficiently under Wisconsin 
at same time ..—.....-----.—-----------50€ Answer: If I were planting only conditions to warrant recommend- 

EUREKA GIANT: Brilliant gold- one variety of strawberries, I be- ing them unqualifiedly for planting. 
Cane ae lieve it would be Premier. Whether 

flower of aster purple —.............50¢ one should grow everbearing straw- 

WM. oe odd. : Pure yel- berries in a home plantation will Question: I can get chicken ma- 
lew oe ee depend on whether fresh strawber- ure from a poultry farm at low 

RED RIDINGHOOD: Rich red ries are desired during the latter cost, but have heard that it is dan- 
a Cover entivs. | Part of the season. Frequently, the gerous to use in my vegetable gar- 

BURMA: Large glistening bronze quantity of the berries secured scar- den. How can I use it so it will 

with soft orange tints and ore cely seem to be worth the trouble. not burn the plants? 

MANDALAY: Brilliant orange Many home gardeners, however, Answer: Poultry manure can be 
bronze doable. Bega tee would not be without them. It would used in fairly large quantities with- 

om eee eae pele’ yullow be entirely possible to grow only the out serious danger of injury if it is 

and creamy white for effect ..45¢ | everbearing variety, harvesting dur- well worked into the soil. This 
TIFFANY BOSE: Double deep ing the latter part of the season of does not necessarily mean that it 

ee eee ere te planting the so-called fall crop and _ has to be put on before plowing and 

SERENE: New blush white mum. then getting a crop off of the same plowed under, although it is safer 
Dandy companion to Yellow Su plants in June and July of the fol- to use it that way. We have used 

YELLOW SUPREME, A cushion lowing year. If this practice is fol- poultry manure at a rate as high as 

type. Bright compact, almost lowed, one should start a new bed twenty tons per acre of manure 
Lumar ane iestrons oe each year. containing very little litter, putting 

NEW ENGLISH HARDY —— it on after plowing and discing it 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS | Question: I have room in my gar- into the upper 4-5 inches of soil 

at i Eien tet AP dis den for three rows of raspberries. Without any serious injury to a va- 

across. Peach shaded cream with What variety would you recom- Melty of crops grown on the area. 
gold points ......---.-18e | _ mend, and how far apart should [ The season in which this was done 

HOOPOL: Beautiful old rose. Ex- > the soil was moist most of the time 
hibition size flowers when dis- set the plants? . Possibl. mais ki 
Dudded 2. eesseteeceneeeeemeence TSE Answer: The question does not Possibly more injury would have 

SUNEIT: Large yellow suffosed state whether red raspberries or been sustained had the season becn 
a ; ; 

COPPELIA: A new color in mums. black raspberries are desired. If @ 4ty one. 
Indian red... -----.-0-+--scsneeeee OE e berri i ees; gine tel ee red raspberries, the only variety 
crimson with clear golden re- |, "OW available which I could recom- Question: I have not been able 

VERSO ane ecenecreeeeeeeeneeeneneev 600 | mend would be Latham. Of the tg grow sweet peas satisfactorily 
MRS. SMEARDON: A unique black varieties, probably Logan put h, ss 
combination of old rose and : ut have heard of others who hav: 
bronze. Earliest incurved to would be as satisfactory as any. nice flowers. What is the trouble? 
bloom... 65¢ | ~The reds should be planted two feet i : 

UNA: Pink with silver reverse, . . Answer: I do not believe there is 
blooms late September .....50c apart in the row, rows at least six enough information t ny 

ONE EACH of above 10 varieties, feet apart, and black raspberries at aahite There are several things a $5.75 value for.....................$5.00 1 tl i ‘ : i 5 
SPECIAL 3 English chrysanthe- least three feet apart in the row which might be wrong. Some of 
mums, our choice .................-.-$1.00 ne them are the presence of fusarium 

— ORDER NOW — Question: Our lot is 60x120. I- in the soil, virus troubles which 
GARTMAN’S would like to grow an apple tree may be brought “ii oH “other 

ee eae or two, but feel I do not have room plants, planting in too warm a situ- 
FOND DU LAC, WIS. for a large tree. Would you Trecom- ation, insufficient soil moisture, mil- 

mend planting a dwarf tree here in dew, or too late planting.
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Question: I have a lot of dande- PRUNING PROBLEMS 
Hons oe lawn. How can I get Vanhoutte Spirea Too Tall FIELD GROWN CHRYSAN- 

rid o8 fem . Since the Vanhoutte spirea, often THEMUM CLUMPS Answer: Dandelions can be con- . : 
lled with the new selective herbi- incorrectly called Bridalwreath, gets 

nO 7 eas to be at least 6 or 7 feet in height, | Barbara Small, double rose cut 
cide, 2,4-D. This material is now there is very little that can be done flower sort 
available under several trade names. to decrease this height except con- | Dean Ladd, tall deep bronze 
One should doubtless follow the stant pruning. Any branch that you | Harbinger, golden red 

directions given with the particu- cut tends to develop new branches | Harbor Lights, tall bronze 
lar brand being used. just beneath the cut and these new yellow 

_ branches will usually grow taller Harmony, very early cushion 
Question: I have heard a great than the ones which they replaced. type of various shades of 

deal about buttercup and butternut Therefore, the logical thing to do autumn 
squash. Which of the two is better, is to dig out the Vanhoutte spirea | Kristina, single rose 
and should I plant either one? and replace it with a shrub that is |} Polar Ice, the best white for 

Answer: Which of these two Naturally lower growing, such as cutting 
squash is the better is probably a Froebel spirea, Garland spirea, Le- | Primula, tall single yellow . 
matter of personal opinion. Both m™oine Deutzia and Anthony waterer | September Bronze, semi- 
of them are very good in their class, SPirea. dwarf; strong grower 
but they belong to different classes Mock Oranges Too Tall William Longland, tall large 
of squash. Buttercup is a variety Old shrubs of Mock orange and flowered bronze 
of Cucurbita maxima, sometimes Tatarian honeysuckle are very like- Red Gold, just what the name 
known as a true squash type. It is ly to be entirely too tall to be plant- implies. . 
supposedly a hybrid between two ed around the average home, The Dean Kay, showy rosy pink 
groups in this species and in ap- height can be lessened somewhat by not affected by sun 
pearance favors the Turban squash cutting out the oldest branches with- One each of the above 12 
group, of which one of the com- in 1 or 2 inches of the ground. postpaid for $3 
mon varieties is Essex. It is a win- Even so, as the new growth devel- Two each of 6 shades of 
ter squash having hard shell, and ops it will be necessary to pinch it Delphinium Pacific, lead 
when well grown and mature, pos- back every foot or two to make it pencil size, $1 per 12, 
sesses very high edible quality and branch. Otherwise, this new growth postpaid. 
keeps very well. The butternut may grow clear to the top of the e 
squash probably belongs in the shrub without a single side branch. 
Cushaw group Of Cucurbita mosha- Even under these conditions, they SUPERIOR VIEW FARM 
ta. It is not as late keeping as the grow 8 to 10 feet in height. Here Hardy Field Grown 
buttercup, but the specimens which again, dig them out and replace Perennials 
we have had of the variety has a them with a lower growing kind of . 
very good quality. Plant either or shrub. 
both if you want variety and a Pfitzer Junipers and Japanese JOHN F. HAUSER 
longer squash season. , Yews That Are Too Broad . . 

—— Like the morrow honeysuckle, Bayfield Wisconsin 
MICHIGAN TRIAL GARDEN both of these plants are rather wide 

(Continued from page 211) spreading in their habits of growth. 
prejudice. Although they can be pruned to . 

The real value will be in deter- keep them from being 8 * an feet SK <acg RAVINIA IRL IT 
mining the true worth of a variety; cross it is a constant job. Again 
to weed out varieties which do mo it would be better to use them some OLDS’ LETTUCE 
measure up to standard, and to give place where you want a plant that US STM CMO area 103) 
proper publicity to deserving seed- is broad and substitute a narrower S >t . 
lings and varieties tested. growing type for it. If you feel EU Gnerent fettuce with clove canter 

There will be a total of three that you have to keep them, shear dimmer wetace, Sond wo gy 
trial gardens and entries should be them irregularly to maintain inter- ; ‘ine Cone seep 
sent to all three, Entry blanks may esting habits, rather than giving ae ror FREE soox 
be obtained from Dr. C. J. Gilcut, them a bobbed effect which is so veers Soy, the bee of everything for 
Massachusetts Trial Garden, Wal- uninteresting. Ca tham Field Station, Waltham 54, By Victor H. Ries in Garden [iN @ a Mme LCR 
Mass. Notes, Ohio State University.
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT PRESIDENTS 

: ; , Mrs. Lawrence Skilbred, 198 E. First St., Fond du 

Nero Aves eet Bend” Miner, Koute Le Edgerton STN? Treat rene Bargers 44 Hillcrest Drive, Madison 5 
Mya. John Weat, Ist Vice-President, HJ. Rahmlow, Corresponding, Secretary, Mie On J Reus, 2131 N. 62nd St., Wauwatosa 13- 

. . . Mrs. Gregory Neuenberger, 2407-10th St., Two Rivers 
Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald, 2nd Vice-President, —Sheboygan District 

649 Broad St., Menasha Miss Mary Potter, Cambridge—South Central District 

REPORT OF THE : NS sa year of celebrations. We celebrate 

REGIONAL MEETING \ : the end of the war, the long looked 

. i/ =f ( { IS for peace, the triumphant home- 
During the war years we talked VENIWIS coming of the young men from 

a great deal about education. Now S ] | WN ooverseas, and the gradual change 

that it is over, let us roll up our he | S from war-time activities to the hap- 
sleeves and work to accomplish Has: I S py pursuit of a peacetime America. 

something definite. SEN ” J Therefore our interest is directed 
We planted Victory Gardens dur- | ie aD to a study of flower arrangement. 

ing the war, let us now plant Peace | ALi &' Z } = Dorothy Biddle is holding arrange- 

Gardens for peace. We should not yy) P J ment schools throughout the state 
let dewn on growing vegetables. | f ; during the month of May. We 

Our food supply is very low this NS , | know that much good will come 
year; lower than it ever has been. ( ~ | Tae \ from these schools. 

Victory gardens produced a tre- N a \ The Regional gatherings were a 
mendous amount of food. If that ya ie ' great sucess. The Sheboygan Dis- 
production should stop now, it [i = ee trict had 54 registrations; the Fox 
would have a serious effect on com- y\\" f \ \\ River valley District had 144; the 
mercial food supplies. There are WH A NA\\Kt Madison District had 84; the South 

two reasons why it must not be Central District 96, and the Mil- 

abandoned this year. First, our nation of gardeners would be a waukee District, 82. . 
stock of commercially canned goods peaceful nation. Cooperation in all the regional 
will be less than fifty per cent of meetings was outstanding. A great 

normal by the time this year’s can- The State Flower Show deal was accomplished and the 
ning starts. Second, the desperate We especially want you to re- Program was grand. 
need of hungry people in other jyember May 24, 25 and 26. These —Alfred H. Otto, President. 
countries. We should send them all are the dates of the State Flower —_. 

the food we can spare to keep Show to be held in the Recreation WANTED! 
them from starving. . Building in Wauwatosa, Wis. We YOUR FLOWER SHOW DATES 

A garden furnishes a healthful have not had a flower show for sev- There will be many flower shows 
and profitable recreation, supplies eral years and we want this show sponsored by garden clubs during 

food for the body, beauty for the to be the best. We can now travel the month of June—also in August 
soul, and lifts care from the shoul- so come and help make this Flower and September. 

ders. Show a great success. We will be glad to publish the 
In addition to the fine program Arbor Day comes on May 3rd. dates and location of the shows in 

our different departments carry, by More stress should be placed upon Wisconsin Horticulture if the in- 
gardening we can contribute greatly its observance. Who better could set formation is received on time. 
to the peace of the world. We be- the example than the garden clubs. Dates for June shows should be 
lieve no other organization except Let every club make some civic published in May issue of the maga- 

the church can contribute more to planting on that day. zine. Information should reach the 
peace than garden clubs can by Each garden club should have its office by April 15 or at the latest. 
arousing interest in gardening. A own flower show this year. This is April 20.
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‘ and Twin Cities Gladiolus Society. 
Flower Arrangement Demonotrations Forenoon meeting with discussion 

of arrangements made by commit- 
and Lectures tees. Tickets 55 cents from Mrs. E. 

Dorothy Biddle, Pleasantville, N. - Erdman, 1730 State St., Menomi- 
Y., nationally known teacher of nee, Michigan. 
flower arrangement is scheduled for Wednesday, May 22. Wausau 

a series of meetings in Wisconsin si Garden Club. At Y.W.C.A., Wau- 
lls a period of more than two = sau. Mrs. C. H. Brimmer, Box 
weeks. oe 334, Wausau. 

There is a great deal of interest - : —_—__— . 
in flower arrangement in Wiscon- - Thursday, May 23. Superior 
sin among garden club members. . . Garden Club. In Superior State 

Miss Biddle is very popular as a — Teachers College Auditorium. Two 
lecturer and demonstrator on funda- & PS Po lectures, forenoon and afternoon, 

mental principles of flower arrange- oe | 50 cents each or 75 cents for both. 

ment, and one of the nation’s best Jy os Mrs. Fred L. Merritt, 2614 Ham- 

teachers for amateurs. oC ’ mond Ave., Superior. 
In order that smaller garden “9a | Fri : 

: —- riday, May 24. Duluth, Min- 
clubs might have the opportunity of Se ye nS sota Garden Clut 
holding a flower arrangement school ay) ~ aa ay . nesota Garden Clubs. 
in their community for the benefit Ss a ar 
of members, as well as other inter- A a 2 MILWAUKEE FLOWER AR- 
ested persons in the community, we 7% RANGEMENT SCHOOL 

arranged with Miss Biddle to give > 4 The Milwaukee District of the 
eon es weeks during early i% P Wisconsin Garden Club Federation 

ay. is plan greatly decreases aaa : will sponsor a one day School of 

traveling costs, reduces expenses, Congregational Church, Delavan. Flower Arrangement on May 2, at 
and provides an excellent civic proj- Mrs. Oliver Moum, 301 South Sec- the Milwaukee Art Institute, 772 
ect for garden, clubs. ‘ ; ond, Delavan. an St. Milwaukee, Wis. 

garden club members are in- —_—— e Program will be as follows: 
vited to attend. For more informa- Thursday, May 16. Baraboo 10:00 A. M. Illustrated talk on 
tion write chairmen as listed. Garden Club, Baraboo High School COLOR by Mr. Alfred G. Pelikan, 

The Schedule Auditorium. High School is on Supervisor of Art, Milwaukee Pub- 

Sunday, April 28. 1:30 p.m. Second and Ash Sts. Two lectures. ic Schools. 

Arranging Gladiolus, sponsored by Begins 10 a.m. Admission 60 cents 1:30 P. M. Flower arrangement 
Wisconsin Gladiolus Society at Red for each lecture, including tax. Mrs. demonstration illustrating mon o0- 

Arrow Club, 774 N. Broadway, R. E. Kartack, 115-10th St., Bara- chromatic, analagous, complemen- 
Milwaukee. Admission 50 cents. hoo. tary, double complementary, split 

__ ———— complementary and triadic color 
Friday, May 3. La Crosse Monday, May 20. Waupaca harconies, ° 

Garden Club. Vocational School, La Garden Club. In Library Club Flower arrangement demonstra- 
Crosse. Miss Bertha Shuman, 136 Rooms, Afternoon meeting. Mrs. tors: Mmes. Wm. Armitage, Step- 
So. 19th St., La Crosse. Geo. Haebig, 303 Jefferson St. hen Cushman, Arthur Leidiger, Roy 

hiscids hey 13, Waupaca. Sewell, Harry Wilson and Miss 

fonday, May 13. Port Wash- ———— Emma Schipper. 
ington Garden Club. Miss Viola - Tuesday, May 21. Menominee, For tickets write Mrs, Otto 
Ubbink, 222 E. Pier St, Port Michigan. At Hotel Menominee, Reuss, 2131 N. 62nd St., Wauwa- 
Washington. In Masonic Temple Sheridan Road. Sponsored by Wo-  tosa 13, Wisconsin. Price of Ticket 
Hy. 141. Admission 50 cents. men’s Club, Marinette Garden Club $1.00 

acai nn 1,5, 

Tuesday, May 14. Sheboygan S A V E T R E E S 
Garden Club, Guild Hall, Sheboy- Cavity Treatment General Landscaping Large Tree Moving 
gan. Mrs. Charles Schultz, R. 3, We areinsured 
Sheboygan. Fertilizing Lakeside 2907 Removals 

akeside 

———= Pruning Spraying Wedsesday, May 18. Delavan WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
Garden Club. Cochraine Hall in + Marrey: Ave: Milwaukee
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° ‘ ter feed almost entirely on plant lice. 

Our Reginal Meetings The California red; the blood red 
. lady beetle; the ash grey beetle 

Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald, General Chairman with yellowish-grey ground color 

Federation officers and state chair- Fox River Valley District. Mrs. J. D. with many email clark sG0ts3 ie 
men who took part in the five district West showed slides and talked on two-stabbed lady beetle and the steel 
meetings March Ith to 15th, although Tulips at Madison and Whitewater. blue are some of the kinds. 
some hat sacary gad on feel wel The pipatles District furnished mu- When you find them hibernating © 

was so full of enthusiasm and pep that Emily Fronm, Milweukece, cotertiined in your home in winter protect 

it proved the round table discussions the group with Ballet of the Flowers, them. 
were received with enthusiasm. Mem- by Hadley, Woodland Sketches, which ————_ 
bers expressing their views agreed were enjoyed and welcomed by all. 
they obtained very instructive infor- THE WHY NOTS OF 

mation on all subjects. 
Meetings were well attended, dec- THE LADY BEETLE YOUR PROGRAMS 

orations were beautiful, so original, 5 
wish space would permit a description The Lady beetles, also called Why not complete your year’s 

of the many lovely themes carried out Lady Bugs, will not need an intro- program, and get that year book off 

in line with ffs i ioisets being dis- duction to gardeners. Their active to your chairman of Program 

eae ‘ XK ee S Kia Chak habits, great abundance and wide Awards, Mrs. Armitage? She is 

fan, wave aa daderstandine oe ik distribution; their popularity from aiming for a perfect score—a year 

on birds and much interest. was cre. S0NgS and stories combine to insure book from every garden club in the 
ated. Flower show chairman, Mrs. that nearly everyone has made their _ state. 
Chester Thomas, was very busy with acquaintance. ‘ 
a large crowd at her table, showing eh the adult beetles and the lar- Why not assign a program to 
unusual interest and everyone was en- ,, feed on le i t hid: each chairman in your club pertain- 
thused. 7 tl scale insects, aphids oF ing to her office, to be given at the 

Miss Merle Rasmussen, horticulture ot jer sma soft bodied insects, or time of the year most appropriate 
chairman, held a regular get-together their eggs. to the subject? 
at her discussions, an indication that In many cases lady beetles have 
everyone seo bel along with peace been shipped from one country to Why not have a couple of book 

starving people Garden Centers Junior another to check insect pests. Most eviews on the subject of garden- 

Gardens, had a large group who were noteworthy case was the introduc- "8 light, entertaining, but full of 
very interested judging by questions tion of Australian Lady beetles into meat, introduced in a humorous 
asked. State Chairman Mrs. U. Ammel California to destroy the cottony Way? You will be surprised how 
aod ee Rovamnnn, 18 they had cushion scale. This scale became a Much you will glean from them, 

ona casi steered and Road- serious pest of the orange and by a ong iatetscalv walle fo OE 
side Development were so cleverly 1890 had killed thousands of trees 8¢* what you learn Sas way 

handled by state chairmen Mrs. Max and threatened to wipe out the in- Why not study a concrete sub- 
hip baa 'y y' 
Schmitt and Mrs. G. Snell, that never dustry. The scale was traced to Aus- ject, such as botany or horticulture? 

hall hi th ds “Wi i y see not undevetand.” le words e tralia and New Zealand. In Aus- Devote a small amount of time at 
Program and Program Rwards. uns tralia little injury resulted from it, each meeting to the lesson—let it 

der ‘the teadership of Mrs. Clarence °° the U. S. government sent an en- be the thread that brings continuity 
Schultz and Mrs. Wm.Armitage were cane to a for the natural to your program. 
well received. Each one realized good enem lieved to be holding it in a 
programs are the backbone of gees check. The Lady beetle was found Why it BANE & jamicr prograntt 

cubs, Mrs. Armitage chairman, of and 500 carefully shipped to Cali ee ne a on ae 
which helped fill the notebooks district fornia. Within a year and a half aM em grow ‘err avon ¢ 
chairmen had made for each meeting. it had increased: and checked the flower and vegetable—just one kind 

Publicity Chairman Mrs. William scale over the whole state. of each, Let them exhibit them and 

Corte gave vn an tnght as fo how There are a number of species of give afew mites talc onthe cre 
knowledge was absorbed in that line. . rf ues rr you see men yield to size of plot, etc. 

Mrs, H, W. Schaefer, memorial high. it stripes or different number of “Why not ask t 
ways chairman, outlined many ways SPOts, they may still be Lady beetles vay ask your state program 

of planting memorial highways and and beneficial. chairman for help on your program? 
ieels many of her suggestions will be Common species are the striped She is anxious to help you in any 
carried out. beetle,black spotted red lady beetle, way she can. 
guinsheoe aypaketsi Rev. G. Mc- which has 12 black spots, the com- 
wecton Eee ne Real Sbebove mon red; the two-spotted lady bird —By Mrs. Clarence Schultz, 112 

paca we had the pleasure ‘of hearing beetle, which are red with a black NV. Commercial, Neenah, State Pro- 
Prof. E. A. Clemens on Geology of the spot on each wing cover. These lat- gram Chairman.
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Our 1946 State Flower Show 
Wauwatosa Recreational Bldg. May 24-25-26 

Many New Types of Exhibits In the small artistic arrangements antiques which can be used for 
to Be Featured a screen 9x12” will furnish the flower arrangements, plants and 

After a lapse of several years the background. Over all measurement with still life pictures. Each entry 
Wisconsin Garden Club Federation of arrangement is to be 6” high. must include history of antique such 
will step out on May 24-25-26 with Artistic Arrangements With as date, historical facts. 
another of their beautiful flower Pale Green Background Garden Photography 
shows at the Recreation Building in In this class the requirements are and Paintings 
Wauwatosa. as follows: (A) Compote arrange- This should be an_ interesting 

Mrs. Chester Thomas, show man- ment of flowers: (B) Compote ar- class. The exhibit of two inch koda- 
ager, has perfected a splendid or- rangement of fruit and flowers; chrome slides will consist of 12 
ganization to stage the show. Every (C) Epergne arrangement of flow- slides showing the following class- 
inch of available space will be filled. ers and fruit; (D) Arrangement of es: (1) Garden Views; (2) Flower 

Classes will be new and exciting. flowers under glass bell or dome; Varieties; (3) Children in the Gar- 
The Exhibits—Gardens (E) Artistic arrangement of bronze den; (4) Flower Arrangements; 

There will be ten small gardens, colored tulips, natural wood back- (5) Autumn Beauty. 
size 10x12 feet, showing European ground; (F) Arrangement of spring There will be an exhibit of flower 
influence in Milwaukee’s first gar- flowers, one or more varieties, pale pictures, garden picture or any 
den. There will be French, English, green or yellow background; (G) other picture depicting horticulture, 
Victorian, New England, Scandina- Arrangement of shrubs and flow-_ birds, and bird life. 
vian, Dutch and Polish gardens, ers; (H) Large artistic arrange- The show will open at 2 p.m. the 
Contemporary, American 1946, a ment of blooming shrubs or trees; first day, May 24, and will be open 
garden Spring in Wisconsin, and a (1) Beginners or novice class. until 10 p.m. 
Bird Enchantment garden. Novelty Arrangements Two copies of the schedule have 

There will be four window shelves (A) Jewel Box. Arrangement in been sent to each garden club presi- 
and one window box. jewel box with flowers, berries, dent. 

Specimen bloom classes call for buds, vegetables, seeds, pods or any _—————— 
tulips, daffodils, iris and peonies. other horticultural material, repre- FLOWER SHOW BULLETIN 
Lilacs and crab apples will be fea- senting costume jewelry. (B) Same _ 1W° factors of equal importance for 

: é a successful flower show: 
tured in arrangements of shrubbery. as above, without jewel box. (C) (1) Interesting classes, assuring many 

The Green Thumb Corner will Miniature Gardens, (1) on two- exhibits of high quality, all artistically 
feature house plants. inch buttons or smaller; (2) on arranged and staged. 

Flower Arrangement coasters or ash trays three inches (2) Attendance — thousands of per- 
The flower arrangement classes or smaller. sons to admire and enjoy. 

are: Flower arrangements through Set Tables Entry chairman, Mrs. Carl Hofstet- 
the years, Colonial, Victorian, Tus- Special occasion tables, size 30x ter, Wauwatosa, reports entry regis- 
sy Mussey—Gay Nineties, Oriental 96” will be: (1) Rosemary is trations coming in daily! We need 

Influence—the Early Twenties, and Twelve; (2) Teen Ager; (3) Ca- mere Oe = delay, 50 
Contemporary, with emphasis on reer Girl; (4) Bride’s Table; (5) i Sa di On ee es con's 

each, including tax, are now in the 

form. Vivica Be male (6) Grandmother’s rk of all club — 4% 
orizon| xes ea able. icket committee has planne or 

In these still-life pictures there | There will be personality tables gach gatden club meiber of the Fed- 
will be four entries: Vegetables in classes (1) Blonde ; (2) Bru- Make this, our 1946 State Flower 

with foliage and/or flowers, and nette; (3) Brown-haired; (4) Red- Show, the largest and finest project 
any other horticultural material. haired; (5) Grey-haired. in the Federation’s history. 

Arrangements in brilliant colors The Breakfast or Brunch Tables Exhibit, sell tickets, and attend, 
with screen 30” high as background, with a bird motif will use colors of P/o™se 
will include, (A) Brilliant colored birds to set the scheme. The fol- powcr Avenue, Miteaukee 11, State 
flowers against white screen back- lowing birds are named: (1) Robin; Flower Show Chairman. 
ground; (B) Brilliant colored flow- (2) Blue Jay; (3) Oriole; (4) Flower Show Schedules 

ers against black screen background; Thrush. Any garden club president or 
(C) Brilliant colored flowers against There will be old-fashioned small member needing an extra flower 
grey screen background; and (D) tables from the year 1846 to 1896. show schedule, please write: Mrs. 

Arrangement with screen back- Antiques Carl Hofstetter, 136 N. 88th St.. 
ground of pale pink. There will be a special display of Milwaukee 13.
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Random Notes 
Genevieve C. Dakin, Madison 

Keep in mind your State Flower now located at Providence, Rhode John C. Wister has been appoint- 
Show at the Wauwatosa Recrea- Island. It has become a part of the ed Director of the Tyler Arboretum 
tional Building May 24, 25 and 26. Rhode Island School of Design. at Lima, Pa. This arboretum had its 
Do your part to make it an out- . — nucleus in the 70 acre planting of 
standing event in the year’s pro- Speaking of surpluses and cou- two Quaker naturalists, Jacob and 
gram! pens, F. F. Rockwell says, “Any Minshall Painter, made a century 

‘eee family which produces some of its ago. The largest sequoia east of the 
The season is at hand for our own food, and thereby achieves Rockies grows there. 

participation in collecting informa- greater economic security anda —_— 

tion for Floral America from the greater stake in owning a perman- New rose plants are usually sub- 
Driver's Seat, a compilation of data ent home, develops the kind of jected to rather harsh pruning when 

to be a project of the National character that is an asset to the na- Planted, according to some opinions. 
Council of State Garden Clubs and tion and to the world.” The modern belief is that root prun- 
The Garden Club of America. —_— ing any plant at the time of trans- 

In line with the movement, Mrs. Plants and Gardens, the new Planting will delay the formation 
William Champlin, our National quarterly publication of the Brook- Of new rootlets. 

president, is establishing a five- lyn Botanic Garden, is filled with —Massachusetts Horticulture. 
mile Nature Trail starting from a outstanding gardening and_horti- —_— 

field on the Champlin Farm and  cuyjtural articles in shortened form, Have ont neglected ous mee 
climbing the small mountain back of Reader’s Digest style. It sells for these war years? According to Lawn 
the farm. The trail will be wide $2.00 a year. The address is Brook- Care they are the first order of busi- 

enough for cars. Native material |yn Botanic Garden, 1000 Washing- "°SS- We are told to remove the 
will be marked and may be seen in ton Ave. Brooklyn 25, N. Y. fall and winter debris after thaws. 
its natural habitat. 4 Patches of dead crab grass should 

Se ees . In reading a recent bulletin of be raked out. General feeding and 
Garden Greetings, official publi- ‘The Garden Clab. of America we seeding, if not done before, come 

cation of the Garden Club of Ohio, noted a few program hints. A Vir- Dext in sequence. Seed some after 

reflects a live, growing organiza- ginia club sponsored a musical pro- frost wll ec sure? Of sermunatng 
tion. State chairmen write stimulat- gram, “Garden in Music” with the if it can be lightly worked into the 
ing articles bringing practical sug- cooperation of a local musical club soil by a surface scratching of the 

gestions to the clubs. City Planning was the subject under sot with/an tron rake. A light cov- 
The Governor of Ohio has pro-  giscussion in one live club. Spri ering of topsoil not to exceed an 

. A i . Spring —. . : 
claimed the entire month of April Besitis in Aut 1 : eighth of an inch is helpful or the 

. gins in Autumn was the subject : . ‘ 
as Conservation Month. of a series of slides. A conservation Seedimiay ibe-mixed with soil! before 

“*# * : : a broadcasting. Covering lightly with 
Son of the Wilderness, the Life ‘PIC was Endangered Species of soil is especially helpful in fixing 

of John Muir, by Linnie Marsh Birds and Animals ; another—Wood up bare spots. 

Wolfe gives one a real appprecia- Animate and Inanimate. One club When all frost is out of the 

tion of that active apostle of con- featured an Experience Meeting to ground, the surface well dried and 
servation. His life in Wisconsin and Which each member brought her fa- seeding completed, rolling is in or- 
California, his love of nature, his VOTite tool, book or garden gadget 4... 
triumphs over mountains and glaci-’ and explained the good points. _— Fron ‘Lawn, Cave. 
ers all enter into this authoritative ; . 
biographical record . A Madison club did arrangements ——., 

rap . in “white elephant” containers which Massachusetts Horticulture tells 
—_—__ . they auctioned off to augment their US that Fermate, the new fungicide, 

The catalog of the Aiken Nur- civic project fund. may be used to thwart fungus on 
series, Putney, Vermont, features —__ cuttings. Dip the basal ends of cut- 
wild flowers of North America. Pink scilla chinensis is recom- tings in dry fermate powder. It may 
Many readers will be interested in mended by Marcel Le. Piniec of be combined with hormone rooting 
its lists of old-fashioned geraniums \fayfair Nurseries (Bergenfield, N. powders at the rate of one part fer- 
and old-fashioned potted plants, as J.) as an especially showy fall- mate to nine parts hormone powder. 
well. blooming bulb. Cylindrical flower It may also be applied directly to 

——__— spikes or racemes vary from six in- the sand in which cuttings are to 

The Lowthorpe School of Land- ches to a foot in height and bloom be rooted using four-fifths of an 
scape Architecture for Women is from September to November. ounce per square foot.
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BETWEEN CLUBS cide,” “Leaves and What They Do,” A series of gardening broad- 
Reiaci = and “Cover Crops.” casts arranged by the Marinette 

1 ihe Marinette Garden cub finds —— Garden Club can be heard this sum- 
Naa S  Eaak: Baas a aut The children of 75 families in mer over the Marinette Station, 
Di 4 < , 2 * +8 a4 , of lending library. Members bring Rosholt will be visited by the Ros- By Mrs. William Curtiss, Route 
eutrent iscties: oP warden fiaparines holt Garden Club’s Santa Claus next 1, Plymouth, State Publicity Chair- 
and books which ie etlen e December when they carry out their man. 
: ye BE: village Santa Claus project of dis- —— 

’ A hearty welcome to the Wausau ellantingy cant _ Editor's Note: Aren't these items 
Valley Garden Club and the Fed- . : : . interesting? Every garden club can 
efated Honie:Garden Club of Wau- The Wisconsin Rapids Horticul- help by sending news items to Mrs. 
sau. I hope before the end of this ture Club displayed miniature flow- Curtiss. 

year they will have some interesting ¢" @tangements in a store window ——— 
fiews stoties: for ithis ‘column, last summer. These proved very 

interesting and beneficial. 
The Fond du Lac Community Each mem! Iress he does YOUR $1.00 WILL BUY 

Garden Club has increased atten- 5 ae tae pee ne EESS SSS ad Any ONE of these items, postpaid. 
dance at their meetings by awarding 10° 8ar¢ening with a prize awar 50 Standard Strawberries 
a “Hostess Prize” at each meeting, 8'Ve" for the best will be part of | 25 Marvel or Gem Everbearing 

the April program of the Commu- ] 25 Paradise Asparagus, 1 year 
i ; R Rhubarb 

Hay fever sufferers, attention! If nity Garden Club of Fond du Lac. Rasbeaies on Blackberries 

you find regweed causes your hay 5 7 1 Apple, Plum or Pear 

fever why not visit garden clubbers Dates to remember in the Fox 3 Grapes, asst. or any color 

in Wisconsin Rapids. The Horticul- River Valley District: Flower Ar- 4 Dablias, asst. or any color 
“ . rangement and Judging School, 2 Peonies, asst. or any color 

ture Club of that city will carry fume 20, Fond ees June 21 3 Chrysanthemums, asst. or any col. 
out a project this summer to eradi- W : D h Biddl an 4 Phlox, Iris, Lilies assorted 

cate ragweed, the cause of salmost Wausau, Dorothy Biddle lecture, | 39 Gladiolus best mixed 
all hay fever east of the Rockies. May 20, Waupaca; May 21, Mari- 2 Hardy Shrubs or Vines 

nette; May 22, Wausau. 1 Evergreen, any type 

It would be nice to spend a da 7 ; 
with friends at Tola when the 150 _ Every man who doesn't know oe utienon 
tulips are blooming that the Iola anything about farming longs to STRAND NURSERY CO. 
Garden Club planted in their local ™OVe to a farm, and get rich while TAYLOR FALLS, MINN. 
park last fall. taking life easy.—Atchison Globe. 

Mr. Fred Schmeekle of Central a 
State Teachers College who has 
charge of the new forestry course, 
will be guest speaker at the Rosholt We specialize in ornamental nursery stock suitable for 
Garden Club next October. A mem- landscaping. 
ber of the National Conservation 

Committee, his topic will be Con- Whi El servation. ite Elm 
Have you tried responding to roll N Cc 

call by a designated subject for that urse ry ompamy 
meeting? The Fond du Lac Com- . . . 
munity Garden Club finds this is Hartland, Wisconsin 
fun as well as educational. 

—. On Highway 16-19, 14 mile east of highway 83. 
Inasmuch as President Truman . . . 

has declared 1946 Soil Conservation We can also supply fruit trees, berry bushes, Pacific Hybrid 
year the Marinette Garden Club is Delphinium, and many other hardy perennials. 

endeavoring to begin soil conserva- Visitors always welcome. 
tion in their back yards by studying 
and applying the principles of or- 
ganic gardening. Subjects prepared 
by members include “Soils or Sui-
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ANNUALS FOR THE The Easter lily is partially hardy CONSERVATION PROJECTS 
FLOWER GARDEN in this vicinity (St. Louis, Mo.), . 

. and if you want to try it out in It is a pleasure to be called upon 

Cleome or Spider Flower an Ex- your garden, carefully remove the 0 serve as your Conservation chair- 

cellent Annual Cleome, commonly plant from the pot about the first '™an once more. Garden clubs are 
called Spider Flower, grows from 4¢ May and plant a little deeper well aware of their place in this 
3 to 6 feet tall and is a most inter- 445 in the pot in a sunny, pro- field, so I need not dwell upon that 

esting annual. ae tected place in the garden. Water during this year’s service. 
The brightest subject in a gar- id feed jonally th h 

dew of canals will be'Cleome Pinle SNS te ‘OccasIONe.Y throughout Rather than present a complete 

Queen. When the petals drop, spi- me season, and mulch with about program at the beginning of the 

der-like seed pods are formed that pinches of straw after the ground year ies f plan to offer ee 

add to its attractiveness. It grows Unless you havea gresabouse, tions from time to time as subjects 

about three feet tall and a row of id 4 i ter toed the id arise. ; . 

it, spaced about two feet, makes an Te Oe oh < hi oat a = ‘or First upon my list are the “For- 

attractive hedge. Since the plant is nent Famer e Blank tt Doom 20 est ee ae for oot 

rather tall growing, it should be 7 . . : : sin. Your Legislative chairman, 

planted in the background, where can Buia Missouri Botanical Mrs, Ss. J. Hirsh, has sent each dis- 

its attractive pink flowers will draw : = chairman copies of rean's i 

attention of every observer. ARDEN RAD AMS) 22ining these centers. She also 

Seeds may be sown in the open Ss IO FROCK sends copies of resolutions, to be 

ground, preferably sandy, when it KFIZ, FOND DU LAC used as a pattern for your club’s 

becomes warm in spring. Give each STATION, 4:15 p. m. resolution. We suggest that your 

plant at least two feet in the gar- The followin den club own wording will be most effective. 

den. Plants can be purchased .o4:. jposram Fe the Fond du Letters to your Congressmen and to 

wherever annual and vegetable plants |". Se es will be given as fol- Representative Flanigan, Chairman 
are sold. If the plants are inclined |. 8 of the House Committee on Agri- 
to fall over when fully grown they . culture and Forestry, will help the 

should be staked. é ee os a ac eau cause. The appropriation bill is now 

cane aster Lily, Mrs. Lawrence Skil- under consideration on the floor. 
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE bred, District President and mem- Please do not delay action. 

WITH AN EASTER LILY ber of be Bron au ac Com- Another matter I wish to bring 

AFTER IT HAS BLOOMED? eee Garden, Centers” by 12 te attention Bf geen clubs is 
pri . “Garden Centers” by — the deer situation in Wisconsin. We 

The first thing to see to is that State Garden Center Chairman. are tempted to look upon this from 
the leafy stem continues to grow, as_ Mrs, Uriah Ammel. a sentimental standpoint. No one 

it is storing food for next year's Mrs. Joseph J. Gerend, 558 intends to censure you on this ac- 
flowers. As soon as the flowers fade, Tosmer Street, Marinette, has count. However, may I suggest you 

pinch them off, and then notice een apointed radio chairman for acquaint yourself with this subject 

whether the roots are coming out the Marinette Garden Club. by asking Mr. Ernest Swift, Assist- 
of the bottom of the pot. If they Mrs. E.F.McNaughton, Fox ant Director, Conservation Depart- 

are, carefully transfer the plant tO River Valley District Radio Chair- ment, Madison, Wis., to meet with 
a larger pot, using rich sandy soil man, Fond. dw Lac you ‘and present the Department's 

and taking care not to disturb the , oe point of view. He has spent a great 

roots. Then the plant may be set . deal of in the last fe ans 

out of doors (unless there is dan- Impractical Doctor directing the survey and ‘a Goa tt 

ger of frost) in a protected, par- Doctor — “I’m changing your , position to present it to the public. 

tially shaded place. Water through- medicine, Junior. It’s syrup, not is time, of course, is in great de- 

out the summer and, perhaps once pills. mand, I am sure he would appreci- 

a month, fill the depression of soil Junior—“But I want pills.” ate your interest and that it would 
about the plant with a solution of Doctor—“Why, there’s no differ- be wise to ask other clubs in your 

at a teaspoonti of — dis: vernal?” far as results are con- vicinity as guests for such meetings. 
solvi in water. Tv rt - cerned. si x 

ment, the Easter lily will frequently Junior—“Oh yeah? Did you ever _ Mrs: Max J. Schmitt, 1912—84th 
form another flowering stem the try to blow syrup through a_pea- St... Wauwatosa, State Conserva- 

same season. shooter ?” tion Chairman.
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BIRD ECHOES POTATO VARIETY The new scab resistant Menomi- 
ADAPTATION STUDIES 1945 ‘ce potato produced satisfactor 

Black Birds Are Coming BY G. H. Rieman yields in comparison with the late 
One balmy April evening I was standard varieties Russet Rural and 

coming around the bend of a large | Eight new potato varieties were Katahdin. In the Waupaca test plot 
marsh adjoining Koshkonong River. tested against five standard vari- it appeared to be moderately re- 
What a racket! Flock after flock of ¢ties at Antigo and Waupaca, Cul- sistant to leafhopper and flea beetle 

blackbirds were coming in from all tural Practices commonly used at injury. The Menominee variety has 
directions. Have you ever listened Antigo and Waupaca were followed consistently exhibited high resis- 
to a thousand blackbirds sing their with the exception that the three tance to scab in trials at Antigo. It 
evening song before they go to early varieties — Cobbler, Pawnee appears that this variety may be 
roost? Li-Wa-Ker-Ie. Con-Quer-II. and Triumph—were planted ap- adapted to those areas of the state 
Spring is here. Their voices are mu- proximately a month later than ear- where scab has become a problem in 

sical and the most cheerful of spring ly varieties are usually planted in the production of late potatoes. 
sounds. They settled in the cattails the Waupaca area. Eight new po- The recently introduced varieties 

and sedges and made themselves tato varieties were compared with Pawnee, Erie, Mohawk, Potamac 
comfortable for the night. For a the two  scab-resistant varieties and Pontiac included in the variety 
while there is considerable chatter. Russet Rural and Hindenburg on adaptation trials failed to show su- 
Then as the shadows lengthen their a scab infested plot at Antigo. periority over the potato varieties 
voices become hushed until all is Th 5 3 now commonly grown in Wisconsin. 

uiet, except the frog chorus, The e Sequoia variety produced POTATO VARIETY ADAPTATION quiet, P gore the highest yields at both locations. TRIALS GROWN AT next morning at dawn their bicker- Th 1 : 3 At Waupaca At Anti r ” : : ese results agree with other yield . fe wyaupaca: “ve “antigo 
ing begins again as they leave in trials conducted during th fi Variety Yields Bu. Yield Bu. 
small groups for the days skirmish- ‘uring the past five per acre per acre 

ing. years. However, the high yielding Cobbler 114 373 
. Sequoia variety is not popular with Pawnee 166 338 

I saw the first Red Wings early potato growers since it is often de- Triumph 133 392 
in March. The males arrive first.  cidedly lacking in table and market Sebago 207 454 
In April Lady Blackbird is back to quality. Variety. adaptation studies Bele uk res an 

the marshes and housekeeping be- have repeatedly shown that the Se- Chippewa 177 417 
gins. Mr. Red Wing will sit in a quoia is very susceptible to scab, Menominee 227 466 
tree top near the water, fluffing out yellow dwarf, and late blight. In Katahdin 181 338 
his scarlet feathers, lustily singing addition it is frequently troubled Potomac 256 377 
to his mate while she is busy build- with hollowheart, rough over-sized Fontes Bad = 
: : ” equoia oF 

ing the nest. She is nearly as ex- tubers and extremely late maturity. Russet Rural 255 404 
pert at weaving as the Oriole. She 
twines the fibrous bark of the swamp 
milkweed into a nest, hanging it on 
the cattails or sedges. Mr. Red M cK A Y N U R SE R Y C 0 
Wing sometimes has two or three ° 
wives, but he never offers to help 
in the nest building. Soon there are Wisconsin’s Greatest Nursery 
four or five speckled eggs in the 
nest and in eleven days they are OVER 400 ACRES 
hatched. Now Mr. Red Wing takes 
time off from his singing and helps 
feed the youngsters. They grow 

rapidly and in eleven days more are Flowering Shrubs, Shade Trees, Evergreens, Roses, 
able to leave the nest, 

The Red Wing is a bird of so- Apple, Plum, Cherry and Pear Trees, Red and Black 

ciety. They love company. Spring Raspberries, Blackberries, Grapes, Currants, Goose- 
or fall they always travel together 
and their joyful chatter is simply berries, Rhubarb, Asparagus, Etc. 
an expression of their social in- : 

stincts. GENERAL OFFICES Nurseries 

—Leander E. Lillesand, Cam- Mapson, Wis. Watertoo, Wis. 
bridge, Bird Chairman, South Cen- 

tral District.
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The Dionne QUINS use our 

SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 
All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection We have a two manual organ 
with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

(ee 

a 

No Boarders Wanted - - 
Today when it is practically impossible to buy all of the new equipment needed to expand it is im- 

perative that we keep only good productive colonies. No Boarders should be allowed in any 

apiary. Weak colonies should be united or strengthened. Poor stretched brood combs should 

be melted up. (Sell your wax at the high price and replace with Three-ply foundation) 

Mail your order now for any bee supplies needed to keep your present number of colonies 

producing 100 per cent. 

SHIP US YOUR BEESWAX 

e 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago “4 The A. L Root Co 
o ie jo 

224-230 W. Huron Street . . 

CHICAGO, ILL Ber Surus Medina, Ohio a oe 

| 

SIn NOSIGYN 

‘spy JO GOSTION ‘AUVUAIT
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“Loveliest of trees, the cherry now” 
from Shropshire Lad”
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ee 

ne WISCONSIN HORTICU Chemicals are making the life | L T U R E 

of the gardener more pleasant day ‘The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Hertioultural Society 

by day. There is one to make a Entered at the postoffice at es Wasa a -class matter. 
plant set fruit; another to prevent pty mailing. of coecial rate og Postage provided ta" Geoticn Its, Act of October 
fruiting, when that condition is de- “Published Monthly Escepting July by the 
sired; some to cause better growth Wisconsin State Horgticutrurat Society 
and some to retard growth; and so 424 University Farm Place 
on through most garden operations eer 6, ——. 

hich f : hi H. J RAHMLow, itor ae ee ee sertry Wii Sa rh! So i : e Office: Old Entomology B Il Agricul 
possible of accomplishment. The Ta Oar ee of culture 
rooting of cuttings of some plants 

is a case in point. Formerly, I Volume XXXVI May, 1946 No. 9 
found Bitter-Sweet and Witch Ha- ee 
zel, among others, difficult to root. TA , 5 BLE T: 
Now thanks to Quick-Root (Dow OF Pete Nis 
Chemical Co., Midland, Michigan) Wisconsin Apple Institute Memberships ~-_-_-_----_--_-__________ 227 

much of the guess work has been Probability of Drought in Next Growing Season ~----------------_ 227 

taken out of that operation. They Comments on New Air Blast Sprayers ---------------------------- 230 

have two preparations, No.1 for Cost of Operating Bulldozer wana nn anna nana nnn nnn nen ----------- 231 

easy rooters and No. 2 for the How Bumblebees Survive moran naan nnn tenner nnn nnn ae 233 
moré difficul kind: Container Shortage Pointed Out ~-----------------------__-____. 234 

F a MGs. Strawberry Variety Survey 2-2-2222 sess ceeeeseene nonce 235 
From January Flower Grower. Wisconsin Beekeeping ~------------------------------_-------____. 236 

= GIOIA’, cnceiecicccciweien cen ereenineneceseeneneecwcs 240 
I was worried about my nephew Gladiolus Tidings __-.------.------------------------------------ 242 

George looking so thin, until I Garden Gleanings ___.._-__--_---------__----------------------_--- 244 
learned that his wife was on a re- Garden Insect Control --------------------------------------------- 246 
ducing diet—From Farm Journal. Garden (Club). News, -.-~ 5 -saeesnan eet trrecercsecees 248 

Our 1946 State Flower Show -------------------------------------. 250 

Certified Flower Show Judges in Wisconsin ------_-_-_-__________ 252 

nied aietecieew An Easy Method for Growing Hybrid Amaryllis ------------_----_ 253 
Between Clubs: — 2-1-2. reseinercseeecccncneccccns 254 

An Apology to the Dandelion ~--------_-----.----_--------------. 255 

Bird Echoes ...--—----—---+ 2-3 ssn erste seen: 255 

Fio.7 10.2 Fia.3 . . . . 

Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1948 
Berry Boxes Don W. Reynolds, Pres. ..Sturgeon Bay Dawson Hauser -........-.-----.--Bayfield 

Wm. F. Connell, Vice-Pres., Menomonie Alfred Meyer, -----------.---Hales Corner 

Crates, Bushel Boxes H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. -----------Madison Karl Reynolds .......--.----Sturgeon Bay 
. E, L. Chambers, Treas, -....---Madison 

and Climaa: Baskets E. L. White-.------------.-Fort Atkinson —et 

As You Like Them . — Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS Htoceisanare 

ere eer tani Term Ending December, 1946 : ~eesrsnncenccecee Saigon 
sive satisfaction. Beery im and ote Leland Brown --.--.----.--Sturgeon Bay | Edward Eschrich, Pres. Wis. Nursery- 

our specialty, We constantly carry, in R. G. Dawson -.....--.------Frankeville men’s Assn, -....------------Milwaukee 
stock ean crete cuberrine te bee. E. L. White -.-.-------Fort Atkinson 

berries. No order too small or too lar; — Walter Dichnelt, Pres. Wis. Bee- 
forvus to bande. We can. ship the 
folding boxes and crates in K. D. from Term Ending December, 1947 keepers’ Assn. -..--..Menomonee Falls 
or agg iy og argent G. J. Hipke .............--New Holstein 
Lg “ large {discount fer early: Mrs. Arno Meyer ......-----------Waldo Rev. Alfred Otto, West Bend, President 
orders. A postal our price list. Amold Nieman -.-.------.----Cedarburg Garden Club Federation 

CUMBERLAND FRUIT SNE 
Subscription to Wisconsin Horticalture is obtained by membership in the Wisconsin 

‘al iety for which the annual duce PACKAGE COMPANY |) 2 Gr ag toate ge ots ie de 
Dept. D, Cumberiand, Wis. tack member: is for a Sear'e, subecripsion to Wiecensia Horticulture. nee PSS Sy 

Fn
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WISCONSIN APPLE THE PROBABILITY 
INSTITUTE MEMBERSHIPS aK OF DROUGHT IN THE NEXT 

i os , : X GROWING SEASON 
Membership in the Wisconsin ae, 

Apple Institute for 1946 is $5.00, sy “A drought is long overdue,” an- 
plus 50 cents per acre of bearing Se! nounced a national news commen- 
orchard. At harvest time an addi- (20m = tator recently when talking about 
tional 14 cent per bushel is added. = the good growing seasons we have 
This was the decision made at the had during the war, and expressing 
annual meeting of the Institute last p- MME? ohh the opinion we may have a drought 
November. The dues are no longer ee ees Oho very soon. s' Wi Ya ¥ SOOI oo . 
voluntary. . Y re, This is a fascinating subject— 

Officers of the Institute have De ba = whether we can predict dry seasons 
been very much pleased with the re- a a , or wet seasons in advance. We 

sponse to this membership plan, and , ESS wrote the U. S. Weather Bureau, 
practically all members have re- 2 WS te, Madison, about it. One of the 

newed and a few new ones have . : meteorologists in the department 

come in. . XN _wrote an interesting letter comment- 
Every commercial apple grower : S ing upon studies which have been 

in Wisconsin should belong to the mee ae this line. . 
Wisconsin Apple Institute, Its pro- OnSIEETINg 4 ” one ae 
gram is for the benefit of the in- | Arthur Brunn, Hales Corners mean, a: Penod of letectively: Cry 
dustry as a whole. O. Bolliger, Bayfield weather that reduces vegetative 

Washington County Fruit Growers growth below normal expectation, 
Memberships Since Convention Association what are the possibilities of pre- 
The edioes b h Herbert J. Hasslinger, Nashotah dicting it? 

ig members have Alfred J. Meyer & Sons, Milwaukee The Wi in Divisi L 
paid their dues since the convention | Manitowoc County Fruit Growers ¢ Wisconsin Division of Land 
in November, 1945: Assocation Economic Inventory has made a 

Jos. L. Morawetz, West ‘Bend Gygax Bros., Waukesha study in the Oak Prairie region of 
Fromm Orchards, Cedarburg campeon ond Nee panos southern Wisconsin and have chart- 
The Gordon Farms, Sturgeon Bay a Larsen Company, Green Ba ed the below and above normal 
Goff Orchards, Sturgeon Bay e ¥ rainfall periods from 1840 to the Waldo Orchards, Wald A. K. Bassett, Baraboo 
Aiber aha ar Tameritron Ed Betzold, Bayfield present. There are recurrences of 

Bayfield Beuit Growers Goxop, H. A. Dvorak, Casco wet and dry periods which have 

Bayfield , nae ere ha been called “cycles.” However, 
jeman ros. Cc) y gs : : . : 

Cc. J. mele Green Bay © Wisconsin Orchards, R. H. Roberts, there is no uniformity in length of 
James chert, dntigo B Gays Mills any period above or below normal. 

Frenz Orchards Cedarburg. Russell J. Aiken, Bayfield For instance, the ten years, 1876 to 

John J. Guth & Sons, Bancroft Reancls E eee Rio} 1885 comprise the longest period 
Hipke Orchards, New Holstein Vicail ieabeux, Dodweville with rainfall consistently average. 
J. Arthur Friedlund, Ellison Bay ST sae eee Then there i riod of si Carl E. Erick Herb: L. B. Irish Orchards, Baraboo S a De of six years 
al Eocene. eS Kickapoo Orchard Co., J. C. Schu- below average rainfall, 1859 to 18- 
Banca Orchards, Eee Harbor bert, Gays Mills 64, Studying the chart, however, 
Lester F. Tans, Waukesha sues Homestead Orchards, Hall Enter- we find no definable pattern in the 
ee Me, Cedarburg Fred Peterson; Bayfield length of periods of these rainfalls 

Rows ‘Orchards Gays Mills Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm & Nurser- from which we can make any pre- 

Haas Orchards, South Milwaukee eee Oshkosh h Ss B diction. 
B. J. Otting, Cedarburg Reyno “ et a Wanteet ay Of course we can always assume 
oa Wiechert, Cedarburg AM. Ten "Eyck W odnead: na that if we have not had a drought 
heer ane acer baeng E. E. Stoeber, Madison for some years, certainly one must 

Waukesha County Fruit Growers be Sones but when it will come 
Association ——— SS if it will come, no one seems to be 

Raci i = ‘< *. ae abl i i 
‘aac Hruit’ Growess, As There is this difference between able to predict, especially not the 

Fea : ; weather department from studies 
ee ba ee Bay a crooning tenor on the radio and of past performances. 

“Association y Mut Growers 4 mosquito — you suffer when the Effect of Sun Spots 
Ozaukee County Frui . tenor starts singing, but after the : aes 
sociation a EES SST mors s Sing! a Fi Mr. W. W. Morris of the Divi- 

Oriole Spring Orchards, A. C. Ells- mosquito stops——From Farm Jour- sion of Land Inventory, State De- 

worth, Richmond, III. nal. partment of Agriculture, has made
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a study of records of sun spots and SOME SUGGESTIONS 12. Don’t believe anything that is 

their effect upon temperatures and By Samuel Fraser, Secretary, said. That includes what I am say- 

rainfall over a period of 107 years International Apple Assn., ing. See if it is so and if of value to 

in southern Wisconsin. He found Rochester, N. Y. you for your conditions make it 

during periods of increasing sun I will ri ia i your own. 
will risk giving certain deduc- 

spots the temperature was above ,; giving 13. Get out of debt. 
fi tions and recommendations, espe- 14. W + ive rigidi 

normal 23 percent of the time, be- cially for those operating a farm: . We are trying to give rigidity 

low normal 64 percent of the time. 1. Always have something to sell. to money. Flexibility is a business 

During periods of decreasing sun > Don’t hesitate to take a profit. essential. If money is more-rigid, 

spots temperature was above nor- 3 Don't nurse a loss, write it off then flexibility in business is of 

mal 50 percent of the time, and be- or get away from it greater importance. 

low normal 32 percent. 4° Watch production cost per unit 15. ‘World. conditions affect and 

With increasing sun spots rain- 5. Forced high yields are profit. ™&Y decide the pattern of out price 
fall was above normal 42 percent, able only when prices are high, anes eae a are deeply con- 

below normal 35 percent of the 6. A bargain is usually an oppor- cent < Pat =— 

time. With increasing sun spots ; h: ‘ h , . Supplies of a crop an of 
tunity to share in another man’s ompetitive crops affect price 

it was above normal 33 percent, and joss, Give bargains, don’t take th pe PS = prices. 
loss. Give bargains, don’t take them. 17..v: tat: facilit h 

below normal 60 r cent of the = . Transportation facilities, their 

, pe 7. When all agree that times are faiture to operate or ability to func- 

time, going to be good, that there is cer- tion aca aipoly way ia 

Weather Bureau says sun spots tainly no gamble, then look out. A terial affect "oe a at éo 

are increasing. Thus the possibili- good business lives by taking a iin y Pp me 

ty, according to this study are chance. : . . 

76/100 that temperatures will be 8. A crowd means slow travel. ao a en prove ee 

normal or below, and 64/100 that 9, The shortest route may not be egcential y y P 
rainfall will be normal or above this the easiest way home. rr . 

. . : From Virginia Fruit. 
coming growing season. 10. Prophecy is usually based on 

Bee i not theme wo tases LAs expe ject ie of pCOMMENTS ON ORCHARD 
TEE ee ete to the probable sake i Nic Held Usually P CRNATION AND HEATING 

aataterot « 4 Se ca coeme with He foie nak vise torviwe: ume Usually FOR FROST PROTECTION 
ate of a eae or year wi , eit is not wise to place one in con- At the annual convention of the 

information we have at present. trol of the business. New York State Horticultural So- 
ciety the question of poor yields in 

- 1945 were discussed by growers and 

CROSS POLLINATION NEEDED unless there are bees present to carry members of the College staff. 

FOR MANY APPLE VARIETIES the pollen from one variety to an- M. P. Hoffman said that lack of 
R. L. McMunn, Department of other. It is advisable to use more than pollination had been a major factor 

sang Baie ney Fonnl, Tres cch coma tn poor fruit yields, chough in some 
an. inois growers have had an i. = : 

will cotinue to have light crops of ties used for cross-pollination must orchards freezing damage to the 

certain apple varieties unless they pro- be blooming over the same period that buds and blossoms was equally, or 

vide for the cross-pollination of self- the variety to be pollinated is bloom- more important. 

unfruitful varieties. Because of the ing. If you have had trouble in get- Several growers explained how 
need for cross-pollination and the fact ing a set on certain varieties, try bou- they believe they have reduced frost 
that thany growers will likely place ueting. In the table below are listed; by heati d deine i 

bees in their orchards this spring,’the some of the more commonly grown Jury by heating and smudging in 

following data on better combinations varieties and the better pollinating Various ways with material gath- 

to use are being presented. The intro- varieties; a few in the list are self- ered locally. 

duction of a good compatible pollen fruitful, but the set with these can be Mr. Hoffman pointed out that 

variety will not cause a crop to set increased by cross pollination. commercial equipment for heating 

Variety to be Better varieties to use for pollination _ _ is too expensive for a region like 

pollinated : New York because general freezing 

Duchess Yellow Transparent, Grimes, Jonathan, Delicious damage is infrequent. He says that 

Wealthy Sellen ieee Duchess, Delicious, Jonathan many small fires are better than a 
McIntosh ealthy, Jonathan, Delicious, Fameuse 
Jonathan Wealthy, Grimes, Delicious, McIntosh few large ones: Some growers had 

Fameuse McIntosh, Delicious experimented with spraying the 

Deticiom and Yalow Transparent, Duchess, Jonathan, McIntosh, Fameuse, buds with water to avoid frost dam- 
ports rimes age, and reported favorable results, 

Golden Delicious Delicious, Jonathan, Grimes but others showed iricteased dam- 

From Bulletin “Food For Victory With King Apple” by University of Illinois. age from that practice.
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Orchard and Vegetable 
’ Suppli Growers’ Supplies 

Buy Cooperatively and Save Money. 

Participate in the Earnings of the Cooperative 

SPRAY MATERIALS DUSTING MATERIALS 
Lethane B 71 

Calc Arsenate athe 8 wit Cop 
Lime Sulphur Co Potex 

Kolofog PRUNING EQUIPMENT 
Mike Sulphur Tree Wound Paint—Pruning Snips 
Copper Sulphate Tree Seal 

Lethane B 72 Pruning Saws 

DDT — 25% Hand Pruners 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR 

Nitrate Fertilizer 33.% 
(Ammonia Nitrate) 

PACKING HOUSE SUPPLIES 

— fe rcealeaien Bonen Fi “ . 
ope i rative 

a oe ae Shredded Tissue 
Top Pads 

Power Orchard and Row Crop Sprayers 

Repairs for John Bean}Sprayers} 

We Handle Repairs for All Models From the Oldest to the Most Modern Makes 

Write for Catalog and Price List} 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. (Near C. & N. W. Freight Depot) Telephone 4107 — Lester Tans, Mgr. 

a a a a
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DDT DISCUSSED AT COMMENTS ON NEW AIR YORK HORTICULTURAL 
BLAST SPRAYERS SOCIETY MEETINGS 

Prof. H. C. Young, Ohio Ex- opinion, not ready to replace com- . _ DDT is to the farmer what Pen- 
periment Station, reports in No- pletely the present day standard icillin Is to the medical profession— 
vember issue of the American Fruit rigs. It would seem that this type a life saver, : said John Goodrich, 
Grower, his observations on Air of rig has a definite place in the Burt, after giving his results with 
Blast sprayers compared to present application field. However, in pur- DDT in 1945. 
day standard rigs, chasing the rig, it would be well to Below are some excerpts from 

We jill be glad 1 have Wissore study the manufacturer's recom- the excellent talk by Dr. S. W. Har- 

sin growers who have had experi- mendations and consider the fol- ee of Geneva: 

ence write us their opinions. lowing points. fi a “ hay 6 now eee re 

The following is a portion of the “1. The air blast sprayer does ve ee a we h aoe 
article in the American Fruit 2” effective job of spraying medi- oN tate and the advantages 
Grower. um sized apple trees, peaches, gained by using this new insecticide 

plums and cherries. At present it is for combating the codling moth tar 
The Time Factor not so well adapted for tall trees, outweigh any objections we have 

“The time factor did not vary particularly if they are close. It is experienced. 
as much between the two rigs as not adapated to ground row crops. “We consider the plum curculio, 
might be expected. The air blast “2. High pressure guns must be the European red mite and possibly 

sprayer applied 50 gallons per min- handled efficiently to equal the cov- the apple maggot as three apple 
ute, whereas 35 gallons per minute erage obtained with the air blast Pests that have not responded satis- 
was the output by the high pres- rig. In addition, consistent per- factorily to DDT sprays. 

sure rig. When conditions were formance can be expected since “In every instance where sprays 
ideal, the difference was expressed fatigue and careless gun operation containing one pound of actual 
by the capacities of the two rigs. are not factors. DDT in 100 gallons of water have 
Generally the difference was not “3. It is primarily a labor sav- been applied regularly and thoro- 
that much. ing outfit. Moreover, this saving of ughly there has been practically 

“The effectiveness in controlling Jabor will allow an orchardist with perfect control after using three 
pests depended in all cases on uni- a given crew to obtain better timing cover sprays for the first brood and 
form coverage. This in turn de- Of sprays and also do other nec- one or two August applications for 
pended upon weather conditions essary tasks which occur at the the second brood worms. 

and the skill of the operator. There same tine. “How does DDT kill? It is both 
was no difference in the effective- “4, The rate of ground speed a contact and stomach poison. Those 
ness of a given material applied should be determined for a given parts of the insect body containing 

with either rig when rotary agi- orchard and the correct amount of nerve endings appear to respond to 
tation was used in the tank, Jet spray applied while passing a trie. contact with DDT. 

agitation was inferior with most of THbo cours, x meessry for Only arly ds the newly hat s lals. Xs re . i depend ched caterpillar do any feeding in 
The last two points, namely, la~ ¢ le control of pests depends the presence of DDT residue, and 

bor and costs, varied considerably !"-S0-Tar as any sprayer 18 concern” therefore very few stings are 
between the two rigs. The air blast ¢ upon thorough timing and cov- found. In all probability better than 
sprayer was operated by one man ¢age. This type of sprayer will be 90 percent of the killing by DDT 
whereas the standard three-man advantageous for many situations i, due to its contact toxicity. This 
crew was used with the high pres- rh Il not at the present ne is one big advantage the new ma- 
sure rig. There was # actual a See cee the standard high terial has over lead arsenate.” 
ing of two men. . i 
are of coverage was “also slightly eRe: ISEDe oe fe Se poet ce es . 
greater. Slightly over two-thirds of FERTILIZERS mites durin, the a 
the labor was saved. This also re- Rock phosphate: Florida 32% ge rae, 5 M a but after spraying stopped, red 
presented the difference in cost ex- P.O, in bags. Potash when avail- ites built u ; ‘. p faster than where 
cept when additional materials were able. Granular Aero Cyanamid jeaq arsenate was used. Thi 
required. 20.6% nitrogen for fruit trees * nea Swe and f ne unde oS also emphasized by Dr. R. W. Dean 

Conclusions ae Dak a pe bur from Poughkeepsie Laboratory. 

“The air blast sprayer, like most tors wanted. Schrock Fertilizer —From New York State Horti- 
other new developments is, in my Service, Congerville, IHinois. cultural Society News Letter
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COST OF OPERATING reveals a cost amounting to approxi- He doesn’t believe in pruning young 
A BULLDOZER mately $2.50 per hour. _, trees heavily. He feels that if the 

The following figures, taken from eee eee fara, ‘side branches are cut too short, the 
the records of a Massachusetts farmer and the cost per hour would be entirely new growth will be too upright. 
who owned and operated a bulldozer different, if the bulldozer were to be The Haralson apple, he said, has 
which oF 1,200 hours in 1943 and 800 operated 100 or 1,500 hours per year, not made a satisfactory growth in 
ours in 1944, or a total of 2,000 hours, instead of 1,000 hours per year. Never- his orchard 

are from an article by R. H. Barrett theless, they show how the cost of ‘ . 
in Fruit Notes for December, 1945. operation can be determined, whether Commenting on the time to ad- The bulldozer was purchased in June, jt. will pay to own a bulldozer and, if Vertise apples in Wisconsin, he re- 
1943, at a cost of $6,700. Its estimated not, how much an orchardist can rea~ marked that everyone knows that Teg ieee oF About 10,000 hours. sonably be expected to pay an oper- the Wealthy is the apple we must 
ae * thorough overhauling an- ator who does one's bulldozing. Is a advertise because it is the most : h f $11.00 an hour, f le, }- a : 

Total cost of operation over a two- eo! calicl ? an monty for examer highly competitive variety we have. 
year period: From March Illinois State Horticul- That means apple publicity must be 
Fuel, 5,000 gallons, Diesel __-_-$ 460 tural Society News Letter. started rather early. . 
Oil and grease _______________ 300 ps Mr. Rosa believes that in the 
Repairs and parts --__-.__--__ 120 Gays Mills section apple trees 
abhor for overhauling --_.____ 180 VISIT WITH GROWERS should be planted on the contour 

OF $6.700 m—2 years, u — 1340 Mr. Charles Rosa, orchardist of and builds terraces with a tractor 
Interest on investment Gays Mills, is one of the most en- Plow. He sets the permanent trees 

at 5% (2 years): thusiastic apple growers in Wis- 40 feet apart and interplants with 
First year—5% consin, In this category we should an early variety as a filler. The filler 
se RE ---$535 also include Mr. J. C. Schubert, a is later pruned back heavily and 

of $6,030 301 636 neighbor of Mr. Rosa. Both have finally removed. Contour planting, 
i — retired from business, and both are re says, has hope advantages where 

‘ages of operator at etting a big thrill out of growing there is a slope. 
$45 per week _______________ 1,935 : ee 8 8 8 . ———— 

apples. “Little boy, do both of your dogs 
ites . ‘a Total cost for two years _-$4971 Mr. Rosa, visiting the office of have licenses? . : 

The total cost of operation oe the Horticultural Society recently, “Yeah. They’re just covered with 
divided by the number of hours (2,000) made _ these interesting comments. them.” 

e 

ruit Growers Needs- 
INSECTICIDES - - - 
ARSENATE OF LEAD — ELGETOL — LIME SULFUR — NICOTINE SULPHATE 
SPREADER STICKERS — MIKE SULFUR — FLOTATION SULFUR PASTE — BOR- 
DEAUX MIXTURE — COPPER SULPHATE — CALCIUM ARSENATE — ROTENONE 
DUST — PYRETHRUM DUST — — 

D-D-T DUST AND SPRAYS — 
PRUNING TOOLS LADDERS 
GRAFTING TAPE SPRAY HOSE 
TREE SEAL SPRAY GUNS 
PICKING BAGS NOZZLES 
DUSTERS SPRAYER REPAIR PARTS and 

ACCESSORIES 
Please Write For Quotations 

If You Are A Member of A Spray Ring Give Names of Officers — — To Receive 
Wholesale Price List — — 

GLENN A. DUNN, Manager 
F. R. GIFFORD COMPANY 

2188 University Ave. Madison-5, Wisconsin 
: Telephone Fairchild 2840 — 24 Hour Phone Service 

aay
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To Assure BUMPER CROPS... 
7 [/ CONTROL Insects and Diseases! 

ws NIAGARA KOLOFOG 
ail > ; A Bentonite-Sulphur product, is an 

F ee a effective fungicide in controlling most 

ite ee plant diseases which respond to a sul- 
a phur fungicide. It is adhesive, wet- 
ee table and non-caustic. KOLOFOG 

mini f is preferred by many orchardists be- 
ye Ob / j cause it is positive in action against 

es) fungus attacks while it favors fruit 
pel bud and leaf development. 

: NIAGARA ARSENATE 

" . OF LEAD 

Ve Assures the five following adequate 
\ ' measures of protection: 1—It has a 

¢ high percentage of arsenic oxide, the 
., killing ingredient. 2—It is safe, non- 

a injurious to foliage and fruit. 3—It is 
: { small in particle size, light and fluffy 

to insure proper coverage. 4—It stays 
| in suspension in the tank insuring 

uniformity of distribution on the 
plant. 5—It mixes well with other 
spray materials and does not clog 
nozzles or screens. 

mor produces spray and dust materials for crops, and especially potatoes, and 
has upheld its trade-mark “When you buy Niagara, you buy protection.” One of its 

most important products in the control of insects attacking potatoes is its new C-O-C-S 
Niatox Dusts, containing DDT. Why not consult us about your insect and disease prob- 
lems or write for a copy of our new catalog. 

TOE PViaaant NIAGARA SPRAYER 
Wien ——a” AND CHEMICAL DIVISION 

FOOD MACHINERY CORPORATION 
MIDDLEPORT, NEW YORK 

BRANCH FACTORIES LOCATED AT STRATEGIC POINTS THROUGHOUT UNITED STATES AND CANADA
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How Bumblebees Survive 
Only the Queen Lives Over Winter, Going for Eight Months 

With an Empty Stomach 
We are all familiar with bumble- til they hatch. Upon hatching, the they visit them. In fact, many flow- 

bees but few of us know that the larvae feed upon the “beebread” ers are quite dependent upon insect 
early ones are the queens upon under the waxen coverlet which the visitors for pollination and could 
whom falls the duty of founding queen pierces from time to time so not do without them. 

new colonies and perpetuating the the larvae may have access to the In Fall Young Queens 

species. They are the only survivors food. As they feed, the larvae bur- Remain 
of last year’s colonies but how they row deeper and deeper into the bee- The first generation of workers 

manage to get through the cold bread, each one making a cave for jj, goon followed by others and the 
season is something we do not itself. When full grown—in about colony gradually increases in size 
know. They do not seem weighed a week or so—each larva spins it- nti] the climax is reached in late 

down by the responsibility with self a thin, papery but tough co- gummer when young queens and 

which Nature has entrusted them, coon and pupates. Meanwhile, the nates are finally produced. The 
Perhaps, if they realized it, they queen broods on the cocoons and nates are sluggish creatures and 

would be anxious to get to work sips from her honey-pot. may be found on such late summer 
and establish new colonies before About 10 days or two weeks later gowers as goldenrod, gorging them- 

anything happened to them but they the larvae emerge as adult bumble- cetves with nectar. Their one pur- 
take their destiny lightly and, be- bees. They are smaller than the pose in life is to mate with the 
fore they settle down to more seri- queen and are called workers. Upon young queens. Meanwhile, as the 

ous matters, they fly about and en- them fall the tasks of gathering summer wanes the workers begin 

joy themselves. more nectar and pollen and adding tg die off and are soon followed by 
It is true, too, that they have not it to tle mass of beebread and of the males after they have performed 

had anything to eat for eight or helping to rear the other workers. their marital duties. The mother 
nine months and no one can work The queen then devotes her entire queen, having fulfilled her destiny, 
well on an empty stomach. So, it is energies to laying eggs. Later, the ajsq dies leaving only the young 
probably also a matter of satisfy- workers strengthen the silken pupa queens who now retire to some cozy 
ing the pangs of hunger and build- cradles with wax and convert them retreat for the winter. This is usu- 

ing up energy for the work they into cells for storing honey. These, ajly in the ground, from two inches 
have to do. however, are not erected with the +t 4 foot beneath the surface, and 

At last, having had their fill of precision found in those of the with each queen by herself. 

pleasure and feeling fit to work, honey bee nor are they arranged in By Richard Headstrom, Boston. 
they begin to look about for a suit- the same orderly manner. Mass. Coudéised fiom. Horticuls 

able place to build their homes. The eggs which the queen lays tyre (Boston). 

They search carefully and diligently during the spring and summer hatch a 

for some abandoned nest of a field into workers which visit the gardens DON’T CODDLE THE 
mouse or chipmunk, usually under- and orchards, collecting the nectar CODLING MOTH 
ground—some. are entered by tun- and pollen so often seen hanging If you have not embarked on a 
nels six inches to two feet long and in golden masses from their hind vigorous program of apple orchard 

still others by tunnels as much as_ legs. The pollen grains are trans- sanitation, you are coddling the 
nine feet long — although some- ported in the so-called pollen “bas- codling moth. One of the absolute 
times they will use a bird’s nest. kets,” smooth shining hollows on musts is removal of the loose bark 

Housekeeping Begins the outer surfaces of the hind legs from the trunk and scaffold bran- 
The first thing a queen does when and with long, overcurving hairs on ches and cleaning out the crotches. 

she has found a suitable nest is to their sides. The best and cheapest method is to 
mix the pollen and nectar she has They Sting spray with water at high pressure. 
gathered into a loaf about the size Incidentally, bumblebees, unlike A single-nozzle gun with a 1/8- 

of a bean which she places on the honey bees, have no barbs on their jnch disc and 500-pound pressure 
floor of the nest. On this mass or stings and so do not lose their will clean up mature trees in four 
“beebread” she lays a few tiny eggs weapons or suffer harm when they or or five minutes, Trees treated in 
and covers them with wax she ex- use them. Thus, they can use their the spring of 1945 may be “touched 
udes from between her abdominal weapons over and over again. up” in about one minute by blasting 
segments. Then she proceeds to Bumblebees collect nectar and out the crotches and removing bark 
make a thimble-like honey pot which pollen for their own use and prob- missed last year. This job should be 
she fills with honey to serve as food ably do not realize the favor which completed shortly after bloom, be- 
while she broods over her eggs un- they confer upon the flowers when fore the moths emerge.
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Container Shortage Pointed Out WEED CONTROL SPRAYS 
A recommendation that orders April 29 the War Production Board wae - rently cverybody and a 

should be placed immediately for gave permission to use the size alae bran Jot Ceca eat ine 
containers for berries, fruits and crates listed below for this year’s 2,4-D for the control of weed 3 

repeals peered aolat a . 43 143 20 Some of these are solutions, others 
the .S. Fi ee * ae x 50 are in Ee san oe BE pee 

. re i ory. r f 
Production of such containers 16 quart —8% x 10 x 20 ever, = Teenie Mifierence fa 

generally is far below normal and These are the right sizes for the price. There is also a difference in 
may not materially improve. Pro- pint and quart Hallock style berry the amount of 2,4-D in the different 
ducers were urged immediately to boxes commonly used around the brands. Before buying any particu- 
anticipate their requirements and Twin Cities and in certain sections Jar brand figure out how much it is 
place their orders early. Delivery of of northern Wisconsin, especially going to cost you per 100 or 1,000 
containers should be accepted for blueberries, and in some cases sq. ft. of lawn infested. It should 
whenever and wherever they are strawberries and raspberries. not cost more than 25 to 40 cents 

available. All other sizes of Hallock boxes per 1,000 sq. ft. of lawn. 
The recommendation was par- are “out for the duration” when Althoust: some ‘of ‘the: manufac: 

ticularly directed to berry growers present supplies are used up. turers Teorumend thi material § 
and shippers in the Mid-west whose In Warrens-Alma Center-Sparta beeaut ith t S. a 
crops will be ready for market early strawberry sections of Wisconsin, DUE Ort WANE 2: WAtEEING (CAMs YOu 

. will find that this is wasteful, and 
this spring. the Hallock box has not been used ioe neatly (as -efficient: ae apolvitie 

Inability to secure berry crates for a number of years. The Asso- it by a ake sprayer. _ 
and cups should be reported ciation states that far better results If you spray it nc it ts Best: to 

promptly to the Fruit and Vege- are obtained in marketing by the 160 ase rate 5 rayer for this pur- 
table Branch, Production and Mar- use of the basket type of straw- cpa it SP i ly di ai \ 

keting Administration, U. S. De- berry box. to wash 24D out of the sprayer »: 
partment of Agriculture, Washing- a that the next plant sprayed wiil 
ton 25, D. C. While there is no CENTRAL WISCONSIN not be damaged. An inexpensive 
assurance that the supply of con- SEBAGO SEED STOCK bucket pump sprayer will do the 
tainers will be adequate to meet all TRIALS job very nicely. 
demands, the Branch will try to By G. H. Ri . ; oo. 

locate and direct movement of new ¥ - Meman Since 2,4-D is more effective if 
and used containers to areas of A test was conducted in 1945 to the weeds are in active growing con- 

extremely short supply. determine how well the new late dition, it will be well to fertilize 

Shortages of logs, labor and oth- a ones ieee by variety your Jawn 10 days to 2 weeks le- 
“ eect he Depart: stand up under average grow- 3 . 

ment ao the cause of subnormn it conditions for a period of four ‘Fe applying the weed control nv 
production of wooden containers. It Y€4tS in Central Wisconsin. terial. — att Compiles ‘porunce 
was emphasized that unless these The Sebago potato appears to be cal fertilizer’ such as 100-4 on 4 conditions change materially within 2 hardy variety under Central Wis- 12-4. One pound per hundred 
the next few weeks, shortages of consin conditions as indicated by square feet will be a sufficient a- 

containers as serious as any experi- yield records. The records Show mount. 
enced during the war years ‘may that Sebago picked Up a SUPPUISINE - I ‘ he 2 sd 
well be anticipated. ly small amount of disease. It is well n applying the 2,4-D try te do 

known that standard sorts like Rus- as thorough a job of wetting the 
TO, set Rural and Cobbler frequent i i or 

CERTAIN SIZES OF HALLOCK become heavily infested with vant Le mee atest 
BERRY BOXES TO BE USED ous potato diseases when grown , he 

. under similar conditions for a between broad-teaf weeds and other ‘ 
AS the result of a hearing held period of four years in this potato broad-leaf plants, which you may}. 
F& by the Minnesota Fruit Asso- producing region. not wish to kill. Unless you spray J , 

ciation protesting the elimination of The outstanding resistance of the on a quiet day, the wind may carry J , 
all types of Hallock berry boxes by Sebago variety to the yellow dwarf the spray onto plants in nearby]: 
the War Production Board, word disease is again demonstrated in fl bed |. 
was received from Mr. J. D. Win- this test. No yellow dwarf was ob- ewer 5 \ 
ter, Secretary of the Minnesota served in 19 out of the 25 Sebago —By Professor Victor Ries, i" } , 

Fruit Growers Association, that on samples under consideration. Garden Notes, Ohio. {
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that bear fruit on short stems. Fruit 
‘ exposed to the direct rays of the 

Strawberry Variety Survey an was observed to be ‘higher in 

J. D. Winter, Minnesota vitamin C content than that shaded 

All signs point to a fairly heavy would be about one-third of their iF ee oe the ian ot 
planting of strawberries this spring, total acreage. . tains a higher vitamin C 2: cutent 
so a report on the results of the About half of the growers indi- than fruit harvested ‘datine’ cloud 
survey are of special interest at this cate they would discard Dunlap, ther. TI beari B Couey 
time. while the other half indicate they Never, 16. Cveroeating varies 

would plant a reduced acreage. New produced fruit containing as much 

Discarded Varieties plantings would average about 20 as ae more: vitamtn Cc tithe June 
Let us start with the list of vari- per cent of their total acreage. ioe eink Sean a fruit in 

eties that have been or will be dis- Similarly, about half the growers dicates tle light is a Sen : hort nt 
| carded. This is a long and tragic reporting on Wayzata would discard factor in roducin Yeh ine 

list—not one grower voicing ap- it, while the other half would con- of good uatif et ith w ri “a 
proval of any one of them. Here tinue to plant about the same pro- Viton e content Wi a UBD 

they are: Aroma, Beauty, Blake- portion as before. To make practical applications of 
Chest aa Carden, Breneoeine; Popular Varieties this bit of information it seems 

dor Paianore. Fajiyana, Candy, in Minnesota by a wide margin. would be advisable to select vari- 
Gurney Hendy, Glea Magy Great Less than 20 per cent of the grow- eties of strawberries producing 

Master, Howard Supreme, Big Joe, €TS Teport that they would discard fruit on a long stem. Locate the 
Tulyraotn, Kiondike, Daptan, (ate it. Growers would plant a larger Planting in full sunlight. Space the 
Stevens Majestic, Marshall,’ May- proportion of this variety, the aver- plant so as to avoid a crowded con- 

time, Nick Ohmer, North Star, Par- 28° planting being upped from 45 dition and see that no weed growth 
cel, Parsons (Gibson), Prolific, ‘© 55 per cent of their total acreage, affords shading. —Condensed from 

Sample, Shelton, Superb, World A number of growers report 90 to Tgeh ONE Se TAG OGG SOLE 
Wonder. 100 per cent of their acreage in ture, Feb, 1946. 

this variety. = 

Practically Discarded Gem is the most popular of the “Conscience is the thing that 
Next we come to a list of varie- everbearing varieties, less than 20 hurts’ when everything else feels 

ties which more than 75 per cent per cent of the growers stating that good. 

of the growers who listed them they would discard it. 
stated they should be discarded. The | From The Minnesota Fruit Grow- STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
names on this list may surprise er, March. FOR SALE 
some of our readers because here Oe Improved Beaver, Dunlap, Cat- 
and there we find a grower who is  yITAMIN C CONTENT OF skill, Everbearing Gem, Guer- 
raising one or more of them suc- STRAWBERRIES ney’s Hardy, (Brunes Marvel acid 
cessfully, This group includes: Cat- . free). Glen Bailey, Tomah, Wis. 
skill, Dorsett, Fairfax, Mastodon, By S. A. McCrory, Brookings, —— 
Progressive. Catskill is lacking in S. D. Chief Department of 
hardiness. Growers were almost Horticulture ————— 
unanimous in stating that the last The strawberry is the one fruit as 
four varieties should be discarded. South Dakota grows that is equal Everything you need in 

.. .. to citrus fruit in vitamin C content. 
Divided Opinion A 3% oz. serving, or approximately i . d V bl 

We come now to varieties where 1/6 of a quart of strawberries, is rut an egeta e 
the soil, location, and market evi- generally considered adequate for 
dently have much to do with their the daily requirement of vitamin C. B ¢ t 
waliie for commercial production as Some interesting observations were OXesS and ra es 

evidenced by considerable difference made during the growing season of ‘ 
of opinion “ante growers. About 1945 at the Experiment Station. 65 years of dependable service 

40 per cent would discard the Much variation in vitamin C con- 7 
Beaver, while 60 per cent would tent was found between different va- Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 
continue growing it but indicate rieties. In general those that pro- Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
they would plant a smaller propor- duce fruit on long stems are higher ——————— 
tion of this variety. New plantings in vitamin C content than are thos€ tt
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A OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 
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SWARM CONTROL hive bodies, placing the emptiest 
THIS SEASON Ray ) oa combs on top. When both bodies 

“Our colonies are much stronger OW AS xi no ) 53) an pe we ve top a mel 

than usual,” was the comment heard re Oe e ‘aining the most honey and the 

many times from beekeepers during » Sa a @ x fonepes eves “ the bet t 2 m 

April. It certainly was true. Why i MAY | poard. e central brood chamber 
was this so? aed ra is usually left in place. The brood 

The weather no doubt had some- chamber with the least honey and 

thing to do with it, but conditions this writing, April 23rd, plum brood is placed on top. This pro- 
of colonies last fall was more im- trees are in bloom at Madison, °¢SS i8 Tepeated whenever the con- 
portant. Such colonies went into about two weeks early. If warm ditions mentioned are seen again. 

winter strong in bees and heavy in weather continues, clover will Ve cannot state how often this will 
honey and pollen. This enabled them start blooming early in June and — colonies will vary in strength 

to raise brood in January, Febru- we will want our bees strong to and we must watch them to deter- 
ary and March so that by April get a full crop. mine what they require. 
there were many young bees in the . a 

hives. These young bees are vig- Cause of Swarming REPO 

orous and able to raise young most | Swarming is usually brought a- RT BEE POISONING 

effciently. In case Nosema was pres- bout by crowding. Unless plenty of After apple trees have bloomed 
ent this early brood rearing pre- drawn combs are available before watch for crawling bees in front of 
vented serious spring dwindling as the honey flow so that the colony hives. This may come for several 

is the case with such colonies that may expand upward, they will pre- weeks after the blooming period. 

do not rear brood early. pare to swarm. Any restriction in The bees may have carried arsen- 
Note Strong Colonies brood rearing leads to swarming. ate of lead mixed with the pollen 

By mid-April we started revers- Colonies of medium strength may back to the hives. The young bees 
ing the three brood chambers be- store honey in the brood nest and when they feed on this pollen in 
cause the top two bodies were full become crowded. Colonies supered order to produce royal jelly for 
of honey, pollen, brood and bees. with foundation are likely to swarm feeding larvae, are poisoned and 

The top hive body was placed on because honey is forced into the then crawl around outside of the 
the bottom board, the center one brood nesst if they do not draw the hive. Send some of these bees to the 

was left in that position, the lower comb fast enough. U. S. Bee Culture Laboratory, U. 
hive body which was empty (though In fact, we cannot see how it is S. Department of Agriculture. 
in some cases the queen had gone possible to control swarming of Beltsville, Maryland, for analysis. 

down to the lower and was laying strong colonies from now until the Also report it to Mr. James Gwin. 
eggs there) was placed on top. That honey flow without three hive State Capitol, Madison. We want 

was an important step. The queen bodies. They practically filled that to find out how much poisoning 

again was able to expand in an up- many before May Ist. If there is a there is around the state, and what 

ward direction which is the first re- dandelion honey flow we will have © do about it. 

quirement in control of swarming. to add a fourth. —__ 

The honey, some of it granulated, In manipulating for swarm con- Dog Owner (to frightened China- 
being placed on the bottom board, trol we must first examine the co- man): “Don’t be afraid of him— 
the bees carry it upward, liquefying lony to determine its strength and you know the old proverb, ‘A bark- 
it. This acts like a honey flow, stim- condition. If the top brood cham- ing dog never bites’.” 
ulating brood rearing. ber is filled with honey, pollen and Chinaman: “Yes you know plov- 

Was it too early to have colon- brood, and the second is only partly erb, me know ploverb, but do dog 
ies so strong? Of course not. At filled, we can reverse these two know ploverb?”
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NEW DISTRICT OF THE County associations should meet Then if we haven’t time to do so, 

WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS more often than district associations swarming is likely to occur sooner 

ASSOCIATION ORGANIZED which hold only one or two meetings by this method than one employing 

a year, and the two groups should . = d 
Central District Has Excellent work together. more hive bodies for brood cham- 

Meeting at Marshfield Wisconsin beekeepers have an excel- _ bers. 
lent organization. Our state member- Sixth, one of the most serious 

A new district was organized by the ship is among the largest in the United , : : 

Wisconsin Beekeepers Association at a States, at least not exceeded by more faults not often recognized, is when 
meeting at Marshfield on April 10th. than one or two other states. all brood but one frame is removed 

There were 75 beekeepers present, and a to the top of the hive, the bees go 

the spirit was excellent. It was voted with the brood. Consequently the 
unanimously to organize the Central THE DEMAREE SYSTEM ‘, ith wh: a y : 
Wisconsin District of the Wisconsin OF SWARM CONTROL queen is left with what is really a 
Beekeepers Association. nucleus—just a few bees. This may 

Officers elected were as follows: No less a keen observer than Mr. limit her egg laying, and result in 

President, Mr. Ernest Schroeder, John Long, Deputy State Inspector, @ smaller colony a month later, 
Marshfield; Vice-President, Mr. Frank made the statement recently that 

Greeler, Neillsville; Mr. Rueben Neises, he D f y 

Marshfield, Secretary-Treasurer. the JEIMAT ee system o swarm Son BEES AID ALFALFA SEED 
The Wisconsin Beekeepers Associa- trol is a bane to beekeeping. We CROP 

tion now has six active districts, each agreed with him. 0 
of which held a meeting this spring. Let’s look at some of the facts. From U.S.D.A. Clip Sheet 
They are as follows: The Southern The Di " . . 

Wisconsin District, with Ivan Whiting, he Demaree system means re- = Jn studies of why seed yields 
Rockford, president; The Southwest- ™oving the brood (all but one from Utah alfalfa fields have de- 
ern District, Newton Boggs, Viroqua, frame) from its position on the bot- clined seriously in recent years 

present The ee Dis tom board or lower part of the hive workers in the USDA’s Bureau of 
obert Knutson, Ladysmith, president; i . 

Central Wisconsin District, vEriest up above extracting supers — after Entomology and Plant Quarantine 

Schroeder, Marshfield, president; Fox the queen has been removed. What have had to include careful study 

River Valley District, Cornelius Meyer, does this do? All pollen stored in of the connection between bees and 
Appleton, president ; Southeastern Dis- the brood chamber is taken away. the alfalfa flower. In recent report 

trict, S. C. Fox, Pewaukee, president. Jt’s not available for brood rearing they describe what happens when 

Object of Districts _ unless put back after extracting, a 4 pollen-gathering bee visits an al- 
All of these organizations are dis- job few have time to do. falfa. blossom’: 

tricts of the State Association, affili- Second. ari foulbrood spores ° 7 
ated with the Wisconsin Beekeepers : 2 b th pore “The structure of the alfalfa blos- 
Association and the Wisconsin State picked up by the bees would be in som is especially adapted to pollin- 
Horticultural Society, as provided in that brood chamber and next year ation ‘by’ bees. ‘The pollen-collectin 

the constitution of the Wisconsin Bee- put on some other colony. So it’s , , lee. Pe ae 
keepers Association. : ee straddies the keel and extends 

co. the worst method of spreading . a 
Dues are $1.00 per year for district 4 pRB an find. unle its proboscis into the throat of the 

and State Association membership, al- ED, We © ne; maces Wwe DUM flower, where the tripping mechan- 
so provided for in the constitution of ber all our colonies and supers. ism is contacted. When the flower 
our State Association, though dues Third, it’s a laborious and time- eri He hee’s head j ‘ly 

may be raised by the local district i hod of 2 HERS the. Dees head 1s momentan!y may a y consuming method of swarm con h : 
if they desire. Of this amount, 75 cents tro], As practiced by most beekeep- caught between the standard petal 
is sent by the treasurer of the district . h Pp y P- and the tip of the staminal column. 
to the treasurer of the State Associa- €TS the queen must be found ata 4 splotch of pollen is entangled 
tion, Mrs. Chester Brueggeman, and very busy time of year. Therefore the hai he bee’s head 

the remaining 25 cents is kept in the it limits th b f coloni among’ the: hairs ‘on ‘the! bee's ‘heat cents is kept in it limits the number of colonies one a+ precisely th h he. stie- 
treasury of the district for local ex- man can take care of. With a more at Precisely the spot w! ere the si 18 

penses. rapid system h Id take care of of the next flower tripped will 
It is provided, of course, that if a P: i m he in Gilly» at strike. This procedure insures cross- 

beekeeper has already joined the State ™more colonies and naturally make pollination when the plant is work- 
Association by sending $1.00 direct to more profit. ed f 11 Si Ifalfa fiuw- 

that organization or through a county Fourth, the queen i ut below OF :ponen. j MICE alates now 
beekeepers association, he need not : ; ducen 35 pu ers may be subjected to a surpris- 
pay state dues again. In that case, to the excluder in a single hive body jing amount oi shaking, whipping 
join the district association he pays and if the colony is not strong, they by wind, and to nectar collecting 
one the 25 cenie for the local ireaaurys will store honey in the brood cham- by bees without releasing the trip- 

istricts offer opportunity for mem- bec _ * . ‘ 

bers of county associations and indi- ie eat, oan: ane ue re ping mechanism, pollen-collecting 

vidual beekeepers in counties where SHUN In TeaUe rood rearing bees must play an essential part in 
there are no county associations to and a weak colony for winter. the reproduction of this plant.” A 
meet together in larger eet hear Fifth, if we Demaree in June it bee specializes on each trip and 

a puiiie for a county. See Nan isn’t long before the queen has gathers either honey or pollen, The 
summer meetings are held in various 28ain filled her single brood cham- pollen is a protein food that bees 
districts from time to time. . ber and we must Demaree again. need for brood rearing.
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CEMENT HIVES BEE POISONING 
A. writer in the South African There are no adequate county, HONEY WANTED 

Bee Journal tells about the advan- state or federal laws to regulate the Cash paid for cars and less 
tage of cement hives which he has use of agricultural chemicals for than cars comb and extracted 
been making. They are durable and _ the best interests of agriculture, and honey. Mail sample and best 
last forever, he writes. Then he thousands of colonies of bees have [J price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
gives the disadvantages. Principal been killed in each of several states {} Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
drawback, he says, is the weight— during the past season, Many com- 
four 3514 pounds; brood chamber, mercial beekeepers have been poi- 

4812 pounds; shallow super 26 soned out of business while thou- 

pounds; and the cover 39 pounds. sands of colonies have been moved Hone 
He could stop right there as far as from the danger zones. The chemi- e Y 
we are concerned. Imagine taking cal hazards have become a greater Containers 
off 39 pound covers all day long and menace to beekeeping than all of od f 
reversing brood chambers weighing the bee diseases combined. oe new: neye ainerd suprly.° “ . a D - pails. from 80 to 90 pounds. Or are we From February “Federation News Also the 5 Ib., 3 Ib. 2 Ib. and 17 
getting old? Perhaps some of the Letter.” and 8 oz. glass jars. We can 
young lads coming back from the In addition to the above state- make immediate shipment. 
Service will be able to handle them. ment, the committee on bee poison- To insure prompt service, or- 
— ing of the National Federation of = 7 Association labels now 

sas or your ne joney crop. 
SULFA CURE DISCUSSED hich a aisaeh made ial ae Write for complete Price List. 
AT INDIANA MEETING Beekeepers reported a loss of more k Order eure your State Bee- 

The most controversial subject than $220,000 in bees in 1945. In sepere enociasen- 
that came before us was the treat- one state alone the government sur- 
ment by feeding sulfa drugs to vey found 7,000 colonies killed by Honey Acres 
colonies infected with AFB in an dusting with poison. MENOMONEE FALLS, WIS. 
effort to cure them or feeding it in The committee recommends that 
an effort to prevent the disease. It beekeepers ask fruit growers and 
is known that more than a few In- others who wish to spray with ar- 
diana beekeepers gave the treatment senicals to notify them when such HONEY SECTIONS 
a try last season. Some became dis- dusts or sprays are to be applied, Because of the shortages in 
gusted with the slow process of cure so that beekeepers can move their wooden OF ec wh ine on deme 
and burned the mess. Others did so bees away. ore plentiful and ean licowy rs 
when they ran into difficulties in We recommend all beekeepers not under a ceiling price. 
obtaining the sugar from their Ra- find out if fruit growers within two 
tion Boards for making the neces- miles of their apiary plan to spray . WOODEN WARE 
sary syrup. Others are very opti- their apple orchards by using ar- i a re pected 

mistic—perhaps we should say over- senate of lead in the pink or blos- hives, frames; Sowers 8k: When 
enthusiastic, but time will tell. Many som sprays. If this is to be done, the lumber strikes are settled we 
are fearful that the disease may we would recommend moving the will again have a full line of 
break out again in the apparently bees about five miles from such wooden ware. 
cured colonies when spring brood orchards, or asking growers to omit | LOTZ QUALITY SECTIONS 
rearing begins in full blast. We shall the arsenate of lead. Featuring 
see. I hope to be able to examine 2 Top quality material—Glossy polish 
most of these colonies myself next —Smooeth dovetails—Oval V-grooves 
spring to see and will be glad to —wereete, dluensione- “Kine ‘works : . manship—Reasonable prices. 
give you a report. In the meantime, Everbody’s Talking About With the ever-increasing demand 
I hope beekeepers who are experi- The Beekeepers’ Magazine for comb honey, why not produce 
menting will not contaminate too more, and increase your profits? 
much equipment or get it needlessly -k- Remember, there is no ceiling price 
poe up or allow it to be exposed. It’s Spicy—It’s Independent oo, comb honey. ° 

have been saying that some of Send for your free copy and special ices i ‘i 
these experiments will lead to some lntroducter ysaubseripeion, offer today, Prices still in ‘afiece mt 

tther with an amie headache ee , SS ee oe : i Elmer Carroll — Publisher Manufacturers and Jobbers 
else singing from happiness, ‘Oh Re i Beclati Mes Bee Supplies 
what _a wonderful morning,” etc. ” BOYD WISCONSIN 
We sincerely hope it is the latter. aa



EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE sign; foundation planting; outdoor 
OF HORTICULTURAL ZA7gL inp rooms and other ae ever- 

SOCIETY MEETS 2A eed: ij green windbreaks; evergreen hedg- 

The Executive Committee of the Zam ZA is eee Z es; the nursery industry; descrip- 
Wisconsin Horticultural Society met Ve Ee ) ‘a tion of varieties. 
in the office of the Society on Mar. ey ra ND aes The description of varieties is 
28, with President Don Reynolds, Lee Ca Le most complete, not only giving a 

Vice-President Wm. Connell, Direc- rie ieee os: | complete description of the impor- 
tor E. L, White, and Secretary H. -er ~S ual. tant kinds, but illustrating them 
J. Rahmlow, present. 7 Peery 48) eee with colored pictures. 

The committee voted unanimous- 4 (Aite atts SSS 
ly that the Society cooperate with ow ~ ie PLANTING 
the State Department of Agricul- 4 @ i. pee “ACCORDING TO THE MOON” 
ture and the Wisconsin State Fair PR iy : 
in projects of benefit to the art and Hf Ny Woe tiie +f J le ( Do you think the moon affects 
science of horticulture. They in- AT AUP ost Tih crops? Do you get better yield 
structed the secretary to give what LAG a, Sy way planting some in the light of the 
assistance he can to horticultural Y moon and some in the dark of the 

exhibits at the State Fair, that he VW, moon? N. Y, 
may act as superintendent of the VF“ 1 f There is a very widely held idea 
pe Vegetable eo a ae tion to consider increasing member- that some crops should be planted 

epartment at the, Fair during’ his ship dues at their next annual con- in the dark of the moon and some 
vacation. vention. in the light of the moon. Curiously 

Recommend an Increase enough, in some parts of the coun- 
in Membership Dues THE try the directions are exactly the 

Of interest to all affiliated mem- FRIENDLY EVERGREENS reverse of those in other parts of 
bers is the decision to recommend Excellent New Book b the country. Recently, this idea has 
to the Board of Directors at their xCe ew y been put to exact experimental tests 
annual meeting in August that dues D. Hill Nursery Company at the John Innis Horticultural In- 

of all affiliated members be increased One of the finest books ever writ- stitute in England and they find 
to 50 cents per year. ten on the subject of evergreens is 10 effect. The important thing is 

Reason for this decision is that the one just issued by the D. Hill to get the crops planted at the pro- 
cost of printing and paper have Nursery Company, Dundee, Illinois, Pet time. The frost hardy vege- 
gone up more than 40 per cent the called “The Friendly Evergreens,” tables should be planted just as 
last two years; that the magazine written by L. L. Kumlein. The book soon as the ground can be worked 
now costs more than the member- sells for $6.00 and may be obtained in the spring. Frost tender crops 
ship dues and advertising bring in, from the nursery, should be planted after all danger 
and we expect further increase. It The book is liberally illustrated of frost is past. 
is difficult to obtain an increase in with pictures. In fact, almost every —Condensed from April 20 The 
our state appropriation; therefore page has several pictures, many in Rural New-Yorker. 
it is necessary to ask for an in- color, illustrating all phases of the i 
crease in dues of members of affili- use of evergreens, landscaping, Since the creation of the world 
ated organizations, of which we methods of culture, and varieties. there has been no tyrant like In- 
have more than 4,000. . A few of the chapters are: Ever- temperance, and no slaves so cruelly 

_ The announcement is made at this greens in horticultural use; ever- treated as his.—William Lloyd Gar- 
time so affiliated organizations may greens under the microscope; po- ison, 
consider the effect of this increase tical tributes to evergreens; the es 
on their next year’s budget. propagation of evergreens; scien- She: “What's the difference be- 

If the increase is endorsed by the tific tree breeding; the use of peat tween valor and discretion?” 
Board of Directors at their meeting moss; soils and fertilizers; how to He: “Well, not to tip the waiter 
in August, it will be necessary for prune evergreens; insects and dis- is valor, and never to visit the same 
the Wisconsin Garden Club Federa- eases; evergreens in landscape de- restaurant again is discretion.”
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VISIT THE The idea originated in Chicago “BELLY AMERICANS” 

SOUTHWESTERN in 1927, and the first annual meet- Article on the Food Situation 

ARBORETUM ing was held during the Century From Time Magazine 
All members of the various horti- °f Progress Fair at Chicago. The The U. S. had promised a lot—and 

cultural societies should plan to visit 1946 annual will probably be held performed miserably. In cold statistics 
he B Th South t at Asheville, N. C. it read like this: America, the richest 

the; Boyce jOmIps on Quttiwestern , . and best-fed nation in the world, was 
Arboretum on their way home from Many of the clubs have special 12,000,000 bushels of wheat short of its 
a winter in California or Arizona. house organs. Pay Dirt is the name commitments to starving Europe, and 

It is very easy to arrange by your Of an Illinois publication. The Gar- little wheat was moving off U. S. 
own car or by stage, especially if den Gabber, The Garden Spray, farms to make up the total of 225,- 

. a Th ‘Spread Th H. Th 000,000 bushels pledged by July 1. 
yow pass through Phoenix. It is in te Spreader, e oe, e : 

< i i Phoeni Groundhog are other publications in human, iterms it was, far imore 
Superior, 68 miles from joenix, 9 P shameful. Because of the lack of prom- 

in the mountains not far from Some of these magazines are well ised U. S. grains, hunger sat at tables 

Florence. There is no better place written and valuable. One of the all over Europe. In Italy, children with 

to see southwestern desert plants, editors makes this humorous squib : spidery lege and jeathery ian sales 
we 4 api. 2 the eets, S a tri- 

as well as 60 varieties of Austra- ‘A model wife is one who spades tion (see Medicine). Greece, Yugo. 
lian acacias, Cassia artemisioides, the garden, helps her husband sow _ slavia and Poland were down to a two- 

with phyllode leaves much like sim- the seeds, does half the weeding weeks’ supply of bread grains. In Ger- 

ple needles but acacia-like in its and at harvest time tells her friends ee. hungry purenets root’ ehrough 
: : refuse; 1n some parts 0 ina, mud, 

shrubbiness. . that her husband is really a won- grass and tree bark were staple foods. 

The arboretum is more than the derful gardener. T 
= i ‘o date, the U. S. people had never 

Southwest . and Australia. It in- —_ really taken their obligation seriously. 

cludes Idria columnaris or “boo- STATE IRIS SHOW The Administration had bungled and 

gum tree” from Sonora in North- ick boggled the food problem, had failed 

ern Mexico, Yow see many new Knickerbocker Hotel to solve it at home as well as failed 

4 x ” i to relieve it abroad. The U. S. press, 
ti lly h vered Milwaukee 

cac ,, especially hairy’ ones, cove J cheering victory and peace, had not 

with coarse down as well as spines june 9 succeeded in giving its readers—it had 

to prevent evaporation, and looking The eleventh Annual Show of the "°t tried very hard to give —the 

like snakes crawling over the rocks. \Visconsin Iris Society will be held graphic picture: ‘of the hunger that 

The carob trees remind you of in the ballroom of the Knicker- othe . & penile were indifferent 

those one may Bee Africa_and — hocker Hotel, Milwaukee, June 9th, They fought in black markets and 

all around the Mediterranean. They from 1 to 9 p.m. A fine schedule of haggled with grocers for luxuries: 

are very flourishing in Arizona and classes is being worked out. Grow- they made few sacrifices themselves 

a source of food for stock and hu- ers have been exceptionally gener- so that Ge res, sould Be Sent abroar 
* * 2 ¥ iorello LaGuardia, the new boss of 

mans. On both sides of the road ous with their donations of newer UNRRA, tried to do his bit. After 

going up the canyon is a hedge of iris plants which are used as prizes busting protocol in Washington to 

dwarf pomegranates and on the jn the different classes and will no hurry necessary grains to central Eu- 
warm, sunny side of the mountain doubt encourage members to cut =e oe all his ees wrath 

ue " on those people who still insist on 
oranges grow. — . and exhibit their finest blooms. eating pie a la mode. Cried he: “Those 

Everywhere is Spanish broom. A door prize will be given to people, why they simply have no hearts 
rosemary and lavender. . some lucky person, current value at all. Belly Americans, that's what 

From Rambling Observations of $5.00 or more. Our motto is: “A they are. Fat, rich, gooey pastry in 

a Roving Gardener in April 1 Hor- Bigger and Better Show Each these fumes What we need here is a 

ticulture (Boston). - pastry holday: 
( ) Year.” — to ust it The U. S. people had not been talked 

‘1 New officers are as follows: Pres- to like that in a long time. LaGuardia's 
MEN’S GARDEN CLUBS . len E. Vi Mil . shrill scolding made them wince—mo- ident, GI illwock, lwau. ¢ + 0 

PROSPERING kee; Secretary, Mrs. Robert Baum- mentarily, at least. But they still paid 
; d . T M Cc Ss scant attention to the grave admoni- 

There are now 50 men’s garden gartner; Jreasurer, Ts. - % tions of Herbert Hoover, from that 
clubs in the national organization, Johnson; Mrs. Arthur Jaeger, far-away, hungry continent of Europe 

“Men’s Garden Clubs of America, Chairman of Show Committee. (see International). 

Inc.” Wisconsin has not yet be- Mrs. Edw. Wurst, Milwaukee, TTT 
come active in this work. With the Publicity Chairman. What we anticipate seldom oc- 

exception of the men’s garden club curs ; what we least expect generally 

in Shorewood, Milwaukee, and an happens.—Benjamin Disraeli. 

organization now being formed by _ Every person should own a com- —— 
the men gardeners of Superior, we fortable bed or a comfortable pair Many are walking to reduce. 
know of no men’s garden clubs of shoes, because he’s in one or the More are reduced to walking. 
in this state. other virtually all his life—Grit. cect
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cons By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

Leland C. Shaw, Milton, President Frank Blood Stevent Point Me a ME Biepkorn, Plymouth ky Farnese erg boar peat Frapi, Bayer, ‘ee. Seeireas, 408 No. Alst St, Herold Yeoee, Whitewater Theo Woods, Madissn 

THAT PRIZE BLOOM BULB VIGOR AND ITS 
Walter C. Krueger, RELATION TO PLANTING 
Oconomowoc TIME 

The matter of growing a fine In the Empire State Gladiolus 
specimen bloom of gladiolus, like Society bulletin, A. H. MacAndrews 
unt of any ae pees, required reports an experiment on early and 

foo time consuming, mer too compli: its effect on vigor He planted 100 , Ir its effect on vigor. He plante 
cated, for any amateur to grow fine bulbs of Picardy, Beacon and Vaga- 
bloom with which to win at a show. bond Prince, planted 50 each in 

The first requisite is a prime, May, and the other 50 July Ist. By 
healthy bulb of a variety that has digging time the May planted bulbs 
the potential superior qualities The gave nice plump stock, with large 
mn summary in the . 1946 Para bulblets, and lots of them. The July 
earbook 1s One source of infor- . planted stock was smaller than the 

mation. Articles on shows in vari- Pe -~ bulbs he put in, A few were as 

ous publications, and comments in va » We, large as_ those " planted. Bulblets 
trade catalogs are other sources. = re a % were fewer in number and ran 

Days to Bloom NS Ve smaller in size. He continues: 
a “When spring came I carefully 

The number of days of growth 4 went over the trays and found the 
required for bloom of a certain va- May planted stock was in pretty 

riety must be ascertained to deter- good shape. The bulblets were fine 
mine the planting date. This infor- qualities, and potash produces bulbs and firm. The July planted stock 
mation is ane or approximated in and the increase. Since a spike de- = a different story. Some of the 

“niseason” or late” Where etsy “COPS {om leaf emergence in ten Cher, ‘vere shriveled and. rough 
approximately represents 75 days, days the matter of the importance looking. Some of the bulblets vere 
mid-season, 85 days, and late equals of water is easily apparent, the stem dried up. Each lot had been stored 
98 days. Thus a “mid-early” would and floret being about 90 per cent under the same conditions. 
signify 80 days, a mid-late 90 days, water by weight. Hence the general “At planting time I did the same 
nai hed i eee 105 sayy rules, rather over water than over thing pees Lai the lots scp 

i ang ths information nly rie, and plenty of moigure tb te sant Thou 
July and August count as full days, (not light sprinkles) during the py just Yooking at the spikes. The 
those of May count one-half and spike development. May planted stock was taller, with 
sis a April a one-third each. Cultivation to keep down weeds, more florets open and larger. In the 

1 size bulbs, ‘Number 2's wil ve. #toduce oxygen into the soil, and [oY Po ot sevcloped nck 
quire five additional days, No. 3’s, to COMBEEVE moisture in the soil is rot and. one plane developed Vel. 

ten additional days. also important. lows.’ At digging time the May lot 
Briefly, gladiolus should be plant- ——— was nice and healthy again, but I 

ed in a soil with free drainage, and There is no duty we underrate had to throw away some of the 
of fair fertility. Nitrogen and wat- so much as the duty of being happy. July lot, and what I did save was 

er give floret size, phosphorus de- —Robert Louis Stevenson. poor looking. Again they went in 
termines substance and _ keeping —— storage and the May lot came out
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fine, but the July lot was worse WAUSAU CHAPTER REPORT ON BULE AUCTION 

than the year before. Dry rot had HOLDS BULB AUCTION Bo Fick M. Bayer 
spread during storage and I had a , . 2 . 
lot of scab, Again they were plant- The Wausau Gladiolus Chapter As reported in the April issue, the 
aii with’ ati Gven more marked dif- held a meeting and bulb auction receipts from our bulb auction amount- 

: April 11, with 30 bers ed to $379.30, a very tidy sum, which ference in results. Apri » with members present. il help the. Soci ‘ally in its 

renee in scat Tena, Te atetion netted $68.40 and “as- sil Help. the Society materially i 
4 el ree years O ee I . - sures cedar greens for bottles at the seceived from the following growers, 

e ee fan nad uibs in io show,” writes Mr. Archie Spatz. who were extremely generous, and to 

a ‘in t an fon = 1 Mr. Spatz says 16 hotel reserva- whom we are deeply grateful: 
a ey were larger ance ceaner tions are already in from members Wisconsin 
with lots of bulblets. This held for from various parts of the state Garden of Gods (Oren Baxter) 

all three varieties and especially ~ «Janesville, Wis. Anna Mae, Beacon, 
so in the case of Picardy. In tha and he expects more. Indications Black Opal, Gardenia, Smiling Maes- 

Jal l6e T had. 1688 th 30 oor are for a large attendance. tro and Camellia. 
July an fe, BODE Mr. S icl Haugen’s Glad Gardens, Stoughton, bulbs of P dy lef th 15 B Mr. Spatz wants an article on ‘ ¢ 
bulbs of Picardy left, with ea- : . . Wis. Algonquin, Camellia, Corona, Red 
son and 10 Vagabond Prince. These 8'OW!INS show spikes as novices ar€ Charm and King Lear. 
were smaller than the original bulbs showing tog interest in gladiolus f, A. Lins, Spring Green, Wis. But- 
that I planted the first year. Even 8tOWing. He writes on stationery ter. 
the b pi t é y 1s 1 headed with this statement: “Wis- Reliance Gardens, (Walter C. Krue- 

ne bulblets were poor and seemed consin State Glad Sl —the Lit- ger), Oconomowoc. Dream Girl, Ex- 
to make hardly any growth. I plant- © € now i i ly any § Pp . clusive, Exemplar, Bonnie Jean and 
ed bulblets and seemed to dig bulb- tle Mid-West of the North Central Color Marvel. 

lets, the increase in size was so States, August 24-25”. Harold E. Janes, Whitewater, Wis. 
li ht it inful. Di a Alpine, Fuchsia Belle, Firebrand, Gracie 
sig} 1 was paintul. isease was L. E. MAY Allen, Memoir, Miss Vermont and 
prevalent and blooms lacked sub- . Nowadays. 
stance.” On March 1 the gladiolus world Lloyd Pateman, Waukesha, Wis. 

lost one of its most ardent and Vagabond pene. , Gad M 
TTT faithful fans, Mr. L. E, May of La cosmopolitan Gardens (David M. 

o ae » Mi 5 . Ori 
TWIN CITIES Porte, Indiana, who died of a heart Beer ae heal and Ais renal 

GLAD CHAPTER MEETING attack. Roger B. Russell, Madison, Wis. 

Mr. May, together with J. R. Buckeye Bronce, Hawkeye Red, Hur- 
Members of the Twin Cities Gladio- Hopkins, was an active worker in RB. Vee Coe takne Be 

te one held a eae on March staging the Midwest gladiolus show “Geo. H. Scheer, Sheboygan, Wis. 

lea a ehitcn en hela ard Peat at LaPorte in 1942 as well as the Burgundy, Colcha, Calypso, Eglantine, 

R i . in Midwest show at Chicago in 1941, Gardenia, Genghis Khan, Marscillaise, avet elected President; Mrs. Edwin Nanette, White Gold and Elizabeth th 
Hausen, Vice-President; and Arnold Mr. May has been a member of the Nanette, White Gold and Elizabeth the 
S . e fe A : Queen. 
Sartorious, Secretary-Treasurer. Wisconsin Gladiolus Society for Leland Shaw, Milton, Wis. Bronze- 
The Twin Cities Chapter will be af- some years and will be greatly wing, Dream Pink, Genghis Khan, 

Aliated with the Wisconsin Gladiolus ised by all glad fans. Glamis, Ivy Robertson, Kewpie, Lead- 

TL, ‘ —_— ing Lady, Nana, Ohio Nonpareil, Red 
ollowing the meeting a bulb auc- Charm, Scarlet Queen, Rio Rita, Show 

gon was held, from which the sum of J. R. HOPKINS Queen, Starlet, Tunia’s Mohamet and 
9.65 was realized; the donors of . R. Hopkins of Deerfield, Ill, White Satin. 

bulbs included Siboles Nursery, Bramp- J. . P . Mss seit Lewis N. Simon, Horicon, Wis. An- 
ton, Mich.; C. V. Keiser, Mrs. Malm- gladiolus grower, active worker in tonita, Bronzewing, Cooney Lass Cor. 
steen, Mrs. M. Hass, Mrs. H. Hornick, @ number of gladiolus societies, and duroy Buff, High | Finance, Lavender 
Paul Ravet, and Arnold Sartorious. long a member of the Wisconsin Ruffles, Marseillaise, Miss Beaver Dam 

_ Popular and newer varieties offered Society, passed away on April 1st and Parnassus. . 
chute Picard, oe My fit Gold from a heart attack at the age of game ew Gardens (Archie Spats), 
urma, Green Light, King Lear, Gen- » Wis. Beauty Clinic, Errey’s 

ghis Khan, Heavenly White, Cha- 57. . Scarlet, Flying Fortress, H. R. Han- 
mouny, Tunia’s Mahomet, Tecumseh, Mr. Hopkins was known to all cock, Kenwood, Lake Placid, Preus- 
Pacifica, Rewi Fallu, and some mixed members of the Wisconsin Society ocr Sion, Red Ensign, spouthere 
varieties, and also some choice varie- —, friendly — al ial. rama, lecumseh, | unia’s Mohamet, 
ties of dahlia roots. always friendly — always genial Tut’s Both and White Elephant. 

Me . He was welcomed at all our meet- Theo. Woods, Madison, Wis. Snow 
at mo aad Mis. papi Spats of Wane ings for his personality and com- Cruiser and Red Charm. 

auction. A iembers and glad fans panionship. He will be sadly missed Michigan 

are asked to keep in mind and plan to by all glad fans. Hobby Glad Gardens, Monroe, Mich. 

attend our show to be held at Mari- Lois. 

nee ihe Het weeks in August. Speech is a mirror of the soul; nee Gladiolus Gardens; Menomi- 
y rno! artorious. i canis! ie , ich, ecumseh, unias oha- 

as a man speaks, so is he.—Publi met, Alsace and Golden Teton. 
Se lius Syrus. (Continued en page 245)
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Garden Gleanings 
TEST YOUR SOIL WHY MOSS GROWS ON ALL-AMERICA ROSE 

TO ASCERTAIN pH READING a Sita Bl TO SELECTIONS AND THEIR 

Most gardeners have been con- BEHAVIOR IN MIDWEST 
fronted with the pH symbol men- By The Master Gardener Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, 
tioned above, and have wondered There is a widespread idea that has just published an excellent bul- 

what this means. the presence of moss in a lawn is letin No. P76, entitled “Growing 

pH is a symbol which is the 2 Sure indication of a “sour” soil— Garden Roses,” written by Prof. FE. 
chemist’s measure of acidity or alka- that J that the soil is acid and C. Volz, : 
linity. It is the yardstick used in Tequires lime. Sometimes this is The bulletin states that each year 
ascertaining whether a soil is acid, true, but more often excess acidity varieties of roses are sent to the 

neutral, or alkaline, and exactly 8 not the cause, and the indiscrimi- trial gardens of the Floricultural 
where in this range a particular nate use of lime, without testing Section of Towa State College to 
soil might be. The pH range is gen- the soil before application of the be scored and judged under the 
erally thought of as being from a lime is made, will often result in a auspices of the American Rose So- 

pH of 4 (very acid) to a pH of 10 soil that is too alkaline for the best ciety, _and the . All-America Rose 
(very alkaline), A pH of 7 is neu- growth of grass, and, in addition, Selection committee. 

tral. i ve still have the — . From 1939 to 1944, 117 rose va- 
Some plants like acid soil (low Nhere moss is found, almost im rieties were tested for the All- 

pH); while others like neutral soil, Yatiably you wit find an impover’ America selections. Fifteen were 
or a pH of 7; and still other plants bined with a lace of asainage aad given national recognition and three 

like an alkaline soil or one above too much shade, is an ideaf situa- wai approved on a sectional basis. 

PH of 7. tion for the growth of moss. Even the ballets ilk the Gadi "AML 
Slightly Acid Soil (6.0 to 6.5 pH) pies the soil has so little plant America Rose Selections to Date 

ood that it will not support weeds, and Their Behavior in the Iowa 

Best for Most Plants moss will flourish. State College Test Garden.” 
Man rsons think of moss as eas . 

Some soil organisms can live in 4 wint ne the sense that Varieties and Rating Under 
acid soil, but most of our beneficial jt is in any way able to compete Towa Conditions 
microorganisms live best in a soil with or injure the grass. Moss in a Vari oe 

with a pH of about 6.0 to 6.5 Like- Jawn is merely evidence that some oriety owe tone 
wise, most of our plants grow best condition or conditions are prevent- All Hybrid. "Teas unless, .other- 
in a soil a little under neutral, or jing the growth of grass. If these wise) State. ‘ 
at a pH of about 6.5. With most are remedied, the grass will grow Apricot Queen. Fair. Recom- 
plants, as stated above, we will get and the moss disappear. mended for West Coast. 
about four times the value from — The best method of ridding your California, Fair. Recommended 
our plant foods in such a soil, as lawn of moss is, first, improve the for West Coast. 
we would secure in a soil with a drainage if it is defective. Then pote Armstrong. Excellent. 
PH as low as 5.0 or as high as 8.0. improve the fertility through a pro- di Seed Red. Excellent: “Out- 
The value of nitrates and phos- gram of regular feeding with a = ae (Ch “ ; 
phates is definitely lowered in acid complete, balanced plant food. Rake nat (Climber). Excellent with 

soils, the lawn thoroughly, and apply Prloradora (Floribunda). Out- 
There are a few plants, such as plant food at the rate of 4 Ibs. per standing floribunda. 

azaleas, camellias, and gardenias, 100 square feet. Keep barren spots Fred Edmunds. Only fair in 
that require acid soils and which reseeded with a good grade of grass Iowa. Recommended for West 
will only thrive in a soil having a Sed; if the area is fae use 2 Coast. 
reaction of around pH 5.0. There- seed mixture especially adapted to Grande Duchesse Charlotte. Ex- 
fore do not attempt to 7 ata in the oe moss is prevalent, an ap cellent. 
same both plants that require a ees , ~ Heart’s Desire. Good plant, weak 
distinctly acid soil, and ice plants a Plant food should ool stem. 
jee aoe i a am 8 that has attained a high state of fertili- Horace McFarland. Excellent 

, ty and alf trace of moss has dis- Katherine T. Marshall. Excellent. 

By The Master Gardener. appeared. Lowell Thomas. A good yellow.
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Mme. Chiang Kai-Shek. A good California tory of Alaska at Fairbanks. They 
yellow. Somewhat susceptible to Carl Salbach, Berkeley, Calif. Lady issue a little circular called “The 
black spot. Jane and Marguerite. Alaska Farmer.” 

Mme, Marie Curie. Excellent. Members who were present are to : : 

Mary Margaret McBride. A good be congratulated for the lively bidding In an experiment at the Station: 
pink that took place and whose coopera- recording thermometers were placed 

- . ti di ible th b - i i i 
Mirandy. Outstanding dark red. tioned ceils ete above men He in Rah ve at a a inch 
The Chief. Excellent. oe low the surface of the soil. 

Nase Fair (Floribunda). Ex- SUBSCRIPTION RATE aa for ee in 
cellent. . minimum air temper- 

Sees TO N. A. G. C. BULLETIN ature was 47 degrees below zero, 

BULB AUCTION IS 75 CENTS while under the snow it was 7 

(Continued from page 243) Our Recording Secretary-Treas- above. Snow depth was 11 inches. 
Benne len Wissen’ bate urer, Mr. Frank Bayer, informs us In February the minimum air 

Supreme, ° . eeand PUP’ the subscription rate to North temperature was —42. Under the 

Vermont American Gladiolus Council Bulle- snow 10 degrees, with 17 inches of 

Champlain View Gardens (Elmer tin is 75 cents per year. Members snow. 

Gove), Burlington, Vt. Amberlite, Bur- sending their subscriptions to Mr. The temperature never did get to 
ma, Christine, Connecticut Yankee, Bayer should include that amount. zero under snow at any time during 

Dieppe, os ial Mr. Bayer received a letter from the winter even though at times 
an Mr, George Siemsen, editor of the there was a spread of 52 degrees. 

Arthur A. Arenius, Springfield, Mass. blicati . h ee ‘ 
Pink Chaémaad Fabulous. publication, stating the subscription So they conclude a few inches of 

New York rate is 50 cents if the entire mem- snow may prevent extreme winter 
Alfred L. Moses, Lima, N. Y. Heav- bership of the State Society sub- air temperatures from getting to 

only White, Pink Radiance and Pio- scribes. Societies having ten or more the plants beneath. Also that woody 
Marion C. Rich, Marion, N. Y. Big meh who subscribe are entitled plants are protected by the snow 

Top, Birch Red, Candy Cane, Dark to the cent rate. Individual sub- cover. In the open air there is a 

Midnight, Dragon’s Blood, Porcelain scriptions are $1.00 per year. tendency for plants to lose moisture 

Blue and Rich Red. ——_——— from tissues, especially in March: 
Pennsylvania VALUE OF SNOW COVER and April. 

Byron R. Kadel, Lebanon, Pa. Jour- . : 
ney’s End, Mamie and Voodoo. The value of snow cover for Snow covering may also prevent 

ee ee onck eibash New Cum- plants is reported by the Depart- breaking of dormancy. 

Maryland ment of Agriculture for the terri- SSS = 

E. Bane Snyder, Hagerstown, Md. 
Orange Prince, Snowsheen, Maryland FOR SPRING PLANTING 

Maid and Silver Star. BETTER VARIETIES OF FRUITS—New varieties of 
Illinois / apples, pears, plums, raspberries, strawberries from the Experi- 

coia H. Heberling, Easton, Ill. White ment Stations of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and New York. 
a0ld. 

° 

J. R. Hopkins, Deerfield, Ill. Aleta, hrub: HARDY ORDAMENT ALS A eomenete list of trees, 
Beauty Clinic, Buckeye Bronze, Canta- 8 s, vines and evergreens adapted to Isconsin. 

bile, Delilah, Fortune, H. B. Pitt, Ivy PERENNIALS—A long list of varieties including the 
Robertson, Lady Luck, Mercury, Mrs. NEW MINNESOTA mums. Many varieties of Phlox, Delphi- 
Mark’s Memory, Neils M. Jensen, nium, Peonies and Iris. 
Rosy Morn, Romany and Stella Antis- 

dale. SEND FOR 1946 PRICE LIST 

Iowa — LANDSCAPE SERVICE — 
Cutler & Vennard Nursery, Sioux The servi of well kno 

City, Iowa. Golden T 'd Whit . ervices of two wn and capable landscape 
Cou. owes olden uaetin van me architects are available — Laurence G. Holmes, formerly of the 

Foss Heaton Glad Gardens, Creston, University of Wisconsin, and Harold C. Poyer, formerly with 
Iowa. Hawkeye Red. the Illinois Highway Department. 

Minnesota 

Chuck’s Glad Patch, Albert Lea, COE, CONVERSE & EDWARDS C0. 
Minn. Daisy Mae, King Lear, Phoenix, 
Rio Rita and Stoplight. Nurserymen Since 1875 

E. H. Lins, Cologne, Minn. Beltrami, we 

Kenwood, Marqueeta and Mellowglow. Southern City Limits on Hy. 12 

Noweta Gardens, St. Charles, Minn. . . . 

Myrth, Poet’s Dream, Rose Gem and Fort Atkinson = Wisconsin 

Rose O’Day. 5
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GARDEN INSECT CONTROL place between March and May. 

NEW SHASTA DAISIES Questions Answered by Spraying the foliage with an arseni- 

Edg ke Giant. Outstanding E. L. Chambers, State cal is effective in controlling these 

new Shasta with immense 6 to Entomologist pests, using arsenate of lead at the 

7 in. blooms on long, straight . en; 7 rate of 114 to 2 pounds in 50 gal- le ae eee QUESTION: Spittle bugs were Ya po ga 
Snow Queen. Sensational mon- very numerous and unsightly in our lons of water. 

arch of Shasta Daisies. Blos- gardens last year. Is there anything OO 
soms from 5 to 6 inches diam- that can be done to control them? 
eter. A semi-double, frilly, large (Sturgeon Bay Garden Club.) Rose Beetles 
yellow center. Stems grow from . 
18 to 24 inches. A good cut ANSWER: Spittle bugs can be QUESTION: Rose beetles are 
flower. $2.00 each easily controlled by using a strong = ~ . dh hat th 

Fringed Beauty. This giant chif- contact spray consisting of nicotine 5° NUMETOUs weate ere tha ey 
fon has flowers much larger with fish oil soap, rotenone or py- become wvery Cestructiye to TOses 
in diameter and on _ longer , . - and other plants. Isn’t there some 
siete. $1.00 each rethrum. To be effective, thesc é control them? It ‘we 

Majestic. Largest Shasta ever sprays must be applied under pres- Way WE S20 : we 
; spray one plant they seem to go to 

grown. Immense blooms on sure. A tablespoonful of Black Leaf < 
long, stiff stems. $1.00 each “40” to a gal. of water, in which an another. (Marinette Garden Club.) 

Nea Sam: Sezai” | ounce of fh oil soap fas been di ANSWER: There are a number 
, 50c each solved or an ounce of Dreft, will or insects answering to the name 

Pride of Dixie. Four inch blooms, effectively contre! this pest. The “rose beetle.” The rose chafer, how- 

semi-double broad petaled flow- treatment shou!d be repeated two or ever, was very abundant and de- 

et arene yellow eine’ ——— structive in Marinette County last 
ood lasting qualities. s9¢ eac! CANKERWORMS summer, and we therefore assume 

Esther Read. Most i ~ os ae. . 
blooming Shasta. pepe tic ek ON SHADE TREES this is the beetle that the writer had 

Mount Shasta. Taller than Es- ons Tx in mind. Where molasses is added 
ther Read, but blooms practi- Question: Last summer green 1 the usual arsenical spray used 
cally the same. Hardy in eh worms i ~~ ff the ets off against foliage feeders this pest is 
thern states. 50c eac sore ° os ee e trees. What i’ lured to the poison and killed. The 

ORDER FROM THIS AD ‘e ys worm and how can we control usual recommendation consists of 

e . . one ounce of arsenate of lead to 
Answer: Two types of canker- three gallons of water with one-half 

GARTMAN’S worms attack deciduous trees in pint of blackstrap molasses added. 
Lake View Gardens Wisconsin, the Spring cankerworm, This treatment should be applied as 

123 Ledgeview Avenue which predominates in the spring. goon as the first beetle appears, and 
Fond du Lac, Wis. and the Fall cankerworm in the fall, repeated once or twice at ten-day 

although both species are frequent-  jnteryals. . 
ly found feeding together. The hab- 
its of the two differ in that the pu- OT 
pae of the spring cankerworms win- Did you know that if two wis- 

YOUR $1.00 WILL BUY ter over and emerge as adults early teria shoots twist around each other 

Any ONE of these items, postpaid. | i the spring. The wingless female oye wij] strangle the other and will 
50 Standard Strawberries moth lays her eggs as soon as the . If be def. ‘ 

25 Marvel or Gem Everbearing frost leaves the ground, in contrast "Self become deformed in the pro- 
5 toma oe 1 year to the fall cankerworm, which lays eSs? 

ul ul . . . 
10 Raspberries or Blackberries its eggs in the fall and overwinters — 

1 Apple, Plum or Pear on the twigs, Hence, in applying Two favorite squash are butter- 
3 Grapes, asst. or any color Tanglefoot bands, one of the Tec- cup and butternut. 
; Debits, asst. or any <r ommended means of control, it is 

sonted, asst. or’any color important to know what species is 
3 Chrysanthemums, asst. or any col. fi tyed. “A model wife is one who spades 
4 Phlox, Iris, Lilies assorted : * ‘: 

30 Gladiolus best mixed The bands, to be effective against the garden, helps her husband sow 
: Bandy Shrubs nt Vines the wingless cankerworm moths, the seed, does half the weeding and 

‘vergreen, an! i i! . js y type should be applied during late fall at harvest time tells her friends that 
+ oases and kept in good condition until : 

Price List on Request December to prevent the females her husband is really a wonderful 

STRAND NURSERY CO. from ascending the trees to deposit gardener.” 
TAYLOR FALLS, MINN. their eggs, while the bands for the —Genevieve C. Dakin 

spring variety should be kept in ——-
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GARDEN GLEANINGS vided. The- reason the Ieaves dry | Don: “How did you get that 
5 ¥ : up is because the plant isn’t able swelling on: your nose?” 

If we kill weeds in our lawn with 5, get more moisture to support all Lekads “I smelled a brose in the 
one of the new chemical weed kill- of them during hot, dry weather wife’s garden.” 

ers, we must also improve the con- due to a poor root system in the Don: “Not brose, you mean rose. 

Picky el game OF fneagyeee, on “SE OE SNE There's no Bin rose” 
that it will fill wp the spaces for- a thie one set BO ly, there was in 
merly occupied by weeds. That SWEET POTATOES . 
means an application of nitrogen IN THE NORTH “ . 
fertilizer and careful watering. TI ‘ ; all ay pusPand works Dee hard 
Crab grass may fill up the bare he sweet potato is a tropical ; ay. fe bee yard. oes your 

spots left by the dead weeds unless member of the morning glory ion et Glee aity’ plysieal exe 
we can get the Blue grass in there ily. It can, however, be grown in Ol he’ 3 
first. Raking and reseeding with exceptionally well-drained spots in ny yes, Ne's out seven nights 
lawn grass seed may be necessary. northern gardens, provided space Tunning. 

enough is available to let the rather 
attractive vines run over the ground. 

aoe pean isles ciao This vining habit is sometimes | FIELD GROWN CHRYSAN- 
ply: stare, ter ie IE fs esemlly turned to ornamental purposes, THEMUM CLUMPS 

good for rose black spot and may along with tuber production, by 
be! used in place of sulphu ‘dust growing the plants as trailers | in Barbara Small, double rose cut 
for all plant diseases, When dust- window boxes. Sometimes, a lim- flower sort 

itig/be autecthak-there tk a Hight coat ited crop of sweet potatoes is a fol- Dean Ladd, tall deep bronze 
on both the lower and upper side low-up of the winter window gar- Harbinger, golden red 
of the leaves, but apply lightly or den in which sprouted tubers have | Harbor Lights, tall bronze 

the leaves will be discolored. Re- been; growa as house ‘plants, yetow is 
member also that dusts must be ap- A sweet potato planted in the | Harmony, very early cushion 
plied early in the season and fre- open soil after warm weather ar- type of various shades of 

quently to get results in disease con- T!V€s will sprout profusely and grow autumn: . 
trol. Fermate may be combined with vigorously. Unfortunately, crowd- | Kristina, single rose . 
insecticides such as rotenone or img and shortness of season will Foter Jes the best white for 

‘ ‘ render such direct planting methods cutting 
DDT abt avadable io thek Way: rather ineffective as far as tuber feet, tal ete yellow 

. rE size is concerned. For really good eptember Bronze, semi- 
eee wil nave great value results, plants that are started Jin- dwarf ; strong grower 

are doubtful about its value in the 0OTS, well before planting time | William Longland, tall large 
vegetable and flower garden. Rea- should be used. Some gardeners flowered bronze 
son—it may-tuen ‘the: leaves ‘of cxt- buy the started plants; others start Red — just what the name 

cumbers and plants of that family their own. Dea Ke h : 
yellowish, showing that it is toxic Tubers put to sprout should be jean shcied iowy rosy pink 

to these plants. It will control some aid on their sides and buried to a = sowed by Sta 
kinds of aphids, but not others. depth of two inches. Plenty of adleneae: of the above 12 

Cabbage aphids are not controlled Moisture and a temperature of about T re ba 
hecause they have a waxy covering. 70 degrees should bring the young Delphini : = des of 

It will not kill red spider. but will Plants up to planting size in about eet ee 
kill the parasites of red spider, 2 month’s time. pees axe) 2 12, 
It is said it will not contro! slugs The plants are usually set in the poston. 
or snails or tree borers. It is of no field about 15 inches apart in rows © 
value in controlling plant diseases, that are separated by two or three SUPERIOR VIEW FARM 
but most insecticides are not. times that interval. After young . 

plants are established, a feeding Hardy Field Grown 
Did you divide your old clumps With liquid fertilizer will speed their Perennials 

of perennial phlox this spring? If gtowth. The real measure of pro- ° 
these clumps are more than four or duction will be the length of the 
five years old and the lower leaves growing season and the thriftiness JOHN F. HAUSER 

begin to dry up in midsummer, it ©! the vines. . : 
is probably because of their age and Condensed from _ Horticulture Bayfield Wisconsin 
the fact that they haven’t been di- (Boston).
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 

one Mu Mrs, Lawrence Stiibredy 198 Ee First’ St Fond du 
Roth Aven West Bend” cree, Rote 1. Keema een Treats Mga Ne, Barger, 80 Hillcrest Drive, Madison S— 

trict ey eee Ct ee ee 
Mrs. F. J. Fitsgerald, 2nd Vice-President, Mine, Coenncy; Teseabereet, 2007 2008 Bt. Two; Rivers 

649 Broad St., Menasha Miss Mary Potter, Cambridge—South Central District 

NOTES ON THE All were grateful for the hospi- 
NATIONAL COUNCIL : tality of the New Orleans Garden 

MEETING a Weep Clubs and for the wonderful han- 
ap dling of the whole convention. On 

Mrs. Gilbert Snell, Sheboygan, il WY Tuesday noon 60 cars filled with 
and your State President consider BY BY SS) delegates were taken to private 

it a rare privilege to act as dele- a homes for luncheon. After partak- 
gates to the annual meeting of the {i NE" —~— ing of the meal and a tour about 
National Council of State Garden a | the city, some beautiful gardens 
Clubs, held at the Roosevelt Hotel PT were visited. Our stay in New Or- 
in New Orleans, La., April 8-10. ty C) leans was most delightful, 
Forty-one states belong to the Fed- WI Congratulations to Mrs. Wm. H. 
eration and 33 states were repre- we “ Champlin, National Council Presi- 
sented. There were 176 registered . dent, for the splendid registration 
delegates present. The report on the Bulletin was o¢ presidents and delegates, the fine 

North Carolina had 80 members ve ihe eaitor tes sell ade m program, and the successful 17th 
present. When they failed to get st eee whe B hola, 4 her annual meeting of the National 
reservations at the hotel they chart- Hsing ni aise 1 c ra aid ba Council. 
ered four Pullman cars for the next yee ine F ilibtin vill ie bigger Alfred H. Otto, President. 

duration ef the convention, had 4 beltervand all should lielpanake 
them parked on a side track near h MORE YEAR BOOKS 
the hall and all slept in the cars. a The “life menbertie culm WANTED. 

All state presidents gaye ther re- reported she received 23 life mem- Please send your 1946 Garden 
BGHS (on the aevue it the year. berships while in New Orleans, Club Year Book to the Program 

Living Memorials 1s_a_ project which made a total of 199. A little Awards Chairman, Mrs. Wm. J. 
much alive. We are talking, great high pressure was applied among Armitage, Hartland, Wisconsin. 

deal about it, so wien * e: time the Florida delegates and while the Wrap well (between cardboards), 
contes tO ‘act’ we ought: to, have) some report was being given one of the give complete return address. 

great m femoral: . . Florida group interrupted and add- All books received are filed and 
_Junior gardens is a project much eq one to the list which made 24 recorded as state property, also 

discussed but little accomplished. nq raised the total to 200, promptly acknowledged. 
We have a few active clubs through- Great advance is being made in The percentage of 1946 entries 
out the nation but none that can be aj states to get new members and_ received is higher than the total for 
pointed out as an outstanding ex- new clubs, 1945, which is most gratifying. 
ample. Garden clubs are also stressing July 31st is the deadline for en- 

The report on judging schools the beautification of church grounds. tries for the State Year Book Con- 
was good. Everyone should take the We now have 160,000 members in test. 

full course and when finished should the National Council. The next | Watch Wisconsin Horticulture 
make a good judge. This course is Executive Board meeting will be in for future announcements. 
the best we have and until we can Detroit, Mich. October 1 and 2. Mrs. William J. Armitage, Hart- 
get something better we are to keep The convention is to meet in Tol- land, Wisconsin, State Program 
what we have. stoi, Okla., in 1947. Awards Chairman.
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COMING GARDEN RADIO GARDEN PROGRAM KENOSHA CLUB SPONSORS 
CLUB FLOWER SHOWS KFIZ, Fond du Lac FLOWER ARRANGEMENT 

June 1-2, Edgerton Garden Club May 31, 4:15 p.m. LECTURE JUNE 11 
Flower Show at Masonic Temple. The Oakfield Garden Club will 
June 1, open 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.; June give a radio garden program over cut © Renner = ° on a oe 
2, open 10 a.m. to 9 pm. Theme: the Fond du Lac station, KFIZ, at 1 a 's oe Dis ng ut ; eG strat 
Bridal Garden and Anniversary. 4:15 p.m. on May 31. You are in- ee re on M Oa IE ohn ge 

June 3-4. Madison Garden Club  vited to tune in. ao a Ty ‘ay H. ‘Weber, 
Spring and Iris Flower Show. 2nd May 31. New Plant Varieties. gale ” Jun a cena 
Floor Millinery Department, Man- Mrs. D. C. Kenyon, President of Fi ee Ch oo Sh h, Fo E - 
chester’s Department Store, Madi- the Oakfield Garden Club. Mrs. E. + Goi St NSPE RESTORE SG 
son. June 3,1 p.m. to 9 p.m.; June . J. Wells planning the program. a : : 
4, 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. June 28. History of the Sun Mrs. Weber as well known 

June 7-8. Marinette Garden Dial. Mrs, F. A. Schmidley, Fond throughout Illinois for her fine 
Club annual Spring Flower Show du Lac Community Garden Club. work on flower arrangements, which 
in Lauerman Bros. Store, Mari- July 26. Mrs. Earl Beier, Dis- She illustrates with lovely paintings 

nette. trict Judging School Chairman. COM ™ water color and oll, ie 

June 8-9. Jefferson Garden Club onde R f pon Ceresco Garden Pictures were painted by Florence 
Flower Show at Elementary School Club. Furst River, a well known artist, 
Auditorium, Jefferson. Country a eee as who has exhibited at the Art Mu- 
store will be feature of attraction. FLOWER ARRANGEMENT — %u™ in Kenosha and the Milwau- 

June 14-15, Fort Atkinson Gar- SCHOOLS kee: Art: Institute: 
den Club Flower and Antique Show Fox River Valley District Hers is a most individual and out- 

in Community Bldg., Fort Atkinson. Thursday, June 20, Fond du Lac standing talk. She brings unusual 

June 15-16. Plymouth Garden Friday, June 21, Wausau material to illustrate her talk. She 

Club Flower Show. Guild Hall, the Fox River Valley District of 25 first vice-president of the Gar- Plymouth. the: Federation ‘will Z aOR two den Clubs of Illinois in 1939, and 

June 18-19. Ripon Garden Club  gower arrangement oad + dein has been assisting Mr. W. L. Kar- 
Flower Show, Social Rooms of cchools in June. Mrs. J Wilson cher, also of Freeport, well known 

Congregational Church, Ripon. McAllister of Winnetka, TIL, will ‘0 ™any of us in Wisconsin, in her 
June 19. Brandon Community je the teacher. Mrs. McAllister hinek: Gu ower ahaigs ab Nayy List 

Garden Club Flower Show at Bran-  oomes highly recommended She is and other Chicago shows. 
don High School Gym, 1 p.m-9p.m. past vice-president of the Garden Laura H. Weber received a “Spe- 

June 22-23. Sheboygan Garden Ciyh of Illinois, and has served as cial Award” on her buffet table at 
Club Flower Show at Kiwanis Park, judging school chairman in 194] the Chicago Flower Show at Mar- 

Sheboygan. and 1942, She studied in New York Sfall Field's. “he table ap an out 
—— ‘ : standing that it immediately caug! AMERICAN ROSE soctery inHg wil nd leds OU rs 

PLANS CONVENTION Meetings will be held as follows: Admission is 60 cents. Tea will 
The American Rose Society will Thursday, June 20, 10:30 a.m, follow the lecture. Tickets available 

hold its June meeting this year in At Vocational School, 52 S. Port- from Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, 4416 

Portland, Oregon, June 4 to 8, land Street, Fond du Lac. Mrs, Taft Rd., Kenosha. 
where the Portland Rose Society Lawrence Skilbred, chairman. ——— 
will serve as host for the conven- Friday, June 21, 10:30 am. At No Mechanic—‘Old Hilary is not 
tion, The dates coincide with the Wausau Club, Wausau. Mrs. C, H, much good around the house.” 

famous Portland Rose Festival, the Brimmer, chairman. “No, I understand he tried to 
greatest horticultural spectacle in Tickets 50 cents each, tax in- fix his cuckoo clock, and now the 
America. cluded. cuckoo backs out and says, ‘what 

——— All garden club members invited. time is it, please?” 
Gourd-craft is now a popular —_ (ea 

form of garden therapy. Conva- ~TTTTO™TSCOCU pO DD pe 
lescents enjoy the soothing effect S A V E T R E E S 
produced by the steady, rhythmic . General Landscaping . 

motion of polishing and burnish- Cavity Treatment We arednsured Large: Tree: Moving’ 
ing a gourd to a satin-textured Fertilizing Lakeside 2907 Removals 
finish. Gourd enthusiasts may en- Pruni: 
joy gourds to contribute to this mee WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE teave 
worthy cause. G. C. D. 2358 Ni. Murray Ave, _-Milwaakes
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Random Notes 
Genevieve C. Dakin, Madison 

Flower Shows are coming into veal the unlimited energy and splen- the committee since it was formed, 
their own again. Our first all-state did teamwork that New Jersey is conversant with its problems and 
show for several years is scheduled women are putting into their fed- well fitted for the post. 
for May 24, 25, and 26 in the Wau- erated clubs’ program, —_ 
watosa Recreational Building. ne “To fertilize a tree, measure the 

—- The Garden Club of Alabama circumference of the tree at a point 
Richardson Wright tells us that has published its twelfth yearbook. four feet above the ground and use 

the earliest flower show or Florists’ This excellent record of accomplish- a pound of complete fertilizer for 
Feast seems to have been held at ments contains nearly 100 pages of each inch of circumference.” 
Norwich, England, in 1637. A hun- interesting data. The Objectives, — 
dred years later the following ad- Plans, Suggestions of Officers and That carnations are tops in flow- 
vertisement appeared: “The Sons Chairmen of Committees fill 20 er fashions was evidenced at Bos- 
of Flora intend to hold their an- pages, are well organized and of ton’s Diamond Jubilee Spring Flow- 
nual feast at the Maid’s Head in invaluable help to the clubs. Hor- er Show where a hall was filled 
Saint Simon’s in Norwich on Wed-  tensia is the bi-monthly bulletin of exclusively with carnation displays 
nesday the 21st of this Instant the organization. and carnation arrangements. 
July (1636), where all Admirers of ——. —. 
Nature are desired to come and Pennsylvania puts out a News Ornithologists tell us that hawks 
view this year’s Produce which will Letter regularly. It, like several and owls are beneficial. Each bird 
consist of as great a Variety of such publications, has the margin consumes 1,000 rats or mice a year. 
New and Well-blown flowers as punched for binding. —= 
ever were seen in this city. And for — When hot days come do not un- 
the greater Satisfaction of the Gen- The Spring number of Indiana derestimate the amount of water 
tlemen who shall dine there, and the Gardens has a cut of Turkey Run large broad-leafed trees take from 
reserving of an agreeable Order, it State Park on its cover. The 1946 the ground by evaporation. Plants 
is determined that no Person shall convention of the Garden Club of growing in the shade of such trees 
be admitted without a ticket and the Indiana will be held there. A letter may suffer from lack of moisture. 
Dinner be ready at two o'clock. from the Landscape Supervisor of Records show that large trees give 
Tickets at 3s each to be had of the Highway Department assures off a barrel of water a day in dry 
either of the Syewards, and of the the Garden Clubs that the Highway summer months. 
Printer hereof, at the Maid’s Head, Department is ready to cooperate — 
aforesaid, or at Mr. Leo Wiscard’s, in Roadside Beautification and sug- | Do you grow plants that require 
Hatter, in the Market Place.” gests suitable native material. Indi- acidity? A grower, Mrs. Else Frye, 

—- ana held a Judging School—Third of Seattle, gave me the recipe for 
The color of New Jersey’s State Course—in Indianapolis in April. an acid fertilizer which I have used 

Bird, the goldfinch, makes a gay ——. around azaleas, heathers and kin- 
cover for the annual yearbook of New York Garden Clubs’ this dred acid lovers. Here it is: 
the Garden Club of New Jersey. A year’s Judging Course was the fif- | Aluminum sulphate --_-_--2 Ibs. 
circular seal in silver with a con- teenth sponsored by the federation. Acid superphosphate ~-----7 lbs. 
ventional design including the viola “To be a good judge requires con- Ammonium sulphate ------2 Ibs. 
in purple and green centers the stant studying, practicing and think- Potash ~---------..----3% lbs. 
cover. This 72-page book contains ing and the judge who gets a certifi- Cotton seed meal ~--5% lbs. plus 
feature articles and reports of gen- cate and sits back content, will not Above makes 20 pounds. 
eral interest to members, State by- be in the field long. The field is Mix with equal parts of acid peat. 
laws, and a compilation of club re- extensive and the schools will con- —— 
ports. Each club gives names of tinue to be part of the garden club Speaking of the book How to 
officers, membership, date of élec- program.”—Mrs. William Crocker. Grow Roses by J. Horace McFar- 
tion, and highlights of the year’s — land and Robert Pyle, Gardeners’ 
programs and activities. The Gar- Mrs. Margaret Scruggs of Dal- Chronicle says: “These authors 
den Club of New Jersey publishes las, Texas, has been appointed have spent a lifetime in growing 
a Garden Club News Letter eight Chairman of the National Commit- roses, and we recommend this book 
times a year. As the name suggests, tee of Accredited Judging to suc- to all who would like to know how 
its 12 or 16 pages are devoted to ceed Mrs. Jerome Coombs who has_ to grow good roses.” One chapter 
matters of vital interest to the or- been forced to retire because of ill is devoted to the proper pruning of 
ganization. These publications re- health. Mrs. Carruth, a member of roses, a matter calling for intelli-
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gent common sense. The book is | Give viburnum Carlesii a pro- CERTIFIED FLOWER SHOW 
within the reach of anyone, selling tected position where the hot sun JUDGES IN WISCONSIN 
for a dollar. of May, which frequently follows ‘ 

—__— a warm rain, will not ruin and dis- gee Wilsons; 1423 ‘West 

House and Garden tells us to lor the blossoms. E. L. White, Bax 33, Fort Atkinson 
gather roses at 4:30 p.m. if we — ima 9. Sart eon Ow OR 
want them to last. Roses make sugar = Viburnum fragrans opened its er Ages Mikesekee 2579 N. Down 
while the sun shines and sugar con- buds April first this year. It is well Mrs. H. E. Sperling, 1311 Maryland 
centration increases longevity of cut ahead of Carlesii. Hepaticas, blood Ave» Sheboygan. 
flowers. Experiments made at Cor- -oots_primroses . and’ ee’ bulbs Mrs. Edna Mae Sewell, 957 N. 70th 

nell University proved that roses ne ; ; Street, Wauwatosa. 
y Prov 3 were its companions in the early Mrs. Caroline H. Schmitt, 1912 N. 

cut at 4:30 outlasted morning-cut parade. A clump of daffodils in a 84th Street, Wauwatosa. 
blooms from seven to twelve hours. cozy corner added color. Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, 4416 Taft Rd., 

. Kenosha. 
—— Emma C. Schipper, 510 E. Homer 

Modern Roses, the film released Try some of the new hemero- Street, Milwaukee. . 
by Jackson and Perkins, is avail- : : . Mrs. Samuel Post, Shorewood Hills, 

* , -_ Calis. Stephen Hamblin calls this : 
able without charge. To show this ony in der child of the hard Madison. . 

fil btain 16 plant the won er cad © the ardy Catherine Morris, Box 37, Ocono- 
im you must obtain 16 m.m. sound border. Some little known species mowoc. 

projection equipment, however. The include one of giant size with Mrs. F. C. Middleton, Shorewood 
Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau, me * Hills, Madi 

A stalks rising to eight feet. is, Madison. 
rel Madison art = aun —_— Olive Longland, Wychwood, Lake 

ity, is responsible for schedulin . : 
rity, 1s respons or se & The Tooles, Baraboo, Wis., have Geneva 4 

it. aaa listi b Mrs. G. Alan Kriz, Route 5, Box 583, 
an intriguing catalog listing herb Waukesha. 

plants and seeds, herb products, na- Mrs R. E. Kartack, 115—10th Street, 
In my notebook I find Dr. J. H. tive ferns and wild flowers. Don’t Baraboo. 

Nicholas’ suggestion for a good, in- fail to visit Mrs. Toole’s charming — Velma Kaufman, 780 N. Cass Street, 
expensive liquid manure: herb kitchen on Highway 12. Milwaukee. 

1 level teaspoon nitrate of soda. ___ Ae Hirsh, 604 N. 119th Street, 
1 heaping teaspoon hosphat. . PAUREE: 

ping Poon, super phosp nate A recent catalog from Germains, Mrs. Geo. F. Harbort, R. 64, Madi- and 1 teapsoon muriate of potash to . 
2 gall . Los Angeles 31, Calif., features col- son. gallons of water. Give each rose : sa 5 . ored illustrations of no less than 24 —_Mrs. Henry E. Freudenberg, 1507 N. one pint every two or three weeks. fs ; 

varieties of Martha Washington 8th Street, Wauwatosa. 
—_—_ geraniums. Mrs. Wm. J. Armitage, Hotel La 

' ‘ Salle, 729 N. 11th Street, Milwaukee 

Highly recommended is the pat- SS Mrs, E. A. St. Clair, 2418 N. 65th 
ented weigela, Bristol Ruby, origi- . Street, Wauwatosa. 
nated and introduced by Bristol QUESTION ABOUT ROSES Mr. H. J. Sonn, Oakfield. 

Nurseries. These nurseries have Question: I uncovered my roses Mrs. C. H. Braman, Box 147, Wau- 
won distinction for their hybrid father eatly: and they appeared. "OS™ 
Korean mums. We know Mr. Alex- d a 1 y ae Z Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald, 649 Broad 

Cc * : _ §feen an live almost to the tips Street, Menasha. 
ander Cummings of Bristol Nur. GE the canes, Daring the next ‘two . 
series as the author of that authori- : s Zella S. Jaeger, Ripon. 
tative vol Hardy Ch th weeks, however, some _ brancheer Mrs. Frank E, Willard, Oakfield. 

ume, Mardy Cairysanthe- dried up entirely while others were Celia Boyce, 563 Taxco, Menasha. 
mums. dead for six or more inches from Mrs. Carl A. Namur, 4611 5th Ave., 

== the top. Did I uncover too early? Kenosha. P 
“Use mass effect in all planting Answer: No, you didn’t uncover am E. R.. Durgin,. 1815: Park Ave, 

of perennials. Fox-gloves look best too early. The injury was caused Mrs. H. S, Bostock, 15 W. Main 
in long masses rather than round during winter but did not show up Street, Madison. 
groups. Peonies look better in round until you: uncovered and the canes Mrs. Geo. Adami, 2466 N. 46th Street, 
groups. So do iris and phlox. Ma- had a chance to dry up in sun and Wauwatosa. 
pees ring = other lilies should wind. Bushes most injured were no Assistant Accredited Judges 
ollow the horizontal line of the doubt weakened last year by black Mfrs, Isabel Salan, 112 Harrison 

fox-gloves. Use minor accents like spot disease, and consequently suf- Street, Waupaca. 
small patches of veronica, heuchera, fered more winterkilling than oth- Alfred H. Otto, 210 7th Ave., West 
linum and alyssum to tie the whole ers becauses they had been weak- Bend. 
together.” ened. By Alfred H. Otto, Pres.
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An Easy Method For Growing 
° ° 

Hybrid Amaryllis 
V. G. Kartack, Baraboo 

Hybrid Amaryllis have been so grees is a good temperature. Do not 15th. Then remove all soil carefully 

much improved during the past 25 water again unless the soil becomes and pot as directed at the beginning. 

years that they well deserve a place very dry. In from 4 to 6 weeks the Editor’s Note: Mrs. Kartack is 

in our winter window gardens. Now bud should emerge from the side of an expert gardener, and has grown 

that their culture is better under- the bulb, not the center, but leave Amaryllis for 20 years under ordi- 

stood and an easily followed meth- in the dark place until this bud yary house conditions. She now has 

od evolved, there need be no more shows no matter how long it takes. about 50 very fine plants. 

failures to make them bloom dur- Bring gradually to a sunny window. 

ing the winter months, I well re- Do not give much water as bulb 

metab in years past how I “rest- does not use much until after it LIVING MULCHES FOR 

ed” them during the summer as I blooms. From then on it needs GARDEN ROSES 

was told to do—under a bush some- water daily but never enough so Prof. L. C. Chadwick of Ohio 

where was suggested—and never a that it will stand in the saucer. University, reports in March-April 

bloom did I get after they had It is amazing how fast the flower The American Rose Magazine on 

bloomed the first time. This advice bud shoots up. When the first flow- tests conducted by the Ohio Experi- 

of resting them during summer er begins to unfold remove from ment Station on living mulches for 

may be right as far as some species the sunny window as flowers last garden roses. Used as mulches were 

are concerned but is very wrong as longer out of the sun. The modern ground corn cobs, Portulaca, Sphag- 
applied to the hybrids. All Ama- hybrids of good texture have flow- num peat moss, Chewing Fescue, 

ryllis generally purchased today are ers that last from 5 to 7 days. Dutch White Clover, Sweet Alys- 

hybrids and some are very beauti- As soon as the flowering period sum. 

ful. The best purchased today have is over return to sunny window. In tabulating the results they 

wide-open flowers of heavy texture Now the bulb must make foliage found that Portulaca produced a 

from 8 to 10 inches across. The growth and the more leaves we can low soil temperature up to eight 

petals should be rounded and wide, induce it to make during the spring inches below the surface. The aver- 

they should be smooth, not curled and summer the more blooms it age soil temperature under Portu- 

in any way, and there is a color will have the following winter. Ev- Jaca was 76.6 degrees F.; under a 

range from palest pastels to deepest ery two weeks give an application check with no mulch, 78.1. The Por- 

maroon reds. Markings if distinct of weak manure water (around the tulaca plot also produced more 

are no objection, but much green in bulb, not on it). Stake the leaves flowers in 1944 and 1945 than any 

the throat is not considered first as they develop loosely so they will of the materials or plants used ex- 

class. There is also a class of near- not bend over and break. cepting ground corn cobs. 

whites and white backgrounds and About the middle of May or In summarizing the results, the 

these are much sought after and when danger of frost is past, re- author says, “Ground corn cobs as 

not often found in mixtures. move the Amaryllis from the pots a mulch have given good results. 
How To Plant Bulbs and plant directly into the garden Portulaca continues to give promis- 

: in a well spaded spot having good ing results.” 
The best time to purchase bulbs soi]. They are happy either in a Considering that rose beds usu- 

is in late fall or early winter. Usu- sunny or partly sunny spot and they ally look bare when the roses are 
ally they are sold dry, without roots, must be kept well watered during not in bloom, it would seem that a 
though some growers send them dry periods. Feeding manure water nice bed with Portulaca as a ground 
with roots intact which is preferred should continue at two week inter- cover would be very attractive as 
by some. If bulbs are without roots, vals. In early September or before well as beneficial to the roses. 
dip bottoms in warm water and then frost, lift the bulbs carefully, dirt SS 
dip in Rootone, shaking off all sur- and all, and place in wooden boxes, Precaution 
plus. Then plant in 5 or 6 inch deep packing the soil well around the | “Your neighbors are honest, I 

pots with at least one third of the bulbs and over the roots. (We use hope?” someone asked the old Ne- 

bulb (not counting the neck) above boxes that canned goods used to gro. 
the soil, Amaryllis are gross feeders come in as this size is not too hard “Yassir, dey is.” 
and need a rich potting soil full of to handle and 9 large bulbs can “But you keep that loaded shot- 
humus. Be sure drainage in the pots be stored in each one.) Put them gun near your hen coop.” 
is good. Water well and set pots in into a dark, cool basement and for- “Dat’s to keep ’em honest!” 
a dark, cool basement. About 50 de- get all about them until about Dec. a
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Between Clubs 
“Oh Adam was a gardener the entire Island. Because of her expenses a “Country Store” will be 
And God who made him sees work and her services as secretary featured. Here baked goods, eggs, 
That half a gardener’s proper work of the Club, the organization is vegetables and cut flowers donated 
Is done upon his knees.” sending her as a delegate to the by the members will be sold during 

— State Flower Show at Wauwatosa. the show. 
The above is found on the cover —- << 

of the Cambridge and Lake Ripley Members of the Lake Geneva Twice a month during the sum- 
Garden Club’s year book. From Town and Country Garden Club are mer the Jefferson Garden Club fur- 
this club comes an idea that could participating in the planting of nishes fresh flowers for the Forest 
be used in planting church grounds. Hopa Crab trees. Forty of these Lawn Sanitarium. 
If your club has lost a beloved trees have been planted this spring. eee 

member by death, plant a tree as a —__ Another newcomer to the Feder- 
memorial on the grounds of her Mr, L, H. Orians of Milwaukee, ation is the Williams Bay Garden 
church. an authority on birds, was a recent Club. Organized since 1930, they 

—- . speaker at the bird meeting of the have been active in beautifying their 
The Delavan City Garden Club Lake Geneva Town and Country village. Some of their Past accom- 

ne donate to eee a Garden Club. plishments are: maintaining a flower 
1c Library a set o ie; Stands: —- bed in Edgewater Park; plantin 
Cyclopedia of Horticulture” by L. Have you tried a white elephant 25 trees jong roadsides ia z 
H. Bailey. sale ray money for ses (cab Baris reanits trees and — 

The Lake Geneva Town and Coun- around the pump station; establish- 
Next winter the birds in Delavan try Garden Club sponsors such an ing a lawn rind planting trees and 

will be well taken care of as several auction at a summer meeting which bushes on the back of the Library 

feeders given by the Delavan City also includes a garden tour, picnic property which was a field of rag- 
Garden Club to the city, will be ang movies. Each member ¢ontrib- weed; and the landscaping and 
placed in local parks. utes a vase or any article used or planting of Frost Park, a vacant lot 

—— new, value about $1.00, These are covered with weeds and a multitude 
The Edgerton Garden Club has on display tioned bidding be- of signs. 

found pleasure in sending = in gins and in an hour of bidding they Their latest project started last 

he om of ie er I> erage 650 8S PURE yar he png 40 bus 
. ° : . —— along the railroad trac! tween 

rial Hospital. This project began Orfordville Better Homes and Lake Geneva and the railroad yard. 
Thanksgiving Day and was menial Garden Club, newcomers in the ee 
ued for Christmas, “New Years, Federation has sponsored a flower sas 
St. Valentine’s Day, St. Patrick’s 1 h P izing i Two more clubs joining the Fed- 
Day. and Easter snow each year since organizing 1 eration are the Honey Creek Gar- 

y, . 1936. Center of interest at these gon Club:and the Lake Como Beach 

A fruit orchard has been start- SS haa Shap a Garden Club. A most hearty wel- 
ed by the Edgerton Garden Club sorisinecs vesinge a. black ed come, and please send some news 
for the Edgerton Memorial Hos- ground. This year the white ar- stories for this column. 
pital. . ei nen 

—_— Ene er of The The West Side Garden Club of 
The Washington Island Garden... looking forward to seeing what Madison is holding its spring ex- 

hy ds information about an i hibit of flower arrangements for Club sen each member will have in her con- 
outstanding member, Mrs. Claude  tainer. members and guests at the College 
Cornell, who is the secretary of the Club the afternoon of May 28th. 
lub: — 4 ail ‘d Mrs. F, D. Chamberlin, second 

ree thousand tulips were so! ice-presi : 
Mrs. Cornell was active in road- by the Orfordville Better Homes woe teens i nd chairman aa 

side development and succeeded in 244 Garden Club to the people of Towell Moke ond Motives ic. 

abolishing unsightly signs all over ©, fordville. This community of 500 Hans Reese is Histess , . 
the Island and erected sign posts must be a beautiful spot in May. . 
that are a credit to that beautiful — —_—— 
spot. She promoted the Island Serv- When the Jefferson Garden Club By Mrs. Wm. Curtiss, R. 1, 
ice markers and is working on a_ holds a flower show in June, no ad- Plymouth, State Publicity Chair- 
poison ivy eradication campaign for mission will be charged. To meet man.
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AN APOLOGY . We may therefore be assured their feathers. 
TO THE DANDELION! that its existence is required in the American Goldfinches are always 

: great scheme of nature, or such trim and dainty — plumage smooth 
There are few plants which we laborate and sufficient contrivances and shining. Males bright yellow 

look upon with less respect than for its continuation and increase with contrasting black upon the 
the “dandelion.” Yet the village would not have been called into head and wings. The females drab 
groups which perambulate the by- action by nature, who is so remark- _yellowish-green. 
ways for the first offspring of the ably simple in all her actions, eco- I edged along until I was in the 
year, amuse themselves by hanging jomical in her ways, and frugal of crab apple thicket. The Goldfinches 
circlets of its stalks linked like a her means. retreated but there in the fork of 
chain round their necks, If we ex- By Delphene Biebler, 2027 E. one of the branches a cozy little 
amine it in all stages of growth, we Olive St., Milwaukee 11, Wis. nest was under construction. Gold- 

shall pronounce it a beautiful pro- — finches are late housekeepers. It is 
duction. Its blossom, though often BIRD ECHOES seldom I have seen them building 
a solitary one, is perhaps the very The little brook trickled slowly their nest until after the middle of 
first that enlivens the sunny bank down through the pasture. A herd June and the housemaking contin- 
of the hedge in the opening year, of Holsteins was grazing to the ues through July and August. Their 
peeping out from withered leaves, right. On the left along the fence- nests are cozy and generally lined 
dry stalks, and desolation, as a her- ine, grows a scraggly group of with the softest of thistledown. 
ald telling us nature is not dead, wild crab apple trees, From the tree The Goldfiinch is a friendly bird. 
but reposing and will awaken to tops comes the melodious song of They are easily attracted to our 
life again. And we can remember 4 flock of little yellow birds—wild gardens if we provide them with 
the pleasure it afforded us mm early canaries, Thistle birds some people the diet they like. They enjoy let- 
days when we first noticed its gold-  cajt them. They are American Gold- tuce and salsify if you let it go to 
en blossoms under the southern finches, I lingered and watched seed. They also like the seed of 
shelter of the hedge, thinking win- them through my bird glasses. Five many of our garden flowers. Plant 
ter was past. a or six of them would chase each a row of sunflowers for their bene- 

. The form of the flower, with its other over the pasture in a circle, fit. You will enjoy the twittering 
ligulate petals many times doubled then one would return to the trees and singing of your little guests 

is elegant and perfect, the bright- followed by the others. Their flight as they gather around the banquet 
ness and loveliness of the yellow is a peculiar series of drops and table, often hanging upside down 

like the warm rays of an evening rises, accompanied by a gladsome on the sunflower disks. 
sun, is not exceeded in any blos- twitter. They would fly to the brook Leander E. Lillesand, Cambridge, 
som native or foreign we know. for a bath and a drink, then back Bird Chairman, South Central Dis- 
This having faded away, is suc- to the trees where they would preen _ trict. 
ceeded by a head of down, which 
loosened from its receptacle, and 

floating in the breeze, comes sail- 
ing calmly along before us. It is McKAY NURSERY CO 
freighted with a seed at its base; : 
but so accurately adjusted is its 

buoyant power to the burden it Wisconsin’s Greatest Nursery 
bears, that steadily passing on its 
way, it rests at last in some cleft OVER 400 ACRES 
or cranny in the earth, preparatory 
to its period of germination, ap- 
pearing more like a flight of ani- 

oe coeatittns ‘hah the, Se60. GF Flowering Shrubs, Shade Trees, Evergreens, Roses, 

This is so common an event as Apple, Plum, Cherry and Pear Trees, Red and Black 

saat acti etalle ie ‘sceigns Raspberries, Blackberries, Grapes, Currants, Goose- 

of nature, and plants the species at berries, Rhubarb, Asparagus, Etc. 
distances and in places that no other 

contrivance could so easily and fitly GENERAL OFFICES Nu rszERIES 
effect. The seeds might have fallen 

and germinated around the parent Mapison, Wis. Watertoo, Wis. 
plant, but this was not the purport 
of nature.
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The Dionne QUINS use our 

SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 
All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write 

SISSON’S ‘ SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection We bere o two; manaal copes 
with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisc onsin Horticulture since 1928 

a 

a 

No Boarders Wanted -- 
Today when it is practically impossible to buy all of the new equipment needed to expand it is im- 

perative that we keep only good productive colonies. No Boarders should be allowed in any 

apiary. Weak colonies should be united or strengthened. Poor stretched brood combs should 

be melted up. (Sell your wax at the high price and replace with Three-ply foundation) 

Mail your order now for any bee supplies needed to keep your present number of colonies 

producing 100 per cent. 

SHIP US YOUR BEESWAX 

. _ - 

A.I.RootCo. of Chicago “The A. L Root Co 
eo e e 

224-230 W. Huron Street Medi Ohi 
ff CHICAGO, ILL. me ans eenes Vie 

{ stm NMOSIGYA 
‘ 

®-ny JO GOHTTION RuVUAIT
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EE EEEEEEEEEe 
NEW POTATO VARIETY , 

MOST RESISTANT TO WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
DISEASE tes 

O* a ihe potato Saris com- RE Orr ee eee 0 7 

monly grown in isconsin, Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, a sgcond-clase matter. ‘Acceptance 

Sebago is most resistant to yellow {Str Mautherised Fay oi =* am Ast * 
dwarf disease, reports Russell Lar- lished Monthly Excepting July by the ; 

son, plant pathologist at the Uni- Wisconsin State Hoericutrurat Soctrry 
versity of Wisconsin. ot avery Praia Place 

The varieties ranked in the fol- aS 
: : : ; H. J Ranmiow, Editor 

lowing order in their resistance to Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
the disease: Sebago, Red Warba, Office: Old Entomology Bidg., College of Agriculture 
Russet Burbank, Cobblere, Chip- Tel. University 182 
pewa, Sequoia, Katahdin, Rural Si 

New Yorker, Triumph, Pontiac, Volume XXXVI May, 1946 (Nov. 10 
— Rural, and Greene Moun- TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Sebago is also credited with hav- Questions and Answers on Apple Maggot Control ~--------------- 259 

ing the advantage of resistance to Experience with Orchard Heating -------------------------------— 262 

other important diseases: “sprain” Fruit Association Exhibits at State Fair --------------------------- 265 

or internal brown-spotting, which Chemical Weeding of Carrots ------------------------------------ 266 

is troublesome in the sandy areas, Wisconsin Beekeeping -_--------------.--------------------------- 268 
and late blight of foliage and tuber Editorials _-------___-----____-----___------------------------------ 272 

.. . Gladiolus Tidi see en ee ree er ee 
First Aid Instructor : “How would eee mes 24 

3 Goeerhe ta: Ge ch anit ge 5 ese 276 
you rescue a man from drowning ? 

Eager Pupil: “That's easy. First Thoughts on Rose Block Spot Control ~--------------------------- 277 

you take the man out of the water, Adapting the Garden To Modern Life -------------------------- 278 

and then you take the water out of The Biggest Trees of America -_-------------------------------—- 279 
the man.” Garden Club N@WS sous sane cece tierrreeerccnnnnescesenss 280 

————————————————————————— Our Staté Flower ‘Show jxn2 sense aee ste BEI 

Random Notes, -—-=.<<=--<--ssss-s2-os sos s-—--—_---- 283 

SATONIED ste: 0.9888. Bird Echoes ~-----------------------------------------------------_. 284 

Flower Arrangements at the International Flower Show ~____-__-~ 285 

Between: CWDS) cocccec scene eeneee seen se ceweeceeesce es BBO 

Flowers and Their Travels --------------------------------------__ 287 

Fio.2 M02 Fia.3 . P . 

Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1948 

Berry Boxes Dou W. Rayackie, Prea, Sturgeoe Bay Dawe Hanser ....--...-Bayfad 
Wm. F. Connell, Vice-Pres., Menomonie Alfred Meyer, -..------------Hales Corner 

Crates, Bushel Boxes H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. --.-—-----Madison Kar! Reynolds ...-......--Sturgeon Bay 

and Climax Baskets E. L, Chambers, Treas, --------Madison 
E. L. White..--------------Fort Atkinson — 

As You Like Them _ Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Hil manufacture the | awed Patent Foe ‘Term Ending December, 196 Horticulture --....-.-.---...---Madison 

Fie catia ct OTT ee asiond iets Leland Brown --.---------Sturgeon Bay Edward Eschrich, Pres. Wis. Nursery- 
cour specialty. We constantly carry in R. G. Dawson --.--.——-----Franksville "6 Al 7 

ae grates all mode up ssuly E. L. White .—-—---—-..Fort Atkinson mene, Mest mwwe-eocnseeon--Milwaneee 
berries. No order too small or too large —_— Walter Diehnelt, Pres. Wis. Bee- 

for us to handle. We cam ship 
folding boxes and crates * K. D. from Term Ending December, 1947 . keepers’ Assn. -......Menomonee Falls 

handling fruit, and we aim to ve G. J. Hipke ..--....---.--New Holstein 
part well, A large dicot for early Mrs. Arno Meyer -.---------------Waldo Rev. Alfred Otto, West Bend, President 
orders. A postal our price list. Amold Nieman ---------------Cedarburg Garden Club Federation 

ee ee 

— Spe ea ee 
Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. cach member is for a year’s subscription to Wisconsin ‘Horticulture. dams pela be 

Tn



Questions And Answers On Apple 
Maggot Control 

J. H. Lilly and C. L. Kuehner 

Question: What are apple mag- = .. for identification. 

ot bait traps? See : Question: When do the flies first 
Answer: These traps are five- a Re appear ? 

pound honey or syrup pails, con- ones q Answer: In early July in most 
aining a liquid attractive to the ap- eee parts of Wisconsin during an aver- 

ple maggot fly. The pails are hung |) > ee "age season. 
in 4 or 5 trees of the orchard. eee 4 

Question: What is the purpose of 3.4% 4 Spray 
these traps? pee i. Question: What spray should be 
Answer: To determine the date a used for control? 

lat which the egg-laying flies appear, .) | Answer: Two pounds of arsenate 
ind the time of their greatest abun- fia of lead in 100 gallons of spray. Or- 
dance. 2This information makes it ha . dinarily it will be used in combina- 

possible to time the maggot sprays /)4 , tion with one of the milder sulfurs 
properly. a ry , or lime sulphur as a fungicide. 
Question: Where are the trapslo- 4 Posies Question: How many sprays are 

cated in the trees? Pecks : required? 
Answer: At the outer end of a OREN nthe como i Answer: The first spray should 

large branch about 4 to 6 feet The Apple Maggot Fly. Note the be applied soon after the first flies 
from the ground on the sunny side letter F on the wing. Watch for them appear, an dthe second 10 to 12 
lof the tree. about the middle of July. They are days later. For severe infestations, 

Queestion: When should the traps rather tame and not difficult to see three sprays may be applied at ten- 
he put up? if present. day intervals. 
Answer: Not later than July 5, Both workers: pointed out that Question : Is a spray residue 

except in the northern tier of coun- DDT : probem involved? 
: . was not effective on curculio, . . 
ies where they should be in opera- and for apple maggot more appli- Answer: Lead arsenate should 
ion by July 15. eatibis Of DDT vere Heeded that ee be applied within three weeks of 

Bait Material To Use when lead arsenate was used. latest time, 
Question: What is the bait for- - D. D. T. 
sla 6 be ised? _— LEER Question: Can DDT be used in 
Answer: Two ounces of urea, place of lead arsenate? 

wo ounces of sodium hydroxide, ; ae Fa Answer: DDT is not very effec- 

nd one-fourth teaspoonful of a i SO Aa ‘ | tive against the apple maggot. 

ranulated soap such as “Dreft,” Pa oe : er Question: Should trap catches be 
Il dissolved in seven quarts of | a ‘fs ie } a Sal reported ? 

ater. Keep the pails filled with [2 °°" Eva a Answer: The authors will appre- 
his solution, ee a os; Pca ciate any bait trap data you care to 
Question: Why use soap in the |. -0'% BEES) ~=send us, especially the date on 

ait 2 eats et ees 2. which the first flies are caught. 
Answer: The soap lowers the |’... . — en: 4 ae 

urface tension of the liquid and |f,.ay aa ea  — 

hus makes it easier to catch the & a “ bch Because strawberry acreage this 
flies. | SERRE year has made a partial recovery 

Question: How often should the |g ae: wee sy) toward prewar levels somewhat 
taps be checked? h A . ‘| | more strawberries may be available 
Answer: At least every other day. |galam Ds csahis ] this season than last. However, sup- 
Question: How can the fly be i- A i R plies may still be short of demand. 

lentified ? Pe | short of demand. 
Answer: It isa small fy witha Ee OO Eee —From U.S.D.A. Daily Sum- 

haracteristic barred pattern on its above: Fly as it stings apple to lay as 
ings. In case of doubt, specimens eggs. Below: Maggots have done their ry 
ay be sent to one of the authors work. rs
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GLEANINGS vest. They will be paid the pree © CAN GRAFTING BE DONE 

HERE AND THERE vailing wage paid local workers for IN JUNE? 

From The Packer, May 11. Early the same job, Young Tree Is Saved by Grafting 
Florida rains may mean many mil- The Extension Division has pur- in Full Leaf 

lion more boxes of citrus next sea- chased surplus army equipment When in Fu 
son than might have been expected. which will be available for housing Visiting with Mr. Jos. L, Mora- 
Outlook now is for the biggest cit- and feeding the special labor. wetz of West Bend, and discussing 

rus crop on record in Florida next —_—_—— problems in his orchard, he showed 

season. The crop should also show =§ appLE TREE FEEDING _ the editor a nice looking Virginia 
the finest quality. Dr. J. K. Shaw of Massachu- crab apple tree ready for topwork- 

———— ‘Coes & i rked that a few years 
In Oregon orchardists were warn- Setts State College has reported on ago ie rema had hes aaet by 

ed to withhold application of ar- his 24 years of experimental nae grafting in June. He was mowing 

senical sprays until all bees impor- free feeding aed cateestion. Ui. grass in the orchard when he felt 
ted for pollination could be remov- Shaw states that the sod vs. culti- a jar on the mower and discovered 
ed. Last year sprays caused owners ation question was soon answered. he had cut off the tree. The trunk 

of bees heavy losses. Bee men will Cultivation without nitrogen does was about three-fourths inch in di- 
refuse to place their colonies in the not maintain production. This con- ameter. It was a clean, slanting cut. 

orchards unles growers cooperate clusion has been supported by prac- He tied up the team, secured some 
and prevent loss by too early appli- tical experience. No | successful small brads and screws, carefully 

cation of arsenic sprays. Massachisette {uit Brower now iat: fastened the trunk in place as it had 
TT Sempis to Stow aiaics withot Bite been before. He then covered the 

In Texas, England’s new sensa- 8€70us fertilizers: cut well with grafting wax. It 
tional insecticide Benzene hexachlo- The application of a hay mulch healed and grew well. 
ride known as 666, went into action with no other fertilizer to one of 

recently on an experiment to com- the cultivation plots more than 
bat thrips on tomatoes. Lack of doubled the yield over a six-year THE MACOUN APPLE 

suitable insecticide made it impos- period. This practice is increasing. 
sible to combat thrips in the past. The application of nitrate of soda Comments By owe at New 
DDT is now considered the best Only to a cultivation plot quickly York Hate tural Society 
and it will be compared with 666. rae yields, sd they have not jomvention 

Berry Pri en well maintained. HAT we have seen so far 
Weinaes Sus — nner The answer to the question of the W under our conditions have 

—. value of phosphorus and potash been biennial bearers, 
Berry growers m the East wel- added to nitrogen is not so clear. We have raised Macoun and they 

come with much satisfaction re- There is some indication that when tend to bear annually, if you give 
cent action of OPA in suspending applied to grass sod, yields are them a severe thinning. We have 
indefinitely price controls on all ber- maintained better. One dares not had a crop every year for four 

ries and beny Products, excepting say that it has been profitable, years, 

gamer, Prac natin Tm April 18 Horie. "We ged to ann of on 
year of various varieties. . of our largest trees, and the next 

————- OT summer these two branches bore 

WISCONSIN TO GET iat Sones 4 Ee eee and the rest of the tree did not. 
‘OS! . 

JAMAICAN AND MEXICAN Ge in Michigan they are testing They have tended to be biennial 
LABOR helicopters to stir up the air above with us. We have 60 nine-year-old 

Mr. Arlie Mucks, State Labor _ the orchard to prevent frost.dam- trees, 
Supervisor under the Agricultural age, according to recent issue of 
Extension Service, says that about the National County Agent. We A lad . * gy 

3,000 Jamaicans and Mexican na- know, of course, that the air is ady was entertaining her friend’s 
tionals will arrive in Wisconsin in warmer at higher elevations. It may snaail son. 
time for the vegetable and fruit har- vary as much as one degree to five Are you sure you can cut your 
vest. They will go to about 125 dif- feet. Perhaps the helicopter may meat?” she asked after watching 
ferent communities in the state and blow down the warm air on a still his’ struggles. 
help with sugar beets, vegetable night. It’s a talking point anyhow “Oh yes.” he replied, without look- 
canning, commercial vegetable grow- for boys to induce dad to get a ing up from his plate. “We often 
ing, pickling, cherry and apple har- helicopter. have it as tough as this at home.”
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Orchard and Vegetable 
’ Suppli Growers’ Supplies 

Buy Cooperatively and Save Money. 

Participate in the Earnings of the Cooperative 

SPRAY MATERIALS DUSTING MATERIALS 

epee in 8 wn oe 
Lime Sulphur Co Potex 

Kolofog PRUNING EQUIPMENT 
Mike Sulphur Tree Wound Paint—Pruning Snips 
Copper Sulphate Tree Seal 
Lethane B 72 Pruning Saws 

DDT — 25% Hand Pruners 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR 

Nitrate Fertilizer 33.% 
(Ammonia Nitrate) 

PACKING HOUSE SUPPLIES 

— ae Sudlial Elaskots Bottom Pads . 

Picking Ladders ecm la Shredded Tissue 
Picking Bags Top Pads 

Power Orchard and Row Crop Sprayers 

Repairs for John Bean{Sprayers} 
We Handle Repairs for All Models From the Oldest to the Most Modern Makes 

Write for Catalog and Price List 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. (Near C. & N. W. Freight Depot) Telephone 4107 — Lester Tans, Mgr.
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To Assure BUMPER CROPS... 
7 i CONTROL Insects and Diseases! 

all NIAGARA KOLOFOG 
ac ye : A Bentonite-Sulphur product, is an 

ae a effective fungicide in controlling most 

f NER ie. plant diseases which respond to a sul- 
y es : phur fungicide. It is adhesive, wet- 
Se table and non-caustic. KOLOFOG 

ernst is preferred by many orchardists be- 
yey My cause it is positive in action against 

YY i fungus attacks while it favors fruit 
af bud and leaf development. 

0 A rs Sf : 
eS 

Pet ~ e 
egies — 

emcee sia Na ios ee Miia scan 

cae 3 NIAGARA ARSENATE 
a beers at OF LEAD 

Ss Tas Assures the five following adequate 
| Riey 9) measures of protection: 1—It has a 

FOULS! high percentage of arsenic oxide, the 
f killing ingredient. 2—It is safe, non- 

| Py injurious to foliage and fruit. 3—It is 

y k small in particle size, light and fluffy 
is : to insure proper coverage. 4—It stays 

ry in suspension in the tank insuring 
ki y uniformity of distribution on the 

plant. 5—It mixes well with other 
spray materials and does not clog 
nozzles or screens. 

AyAcARS produces spray and dust materials for crops, and especially potatoes, and 
has upheld its trade-mark “When you buy Niagara, you buy protection.” One of its 

most important products in the control of insects attacking potatoes is its new C-O-C-S 
Niatox Dusts, containing DDT. Why not consult us about your insect and disease prob- 
lems or write for a copy of our new catalog. 

ain NIAGARA SPRAYER 
f rf eat AND CHEMICAL DIVISION 

FOOD MACHINERY CORPORATION 
MIDDLEPORT, NEW YORK 

BRANCH FACTORIES LOCATED AT STRATEGIC POINTS THROUGHOUT UNITED STATES AND CANADA
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a woes as 0 AMEN 8 Sy ey 

ime «+: aS 

BA tnorouee> ‘ know 4 

P materials yo 
with 

3 yes. 
: ' Pe <ee a c 
ae ay 

ee bs 
, 

r Se 

ee 9 ---TO HARVEST MORE OF THE “MONEY” FRUIT 
More of the “money” fruit is harvested from trees and top—whether the individual tree requires 15 

that have been sprayed on time . . . thoroughly . . . gallons applied in 15 minutes or 30 gallons. in 30 
| with reliable materials. This is a fact every grower minutes. 

| ORCHARD knows. And to use reliable materials, a great many of 

! BRAND To be on time, the careful grower stays abead of _ the nation's leading commercial growers depend on 
| insects and diseases by keeping his eye on the Orchard Brand products. These are the tested, field- 

weather and on the condition of his fruit and foli- proven spray materials of General Chemical Com- 

. age, day in and day out right through the season pany, backed by almost half a century’s experience 
\ ] ...and he follows the spraying advices of his local in making insecticides and fungicides and by long 

\ i State and Federal authorities. association with growers in their uses. That's why 
N 0” To spray thoroughly, he covers all of the fruit you, too, can use Orchard Brand with confidence. 

and foliage—the entire tree, inside and out, bottom See your Orchard Brand dealer today. 

MICRO- * 
GENITOX* $50 —s0% pot wettable Spray Powder —particue APPLE DRITOMIC* SULFUR 
A superior spray powder of micro-particle fineness. It wets With the patented sodium thiosulfate that puts an “extra 

and disperses well in the spray tank and will not agglomerate wallop” into scab peeve Built especially for apples and 

in hard or soft waters. Genitox S50 gives a finely-divided pears. Apple Dritomic Sulfur is unsurpassed for particle 

“floc” resulting in maximum deposit on fruit and foliage and fineness. Controls apple scab. | 

minimum run-off of the DDT insecticide . . . a highly im- * 

portant advantage in insect control and one not found in D R | T 0 M | C S U L F U R 

ordinary DDT products. For use wherever DDT sprays are The commercial peach grower’s “old reliable’ Alwaysa leader | 

recommended or approved by State or Federal Authorities. in use and performance. Controls peach brown rot and scab. 

Controls codling moth, leaf hoppers, Japanese beetles and « 

apple redbugs on apples; Oriental fruit moth (on peaches), SPRAYCOP*, with Buit-in Spreader Adhesive 
as well as berry moth, leaf hoppers and rose chafer on eastern A neutral or insoluble copper with a record of high per- 

grown varieties of grapes. formance in controlling copper-responding fungous diseases 

attacking fruits and vegetables. Controls blotch and bitter 

“ ” les, leaf spot on cherries; black hra ASTRINGENT rot on app Po + black rot, anthracnose, 
AND STANDARD LEA D A R SE N A T E bitter rot and downy mildew on grapes. 

Orchard Brand “Astringent” and Standard Lead Arsenates Regs Uy BT, OF. ‘Trade Mark, General Chemical Co. 

contain the original fine, flake-like particle (a development 

of General Chemical Research) that results in better, more G E N E R A L C H E M I C A L C 0 M P A N Y 
. . : . . 40 RECTOR STREET, NEW YORK 6, N.Y. 

uniform deposit . . . increased protection against worm en- Seles ond Techoicel Bervice Offecs: Atlante + Baltimore « Binal diay diene 

tries and stings. Additional exclusive advantages are offered otro oun Pans Citys “Lae Angelos Maneatis nt Noe ee 
by the patented “Astringent:’ Controls codling moth, cur- PMlagelobia « PiNguiee (N. ¥.) = Wenatchee and Yakima (Wink) 8 Laue ‘ 7" . In Wisconsin: General Chemical Wisconsin Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis. 
culio and certain other insects. in Canada: The Nichols Chemical Company, Limited . Montreal . Toronto . Vancouver
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. . In sheltered areas along the Missis- 

Fruit Growers Will sippi River, there are prospects of a 
sae good crop. There may be a severe 

1 June drop as there was last year in 
Exhibit At State Fair these sections. The state expects 50 

A show window of the Wisconsin headed by Mr. Arno Meyer, Presi- percent of ath average COP of straw- 
apple industry will be the theme for dent, Sec. Joseph Thackray and berries and rasp berries. 
the apple display at the Wisconsin County Agent Glen Lycan, d Superintendent Les! ie of the Mor- 

State Fair, August 17-24. The Jefferson County Associa- en ae ee Bao ie 

Staged in the former Farm tion under the leadership of Wm. eet ia during ay © oe 

Crops Building, it will cover one Leonard, president, Carroll Kripp- phirigieielr pratirirediags oe iananeaeral 
: : * eae most record breaking and most dis- 

side of this 160 foot building. It is ner, secretary, and County Agent |. freesine ti tues. 
aimed to show more than three- Dumond, will show new varieties of oa th ea bh emperal kk er 

quarters of a million state fair visit- apples for Wisconsin. - ‘St + ma d Xs ate ae he been 
ors what it takes to produce a bus- There will be three other displays ; n i il le ti ty de a on 
hel of apples. in this building, staged by various almost completely estroyed: 

* 5 organizations ; “Growing and Cann- 
Lo caged ws : oe ing Beets” by Wisconsin beet grow- STAYMAN APPLES CRACKED 

esgnOn was ers and canners; “A Century of OPEN IN 1945 
a meeting at the call of County A- P in Crowi O > op M. A. BLAKE 

gent S. S. Mathisen, President Al- ic ae a Eel © ats” by ““ 

bert Schreiber, and Secretary Al- is unty a th n Feet eran The Stayman apple and its red- 
fred J. Meyer. They will stage an te: Hi Wi e Auge barley ss Isplay skinned sports have always been 

orchard scene. Mr, Alfred Meyer PY * “or isconsin Brewers Associa- particular as to the kind of environ- 

announced he had several good sized oe cis Pie _ the $500 ment in which they will grow well. 

apple trees which he is willing to rst prize bushel of barley in the They are particularly sensitive to 
cut and have hauled to the Fair. state barley contest. deficiencies of moisture at any time 

They will be used in various parts —— during the growing season, Both 
of the exhibit, but the orchard WANTED! NEW APPLE the leaves and the fruits lose mois- 

scene will show apples on the trees, VARIETIES ture easily in a dry atmosphere. If 

and all types of equipment and ma- Do you have any Melba, Early bearing trees are checked in growth 
chinery used in the orchard from Meclntosh, Milton? by drought any time after the ap- 

sprayers to picking bags. New early apple varieties are Ples are well formed and then rain 

The Waukesha County Associa- wanted by fruit growers, com- follows and the fruits enlarge quick- 
tion will stage a model apple grad- mittees at the State Fair and for /y, the lenticels enlarge and cracking 

ing room, using a grader, brusher, sale, of the skin and even of the flesh 

conveyor, forms, baskets, and other _ Do you have any quantity of often occurs. 
equipment. A load of apples will be Melba, Milton or Early McIn- In 1945, Stayman apples “out- 
graded daily. Pres. Peter Swartz, tosh? If so we would like to buy cracked” any previous performance 

Sec. Wm. Basse, and County Agent them to be resold to the young- and it was due to apparently too 
Thomas head the committee. sters at the State Fair to create much rather than too little or too 

Ozaukee County growers plan a &% interest in apples. It’s an ad- variable moisture conditions. 

model apple sales room on the vertising project. It’s a Promo- The apples on the red sports of 

wholesale basis, planned by a com- tional project for Wisconsin ap- Stayman, including Blaxstayman, 
: 4 a7, ples. Stamared, and Scarlet Stamared, 

mittee headed by Pres. Martin Wie- Wri . cked j bad! S 

pking, Sec. Armin Frenz, and Coun- rite the Horticultural So- cracked just as y as Stayman. 
ty Agent Gilman. ciety if you can spare any. Nee Tes were a io a 

The Washington County Associ- FROST DAMAGE SEVERE IN  Stayman did not crack too badly. It 
ation is planning a model roadside © MINNESOTA AND GREAT seems likely that for some reason 
stand. Mr. Joe Morawetz, presi- PLAINS SECTION the weekly rate of growth was more 

dent, and County Agent Skaliskey Prof, J. D. Winter, Horticulture nearly uniform. 
are already working on the display. Department, University of Minne- The behavior of Stayman in 1945 

Sheboygan County growers plan sota, writes: “One of the most adds to the seriousness of an al- 
a display of standard varieties of damaging frosts in the history of Teady difficult apple variety prob- 
apples in a more glamorous setting Minnesota occurred on May 10-11. lem. 

than has been used in the past to Tree fruits, grapes, currants, and  —Horticultural News, New Jer- 
interest consumers in Wisconsin’s gooseberries were practically wiped sey State Horticultural Society, 
leading varieties. The committee is out except in well-protected areas. November, 1945, Condensed.
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WHAT’S AHEAD IN FLAME ’ . . 

WEEDING Chemical Weeding Of Carrots 
During the summer of 1945, at the . 

New York Experiment Station at GF. Warren, Department of Horticulture, 

Ithaca, tests were made with a com- University of Wisconsin 
A “ « ” 

mercially developed “flame cultivator The use of chemical sprays for weed- “Effect on Flavor” below). If they 
for the ek a of deterralning, how ing carrots is a recent development but are for canning a second spray may 
elective such.ia,machine wou « tor has attracted a great deal of interest. or may not be advisable depending on 
controlling weeds in typical New York In California and Arizona certain oils the number of weeds which come up 
row crops. have been used extensively for this later. When only a few weeds are 

The machine is designed to be moun- urpose during the past three years. In resent they can be controlled more 
ted on @ tractor, The liquid-fuel ps 1948, chemical weeding of carrots was economically by hand weeding. 
priaggaeas of vbeccf fuel cree ition also practiced on a large scale in New Condensed from mimeographed cir- 
the power take-off, fuel tank, ignition yoo State and by at least a half- cular by Department of Horticulture, 
system, and four burners, drawn on dozen Wisconsin growers U. W. Madison. 
runners between the rows. The burners HOW IT WORKS—Certain chemi- — 

and ae ee 1a awediand lowered by cals in various oils are toxic to most TT 
means of a hydraulic lift. ie burners * 

produce a very hot, blow-torch type of conumon! weeds. found dn ici oeend fields: SUMMER TOPPING NECES- 

flame, 2 inches in diameter at the noz- other members of the carrot family are SARY FOR BLACK RASP- 
zle and about 2 feet long. A burner is resistant to these materials. A product BERRIES 
mounted on ch ide of 40, TO¥S which contains the night percentage o 
at ground level. Kerosene, fuel oil, or these chemicals val kill the weeds Summer pruning or topping of 
bottled gas can be used for fuel. In the without: injury, to the: ‘carrots, ost black raspberries is one of the sec- 

t g a other vegetables, however, are severe- f fitabl 
Ithaca tests the liquid-fuel type was ly injured or killed. All the important rets of success or Pro! itably grow- 

used. . annual weeds found in Wisconsin car- ing this crop, especially without 
Small Plants Killed rot fields, with the exception of rag- wires or supports. 

Successful operation of the machine weed are easily killed by the spray. In 3 
is dependent upon the fact that small the case of perennial weeds, such as Terminal canes should be topped 
tender plants can be ‘killed with a quack grass, thistles, etc., the tops are when black raspberries are 18 to 24 
shorter exposure to the flame than can severely burned but the roots are not inches high. Purple raspberries 
larger plants. Therefore, the crop plants killed. should be topped when 18 to 30 

must be larger or otherwise more re- COST—One spray properly applied . hes high. Thi hecks the t 
sistant to heat than the weeds to be when the weeds are small eliminates MNES Mh. Is checks the ter- 
killed. The object is to apply only the first and most expensive hand minal growth and encourages strong 
enough heat to rupture the cells of weeding. Estimates of the cost of branching, and will produce low, 
the weeds, causing silting, dehydra- spraying including material range from stocky plants which will be easier 
tion, and eventually destruction. about $10 to $18 per acre, whereas the Ky 

At Ithaca the machine was used in first weeding when done by hand gen- ‘0 pick next year. Strong branches 
fields of corn, green beans, soybeans, erally costs $20 to $30. Often the scar- are produced better able to carry 
peas, cabbage, and spinach, with vary- city of labor is another factor in favor heavy loads of fruit. Stocky plants 
ing results. The best results were ob- of chemical weeding. ‘ ; 
tained with corn, and the poorest re- SPRAY MATERIAL—Many differ- are also best for tip-layering. 

sults with spinach. The experiments to ent oils, solvents and other chemicals Go over the field several times in 
date indicate that it is entirely pos- have been extensively tested in Wis- order to top the canes at the right 
sible to kill practically all of the weeds consin during the past season. By far height. It is best to cut the main 
in corn without injuring the corn if the most satisfactory materials found Bite : 
the crop is several inches taller than were a group of products used in dry Cane three to four inches or more 
the weeds. The spinach plant seems to cleaning and sold under the general from the tip in order to get wider 
be less resistant to heat than most of name of Stoddard solvent. These ma- angled and stronger crotches than 
the common weeds; therefore, it is terials were highly effective as weed if just the tips were cut. 
difficult, if not impossible, to kill even killers, yet caused no injury to carrots 
small weeds without seriously damag- and no reduction in yield. If canes are allowed to become 
ing the spinach crop. Stoddard solvent is a general term higher than three feet, then topping 

The producers of this machine claim used by the petroleum industry for a tends to produce growth mo stl 
an advantage of flame cultivation over definite type of material but many P 8 y 
ordinary cutlivation in that flame cul- companies use their own brand name. from weak buds. 
tivation does not disturb the soil and However, if one asks for Stoddard The best way to do topping is to 
thereby bring more weed seeds up in- solvent,’ the proper material can un- Il sh 
to the germination zone; therefore, doubtedly be furnished by your regular use a small shears. 
oe the first weed crop has beca kill- oil dealer although it may be sold un- Red raspberries should not be 
ed there will be no more weeds for the der a trade name. i 
season. The experiments at Ithaca tend WHEN TO SPRAY-—Spraying is toppe a Poll hess but allowed to 
to substantiate this claim. generally done when the carrots have grow their full height. Experiments 

The machine might also be useful for from two to four “true” or “fern” have shown damage from summer 
thinning crops and cleaning weeds out leaves and preferably before the weeds topping of reds, 
of nurseries. are over three inchs tall. If th carrots a 
—Condensed from April Farm Re- are to be harvested for bunching, only Blackberries are summer topped 

search, application should be made. (See when about 24 to 30 inches high.
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SOME PROBLEMS IN RE- should be applied as early as pos- UNITED HORTICULTURE FOR 
NEWING STRAWBERRY sible after picking and renewal. THE UNITED STATES 

BEDS The fertilizer can be broadcast | The American Horticultural Council 

Mowing the strawberry bed after and then brushed from the leaves has Been incorporated and fall honk 
+ : inion Of a. - 

harvest for renewal for the second Of the plants with burlap sacks if cultural interests in the United States, 
year may be all right if the cutter done when foliage is dry. Officers include, Robert Pyle, West 
bar of the mower is carried high Grove, Pie Fresident E. L. D. ‘Sey- 

enough to avoid injury to crowns. PLANT FOOD FOR STRAW- € Alles, Hervutlone, Pa Soveure: 
Mowing may help to control leaf BERRIES Treasurer; and a Board of Directors, 
spot and other diseases if the leaves : : A committee was formed to make a 
are carried from the field. How- one Ey Jaren: Yeporing OM declaration and proposal. We quote 
ever, since some leaves will always : y-Browing xp’ § i from this bulletin to give our members 
eae a Ohio, states that plants on good soil. an idea of the purpose of this organi- 
remain in the field the value of ti 

; : frequently do not respond profit- 74ton- 
this can be questioned. «ati PROP. Some growers think ing i ably to the application of large . OSAL 

c growers th mowing 18. mounts of fertilizer, As quoted in After due consideration, we conclude 
detrimental in that it stunts the de- . : . that certain definite ste 

: Hoosier Horticulture, Mr. Judkins Ps may now be velopment of the plant. This may beli that the ‘h , . . taken toward strengthening and uni- 

be especially true in a dry year. We eat us Li e best manu 18 fying Americas horticulture. We pro- 
have seen beds of Beavers that did 7 “7¢T@' @PP ucahion of manure at bie the'creation of a fully represent= the time the soil is prepared for tive nation-wide horticultural body 
not come back after they were ; whose duty shall bi i ¥ ‘ strawberry planting. Even so, a Yi Sageave: tO sponsor. practi: 
mowed and cultivated in a dry sea- |. , P 8: ; cal tasks for the good of all. As feas- son. light dressing of nitrate of soda or jble starting-points, we suggest two 

‘ sulfate of ammonia applied in early specific projects which might conceiv- 
Burning August may be beneficial on light @bly be undertaken at once: 

Some growers burn over straw-  goils. 1, The establishment of a clearing- 

berry beds to reduce weeds and leaf The cultivation and hoeing of the Bouse; with office iand pal, for oe 
: : a . . a is concerning Ame: = 

diseases. Burning may be danger- strawberry plantation is essential ticulture, its organizations and ‘activi. 
ous, however, because it may de- and should be continued throughout ties. Such an office could serve exist- 
stroy healthy foliage. It should the season following the setting of i" horticultural agencies of all kinds 
never be done until the mowed foli- the plants. Strawberries cannot com- without interference and with consid- 
no d Ich dry. bur th il . erable benefit to all, preventing dupli- 
age and muich are dry, but the soll pete successfully with weeds. The cation of effort, disseminating infor- 
moist, and until there is sufficient se of straw mulch is important and mation and pointing out new realms of 
breeze to sweep the blaze quickly helps ensure uniform high yields of 2¢tivity. . 
across the fields. If done during a high quality fruit 2. fhe sponsorship of an over-all 

ue . annual meeting, such as a national hor- dough plants mah Be danaaed. From April 15 Horticulture ticultural conference, for gardeners, 
arrowing ° ows (Boston). plant scientists, professionals and all, 

Tf the rows are wide and plants including amateurs who are interested 

thick, it is necessary to narrow the CERTIFIED in any phase of horticulture. This 
rows, A number of systems have movement should be strong enough to 
iensdeveleped, Tiumeriack aowpilants STRAWBERRY PLANTS elit the support of America’s best 

on the outside of the row are the In Oregon and Washington cer- There are multitudes of other poten- 
youngest and most vigorous, as tifled strawberry plants are now a- tial projects for future consideration, 
many should be left as possible. vailable. It has been found that three Some might not be feasible for a long 

Some growers therefore plow the years of production can be obtained time to come; others would be done 
row only on one side. That leaves a. from certifled stock as compared indirectly ; still others might occur 

. . . merely as a simple consequence of bet- 
part of the middle and all the plants with two years production from ter coordination. 

on one side for the next year. common stock and the certifled Many important and useful organi- 
If the rows are not wide, work- stock gives higher yield of berries. zations already exist in horticulture 

ing through the middle of the row —By The Master Gardener. and it is not intended that this move- 
aad leaving die youngest plants ot ment shall replace, supersede, or com- 

a aving youngest plants ————— aes Pete with any of them. But many new 
each side may work best. A MULE THINKS , . but to what things need to be done, and in a 

Fertilizing The Old Bed purpose? Every human thinks also, broader way, than fat prestatly being . i. . a Teas achieved. We feel that the above steps 
There is good evidence that ni- therefore it is not thinking but the will provide an initial basis for de- 

trogen fertilizer applied immediate- way you think that is important. velopment. (Condensed) 
ly after renewal will help on soils — ———qw«~ 
low in nitrogen which would be most “What did the big firecracker say Guest; Well, good night, and I hope 
likely on the lighter soils. About to the little firecracker?” we haven’t kept you up too late. 
200 Ibs. of ammonium sulphate or “What?” . Host: Not at all. We would have 
equvalént per acre, will pay. It “My pop’s bigger than your pop.” been getting up soon anyway.
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HOW TO RAISE QUEENS 

. By Wm. C. Roberts Regrafting 

I shall attempt to describe a me- (Condensed from May-June 1945 _ 

thod of queen rearing that has giv- issue) After 24 hours in the swarm box 

en me satisfactory results. This me- the cell bars are taken out and the 

thod produces a larger proportion age ry bees are returned to the original col- 

of well-developed queens than any ig i: ae ony. The queen larvae in the started 

other that I have tried. No claim is Se cells are removed and destroyed. A 

made that this is the “best” method. + ae ‘ 4 regraft is then made using hatching 

It is designed to eliminate a large |p Se er, os larvae from the selected breeder 

amount of the environmental varia- a aaa - queen. Into each queen cell, which 

tion which tends to produce all 4 t a is now well provided with Royal 

classes of queens. aaa .Y Jelly, a young 2 oat hour larva is 
Shade “ol | placed. The regrafted queen cells are 

The Swarm Box Ct Best i then placed directly into the finish- 

For starting queen cells the Ny co * ; ing colonies. One frame of 15 to 18 

swarm box is most satisfactory. It | es ia started queen cells is given to each 

consists of a nucleus box that will "a finishing colony. One swarm box 

hold four standard frames. The bot- ey will start enough queen cells for 

tom is screened and the top must fit re \ — three or four good finishing colon- 

tightly all around. A telescoping fie : ; ies. 

cover is desirable. eae 

A strong, populous queen-right F a . The Finishing Colony 
3 ° ‘or quick inspection and to save sas - j 

colony will provide an excellent lifting hives down, tip colony back and The finishing colony is most im- 

source of bees for a swarm box and start from below. portant in good queen rearing. It 

can be used every few days through- Grafting should be populous, with brood in 
out the season without harmful re- Grafting should be started as soon not less than 10 frames. Such a 

sults to the colony. To prepare a as the swarm box is prepared. A colony is usually crowded if con- 

swarm box we go to the selected frame of brood containing 24 to 48 fined in two standard hive bodies. I 

colony, find the queen, set her aside, hour larvae can be selected from prefer three hive bodies for brood 

and shake bees from about six any colony because we are not go- rearing. The upper body is used for 

combs of brood into the swarm box. ing to let these larvae develop any- finishing, and the queen is confined 

Two frames containing unsealed way. Such a swarm box will start to the lower two bodies by a queen 

honey and pollen are put into the 60 to 75 cells. The swarm box is excluder. The frame containing the 

box with the bees, and this is taken given four bars, each holding 15 to bar of queen cells is placed in the 

to a shady place or inside a build- 18 queen cells. Two bars are placed middle of the upper body with four 

ing if the temperature is likely to in each of two frames between the frames of young brood. The other 

be below 60 degrees F. during the combs of honey and pollen in the five combs should contain honey 

next 24 hours. The queen is put swarm box and left 24 hours. The and pollen. The frame of brood on 

back into the colony. Eriough bees upper third of the cell bar frames each side of the cell bar should be 

should be left in the hive to cover should be comb to give the bees bet- principally filled with unsealed lar- 

the brood; if not enough, then the ter cluster support near the queen vae. This requires raising combs 

colony was not populous enough and cells. The swarm box, when pre- with young brood once a week from 
should not have been used. Un- pared, then has about 4 pounds of the brood nest below the excluder. 

covered brood is likely to chill and bees, two combs of honey and pol- The main brood nest of the queen 

the colony will be seriously handi- len, and two frames with queen should be in the second hive body 
capped. cells. with room for expansion into the
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body below. This type of finisher ~ 
permits the queen cells to be finish- S mmer Me 1n 

ed in the middle of the brood nest. u e et gs 
The queen cells are nearest and, in W. : : B k 
fact, between frames of young de- isconsin ee eepers 
veloping worker larvae, A ° ° 

By regrafting young 12 to 24- ssociation 
hour larvae into the abundant supply 
of Royal Jelly in the queen cells — 
froin iwhidh the 48 to 72-hour lar- HONEY ACRES, MENOMONEE FALLS 
vae have been removed, there is less ‘ 
likelihood of neglect in feeding. By 

. . : EAU CLAIRE LAKES PARK, AUGUSTA placing the queen cells in the finish- WEDNESDAY, JULY 24 
ing colony as soon as the regrafting 
is accomplished, the queens are act- Forenoon Pivevanis 

ually produced entirely ina queen July 23. 10:30 am. Assemble at Honey Acres, home of Mr. and Mrs. 

right colony. An additional bar may Walter Diehnelt, east of Menomonee Falls, on Highway 166.-A. M. Demonstration 

be given to the finisher on the fifth of extracting equipment and beekeeping methods used at Honey Acres. Chair- 
or sixth day, at which time two man of meeting, Mr. Walter Diehnelt, President State Association. 

a . . 
frames of young brood from below 11:15 a.m. (Each meeting.) Plans and work of the National Federation of 

the excluder can be raised to the up- State Beekeepers Associations. Mr. Glenn Jones, Secretary, Atlantic, Iowa. 

per hive body. The two frames of oo 

older sealed brood are put below July 24. 10:30 am. Assemble Eau Claire Lakes Park on highway 27, five 

the excluder, and the queen below miles north of Augusta. A. M. Program, demonstration of equipment. Bring 
will keep brood rearing at a high your labor saving devices and gadgets. Chairman, Mr. Robert Knutson, Lady- 
peak. Queen cells finished in this smith, Chairman Northwestern District. 

nner are ready to go to the mat- _—__ 
ing nuclei on the orig of the Noon: Lancheon . . 
11th day after the regraft. 12:00 m. Pot Luck Luncheon. Every family is asked to bring a dish, the 

amount in proportion to the number of members in the family, Suggestions: 

cake, pie, baked beans, potato salad, sandwiches, and similar dishes. 

NATIONAL Coffee and lemonade will be furnished free by the State and District Asso- 

ciations, each person to bring plates, knives, forks, spoons, and glass or cup. We 

ana MEETING will all eat to gether, cafeteria style. 
tlantic, Iowa es 

July 12-13 Afternoon Program 

. . 1:30 p.m. What Value Has Honey? Mrs. Harriet Grace, or Assistant, 

The National Federation of Bee- American Honey Institute, Madison. 
eepers Associations will hold a 2:00 p.m. What the Bee Culture Laboratories have found of value to bee- 
meeting at Atlantic, Iowa, on July keepers. Dr. Jas. I. Hambleton, Division of Bee Culture, Beltsville, Maryland, 

12-13 to study the work of Frank or member of staff. 
C. Pellett on honey plants. The hon- 3:00 p.m. Timely observations about the honey industry. Dr. E. R. Root, 

ey and pollen plants committee of Medina, Ohio, A. I. Root Company. 
the Federation will meet with the ——————________—__ 

a Reckeepers from all over Ameri- Let’s Produce Good Quality Honey 

ca will assemble at Atlantic and it As beekeepers we should be watch- What causes feremenip Hoe Main 
i i i - ful of the kind of honey offered for reason is poor “ripening.” That often- x Wiscon: 

will be an opportunity for Wisc sale in stores. Only the best should be times is due to small entrances or 
beekeepers able to make the 

bears ekeepe s 0 : ‘ sold to consumers so the reputation weak colonies. Bees must evaporate 

trip to meet with leaders in the in- of our product may always be good. moisture from nectar just as is neces- 
dustry. What can we do during the next sary in making maple syrup. Give them 

_—_ month that will help improve quality? openings so they can fan air over the 
ill: How’d t along with First, let’s leave the dandelion, cher- thin nectar, evaporate excess moisture. 

Bill . au yom ee 8 ry blossom, buckwheat and all poor Fact that honey is capped over in y 
your: wife in that fight the other flavored honeys for the bees to eat combs doesn’t prove it is low in mois- 
night? over winter. If we produce more buck- ture or “ripe.” We have seen comb 
Tom: Oh, she came crawling to me wheat honey than the bees can use honey ferment after fully sealed due to 
on her knees. label it as buckwheat. Sell it to those damp weather and weak colonies. Test 

all: > : > who like it, but not to those who do honey by tasting or allowing it to 
Bill: Is that so? What did she say? not like it. drop. With a little experience you will 
Tom: Come from under that Second, produce honey of good body be able to determine if it is ready for 
bed, you coward! that will not ferment. extracting.
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THOUGHTS GLEANED IS DYSENTERY RELATED tricts of the State, Association, this 

WHILE WORKING IN THE TO NOSEMA committee to prepare a bill for in- 

BEE YARD __._ thee i « widetea option (ut, © fy "amo show 
A colony with Jaying workers is that dysentery is caused by bees $3.00 per colony for each colony 

a problem. Sometimes such colonies eating indigestible or poor quality burned by inspectors. The amount 
have cells containing from half doz- stores. In this connection, we are is open for further discussion. 

en to a dozen eggs in each cell and pleased to quote from a letter writ- 
many cells filled. The laying work- ten by Dr. C, L. Farrar, Central Mr. John F. Long, deputy inspec- 
ers persistantly kill queens if united States Bee Laboratory, to Mr. An- tor, was asked, “How many colo- 
with another colony, so it’s best to drew Stevens, Stockbridge. Mr. nies were burned last year?” He re- 

be on the safe side and use a little Stevens sent us on request, samples plied, “About 1,100 colonies.” Bee- 
cyanide on such a colony. of spotting from colonies badly in- keepers argued they are paying a 

—S fected with dysentery wintered in tax of 10 cents per colony on all 

It is difficult to introduce a_ his bee cellar. Dr. Farrar examined their bees. This tax could be consid- 

queen, even a laying queen in a nu- the material and found Nosema ered an insurance fund to pay for 

cleus, to a colony during a time spores present. Was this the cause colonies which are burned. The tax 

when there is no honey flow in May of the dysentery? Here is the para- now brings to the state treasury 

or in summer. The safest way is to graph answering this question: about $4,000 per year, That is only 
use a sprayer and sugar syrup. “Our observations since 1940 in- one-half of the tax, the other half 

Spray all the bees with sugar syrup, dicate that Nosema is basically re- Peing retained in the counties. 
the old colony as well as the queen gponsible for winter dysentery. Will the legislature pass a bill to 
and the nucleus, then unite them di- Colonies having a high Nosema in- allow this tax money, paid by the 
rectly without anything between. fection are more restless than other beekeepers themselves, to be used to 

TT colonies and because of this event pay for colonies burned? We have 
If you kill a colony with foul the uninfected bees will consume a good argument because we are 

ince ce et aie the beet more food. If the stores are of a paying for it ourselves. 
are nol ying. 1€] es trom suc r i ith i 7 j- 

a colony returning will go into ad- gestable cael ot ene mois. ,, Advantages would be: Beekeep- 
jacent hives. They certainly must ture, they may aggravate the con- ers would not be so reluctant to 

carry spores of foulbrood on their dition, Both in Wyoming and Wis- have inspectors check their colo- 
bodies. That’s probably why the consin we have wintered good col- nies. Tt would make inspection work 

colony next to one having foulbrood gyies on pure honeydew stores. The easier if owners could get some- 

sometimes becomes infected. fact that only rarely does one shibg Lor heir idee 
find all of the colonies in an apiary Considering there are about 200,- 

Many beekeepers again found suffering supports the idea that No- 000 colonies of bees in the state, 
that the period between dandelion sema can be considered the major the tax should bring to the state 
bloom and first of the white colver cause and that the quality of food about $10,000 per year instead of 
bloom is a danger period—danger is of secondary importance.” ........ $4,000. Perhaps with more good 

of onan o ood eMac han ; — will on the part of beekeepers from 
is time. Mucl - : 

ey is required to feed larvae, Weak BEEKEEPERS ADVOCATE oe fae te pane ona. oe 
honey. from apple a ee da. STATE PAYMENT FOR A.F.B. assessors to produce more revenue. 

delions. How much easier our work COLONIES BURRED What do you think of the plan? 
is if we have left them plenty of At the meeting of the Northwest- Give us your comments. We will 

honey the fall before and don’t have ern District of the Wisconsin Bee- publish them. 
to feed and how much stronger our keepers Association at Menomonie, an 

colonies ! on May 2, the question of state pay- 
ee ment for colonies with A.F.B. UNCAPPING KNIFE FOR 

A crowd of troubles passed him by, aha by inspectors, came up for SALE 
asthe with courage waited; 1scussion, A 10 inch steam heated 

He sid, “Where do pour troubles fy, A motion was carried that Dis- ping laife and 2 gallon copper 
“We go,” they say, “to those wh trict President, Mr. Robert Knut- boiler with h for sale. Also, 6 

80, 'y say, who ose for 0, 
mope, who look on life dejected, son, Ladysmith, ask State Presi- volt wind d ba 

Who meekly say ‘goodbye’ to hope, we dent, Mr. Walter Diehnelt, to ap- : charger an ittery 

go where we're expected.” point a committee consisting of one Yadio (9 tubes) in good order. 
—Francis J. Allison. member from each of the six dis- Joseph Legner, Knowlton, Wis.
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HOW BEES ARE INDUCED TO attracting bees rather than the fruit 
POLLENIZE PLANTS blossoms. HONEY WANTED 

Discoveries on how bees can be Other experiments which may Cash paid for cars and less 
induced to visit and pollenize flow- have a bearing on fruit pollination [than cars comb and extracted 
ers that are less attractive to them indicate that if bee population is fJhoney. Mail sample and best 
than other plants, is receiving world- small, working bees may visit con- [J price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
wide attention. tinuously only a small section of | Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

In a recent issue of “Time” mag- the orchard, possibly not more than = 
azine, we find this article on the half a dozen trees, returning to 

subject : these again and again. A large bee 
“A bee knows the signs. When population may therefore be neces- Honey 

a foraging worker returns to the sary for best pollination, especially e 
hive laden with pollen or nectar, when wéather is unfavorable for Containers 
she executes a stylized dance pro- continuous bee flight. We now have a good supply of 
claiming her success. Fellow work- Sa 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails. 
ers, by smelling the dancing bee, HONEY RATIONED IN Also the 5 Ib. 3 Ib., 2 Ib., and 1# 

can tell at once what kind of flower SWITZERLAND and 8 oz. glass jars. We can 
she has been playing around with. make immediate shipment. 
jn on hopefully, searching April last brought Swiss beekeep- gee hee use 

i ling flowers. ers the unwelcome news that the for your new honey crop. 
“First to interpret the bee law sugar allowance for the winter of Write for complete Price List. 

of dance and scent was Prof. Karl 1945-46 would have to be reduced Order through your State Bee- 
von Frisch of the University of Mu- to three-quarters of the 1944-45 keepers Association. 
nich. Near a hive he placed a square amount. In consequence, the author- 
of cardboard perfumed with ber- ities instructed beekeepers to reduce Honey Acres 
gamot oil, and on it a dish full of their apiaries to three-fourths of 
sugar syrup. Fifty yards away he the 1944 number of colonies. (Hon- MENOMONEE FALLS, WIS: 
arranged a row of cards. None ey, it may be recalled, is strictly 

offered syrup, but each had a dif- rationed in Switzerland, and no 
ferent scent. One was oil of ber- ee 4M Ibs. (2 kg.) oy HONEY SECTIONS 
gamot. ny 0 e extracted crop is allowe a 

“The professor fed twelve bees to be kept for the bees, plus one kg. eee - in = 
on the bergamot-scented syrup. They per head of the household for the duction of comb honey. Sections 
returned to the hive and danced family’s use. All the rest must be are plentiful and comb honey is 
their dance. Within an hour, 216 sold, and beekeepers have the joy not under a ceiling price. 
bees paid calls on the sugarless, (?) of keeping strict account of WOODEN WARE 
bergamot-scented card. coupons they receive for it. We Like every other bee supply 

“By similar trickery, beemen can rather wonder how the law is en- dealer we are very short on 

lure their bees to almost any flow- forced; but the Swiss are a con- hives, frames, covers, etc. When 
: : sent 4: the lumber strikes are settled we 

er. Red clover, for instance, is not scientious and law-abiding folk, and will again have a full line of 

particularly attractive. But if a few possibly there is little evasion.) wooden ware. 
bees are fed syrup from a small From April The Bee World, Eng- LOTZ QUALITY SECTIONS 
dish resting on a pile of red clover land. Featuri 
blossoms, their dances and scent in- rt Top quality material—Glossy polish 
cite other bees to pollenate red clo- 1 —Smooth dovetails—Oval V-grooves 

ver, increasing its crop of seed.” —Accurate dimensions—Fine work- 

There are reasons to believe that Everybody’s Talking About i nee 1 i 
this method may soon be adopted The Bick © Macast for comb honey, why not produce 
in Wisconsin. Bees are often at- 2 eerers: Srasazme more, and increase your profits? 
tracted to competing plants because -*- Remember, there is no ceiling price 

the nectar of such plants is more It’s Spicy—It’s Independent on comb honey. « 

concentrated than is that of plants A toe : 
they want pollenized. This is took introductory subscription offer today. Prices wall fn en it 
ably the case with red clover, sweet 4 

clover, if blooming at the same time, Elmer Carroll — Publisher a LOTZ, COMPANY 

being more attractive. Bee Supplies 
Fruit growers may at times find Rt. 5, Box 181 Lansing, Mich. BOYD WISCONSIN 

dandelions or other plants to be $$
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WILD FLOWERS ENTOMOLOGIST WORKS IN 
Coe im DOOR AND KEWAUNEE 

a|\° COUNTIES 
Our Wisconsin Wild Flower Pe . 

protection law is not very clear, and [iwi ese Mr. Jim O’Neal, discharged In- 
perhaps not very good, but never- / fantry Captain, has joined the De- 
theless should be enforced. partment of Economic Entomology, 

Chapter 343.442 protects the fol- | \ and will be stationed this summer at 

lowing varieties: “American Lotus, , r Sturgeon Bay, address, P. O. Box 
Trailing Arbutus, (Epigaea repens) i = 542, 
or any species of lady’s-slipper N\ iP = Mr. O’Neal will do research 
(Cypripedium), or any members of - work on control of codling moth 
the orchid family (Orchidaceae) yN and other apple insects in Door and 
trillium (Liliaceae) or any species, & Se paps Kewaunee Counties, according to 
or any American bittersweet, or any assem A Dr. John Lilly, under whose super- 
pitcher-plants (Turk’s caps) or any —— SS — vision he will be working, 
wood ilies.” ee SS ee 

The term “or any pitcher plants [lies — eS DR. C. L. FLUKE IMPROV. 
(Turk’s caps) or any wood lilies,” ———< a , ING 
is not clear. In court such terms eae 
might be seriously questioned. A : . We are glad to report to the 
change in the law a make it more Along with other canning crops, many feats of Dr. c L. Fluke 

clear seems necessary. the acreages of beets for canning that he is improving in health. He 
The law further says, “these increased rapidly in the state dur- is on leave of absence from his 

plants shall not be rooted up, de- ing the war years. _ Wisconsin duties for the summer months. The 
stroyed, removed or carried away,” throughout the war maintained its orchard insect work is now under 
etc., “without the written permis- lead in the production of vegetables the supervision of Dr. John Lilly. 
sion of the owner or person entitled for canning. Last year Wisconsin SSS 

to ene b . had 5,600 acres of beets for can- NO MAGAZINE IN JULY 
e law also says the provision |. . 

of this subsection ghall er pre- ames and produeticnt seaciies 61,600 The July issue of Wisconsin 
vent licensed nurserymen from sell- t0®S- Yields per acre were particu- Horticulture will be combined with 
ing, shipping or otherwise disposing larly high last year, and with favor- August and will reach our mem- 

of any of said plants when such able prices the crop accounted for bers about August 1. It is called 
plants have been officially inspected more than a million dollars of the the July-August issue. 
and certified.” . state’s cash farm income. From the These are the only two month: 

duced 3,444,324 cans of beets. ed so that we send out eleven is- 
— sues per year. 

WISCONSIN LEADS IN PRO- In the value per acre, beets for 

BET ae TS FOR sanning . tantked fifth highest of Tall, slender George Bernard 
Wisconsin’s field crops. Only to- Shaw was once twitted by the ro- 

Wisconsin ranks first among the acco, tommercial onions, cranber- tund Gilbert K. Chesterton with 
states in the production of beets for ries, and strawberries had higher the remark: “To look at you, Shaw, 

canning. Last year the canning beet crop values per acre. With an aver- 2 Person would think there was a 
crop in the state accounted for age of nearly $209 per acre, the famine in England.” 
about a third of the nation’s out- | 1 f beets f ss Fixing his gaze on the over- 
put, according to the Crop Report- crop value of Deets Tor canning 19 stuffed figure of his companion, 
ing Service of the Wisconsin and Wisconsin was about two and one- Shaw replied, “And to look at you, 
United States Departments of Agri- third as large as the average crop Chesterton, he’d think you were the 
culture. value per acre for peas for canning. cause of it.”
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TO MAKE MEETINGS MORE of factors. Most important is the HUNGER 
SUCCESSFUL size of the crowd in relation to size HOOVER REPORTS TO THE 

Wanted! Ideas That Will Help °F the hall. Supposing you have 20 pROPLE — The Hon. Herbert 
Make Meetings More Pleasant, "™¢mbers in your club. Everyone is Hoover, in a Chicago address May 

More Interesting, More present, but meeting is in a hall with 17 said in part: 
Desirable 100 chairs, 80 of them empty. Com- - 

What ha nization di pare spirit of the group with a time Of the Four Horsemen of the 

pals ts your oreniaion fone hn they mec mee rom have APSA, ene named War 
: : ing 22 chairs, only two empty. It (#8 sone at least, tor a walle. 

pleasant and more inducive for makes a difference But Famine, Pestilence and Death 
members to come to the next one? Noise j di t bi I are still charging over the earth. 

There is actually competition be- |... when ae Aces aaa oe aon And the modern world has added 
tween organizations these days for avoid ‘meeting’ on a, main’ hi io four more to this evil brigade. 
attendance at meetings. There are on which bedi nd aaa Y Their names are Destruction, 
so many organizations that hold ass in large be ues Drought, Fear and Revolution. 
meetings, folks can’t go to all of P S d ge num es . This crisis is not alone due to war 
them. They do go to those that ap- jane al 1 arate 4 Gor mama destruction of agriculture. On the 

peal most. We would like to hear Those who attended conv tion, f tee or Ale clans on pratt pied 
from anyone who has observed the i. Wisconsin Garden Cl ‘b Wed ord rought in the Mediterranean, 

things that have been done by an ation at the Pfister Hotel in ‘1945 egrongiit in-Endia, engine hm, 
organization that has made meet- i) semember how difficult it was “We Americans, the British, the 
ings the kind folks like to attend. 1, pear speakers in a very large Canadians, the Australians, the 
We will publish such suggestions. room, with high ceilings, and no Swedes, the Argentinians, and 

Arrangement of Chairs sound insulation. most of the Western Hemisphere 
for Meeting are ons ing cre 

. . per day right now. | ,000, 
peal wee Lous Bast had night PIONEER HORTICULTURISTS people should receive no more re- 
help determine the success of a It occurred to me recently that I. lief, and if we assume that their 
meeting. but it is a factor, and one had not read in “Horticulture” an own remaining resources could be 
easily improve d upon, The average account of one of the pioneers of evenly distributed, which they 
janitor likes to have his room look the state, one Count Agostin could not, the measure of their 

neat. He will arrange chairs in Hirasthzy by name, _who among hunger with the caloric yardstick 

straight lines, with one chair tight other experiments tried to raise is about as follows: About 100,- 

against the next one, That means grapes, was unsuccessful, and later 000,000 people would be reduced 
the audience is seated closely to- went to California. Here, however, to the 2,000 calory level; About 
gether without room to change po- he was successful and President 100,000,000 more people would be 
sition. If the hall is wide those on Lincoln sent him to Europe to get reduced to an 1,800 calory level; 

the outside must face inward. If the cuttings. He returned with hundreds About 150,000,000 more would be 
stage is not high, they must look of grape cuttings and has been put reduced to an 1,500 calory level; 

between the people in front. If down by the historian “Bancroft” About 150,000,000 more would be 
flitse people are alsovsitting-closdly =* the father of horticulture in the reduced to an 1,200 calory level; 
together, it is very difficult to see. United States. and about 300,000,000 more would 

The frat rile, iheavis wetveam . Also of interest to horticultur- ¢ et a a 900 a pas 

ple space between chairs. Second, ietey Fi Ge Jx Loaders came to °F ee that soe “ 
if there are to be lantern slides, an Sauk Prairie in July, 1841—some- “As we descend this scale, we 
aisle must be provided in the cen- times on foot, part by boat. A bot- move step by step from the stage 
ter for the projector, Third, if the anist sent out by the Academy of of hunger to the stage of disease 
hall is wide the chairs should be Natural Science of Hamburg, fresh and epidemics, to the stage of 
arranged in . semi-circle so all may from a visit Dr. Asa Gray, and on _ public disorder, to the stage of 

face forward. Fourth, if the hall is his way to visit with Dr. Engelman starvation of all but the strongest, 

duit wide, dere abould be ot least of St. Louis, a fellow horticultur- and, finally, at less than 900 calor- 
three aisles, one on each side, and ist. Later returned to Sauk City, ies we come to mass starvation. 
cue in the center settled on a little farm, built a The Nazis at Buchenwald and Bel- 

. Chalet-like house and indulged his sen gave that amount to their 
The Hall botanical leanings to his heart’s con- prisoners. But long before a popu- 

Most speakers are very sensitive tent.”—‘The Wisconsin” Aug. Der- lation is reduced to these lower 
to the spirit of the audience. This _leth. levels, government would break 
spirit may depend upon a number By Paula Jussen, Ripon. down.”
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
__ OFFICERS DIRECTORS Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 

eed SS a Bot ae Toch Be eae 
Franke Bayer. Reo. See.-Treas, 4668 No. 4st St., Hasta jens Witewater Pro Wiosdn Medion 

Milwaukee 9 ‘Walter , Oconomowoc 

Gladiolus Society Holds Flower 
Arrangement School 

The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society is a favorite. The needle point hold- does not need to be followed closely. 

held its first gladiolus arrangement er is good, and the daisy type ranks The important thing is to have an 

school on April 28 in Milwaukee. third. Flowers as heavy as gladio- arrangement look right. 

The demonstrator was Dorothy Bid- lus must be anchored well. Florist’s The style of container determines 

dle, Pleasantville, N. Y. The school modeling clay is necessary to anchor the style of an arrangement. Given 

was very successful; the program heavy arrangements. Answering the a large basket with a square handle, 

was excellent. question as to the difference be- one wondered what type of arrange- 

Miss Biddle is very capable in tween florist’s modeling clay and ment she would make for it. She 

presenting the principles of arrang- modeling clay used by children, she said the square handle on the basket 

ing gladiolus in a practical and ar- said florist’s clay is best because it called for a very stylized arrange- 

tistic manner of value to both grow- will “stick better.” ment, rather than natural which 

ers and the garden club members She was asked, “Is it permissible would be the case with a round 

who attended. to use scotch tape and wire?” “Yes,” handle. The round handle basket 

_ The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society she said, “use anything, as long as would be much easier to use. She 

is to be congratulated on its new it cannot be seen.” made a beautiful arrangement with 

project of presenting to members angem . bbe two colors of glads following lines 

educational features of this type. - Pl t Wee Re of the handle of the basket, 
The officers are now planning other a Trend in Arrangements 
arrangement schools, and are dis- The first interesting arrangement 

cussing a two-day convention with was witha rubber plant as an ac- The trend among garden clubs 

speakers who are authorities on cessory and only three short gladi- today is to make arrangements quite 

gladiolus growing subjects. olus. She explained that one can stylived, Miss Biddle said. Streane 
4 . di ined arrangements are the present- 

Fundamental Prnciples For buy rubber plants in the dime store diy tendency) nek the natural, Gyo 

Arranging Gladiolus for about 35 cents each. They come 
. Y " wrapped in moss, She uses them made years ago, but arrangements 

Gladiolus give an arrangement that way without cutting the roots m oe . 4 
color and line,” said Miss Biddle. and they make a fine accessory for i - i : le: was given ‘a roun 

The two most important words in an arrangement. After using it the &°S °° suitable for a dinner 
ag arrangement are (1) weight plant is placed in a pot and kept table. We wondered yhat noe = 

ow, and (2) watch out for the growing. She stated she had two in First chi oh sed in th ies pe ha 
voids or open spaces. . use all the time. rst she placed in the glass bowl a 

Under the topic “keep weight Tis 5 . hairpin holder fastened to the bot- 

low,” she said, “If you put weight € next interesting arrangement tom with clay, To hide the holder 
high, put more low, If a bowl is was, one in a chick feeder ee she put in evergreens around it; 

too small, use a larger one. Fill in inches long by about 8 inches wide, then used white gladiolus in an oval 
the open spaces by establishing in- and one inch deep. It had been shaped arrangement. She placed 
teresting voids. A low point of in- painted green and ‘made an inex- pale pink gladiolus in the center of 
terest is important.” pensive but interesting container. the arrangement and said, “Don’t 

H For Arr Speaking on the height of an ar- make both sides of a dinner table 

olders For Arrangements rangement, she said the rule that arrangement alike. Be sure to have 

Miss Biddle exhibited various the height must be 114 times the them different so as to be more in- 

types of holders, the hair pin type height of the container is good, but _ teresting.
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Officers In Charge SPRAYING GLADS SOILS FOR GLADS 
Mr. Leland Shaw, president, in- FOR THRIPS Meeting Mr. Paul Hoppe of 

troduced Miss Biddle, and Mr. Da- We asked members of the Board Madison one morning early in May, 
vid Puerner, in charge of local ar- of Directors of the Wisconsin Glad- we got into an animated discussion 
rangements, did a good job in pro- iolus Society how they will spray on this question: Which is most im- 
viding gladiolus, containers and ac- to control thrips this season. Here portant in growing good gladiolus 
cessories, and helped Miss Biddle are some answers. flowers, the fertility and character 
during her lecture. Mr, F. M. Bay- Archie Spatz, Wausau, vice-pres- of the soil, or the quality of the 
er, secretary-treasurer, was in charge ident, says: “Will use Paris Green bulb? 
of tickets. Vice-president Archie at the start and then switch to Tar- The discussion brought out sev- 
Spatz of Wausau and his family tar Emetic. No reason, just making eral factors. When it was over, we 
came the greatest distance. A num- a test, May try DDT ona small sec- had agreed on these points: 
ber of members drove more than @ tion to see what it will do.” @) A wood. youse bulb 18 more 
hundred miles to attend the meeting. Mr. Spatz treated his bulbs this important than a ‘fertile ‘soil. ‘You 

—H. J. R. season with Lysol and his bulblets (34 raise a good flower on rela- 

with Ceresan. . tively poor soil if you have plenty 
D.M. Puerner, Milwaukee, of water. 

GLADIOLUS SPIKES SHOULD writes: “I will stick to the old stand- (2) With irrigation and good 
ALWAYS BE SHIPPED by of Tartar Emetic this summer. cing bulbs. a os eri non . 

VERTICALLY All bulbs were treated with Lysol at 7°08 Jt otitnt flowers on ceil cela, 
In tests conducted by the U. S. De- Tate of 1 tablespoon to 1 gallon wa- tively low in plant food, if he ap- 

partment of Agriculture in cooperation ter. I used new improved Ceresan lies water whenever e ded 
with the Society of American Florists, for quick treatment for planting the phes: ‘water! nm Vv HE : 
it was demonstrated that gladiolus jane day.” (3) If water is lacking, we can- 
blooms should always be shipped in ” :. not grow good flowers even with 
a vertical position because curving of Mr. Puerner remarks that his mod bulbs andes qe have soil with 
the tips takes place when they are first planting was made April 7th ® : 
placed horizontally. The report of the and they were up May Ist. a lot of organic matter or humus. 
experiment published in the March 7th Theodore Woods, Madison On soil with plenty of organic mat- 
issue of The Florists’ Review, makes ie te 7 aie ” ter, moisture will be retained and this statement in part? writes: “T will use this formula for d fl devel B il 

“ : : _ spraying; 114 oz. Tartar Emetic, 6 800 Mowers develop. But on sot Not all gladiolus shippers are fa lacking in organic matter, without miliar with the fact that the tips bend tablespoons honey to 3 gallons wa- 5 Ecce vill affect * 
or curl when the spikes are laid flat ter.” He will spray at least once Water, drought will affect growt 
for even a short time. In our tests with every two weeks, He has used this and results will be poor, 
Picard, ladioli, placed horizontally, . . : ith irricati 4 ‘ 
this coving ‘was observed to take place solution for several years and in (4) ne ye ee : = 

within one and one-half hours at room his opinion, it’s the best way to pay to have humus and good fer- 
temperature and in the same region keep thrips under control. tility. 
where growth occurs, which is near Mr. Woods says he treated his (5) To grow good bulblets a por- 

the tip of the spike. Curving took place bulbs with new improved Ceresan, ous soil of good fertility is required, 
whether the flower spikes were in the 2 . 5 : ” 
light or in the dark. three-fourths pound to 25 gallons and again, humus will be a big help 

“They did not bend toward the light, Water, plus 174 oz. Dreft. The if irrigation is not available. 
but merely curved upward. Regardless bulbs were dipped for five minutes, Without irrigation, mulching with 
of whether the spikes were in a tem- stirring constantly. Bulblets were straw will be of help. 
perature of 80 degrees or 32 degrees dipped 30 minutes. He has had ex- 
Fahrenheit, they still curved, although 1 1 wa . 
this was barely noticeable even after Céllent results with this method. WANTED! 
three days at 32 degrees. However, ——— GLADIOLUS SHOW TROPHY 
when those held horizontally for three ‘ : : : 
days at 32 degrees were tater placed TRIPLE CITY GLADIOLUS The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society 
upright at a higher temperature in con- SHOW, BINGHAMPTON, requires two more trophies to be 
tainers of water, the tips continued to donated for the seedling show, ac- 
curve at right angles to the spikes. NEW YORK, August 13-14 . 8 ‘ 
The lower temperature had only re- Orie of the 1 < cording to the trophy committee, 
tarded the curving effect. eck, ei Tate ate ped consisting of Walter Krueger, O- 

“The amount of tip curvature was aan: show manager Tyle , Hills conomowee, Chairman ; Frank Bay- 
greater at 80 degrees than at 45 to 50 5.’ ger, tyler » er, Milwaukee, and David Puerner, 
degrees. The tips of the spikes in the a. Milwaukee. 

boxes curled even more than those in —__ . Who will volunteer to give a tro- 

the light. This was due to the higher _ August 24-25. Michigan Gladiolus phy suitable for seedlings? Write relative humidity of the air in the Society annual exhibition, Michigan : 
boxes as compared with that of the League Building, University, Ann Ar- Walter Krueger, 657 E. Washing- 
room air.” bor. Michigan. ton Street, Oconomowoc.
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Garden Gleanings 
NITROGEN FERTILIZER WHY WILD FLOWERS by Dr. Massey ; DDT Controls Rose 

FOR LAWNS DISAPPEAR Midge; Fungicides and Insecticides 

Lawns need nitrogen treatment at According to Wild Flower, the for Garden Roses; and a number 
regular intervals. The fading out of disappearance of 99.99 per cent of of others, 

a lawn is almost a sure sign of all wild flowers has been and will The American Rose Annual is 
nitrogen starvation. Ammonium sul- continue to be due, not to picking, published by the American Rose 
fate can be applied at intervals of but to over-grazing, fires and de- Society, Harrisburg, Pa. R. T. Al 
every four or five weeks at the rate forestation, with the resulting ero- . . 
of 5 pounds per 1,000 square feet. sion and siltage; also to agricul- Jen is secretary of the Society, and 

After the application, the lawn tural, commercial and real estate editor of the Annual. This annual 
should be thoroughly soaked down. developments. Laws to prevent is the 31st Year Book of the So- 

Organic sources of nitrogen such picking are no longer favored as ciety. 

as sewage disposal fertilizers, com- they are difficult or impossible to Dues in the American Rose So- 
post, or rotted manure are excel- enforce and apply only on public. 
lent, and have the additional value property. A property owner can ciety are $3.50 per year, or three 

of supplying organic matter, thus not be prevented by law from pick- years for $10. It includes all publi- 
increasing the water-holding capaci- ing, digging, or destroying native cations. 

ty of a soil and giving the turf plants, or from delegating that right 
more resilience, to another. 

A shaded garden results in a From April 15 Horticulture HARDY ROSES FOR LIGHT 
rather tall, spindly foliage growth (Boston). SOIL 
In fact, the effect of shade is to Editor’s note: As Albert M. Ful- 

produce pretty much the same sort ler, Curator of Botany at the Mil- _ Prof. G. Wm. Longenecker, De- 
of growth that an excess of nitro- waukee Public Museum, has stated: Partment of Horticulture, Univer- 
gen produces. Plants will grow veg- if we want to save our wild flowers S!tY of Wisconsin, who has charge 
etables and will fail to bloom (of we must set aside as public preser- 0f the University grounds and plant- 
course, some species require shade). ves such areas as contain choice ‘8, '§ of the opinion hy brid tea 
but the point I am making is that wild flowers. roses do not do well on light soils. 

nitrogen fertilizers used on plants It will be worth while to have 1m one of the university gardens 
growing in shade will accentuate more preserves so many of our fine where there is sandy subsoil, hybrid 
this spindly vegetative foliage wild flowers may not disappear en- ¢4 Toses have winterkilled severe- 

growth. Therefore, be very careful _ tirely. ly in spite of good covering, and 
about the use of nitrogen fertilizers ——_— in dry seasons have not performed 
on shaded gardens and flower beds. THE 1946 ROSE ANNUAL well. 

It is true that the use of fertilizers The 1946 American Rose Annual, In his opinion, if we really wish 
rich in phosphorus and potash will Year Book of the American Rose ' grow hybrid teas on light soils, 
tend to offset and partly overcome Society, came the last of April. Its We should start from the bottom by 
the effect of shade or excess nitro- a fine piece of work, well illustrated filling in with heavy soil and plenty 

gen, and we recommend such mix- with colored pictures of roses. The °f humus. 
tures as 0-20-20 or even 0-9-27 for more than 50 articles in the book However, Rugosa roses have done 
shaded gardens or on soils which are written by amateur rosarians quite well in this light soil. They 
are rich in nitrogen. and professionals. too will profit by addition of or- 

By Prof. C. J. Chapman in mim- Some of the titles of chapters ganic matter, fertilizer, and water. 

eographed circular “New Ideas on are: Planting for Landscape Effect ; Rugosas are very hardy, have at- 
Fertilizers for Lawns and Gardens.” Some Worth While Species of tractive leaves, beautiful flowers. 

——_—_—_—_ Roses; A Basis for Better Garden Such varieties as Agnes, Conrad F. 
Curious Visitor: “What are yor Roses by the Brownells of Little Meyer, F. J. Grootendorst, ‘Pink 

going to do with the tree when yor Compton, Rhode Island, whose two Grootendorst, Sir Thomas Lipton, 

chop it down?” roses, V for Victory and Shades of ‘Sarah Van Fleet, and Max Graf 
Woodsman: “Chop it up.” Autumn are shown in full color; Will make a nice collection. 

. — Common Errors in Rose Growing In central Wisconsin, especially 
Tourist : Any big men born here? by T. E. Pfister; Observations From where there is light soil, they will 
Native: Nope, best we can do is the Northwest; Rose Soil Balanc- give much better results than the 

babies. ing; Black Spot Can Be Controlled, less hardy hybrid tea.
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DO NOT USE LIME IN YOUR THOUGHTS ON ROSE BLACK should be brought back into the 
GARDEN UNLESS IT IS SPOT CONTROL a Placed in a fete 

and w: mor A 
NEEDED Dusting or spraying the soil a- little commercial fertilizer will help. 

_ Recent articles appearing in na- round rose buses to kill infection In November place it in a sunny 

tional garden magazines with titles by black spot has been suggested. window and give more food and 

such as, “Liming Receives _New Such treatment is likely to be inef- water. It should be kept in the sun 
Evaluation,” should be read critical- fective. Reason: diseased leaves while buds are coming out, and 
° and any kien a a should from the year before are likely watered only when dry. 

fe done in the light 0: Isconsin be scattered over the entire garden as 

conditions rather than those else- area, even into neighbor’s yard’s. 

where. . While we do not jose figures on PLANT LILACS IN FALL 
In this connection, may we repeat the number of spores of black spot Mr. Willard Gorman of McKay 

paragraphs written by Prof. C. J. carried over on a single leaf, we Nursery Company prefers to plant 

Chapman of the Soils Department, get a fair idea when we consider lilacs in fall. In fact, he advised 

Wisconsin College of Agriculture, black spot of roses is quite similar gardeners this spring who ordered 
in his bulletin, “New Ideas On Fer- to apple scab. A single square inch ‘ather late, not to plant them, but 
tilizers For Lawn and Gardens. of a scabby surface of apple leaf to wait until next fall to do so. 

Under this heading The Use of may contain 50,000 to 75,000 spores. _ Prof. G. Wm. Longenecker of the 
Lime Questioned,” he says: These spores are shot into the air Horticulture Department, affirms 

“Most garden soils are well sup- and travel in the wind for some dis- this opinion. He says when he 
plied with hime. im our Cae tance. planted lilacs in spring and more 

find 99% of them abundantly sup- tive help in control of apple scab bloomed first. 

plied with lime. Moss growing in by spraying the entire orchard area | 
o Iston 45: not on’indication..of acid- and at least 50 feet beyond by what is DDT FOR GLADIOLUS 

ity, as many people believe. It is known as the “ground Spray, uS- THRIPS 

usuall an indication of a shaded, '"8 Elgetol, one-half percent in wa- H had i i 
y an. sas , ter in early spring. Every foot of as anyone had experience 1n 

rather moist condition, and most * controlling gladiolus thrips with frequentlyy found on the north side surface in the orchard must be cov- DDT? Locking through the J 
of buildings: ered, however ; even scattered leaves 7 0 Economie Ent aeks “foe 

“The city water supply in most will cause infection. This method 1045. weare uinable'to fin a ete 

localities in Wisconsin contains is probably not practical in city gar- of an eriment cousin last 
lime . The sprinkling of our lawns Reto: garde can’t spray our year , “he subject. We have 

and gardens tends to build up the . heard reports th D’ 
lime supply of our soils. Frequent dusting with sulphur or fo, thrips, but there cents he 

“Before applying lime to any gar- Fermate will for the present atleast, 5 evidence. Is it necessary to use 
den or lawn it is by all means es- a ie ne most Practical a sweetener? 

sential that samples of soil be tested control for black spot of roses. Fre- ‘ 

to determine first of all whether quency and timeliness is more im- a neo rs a to hear from 
they need lime. portant than the materials used. yt e wee 

“There are a few vegetables and Black spot is more serious in rainy 

a number of cultivated flowers that than in dry weather. To Fit the Crime 

prefer an acid reaction in the soil. __— A Detroit schoolteacher was giv~ 
Among garden crops prefering an THE CHRISTMAS CACTUS ‘22 ticket recently for driving 
acid reaction are strawberries, po- IN SUMMER through a stop light, which called 
tatoes, watermelons, and_ possibly . for her appearance in traffic court 
black raspberries. It is best to plunge the pot of the following Monday. She went 

“The native leaf mold in wood- Christmas Cactus out in the garden at once to the judge, explained that 

lands is invariably acid.” under a shrub or in a shady spot she had to teach on Monday, and 
Oe and forget about it during the sum- asked for immediate disposal of her 

Correct This mer. It might be watered once a case. “So you're a schoolteacher,” 
The victim said that when he left month or so. This helps in matur- said the judge. “Madam, your 

the cafe with his two pretty com- ing the plant. It will probably presence here fulfills a longstanding 
panions he had $60 on him besides look a little shriveled in the fall, ambition of mine. You sit right 
several pockets full of loose change. but given this treatment it will do down at that table and write ‘I 
But after being hit on the head he better next winter. Then in fall be- went through a stop sign’ 500 

says he woke up without a dame. fore there is danger of frost it times.” —Kablegram
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Adapting the Garden to Modern Life 
By F. Elmer Hallberg, Landscape Architect, Hopkins Minnesota 

In the March issue of the Min- we can read without being eaten up design of the entire project. Elec- 
nesota Horticulturist, Mr. Hall- by mosquitoes. All these things en- tric lights may be provided and per- 
berg, landscape architect, presents courage enjoyment of outdoor liv- haps also a concealed water faucet 
interesting ideas on what the garden ing. and sink, Moving to another scene 
of the future will be like. “We must be honest. We can’t in this simply designed property, 

Future Gardens do everything nor can we have perhaps a pool occupies the center 
everything. If we own only a small area of the terrace under the large 

“The architect is ready to design city place we must simplify. Per- floor-length windows of the living 
a house for you which is planned haps there is room for only one room. The plant material is used as 
for modern living. This house will garden picture. If we try to make architectural detail. Care is taken 
turn its service area toward the too many pictures each will conflict that the design is as good in winter 
street while the living room will with the other. So we must decide as in summer. Such gardens form 
face the garden. The house will be what we really want most of all a simple and restful background for 
as close to the street as possible and concentrate on this picture. If modern living. 
with garage and service entrance in it is to be successful we must also “Modern living seems to hold one 

the front of the house. Most likely, decide that we are willing to care rather alluring prospect for the fu- 
the Planting in a front be will for it. ture. It seems to be the opinion of 

Hite i ete aosee atvl kos gun a people will be leaving. the narrow 
the public. Low hedges will be used. a be ial _ Place to live just outside its fringes. 
to emphasize the design of the ‘8 Toom wi & Pose, Bee” this wears that we can develop a 

house, or perhaps a wild crab apple ae i enclosure yu be ‘simp Is much more detailed landscape Be. 
or thorn apple will grow up close es rubs will be enosen of suc” ture without being restricted as we to the foundation to form a pro- varieties and placed in such posi- ~ h ttempt d - 

3 tions that they will enhance the bor- 2" Wien attempts are mace to ie 
tecting canopy over the doorway. produce the naturalistic landscape There need not always be ever- ders. The flower borders themselves id tHe ciéy: ‘However. even on 2 

greens. hi 2 oo a home site an one or two acres ia 
“The private area in the rear of ey, will be widesenougn to. allow impli i 

the house will be the best part of fF masses of each variety. There {vin Me same Pair of Simpicatc 
the grounds. The house is designed will be repetition throughout the tiny determines what kind a a pic- 
so that the living room opens up Sarden to give emphasis. At each ii ‘Should be built. Tf there are 
ee this a area. = ee flower which will sing the theme ™any trees the most natural picture 

ang room ‘will, give ‘the’ effect ‘0: song while the others provide a sub- would be a woodland scene. If the 
being only a shelter in the garden. : 4 grounds are flat and treeless the 
The out-of-doors with its glorious ducd accompaniment. Thus we build me 1 - 

0 a series of garden symphonies Prairie scene would be most appro 
sunshine, the moods of weather— 8 ymp riate. If £ Ni ’s th i : , ° through the season. prate: one Oe ature et emes 18 
spring, summer, fall = ages are Seuall:Gurdion used we will obtain a simple, satis- 
the dominant notes of the picture. 8 fying picture. 

In such a garden we begin to live “Then there is the conventional- “If the most appropriate natural 
and to express ourselves. ized garden where the owner would theme were thus chosen for every 

“Of course we are not apt to ex- have too little time to care for the outdoor living room we would have 
press ourselves with all the world more elaborate garden. No attempt a diversity in our landscape pic- 
watching us. Therefore, we must js made to reproduce a natural land- tures, Today most people select their 
have privacy. The outdoor living scape. The area is strictly another shrubs for their blossoms. They 
space must be enclosed with ma- room: of the house, that is, an out- seem to be oblivious of the more 
terial of sufficient height and thick- door room. The enclosures are regu- subtle qualities of the picture theme. 
ness to give a sense of freedom lar and are formed with a few ma- One cannot reproduce the natural 
from observation. The living space terials. The limited ground area landscape with lilacs, pink honey- 
will be furnished for our comfort may be pavement laid in interesting suckle, and hydrangeas. One must 
and enjoyment. There must be a patterns. There are seats and tables use the modest loveliness of Na- 
place to sit. Also we may want an and perhaps a screened shelter. The ture’s palette to paint a satisfying 
open fire and a place to cook meals; outdoor fireplace is an important picture. There are no lovelier plants 
or we may need a cool shelter where unit but is carefully tied into the than our pink-blossomed wild crab
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ith its rugged gray stems, or the THE BIGGEST TREES OF These are the aristocrats—but 
awthorn in its bridal gown of AMERICA there are others, so massive they 
hite and gay with bright red jew- Two years ago, the American stagger the imagination. Among the 
Iry when the leaves are gone. No Forestry Association went out to oaks, a magnificent white oak at Wye 
orticultural shrub can rival the discover the largest remaining speci- Mills, Maryland, is twenty-seven 
Id canopy of the sumac with dark mens of native American trees. feet,eight inches in circumference; 
ysterious shadows playing through Only one champion had been de- a black oak near Millbrook, New 

its slanting trunks, nor can any finitely recorded. It was the Gener- York, twenty-four feet, nine inches ; 
orticultura] shrub lend such bril- al Sherman, a gaint sequoia, with a a bur oak, with a circumference of 

liant color to the landscape when it circumference of slightly more than twenty-three feet, eight inches, 
s been kissed by the frosty eve- 101 feet. Even the mighty redwood stands near Warsaf, Indiana. 

Inings of early autumn. does not approach the sequoia in Largest Maple 
“I cannot resist the song of our size—or age. The largest redwood . 

native landscape. It sings to me of so far reported is a noble specimen The largest maple reported is a 
America the beautiful. There are 62 feet, 9 inches in circumference silver near Bar Harbor, Maine. It 
enough themes to make every cor- and 308 feet high. has a circumference of twenty-two 
ner of our land sing home sweet But if the sequoias and redwoods feet, ten inches. The great Ameri- 
home. Each spot is dear and sweet are the true giants of America, how gan elm at Weathersfield, Connecti- 
and beautiful, and is different from nearly is their great size approached t is ki £ its el ith : 
every other spot. What need have by the lesser kings? On the basis of cur, 18 xing of iis Clan, wilh a cir- 
we to copy Europe? When a few present reports, the ten largest trees, cumference of thirty feet, three in- 
more men like Jens Jensen tell us excluding sequoia and redwood, are ches. 
that we have been stumbling over as follows: Among the hickories, a mocker- 
the beauty which lies outside our Top honors go to a giant arbor- nut near Loch Raven, Maryland, 
kitchen door, then we will forget vitae in the Olympic National Park, with a circumference of eleven feet, 
to ape the gardens of New York Washington. This giant has a cir- nine inches, is the largest reported. 
and Washington. Then finally we cumference, four and a half feet a- The champion holly, eleven feet in 
will have inspiration to see that the bove the ground, of sixty-two feet, circumference, is on Hog Island, 
finest way to adapt our garden to eight inches. It is, however, only near Jamestown, Virginia. A great 
the fullest modern life will be to 100 feet high. old tuliptree at Annapolis, Mary- 
open our eyes to the beauty on our Second and third honors go to land, is twenty-six feet. 
door step.” Douglas firs. The largest, with a A white birch near East North- 

—— circumference of fifty-three feet, field, Massachusetts, claims a cir- 
CARE OF PRUNING WOUNDS four inches, towers 221 feet above cymference of eighteen feet. An 
The extension service of Cornell the Queets River, Olympic Nation- American beech at Camden, Dela- 

University has been making a care- al Park, Washington. The other ware, is fifteen feet, ten inches in 
ful study of materials to use in giant, near Seaside, Oregon, is for- girth. A red gum in South Caro- 
painting tree wounds and has the  ty-eight feet, nine inches in circum- [ina is twenty-one feet, four inches 

following comments to make in a ference. in circumference; a black gum in 
recent bulletin : Number 4 is a great eastern Maryland eighteen feet, two inches. 
Pruning wounds or other wounds sycamore, 42 feet, 7 inches in cir- A white ash, eighteen feet, five 

may be protected by a thorough cumference, standing on the bank of . hea tH f is in Ohio: 
application of an asphalt paint. Or- the Muskingum River, near Bever- ‘Ces 17 CifCumference, 18 In Whi; 
dinary fibrated asphalt roofing paint ly, Ohio. A giant bald-cypress near 5° 18 a boxelder, fourteen feet, eight 
is probably the most satisfactory Stanford, Florida, follows with a inches, Wisconsin has the largest 
material easily available to the home circumference of 42 feet. Next is eastern cottonwood, twenty-seven 
gardener. Preparations containing a Sierra juniper in the Stanislaus feet, two inches in circumference. 
creosote, turpentine, gasoline or National Forest, California, 40 feet, These are but a few of the tree 
similar materials, should be avoid- 11 inches in circumference. A west- ., 5 5 
ed, Ordinary house paint, if made ern red cedar, with a circumference {ings of the nation. A list of the 
with linseed oil, is fairly satisfac- of 39 feet, 4 inches, located in Ida- largest of nearly 200 different 

tory. ho, claims Number 7 position. Species—that is the largest report- 
On choice plants, where a partic- This is followed by a coast live ed up to December 31—may be ob- 

ularly good Job is desired, the ex- oak, thirty-eight feet in circumfer- tained from the American Forestry 
posed cambium at the margin of ence, near Gilroy, California, with a Associati 919-17th St. N. W 
fresh wounds may first be painted canyon live oak in the Angeles Na- ssocianon vee 
with shellac which protects the tis- tional Forest, California, with a cir- Washington, D. C. 
sue from drying out and encour- cumference of thirty-six feet, three —Condensed from American 
ages healing —May 15 Horticulture. inches. Forests.
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 

orrreers Mro. Lawrence Sulbred 198 Ee First Sts Fond du . . . . Lawrence Skilbred, 198 E. First St., 

Rare Altres Ot ereat Bend” Miter Rants be Rasen reary+ Treas. Mego N. B, Harger, 8 Hiitrict ive, Madison $— 
, stri 

Mra zou West, Ist Vice-President, a Gabaler. Gorreengnding Secretary, Mrs. 0. J. Reuss, ast N. 62nd St., Wauwatosa 13— 

- fs Mrs. Gregory Neuenberger, 2407-10th St., Two Rivers 

Me Fd ee naan erento Mise May Potter, Cambridge—South Central District 

CONVENTIONS ae ey Nees ea They are practically disease free, 

The annual convention of the H ; making the Yew most popular a- 

Wisconsin State Club Federation mong all the evergreens. ; 

will be held at the Retlaw Hotel, —Alfred H, Otto, President. 

Fond du Lac, on October 10-11. SS 

Remember the banquet on the even- F DOROTHY BIDDLE FLOWER 

ing of October 10. The full pro- os ARRANGEMENT SCH 
: ; . OOLS 

gram will be worked out by the 

committee and appear in a later is- , WELL ATTENDED 

sue of this paper. E Bs The flower arrangement lectures 

The semi-annual meeting of the eS % conducted by garden clubs, as an- 

National Council will be held in De- “ \ nounced in our May issue, with 

troit, Michigan on October 1-2, Se Dorothy Biddle, Pleasantville, New 

1946. aN bis ‘ York as lecturer, were unusually 

The 18th annual meeting of the ol ae well attended. At Baraboo, for ex- 

National Council will be held in ae Sa > ample, the attendance ran well over 

Tulsa, Oklahoma on May 5-6-7, ee 250 persons. Clubs made a substan- 

1947. aie tial profit on the lectures providing 

At the 17th annual meeting of the them with a reserve fund to carry 

National Council which covened in on the other civic projects and pro- 

New Orleans on April 8th, New grams. 

Jersey received the highest National ot on nha ae aur ——— 
si . + ay” winning Fenwic! ‘or “Best 

dogwoo a a planting wis Arrangement of the week.” By Garden A CENTURY OF 
lub of America. ARRANGEM: 

which is Blue Star Drive. TT FLOWER N ENT 

: Garden Notes give your garden a cared for look. Mie, Green Tree Garden Club of 

I believe it is time we take a All shrubs bear flowers of some Milwaukee will present: for the first 
look at our gardens. We probably kind, but some have small flowers time since the war, a public exhibi- 

need some changes. Shrubs, for in- and are grown for foliage. Some "0% which this year will be a “Cen- 

stance, may be found to be over- are noteworthy for beauty of their tuflora. 

grown, and in many cases have lost flowers. Some ornamentals are The exhibit will feature special 

their usefulness. They may be all planted for the beauty of their ever- Occasions with appropriate flower 

out of proportion and out of shape. green foliage. arrangements and costumes cover- 

Foundation planting may have The Yew family furnishes the "8 the past 100 years. 

gotten out of hand. A careful exam- most valuable evergreens for the It will be held on— 

ination is apt to reveal that no new hardy garden. Its rich, lustrous Friday and Saturday, June 28 

varieties have been planted, We evergreen foliage is matched by few 274 29 from 11:00 A. M. to 6:00 
advise to go over your whole other plants. It has beauty all the P, M. at the home of Mrs. Walter 

ground, rooting up some varieties year. They make fine showing in Vail Johnston 2140 W. Dean Road, 

and pruning others well. Indulge in the landscaping at the entrance of River Hills, Milwaukee. 
some newer varieties, This will a house. Their culture is very easy. Tickets are $1.00, plus tax.



The 1946 Wisconsin Garden Club WINDOW BOXES Grae oS iiipn Mica. A. Soicwab, Wau 
Federation State Flower Show at ee me Coen ae Seemicee hele ee eel - 

Dlue ribbon; tna ar arden i. : Wauwatosa on May 24-26 was out-  Ciub, Hales Corners, blue ribbon; Brown Tulips: Mrs. Earl A. St. Clair, 

standing in beauty and interest. Fond du Lac Community Garden Club, Wauwatosa 
Mrs. Chester Thomas, show man- blue; Spring City Gaiden Club, Wau- Red Talipa: Mes: Ay Enel Weutkeake 

ager, and all the members of her kesha, red; Menasha Garden Club, red. Flowering Shrubs Mr . Jon Reine 

committees deserve the thanks and FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS becker, West Allis 
appreciation of the Federation mem- ene, Nee THE, YEARS Double Lilacs: Mrs. A Noerenberg, 
mrad for their successful accom- Colonial: Racine Garden Club, Ist; see : Herman Koch, Wauwa- 
plishment. Blue Beech, 2nd; Art Institute, 3rd. tosa . , 

Unfortunately we were not able Victorian: Waukesha Town and rig: (white) Dr. G. Allan Kriz, Wau- 
to get photographs in time for pub- cay S os Ist; Tess Corners, 2nd; watosa , 
lication in this issue, but hope to d ENE SECs 5s Single Tree Peony: Mrs. L. G. Stewart, 

y “t . , but hope to do Ann, Mussey Gay Nineties: West West Allis 
sO in our next issue. is, Ist; Blue Beech, 2nd; Blue , My , D : SPECIAL AWARDS Mound, 3rd. cues: ieee Peony: Herman Koch, 

Garden “Spring in Wisconsin” by es ee ks oes, Bt Daffodils: Mrs. R. H. Malisch, Hales 
5 i , ard. Hawthorne Garden Club, Hales Contemporary: Blue Mound, ist, us were: 

Corners, received Grand Award Na- Ravenswood, 2nd; Galecrest, 3rd. WMiged Loninen? Mic AKG B 
tional Council of State Garden TABLES ing Whitewater nes GMAREE Ruenn” 
Clubs, Inc. ; Milwaukee Journal Personality. Blond, Ravenswood Mintaficre Gardens on Buttons and 
Trophy for creative ability and hor- Club, second; Brownette, West Allis Coasters: 
ticultural excellence, and blue rib- Club, fair; Red-haired, Manitowoc, Ist; Mrs. P, C, Goodrich, Fod du Lac 
bon » Grey-haired, Art Institute, 1st. Mrs. Arthur Jaeger, Milwaukee 

Victorian Garden by Green Tree wee or Brunch — Bird Motifs. Antigo Garden Club, Antigo c erring Gull, Home Gardeners, West Mrs. Lawrence Skilbred, Fond du L: 
Garden Club, Milwaukee, Award of Allis, Ist; Blue Jay, Gale Crest, 3rd. Garden Paintings Blue Rikbos 
c. & {iBeoogs Hocticalturs! So- <a Tatlons Rosemary is: twelve, « aaa nae ue Ribbon 

; . alecrest, 2nd; ‘ i ‘ The French Garden, “Soloman June- ard; Careet Gitl Meee hae es Janes, Fond du Lac—water 
au aie ' by Milwaukee County Bride’s Table, Art Institute, 3rd; Mar OM McGarth, 743 N. 12th St. Mil 

consin Garden Club Federation Award Croom’s table, Menasha, 3rd; Grand-  Waukee—oil . mother’s Tea, Elm Grove, Ist. : ‘ FA 
of Merit. . Old-fashioned small table. Sum- ie ne gl on Personality table, red-haired, by Mrs. Mer-Del, Waukesha County, 3rd; La graphy: jue Ribbon 
John West, Manitowoc Garden Club, Belle, Ist;; ; , (first) Awards: 
was a rded Federation’s Award of ee, Istii Ravenswood, Ist; Gale- Mrs. G, Allan Kriz, Elm Grove. Sawa S Awé crest, Ist; Elm Grove, Ist; Waukesha . ° P Merit ribbon for most distinctive ex- Town, 2nd. Kodachrome Slides: Blue Ribbons 
hibit in show. Special Tables. “F; Il to B: _ Sec. 1, Garden Views: Mr. Louis Le- 

Award of Merit ribbon by State lorhood” by Port Washington ac, Mieux, Wauwatosa 
Horticultural Society was awarded Dr. 3rd; Carribean Sea Shore Table by Sec. 2, Flower Varieties: Mrs. G. Allan 
G, Allan Kriz, Elm Grove for Iris Mat- Elm Grove G. C., Ist. Kriz, Elm Grove 
terhorn: Sec. 3: Children in the Garden: Mrs. First Awards: Specimen Blooms: 5 . 

Mr. Herman F. Koch, Wauwatosa 1 . . G. Allan Kriz 

Garden Club, received Award of Merit (Blue Ribbon Winners) Sec. 4: Flower Arrangements: Mrs. G. 
by Wisconsin Horticultural Society for oen Hasgo Fine (house plants) - Allan Kriz 
d ; ators: Sec. 5: A s i i 
louble tree GARDENS eemerceallls=—Mrs: W.H. Becker, Elm Novelty uae ie poner 
Dutch by Sheboygan Diistrict Gar- Grove first . tural material representing costume 

den Clubs, blue ribbon. — Blooms: All blue ribbon win- jewelry: blue ribbons 

New England by Ravenswood Gar- . . a Miss E. Leichsmering, West Allis two 
den Club, Wauwatosa, white ribbon. Rose Tatioes Wm. Albrecht, Hillside awards 

Polish by Past President’s Club, red. Mo, sTauwatosa Miss Celia Dix, 2471 S. Graham, Mil- 
ribbon. ink Tulips: Herman Koch, Wauwa- waukee, two awards 

Bird Enchantment by Madison Dis- tosa ‘ Mrs. W. E. Patitz, Wauwatosa 
trict Garden Clubs, blue ribbon. Yellow Tulips: Herman Koch, Wauwa- Mrs. H. C. Morton, Fond du Lac 
Scandinavian by West Allis Garden ©©_ eee 

Club, white ribbon. —_———_—__—_— — 
Contemporary, American, 1946, Blue S A V E T R E E S 

Beech, Elm Grove, Hillcrest, of West ‘ General Landscaping 
Allis and Waukesha Town Garden Cavity Treatment w . A Large Tree Moving 
Clubs received honorable mention. — Fertilizing © She ansure! Removals 

English by Fox River Valley Dis- . Lakeside 2907 
trict, honorable mention. Pruning WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE Spraying 
Bog garden by West Bend Garden 2335 N. M A 7 

Club, white ribbon. | Murray Ave. — Milwaukee renee
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Novelty Arrangements Antique Display, Mrs. Donald S. SPECIAL AWARD RIBBONS 

All Blue Ribbons Rowe, Hales Corners, Chairman of The special awards committee decided 
see ae an outstanding display of antique to give the special award ribbons on 

Child’s Sick Room 3 courtesy exhibits (not judged). Blue the following basis: National Council 
Mrs. L. G. Stewart, West Allis Ribbon.) Submitted by Mrs. F. Mar- of Garden Club Federations, ribbon to 
Mrs. Fred C. Marquardt, Hales Cor- . a oo the most outstanding exhibit in the 

ners quardt, Publicity Chairman. how 

Mrs. W. Mitchell, West Allis Wisconsin Garden Club Federation 
Mrs. Daniel Kline, Waukesha THE JUDGES ribbons to the most outstanding ex- 

Miss Catherine Morris, Oconomowoc yy. 1, S. Bostock, Madison, Chair- hibits at the show from the basis of 
Mrs. H. C. Morton, Fnd du Lac man; Prof. G. Wm. Longenecker, artistic arrangement or design. 
Mrs. R. H. Malisch, Hales Corners yadison; Edwin Gruettner, Milwau- The Wisconsin State Horticultural 

Novel aad cheerful for the adult shut- kee; Howard Gregg, Milwaukee; Prof. Society—three purple ribbons—to the 
M a hue ribbons dt, Hales C James G. Moore, Madison; Henry J. exhibits containing the best horticul- 

ae red: C; Marquardt, Hales: Cor- Rahmlow, Madison; James Living- tural material. 
" stone, Milwaukee; Mrs. Sam Post, — 

Be det eee eat Allis Shorewood Hills, Madison; Mrs. J. | FLOWER SHOW AT TWO 
fs. Arthur Walker, orn Wilson McAllister, Winnetka, Illinois; RIVERS 

Novelty Arrangements: Mrs. Roy H. Sewell, Granville, Wis- 
Epergne arrangement of fruits and consin; Mrs. George F. Harbort, The Two Rivers Garden Club 

flowers — Blue Ribbon winner Madison; Mrs. William J. Armitage, Flower Show on Jul: 
Mrs. L. G. Stewart, West Allis Milwaukee; Mrs, Elmer Lelahn, Ale SyuOUie sn OU Neng Fdwatd 
Arrangement of flowers under glass = gonquin, Illinois; Mrs. F. C. Middle- at € home o . 
bell or dome — Blue Ribbon ton, Madison; Mrs. Harry Wilson, Ra- Hamilon, 1416 - 25th Street. All 
Mrs. Arthur Slater, Waukesha cine; and Miss Elizabeth Howland, Garden Club members invited. No 
Mrs. W. Christoph, Waukesha Barrington, Illinois. issi harge. 
Mrs. James Quill, Milwaukee admission. ¢ 8 
Compote Arrangement of Flowers —  ————————— 

Blue Ribbons oe ° ° 
Mrs. Gregory Neuenberger, T w o V 1Ss1t I hese Wisconsin Parks 

Rivers 

Large Screen Arrangements: Blue Booklet Describing Each Available From The State 
Miss Olive Longland, Wychwood Conservation Commission 

Lake Geneva 
Mrs. A. L. Noerenberg, Milwaukee . Address Reached 
Small Screen Arrangements: Blue Size Year ° . . 
Ribbbons SCENIC PARKS (Acres) Est. Custodian Highway 

Miss Emma Schipper, Milwaukee 
B t Island 179 1936 Cornell 27 

Mrs. Alfred Olson, Elkhorn Copper Palle 1,200 1929 Mellen 13 

Miss Celia Dix, Milwaukee, two A- Devil's Lake 1/313 1911 Baraboo 123 

wards Interstate 581 1900 St. Croix Falls 35 
Artistic Arrangements: Flowers Merrick aa oan Fountain City a ‘ : : uperior Mrs. Charles Fickau, Tess Corners pattiaon 3428 1910 Fish Creek 42 
Artistic Arrangement — Flowering Perrot 037 1918 Trempealeau 35 

: x Potawatomi 1,046 1928 Sturgeon Bay 42 
Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Wauwatosa Rib Mountain 414 1927 Wausau 51 
M:s. L. R. Vantrol and Mrs. H. Terry Andrae 167 1928 Sheboygan 141 

Binder, Wauwatosa (Jointly) Wyalusing 1,671 1917 Wyalusing 18 
Artistic Arrangements of Spring ® 
Flowers, and Flowering Shrubs: HISTORICAL-MEMORIAL PARKS - 

Mrs. Valentine Suttinger, West Allis Cushing _ 10 1915 Delafield 30 
Brilliantly colored flowers against First Capitol 2 1924 Belmont iM 
white screen backgrounds: Nelson Dewey 720 1935 cassville. 18 
Mrs. A. K. Bassett, Jr., Baraboo — Tower Hill 108: 1922 pring lreen . 
first N ROADSIDE PARKS : 
Artistic Arrangements — ovice ; 

; Castle Mound 222 1940 Black River Falls 12 Class — Blue Ribbons Awards. Mill Bluff 56 1940 Black River Falls 12 
Mrs. Ralph W. Garens, Wauwatosa New Glarus Woods 43 1934 New Glarus 69 
Walter Knuth, Milwaukee Ojibwa 350 1932 Ojibwa 70 
Mrs. Elmer Rohan, Wauwatosa Rocky Arbor 227 1932 Wisconsin Dells 12 

Special Exhibits: 

Doll House complete with miniatures STATE FORESTS 
(7 rooms) by Mrs. James Dineen, a- American Legion oo we Arout Lake a 

ibbon. a rule River ” rule — a blue ribbon. (Hales Cor-. Council Grounds 5a 1938 Merrill 31 

ace . lambeau River 42, 1 aywar 
Living Room completely furnished Kettle Moraine 6,500 1936 Campbellsport 45 
with hand carved minatures, etc.made Northern Highland 126,700 1925 Trout Lake 51 
by the Exhibitor, Mrs. James Quill, Point Beach 822 1938 Two Rivers 42 
Milwaukee. Blue ribbon Silver Cliff 800 1936 Wausaukee 141
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Random Notes 
Genevieve C. Dakin, Madison 

Cedar apple rust is a fungus di- Mr. Pfister also uses roses effec- Flower Grower, Dorothy Biddle 
sease of apples, hawthorns and the tively in landscape decorative points out some of the weaknesses 
cedar family, including the red ce- schemes. in the present-day Jurging Schools. 
dar, Cannarti juniper, Glauca, oo--- The recognized trend is for training 
Moonlight junipers and Waukegan Another rose hobbyist, Mrs. Karl specialized judges to do specific 
juniper. Corky, cedar apples con- Arnstein of Akron, Ohio, prefers kinds of judging. 
taining hundreds of spores appear Spring planting to autumn because ese 
on the evergreens in late spring. In of fewer losses. Clay soil she light- 3 ee wi 
wet weather spores go to apples, ens with 25% humus, leafmold, or J.G, Vautier, in The British Del- 
native crabs, and hawthorns. Light peatmoss. Phinium Society's Year Book, States 
yellow spots appear on the upper On the subject of winter protec- that the growth of delp fa naan 
surface of the leaves. Later swell- tion, she suggests hilling up roses clumps show d be thinned. 
ings on the under side of each leaf just before heavy frosts sets in to According to the vigor of individ- 
discharge spores which return to at least a foot of soil. After frost ual plants, only three to five stems 
the cedars. This fungus lives over SetSin, soak the mounds so they will ¢ach must be permitted to develop. 
winter, forming small rounded en- freeze, leaving no air pockets, Then Staking should be done early in the 
largements or galls. The second Put on evergreen boughs or straw growth of the plants. , 
spring they mature into cedar ap- for six inches. The ice sheath in We are told that blight or top 

ples. Sulphur sprays have for some Your mound will prevent dehydra- wilt is due to mites. Black Leaf 40 
years been the only sprays success- tion. is prescibed. Napthalene flakes or 

fully controlling the disease. Now —— paradichlorobenzine in among the 
we learn of a new spray, Fermate, Have you read Mrs. Jane Boone leaves early are good. 
which experiments prove satisfac- Hoffman’s excellent article on the For blacks, cut back and burn re- 
tory. Perennial Border which appeared in fuse. Dust with sulphur, Spray of- 

the March Home Garden? She be- te”: If entire plant is affected, de- 

Asiatic flowering crabs are not  lieves that this spring or fall is the StToy 't- . . 
susceptible to the rust. They are time to overhaul the borders which _ CTOWN rot is due to excessive 
very hardy in Wisconsin. have suffered from neglect during moisture or slugs. . . 

— wartime. She suggests keeping only For mildew, spray with lime-sul- 

Are you aware that there are more those plants which you would be Phur or dust with sulrote. . 
than a dozen types of roses, with anxious to buy if you were starting _ For yellows, move plants, cutting 
more than 3,000 varieties listed in from scratch. “It is fascinating to Out diseased parts, and dust roots 
American rose catalogs? change the position of plants around with sulphur. It may be caused by 

Roses are recorded in earliest in the border just because the com- 00t aphis, destroying vitality. To- 
history. They were introduced into binations of color and texture in the bacco dust mulch = good. 
Europe from China in the seven- garden are endless, if for no other Other _delphinium hints gleaned 
teen hundreds. Nature or man is reason. Don’t do the obvious, don’t include: in fall or early spring feed 

responsible for every double rose, be afraid to experiment, and do in- phosphate or a small amount’ of 
a hybrid of some single-flowered clude some new plant material.” ime for alkalinity. Bone meal and ancestors. ee wood ash are prescribed. Do not 

a When, Dr, Janies Burlinghani feed after the plant begins to grow. 

Mr. C. Eugene Pfister, president died, the Men’s Garden Club of Sy- ao the ground murched and loose. 
of the Men’s Garden Clubs of A- racuse, New York, voted to buy his T eure soa iqui kcanes, 
merica, who lives in a suburb of famous garden with its collection of ie oak el CHES WEE ee 
Chicago is a rose enthusiast. He rare alpines. For five years club ni ‘ ee y in ee ry 
plants roses in rows like vegetables. members have maintained the gar- pea Pe mot cut re é Tike te. 
In spite of labor shortage, cultiva- dens. Recently the city of Syracuse tie eit me ned a <i : : i 
ting, dusting and spraying are read- has taken title to 75 vacant lots ad- - 1 tting visti Pl take on 
ily accomplished. Canvas hose takes joining the gardens and will create the plants’ vitality. Plant delp for 
care of watering. Winter protection a new city park to be known as the hehe two to Aires: feed ‘apart Lor 
is easy. A wheel hoe loosens the soil Burlingham Memorial Gardens. ight and air. 
between the rows which is shoved — — 
over onto the roses. In spring it is In an article on Judging Schools To retard the bloom of azalea- 
easily leveled into the rows again. of Tomorrow appearing in the April mums, divide Jate and reset in June
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If you are interested in Flower Blend the old with the new. Not the BIRD ECHOES 

Arrangement you may wish to fol- plant material, but the spirit in I was crossing a meadow border- 

low the complete illustrated reading which we plan and plant it, makes ing a stream, when I saw a hawk 

course on Flower Arrangement for the old-fashioned garden successful. sweep down to the brush along the 

the Home starting in the May is- —__— fence line. Quick as a flash a Mea- 

sue of the Home Garden. It will Evergreen hedges should not be dow Lark darted upward, breaking 
cover the basic principles of com- pruned severely while young. Cut the air with his alarm call. The 

position in making appropriate ar- sideways as need be and shorten un- hawk seemed startled—halted and 

rangements for everyday use, for duly prominent leaders until the en away. I kept my eye on the 

special occasions, and for exhibition. hedge has attained a fair height. eadow Lark as he circled, coming 

— near to the spot where he had aris- 

Ants nurture root aphids, Control T sau en. Suddenly another Meadow Lark 

ants and thus control root aphids. 0 avoid disagreeable odors from flew up from the bushes. It was 

In addition, put tobacco dust about fermentation an: your compost pile his mate. As they ascended, their 

¥4 inch deep around each plant and cover it with soil. clear musical song broke on the air 

soak with water. (The Home Gar- — —Oh whoo whea. 

den) To disguise your compost pile I walked up along the fencerow 

= dig a round hole in the corner of a hoping to find their nest. After 

That interest in growing primulas naturalistic planting 5’x5’. Sur- searching in vain I was retracing 

is increasing rapidly is evidenced by round by a dry wall except for an MY steps when I noticed a slight 

a 60% increase in membership in opening on one side for removal of elevation near a tuft of grass. It 

the American Primrose Society this compost. The addition of a small was the nest. It was built on the 

past year. flagstone terrace and natural stone ground among the dead herbage 

— seats, with ferns and ivy, will give and it was overarched and very 

Gertrude Jekyll, famous English the appearance of an old well. skillfully hidden. There were four 

gardener, began work on the Mun- gener eggs speckled with brown. They 

stead strain of polyanthus primrose : « were well protected both from 

about 1880. The parent plants were you he heey fs us hi out searching eyes and the weather. All 

“Golden Plover” and a white one get intoxicated. If you wish to pa, the time the Meadow Larks were 

from a cottage garden. She divided happy for three days, get married watching me from the fencepost at 

her primroses “when the bloom ¢ ish J ..,, the corner. Anxious to show them 
q you wish to be happy for eight . : 

wanes and is nearly overtopped by days, kill your pig and eat it. If you my friendship, I hastened away 

leaves. Plants seem willing to divide wish to be haj f and soon the happy youngsters flew 
: ppy forever, become a : f - 

and new roots are forming. Remove gardener.” , back to their nest, filling the air 

flower stems to save strength.” ‘ . with their sweet music. 

——_ —Genevieve C. Dakin The flight of the Meadow Lark 

On this matter of weed control, ——— is very similar to that of the quail, 

Scott’s Lawn Care tells us why a The need for constant dusting but it is more regular and not as 

material will destroy weeds without with sulfur and rotenone was well rapid. Naturalists believe the Mea- 

harm to the grass. “The explana- illustrated last year on perennial dow Larks remain paired for life. It 

tion is a difference in botanical Phlox. During late August there is very seldom you find one alone. 

structure. A dose that proves the Was ccnsiderable mildew on plants The Meadow Lark is the farm- 

undoing of dicotyledons (two-leav- which had not been dusted during er’s friend. Its diet is mostly in- 

ed seedlings) will leave monocot- the summer. Red spider this year sects, though he may pick up waste 

yledons (one-leaved seedlings) un- also took its toll if the plants were grain in the fall. 

harmed, unless the dosage comes in "0t watched carefully and dusted The economic value of the Mea- 

direct contact with the roots. Weeds regularly. The garden hose, how- dow Lark is recognized and it should 

clovers, and most garden plants are ver, is of help in controlling red be protected in every manner possi- 

dicots. Grass, including crabgrass, SPider. Wash the undersides of the ble. In October they congregate in 

are monocots. Weeds are most vul- leaves with a strong spray from the — ae a to their Southern 

nerable about the time they bloom. hose cecasionally. haunts tor the winter. 

Weed-Killer Solutions should be — aanier E. Lillesand, Cam- 

kept away from valuable shrubs and A female voice on the phone pri oh Bird Chairman South Cen- 

garden plants. asked: “Hello, is this the Fidelity nak: Destesct. 

— Insurance Co. ?” “Whatever thou dost for a wom- 

Stuart Ortloff believes that in de- “Yes, Madam.” an she may fail to remember, but 

signing old-fashioned gardens we “Well, I want to have my hus- what thou failst to do for a wom- 

should not exclude new varieties. band’s fidelity insured.” an, she will never forget.”
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Flower Arrangements At The 
° 

International Show 
Through the courtesy of the Hor- [ ig eee wy ©=Wednesday, white, etc. The result- 

ticultural Society of New York, we eit ee ones \ ing effects shown on the beautiful 

show this month photographs of [i000 J¥:... Be ey @ old furniture were, not only effec- 
some of the outstanding flower ar- BLS 3 A ti hole, but educational avd 
rangements at the International bar ol: Se nae rt ; NE a8 .2°W. 0 ec, . educal tone ani 

Flower Show held in New York [i Bey igh ; aoe glamorous in having depicted the 

beginning March 18. The pictures va eS 6 Nya Ne i fi various periods of american cul- 

were published in the excellent aaa a Rf ee) ture. 
monthly bulletin of the Society and oh Le Fem bE “Also in this section was an ex- 
sent to us by courtesy of the Ex- See een si rl ty cl : F 

ecutive Secretary, Mrs. Elizabeth |» Be a ac | TEMELY 'CEVER "USE OF ‘Space: tor rest 
Peterson. Sagi oe il ‘ periods of members. This was de- 

Three Garden Club Federations aoe vised by bay windows, planted for 

took part in the exhibit. They were Smee ane, north, east and south windows, the 

the federated garden clubs of New ren wasn oh resultant enclosure making the at- 

York State, tthe Garden Club of NEE ices ies, tractive room with comfortable fur- 
New Jersey, and the Garden Club ~ " niture: 
of America. Exhibits were staged A composition featuring a Tea-pot. . 

at the Grand Central Palace. By F. G. C. New York State. 
We greatly appreciate the co- — 

operation of the Horticultural So- On the cover page are three pictures 

ciety of New York in loaning these which have the following titles, read- 
fine cuts. ing in order, upper left, lower left and 

° right. 

t ‘i First prize on “Green Plant Ma- rv] 

fs terial” day. By Garden Club of Ameri- a a 
ca. 

A composition depicting the exhibit- 
or’s hobby. In this the hobby repre- 

. sented was “Astrology.” A _ brilliant 
blue sphere, studded with stars, repre- > oe P73 

$ sented the celestial Heavens which was \ by 
surrounded by signs of the zodiac. The ox] 

>. brilliant flowers were scarlet tulips, 

a and contrasting pale gladioli. Feder- 
a ated Garden Clubs of New York State. ae ir 

i Green Persian bottle with an elabor- A 
ay afe, applied design placed on mirror a 

x plaque. By Federated Garden Clubs of 

New York State. 

Describing the Garden Club Sec- 
tion, the Monthly Bulletin states: 
“In the Garden Club of America 
section the flower arrangements were 
shown in furniture reflecting the 
skill of four centuries of the crafts- 

A + becds Ke manship of American cabinet mak- , 
nm arrangement including Lilacs. ae ‘ 

interesting contrast is devel loped by “TS beginning with the early colo- First Prize winner in a clas calling for 

Anemones tucked into base of contain- "!€S. The arrangements were uni- an arrangement including Lilies. By 
er. By Garden Club of New Jersey. form in color each day: Monday, G C. of New Jersey. 

shades of red; Tuesday, yellow;
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Between Clubs 
From The Madison District latter necessitated much replanting, to be added to garden collections, 
Garden clubs in Madison are co- dividing, etc. To do this work the the planting stock should be pro- 

operating in a “Yard. Improve- club, clad in gardening attire, held duced from seed by lily specialists. 
ment” project promoted by the East an all-day meeting. Mr. Brierley says that commercial 
Dayton Street area. The First Af- soe Easter lily production is becoming 
rican Methodist Church will serve The churches of Lodi are deco- established at a less rigid standard 
as a center. Programs on gardening rated once each year by the garden of virus content than is desirable 
will be given. April 24 a plant ex- club and they also remember the for garden lily culture. 
change was featured under the aus- sick and shut-ins with bouquets of The mottle virus common in com- 
pices of the women’s group of the flowers. mercial Easter lilies is destructive 

church. The plants were furnished —— to the old reliable tiger lily, to some 
by the garden clubs of Madison and The Darlington Garden Club has of the lilies of the umbellatum- 

the proceeds were turned over to chosen the Petunia as the city flower elegans group and is notoriously 
the church womens’ society. of Darlington. destructive to L. formosanum. Also, 

—_ ——. the lily-rosette virus present in only 

The Sunset Garden Club’s sec- Many clubs report the establish- a few cultures of the American 

ond annual flowering plant sale was jing of Blue Bird Trails, some aster lilies is known to be debili- 
a financial success. Proceeds added through their own efforts and some tating and hard to diagnose in many 
substantially to their living mem- through the Boy Scouts as the Dar- garden species. Finally, the nema- 
orial fund and library book fund. Jington Garden Club has done. tode disease of Easter lilies in the 
This year each member is to plant peas Northwest can affect L. formosa- 

a packet of choice perennial seed so A recent speaker of the Darling- "um also. 
that a greater variety of young ton Garden Club was Prof. R. E. From February 15 Horticulture 
plants may be available for next Vaughan of the Department of (Boston). 
year’s sale. Plant Pathology, Madison. His —_—_ 

— subject was Garden Diseases and WANTED! IDEAS FOR 
The Sunset Garden Club is spon- Pests. FLOWER SHOW SCHEDULES 

soring a Junior Club for the second = Did your garden club flower show 

year and reports a group of 16 en- The Little Garden Club of Madi- have in its schedule of classes ori- 

thusiastic gardeners from 5% on has chosen as their objective, ginal and interesting ideas for ar- 
through 8 years of age. Junior Garden work. They have Tangements? If so, we would like 

. — . adopted twenty little Brownies who (0 publish them in Wisconsin Hor- 
Iris growers were interested inthe a,¢ anxious for their flowers and  ticulture for the benefit of other 

spring flower show of the Madison vegetables to grow so that they can clubs. 

Garden Club held June 3 and 4 in compete for prizes that have been We cannot keep up the interest 
the millinery department of the + aside for them. The Garden of show visitors in our flower shows 
Manchester Department Store. A-  Cyb purchased the seed and will unless we show them something 
bout 50 varieties found in the list france the prizes to be awarded at "ew, something different. To have 

of the Iris Society Symposium were 4 yegetable and flower show held the public come in and say, “This 
shown. . later this summer. show is just the same as it has been 

Variety was supplied by the use —By Mrs. William Curtiss, for the last ten years,” is to con- 

of models dressed in costumes for po. 45 1, Plymouth, State Publicity demn it most severely. 
various occasions to illustrate the Chairman A few ideas for classes we have 
type of corsage suitable for such , seen lately are: An all white ar- 
occasions, rangement against a green back- 

Each of the four garden clubs of EASTER LILIES OUTDOORS ground. 

Madison arranged a table in the Philip Brierley of the federal ex- An arrangement to provoke a 
rainbow hues. periment station at Beltsville, Md., chuckle, staged against natural back- 

— has reported to the Lily Committee ground. 
The Garden Club of Lodi has of the American Horticultural So- An arrangement showing Chinese 

two park projects, the Memorial ciety that the Easter lily is a worthy influence. 

Park and the perennial planting in addition to garden collections and is No doubt your show had classes 
Goeres Park. The former is just more widely adapted to outdoor much better than these. Send them 

being completed with filling in and culture than is generally appreci- to the Horticultural Society, 424 
planting of trees and shrubs. The ated. However, if Easter lilies are University Farm Pl., Madison 6.
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Flowers and Their Travels 

Flowers have always been travelers. and is now classed there as a noxious The California Poppy was named by 

Seeds have traveled on birds, on ani- weed. a _Russian explorer-botanist for the 

mals, have floated down every river Others from Peru are the sun-flower ship's doctor, Escholtzia, when he 

land been carried to sea on branches and the morning glory. Spain may Wrote his report of California wild 
lof trees and driftwood. Every ship have tried to keep South American flowers. This is one bit of California 

carries weed seed stowaways. Where- gold for itself; but she shared the gold that was not hoarded and has gone 
ever man goes the seeds of his home- choicest treasures, the flowers. round the world. . 
land weeds go with him often right in Other flowers besides the nasturtiums Some ot the other flowers and {hte 
his shoes or his trouser cuffs. which have been used for food are vio- ROE anes Bree ae ae tron ane Z : : ary Islands and also Persia; mignonet- 
The dandelion has now traveled all lets, which were served chopped in 4." 2+ one time very fashi 

r : - " y fashionable, came 
over the world. There were none here salad or boiled in soup; roses, which froma Avabia, Pévéia, aud alee: Atviess 

until the ships came from Europe. It were usually stewed; and also poppies, geranium tani South Africa via Hol. 

is said that in 1000 years a plant family lavender, lilies, and marigolds land and England; gladiolus grows 

that has plumed seeds may 5° round Mexico has given us many of the wild in S. Africa; ‘balsam from India; 
the world; in 375 years, with the wind  fayorites. Zinnias were discovered in candytuft, iris, babysbreath fron Medi. 

in its favor, it might go from England 1759 by Professor Zinn, French nur- terrenean regions; bleeding heart from 
to China. seryman, and then perfected in form China; Gotkeormts from Asia; portu- 

A large majority of our seeds and and exquisite coloring by Luther Bur- jaca from Brazil; columbine from 

flowers are foreign. The daisy, yarrow, bank. The seeds were not generally North Asia and Europe (and one na- 

buttercup, Queen Anne’s lace, wild for sale until 1860 so they were not in tive variety); love-in-the-mist from 
morning-glory, mallow, as well as mul- our colonial gardens. From Mexico Italy; stock from Germany and Medi- 
lein, chickory, dock, giant ragweed, came the African and the French mari- terranean regions; salpiglossis from 
burdock, catnip, thistles, nettles, all gold. French gardeners thought they Chile; poinsettia from Mexico. Every 
have been brought here as immigrants. came from South Africa and misnamed one of these blossoms was started on 
It is easier to mention the native wild them accordingly, and England re- jts travels by someone who loved or 
flowers and weeds. Among these are ceived them from France and did thes admired it. 
evening primrose, common milkweed, same. Cosmos was introduced quite *The title and much of the material 
trillium. While among the garden flow- recently from Mexico, having been dis- jn this article are taken from the book 

ers, the main native North Americans covered in 1894 byy Dr. Edward Pal- by the same name by Frances Mar- 
are: phlox, clarkias, verbenas, gaillar- mer. It was one of the Aztec dye garet Fox, published by Bobbs-Merrill 

dias, California poppies. Most of these plants from which the Indians got their Company. 
were taken as wild things to Europe flower paint. Florists in Europe and Condensed from April Bulletin of 
and cultured and improved, to be re- America have improved it to the beau- The Garden Club of America by Mrs. 

turned later to our gardens. Many _ tiful flower we know. William D. Horne, Jr., Garden Club 
have gone through several stages, just Dahlia was named for Dr. Dahl, a Of Barrington. 

Rcindne leapt ti our heldk from Swedish botanist, friend and pupil of a 
; bj Linnaeus, who found it growing on a 
improved. by ee ah co woe Mexican’ mountainside. The seeds of SOIL FOR SOME 

ey pee th hlia were sent from Mexico to 
England, and became the Shasta Daisy. eae the 18th century. From Spain HOUSEPLANTS 

Chysanthemums were first seen in it was introduced into French kitchen An old elm tree had been blown 

Europe on Chinese vases. No one be- gardens where it was found not very down in a severe windstorm. I 
lieved them true. It was thought that edible, and thence to England, new pried out some of the rotted root 
Chinese artists who made such fan- seeds and roots coming from Mexico and found nice black i. Th h 

tastic and dazzling designs had let their also. From one of the Mexican roots S fs nice Diack ‘sou. ous ft 
imagination go wild. Europe was de- a Dutch florist, to his surprise, grew this soil would be good for African 
lighted to have these flowers come what we call the cactus dahlia, a sport violets, begonias, gloxinias, strep- 

true. which became popular. tocarpus and other plants that pre- 

Petunias, a French traveler found, The sweet pea came {ror both Sicily fer soil on the acid side. I mixed it 
in Argentina along the banks of La- and Ceylon; England received seeds . . 
Plata River. He pressed one and sent from both. Only since 1876 have there wt other soil, leafmold, sand and 

it and its seeds home to France to a been more than the four original a little 2 eep manure. The mixture 
botanist friend. We know it was bloom- colors, dark red, scarlet, purple, and when sieved was porous and light. 

ing in French gardens in 1823. A few pink with white (called the Painted It agreed with these plants; blooms 
years later another variety of this gar- Lady). California now supplies seed were large and all blossomed free- 

= favor ee sent from Argen- to the world in a myriad of colors. ly, especially a pink African violet 

: The fuchsia was brought to England which was watered with warm wat- 
Nasturtiums were sent from Peru to from South America by a sailor, as a er from the bottom 

Spain. They were used as a salad, gift to his mother. She kept it in her . . . 

called Indian cress. Spanish sailors window where it attracted attention; Rena Bauer, Colby, Wisconsin. 
used the seeds as protection against it was borrowed, for she would not sell —- 

scurvy, and this was copied by Eng- it, by a collector of rare plants. Slips Mountain Guide: Be careful not 
lish sailors. In English kitchen gar- were started from the borrowed plant to faj] here it’s dangerous. But if 
dens it was grown for salad and for and news of the strange flower from do f i 
nasturtium pickles. When it was tak- South America spread, and soon it was YOU Co fal, remember to look to 
en to New Zealand it became a pest in great demand. the left—you get a wonderful view.
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The Dionne QUINS use our 

SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots | 

correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 
All makes including portables rented. \ 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach : 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 

4 your home. i | 

ORGANS— | 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of : : : 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. j cee 

Write 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

~ is ROSENDALE, WIS. 

’ Hi-ways 23-26 intersection We have a two manual organ 

with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisc onsin Horticulture since 1928 

Oe 

ee —————————_——————————_ ——— — 

No Boarders Wanted -- 
Today when it is practically impossible to buy all of the new equipment needed to expand it is im- 

perative that we keep only good productive colonies. No Boarders should be allowed in any 

apiary. Weak colonies should be united or strengthened. Poor stretched brood combs should 

be melted up. (Sell your wax at the high price and replace with Three-ply foundation) 

Mail your order now for any bee supplies needed to keep your present number of colonies 

producing 100 per cent. \ 

SHIP US YOUR BEESWAX 

° 

A.I.RootCo. of Chicago “The A. 1. Root Co 
oe e e 

224-230 W. Huron Street Medi Ohi 
edin CHICAGO, ILL. =n ap Sane 

ee 
‘uostTpen 

upsaogstl e89T tld 
any Not tov fretay
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a 
For Parents With Daughters 

Florence: “Dad, the gict that | WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
sits next to me in my history class The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
has a hat that’s just like mine. Estasiisnep 1910 

. ?” Entered at the . 
Dad: ““So you want anew one ?” | Pinhead fated Poneas revied ht Baan it nto Orr 3 

e: . it wou J aly lished 
cheaper Bat changing schools, Monthly Escepting July by the 

dn’ it?” Wisconsin State HorricutruraL Soctery 
wouldn’t it? 424 University Farm Place 

a Madison 6, Wisconsin 
The after-dinner speaker had H. J Ranuiow, Editor 

talked for 15 minutes, but said no- Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

thing important. “After partaking Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

of such a meal,” he continued, “I Tel. University 182 

feel that if I had eaten any more I V an a a ode SOM ca 
olume XXXVI ly- - 

would be unable to talk.” July-August, 1946 No, 11-12 
From the far end of the table 

came a shout: “Give him a sand- TABLE OF CONTENTS 
+ oy 

wich, Race for Consumer Favor__--------------------------------------- 291 

Insurance salesman: “Rastus, Decides on Consumer Apple Pack_-------------------------------- 292 

you better let me write you an acci- Orchard Notes ---------------------------------------------------- 24 

dent policy.” ; Strawberry Field: Renovation can-coewe soo sce ccca ees ss. 296 
: sy 

Rastus: No, sah! Ah ain t any too Wisconsin Beekeeping —.------------------------------------------ 297 

safe at home as it am. . 
. Editorials: inns sees iwcirernrsmcneeeennccncwnnes OD 

It’s natural to hate anybody Gladiolus Tidings wanna nnn nnn nn nnn nnn nnn nnn nen en nena 502 

smarter’n you are. That’s why some Garden Gleanings ------------------------------------------------- 304 

a us _ everybody. — Foxtail in New Interest in Hardy Rugosa Hybrids------------------------____ 305 

PARTIE) se Ormers Garden: Club N@wWS scecencssssesce ee ee ee 306: 

Between, Clubs in esccs eee eee eneee ence ceees 907 

PATENTED AVE. 19.1908 Random Notes ---------------------------------------------------. 308 

% The Merit. System of Judging 2 secs scsnccnccececices HO 

Balance and Harmony in Arranging Flowers_-_--_------___-_______ 311 

fre.t P02 Fia.3 5 2 . * 
° Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1948 
Berry Boxes Don W. Reynolds, Pres. -.Sturgeon Bay Dawson Hauser -........----.-----Bayfield 

Wm. F. Connell, Vice-Pres., Menomonie Alfred Meyer, -............._Hales Corner 

«sates, Bushel Boxes H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. -.--—-----Madison Karl Reynolds .....----....-Sturgeon Bay 

"i. E. L. Chambers, Treas. --------Madison 
ind Climax Baskets EL. Willesse cco JFort Aueuses __ 

As You Like Them — Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. 

the Ewald Patent Fold- Ae » ’ . Horticulture M 
& “Berry Besse of wood veneer that Term Ending fe ae es wore Madlgon 
sive aati re ad . Toe va ewe ------------Sturgeon Bay ward Eschrich, Pres. Wis. Nursery- 

soci qunri crates all made wy ready TE Dy WhiS Wok Allies) Se Mlemaee 
co We cra eon gal oy ge Walter Diechnelt, Pres. Wis, Bee- 

i na fo vena ‘aveane wk. D. from ‘ Term Ending December, 1947 keepers’ Assn. -.-....Menomonee Falls 
jilwaukee. Premgtnese je essent G. J. Ri wo-------------New Holstein 

beeing, (ek lrge diesen yey Nes ie “Mayer "_-_w----eeeeee-Waldo Rev. Alfred Otto, West Bend, President 

orders. A postal ‘our price list. Arnold Nieman .--------—---Cedarburg Garden Club Federation 
oo 

CUMBERLAND FRUIT guoserption to. Wisgonsin Horticalture is obtained by membership in the Wisconsin 

PACKAGE COMPANY _ yearn, Garden Clube, Horticultural, Societies, and other poicdiearal” Greenies 
are affiliated at a membership rate. Fifty cents of the annual dues paid by 

Dept. D. Cumberland, Wis. each member is for a year's subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. 
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Race For Consumer Favor 
Apple Men Must Be on Toes to Meet Competitor’s Efforts 

By Truman Nold, Secretary, National Apple Institute 

Of all the farm products that go to 

consumers in their natural state, apples i ae TEER SE a a ae 
probably have a harder fight ahead of 3 Ba ad mY ap a y nt Oe Si eek r. 
them than any other. Pe sgee Aes e ce : . SS? aa 

It is bad enough that by reason of ie ‘ oe, 2 ae 4 4 
the short crop we are having to sell 5 44 be , ost a 
poor apples to people who would rath- < F Me. |. . 1 eg 
er have good ones. ; ~ of 5 my 

It is far worse that so much of our f . 7 Bt 
good fruit has been taking a beating as ¥ ’ Ber 
at our own hands and in the hands ; SZ . 
of our distributors all down the line. ‘ a ; —" 
The short crop is not altogether re- Bid . ‘ ie 
sponsible for that. It is not a new a ee. 
story; we were far from perfection Sn ae 7 aS % 
before the war. But we had been mak- " aed si ‘ 
ing substantial progress. Since the war 7 
began we have not held our own. The 
unavoidable abnormalities resulting from 
price controls, the shortage of labor, * 
and now this season’s short crop, have 
all taken their toll. 

As matters stand now, half the ap- 
ples in our market place nationally 
are in a condition that mocks the hard 

work and skillful effort that went into “Our aim is to produce clean fruit,” says Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg, 
making them good apples as they hung as he sprays with a new Speed Sprayer. 
ripe on the trees. —Photo by Ozaukee County Press 

The i i OT 

because seen finite ee Can Meet the Problem dwell on the state and national pro- 
choice of what they can buy, and None of this is any reason for pessi- grams for carrying our message to ou 

therefore prefer poor apples to none ism. On the contrary. For this new customers so they will be attracted, 
at all. era in the food industry presents no and prepared to appraise our apples 

problems that we are not capable of at their full value. JI am concerned 

Competition Coming meeting and overcoming; and it brings here with the portion of our crop 

We are on the threshold of the With it opportunities which can seize which appears on the market in un- 

greatest advancement and the greatest @"4 capitalize upon. Justitably: bad shape: The customer fae : ds no fur- competition for consumer favor that The industry has already proved that with normal eyesight mee 
‘ oe A A ducation to appraise the real the food industry has ever seen. it is a good and fair match for this oe “of hat frui PP 

On’ this’ basis of present planti kind of problem. It has been just ten value of that fruit. 

citr 7 .P ‘Plantings, years since a few apple producers in Our Problem us production will continue to in- . be- If the fruit d when it hun crease, at a mighty rate. The citrus various parts of the country first e: _If the fruit was good when i 4 
people are good merchandisers. When stirred themselves in an organized way ripe on the tree, and if it turns up on 
you buy oranges, you will be ‘able to OF the premise that harvest time a store counter in bad condition, there- 
get good oranges marked only the halfway point, and in is our problem and our challenge. 

3 oe not the ending, of their responsibility Part of the job can be done only 
Banana imports will be resumed. on for the crop. at home, in the orchard and packing 

a large scale. There is a product that Today it is generally accepted that shed, and nowhere else. Part of it can 
has some real problems of condition; growers and shippers have a continu- be done by our distributive connec- 
but when you buy bananas, you will ing responsibility that carried all the tions and nowhere else. Part of it can 
be able to get good bananas. way through, a responsibility that we be handled only by the combined ef- 
The canned food industry is getting can't turn loose until the customer is forts of growers associated together in 

set to improve even its excellent pre- ours and he is satisfied. sectional or state organizations. Part 

war packs; when you buy canned We define it as our job to deliver of it calls for treatment as a national 
fruit, you will be able to count on the apples of the right variety in the right _ problem, and can be adequately dealt 
quality of what you get. quantity, at the right time, in the with only on a national scale. 

The frozen food industry is fairly tight condition, to customers who are But every step must be planted on 

bursting at the seams to expand, and Prepared to appraise them at their real the firm ground that the producer has 
its primary appeal is quality. value. the primary responsibility all the way 
And let us not neglect the fact that The very fact that we are doing through. It was his in the early days 

we are just as much in competition exactly that, some of the time, justi- when he picked the crop into a wagon 
with candy bars as with oranges. They fies the direction of our energies to do bed lined with straw and peddled the 
will be back fighting for counter space it more and more of the time. load from door to door. It still is. But 
by the time another year rolls by. It is not my purpose in this talk to in the marvelous expansion of our dis-
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tributive apete we in puis DECIDES ON CONSUMER crop from September into Novem- 
lost control o me of the lin! ere 
and there. °° APPLE PACK . ber and from January to February 

We must reassert our contro! over Wenatchee, Wash. — First to will clean out the last warehouse 

the apples that leave our premises. commit himself this year in the full of loose fruit, packing as he 

We can do it either by performing the Wenatchee-Okanogan area—though sells, 

whole job ourselves, or by cultivation (thers have indicated similar inten- From The Packer, 1946. 

and selection of men and organizations tions—L. G. Bovee, Cashmere , 

who perform distributive functions for » ” oe 

us who will serve genuinely as our grower, said recently he will send BAYFIELD WILL HAVE GOOD 

agents and with our regard for the to market this fall 15,000 eight and FRUIT CROP 

pond ct that many individual grow 15-pound boxes of consumer pack- The apple crop in the Bayfield area| 
iy = # ; 

ers, and several sectional organizations aged apples grown, packed and mar- _ sei but atiaoet , ae ori 

have already made real and profitable keted by himself this year—a prac- 3S ¥ _ . 
p ; : % + : will no doubt be very good, according} 

progress in that direction, is proof that tice of many preachings here on to present indications 
there is a workable, practical answer progress in apple production. P . 

to this problent of sonditions: Our Mr. Bovee made his announce- Orchards in the Bayfield community 

continued prosperity depends to a are showing much improvement in 
great deal on our finding that answer, ment at the end of the seven-state recent years largely the result of bet- 

for the customer is still the boss. tour through food markets. ter feeding of nitrate fertilizer, and far 
Condensed from talk delivered be- Customer Handles Apples better spraying. 

fore the West Virginia State Horticul- i . _ 
tural Society. In Las Vegas a retail grocer Use of nitrate fertilizer in many of 

—_—— and I watched one woman buying the orchards on sandy soils is showing 

CONSUMERS HARVEST apples loose in a grocery bin,” he ‘emarkable improvement. Teen have 
THE CHERRY CROP said. “We counted as the woman de considerable growth: The leaves 

DeWitt Bros. Cherry Orchards handled 30 apples, squeezing and 2c. "ace growing well and furnishing ew rO8: ty Vrena : apples, squeezing and crops are growing well and furnishing 
located on High 15, two miles west dropping them back into the bin. humus for this soil which needs it 

of East Troy, Wis., sent out cards This took five minutes. She bought badly. 
early in July stating their cherry or- just five apples. I’ll say the industry Pollination 
chards would be open to outside is ready for consumer packaging of | While we do not pose as authority 
pickers beginning Friday, July 12. apples. on the subject, our impression is there 

Orchard opens at 7 a.m. and closes His eight and 15-pound carton- hay be good pollination a the, Bay- 

at 6 p.m. and picking was expected board apple packages are a handy “ld area dus'to & great: deat Of cut; 
: : : : over land surrounding the orchards in 

to last 10 days to two weeks. Pick- ice box size, he said. which wild bees abound. We made an 
ing equipment and containers were “Pre-packaging delivers the fruit observation in the orchard of Mr. Ed. 

furnished. to the folks who buy it in an attrac- Betzold of Bayfield. He had a row of 

De Witt Bros. have followed this tive, right-size package,” he stressed. Delicious trees with a good set of 
ractice:for’a numberof ve ith « ‘iia ort s : fruit near a large piece of cut-over 

pract of years with “This is not a special gift box like timber land. The first row of trees 
considerable success. They find it several others now furnish. This is along the edge of the timber was Mc- 
solved their picking problem. a general consumer package. It Intosh; the second row Delicious. Bot! 

ES! eliminated handling and bruising ‘OWS showed a good set. 
APPLE CEILING PRICE of fruit in stores. Almost every On the other side of the orchar 

; RESTORED woman, the retailers say, would buy were some cherry trees. Next to thes 

Ceiling prices on apples are in the smallest package as quickly as three or four Delicious of the sam 

effect again until September 1, as she’d buy five or six loose apples. 78, °° the: others. Around these De 
on June 30 $360 F.O.B ‘ ** licious trees were some young appl 

ec — -O.B. on top Such packaging saves the store’s trees not in bearing. These Deliciou: 
grade. time and the women’s. In these sev- had a poor set of fruit. Did the wil 

By September 1, the Secretary. of en western states retailers told me bees from the cut-over land com 
Agriculture is required to submit consumer packaging would double Delis the McIntosh and pollenize th 
to OPA a list of Agricultural com- apple sales.” a resulting ina good set’ 
modities short in supply. OPA ma Mr. B id he already has wComarataiate: (re: Havick: gy it pp y. 'y r. Bovee sai ie already ers on the progress they are making i 

continue to control prices on ap- customers lined up along Washing- fruit growing. 
ples. If not the ceiling will be off. ton’s west coast for his new pack- oe 

Best packs are now (July 27) age. Hubby (after an airplane trip) 
bringing near ceiling prices. Average This autumn, Mr. Bovee said, he “As I contemplated the wonders o 
nearer a dollar below. would pick and store loose in boxes nature from high in the sky, I real 

If apples stay on the list after his own cold storage warehouse the ized how insignificant is man.” 
September and no change in ceiling fruit from his 77-acre ranch near Wifey: “Humph! A woman cai 

is made it will be $3.08 for period Cashmere. His small crew of skilled see that without going up in 
September 1—October 31. help will pack the first part of the plane.”
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G ’ Suppli rowers uppiles 
Buy Cooperatively and Save Money. 

Participate in the Earnings of the Cooperative 

DUSTING MATERIALS 
SPRAY MATERIALS Lethane B 71 

of all kinds Lethane B 71 with Copper 
DDT—50% Wettable used for Co Po Dust with 2% DDT. 
SPRAY BARNS as well as Co Po Dust with 3% DDT. 
Vegetibles and Fruts DDT — 5% — No Copper. 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR 
a age oe 

Nitrate Fertilizer 33°% 
(Ammonia Nitrate) 

We Are Rolling Carloads Starting In October 

PACKING HOUSE SUPPLIES 

Grad. Bushel Baskets Covers 
Beushers Helf Bushel Baskets Bottom Pads 

Packing Forms Decorative Fringe 

Basket Liners Shredded Tissue 
Top Pads 

ORCHARD EQUIPMENT 
ORCHARD SPRAYERS — PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY FOR 1947 DELIVERY 

ORCHARD SPRAYER PUMPS 

SEAN Ee Pee RABBIT & MICE REPELLENTS 
eee Foe Poisoned Oats 

35 gallon Pumps 10 lb. & 25 Ib. Bags 

Seay Kanes SPRAYS HOSE Bere Rabbit Repellent 
Picking Bags — Picking Ladders Quart & Pint Size Cans 
WE HANDLE REPAIRS FOR ALL MODELS FROM THE OLDEST TO THE MOST 

MODERN MAKES OF JOHN BEAN SPRAYERS. 

Write for Catalog and Price List 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. (Near C. & N. W. Freight Depot) Telephone 4107 — Lester Tans, Mgr. 

ieee ee ee
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Orchard Notes 
HARDY PEACHES WISCONSIN WILL HAVE TO REMOVE RUST 

Prof. M. A. Blake of the New SMALL BUT GOOD QUALITY A new development in cleaning 
Jersey Station reports four new va- APPLE CROP me = benrend saeegeoe! - a 

rieties of peaches tested in New Reports from members of the se ye tlie armed forces. ‘This 

Jersey and found to be hardy. The Wisconsin Apple Institute in mid- method greatly replaces the use of 

tests, however were conducted at a July indicate a fair crop of apples, sand-blasting. Soft grits made of 
temperature of —8.5 degrees F. with quality excellent. ground corncobs or rice hulls are 

At this temperature some of the In the Green Bay-Sturgeon Bay substituted for sand and this mate- 

older varieties standard in that state, Section the crop will be good. Some rial makes it much safer for even 

were injured. Only from 11 to 37 orchards will have about 75% of the inexperienced worker to work 

per cent of the buds were alive at normal crop, others almost normal, on machinery where there is dan- 
the close of the test. For the new With production running ahead of ger of injuring machinery parts 
varieties, from 43 to 65 per cent last year. during the cleaning process. This 
of the buds were alive. Eastern Lake Shore. There was is another use for a waste farm 

: : Pa a small crop last year so there is product and was developed at 
Wisconsin growers will wish the great improvement in this section. Northern Regional U. S. Research 

tests had been carried on at —20 Ty many cases it will run 200 to =e MEL GAAT oh 
degrees F., which is a temperature 300% of last year, and from 65 to APPLE MAGGOT FLIES 

we can expect in southern Wiscon-  gs07 o¢ normal , EMERGE AT USUAL TIME 
sin, even colder than that. So when : Apple maggot flies start to emer- 

we hear of hardy peaches, we must hi Ne rehwestern w a ge rid middle of July which is a- 

remember that the tests were not it ns Me orthwestern “VW 1scon. bout on schedule. In some sections 
made at our usual lowest winter %!”- t Menomonie, Wm. Connell of the state lack of rain may re- 

temperatures. page ard aye GE fF cFOP: duce the number of flies emerging 

In fact, so far as we know, most . ae ei Tens 3a) 10% OF this year so that there will be more 
so-called hardy peaches are not normal: next year. In many parts of the state 
hardy in this state excepting in Gays Mills. The crop at GayS however rain fall was ample and 
very sheltered locations. Mills will vary from 15% of nor- fies could be expected 

mal in some orchards to 50% of Conrad Kuehner, Extension Hor- 
— normal. At Richland Center the re-  tiautturi . 

“The Red Delicious apple has de- i culturist :gent: out an Orchard let- 
port is about 40% of a normal ter on July 16 in which he advised 

veloped many faults,” said Prof. crop. “Apply a first a tema ne v v 

M. A. Blake, Chief New Jersey South Central. In South Central within this week pe all fats of te 
Horticultural Department, to the Wisconsin the crop will vary from State (except in the Lake Superior 

State Horticultural Society. It has 50 to 7 5% of normal. Some grow- area) and repeat with a second 

been popular on fruit stands when TS will have a good crop, while spray by July 30 to August 1. In 
large and well colored, and because frost reduced the crop in a few or- the Lake Superior area, apply the 

of its mild flavor and planting is chards. first spray approximately the last of 
often promoted largely because of Bayfield. There was a very large July and repeat it 10 days later. 
these qualities, said Prof. Blake. crop at Bayfield last year so this Use lead arsenate (2lIbs.) and lime 
However, commercial profit depends Yea? it will be below, normal, but sulphur (114 gals.) in 100 gallons 
to a considerable extent upon tree there was no frost injury. Reports of water. 
performance in the orchard. The from growers vary from 30 to 50% . ———— : 

Delicious. tree is an upright grower of normal. Jimmy : Daddy says there isn’t 
inclined to form weak crotches. It John Guth of Bancroft, Portage — woman in the world like 
is late coming into bearing, does County, reports a total loss of his » er ther: "Th , . 
not crop well upon some dense soils crop this year from frost, as does o¢ ia er: at’s very flattering 

where Wealthy succeeds. Foliage Ralph Irwin of Lancaster. see ww 
is the delight of European red mites . Jimmy 5 And he says it’s a good 
and is susceptible to arsenical burn- National Crop Good thing; ‘too. 
ing. It is outcropped by McIntosh, The nation’s apple crop as re- _—‘ First G. I.: “The touch of the 
Grimes and some other varieties. ported early in July as estimated at nurse’s hand cooled my fever in- 
So, he advised, New Jersey growers 106,000,000 bushels, or 56% more stantly.” 

need a better variety than Red De- than the crop of 1945, of about 68,- Second G. I.: “Yeah, we heard 

licious. 000,000 bushels, the slap all over the ward!”
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HERE'S WHAT STAFAST 
A “STAND-OUT” CROP CAN DO FOR YOU: 

cy [} 4 1 Reduce pre-harvest drop and 
windfall losses to a minimum 

IS NOW ON YOUR TREES 2 Improve color, size, and value of 

QBS ae yr a 3 Practically eliminate nec 
for “spot picking” 

HOLD THE FRUIT ON LONGER 
we L 4 Ease your labor problem by spread- 

>~(ecy- ing out the picking season 

Ze ERE’S WHY STAFAST IS “TI\N H 
FOR MAXIMUM COLOR & SIZE TOPS’ IN HORMONE SPRAYS 

g $ § Apple and pear growers know by its or- 
chard performance that Stafast stands 
out among pre-harvest spray materials. 

eoeA MORE PROFITABLE HARVEST inv wepadioe conatea wich Seataat casi bs 
traced directly to the way it is made. Its 

Zi AL 4 effectiveness is derived not only from its 
oY “e lee jp y 4 Naphthalene Acetic Acid content but 

wipe from the total content of its cooperative 
hormone functioning properties. 

* Stafast is supplied in dry powdered 
form so as to assure complete stability 
under all conditions. It is mixed in the 
spray tank in the same manner as any 
commonly-used powdered spray mate- 

. rial. It will wet and mix readily, and will 
give the fruit a uniform, adhesive spray 
coverage. For the best in pre-harvest 

ganar: "a dunt ; 

At oe a tafast Now from Your THE ECONOMICAL, {° {cum} © “ Cc A= £4 on a ORCHARD BRAND DEALER 
EFFECTIVE Reaeternr | or the nearest 
—— si ich inal 

Hy GENERAL CHEMICAL 
HORMONE SPRAY i Sales & Technical Service Office 

i: IN ATLANTA © BALTIMORE ¢ BIRMINGHAM 

MATERIAL CHICAGO * CLEVELAND = DENVER © DETROIT 
ed 5 wesrois Nan > Sasa Ml . . 

produced by PITTSBURGH. © PROVIDENCE © SAN FRANCISCO 
SEATTLE * ST.LOUIS * UTICA * WENATCHEE 

GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY YAKIMA 
40 RECTOR STREET, NEW, YORK 6,,N-¥: WISCONSIN. CORPORATION, A MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

oy IN CANADA: THE NICHOLS CHEMICAL COMPANY, 
Makers of the Nation's Foremost LIMITED * MONTREAL * TORONTO * VANCOUVER 

4 Insecticides and. Fungicides 
Reg. U. 8. Pat. Of,
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STRAWBERRY FIELD Various Methods May CAUSE OF “WETWOOD” 
RENOVATION Be Used : OF mens TEES FOUND 

There is n he Nationa! rborist Association 
By H. Jones, College of € is not one best method to presented to Dr. J. Cedric Carter, 

icull Uni * follow in renovation. Various grow- plant pathologist of Illinois, their 
Agriculture, University ers have their own ideas and there 1945 award of recognition for outstand- 

of Tennessee is merit in each plan. Soil condi- ing research on the “Wetwood” dis- 
‘The time to renew an old straw- tions, stand of plants and weed ©¢2se of elms. 

. che ‘lait population are variable which de- A statement of the presentation and 
berry patch is as soon as the last termine the degree of intensiveness of the research work conducted by Dr. 

picking is completed. In other words of the renovation practice. Renova- Carter was furnished us by Mr. C. L. 
. 3 5 : -. | Wachtel, Wauwatosa, of the Wachtel 

while strawberries are still on your tion has a threefold purpose—elimi- Tyee Science and Service Company, 

mind, and before you become in- nate weeds, thin plant stand where The following is an account of this 

volved in other farm operations, get 0° thick, particularly the oldest work: 
: see plants and provide favorable soil “Dr. Carter found that slime flux 
in and secondiiiet those fields for conditions for new runner plants. or “Wetwood” of elm trees, as he pre- 
next season's berry crop. Such 4 As long as the grower is realizing fers to call it, is caused by a bacterial 

working is more important this year these objectives, it matters little infection in the heartwood. The bac- 
: b h hod he foll h teria do not rot the heartwood, but 

than in the past several seasons be- what met! ie follows or tools he cause fermentation which produces 

cause of the heavy, thick beds in employs. pressure, forcing the fermented liquid 
Condensed from May Tennessee out of the tree. This liquid runs down 

most fields. Horticulture over the bark of the tree, insects are 
What Fields Need : attracted to it, and molds and yeasts 

. — grow in it. An offensive odor devel- 
Renovating? LET THEM SIZE UP ops and there are toxic materials in 

I do not wish to imply that all It pays to allow early apples to eee ee ae at oe 
: 6s » < woun rom 

fields should be renovated following size up, ° according to R. V. Lott, healing. The disease is really a run- 
the first harvest. Where the stand University of Illinois. This research ning sore. 

of plants is not excessive, where showed that Transparent apples in- “A pressure of 60 pounds per square 

weeds are of no consequence and crease in weight 7, 5 to 80% in de- inch developed in one of the trees 
where the plants are healthy and veloping from 2 inches to 2% inch- studied by Dr. Carter. Pressure gauges 

vigorous, it is probably not econom- ¢s in diameter. So a bushel of ap- woe near’ be diseased trees and 
’ , i 7 O pounds of pressure per square 
ically feasible to expend labor for ae becuase bushels of 2% inch were common. Sometimes the fer. 
the sake of renovation. However, inch apples. Lott states: “An in- mented liquid is forced into the sap 
there are those growers who have crease from 2 inches to 2% inches stream. Then a wilting and dying back 

almost “spotless” plantings that feel in diameter is equivalent to develop- of the top of the tree occurs. 

it still pays dividends to go right ing from green, immature fruits to ne ae ae not 

ahead with a less intensive method fruits approaching maturity but firm yen though it continues foc ame 
of patch renewal. On the other enough for commercial handling. years, but the trees are injured and 

hand, if you are hopelessly covered With such development comes an the ‘running-sore condition’ is unsight- 

up with weeds I would suggest dis- increase of nearly one-third in sugar y a eae is Oe Dr. Car- 
carding the patch even though only content and 20% decrease in acid injecting chenicals tats’ tbe Pe uk 
one crop has been removed. content. ‘This increased quality to- = = far nothing has been found 

. . _ gether with the maintenance of com- which is a sure remedy. The best treat- 
With a little extra care after har: parative uniformity in the pack, ment known at the present time is to 

vest plus a few cultivations during should result ‘ bore holes into the infected heart- 

the second season, the yield for a ut in consumer accept- wood and install drain tubes so that 
, ance that will bring ceiling price to the toxic fermented liquid dri 

second year patch should be as good °. ted liquid drips out 

and in some instances better than the grower. Hormone or “harvest” on the ground and does Rot runudown 
hp tet year-paiches, Thais cooitaoa MTT” have been found effective in Ver the bark of the tree. 

the rst year pi S ;_. holding Transparent and Duchess 4 : 
observation for the size of berries i, stranded English actor went 

in untended fields to run down fast °" the tree until mature. into a sordid eating house in New 
during the second harvest. This is ves oa Maryland Fruit Growers’ York for a cheap meal and was 
not a natural sequence unless the ‘Vews-Letter, » June 1946, horrified to recognize the waiter as 
berry plantings are neglected. If a ————_ a colleague who had played with 
strawberry bed is not crowded Fond Mother: “Genevieve is so him in London. 

either from weeds or excessive bright, only 12 years old and she is “Great Scott!” he gasped. “You 
plants there is no reason for a sec- studying French and Algebra. Say waiter in this place?” 
ond year field to drop off in pro- good morning to Mrs. Perkins in “Yes, but I don’t eat here,” re- 

duction or fruit size. Algebra, Genevieve.” plied the other with dignity.
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 
va OFFICERS Bc Peseta 
“Presdeae Leromnee Palin EJ: eater atedirs, Gor: Seer. Newton Bogus, Virgen Cornelius Meyer, Appleton, Menomonee Falls, E. Schrosde?, Marshfield ice- President Recording Secretary-Treasurer Ivan Whiting, Rockford 

UATE ot tery cay AGERE ya; UG U ail Two-queen management is based 
MeO any = ee upon the principle that the produc- SaatehaS,. : * Pi Dr. C. L. Farrar Reports Com- f pF ON | f tion per unit number of bees in- 

parative Yield Between One- nna COHAN creases as the population is in- 
Queen Colonies, Packages, LI NN creased. Two-queen colonies have 
and Two-Queen Colonies SS XS ke LNs fim, two chances of remaining queen- 

From 1934 to 1945 right, which under commercial man- 
A new bulletin has just been is- the number of package colonies was agement practically eliminates all 

sued by the U. S. Department of weighted to number of two-queen non-producing colonies due to queen 
Agriculture, Bureau of Entomology colonies for each year, the differ- failure. Colonies are overwintered 
and Plant Quarantine. Copies may ence in production between the two with young queens and the beekeep- 
be obtained from the Bulletin Mail- groups amounted to 162 pounds. er’s attention is focused on queen 
ing Room, Wisconsin College of The performance of any colony quality at all times. The larger pol- 
Agriculture, Madison. Title is: is affected by the queen’s capacity len reserves accumulated after the 
“Two-Queen Colony Management.” to lay eggs and her ability to pro- colonies have been reduced to a 
Every beekeeper should read it even duce throughout the season, the ini- single-queen status make it possible 
though he does not find it possible tial population at the beginning of to overwinter strong colonies for 
to adopt this system. It contains the active season, the available pol- the next season. 
much valuable information on the en supply, and the time and length Less equipment is used in pro- 

proper management of bees in gen- of the honey flow. Seasonal condi- ducing a given crop of honey than 
eral. Here are a few of the im- tions and some variations in the is customary under single - queen 
portant paragraphs in the bulletin: management over the 11-year period management. However, there are 
Under two-queen management influenced the performance of colo- some limitations to the use of stand- 

strong colonies that are divided 5 nies to a considerable degree. Queen ard hive equipment for two-queen 
to 7 weeks before the honey flow failure prevented some two-queen colonies, 
will yield much more surplus honey colonies from developing maximum The height of fully equipped two- 
than undivided colonies. In the fall populations for the honey flow. queen colonies requires two oper- 
two-queen colonies usually have 
twice as much reserve pollen as Comparison of honey yields (in Pounds) from two-queen, single-queen, and 
single-queen colonies. These large package colonies, 1934-1945 (exclusive of 1936). 

pollen reserves are of great value Two-Queen Colonies Single-Queen Colonies Package Colonies 

in overwintering strong colonies for No. he nis No. ie nice. No. aw tex. 
the next year. woe 1934. 457 Ls Hk 

The two-queen (omitting 1936 1935... 13 423 657 8 23 320 __ _ 
and 1942) produced on an average 1937 __._-. 9 188 216 9 92 165 __ __ _ 
111 pounds more honey than single- 1938 ----- 8 298 430 21 1 76 1130 136 79 ~~ 250 
queen colonies were multiplied by 1939 ...... 27 251 426 27 170 275 110 117 262 

he respecive numbers of two. (M7 7 82M 24M Me eh queen colonies were multiplied by 1942 _.. 74 224 352 __ _ _ 170 77 165 
weighted average showed a differ- 1943 _-. 44-191 345 10 171 -272,—Ss«167 9 = 234 
ence of 106 pounds in favor of the 1944 -._. 40190357 18 92 -232—=CO170 6 113 
two-queen colonies. During the pee 1945 ------ 40 4350 O41 20 285455 190 214 422 
tiod of 1938-1945 the two-queen 1 Package colonies ia eine api 
colonies averaged 156 pounds more 25 ich d with ‘ ii apiary: 
honey than package colonies. When stabished with two colonies,
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ators for their efficient management. ent kinds of food and under differ- SUMMER BEEKEEPERS 
Approximately 50 per cent more ent conditions? MEETING VERY SUCESSFU! 
labor is required per colony but In our travels this spring we saw : 
less labor per pound of honey pro- a vast difference in the strength of Attendance — st Two Sum 
duced. Close timing of manipula- colonies the first week in May. mer Moctings. 
tions is essential to meet the two- We saw colonies in only one hive About 250 beekeepers and fami 
queen requirements, but this is body and they had room. We saw lies attended the annual summe 
equally important for the efficient them filling two hive bodies and meeting at Honey Acres, Menomo 
management of any colonies. we saw them filling three hive bod- nee Falls, on July 23 and about 15! 

ies. We did not see all three kinds at Eau Claire Lakes July 24. In 
in one yard. The difference was in trest was high in questions of| 

ABILITY OF A QUEEN the beekeepers, and the method of honey prices, the crop in various 

TO LAY MAY DEPEND UPON management used. parts of the state, and in sulfa for 
HOW THE BEES FEED HER We are inclined to think the A.F-.B. control. 

Discussing some beekeeping ques- dives | were ae ie ay m ait Honey Prices 
tions with Dr. C. L. Farrar in May, three cases, and wou id have pro 
he told of introducing a queen to a duced if the bees had fed them and On prices, Mr. R. Remer, Man- 

colony having laying workers. The fed the larvae as they emerged ager Sioux Honey Cooperative gave 

colony did not recover and drone from the eggs. best answer stating the Board of 

brood continued to appear. Natural We must learn to feed our bees Directors of the Co-op, voted the 
assumption would be the queen was better, manage them better—just as past week to increase prices in the 
laying drone eggs and should there- modern dairy farmers have learned same ratio as the index of other 

fore be killed and replaced. How- to do with dairy cows. food prices, which is about 25% in- 

ever, Dr. Farrar decided this might TT crease over last year. This, of 

not be the case and introduced this DOUGLAS COUNTY BEEKEEPERS course, will depend on whether or 

queen to a colony with normal HAVE FINE ORGANIZATION not OPA again puts a ceiling on 

brood. Thereupon she proceeded to One of the livest and most interest- honey. A 5 lb pail retailing in a 

lay well and produced worker brood, ¢4 groups of beekeepers it has been store at $1.25 to $1.30 lasst year 

Perhaps the bees refused to feed Cy eas Moctie, oon would retail at $1.50 to $1.65. 

the queen for egg laying when she jing regularly in Superior. With the The crop is very short in many 
was introduced to the laying work- help of Mr. Karl Hewlig, Agricultural parts of state, especially south- 
er colony and therefore she could Instructor of the Vocational School in eastern Wisconsin. Good crops were 

not lay eggs. a ae Ce ae Anneace reported in the northwestern Wis- 
Have we overlooked the impor- they have most interesting meetings. consin where there was more rain- 

tance of the bees, their food supply Officers of the Association are: fall. The over-all crop in Wiscon- 
and their disposition in brood rear- President, N. R. Chamberlin, Poplar; sin however, appears very short. 
ing? We have assumed if we have pee iret Eves Mth eee Se At the Menomonee Falls meetin 
a good queen, brood rearing will i ny Treasurer, Cart mean #0 majority of beekeepers reporte' 

progress at a maximum rate. That — Attendance at their meetings runs as_ they expect a surplus of only 25 t 
is not the case! : high as fifty, both husbands and wives 50 pounds per colony, At Ea 

We think there are a number of a rhene “becker ers have taken hold Claire Lakes a number reporte 
factors which determine amount of of modern methods and are doing well. they expected more than 100 Ib 
brood rearing in addition to the The clay soil which grows clover abun- @veTage. 
quality of the queen. Is it not so dently in Douglas County should yield Mrs. Harriett Grace of the A- 
in the case of dairy cows? Sup- qgcter ell if the season arene merican Honeyyy Institute warned| 

posing we took the three world rec- oan s in June anak Ju ty an 4  eaition us to be careful about discussing A. 

ord producing cows and gave one conditions for building up in spring F-B. and bee diseases in public be; 
to each of three different kinds of are somewhat unfavorable, these bee- Cause of the danger of misunder 
farmers. The first to one who knows keepers must adopt a system of large standing. Recently a mistaken id 

how to feed to produce high rec- Say aay tat or yale oak was advanced at a meeting tha’ 

ords. The second to a good dairy stitute to get cela ready for the there is T. B. in honey, which of 
farmer, and the third to a farmer honey flow im time. course, is impossible. The error n 
who does not have knowledge of _ The editor met with the group at a doubt occurred because certain) 

proper feeding. Would they not each Field Demonstration near Poplar on people heard a discussion on A.F.B 
produce milk at a different rate, = wat ws i we cue Mrs. Gerhardt, assistant to Mrs. 

even though each farmer might feed to speak to them because of their in. Gtace, spoke at the Eau Clair 

the cow to capacity, but with differ- terest and enthusiasm. Lakes meeting, emphasized we mus'
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educate the public on how to use supply of food which was greatly ap- 
honey if they are to continue to preciated by everyone. At Honey HONEY WANTED 

ae Acres the Diehnelts provided refresh- . 
use it in the future. imente enjoyed by all. Cash paid for cars and less 

Mr. Glenn Jones of Atlantic, than cars comb and extracted 

Iowa, secretary of the National THE PRICE OF HONEY honey. Mail sample and best 
Federation of Beekeepers Associa- A Call For Leaders To Do price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
tions, spoke at both meeting on the Something About It Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
work of the Federation, value of OPA js back again with it, on 

bees in pa and the poison- this date, July 29, the ceiling price 
ing problem which is Very Serious. + honey the same as set in 1942— H 
Be oe about A counke 12cents per pound wholesale. oney 

A : ec ige M h i 1942. 
with airplane dust consisting of 4. aioe “ pees crops a Containers 

DDT and Arsenate of Lead to con- livestock went up from 1942 to We now have a good supply of 
trol alfalfa weevil. This will de- oe 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails. 

: ‘ : June 1946 by 37%. The price in- Also the 5 Ib, 3 Ib. 2 Ib, and 1 
stroy practically all insect life. Such dex in 1942 was 1.59. In June 1946 a : ae ah ha if 
Projects must be babi rted it stood at 2.18 — an increase of make immediate ckinment. 

isconsin beekeeper report 59 points or 37%. To insure prompt service, or- 

heavy’ losses from spray poisoning A similar (and fair) increase in der your Association labels now 
on fruit trees this spring. : for your new honey crop. 

price of honey of 37% above the : a 
Mr. Robert Knutson, Lady- 42 cent set in 1942 would give us Write foricomplete: Price List 

smith, chairman of the Northwest- 164 cents per pound wholesale Order through your State Bee- 
BAe 1- é : po : keepers Association. 

ern District, warned that many Wi No serious effort has been made 
onies have lots of pollen now. We (until now at least) to get for bee- 
must leave plenty of honey this keepers the fair increase most other Honey Acres 

fall, because the more pollen pre- ‘Commodities have or are getting. MENOMONEE FALLS, WIS. 
. When apples, berries and other fruit 

sent over winer the more honey crop were reduced by frost or drought 
bees will consume in winter brood feaders of those indus‘ries sought and _ 
may be widespread unless we are received from OPA increase in prices 

careful. to Romipensite felis Jor, incteased HONEY 
costs of production as provide: ior in New Jer Cape CONTAINERS 

Mr. Wal ter iehnelt, presiden Beekeepers are patient, hardworking . 
State Association, told about new folks. Now thel expect National lead- Order ‘early ‘and avoid 
honey jar caps, lihographed by the ers to represent them. Beekeeping Stuck are complete at praceati 
State Association, now available for history is being made. Utility Glass Jars 
all jars purchased through the State FOR SALE 10 jars per carton of 445 

. . * r c fon oO! 
Association, without | extra cos ti Ons 2-Fracie reversible exteac: 2H jars mr Sarton. of Loe 
They provide splendid advertising, 49. with lar ge baskets. A Wood- 1# jars per carton of 24—73c 
so when ordering your jars, specify drive f tractor. 4¢# jars per carton of 48—$1.28 

the new type of caps. Write Hone DE ee oF Tin Containers e new type of caps. Y 100 8-frame hive bodies. Oliver 5# pails per carton of 50—$3.35 
Acres for price list. Stelter, Fairwater, Wisconsin. 10# pails per carton of 50—$4.95 

Mr. James Gwin, Madison, told cnn Oe ne ae ee ak sae 
beekeepers of the value of the State BEES FOR SALE 60# sq. cans per carton 24—$7.44 
Fair exhibit and asked for more ex- For sale: 35 colonies bees lo- a" sag ages and 

hibitors. It’s a good place to ad- cated near Appleton, Wis. Write shipping cases. 
vertise honey. Clarence Discher, 408 N. Grant Label Peste:"2 ‘Tb. cas ob ‘ 

Mr. John Long, Madison, was Street, Bloomington, Indiana. . 5% discount ‘on all orders 
asked to comment on the use of over $50.00. 

sulfa in A.F.B. control. He report- , oe subject to 

ed reliable information is still not YOU'LL LIKE beset 
available, nor are the facts conclu- The Beekeepers’ Magazine AUGUST LOTZ 
sive. Department will continue to It’s Spicy—It’s Independent 

inspect and burn colonies infected Send for your free copy and COMPANY 
7 : special introductory subscription 

with A.F.B. offer today. Manufacturers and Jobbers 
Members of the State Beekeepers Elmer Carroll—Publisher of Bee Supplies 

Association greatly appreciate the help . B Wisconsin 

of the ladies who served the luncheon Rt. 5, Box 181 Lansing, Mich. d 
at both meetings. There was anple —_—_—_—_———
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PEONY SOCIETY’S Minn., was second, and Ben Haber- NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY 
FORTY-SECOND SHOW man, Jefferson, Wis., was third. | DETERMINES ROSE SELECTIONS 

‘ — In a recent survey conducted by the 
Resuming the schedule of annual Flori Contlensed from June 20 New England Rose Society members, 

peony shows, members of the Orel eview. the following varieties were judged to 
American Peony Society staged a oe for the region: 

splendid show in Rockford, IIl., Charlotte Armstrong 
June 15 and 16, While the show TICKS BY THE ROADSIDE Condesa de Sastago 

was not extra-large, the quality of | One insect that likes to dwell by Crimson Glory 

the entries was unusually fine. the side of the road but is no friend peat Start Dnenaa : - Frau Karl Druschki 
Because the judges were unable to man is the American dog tick— Golden Dawn 

to choose between them, two also known as the wood tick, wide- Christopher Stone 
blooms, instead of the usual one, Jy spread over the country east of Comtesse Vandal 
were selected as the finest in the the Rockies. This serious pest of Eclipse 

“a 5 . Etoile de Hollande 
show. The two “queens” were the dogs is a health hazard to humans, = McGredy’s Sunset 
dark red, Illini Belle, a Lyman pecause it carries Rocky Mountain Mme. Henri Guillot 
Glasscock origination exhibited by spotted fever. Pierre S. Du Pont 
M. C, Karrles, Milwaukee, Wis.. Entomologi Poinsettia 

sé » ? ? gists have found that Mme. Chiang Kai-shek 
and capri the best a these insects are most prevalent near = Mrs. Sam McGredy 
pink in the show, entered by A. L. roadsides and paths. This tendency President Herbert Hoover 
Volz, also of Milwaukee, Wis. makes them easier to control by _ This list was compiled from returns 
Each of these men will receive the spraying. A large percentage of sent to 180 members, to which 41 re- 
G. H. Farr memorial medal for the spa e ge percentage Of plied, and included all hybrid teas 

. o ticks in an area may be killed sim- i finest bloom ia the ‘show Ly and most polyanthas in catalogs of 
ae : a ply by spraying plants along roads well-known nursery firms. 

Best White single was Exquisite. and plants several times during the From the American Rose Magazine, 

The best red Jap was Dignity, and height of the tick season. One M@y-June, 1946. 
Ama-No-Sode also made the court treatment that has been found effec- — 

of honor as the best Jap pink. June tive is a nicotine and soap spray. A HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY 
ee ow ae ve best re spray with even more lasting effect BEING ORGANIZED 

Deb: ho placed in in he emulsion of DDT in soluble You are invited to join in the de- 
ebatene, who placed aga the pine oil in water. 1 : . court of honor with LeCygne, the velopment of a day lily society de- 

best white, Dorothy J., was the best —U. S. Department of Agricul- voted to the betterment of Hemero- 

light pink, and Dolorodell was the ture. callis, This is a statement recently 
best medium pink sent out by Mr. Everett E. Lilly, 

. ee 265 South Westlawn Avenue, De- 

Seedling Classes SQUASH BORER masun Si, at 
Q Growers should send their name 

The American Peony Society’s Chas. I. Brigham of Blue Mounds, and address to the American Hem- 

gold medal, in the class for sixty Wis., writes that he has had suc- erocallis Society at the above ad- 
varieties, was won by R. A. Napier, cess controlling squash borers in dress. Further information will be 
Blue Island, Ill. Third in this class his garden. He followed the advice sent. 
was Walter F. Miller, Sun Prairie, of the College of Agriculture in 

Wisconsin. . ; dusting the vines with insecticides. One Sunday morning, just before 
The Society’s silver medal, given At the same time he looked for service, a note was handed up to 

for an exhibit of one each of at signs of the insect on the vines. If the Rey. Henry Ward Beecher. 
least thirty varieties, went to Mar- there is a tiny spot near the base Qpening it the famous clergyman 
vin C, Karrels, Milwaukee, Wis. of a plant indicating a puncture, discovered that it contained the 
Some of the varieties shown by Mr. he splits one side of the stem with single word: “Fool.” 

Karrels were Frankie Curtis, Sarah a small blade of his pocket knife Mr. Beecher arose, described the 
Bernhardt, Mrs. A. M. Brand, and hunts for the borer. communication to his congregation 
Alice Harding, Odile, Mary Brand, The mature insect, he says is a and added, with becoming serious- 
Clemenceau, Blanche King, David handsome one with black and gold ness: “I have known many an in- 

Harum, Hansina Brand and Mrs.F. decorations and he hasn’t been able stance of a man writing a letter and 

D. Roosevelt. to catch many of them. forgetting to sign his name but this 
Marvin C. Karrels was also first He finds the method of digging is the only instance I have ever 

in the special class for out-of-state out the borers practical in a small known of a man signing his name 
members. R. W. Jones, St. Paul, garden. and forgetting to write the letter.”
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OFFICERS DIRECTORS Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 
Leland C. Shaw, Milton, President Frank Blood, Stevens Point Mrs. “A. E. Biepkorn, Plymouth 

een er ee Bee ca eee De Geo Schete, Shebor gs ide : yr. eer, Shel 
Frank Bayer, Rec, ‘Sec--Treas., 4668 No. 4ist St., Harold nee, Whiterer Theo. Woods, Madison 

Milwaukee 9 Walter eger, Oconomowoo 

How Not To Grow Prize Glads 
Paul E. Hoppe, Madison 

\When approached by Mr. Rahmlow Noah felt about the time he was load- The patch that has been soaked thor- 

for an article on growing prize glads, ing his ark. oughly once a week throughout the en- 

I reminded our good editor that so The first immediate effect of the pro- tire growing season will produce those 

much already had been written on the longed flooding was a heavy epidemic ong, well-grown spikes that have 

so-called secrets of growing the win- of fusarium root rot. We pulled out what it takes to win at the shows. 

ners that little remained to be said. plants by the armful which had turned I’ve already mentioned that a young 

With his usual persistency, Henry re- yellow almost over night. The disease bulb is the second all-important factor 

fused to accept my very legitimate ex- varied from just an occasional plant if one wishes to grow glads at their 

cuse and soon had me cornered into a_ in some varieties-to as high as 20 to best. Young bulbs have that pep, vigor 

position where I decided it would be 25 per cent in those most susceptible. and resistance to disease which is usu- 

easier to write something than try A second effect of the deluge was ally lacking in plants grown from 

and convince him that my nickel’s that the weed situation got completely aging bulbs. On the average, bulbs do 

worth would do anyone much good. out of control. So many of the plants the best about the third year from 

I’ve always felt that the main fault were tilted across the rows that it was bulblets. Varieties differ in this re- 

with many articles on glads is that inadvisable to cultivate with the trac- spect, but we don’t like to plant many 

they deal too much with details of tor and the field was too large for bulbs that have produced more than 

procedure that aren’t applicable to the hand-weeding. However, the plants two crops of prime bloom. 

other fellow’s local conditions. De- which had escaped the root rot ap- That invariable question, “Which is 

tailed accounts are interesting and of peared to be more than holding their the more important, moisture or a 

value to the experienced grower who own in the jungle of weeds and we young bulb?” can be answered by 

is thinking in terms of the fundamen- felt they would produce good spikes stating that they are equally impor- 

tal principles involved. They are, how- despite the competition. This they did tant because each is a limiting factor. 
ever, apt to be confusing, if not actu- and by mid-August we were cutting Separate one from the other and your 
ally misleading to the beginner who some of the finest spikes we've ever results are likely to be mediocre. Com- 
thinks he must copy exactly the meth- grown. Although the weeds stood hip- bine the two and you can forget about 
ods of Mr. So-and-so. high in places, the glads towered above the richness of your soil, so long a 

them, up to five and six feet tall with the fertility level is such that it woul 
An Unusual Season show spikes literally ‘dime a dozen. produce a fair crop of garden vege 

fi f This story is not told to impress tables, 

Tn 1944 we cut the nest crop! :O: anyone with what a wonderful field of A 
spikes on a heavy soil which the soil : : : A final word to the beginner wh 

; : glads we grew in 1944; nor as a guide 
analyst told us was deficient in both : < wants to compete at shows. Remem 

h field li for beginners. No one with common bee ‘that jeti € glads ar 
potash and phosp orus. The fie lies sense wants raging floods, fusarium 1at some varieties of glads 

in a valley and is subject to flooding . a : aie igie potential winners and others are not 
: In f hat 1944 epidemics, or weed jungles in his glads. This applies to all col 1 Ex 

after heavy rains. In ea t a b I’ve related the facts because the story jn, The ‘h 0; ‘a 4 oF dees hi 
Planting twice Th Soeat etely i ~ can be used to emphasize what I con-  ). isties ow bet s sist nthe wh 
merged by floods. | he first came en sider to be the two simple but all- aout he tee en ly. ns 

the plants were about a foot high an important factors in successfully grow- orget this—having chosen 

brought logs, fence posts, brush, and ing glads. These are (1) adequate Proper varieties, the fellow with th 
what-not floating across the tops of soisture, and (2) young, y bulbs. ons rows and many plants to selec 
the glads. It was a chaotic sight but It i h iy believed th rom, always has the best chance, o1 
what really alarmed me was that the t is rather ond elieved that show day, of finding that spike whic 
ditch which served as a drain from there are two periods o stages of fulfills the exacting requirements o| 
the garden became clogged and the growth in glads when the need for the ribbon winner. 
water remained standing on the glads ™oisture is particularly critical—about —_ 
for several days. the time when the second leaf is ap- 

pearing, and again just before the Teacher: “What’s the differenc 
Before ~ grew ou sutiemy spikes emeree, a rather ineline’ to between caution and cowardice?” 

to permit cultivation, | 0. les- believe we should recognize but one Tommy : “Caution is when you'r 
cended upon us and it was as bad if critical period—a continuous one ex- f omm ee 

not worse than the first one. It was tending from the time the second leaf raid, and cowardice is when th 
then I had a pretty good idea of how is appearing until the spikes emerge. Other fellow’s afraid.”
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VISIT TO A SHEBOYGAN CHAPTER COMING GLADIOLUS SHOWS 
FLORIDA GLAD FARM SHOW Wisconsin Will Feature Number 

Florida glads as grown by Pin- x of Fine Shows This Year 
ellas Gladiolus Faring at Ft. hyens The -Regiocal stow of ihe She 1: 
were the subject of our next call. boygan County Chapter will be held Seedling Show, August 4. An- 
These people plant around 400 ac- at Kohler Recreation Hall, at Koh- nual Seedling Show at Walter Mil- 
res annually. Primary headache this ler, August 10-11. ler’s Sun Prairie. 

year again: fusarium. The thing _ Officers are as follows: Dr. L. August 10-11. Sheboygan Coun- 
that really hurts is that Picardy is a Dietsch, President; C. Holzman, y Chapter Show at Kohler, Re- 
susceptible variety. Fifty per cent Vice President; Mrs. Eleanor Piep- creation Hall. . . 

of their planting was of this novel- korn, Treasurer and Tickets; Fred August 12-13. Madison Gladio- 
ty alone, This again emphasizes the Hagedorn, Show Chairman; Joe lus Chapter Show, First National 
importance of plant breeders turn- Browne, Entry Chairman; Emil Bank, Madison. : . 
ing their attention to disease resis- Jaschinski, Artistic Arrangement August 17-18-19. Wisconsin 
tance in launching new strains. Chairman; Clarence Marting, Floor Gladiolus Show at Wisconsin State 

These people market their crop Manager; Anthony Den Boer, Lo- Fair, West Allis. 
entirely through commission cal Arrangements; Otto Kapschit- Augus 24-25. Wisconsin Gladio- 
houses, keeping in close touch by zke, Superintendent of Judges; lus Society Show at Wausaw, co- 
telephone with various houses Mrs. George Scheer, Publicity; Operation with Wausau Junior 
throughout eastern U. S. Air ship» Shirley Jaschinski, Show Secretary. Chamber of Commerce. 

ment was dismissed as: too expen: Six perpetual trophies will be August S031, Twin City-Mari- 
sive except in emergency. 5 nette-Menominee, Show at Lauer- 

It seems fairly standard practice given for the Grand Awards. One man’s Department Store, Marinette 
for these Plorila eople : shi of these has been donated by the J , 

their own small fee oe bulbs ms Speen eo 2, Society. A 
to various “near south” sections to twenty-five dollar “E Bond don- SPRAY FOR GLAD THRIPS 

be grown there one year before ated by the Kohler Co. will be giv- 1 oz. tarter emetic 
forcing in Forida. It must be flow- en; to: the highest: point ‘winner in 2 oz. brown sugar 
és: Elca ‘these GiOoe GHBE the Artistic Arrangements. Thirty 3 gall f 

ps that we saw gallons of water 

in a Columbia S. C. Kresge store, dollars goes for the Grand Awards. If brown sugar cannot be se- 
nine for 39 cents. Short, but nice Members who desire a_show sched- cured, use 2 2/3 oz. of either honey 
flowers: ule should write the Entry Chair- 9, inolasses. . 

It is, of course, the fact that ™4" J ita Wis- _—___ 
* : : consin, ou treet. 

Glas can te ick and shipped in eT Shay Takacs Stow THE MARINETTE 
so tremendously popular for Flori- ¢¢retary. GLADIOLUS SHOW 
da growing. Few flowers combine —_—__ The Twin Cities Gladiolus Soci- 
the real beauty with such extreme ety will hold their second regional 

— in ae, es EB THRIPS CONTROL show in Lauerman’s Store, Mari- 
—from Grower Latrs, By Geo. : . +] nette, Wis., on August 30-31. 

Me Wilson Bechet use tartar emetic for thrips control _All_gladiolus growers and_fans 
this year, according to a recent sur- are invited to help make this show 

SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN vey. Some will use DDT. i ats pag or fending 

rented oo Mr. Harold Janes, Whitewater, iter than “ oe. “August 30, us no 

FOR JUDGES says, “Will spray only with Detex — Those who plan to attend should 
A : (DDT) for thrips. Will use Fer- make reservations for the banquet 

_ School for judges was schedul- mate as both spray and dust for with John Burke, Lauerman’s Store 
ed ie June by the Southeastern disease, or may use a dust contain- Marinette. It will be held at 12 aot 

mites Getiolis Society ic wa ing both Fermate and DDT—a one- on Ay st 30 at the store and will in recruiting a corps of trained jud- shot operation.” be gi ig La Brot 

ges capable to judge this flower at e given by Lauerman Brothers. 
any show. The school consisted of . Visiting growers will be inter- 
three intensive sessions with an Brought into court on a charge viewed by radio station WMAM 
examination at the close. All the Of violating price ceilings, a woman that afternoon. 
known facts on judging gladiolus shopkeeper was asked if she had Write me for entry tags. 

was pooled by experts and passed "0t read the OPA rules. Arnold Sartorius, R. 1, Porter- 
along to those enrolled in the school. “Read them!” she exclaimed, field, Wis. 

Michigan Gardener, June 1946 “Why I can’t even lift them!”
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Garden Gleanings 
HERBS TO GROW IN SHADE growth late in May. Blades of lawn IMPORTANCE OF YEWS 

Among the field notes included in ™Owers should be set up to one and The yews are among the most 
the 1946 issue of The Herbarist of One-half inches or two inches. Cut- all-around useful groups of ever- 

the Herb Society of America is an ting perennial lawn grasses at this greens, for they grow in sun or they 
interesting note on the growing of height through the summer months grow in shade, provided, of course, 

seasoning herbs in the shade. One Will partially shade young crab the soil in the shade is not too dry. 
member of the society faced with ass seedlings and since this weed Probably their biggest handicap is 
the handicap of damp, shaded con- cannot survive in shade, a fair per- the fact that they have to have a 
iti ‘ centage of the seedlings will be well drained soil. Although all ever- ditions worked out the following g B' i 
plant list, which includes mostly killed. greens have this same demand, the 

perennial plants: By The Master Gardener. yews are less tolerant than most of 

Top onion the others. The yews are outstand- 
Chives PLANTS DAMAGED BY ing for their excellent dark green 
Tarragon SPITTLEBUG ATTACK color throughout the entire year. 
R There are a tremendous number of 
osemary The froghopper, better known as the nee includi d 

Garden cress spittlebug, is causing much annoyance variations Mcluging Many Hane 
Lovage and considerable injury to shrubbery, Varieties. 
Lemon balm oe patches, gardens and hay The spreading yew (taxus cuspi- 

. elds, . _ 

Curly mint This insect, E. L. Chambers, State oe It . all eye: agen 
Sweet cicely entomologist, says, acquired the term ‘ind. It will grow to a height o 
Common marjoram “froghopper” because of an unfounded four or five feet and spread to a 
Curly garden parsley belief that the spittle masses were width of eight or ten feet. Of 
Flat-leaved parsle voided by the tree frogs. It happens course, it can be sheared heavily if 

Pi y to be a rather appropriate name be- necessary 
Thyme cause of bug’s squat appearance and =k . 

Angelica, hopping ability. It is one of the suck- _ Taxus capitata, the upright yew, 
——— ing insects which makes use of the is particularly useful for fall back- 

CRAB GRASS IN YOUR sap drawn from the plant to form the grounds, for screens or for a large 
LAWN? protective spittle ae which the evergreen at the corner of a house. 

* ‘oung or nymphs teed. xcessive ith- g : 

. Crab grass is an annual and pro- deaval of en from the plants at- Like most yews, it has to have a 
lific seeder. One plant may contain tacked naturally weakens them. The ‘S€Vere yearly pruning or shearing 

as many as 300,000 seeds, some of stem on which the insect has fed to make it more compact and less 

which remain viable and germinate usually becomes stunted, shrivels up scraggly. 
ears later, This weed eminates and dies, or is prevented from produc- Taxus repandens is a low grow- 

i 7 ing seed, he, pointed. out. ing form of the English yew. It will 
in late May or early June, makes The grass feeding forms live through hei 8 y' hh hi 
rapid growth the next three months, the winter in the egg stage. The eggs STOW to a eight of roug' ly three 
ceases active growth in late summer hatch in the late May or June into feet, with a spread of six to eight 
and is killed by frost. Crab grass the nymphs, which feed beneath these feet eventually. 
. . _ . spittle masses. The adults are less The Japanese and the English 
is a low growing species with short, conspicuous, and while they, too, feed yews fave hene crossed to give ae 
broad and somewhat hairy leaves on these plants, appparently they do + k T di is 
in the early stages of growth. As not do as much damage. The nymph ‘S “HOwn as 1. media. lhere are 
the stems develop, they creep along Passes through several instars, taking several excellent varieties of this. 
the surface of the soil rooting at about six weeks to reach maturity. For upright habit of growth, we 
the Sint d Bnallproducin While some of the spittle masses will can use the Hicks yew or the Hat- 
id Joints an nally producing up continue to develop and to be a nui- field ew. With less upright habit 

right seed stalks at the end of each ance all summer, most of them will are Bro . i d i W, llesl 
stem. The seed stalks are divided disappear early in July. wn's yew and the Wellesley 

ye into three to six fingerlike branches Since the overwintering eggs are YW" . 
usually laid on the stem of plants at- By Victor H. Ries from a bulle- and both stems and seed stalks be- y , 

come reddish purple by the end of ‘@cked and two or three inches off the tin of the Ohio State University, 
purp y ground, mowing off the infested crops (o} . " ne 4 olumbus, Ohio, 

summer. . . is only partially effective in their con- 
Control of this weed is best ac- trol. Burning over heavily infested 

complished by early feeding of areas during fall, winter and early The Father: “So you want to be- 
lawn areas. An application of plant ae oa eal pa as owe come my son-in-law ?” 

. . . numbers. in sma! - - . «& . s. 
food at this time will develop the berry, patches: a 5% rotenone! dust The Suitor: “No, sir, but if I 

permanent lawn grasses and form @ seems to give the best control when Mary your daughter, I don’t see 
dense turf before crab grass begins thoroughly applied. how I can avoid it.”
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NEW INTEREST IN HARDY named the “Eskimo Beauties” show early than too late. Use when fully 
RUGOSA HYBRIDS a high percentage of Rugosa blood. developed, compact and clear white. 

. Their foliage is heavy and shines Se 
Hybrid Tea Roses did not come with a deep green lustre. The flow- WHAT ARE YOU EATING? 

through the last winter in Wiscon- ers are double, or nearly so, and all (From Pharmacal Advance) 
sin very well. Those who covered are exceedingly fragrant. The three About a generation ago a little 
well with soil and mulched with pest of the Eskimo Beauties are apologue went the rounds of the 
straw or hay were successful in }yansa, violet-red; Belle Poitevine, American press which summed up 
keeping the stems alive three to pink; and Blanc de Coubert, white. the valuable properties of the com- 
nine inches above the ground. Those “The Roses of the second group mon apple. ~ 
who did not cover found them froz- display more the appearance of the | “Do you know what you're eat- 
en to the ground level or below the iq garden favorites. They are in- ing?” said the doctor to the girl. 
point of the bud and now have deed wonderful door-yard Roses ‘An apple, of course.” 
“strawberry blossoms” on the new with choice double blooms, compar- “You are eating,” said the doc- 
shoots coming from the seedling ing favorably with the best. There tor, “albumen, sugar, gum. malic 

stock used. may be extreme locations in the far acid, fibre, water and phosphorus.” 
There will always be many who porth where light covering may be (He could also have added vitamins 

will grow Hybrid Tea Roses suc- pest for winter, but in most loca- A, C, B-1 and G, calcium, phos- 
cessfully. But there are those who tions from the Gulf to the lakes they phorus, iron and copper, pectin and 
haven't the time, ability or desire to may be enjoyed without pampering hemicillulose and uronic acid.) 
cover in fall. They are beginning 4; petting. In this group are F, J. “I hope these things are good. 
to turn to the Hardy Rugosa Hy- Grootendorst, red; Conrad F. Mey- They sound alarming.” 
brids and find them very beautiful er, pink; Sir Thomas Lipton, Nothing could be better. You ate, 
and interesting. white.” I observed, rather too much meat 

Origin of Rugosa Roses _ for dinner, The malic acid of ap- 
Mr. E. C. Hilborn of Northwest INFORMATION ON ples neutralizes the excess of chalky 

Nursery Company, Valley City, BLANCHING AND HARVEST- matter caused by too much meat, 
North Dakota writes this about the ING CAULIFLOWER and thereby helps to keep you 
Rugosa roses. By The Master Gardener young. Apples are good for your 

“The new hardy Hybrid Rugosa Cauliflower, if grown exposed to complexion; their acids drive out 
Roses mark one of the triumphs of sunlight, develops a dark curb which the noxious matters which cause 
plant scientists. Choice dependable js not only unattractive but often skin eruptions. They are good for 
Roses are now ready for the door- has a very undesirable flavor. your brain, which those same nox- 
yards of the most modern homes. Therefore, as soon as the little ious matters, if retained render 

“The story of their development cauliflower heads are about two Sluggish. Moreover, the acids of 
is a romance in plant life. Crowd- inches in diameter, tie the leaves the apple diminish the acidity of 
ing the snow line, high up on the over the head. A string may be the stomach that comes with some 
sides of the mountains of Japan, used or rubber bands cut from old forms of indigestion. The phosphor- 
grow the Rugosa Roses, the most inner tubes are also handy for the us, of which apples contain a larger 
beautiful of all the wild types. purpose. per cent than any other fruit or 
These Rugosas have rugged consti- The time required for the heads vegetable, renews the essential mat- 
tutions, They possess deep glossy to reach the proper stage of ma- ter of the brain and spinal column. 
green foliage. They are covered turity after they are tied for blanch- Oh, the ancients were not wrong 
from June to September with large ing depends very largely upon the when they esteemed the apple the 

single flowers of pink, white or red. temperature. If the temperature is food of the gods—the magic re- 
The high qualities of this rose high, less time will be required than newer of youth to which the gods 
caught the attention of the rose if it is low. In warm weather cauli- resorted when they felt themselves 
breeders. If the rugged, thrifty and flower may reach usable maturity growing old and feeble. I think I’ll 
everblooming qualities of this plant within three to five days after be- have an apple,” concluded the doc- 
could be interbred and eliminate the ing tied, but in cool weather when tor. 
delicate constitutions of the well- the growth rate is slow, as much = Thus, it would seem that the ap- 
known types, and yet retain the co- as two weeks may elapse before the ple, apparently, deserves more at- 

lor and size of the latter, what an heads are ready to use. tention from the medical profes- 
advance would be made! Do not allow the head to become sion, for many of the drugs given 

“Thousands of seedlings were over-mature, as the head will break empirically have been based on rem- 
produced and a few were chosen as_ into separate portions, and will be- edies and perhaps myths which have 
outstanding. These may be separat- come dark, “ricy” and unpalatable. come down from the ages. 
ed into two grops, the first, aptly It is better to harvest a little too From May Virginia Fruit.
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Orr cree Mro. La Suibred. 196 Be Biret Se Fond du 
. Alfred Otto, President, Mre. Eric Martin, Recording Secretary, Treas. “Luc Bir River Volley. District tS 

RSTo-Ah Aver: West ‘Bend: urer, Route 1, “Edgerton = , Mes Ne, Barger, Hillerest Drive, Madison S— 
wi Vice-Presid . J. Rahmlo Secre ay. Reus Moun Manitowos VS eresidens: Hot Guiverity, Farm PL, Madison 67" viityaae District oy en ee en 

. F, J. Fitegerald, and Vice-Preside bes, Dust if vere 
Mito "Broad Stu" Menasha residents Miss Me otter Cambridge—South Central District 

ANNUAL CONVENTION table crop. The need is almost un- 
Retlaw Hotel , limited. The way is clear for the 

Fond du Lac, Wis. wis greatest aeaes of home Food Pre- 
October 10-11 vy servation in history. 

AL \ I need not repeat the urgency of 

The Annual Convention of the (eK S this job. The women of America 
Wisconsin Garden Club Federation ! Rt hs Soh know how to meet the emergencies. 
will be held in the Retlaw Hotel, ls L VAY: I am sure they will come through 
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin on Oct- Ne) ae with flying colors. Food Preserva- 
ober 10-11. The program will ap- aap ay tion will be pushed vigorously 
pear in our next issue. = wr throughout the growing season. 

a ~ During the coming months extra 
ANNUAL CONVENTION FOOD PRESERVATION effort will be =~ by press, radio, 

. advertising and other ways td en- 
COMMITTEES Back into action must go the 25 courage the greatest aanbee of 

The following committees for the million housewives who put up families to participate in food pre- 
ann nvention have been a more than four billion jars of food  seryation. 

ual co ° Pin one war year! 
inted. ‘ 

Re We need to preserve more food —Alfred H. Otto, President 
Program than ever before at home in order —_—_—_—_——___ 

Mrs, F. J. Fitzgerald, 649 Broad to meet the demand for food. Fa- CITIZEN CONSERVATION 
St. Menasha. mine is threatening the lives of CAMP 

Mrs. C. H. Barman, Waupaca. hundreds of millions of people. » VV F Presid H AUGUST 18-22 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. ormer 4resi ent DOVET and THE PUBLIC IS INVITED 

Flower Show others say the crisis will not be past . . 

Miss Merle Rasmussen, R.4, Os- before the harvest of 1947. We ,,1h¢ Milwaukee County Alliance has 
kosk will continue to share our wheat [78 felt the need of bringing together conservation-minded persons from all 

Mrs. Clarence Schultz, Neenah and some of our other foods for at sections of the state. The purpose of 
Publicity least another year. World food stocks such meeting would be to provide op- 

Mrs. Fred Marquardt, Hales per person have seldom been lower iene ae to discuss fhe many prob- 
. . lems affecting natural resources in 

Corners . man ey oo right now. During a Wisconsin. Experts in the fields of 
Mrs. William Curtiss, Plymouth 8&8 ig seas we must rebul soil, water, forests, wildlife and other 

L és our stockpiles for another hard resources are invited to serve as speak- 
ocal Arrangemen winter and spring. We must take ad- rs and discussion leaders. 

Mrs, Lawrence Skilbred,198 E. vantage of every opportunity this _ The eienee is now ready to an- 
First St., Fond du Lac growing season we must rebuild at Eagle ee ge 

Miss Clara Liston, Fond du Lac food stocks. sons interested in conservation ee 
Mrs. Earl Borsack, Fond du Lac To safeguard our diets we must invited. 
Other committees may be an- eat more vegetables this year to re-  Lh¢ camp is located on Eagle River. 

nounced later.. place some of the other foods. Pros- piled agg te an ncaa 
. z 0 es, ing room, lecture —Alfred H. Otto, President. pects are for a good fruit and vege- and science laboratory ‘ieovide ue
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ceptional quarters in the north woods “BETWEEN CLUBS” The garden center in the Public 
country. Bathing, canoeing, and boat- Libra featured d= duri 
ing and many other recreational fa- Members of the Honey Creek Civic hi Ty, BSataree ragweed (curing 
cilities are available to camp guests. Club will hold their 20th annual the first weck in June. 

The capacity of the camp is limited flower show on Wednesday after- A prize has been offered to the 
to 75 people. If interested, mail your oon and eveni A Boy Scouts for the most efficient . ‘i ing, August 21, at 
request for a reservation with a check . lan for ragweed co 1 Pp. igweed control. for $15.00 to Mr. Arthur Molstad, the Honey Creek Community Hall. Thirty women of Wi in R 

President, Milwaukee County Conser- The two Waukesha garden clubs, ids oe d Ms pew 
vation snllianes, 1303 West Kilbourn the Waukesha Town Garden Club, bom Fee Show. ene nb the 4 : ; a 
Weccottin. partment: S,, MEwankes' and the Spring ao Garden cap thus surmounting the Hanapotlas 

It is only through the cooperation are ‘worlung toge! cr to Provide tion problem caused by the nation- 
of Trees for Tomorrow, Inc., who flowers for the patients of Rest- wide railroad strik “oe 
have taken over the forest service haven Hospital regularly through- us sr ee 
training camp from June 1 to October out the summer. This hospital was Have you something of interest 
4 pee & pees 8 = vite opened last summer and was visited 0° this column? Won't you please 

ttractive place for the Citizen Weekly by the clubs until late fall. send me something for the next is- 
Conservation Camp. By Mrs. Max . fH . : Sueitt Waswarnom: At Christmas they provided wreaths SU © orticulture. You like this 

ps for the windows and jelly for the ce for many garden club mem- 
NOMINATING COMMITTEE trays. to Desde Report ' rg keep this going each and every 

ce . . . club must cooperate by sending 
The Nominating Committee for Spring City Garden Club spon- items not later than the 10th of 

nomination of officers for the Wis- sored a tea for the wives of the vet- each month 
consin Garden Club Federation for erans who are patients at Resthaven —By Mrs Wm. Curtiss, R. 1 
1946 is as follows: Mrs. O. H. Hospital. One of the clubs’ mem- Plymouth, State Publicity Chm. 
Burgermeister, West Allis, Chair- bers was instrumental in providing an y ein. 
man; Mrs. Charles Braman, Wau- lap boards for the boys. These 20TH FL 
paca, Fox River Valley District; boards were badly needed and un- The H fea ee 

Mrs, F. J. Vea, Madison, Madison obtainable otherwise. nownices re eee ane 
District; Mrs, Charles Eisenberg, wer Snow, on ; : eae —————— Wednesday afternoon and evening, 
a iy eee Wea, Because one of the boys remem- August 21, at the Honey Cre ek 
cok Ca ae oad Mee bered the beauty of spring hepati- Community Hall. All Garden Club 
}. J. Ubbink, Port Wy hi * cas and longed to see them again members are invited. 
Shebsygan Deke ashington, each patient was given a small indi- —By Mrs. Wm. Curtiss, R. 1 

. idual bouquet for hi i i iwic Club 
The committee presents this slate vn ieee ene Saris bedsiae fable imam Homey Creek Civic Club 

of officers for the election at the : One ee  Weitscomsin 
annual convention in October in A i cies August 9-10. Delavan City Gar- 
Fond du Lac: or the ener of their civic- den Club Flower Show, Cochran 

President: Mrs. John West, Minded presi lent, Mrs. B. F. Winn, Hall, Congregational Church, Dele- 
Miasitowoe the Horticulture Club of Wisconsin yan, 

Ist Vice-Pres.: Mrs. F. J. Fitz- Rapids, has a ragweed control cam- 
gerald, Menasha J paign that is gaining momentum. OFFICERS ee GARDEN 

2nd Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Clarence Through publicity in their local President: Mrs. C. R. Dix, Box 161 Schultz, 112 N. Commerical, PaPet last summer they pointed out Vice-Pres.: Mrs. C. F. Codrington, R. 
Neenah the suffering and inconvenience en- _ 5, Box 430, Waukesha 

Recording Secretary-Treasurer: dured every summer because of rag- a, Wat bes ft een Be By Be : , aukesha 
Mrs, Eric Martin, Edgerton. weed pollen ie = for co- Treasurer: Mrs. Loren M. Davis, 1602 

Respectfully submitted, erates “" rr tee eir commun- N. J2ist St., Wauwatosa 13 
Mrs. O. H. Burgermeister, Chair- ity o is hay fever Peat. Meeting: Ist Monday at 8 p. m. 

man, a 

New Hampshire’s Conservation S A V E T R E E S 
Chairman is urging a Nature Cavity Treatment General Landscaping Large Tree Moving 
Trail for every town asa means ']| “| We are insured 1 
of educating youth in conserva- © Fertilizing Edgewood 5969 x 
tion and to afford full opportuni- Pruning WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE Spraying 
ty for native plants to multiply 3373 N. Holton Street —:— Milwaukee 
and grow unmolested. G. C. D. ———————————
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Random Notes 
By Genevieve Dakin 

This “quiz” in a year book is in- side of pot rather than in center to Plants for the Connoisseur, by 
teresting. It is headed “Judge Your- allow better aeration and hasten Thomas Ray, Supt. of Central 
self.” rooting.” Parks, London, is a book for the 

1. Do I fill my place on the pro- —_ discriminating gardener who enjoys 
gram or else supply a substitute? The stubborn roots of quack the unusual in plants, It is pub- 

2. Do I respond graciously when &tass can be turned into first-rate lished by Macmillan Co. and should 
called upon to help? fertilizer by the compost route, ac- be available through any book store. 

3. Do I personally welcome a new cording to a Michigan gardener. _—_— 

member ? — Another how-to-do-it book is The 
4. Do I encroach on the time of From a talk on Flower Photogra- Garden Clinic by Lawrence Blair. 

the person who follows me on the Phy we glean: some interesting in- According to its publishers, the 
program ? formation. An important rule to fol- Macmillan Co., it offers solutions to 

5. Am I punctual in attendance? low in photographing flowers is— your problems and answers thou- 
6. If I have enjoyed or been @fter your first general shot—get sands of questions in its 146 pages 

benefited by the program, have I Close! The beauty is in the details! with 40 full page drawings. The 
been prompt to give a word of You may wish to slip a portrait at- Boston Herald speaks highly of the 
praise to the contributor? tachment over the camera lens. Sun- book “for both the novice and the 

This was under the caption Gar- shine is important as it gives both more skilled in flower growing.” 
den Club Courtesy. light and shadow. The best results —— 

. are said to result from having the Peonies—In Ancient time peonies 

A club president who has to spend SU" at your left or right rather than were prescribed by physicians as 
her time trying to put new life into squarely behind you. The form of  sedicine. Perhaps working with 
members who “just belong” has no ‘#€ flower is best shown by this peonies may contribute toward en- 
time or inspiration left to give her method, If you picture a flower joyment of a ripe, happy old age. 
best to the club— North Carolina {70m above it will be shortened. If The right time to plant peonies is 
Gardener. ir coern tulle oT oie flower from September 1 until the ground 

—. : re a a con- freezes. When the blossoms are 
Texas leads in members with fusing natural background a card- pone in July the new eyes develop 

12,000. Ohio has 7,500. board may be propped up at a de- from July 1 until freezing, ready 
, ” sired distance behind the flower. 4, spring into activity and show 

We are happy to learn that Na- White, gray, or black cards are above ground as soon as the frost 
tional Council has authorized a sil- Practical. If a black card is used goes out of the ground in the spring. 
ver button to be presented to Junior it is well to turn it slightly away When the dormant or rest period 
Garden Club members. It is my from the sun—enough to put it in Gccurs is the time to divide and 
understanding that they will be @ shadow. This improves the black’s transplant, 
available through a St. Louis firm. ‘!0F- Walter Miller, peony grower of 
Watch your National Bulletin for . . . Sun Prairie, tells us to select ground 
complete information, Hemerocallis fans will be inter- free from shade, well away from] | 

. = ested in the new American Hemero- trees and well drained. Prepare anf | 
It is estimated that 1,000 weed allis Society which is being formed open bed by deep spading and culti- ' 

seeds lie in wait in every square under the leadership of Everett E. yation Good garden soil will grow] | 

inch of ground, brought by wind, Lilly, 265 S. Westlawn Avenue, gooq peonies. Do not cut down theff - 
dust, birds and insects. Bare spots Decatur 45, Ill. bushes. When freezing begins, they] 1 

in the lawn invite weeds. oe fall down and give the roots all the} 
—— Ohio is cooperating with the Na- covering they need during the win- 

For cuttings: “Gather cuttings in- tional Blue Star Highway by estab- ter. Newly planted sols require aff ; 
to a bunch, dust the cut ends and ishing an information dispensing light covering of hay, grass or] } 
all nodes near the base (where a roadside park at the Indiana-Ohio straw. f 
leaf has been attached) with hor- ine on Route 40. An attendant will | Mr. Miller gives these instruc-] " 
mone powder. Plant cuttings in be present at all times to give out tions on planting: Do not allow the} * 
small pots with aerated soil of me- valuable information regarding the plants to be exposed to the air. Dig] , 
dium fertility—very fertile soil will natural beauty spots of the state of a hole deep and wide enough to re-] g 
eat the young roots—place against Ohio. ceive the root so the eyes will be tl
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Th j e Merit System Of Judging 
The Merit system of judging has exhibitors if judges are competent. of an exhibit desirable. 

been widely used by Wisconsin gar- (4) Garden club flower shows - No Definite Score Should 

den clubs during the past ten or are educational, non-commercial, Be Given 

more years. Sometimes called the and without financial profit to ex- Should exhibits judged by the 

Danish or non-competitive system, hibitors. To continue these shows merit system be scored, and the ex- 

this method is designed to rate each sucessfully it is necessary to satisfy act score stated on the card? For 

exhibit according to its merits, with- exhibitors and keep them willing to example, should one exhibitor be 
out regard to its competitive stand- take part the next year. Some ex- scored 96, another 94 and another 

ing in its class. If, for example the hibitors do not like to “compete” 93? 
judge feels an exhibit rates between against their friends and neighbors, This should never be done. Prof. 
93 and 100, it is entitled to an a- to win over them or to be “beaten” Wakelin McNeel of the 4-H Club 
ward of “excellent.” by them as in the competitive sys- Department, Wisconsin College of 

The following table of ratings tem, nor do they like it, in large Agriculture, says, “It is humanly 

are in use by Wisconsin organiza- classes, if only 3 prizes are given impossible for a judge to determine 

tions: and all other entries receive no re- whether an exhibit deserves a rat- 

Ratings cognition. . ing of exactly 96 as is indicated by 
Excellent _.....--... 93100 The merit syystem has eliminated a score of 96.’ No two judges are 

Very Good... 8§— 92. Much of this feeling. To say “They likely to rate the exhibit the same. 
Good ______._________ 80— 84 should be able to take it,” doesn’t A definite score also changes the 

Fair _..--..-...-.... 75— 79 change human nature. system because exhibits scoring 
Benefits of Merit System Experiences With the 2; y =~ a once become first, 

Why has the merit system be- Merit System see The Cc = titi Set 

come so popular with many organi- Some ten or more years ago Lompeti ve yates 
zations? Here are some of the rea- this system of judging was adopted Where is the competitive system 
sons: by the high school music organiza- used? The competitive system of 

(1) Among amateurs in classes tions. Previous to that time at dis- judging m which a first, second and 

such as dinner tables, shadow box- trict and state contests for bands third prize is given in each class, 

es and flower arrangements, it is and orchestras, first, _ second and Will continue to be used m many 

preferred to the competitive system third prizes were awarded. The flower shows for perfection of 
because it is more educational. Each competitive spirit became so keen, bloom classes, though it 1s not im- 
exhibit is considered and given a Tivalries so great, the after-effect possible to score spikes of indli- 
rating, so exhibitors and show visit- of not winning a prize so serious, vidual bloom of dahlias, peonies, 
ors alike may know just what the that the contests were almost aban- etc., by this system. It would, how- 

judges think of an exhibit. doned. With the inauguration of ¢V¢T, require much more time 1 

(2) Let us assume there are 10 this system by which every music judging and more judges would be 
entries in a dinner table class. Jud- organization was rated on its merits, PECeSSary. beaticd 
ged by the competitive system, a "ew interest was aroused and the Pee addition to speed of judging, 

first, second and third, and possibly contests have flourished to this day. there 1s publicity value ina’ variety 
a fourth prize would be given. Six A similar effect was noticed in gar- Tectiving a first award. A variety 
of the tables would not receive a den club exhibits. winning a number of first prizes at 

placing. Some of them might be al- Comments of Judges shows throughout _the country re- 
most equal to those given an award, Important ceives such publicity that the sale 
but there would be nothing to de- Onectesson foredie copalacity of value increases with considerable 

. « : é t ») © profit to the growers. 
signate this fact. Often arguments the merit system in Wisconsin is 

arise as to whether an exhibit with- that comments by judges are re- Too Many Awards? 
out an award is not fully equal to quired at the bottom of the score Comments have often been heard 
or better than those receiving an card, Competent judges are glad to that under the merit system too 

award. Lack of harmony among cooperate because it makes the many awards are given—too many 
club members results. show much more interesting to visi- blue or red ribbons in the same 

(3) The system of rating each tors. class. If too many are given the 
exhibit as “excellent”, “very good,” Positive statements are much judges are to blame, Competent 

“good”, or “fair,” with comments better than negative in making com- judges will give the correct number 
on a special tag provided for the ments. Helpful suggestions are valu- of awards. However if an exhibit 
purpose, is more likely to satisfy able, comments on the good points merits a rating of excellent, why
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should it not be given such award. B 1 An d H ° 

If each exhibit in a class deserves a alance armony in 
rating of excellent, it should receive A ° Fl 

it. This is one of the good features rranging owers 

of this system. By Vincent R. De Petris, Michigan Horticulture 
Type of Ribbons for the Society 

Merit System Michigan Horticultural Society ard of excellence in the receptacle is 

Blue ribbons may be used for a- The term caance as ie physical merece in te pee a 
* “ aspects is understood by nearly every- HS! UE. at painte owers on 

wards rating excellent, red for one who attempts floral arrangements. receptacles if they be bright and gaudy, 
very good, white for good, and Most people have a definite idea of will prove to be a definite barrier to 
pink for “fair.” If large ribbons the proper proportions of the material Pleasing arrangements since the paint- 

are used as at state shows, the word and the receptacle. ed flowers may outshine any plant ma- 
“excellent” for example should be As a guide to these proportions it terial which can be placed in the re- 

ad instead Of “Aret prize” bl was advocated years ago that the tall- ceptacle. But, if these painted flowers 
used instead 0 rst prizeé on Diue 4c+ material should be “one and one- aFe in soft and neutral tones, then they 
ribbons, and the score 93-100 half times” the height of a vertical re- m™ay be easily adapted to the finished 
should be stated. ceptacle. This rough figure, however, Composition without detracting from 

Very neat award cards with ap- merely deals with physical measure- ite, beaaty. sa 
5 : ments, whereas it is the visual appeal nother widely accepted “rule” which 

propriate colors in a narrow band which guides us in accepting the fin- has no basis of fact concerns combin- 
across the top are available to gar- ished arrangement. Actually, the ratio img hot-house flowers with out-door 
den clubs at cost from the Wiscon- of material to the receptacle is desig- flowers, for the same rule-makers de- 

sin Horticultural Society. These nated by the figure 1.6 which is some- ee hat, this should inever be done. 
serve ve! ‘ what more than “one and one-half.” © not know how this notion origi- 
ibbo: very xa in place of award This figure is based on careful studies nated but I have an idea that what 

n ms, ani or comments of the in the leaf arrangement, the measure- they had in mind was not to combine 

judges. We recommend them es- ment of curves in conical shells and ¢X0tic and dainty material with coarse 
pecially because they clearly indi- the ratios of overlapping curves in nd rustic flowers and subjects. Actu- 
cate the award and system of judg- pine cones and other seed clusters. ally, there is little difference between 

sae aged Our sensibilities prescribed that the the tulip, the daffodil and the lily of 
8 . lighter masses and daintier forms the valley blooming under glass, as 

TTT should be located above and to the out- compared oi the same flowers growing 
a side of the arrangement, while the i" the garden excepting that those 

Show visitors are often confused heavier stems and blooms should be &TOWn under glass are usually more 
by the use of ribbons containing jower and toward the center of the perfect and untarnished by wind and 
the words “first prize.” Futher- composition. Fain. a 
more, it does not correctly design- Besides lines, forms and masses, Condensed from The Michigan Gar- 
ate the type of judging used and there is another form of balance which ener: 
such ribbo hould. be ‘ded is very important. This is color bal- 

ch ribbons show avoided. ance. It may seem incorrect to state S 
that color has weight, yet it is never- TREE PAINT:NG 
theless true that the most pleasing Does it I “ 

STATE FLOWER SHOW effects are obtained by placing the Z Je Pay to. apply a white cae 
brighter and more intense colors to- S€im paint on the south side of an 

AWARDS ward the center of the arrangement, apple tree trunk in the fall to re- 
. while the softer and more subdued duce the danger from sunscald? 

The following awards at the colors are to the outside. Where only There is good evidence that this 
State Flower Show of the Wiscon- one color is used balance is achieved tactice red the d. 
sin Garden Club Federation in by placing the larger and more per- Practice reduces the danger of sun- 
Wauwatosa were not listed in our {¢ctly developed blooms toward the scald injury. Recent tests in New 
list issue center. This is what is commonly Hampshire showed differences in 

. referred to as the “point of interest.” temperature of the cambium la: . yer 
PAINTINGS: Mrs. Margaret Harmony in winter of 30 d 35 de- Smith, Lake Ge ° legrees to le 
a » e Geneva Garden Club. Though we generally restrict the grees F. between the north and 
st and 2nd awards. . term “harmony” to color, it also applies south sides of unpainted 17-year- 

Miss Clara E. Swenson, Manito- to other parts of the composition such old apple trees, Wh inted 
woc Garden Club, 3rd award. The 25. texture, suitability of material, re- ‘ PP} ‘, en pain e 
followi - tic h . lation to receptacle and other related white, the south side was at no time 
following corfection has been sent subjects. more than 10 degrees warmer than 
in: It is obvious that choice vases, the air. I gave all my trees (8 to 
TABLE: Career Girl, Ist instead Soe they ne silver of, alabaster, 10 years old) a white coating on 

of 2nd award. Manitowoc Garden the choicest. and moet smatic casteeial the south side in mid-October. 

Club, Freda Gaterman. With the most elaborate French and —/rom November, 1945 The Min- 
_ Victorian arrangements the high stand- nesota Horticulturist.
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The Dionne QUINS use our 
SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 

International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 
All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection We have a two manual organ 
with chimes on exhibition. 

i We have advertised in Wisc onsin Horticulture since 1928 

SSS, 

No Boarders Wanted - - 
Today when it is practically impossible to buy all of the new equipment needed to expand it is im- 

perative that we keep only good productive colonies. No Boarders should be allowed in any 

apiary. Weak colonies should be united or strengthened. Poor stretched brood combs should 

be melted up. (Sell your wax at the high price and replace with Three-ply foundation) 

Mail your order now for any bee supplies needed to keep your present number of colonies 

producing 100 per cent. 

SHIP US YOUR BEESWAX 

e 

A.1.RootCo. of Chicago “The A. 1 Root ¢ 
@ A. 1. NOt UO. 

224-230 W. Huron Street Medi Ohi 

CHICAGO, ILL. Gacumes §=6medina, Unio 
—— ee 

SIa NOSIGVA 

*-py dO BOUTION ‘AUVUaIT
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